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PREFACE 
The present volume consists of a collection of pre-
printed papers related to the world of medieval 
urbanism and towns in Europe. These papers were 
presented on the occasion of the international 
conference on medieval and later archaeology MEDIE-
vAL EUROPE BRUGGE 1997 which took place in 
Brugge, Belgium, on 1 through 4 October 1997. A 
number of them was presented and debated during the 
sessions of section 01, under the general title Urban-
ism - Le monde urbain - Die stiidtische Welt - De 
wereld van de stad. However, due to the large offer of 
papers related to this important theme in medieval and 
later archaeology, not all the contributions proposed 
for this section could be presented orally. A selection 
was made according to a number of topics which the 
organizers of this section, Henri Galinie (C.N.R.S.) 
Daniele Mannacorda and Hubert De Witte, deemed to 
be of more immediate importance within the frame-
work of the debate on the archaeology of the medieval 
and later urban world. This does not, however, mean 
that the other proposals were not of interest, far from 
it. This is why the organizers of the conference and the 
editors of the present volume felt that they deserved to 
be included in this volume. In other cases, no written 
contribution could be made available in time for 
inclusion in the present volume. All this explains why 
the general structure and the contents of the present 
volume do not conform exactly to the programme of 
the conference. In addition, a number of contributions 
concerning a particular but no less fundamental aspect 
of the medieval and later urban world, to wit aspects 
of the urban infrastructure and spatial organisation 
related to trade, were discussed within the context of 
section 03 of the conference, under the general title 
Exchange and trade - Echanges et commerce -
Warenaustausch und Handel- Uitwisseling en handel, 
organized by Hugo Blake, Axe! Christophersen and 
Marc Ryckaert. These contributions have been includ-
ed in volume 3 of the present series. 
Henri Galinie 
Daniele Mannacorda 
Hubert De Witte 
The volume on the urban world has been organized 
keeping in mind both the complexity of the subject and 
the general lines of the structure of section 01 of the 
conference. This means that the contributions in the 
present volume have more or less been grouped 
according to the following topics: 
The first one mainly concerns the general urban-
istic and topographical development of some towns or 
groups of towns. Most if not all of these contributions 
generally take the form of more or less general over-
views of what is known about a particular town or 
about urban life in a specific region. They bring 
together the main results of the archaeological field-
work - in some cases combined with historical 
research - in order to assess what the contribution of 
archaeology consists of and which questions remain 
open. Frequently, the authors also point out specific 
problems and occasionally address methodological 
issues. Most of these contributions touch upon many 
aspects of the urban world, including spatial organi-
sation, urban public and private infrastructure, plots 
and buildings, components of material culture, dyna-
mics of evolution, urbanistic developments (in the 
stricter sense of the word), etc. 
Not surprisingly, the early forms of medieval 
towns constitute another topic of main interest, 
considering the emergence of what is generally 
referred to as the 'medieval' town and the many forms 
this process took, as well as the dynamics involved. 
A few contributions equally focus on the emer-
gence of the 'medieval' urban world but address the 
issues involved within a broader and often somewhat 
more regional framework, paying particular attention 
to the broader historical, political, social and/or eco-
nomic context. 
Urban planning and morphology being of major 
importance in the debate on the evolution of medieval 
and later towns, two contributions address the subject 
of morphology and planning on a broader geogra-
phical scale taking into account the methodological 
issues involved. 
Closely related to spatial organisation and the 
development of urban planning are a fairly substantial 
number of contributions presenting specific case-
studies where urban plots and buildings play a major 
part. Quite a few of these papers also pay much atten-
tion to the process which has occasionally been called 
the process of 'petrification' of the urban fabric with 
the gradual emergence of stone tenements and build-
ings. 
This leads almost automatically to the subject of 
particular classes of urban buildings and components, 
including major public buildings and their spatial and 
architectural development. 
Finally, a specific phenomenon is discussed by 
two papers concerning Germany: the deserted towns 
of medieval origin and their significance. 
Within each section, the papers have been ordered 
according to the broad geographical region concerned, 
starting with central and eastern Europe, going from 
there to the Mediterranean world and hence to north-
western Europe, the latter area being loosely defined as 
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the North Sea and Baltic regions including Germany, 
Austria and Switzerland. 
Of necessity, the papers are rather short and the 
volume of course does not do total justice to the 
literally hundreds of excavations which have been car-
ried out in European urban settlements over the past 
few years. Nor does it provide a complete overview of 
the results attained and knowledge acquired. Never-
theless, with a total of over 35 papers, the present 
volume offers a good and useful insight into the recent 
development of the archaeological fieldwork of the 
medieval and later town and its contribution to our 
understanding of this urban phenomenon. It also illus-
trates fairly well some of the main concerns of present-
day urban archaeology as well as addressing a few 
more recent issues such as the role and significance of 
urban morphology and major public buildings. At any 
rate, the large offer and the diversity of approaches and 
questions demonstrate both the vigour and the unique 
and irreplaceable contribution archaeology continues 
to make to our understanding of a major component of 
the medieval and later world. 
Frans V erhaeghe & Guy De Boe 
Urban ism in Medieval Europe- Papers of the 'Medieval Europe Brugge 1997' Conference- Volume I 
IlL Bures, V. Kaspar, L. Spacek & P. Vareka 
The 13th century pre-urban settlement complex 
near the St. Peter's church in Prague 
1 Introduction 
The intensive archaeological research carried out 
in the historical core of Prague (approximately 8 
square km) over the last 40 years is gradually remap-
ping various aspects of life from the Early Medieval 
times until the present (for the last summary of the 
archaeological research on medieval Prague see Jecny 
et. al. 1984). An extensive excavation has been carried 
out near St. Peter's church on the north-eastern edge 
of the historic centre of Prague. This contribution 
focuses on presenting the preliminary results of the 
excavation. The complex assessment of the research 
is still in progress. The research project is supported 
by the Granting Agency of the Czech Republic. 
2 Documentary evidence 
St. Peter's church is first mentioned in documen-
tary evidence in Duke Sobeslav' s Charter for the Pra-
gue Germans. This Charter was probably issued in 
the 1170s and is preserved only in the form of tran-
scripts dating from the 15th century (CDB I, 290, 
256-257; Kristen 1922; Kejr 1969). According to para-
graph three, Germans settled in "vici Theutonicorum " 
were to confirm their prospective innocence by an 
oath "ante ecclesiam Sancti Petri". This reference 
has been interpreted by some scholars as meaning 
that the German settlement was situated in the area 
next to St. Peter's church. This interpretation is based, 
however, on indirect evidence and has been often cri-
ticised (Mendl 1932; Tomas 1984, 49 - 50). 
During the early 13th century the church became 
the possession of the Order of German Knights who 
built their order house here (CDB II, 133). This area 
was subsequently but prior to 1244 acquired by 
another Knights' order - the Knights of the Cross 
with the Red Star (Krsakova 1983, 13). This order 
established its new house in 1252 in the Old Town 
(Stare Mesto) near the bridge. The St. Peter's church 
with its manor house and settlement remained, how-
ever, the possession of the Order for a further 500 
years (Krsakova 1983, 13 ). Documentary evidence 
provides interesting information concerning a flood 
which occurred in 1280 and which seriously affected 
the settlement near to St. Peter's. The flood washed 
away 12 houses (FRB II, 342). 
St. Peter's church is mentioned in 13th-century 
documentary evidence as a church "in vico Theoto-
nicorum" (CDB IV, A1A2, 220; CDB IV, 245, 423) 
and again in the early 14th century in the Czech form 
"v Niemcychs" (Krsakova 1983, 15). This may 
represent indirect evidence for the existence of a 
German settlement in this part of Medieval Prague. 
However, the place-name "vicus Theutonicorum" or 
"v Niemcychs" may also have come into being as a 
result of the Order House of the German Knights 
being located in this area. The location of "vici Theo-
tonicorum "within the early to high Medieval Prague 
urban agglomeration therefore requires further research 
which also includes the comparative analysis of the 
archaeological evidence of the 13th-century settlement 
near the St. Peter's church. 
3 Archaeological excavation 
Extensive rescue excavations near the St. Peter's 
church have been carried out in several phases as a 
result of a previously planned modem developing 
venture (fig. 1 b). In the first phase (from 1969 to 1974), 
a large part of the settlement from the 13th century 
was discovered to the north and east of the church 
(e.g. Spacek 1978; 1983; 1984, fig. lb). The research 
continued during the years 1988 to 1990 in the north-
em direction from the church (Bures - Vareka, in 
print). The last phase from 1992 onwards focused on 
the northern edge of the settlement (Bure8, Kaspar & 
Vareka 1994) and included a survey of the corner 
building to the west of the church (Kaspar & Vareka 
1995). Important information referring to the extent 
of the settlement and to its relations to the St. Peter's 
manor (known from written sources) has been pro-
vided by the excavation documentation of the engin-
eering network and by smaller excavations under-
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Fig. 1. - a: schematic plan of Prague in the 13th century, 1: Old Town square, 2: St. Peter's church with adjacent 
settlement, 3: St. Martin, 4: St. Kliment, 5: St. Kliment in Bubny, 6: St. Benedict, 7: St. Longin; b: plan of the site with 
excavated areas. 
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taken in Petrska street, Samcova street and Biskupska 
street (Huml 1989; Spacek 1984; Zavrel, unpublish-
ed). On the site of the bishop's manor near the St. 
Peter's church, evidence for a cemetery and the remains 
of a stone build-up have been partially identified 
(Hum! 1989). 
3.1 Settlement structure 
The settlement at the church of St. Peter was 
found to the north of the actual sacral building. To 
date, 21 rectangular square structures have been un-
covered, all of them with the same orientation but 
without any no evidence for superposition. The feat-
ures spread out throughout the excavation surface 
(except in those areas damaged by later activity and 
mainly by the cellars of post-medieval and modern 
buildings). The lighter constructions indicated by post 
holes along with other features and waste fills, are 
often found surrounding rectangular sunken structures. 
Archaeological features were identified throughout the 
excavated area with some more significant concen-
trations between sunken rectangular features 2 and 3, 
north and east offeature 2 (fig. 2). Between features 
2 and 3, evidence for slight terrain repairs and shale 
and pebble surfacing (metalling) came to light. The 
nearest settlement finds are found some 30 to 35 m 
north and north-west of the church. The most north-
ern features are situated c. 110 m north of the church. 
The centre of the settlement was without any doubt a 
basilica with the supposed manor. The entire com-
plex was fortified with a moat, the evidence for 
which was discovered at the most westerly end of the 
excavation (the Petrska street area; Spacek 1984, 78). 
Archaeological evidence has confirmed the existence 
of the road corresponding to the present Petrska street 
from the 12th-13th century onwards. The road seems 
to have separated the church from the settlement, 
representing also a communication axis of the settle-
ment complex. The northern edge of the settlement is 
located on the edge of the river terrace labelled stage 
IVb. From this point, the terrain sloped down to the 
river's edge (terrace IVa). This section was consid-
ered the most northern part of the investigated area. 
Unfortunately, however, it has not been located to 
date and is perhaps to be found even more to the north 
than has been presumed previously. From all this, we 
conclude that the possible length of the settlement 
was c. 120-150 m along the N-S axis, Rectangular 
sunken structures have also been found in the present 
communication areas adjacent to the excavation area. 
There is, however, not enough evidence for determ-
ining the extent of the settlement along its west-east 
axis. It is also necessary to mention a watercourse 
which ran from the south. Approximately 400 m to 
the east of the church, it joined the river Vltava. Per-
haps there may have existed another tributary, men-
tioned in a list of damages that occurred to the stone 
wall of the manor during a flood in the year 1280 (see 
above). It is possible that the tributary passed through 
the area west of the church: it may have supplied the 
settlement with water and it may also separated from 
the western areas. 
3.2 Built environment 
The rectangular sunken features represent the only 
type of 13th-century building which have been found 
on the site. However, we must consider the possi-
bility that some buildings on the surface left because 
of the construction techniques used (e.g. corner-tim-
bering and timber-framing) and/or of the later medie-
val or post-medieval development of the site. The 
sunken buildings roughly had the same orientation 
(north-south, east-west), reaching 1 to 2 m in depth. 
These features can be divided into two groups accord-
ing to their size. Most of them (15) were of a large 
size reaching 16 to 33 m2• Only six smaller buildings 
have been found and were 5.3 to 8.6 m2 in size. Three 
sunken buildings of the first group had a stone revet-
ment (stone walls bounded with clay), the others 
contained a number of post-holes set into the floor 
(level0 = 0.1-0.4 m). The only exception is represent-
ed by the building 5 excavated in the northern part of 
the area (fig. 2: 5). Remains of the burnt wooden struc-
tures that were found within the house can be inter-
preted as being of a corner-timbered construction rest-
ing on pad stones 1• Several sunken buildings were 
provided with sunken staircases (fig. 3: 3-4). In some 
cases they had stone or wooden revetments, in one 
case a mortar-bounded brick revetment. No apparent 
heating equipment has been found within the sunken 
buildings except for the irregularly shaped burnt part 
of the floor area situated in the middle of building 4 
(fig. 2: 4, 3: 4). This burnt area may indicate a provis-
ional hearth of some kind. 
This type ofbuilding appears to have been an aty-
pical feature of the built environment of the early 
phases of High Medieval towns in Bohemia and Mo-
ra via. When comparing these buildings with early 
Medieval rural sunken houses containing an oven or 
hearth situated in a corner2, there appears a clear 
Two pad stones with apparent incisions may have provided 
some sort of symbolic-protective meaning connected with the 
house (perhaps offerings deposited close to the house, as known 
from other medieval sites in Bohemia, cf. Vareka 1991; 1994). 
2 These sunken houses (usually 4 by 4 m in size) were built 
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Fig. 2. - The Romanesque basilica of St. Peter and the 13th century settlement with sunken rectangular structures. 
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Fig. 3. - Sunken rectang-
ular structures (possibly 
cellars of not preserved 
buildings on the surface: 
1, 2, 4; and sunken buil-
ding: 3). 
1 2 




difference in size. The first are much larger both in 
ground plan and depth. They represent an apparently 
new building tradition connected with the High 
Medieval transformation which took place in the 
country during the 13th-early 14th century (e.g. sta-
bilization and nucleation of the settlement pattern 
and origins of towns). In almost all cases, these build-
ings have been interpreted as sunken houses used as 
provisional dwellings during the early phases of new-
ly founded urban sites (e.g. Klapste & Velimsky 
1978, 125-126; Khipste, Richter & V elimsk)' 1996; 
Michna 1988, 254-258). Traces ofhearths and the lack 
of apparent remains of adjacent surface structures 
represent the main evidence for this conclusion. 
3 
However, other reconstructions can be thought of 
based on the archaeological data from the site near 
within Early Medieval rural settlements in Bohemia and 
Moravia between the 6th and the 13th centuries (Khi.pste & 
Smetanka 1982; Nekuda 1982). 
5m 
the St. Peter's church: those sunken features may 
represent cellars of houses standing on the surface. 
The provisional function of sunken buildings in this 
settlement can be excluded due to their use from the 
early to the late 13th- and perhaps to the early 14th-
century, when the introduction of stone built houses 
can be seen. Only in one building, remains of a hearth 
were found but this does not necessarily prove the 
dwelling function of the sunken feature. 3 
The interpretation of the sunken buildings feat-
ures in the settlement near the St. Peter's church is 
based on the occurrence of the following types of 
indications: the presence oflarge post holes and stone 
walls (remains of strong vertical posts and walls that 
may have supported large surface constructions of 
some kind), the lack of any heating equipment in most 
Traces of hearths have been found elsewhere, e.g. in cellars 
situated underneath the storage rooms of the three-part rural 
houses in the deserted Later Medieval village of Sarvaly in 
Hungary (Paradi 1979). 
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cases, and the considerable depth of the sunken 
features. These facts indicate that these features pro-
bably represent cellars of houses which stood on the 
surface and are no longer preserved. The smaller sun-
ken buildings however, could also be interpreted as 
sunken structures such as storage rooms or workshops. 
3. 3 Production 
The archaeological research has shown that there 
was an extensive amount of production activity in the 
settlement near the St. Peter's church in the 13th 
century. The evidence for iron production and iron-
working such as iron-smelting kilns, slag and a grind-
ing stone used for ore grinding all belong among the 
important finds. Similar production centres were dis-
covered in the eastern and north-eastern parts of the 
Old Town, although these activities ceased in the 
12th century (Jecnyet al. 1984). The evidence for the 
iron production from the settlement near the St. 
Peter's church may indicate the possible transfer of 
this production from the centre of the Prague 
agglomeration to its periphery. Finds of many furnaces 
also indicate forging activities. The archaeological 
evidence also testifies to the intensive processing 
activity of non-ferrous metals at this site. Besides 
ovens and furnaces, the excavations also yielded 
ceramic jars, moulds for bronze casting, trinkets, metal 
sheet cuttings and also finished products (fig. 4: 6-10, 
15). Other finds recovered from the excavation pro-
vide evidence for other activities such as bone and 
leather working. A large number of ceramic and stone 
spindle-whorls point to weaving and the production 
of textiles (fig. 4: 1-5). Some features can also be 
interpreted as baking ovens, thereby providing evi-
dence for food production. Ceramic weights for fish-
ing nets indicate fishing (fig. 4: 11) which obviously 
constituted an important activity on this river-bank 
site (as shown by the analysis of the fish bones; see 
below). At the end of this chapter, implications in 
terms of trade will be mentioned because of the ex-
tensive concentration of local and foreign coins as 
well as of merchants' weights identified on the site. 
3. 4 Consumption 
The processing of the extensive sets of ceramic 
finds is still in progress. Currently more than 40 cera-
mic fabrics have been identified most of which do not 
represent local wares, but pottery produced abroad or 
in other parts of Bohemia (e.g., Rh en ish stonewares 
and glazed wares of as yet unidentified origin). In 
most cases the imported ceramics probably served as 
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containers for unlmown goods, an interpretation simi-
lar to one proposed for the graphite pottery of south 
Bohemian origin known from other sites in Prague 
(Emee & Vareka, in print). 
Results of the current pottery analysis point to a 
significant trade in goods coming from the eastern 
and southern parts ofBohemia. A large percentage of 
the pottery consists the yellowish-white ware decor-
ated with red painting, which appeared in Bohemia 
during the 13th century (e.g. Richter 1982, 126-139). 
In many cases miniature pots with yellow or brown 
glaze, also known from other pre-urban sites and 
early towns in Bohemia have been found (e.g., Most, 
Klapste & Velimsk.Y 1975; Hradistko & Richter 1982; 
Decin & Velimsk.Y 1991, 1994). The settlement pro-
duced the largest set of tiny ceramic figures known 
from 13th-century Bohemia, which takes us into the 
world of children's games and perhaps also point to 
some superstitions, which can only seldomly be 
detected through other evidence. The figures include 
horses, horses with riders and various other figures 
(fig. 5: 4-9, 16-18). 
Leisure and entertainment are documented archae-
ologically by dice and gambling stones made of bone 
(fig. 5: 1-3). Fragments of ceramic glazed aquamani-
les represent unique finds (fig. 5: 15). The high stan-
dards of living are documented by two sherds of glass 
beakers decorated with enamel, the first of Italian 
(Murano; fig. 5: 14a; Baumgartner & Kri.iger 1988, 
136-137) and the second of Arabic origin (probably 
Syria; fig. 5: 14b). Other interesting finds include 
fragments of a vitrail, representing the earliest evi-
dence of its kind found in Bohemia (dated to the early 
13th century; Bures & Vareka, in print). Small glass 
rings represent a specific kind of find known also from 
other 13th century pre-urban and urban sites in Bohe-
mia. Occasionally these rings are interpreted as trin-
kets, in other cases they are considered as a substitute 
means of payment (Radomersk.Y 1969). 
3. 5 Environment and nutrition 
Geologically, the investigated site is formed by 
loose to fluid mica Pleistocene gravel with frequent 
river boulders. The terrace surface (about 198 m above 
sea level) gradually slopes towards the Vltava river 
(down to the elevation of 189 to 191 m above sea 
level). The gravel surface of the excavated area occurs 
at a depth of 1.8 to 2.3 m below the contemporary 
ground level (185.20- 185.60 m above sea level) and 
does not appear to be very uneven or to have any 
significant faults. A Holocene soil with a thickness of 
0.6 - 1.0 m developed on top of the geological sur-
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Fig. 4. - The 13th-century finds from the site: 1-5: spindle-whorls (ceramic: 3, stone: 1, 2, 4, 5), 6-11: stone casting 
moulds, 11: ceramic weights for fishing nets, 12: iron spur, 13: figural decorated pot, 14: fragment ofvitrail, 15: bronze 
trinket, 16-17: bone rings. 
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its base, gradually turning into dark-brown firm sandy 
clays (a total of five layers could be distinguished). 
During the last phase of the excavation ( 1992 -
1993 ), soil samples for palaeo-environmental analysis 
were taken and random samples of a large amount of 
animal bones from all phases of the excavation was 
assessed (Beech 1994). The majority of the palaeo-
environmental remains represent food refuse and 
organic waste from the settlement. Soil samples were 
processed on site using a wash-over flotation system. 
Both floats and residues were sorted and analyzed. 
Cereals such as wheat, barley and millet were 
found in small quantities. Some samples contained 
remains offruits which could be identified as black-
berries, raspberries, apples, pears and elder. Carbon-
ized nut remains are represented only by hazelnut. 
Fruits and nuts were probably gathered from areas 
adjacent to the settlement. They were used for trading 
as well as for household consumption. 
The most commonly represented animal was cattle, 
followed by sheep or goat and pig (Beech 1994). 
Horse, brown hare, domestic fowl and domestic goose 
are represented in small quantities in the sample. Red 
deer is represented only by a single fragment. Many 
of the bones also show apparent traces of burning on 
the surface, perhaps resulting from cooking ancl/or 
post-discard processes. The bones were generally very 
fragmentary. This fragmentation was to some extent 
caused by the butchering practices. 
A substantial quantity of fish bones was recogniz-
ed in the soil samples. Among them, trout and pike 
were identified and seem fairly well represented. The 
presence of dental and skull elements of fish, as well 
as fish scales, may suggest that the fishes were pre-
pared locally for eating. 
Most probably, the inhabitants of the site were 
mainly consumers. Cattle and sheep were probably 
used both for their milk and hide/wool, as well as for 
their meat. Pigs were slaughtered at a young age, 
most of them being young males. The presence of 
bones of newborn pigs and sheep within the assem-
blage suggests that these animals were reared within 
the settlement area. Fish have been clearly obtained 
from the Vltava river or one of its local tributaries 
providing an important additional source of food for 
the inhabitants of the settlement. 
4 The settlement near the St. Peter's church with-
in the Prague urban agglomeration development 
The Prague settlement agglomeration was formed 
in the 9th century as a suburb of the Prague Castle 
and later became the suburb of the Vysehrad castle 
founded in the lOth century (fig. la; Jecny et. al. 
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1984 ). The intensive settlement on the left bank of 
the river below the Prague castle gradually spread to 
the right bank, in particular along the road which 
linked both castles and where a large market was 
established. The archaeological investigations have 
demonstrated that the centre of the right bank settle-
ment occupied the southern part of the right bank area. 
In an additional phase of the Prague urban agglo-
meration development later in the 12th century, the 
core of the settlement (as well as the market), moved 
to the area of the current Old Town (the later Medie-
val-Modern Old Town Square; fig. la: 1). Archaeo-
logical research has proven the significant role of the 
geomorphological context during the settlement of 
the right bank of the Vltava river. This settlement 
proceeded from the lower to the third level of the 
terrace (last: Hrdlicka 1996, 163 -167). The archaeo-
logical research has produced evidence for intensive 
settlement in nearly the whole area of the later Old 
Town in the early 13th century. The formation of the 
High Medieval town can be seen in this period 
through assessing the following factors belonging to 
this period: stabilisation of the whole settlement 
structure, particularly house-plots, and the establish-
ment of communal areas as well as cemeteries sur-
rounded by stone walls (Jecny et. al. 1984, 243). 
During this phase, the oldest monasteries were also 
established in this area including Dominicans, Minors, 
German Knights and Knights of the Cross with the 
Red Star (the only knight order which originated in 
Bohemia). 
Around the core of the right bank settlement agglo-
meration, there were a number of settlement areas 
with Romanesque churches at their centres, and some 
of these became part of the High Medieval Old 
Town, e.g. St. Martin (fig. la: 3; Dragoun 1979), St. 
Longin (fig. la: 7), St. Benedict (fig. la: 6; Jecny & 
Olmerova 1992) and St. Kliment (fig. la: 4; Hum! 
1977). The site near the St. Peter's church repres-
ented a part of this scattered settlement located close 
to the Bubny-ford where a significant junction of the 
long distance roads to the west, north and east existed 
(fig. la: 2; Jecny 1986, 52; 1987, 27). The St. Kli-
ment church of Early Medieval origin is situated on 
the other side of the ford indicating another settle-
ment area (fig. la: 4, Huml 1981). 
The importance of the settlement is highlighted by 
the triple nave basilica of the St. Peter's church built 
after the middle of the 12th century. Apart from the 
church in Tismice, this was the only non-monastic 
Romanesque basilica in Bohemia and in both cases, 
they hypothetically may have been founded by a 
sovereign (Merhautova 1971,259-260, 341-343). We 
can expect to find a manor estate near the church, as 
was indicated by written evidence from the 13th 
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Fig. 5.- The 13th-century finds from the site: 1-3: bone die and gambling stones, 4-9: miniature glazed ceramic horses, 
I 0-13: glass rings, 14a-14b: fragments of enamel-decorated glass vessels, 15: fragment of glazed ceramic aquamanile, 
16- I 8: glazed ceramic figures. 
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century (Krsakova 1983, 11-12; Lorenc 1973, 35-37). 
The moat around the manor has already been iden-
tified by an archaeological survey (Spacek 1984, 78). 
The settlement by the St. Peter's church formed 
part of the Prague pre-urban agglomeration until the 
construction of fortifications ( 1230-1249; Dragoun 
1987) which limited the extent of the Old Town 
established in the early 13th century. The archaeolo-
gical evidence illustrates the transformation of the 
built environment in the early 14th century (particul-
arly the introduction of stone houses), when the later 
Medieval suburb emanated from the settlement near 
the St. Peter's church and was included in the found-
ation of the New Town in 1348. 
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Change or continuity. The origins of the late medieval town of 
Kolobrzeg in Pomerania 
Introduction 
For some decades the Polish archaeology has 
devoted a lot of attention to the question of the urban-
isation of the southern coasts of the Baltic Sea. The 
debate has very much focused on the problems of 
emergence, origins and early development of Slavonic 
early medieval urban settlements in Pomerania (e.g. 
Leciejewicz 1962, 1969, 1991; Losinski 1994). The 
last fifteen years have also seen a considerable inter-
est in the charter towns founded mostly in the 13th 
century under the German Law and in their develop-
ment in the late Middle Ages and post-medieval 
times. Large-scale extensive excavations ofHanseatic 
towns situated on the coast, like Elblag, Gdansk, Kolo-
brzeg and Szczecin, have produced a great number of 
interesting data (e.g. Czacharowski & Nawrolski 
1992; Nawrolski 1993; Rebkowski 1989, 1996; Cnot-
liwy 1996). The fieldwork yielded result of particular 
interest to our understanding of the origins of late 
medieval towns founded in the 13th century on the 
basis of German Law and their relations to the older 
settlements and centres of an urban nature. These may 
be regarded in terms of continuation or disconti-
nuation where their spatial, functional and cultural 
development and transformations are concerned. 
The town of Kolobrzeg located immediately on 
the coast provides a very good example for investig-
ating the processes of change affecting urban life along 
the southern coast of the Baltic Sea in the 13th cen-
tury. At the beginning of this century Kolobrzeg be-
longed to the Slavonic Duchy of West Pomerania 
which had been divided into two provinces since c. 
1160. The Kolobrzeg castellany- the easternmost part 
of the Duchy- was the common property of two off-
shoots of the dynasty which had been ruling the 
country for a few generations. In 1248, the bishop of 
Kamien possessed half of the castellany. In the years 
1276-1277, the bishopric bought a second part ofthe 
land and from then onwards the bishop became the 
sole owner of the castellany (Riemann 1924, 27 -29; 
Slaski 1969, 130-132). 
The early town in the 12th and 13th century 
The origins of the settlements of an urban nature 
in Kolobrzeg go back to the 9th century (Leciejewicz 
1960, 1962). At the beginning of the 12th century, 
Kolobrzeg was the main centre of the emergence of 
Slavonic statehood in West Pomerania. Equally in 
the early 12th century though not before the 1120s, 
the principal abode of the duke was moved to Kamien 
(Leciejewicz 1960, 381; Spors 1981, 214). In the late 
12th and first half of the 13th century, at the threshold 
of the emerging changes, Kolobrzeg still was an 
important economic and administrative centre. The 
settlement structure then included a few elements 
fulfilling different functions (fig. 1 ). 
The stronghold (Polish- gr6d) originated already 
in the mid-9th century. It was situated four kilome-
tres south of the river estuary to the sea, at the foot of 
moraine hills which rise more than 20 to 25 m. above 
sea-level. The site was surrounded with a wood-and-
earth rampart and was the abode of castellans, i.e. 
administrative officials representing the duke. North 
and south of the stronghold, densely populated sub-
urbs flanked the site (Polish - podgrodzie) which 
also had a harbour. In the northern suburb the church 
of St. Mary was built by the 20s of the 12th century. 
Before 1219, the church became a collegiate and the 
seat of a chapter was located nearby. Two other chur-
ches were founded as well: St. Peter inside the strong-
hold and St. John at the northern outskirts of the 
settlement complex. Since the first half of the 12th 
century the written sources have mentioned various 
institutions of economic activity situated within the 
suburbs: one or two public houses (Latin- tabernae), 
a market-place, a tariff and the mint named since 
1229 (Leciejewicz 1960). 
The archaeological excavations carried out in the 
1950s have yielded data pointing to various kinds of 
craft activities which were already established by the 
9th and lOth century (smithing, gold-smithing, antler 
and amber handicraft, etc.) (Leciejewicz 1962; Lecie-
jewicz et al. 1961 ). However, the main centre of craft 
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Fig. 1.- Kolobrzeg in the 1st half of the 13th century. Spatial arrangement of settlements. 
A. stronghold and suburbs; B. centre of salt production; 1: St Peter; 2: St Mary 's collegiate; 3: St John. 
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Fig. 2. - Kolobrzeg in the last quarter of the 13th century. Spatial arrangement of settlements 
.. 
---
A. location town; B. centre of salt production. 1: St Mary and the cloister of Benedictine nuns; 2: St John; 3: St 
George; 4: St Spiritus; 5: St Mary's collegiate; 6: St Nicholas. Legend: see fig. 1. 
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km north of the stronghold, in the area of the so-cal-
led Salt Island. The presence of natural sources of salt 
water created suitable conditions for the production 
of salt production, an activity which may already 
started in the 7th-8th century (Leciejewicz 1960, 346; 
Losinski et al. 1971, 86). This important commodity 
was produced there using the evaporation technique 
and the production would continue throughout the 
Middle Ages until well into post-medieval times. 
In the first half of the 13th century the whole 
settlement complex still was a centre of political 
power, administration and jurisdiction (as reflected 
by the stronghold and the presence of castellans). 
There was also a concentration of various other acti-
vities: production (crafts and salt production), ex-
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Fig. 3. - A reconstruction of 
plan of the town in Jrd quarter 
of the 13th century. 
1: St Nicholas; 2: St Spiritus. 
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change and distribution (market-place, tabernae, 
tariffs) as well as religious activities (collegiate church 
and a chapter). The complex included the basic, struc-
tural elements of a central place and fulfilled all cen-
tral functions for the neighbouring area. As such, it 
may be regarded as an early type of urban settlement 
existing within the limits of Ducal Law (Piskorski 
1987, 35-37; Mozdzioch 1994, 133, 142). 
The new town - new ideas in a Slavonic 
environment 
Meanwhile, a measure of economic regression had 
probably struck Western Pomerania. The results of 
recent excavations in Szczecin suggest that in some 
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centres symptoms of a crisis may well be reflected in 
the archaeological evidence (Losinski 1993, 312; Cnot-
liwy 1996, 22-24). Unfortunately, the limited range of 
excavations does not yet allow us to recognise this 
phenomenon in Kolobrzeg. At any rate, the result of 
the regression was that in the 30s of the 13th century, 
a process of comprehensive economic and social chan-
ges began in Pomerania. This process was expressed 
mainly through the founding of new towns on the 
basis of German Law (Piskorski 1987, 49-72). 
In 1255, the owners of the Kolobrzeg castellany, 
duke Warcislaw and Herman, bishop of Kamien, 
signed a charter, which states that ' ... nos civitatem 
nostram Colberg teutonicis iure lubecensi quinque 
ann is liberam donavimus possidendam ... ' (PUB II, 
No 606). The new town was not located on the site of 
the former centre but half way between the strong-
hold and the seashore, on a low moraine hillock sur-
rounded by a marshy area resulting from an extensive 
overflow along the right bank of the river. In the 13th 
century, the terrain was significantly lower than it is 
now and rose no more than 4 to 5 m above the highest 
sea-level (fig. 2). To the west, the site adjoined a little 
overflow terrace of the river (Hoffa 1968). In terms 
of geographical conditions, this was the only possible 
place to settle within the area near to the river's 
estuary to the sea. Because of the very limited num-
ber of written sources, the large-scale campaign of 
rescue excavations carried out here since 1986 and 
still in progress is absolutely essential to document 
and understand the emergence and early develop-
ment of the town (Rebkowski 1989, 1996). 
A hypothesis formulated by some historians sug-
gested that the site had already been occupied in the 
first half of the 13th century either by Slavs or by 
German settlers (Spors 1991 ). This hypothesis cannot 
yet be confirmed by the archaeological evidence. The 
results of the excavations bring us at the point when 
new settlers started to occupy the site, i.e. not before 
the middle of the 13th century. It may therefore be 
suggested that the legal and spatial locations of the 
town took place almost at the same time (Rebkowski 
1995, 75). The first newcomers could settle the place 
either soon after 1248 when the bishop of Kamien 
became the owner of part of the castellany of Kolo-
brzeg or after 1251 when Herman von Gleichen began 
to administer the diocese (Riemann 1924, 27-28). 
Dendrodates obtained from the oldest wooden struc-
tures in different parts of the town bring us very near 
to those events and are concentrated between the 50s 
and 80s of the 13th century. 
The foundation of the town brought the new ideas 
of law, economy, technology, and also led to revolu-
tionary changes in terms of urban organisation and 
planning which copied the patterns developed in 
Western Europe. The archaeological and documen-
tary sources as well as the analysis of the 17th-cen-
tury town plans indicate that at least until the 30s of 
the 14th century the built area of the town did not 
extend over a marsh zone along the overflow terrace 
of the river (Riemann 1924, 44-45; Gobel 1927, 9). 
Therefore, the early town must have been somewhat 
smaller than it was at the end of the Middle Ages 
when a brick-built defence-wall encompassed the 
urban space. The brick-built town-walls are not men-
tioned by the written sources before 1350 but by the 
end of the 15th century, the whole urban area had 
been enclosed. Originally, in the 13th and early 14th 
century, a wood-and-earth rampart with 3 or 4 gates 
protected the town on three sides (fig. 3). The names 
of the gates are mentioned in the oldest part of the 
Town Book and in other documents. 
The internal division of the urban space into 
blocks and streets was already in place when the town 
was created. It is assumed that the basic street pattern 
never changed. One of the excavated sites does show 
that the limits of one of the blocks moved over a very 
small distance but this does not alter our current pic-
ture of the constancy of the pattern. Another problem, 
however, is that of the original shape of the market-
place. There is no serious reason to reject the possi-
bility that the rectangular shape of the market-place 
has been in place and remained unchanged since the 
13th century but in theory this function may origin-
any have been fulfilled by part of the broad street. It 
is worth noting that according to information provid-
ed by the written sources the Town Hall appeared in 
the market-place in the second half of the 14th cen-
tury at the earliest. The earlier site of the Town Hall 
is identified by some historians in the western part of 
the town (Riemann 1924, 50, 55-56). Unfortunately, 
neither this site not the area of the market-place have 
yet been the subject of archaeological fieldwork. 
Between 1262 and 1276, the chapter was moved 
from the old centre to the town and located in one of 
the central blocks. At that time, the building of the 
new collegiate church of St. Mary's must have started. 
According to the documentary evidence, however, 
the church of St. Nicholas' was supposedly located 
on the same site, a situation which existed around the 
middle of the 13th century, i.e. before the creation of 
St. Mary's. The excavations of the churchyard have 
shown the orientation of the oldest, single level of 
graves to be slightly different from that of the graves 
linked with the collegiate church St. Mary's. The 
earlier phase of the graveyard was presumably relat-
ed to the St. Nicholas church which apparently ful-
filled the church functions of the earliest community 
of German settlers. In 1276, however, the document 
of bishop Herman already mentioned the church of 
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St. Nicholas' 'in monte salis'- in the area of the salt 
production (Riemann 1924, 50-51; Leciejewicz 1960, 
346; Spors 1991, 118). The move must have been 
connected with the building of the new collegiate 
church and the arrival of canons in the new place. The 
abode of the chapter was probably situated in the 
north-west part of the block in the neighbourhood of 
the bishop's see and the school. Slightly later, the 
latter two were mentioned in written sources (Rie-
mann 1924, 51). 
The second of the oldest churches was founded in 
1266 near the hospital of St. Spiritus, at the southern 
limit of the town and in the vicinity of the mill and 
the gate (Riemann 1924, 57). The remains ofthe hos-
pital and the cemetery have been discovered during 
the rescue-excavations of 1991. 
The last of the 13th-century.churches was St. 
George, linked to the hospital and located outside the 
town's rampart. It was built before 1282 (Riemann 
1924, 57-58; Sandow 1940, No 8). 
In 1297, the new harbour is mentioned in the 
written sources for the first time. It was presumably 
located on the site which can be identified through 






Fig. 4.- Narutowicza 
Str. 36. The frame 
and post building in 
the front part of the 
parcel. Beginning of 
the 14th century. 
152; Riemann 1924, 59; Spors 1991, 117). In the 
vicinity of the port, a taberna and a shipyard were 
also mentioned. The building of the harbour appa-
rently denoted the collapse of an older harbour 
located near the northern suburb of the stronghold. 
The town and the new port were linked both by land 
and by waterway. The latter started at the waterfront 
of the town and led to the harbour on the river. Some 
remains of the waterfront and a boat were found 
during the 1992 excavations. 
The archaeological excavations provided evidence 
that plots and plot layout appeared in the town as 
early as the mid-13th century. A detailed analysis of 
one of excavated sites suggests that the primary plots 
were 2 rods wide and 6 rods long ( 1 rod = 4,71 m). 
This layout has been gradually transformed since the 
middle of the 14th century. The changes were depen-
dent on the emergence of brick-built houses (Reb-
kowski & Polak 1996). Further work show indicate 
whether or not these conclusions are valid for the 
whole of the town. 
Apart from the spatial transformations the found-
ation of the new town also led to huge cultural 
changes. This phenomenon can be illustrated by 
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means of two components of the material culture: 
pottery and buildings. 
The pottery sets from the latest layers of the 
stronghold and dated back to the 12th century are 
almost homogeneous. The traditional Slavonic ware 
is predominant without exception and it is represent-
ed almost solely by pots made by using the same 
technology. Very rarely, a few imported vessels turn 
up (Leciejewicz et al. 1961, 62-67; Losinski et al. 
1971, 26-53). The picture of the sets discovered in the 
location town and dated to the third quarter of the 
13th century is totally different. Here, the character-
istic feature is the strong differentiation of the pot-
tery. Nearly every assemblage numbers four kinds of 
wares: the traditional Slavonic pottery, greyware, 
early stoneware and imported glazed vessels (Reb-
kowski 1995). This conspicuous differentiation illu-
strates rapid qualitative changes that took place in 
Kolobrzeg around the middle of the 13th century. 
The most popular group of pottery are greywares, 
represented both by vessels with a flat base and ves-
sels with a globular one (Kugeltopfe). Greywares can 
be expected to appear in Pomerania in the first half or 
around the middle of the 13th century et the very the 
latest. In that period, the local production of grey-
wares starts in Pomerania and this believed to be 
linked with the influx of German settlers and potters 
(Nawrolski & Rebkowski, in print). This is the context 
in which the immediate appearance of numerous 
greyware objects in the earliest phases of the location 
town of Kolobrzeg is to be considered (Rebkowski 
1995,26-39, 77-80). On the other hand, the traditional 
Slavonic pottery appearing in the oldest layers in 
some parts of the town also has a particular signifi-
cance. In the second half of the 13th century, they 
represented between 1 and 10 per cent of the pottery 
and the group did not disappeared before the middle 
of the 14th century. This phenomenon cannot be seen 
solely as an indication for local exchange between 
the town and the Slavonic settlements. Rather, one 
should look for other explanations for this consid-
erable share of traditional vessels and one of these 
may well be the attachment of the autochthonous 
people to their traditional products. It seems that the 
above-mentioned occurrence of Slavonic Wares is an 
indication of the migration of the population from the 
old centre and from the neighbouring villages to the 
new town. One of the highest occurrences of tradi-
tional pottery was discovered in the northern part of 
the town, at today's Ratuszowa Street. This does not 
seem to be a coincidence when considering that in the 
early 14th century the street was called 'platea 
Slavorum' -the Slavonic Street- in the Town Book 
(Sandow 1939, No 59-60; Rebkowski 1995, 21-25, 
80-83). 
The analysis of the development of the buildings 
also provides interesting indications. In the local 
tradition of Slavonic buildings two kinds ofhouse con-
structions were the most common ones and predom-
inated in the period before the German urban coloni-
sation. Those are the wattle constructions and the log 
buildings (Leciejewicz & Losinski 1983, 245-252; 
Bamycz-Gupieniec 1990, 300; Cnotliwy 1996, 21-
22). Such types of buildings have been also discov-
ered in the area of the stronghold of Kolobrzeg 
(Leciejewicz et al. 1961, 74). But the foundation of 
the new town coincided with major changes in wooden 
architecture. The oldest remains of houses dating back 
to the second half of the 13th century are differen-
tiated and represent at least two building traditions. 
The predominant types were wattle constructions and 
various types of frame-and-post constructions (Ger-
man - Stiinderbau auf Schwellen). Other types of 
building methods were used only in a very small 
number of cases. These are the log constructions and 
the so-called fence-and-inter-post constructions which 
have been registered only very occasionally. 
The appearance of the frame-and-post construc-
tion in the towns along the southern Baltic coast 
indicates a growing influence from the West and was 
connected with newcomers from Germany (e.g. 
Zbierski 1978, 107-119; Caune 1984, 83; Nawrolski 
1990, 158; Fehring 1992). This construction technique 
was used in the West from the 12th century onwards 
and in the case of Kolobrzeg it occurred already in 
the third quarter of the 13th century; very soon after-
wards, it became the most common type ofbuilding 
technique (fig. 4) (Rebkowski 1989, 469; Polak & 
Rebkowski 1996,211-214, fig. III-8, 9, 15). 
In the second half of the 13th century, however, 
the wattle construction was still in use (fig. 5). Of 
particular interest is the fact that this kind of 
buildings occurred very frequently in properties situ-
ated in the 'platea Slavorum' (Polak & Rebkowski 
1996,209-210, fig. III-21, 23, 31). With time, how-
ever, the wattle buildings disappeared and were re-
placed with other wooden structures. From the 1330s 
onwards, the town was gradually converted into an 
agglomeration ofbrick-built houses. 
Concluding remarks 
The foundation of the new town in Kolobrzeg led 
to fundamental spatial transformations in the settle-
ment structure. When considering the location site in 
a broader geographical perspective, it is only too 
obvious that the new town refers to the older one in 
terms of its spatial position. This kind of link seems 

































Fig. 5.- Ratuszowa Str. 12. The front part of the parcel in the 3rd quarter of the 13th century. 
charter towns which either absorbed the earlier 
Slavonic settlements (e.g. Szczecin) or were situated 
in their immediate vicinity (Piskorski 1987, 85). How-
ever, in the case ofKolobrzeg the centre was shifted 
26 
about 2 km to the north and established on a new, as 
yet unsettled place. To some extent, the new town 
'cut off the old one from the seacoast. Between 1227 
and 1253, the Pomeranian Dukes still drew up some 
Change or continuity. The origins of the late medieval town of Kolobrzeg in Pomerania 
documents in the stronghold but there is evidence 
that already by the 70s of the 13th century the old 
centre fell into ruin and was deserted or at least depo-
pulated. On this site, a few gardens appeared and a 
Benedictine nunnery was founded in 1277 by the 
bishop. A year later two different written sources cal-
led the former town 'antiqua civitas' - the old town 
(Sandow 1940, No 2; Leciejewicz 1960, 339, 348). In 
the course of only two decades, the location of a new 
town had caused the stronghold and its suburbs to be 
ruined and depopulated. Apparently, a number of the 
inhabitants moved to the new centre (Rebkowski 
1995, 82-83). 
In terms of spatial change, by far the most 
important innovation - and a totally new one for this 
particular region- was the idea and implementation 
of planning and organising urban space. 
The new Kolobrzeg took over almost all the func-
tions of the old central place: legal functions, produc-
tion, exchange and distribution, religious and cultural 
functions. However, it is worth noting that no forti-
fied abode of a feudal owner was ever built inside the 
town. The bishop only had a property there. 
Irrespective of the developing legal, social and 
spatial changes, salt production continued and remain-
ed one of the pillars of the economic development of 
the town. The archaeological sources indicate Kolo-
brzeg to have grown economically already by the late 
13th century, as shown by the growing craft produc-
tion and long-distance trade. The latter seems to be 
demonstrated by the large amounts of imported pot-
tery amongst other things (Rebkowski 1995, 87-94). 
The occurrence of a few mills in the third quarter of 
the 13th century is also a certain indication of the 
intensification of grain production and trade (Sandow 
1940, No 2, 8-10,26,31, 41). 
All cultural changes occurring in Kolobrzeg were 
linked with the new settlers coming in from Germany 
and with the new cultural standards they brought with 
them into Pomerania. However, during the second half 
of the 13th and in the beginning of the 14th century, 
Slavonic traditions did survive to some extent. Spe-
cific elements of pottery production and building con-
struction seem to be among the most distinctive indic-
ators for this. At present, we assume that the survival 
of the old cultural traditions were at their strongest in 
the neighbourhood of the 'platea Slavorum'. An 
analysis of the textiles found in that area also yielded 
interesting indications. Most of the woollen textiles 
dating back to the second half of the 13th century were 
produced with traditional techniques. In the region of 
the Baltic sea, those were the most common ones in 
the 11th and 12th centuries (Maik 1996). In the course 
of the first half of the 14th century, the last remnants 
of Slavonic traditions disappeared. In social terms 
one should regard this trend as the result of the 
adoption of new cultural standards and of the assimil-
ation of the indigenous population with the German 
settlers within the new town boundaries (Rebkowski 
1995, 83). 
These conclusions represent only an introductory 
generalisation concerning the changes in urban dev-
elopment in 13th century Kolobrzeg. As a result of 
different transformations a new town replaced an old 
centre. Considering the profound social, legal, spatial 
and cultural transformations it is not possible to 
describe the process as an evolutionary development. 
Nevertheless, in some respects the new town took over 
almost all the functions of the old centre. Therefore, 
in spite of the introduction of new principles and new 
ways of doing thins, there is still some evidence 
pointing to the functional continuity of both centres 
(Piskorski 1987, 87). 
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In the late 12th century, numerous nomadic and 
semi-nomadic tribes which inhabited the steppes of 
Central Asia and Mongolia were united under Temu-
jin who assumed the title ofGenghis Khan. The newly 
emerged early state displayed a rigid military organi-
zation. Pastures and roaming territories were divided 
into uluses, i.e. fiefs, allotted to the members of the 
House of Genghis and their retinue in exchange for 
military service. Such an organization prompted fur-
ther conquests and the seizure of new lands, pastures, 
cattle and slaves. As a result of this large-scale expan-
sion, an enormous empire emerged, encompassing 
China, Khorezm, Iran, Transcaucasia, the Crimea, 
Moldavia, the steppes of Western Siberia, Kazakh-
stan and South-East Europe as well as the Volga Bul-
garia with adjacent lands. Then the Mongols, having 
suffered but a few minor defeats, invaded Poland, 
Bohemia and Hungary and only the death of the Great 
Khan Ogedey in 1241 compelled them to withdraw. 
In the mid-13th c. the Mongolian state was divid-
ed into four uluses by the number ofGenghis Khan's 
sons. The ulus of Jochi was one of the largest. It 
encompassed the steppes of Eastern Europe and the 
majority of the steppes of Western Siberia and Ka-
zakhstan (Desht-i Kipchak or the steppes of the 
Polovtsi) as well as the North Caucasus, the Crimea, 
Moldavia, the Volga Bulgaria and the western part of 
Khorezm- all of them with a sedentary population-
and even the client principalities of Russia. It is a 
curious fact that Jochi 's ulus owes the glorious name 
of the Golden Horde to Russian chronicles of the 16th 
and 17th centuries 
Initially, the administration of the Golden Horde 
was concentrated in the traditional cities of the Volga 
Bulgaria, Urgench and the Crimea. However, accord-
ing to the Jtinerarium of William of Rubruck, the 
Puteshestviya v vostochnyye strany Piano Karpini i Rubruka 
(Journeys of Piano Carpini and Rubruck to Oriental Lands), 
Moscow, 1957. 
Fyodorov-Davydov G.A., Zolotoordynskiye goroda Povol-
zhya (The Golden Horde Cities of the Volga Basin), Moscow, 
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The Golden Horde city pattern: 
evidence from excavations 
construction of new cities began in the steppes as 
early as in the 1250s. 1 G. Fyodorov-Davydov holds 
that the construction in question was prompted by the 
khans of J ochi' s ulus who strived to sever relations 
with the Great Khans and were therefore badly in 
need of new administrative centres depending entire-
ly on the Golden Horde khan.2 Thousands ofbuilders 
and craftsmen from Central Asia, Russia, the Volga 
Bulgaria, the Caucasus, and the Crimea were herded 
to the steppes where they soon built great cities with 
good amenities. These towns became major trading 
and craft centres and ensured the economic strength 
of the state. At present more than 100 cities and town-
ships are known from written and numismatic sour-
ces and the archaeological record; 3 actually, they 
were far more numerous. 
For a long time and in spite of the major role 
played by the Golden Horde in the development of 
Russia, little attention had been paid to the study of 
the Golden Horde. The Mongols and Tartars were 
considered invaders and oppressors, barbarian nomads 
devoid of even rudimentary culture, etc. Excavations 
of the second capital of the Golden Horde, the New 
Sarai, carried out under the guidance of A. Teresh-
chenko, were aimed solely at recovering master-
pieces. The excavations gave an idea of the rich 
material culture of the Golden Horde cities, but the 
majority of documentation and artefacts was lost. A 
true archaeological study of the Golden Horde began 
in 1959 when Aleksei Smirnov and German Fyodo-
rov-Davydov established the still functioning Volga 
archaeological expedition. The expedition conducted 
large-scale excavations at such Lower Volga sites as 
Sarai, the New Sarai, and Beljamen. All modem 
knowledge of the city pattern, architecture, building, 
handicrafts and the circulation of money in the 
1994, 10. 
3 Yegorov V.L., lstoricheskaya geografiya Zolotoi Ordy v 
XII-XIV vekakh (The Golden Horde Historical Geography in 
the 12th-14th centuries), Moscow, 1985. 
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Fig. 1. - The fragment of the map of Selitrennoye cite between Khuchugury hill and Krasny hill. 
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Golden Horde is based on the fieldwork carried out 
by the Volga expedition. 
The Golden Horde city pattern is considerably 
different from that of the European and Oriental 
cities. One's attention is likely to be struck primarily 
by their dimensions. Thus, the area of Sarai, the first 
capital of the Golden Horde, is estimated as ranging 
from 10 to 36 square kilometres with suburbs.4 The 
Golden Horde cities were not fortified. Small ram-
parts and ditches running across living quarters instead 
of guarding the city boundaries were built in certain 
cities only in the 1360s, during an internecine feud in 
the Horde. Instead ofbeing subdivided into a citadel, 
the aristocratic ward and a trading quarter, the cities 
of the Golden Horde were built after the estate 
pattern. According to Fyodorov-Davydov, they emerg-
ed as a result of the agglomeration of aristocratic 
estates surrounded with those of vassals and clients, 
houses of slaves and later of the city plebs. 5 
The excavations of Sarai at the Selitrennoye site 
have been carried out by the Volga expedition since 
197 5. They brought to light large pottery workshops 
with various kinds of kilns for all kinds of pottery, a 
glass workshop, limekilns, houses of all the social 
strata, amenities such as water-supply and sewers, 
irrigation canals and storage ponds as well as mau-
solea and cemeteries. All in all, an area of some 
15,000 square metres was excavated. The aristocratic 
ward of the city situated between the Kuchugury and 
Krasnyi mounds (Fig. 1) has been most thoroughly 
investigated. Three neighbouring rich estates were 
excavated there. A big burnt-brick building stood at 
the centre of one of them. It comprised some 30 rooms 
clustered round a large and magnificently decorated 
throne-hall. The excavators hold that the house be-
longed to an aristocrat.6 The two other estates are far 
less gorgeous, yet they also belonged to the members 
of the upper stratum. 
In 1983-87 the area between the said three estates 
was investigated. A complex of public buildings clus-
tered round a square was excavated there (Fig 2). The 
complex can be dated to the 1340-70s. A big mosque 
was the main building there. The mosque consisted 
of two compartments, i.e. the sanctuary and an annex 
in the north-west part of the building (Fig. 3). The 
burnt-brick walls of the mosque were almost com-
pletely dismantled at a later date. The excavators 
succeeded in tracing the plan almost completely from 
imprints of bricks and from the wall bed sunk into 
virgin soil. The sanctuary was a room- almost square 
Ibid., 115. 
Fyodorov-Davydov, op.cit., 38. 
Ibid., 58. 
The Golden Horde city pattern: evidence from excavations 
Fig. 2. - Mutual arrangement of buildings around the 
mosque: 1. mosque; 2. annex of the mosque; 3. madreseh 
or khanako; 4. public bath-house; 5. dwellings. 
in plan -measuring 36.5 m by 35.5 m. The main 
entrance was marked with a huge portal in the north 
wall. There was another, smaller doorway in the 
middle of the east wall. It seems likely that there was 
yet another doorway in the west wall, but no traces of 
it have survived. The interior of the sanctuary was 
partitioned into nine naves with eight rows of columns. 
Each row in turn consisted of eight columns. Those 
were wooden pillars square in section, painted with 
white lime mortar and resting upon massive brick 
sub-floor foundations. The two columns flanking the 
mihrab were probably made of stone, since their foun-
dations were reinforced with a wooden framework in 
order to make the shrinkage even. The rectangular 
mihrab was engaged into the south wall and had a 
ganch, i.e. carved plaster, frame. Before the mihrab 
there was a carved ganch lattice-work (the maksura), 
the framework of which was composed of wooden 
sticks. An uncovered aula measuring 9.3 m by 9.0 m 
was situated at the centre of the sanctuary, near the 
main entrance. At the centre of the aula lay a large 
round water-tank faced with brick. The floor of the 
rest of the sanctuary was made of trampled-down 
earth. The walls, like the columns, were probably 
plastered white. 
An annex measuring 13.85 m by 9.8 m was 
attached to the exterior of the north wall, close to the 
western pylon of the doorway. The interior of the 
annex was richly adorned. The floor was paved with 
burnt brick, while the walls were decorated with 
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Fig. 3.- Schematic plan of the mosque. 
large heated adobe bunk, the sufa, was installed along 
the west wall. The ceiling was supported by two 
columns, the stone foundations of which have sur-
vived. It seems likely that the room was not a cult 
one. This could have been a court-room or the premis-
es of yet another institution attached to the mosque. 
The space west of the mosque was occupied by 
living quarters. Two houses were attached directly to 
the southern section of its west wall. Between the 
northern section of the same wall and the wall of a 
big multi-chambered house there was a passage two 
metres wide. Still further west yet another house was 
attached to the former forming a single living com-
plex with it. A street some 15 metres wide ran 
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leading probably to the western entrance which has 
not survived. 
South of the mosque there was a cemetery con-
sisting of several mausolea, charnel-houses and tombs 
with brick monuments (the mastaba). The cemetery 
was founded after the mosque, maybe even after the 
mosque had ceased to function and the whole area 
became desolate. 
North of the mosque a big multi-chambered struc-
ture displaying certain traits of a communal building 
was situated. The building consisted of two perpen-
dicular wings (Fig. 4). The north wall of the building 
ran parallel to the east wall of the mosque and was 
located at a distance of 6.0 metres from it. The walls 

















external south-western corner was reinforced with a 
round burnt-brick tower-buttress. Along the N-S axis 
the building was some 20 metres long while along the 
W-E axis it measured 15.1 m. Both wings were 5.25 
m wide. All the compartments except one, which was 
attached later, were arranged in a row along two per-
pendicular axes. 
The Golden Horde city pattern: evidence from excavations 
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The north-western axis of the building was 
occupied by five compartments, four of which were 
habitable rooms of similar dimensions and plan while 
the fifth one was a small larder. The habitable rooms 
were equipped with hearths with horizontal smoke 
ducts, the kans, and adobe bunks, the sufas. In the 
floor were installed the toshnaus, i.e., the wash-
33 
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Fig. 5. - Public bath-house. 
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stands. There were few traces ofhuman activity and 
everyday articles as well as a total lack of remodel-
ling characteristic of the Golden Horde habitable 
houses; this implies that the rooms in question were 
not continuously inhabited. At the centre of the south-
eastern wing of the building a square compartment 
was situated. It was slightly bigger than the other 
ones and was totally devoid of interior structures. In 
its south wall, right opposite the entrance, there was 
a rectangular niche. The orientation of the niche is 
akin to that of the mihrab of the big mosque, there-
34 





fore the room was apparently the house sanctuary. 
East of the sanctuary there was yet another habitable 
room. Its plan was almost similar to that of the other 
rooms, yet there are traces of remodelling, as shown 
by the brick-paved floor, additional hearths and an 
annex room attached to the south wall. An opening 
was made in the wall to connect the main room with 
the annex. In these rooms the excavators encountered 
large quantities of ash and bones as well as utensils. 
It was probably the owner who had lived there, either 
by himself or with his family, for a long time. 
In all probability, the building was an institution 
related to the Moslem religion, such as the madrasah 
or the hanako, i.e. the hostel for pilgrims. In one of 
the wings there were uniform rooms for either 
pilgrims or students, while in the other the house 
mosque and the room of either the preceptor or the 
landlord were situated. 
South of the big mosque a public bath-house 
designed for wealthy people was situated.' Its fa9ade 
faced the main portal of the mosque and the western 
section of its north wall. Between the bath-house and 
the mosque there was either a street or a square some 
11 metres wide. The building of the bath-house was 
stretched along the meridional axis (Fig. 5). It was 26 
metres long, 13.3 m wide in the southern part and 
15.8 m wide in the northern part. The interior was 
partitioned into nine compartments. The portal entrance 
to the bath-house was situated in the middle of its 
western side. The lobby led to the cloalaoom with the 
heated sufa along three walls. The floor of the cloak-
room was figuratively paved with bricks and bats. At 
the centre of the floor there was a pit for a fountain 
basin with two ceramic pipes to adduct the water. 
There were stained-glass windows with the ganch 
sash. Next to the cloalaoom there were two dressing-
rooms that could be entered directly from the lobby. 
Their walls were decorated with tiles and the floor 
was paved alternatively with hexagonal bricks and 
triangular turquoise tiles. The floor was warmed with 
a system of sub-floor heating. The bath compartment 
consisted of a cross-shaped central hall and four cor-
ner baths. The flooring of all these rooms rested upon 
small pillars made up of stacks of several bricks set 
one upon another. The empty space between the pil-
lars was heated with warm air from the heating com-
partment adjoining the bath on the east side. At the 
centre of the latter there was an oval oven and a 
cauldron with the water. The heating compartment 
immediately adjoined the haus, i.e. the reservoir from 
which the water was drawn. Judging from the design, 
the public bath-house at the Selitrennoye site was a 
typical hammam, i.e. an oriental bath-house. Such 
bath-houses have been spread all over the Orient 
since the Middle Ages. 
ZILIVINSKA YA E. D., Srednevekovyye bani Nizhnego 
Povolzhya (Medieval bath-houses of the Lower Volga basin), 
in: Sokrovishcha sarmatskikh vozhdei i drevniye goroda Povol-
zhya, Moscow, 1989. 
8 ZILIVINSKAYA E.D., Mecheti Zolotoi Ordy (The Golden 
Horde mosques), in: Arkheologiya Povolzhya, Yoshkar-Oia, 1996. 
9 ALIKHOVA A. Ye., Postroiki drevnego goroda Mokhshi (The 
structures of the ancient town ofMokhsha), Sovetskaya arkheo-
logiya, 1973, N 2; BIRNEA P.P. & ZILIVINSKA YA E. D., Bani Sta-
rogo Orkheya (Bath-houses of the Old Orkhei), in: Sredneve-
The Golden Horde city pattern: evidence from excavations 
Living quarters were situated north of the bath-
house. Several houses with either wooden or mud-
brick walls and the foundations of three yurts were 
excavated there. Behind the bath-house there was a 
public convenience consisting of two compartments, 
the existence of which is indicative of good amenities 
of the Golden Horde cities. 
Separate communal buildings, such as mosques,' 
public bath-houses,9 and madrasahs 10 were excavated 
in many a Golden Horde city, yet it is only at the 
Selitrennoye site that the whole complex of such 
buildings, being the public centre of a large ward and 
a single architectural ensemble, was excavated. All 
the structures there cluster round the big mosque 
adjoining the premises of either a court or another 
office. Owing to the existence of the mosque in the 
ward, either a madrasah or a hostel for pilgrims was 
built there. In addition, there was a public bath-house 
near the mosque. It is worth noting that oriental bath-
houses, like those of Rome, were important public 
establishments. The bath-house was a place for rest-
ing, meeting people and enjoying oneself. Moreover, 
a bath-house situated close to a mosque could well 
have been its waqj, i.e. pious endowment. Living 
quarters clustered around the complex of communal 
buildings. 
Stratigraphic investigations have shown that the 
mosque was the first to be built in the area in ques-
tion. Its walls are cardinal-point oriented with a thirty-
degree deviation to the east from the meridian. 
According to Islamic canons, a mosque should be 
oriented to the southern (qibla) wall, i.e. its mihrab 
should be looking at Mecca. The builders of the Seli-
trennoye mosque evidently blundered in their calcu-
lations. A simple reckoning shows that the deviation 
from the north/south axis should make up 16.7 
degrees. The walls of the later buildings of the bath-
house, hanako and habitable houses run parallel to 
those of the mosque. It is also the case with the walls 
of the structures situated within the estates remote 
from the mosque. The fact is indicative of a uniform 
planning of the city. Apparently, while laying out a 
quarter, first the qibla-oriented mosque was built and 
the other structures were built in relation to the orien-
kovyye pamyatniki Dnestrovsko-Prutskogo mezhdurechya, 
Kishinev, 1988; KHOVANSKA YA O.S., Bani goroda Bolgara 
(Bath-houses of the city of Bolgar), Materialy i issledovaniya po 
arkheologii 42, 1954. 
10 Y AKOBSON A.L., Srednevekovyi Krym (The Medieval 
Crimea), Moscow-Leningrad, 1964. 
11 TIESENHAUSEN V.G., Sbornik materialov, otnosyashchikh-
sya k istorii Zolotoi Ordy (A Collection of Materials Relating to 




tation of the mosque. According to Ibn Battuta, there 
were 'thirteen dome mosques for solemn service ... 
and a lot of other mosques' .11 
Thus, the investigation of the complex of com-
munal buildings at the Selitrennoye site enables us to 
re-interpret the principles of the Golden Horde town-
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planning. Given the above facts, the general view of 
the Golden Horde city as being laid out after the 
estate pattern cannot be accepted. It seems likely that 
the Golden Horde cities were built according to a 
uniform plan with buildings of each quarter clustered 
round a mosque. 
Emma Zilivinskaya 
Moscow State University 
Archaeological Department 
119899 Moscow V -234 
Russia 
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Aportaciones de la documentacion escrita y arqueologica a la genesis y 
evolucion de una ciudad medieval: Balaguer 
1 Introduccion 
Balaguer es una ciudad que debe su genesis a la 
invasion arabe de la Peninsula Iberica en el siglo VIII. 
Fue ideada primero como campamento military este 
primer asentamiento se produjo en una extenso alti-
plano situado a la orilla derecha del rio Segre: el Pla 
d' Almata. Es posiblemente a este primer asentamien-
to a! que se refiere la primera noticia hist6rica que 
tenemos de la ciudad: el afio 863-864 hizo una parada 
en Balaguer la comitiva que trasladaba el cadaver de 
San Vicente desde Hispania a! monasterio de Castres; 
Aim6, monje de Saint-Gennain-des-Pres escribi6 el 
relato del viaje a petici6n del abad Bern6 y Ios monjes 
del monasterio de Castres: " ... Siquidem ill is ad 
Balagivum oppidum, iuxta fluvium Segarim, cursim 
pervenientibus, in quadam insula solo contigua 
resederunt ... "1 • 
Con la construcci6n de la alcazaba a finales del 
siglo IX el campamento empez6 a consolidarse como 
ciudad, y se fonnaron dos nuevos barrios: el del Pia, 
en un altiplano separado de Almata por el barranco de 
Alcora9; y el de Torrent, a Ios pies de la alcazaba 
siguiendo el curso del mismo barranco. La conquista 
Fig. 1. - Esquema de la evoluci6n urbana de la ciudad de Balaguer. 
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de la ciudad llevada a cabo por Ios condados catalanes 
a principios del siglo XII, supuso un retroceso en el 
fenomeno urbano, con el abandono definitivo de una 
parte de la ciudad, el Pia d' Almata. Este hecho nos ha 
permitido tener actualmente uno de los principales 
yacimientos arqueologicos de epoca arabe de la Pen-
insula Iberica. 
Los siglos XII y XIII parecen ser siglos de estan-
camiento urbano, de reconstruccion y repoblacion, 
destacando la edificacion del cenobio cistercense de 
les Franqueses, a orillas del Segre, a unos tres kilo-
metros de la ciudad aguas abajo. 
El siglo XIV supone un momento de expansion 
urbana y embellecimiento de la ciudad; se inician 
grandes obras de construccion: el edificio de Santa 
Maria la Mayor, el puente gotico, la ampliacion de las 
murallas ... y la construccion de la Juderia. 
A inicios del siglo XV se vivieron en Balaguer 
momentos politicos que tendrian graves repercusio-
nes en la politica de toda la Corona Catalano-Arago-
nesa, y que supusieron el final del Condado de Urgel1. 
A nivel urbanistico, la ciudad se estanco. Y gracias a 
este hecho ha llegado a nosotros la trama urbana de la 
ciudad medieval. 
El objetivo nuestro estudio es el de in ten tar resol-
ver y aclarar una serie de problemas historic os a partir 
de la utilizacion de diferentes metodos 0 disciplinas 
de investigacion. 
Las excavaciones arqueologicas y el estudio de un 
unico yacimiento dificilmente permitirian al investi-
gador resolver la mayor parte de las preguntas refe-
rentes a la interrelacion existente entre este y el ter-
ritorio que lo rodea, aunque por otro !ado nos es 
sobradamente conocida la imposibilidad de intervenir 
arqueologicamente sobre la totalidad de asentamien-
tos que comprende el mencionado territorio. 
Esta misma imposibilidad ha favorecido la apari-
cion de una serie de estudios de caracter global donde 
se combinan los resultados obtenidos por la arqueo-
logia junto con aquellos que son fruto del estudio de 
textos, documentos, catastros, parcelarios, fotos aereas, 
etc ... 
De esta manera, nuestro trabajo parte del estudio 
documental de la evolucion de la ciudad de Balaguer 
y su territorio dentro de un marco cronologico cen-
trado principalmente en el periodo andalusi y de con-
quista feudal (ss.XI-XII), y tambien durante los siglos 
XIV y XV momentos en que la ciudad y el territorio 
de Balaguer adquirieron una importancia signifi-
Nos referimos a Ios ultimos estudios realizados por J.E. 
Garcia Bisoca (vid. bibliografia) sabre la evoluci6n del territorio 
del distrito andalusi de Lleida, uno de Ios espacios menos estu-
diados de la M area Superior de al-Andalus, junta con !as ultimas 
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cativa, fruto de vicisitudes de indole diversa y parti-
cular que acabarian marcando claras diferencias entre 
esta y otras entidades de can1cter similar dentro de un 
mismo ambito geografico. 
Los resultados obtenidos por este estudio inten-
taran verificar o complementar en la medida posible 
los resultados obtenidos ultimamente en diferentes 
campos de la investigacion medieval y que atafien 
directamente a nuestro ambito de trabajo2 • a pesar de 
la escasa informacion arqueologica disponible hasta el 
momento. 
2 Marco geogr:ifico-politico. 
2.1 Marco geografico 
La Marca Superior de al-Andalus (al-Tagr al-
A 'la) era un espacio organizado que cumplia un papel 
defensivo importante respecto al resto de territorio, ya 
que ocupaba el sector mas septentrional del mundo 
andalusi, y que por tanto se ha11aba en contacto con 
Ios territorios cristianos, no reconocidos por el poder 
central. Este territorio incluia la mayor parte del valle 
del Ebro, entre las tierras navarras al oeste y Ios 
condados catalanes al este3 . 
Los tratados de Ios historiadores y geografos ara-
bes nos indican que la Marca Superior estaba dividida 
en distritos. Una de las mas completas relaciones de 
Ios distritos de la Marca Superior es la que aparece en 
la obra de Ahmad al-Razi4 , a partir de la cual se 
deduce que estaba formada por Ios distritos de Tor-
tosa, Tarragona, Lleida, Barbitaniya, Huesca, Tudela, 
Zaragoza, Calatayud y Barusa. 
Balaguer formaba parte del distrito de Lleida, un 
distrito que las fuentes arabes limitaban con el distrito 
de Tarragona por el este y con el de Barbitaniya por el 
norte y oeste. La ciudad mas importante del distrito era 
Lleida, su capital, pero tambien aparecen otros Juga-
res destacados como Monzon, Mequinenza, Lloren<;, 
Calasanz y Ager, junto con Balaguer y Fraga, inicial-
mente consideradas como fortalezas (hisn) pero que 
desde finales del siglo X, y sobre todo a partir del siglo 
XI, recibiran la calificacion de ciudades (madina). 
Asi pues, podriamos establecer que el distrito de 
Lleida estaba formado, por lo menos entre Ios siglos 
IX y X, por el territorio comprendido entre el rio 
Cinca al oeste, la sierra del Montsec al norte, el valle 
del Ebro al sur, y Ios contrafuertes de las sierras pre-
intervenciones arqueol6gicas realizadas en el yacimiento del Pia 
d 'Almata (Balaguer). 
3 Giralt 1994, 27. 
Levi-Provens;al 51-108. 
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litorales (sierra del Montsant, siena de Prades, etc.) al 
este, siendo este ultimo sector el peor conocido por lo 
que se refiere a sus limites5 . 
La conquista feudal de la zona a inicios del siglo 
XII, por parte de Ios condes de Urgell y Barcelona 
principalmente, llevo a la ciudad a su inclusion en el 
vasto Condado de Urgell que llego a extenderse a 
mediados de siglo XII desde el Pirineo hasta el Pia 
d 'Urgell. Este condado fue el mas relevante de Ios con-
dados catalanes despues de el de Barcelona-Girona. 
Urgell comprendia, a mediados del siglo XII, un con-
junta de territorios heterogeneos provenientes tanto de 
la accion colonizadora llevada a cabo por la Iglesia y 
Ios nobles, como de las campafias de conquista contra 
al-Andalus protagonizadas por Ios condes catalanes. 
Balaguer se consolido durante el siglo XIII como 
principal ciudad de este condado, fijando en ella Ios 
condes su residencia permanente. 
2.2 Marco politico 
Aunque el siglo IX en al-Andalus es un periodo 
caracterizado per fuertes tensiones, basicamente de 
orden intemo, y que la presion feudal se dejaria sentir 
ligeramente hacia final de siglo, sabemos que se cor-
responde con un momento de consolidacion y refuer-
zo de la frontera: en el distrito de Lleida, en el afio 882 
se fortificaron las murallas de su capital, afectadas 
por una incursion franca de principios de siglo; en el 
897 se construyo el castillo (hisn) de Balaguer, y pro-
bablemente las murallas del castillo de Ager tambien 
pertenecen a este momento6 . 
La guena civil (fitna), 1008-1031, y con ella la 
desaparicion del califato y la aparicion de numerosos 
estados independientes, -las taifas -, marco el inicio 
de nuevos intentos de los condes catalanes para con-
quistar al-Andalus. Durante el siglo XI y la primera 
mitad del XII se conquistara todo el tenitorio que hoy 
es Catalunya. La progresiva perdida de poder de las 
taifas y sus continuas luchas entre si, serian factores 
que acabarian favoreciendo el avance feudal. 
AI norte del distrito de Lleida la crisis andalusi 
coincidio con la voluntad de conquista de Ios condes 
catalanes de Pallars, Urgell i Barcelona. 
Los castillos cercanos a Balaguer como Lloreny, 
Castello de Farfanya, Os de Balaguer, Algeni, Albesa 
y Almenar capitularan o seran conquistados durante 
el primer cuarto del siglo XIJ.? 
Giralt 1994, nota 3 p. 27. 
Ibidem, 26. 
Ibidem, 27. 
Por otra parte, la ciudad de Balaguer sera conquis-
tada definitivamente el afio 1105 8 , convirtiendose en 
el ultimo lugar que cedera por conquista militar ante 
el avance feudal; a partir de este momento en la poli-
tica de conquista primara el pacto y capitulacion. 
Como ya hemos visto Balaguer fue incluida tras su 
conquista dentro del marco politico y administrativo 
del Condado de Urgell. La ciudad se vio practicamente 
abandonada hasta la capitulacion de Lleida, la capital 
del distrito, en 1149. Los siglos XIII y XIV estuvieron 
marcados por !as continuas pugnas nobiliarias y Ios 
alzamientos contra el poder real. Con la revolucion 
del conde Jaume II contra el rey Femando de Ante-
quera se inicio el proceso de extincion del Condado 
que culmino con el sitio a que fue sometida Balaguer 
en 1413 y con la total destruccion de la residencia del 
conde: el castillo de la ciudad. 
3 La documentacion escrita 
3. I Las fuentes latinas. 
En primer lugar y a simple vista, destaca por 
encima de todo la abundancia y diversidad de las 
fuentes de origen feudal. 
No obstante, la utilizacion de estas fuentes ha plan-
teado y plantea todavia numerosos problemas a Ios 
investigadores, debido a que no debemos olvidar que 
estos textos fueron escritos y redactados por orden de 
los conquistadores y nuevos colonizadores cristianos, 
y por lo tanto desde una optica totalmente subjetiva 
respecto a la sociedad anterior o conquistada, hecho 
que por si solo tiende a deformar y distorsionar la 
realidad andalusi. Con esto no tratamos de invalidar 
la utilizacion de estos documentos, pero si de marcar 
la precaucion con que el investigador debe tratar este 
hecho, abordando Ios textos con cautela, sin perder de 
vista quienes fueron sus autores- Ios "vencedores"-
y el motivo de su redaccion, -la legitimacion de los 
nuevos poderes que representan. 
La informacion que nos proporcionan estos 
documentos- aun faltando una revision exhaustiva-
es sin ninguna duda muy rica, ofreciendonos la posi-
bilidad de conocer, entre otros muchos aspectos, desde 
nuevos asentamientos y fortificaciones, hasta quienes 
fueron Ios implicados- directores y ejecutores- en el 
proceso de conquista y colonizacion, para acabar per-
mitiendonos redibujar este espacio fronterizo e inten-
tar trazar su evolucion. 
Es posible que con anterioridad a I 094, Balaguer ya hubiera 
sido ocupada por primera vez, aunque no de forma permanente. 
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Por lo que se refiere al caracter de Ios documentos 
estudiados hasta el momento, existe un amplio aba-
nico, que pasa por las numerosas dotaciones y con-
sagraciones de iglesias, donaciones, confirmaciones de 
donaciones, testamentos, juicios sobre propiedades y 
pertenencias, renuncias, bulas papales, concordias, 
infeudaciones, convenientiae, cesiones, encomiendas, 
ventas, permutas, cartas de poblacion y franqui-
cia, ... entre otros. 
La mayor parte de todos estos documentos parten 
de una clara y primera necesidad obvia: la de deli-
mitar y establecer claramente la propiedad de unos 
bienes mayoritariamente inmuebles como son tierras, 
huertos, castillos, almunias, etc, dentro de un nuevo 
ambito territorial recientemente conquistado y colo-
nizado, aunque no desconocido. 
Los protagonistas del proceso conquistador son 
varios: en primer lugar destacar !as figuras de Ios 
condes de Urgell, de Barcelona y Pallars; seguidos 
por una serie de senores situados en un segundo nivel 
pero a! mismo tiempo senalados como Ios verdaderos 
artifices in situ al proceso de conquista y repoblacion; 
se trata de nombres como Arnau Mir de Tost, Ramon 
i Gombau de Ribelles, Arnau Pere de Ponts, Guitard 
Guillem de Meia, ... ; en el ultimo nivel hallariamos a 
aquellos que ocuparon de facto este nuevo espacio, 
entre ellos muchos de Ios que participaron en !as 
luchas contra Ios musulmanes y acabaron recibiendo 
su recompensa en forma de tierra y bienes. 
Cabe tambien destacar el papel realizado por la 
iglesia dentro de este proceso, como receptora en un 
primer momento de buena parte de Ios bienes 
capturados, o bien en un segundo periodo receptora de 
nuevo a traves de Ios testamentos de senores y campe-
sinos, y tambien en ocasiones como colaboradora 
material (con aportaciones economicas) del proceso 
de conquista. La representacion eclesiastica recaia 
principalmente en Ios obispados de Urgell y Solsona, 
aunque tambien existen referencias a monasterios 
como Poblet, Sta. Maria de Gualter, S. Sadurni de 
Tabernoles, S. Pere d'Osca. 
3. 2 La documentaci6n municipal de Ios siglos XIV, 
XVyXVI 
Existe en el Arxiu Historic Comarcal de Balaguer 
un importante fondo de documentacion municipal 
que se inicia en el siglo XIV con el "Libre de Bans i 
Ordinacions de la Paheria de Balaguer". El mismo 
texto nos informa de que debido a! mal estado en que 
se encontraba el precedente "Libre Vermeyll" de la 
Paheria se creyo necesario en 1354 confeccionar un 
nuevo "Llibre d'Ordenacions" que recogiera las !eyes 
contenidas en el primero y actualizara otros aspectos 
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de la legislacion municipal. Asi ellibro que ha llega-
do a nosotros recoge las !eyes anteriores a 13 13 y 
anade algunas nuevas. Hoy nos es imposible distin-
guir entre unas y otras. El mismo documento contiene 
algunas "ordinacions" de principios del siglo XV. El 
documento contiene referencias puntuales a datos 
urbanos que son muy interesantes para nuestro estudio. 
Los "Libres d'estima" son censos de bienes 
muebles e inmuebles de Ios habitantes y propietarios 
de la ciudad que ordenaba confeccionar el "Consell" 
de la ciudad con una finalidad puramente fiscaJ.9 Del 
siglo XV se conservan tres "llibres d'estima" el de 
1412-13, el de 1435 y el de 1430-40. Para el siglo 
XVI el de 1506-1507, el de 1508-1509 y el de 1588. 
Son estos documentos Ios que nos aportaran una 
mayor informacion sobre la estructuracion de Ios 
espacios urbanos y en general sobre su morfologia. 
Se ha partido del estudio del "llibre d' estima" de 
1588. Este libro esta ordenado por calles y va sigui-
endo un recorrido logico casa por casa en toda la 
ciudad. Hemos utilizado "estimes" de finales del siglo 
XVI porque esto nos permitia tener un punto inter-
media de referencia entre la documentacion moderna, 
muy abundante en el Arxiu Historic Comarcal de Bala-
guer, y la fragmentada e incompleta documentacion 
medieval. Se trata ademas de un momento en que la 
tradicion y la toponimia podian aun ofrecernos datos 
reveladores en cuanto a edificios singulares o espacios 
publicos antiguos. A partir de la reconstruccion de la 
planta catastral de la ciudad en 1588 se ha intentado 
desvelar la organizacion urbana de la ciudad medie-
val, en base al resto de documentacion escrita y a la 
escasa informacion arqueologica de que disponemos. 
4 La ciudad y el termino segun las fuentes latinas 
de Ios siglos XI-XII 
La vision que nos ofrecen las fuentes latinas de Ios 
siglos XI-XII sobre la ciudad y el termino de Bala-
guer oscila desde lo que se considera como una 
simple referencia o limite territorial a inicios del siglo 
XI, hasta un mayor conocimiento de estos fruto del 
inicio de la politica intervencionista de parias, que 
conllevara el acercamiento de fronteras y al mismo 
tiempo una clara necesidad por parte de Ios cristianos 
de poder marcar y delimitar sobre el territorio !as 
diversas donaciones que se sucederan a partir de este 
momento. 
La documentacion tambien nos ofrece una vision 
sobre Ios tipos de asentamiento que se desarrollaron 
en este periodo y en esta zona. 
Turull 1990, 443-448 
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5 La ciudad segun la documentaci6n municipal 
bajomedieval 
La documentaci6n bajomedieval por su parte, nos 
ofrece gran cantidad de informaci6n sobre la morfo-
logia de la ciudad: calles, plazas, edificios, mercados, 
molinos, industrias ... Sin embargo se trata de una 
informaci6n desordenada que requiere un proceso de 
reorganizaci6n y estudio. 
6 Campaiias arqueol6gicas 
Desde finales de los afios sesenta se han llevado a 
cabo campafias de excavaci6n arqueol6gica en la ciu-
dad. El estado de ruina en que se hallaban los muros 
de la zona este del castillo y el peligro que ello repre-
sentaba para las viviendas ubicadas en las terrazas 
inferiores, hizo necesaria una intervenci6n urgente 
del Ayuntamiento de la ciudad. Al efectuar una rasa 
aparecieron los primeros restos de la antigua Suda 
musulmana: restos de yeserias decoradas, alicatados, 
ceramicas ... A inicios de los setenta se realizaron 
varias campafias arqueol6gicas que descubrieron 
algunas estructuras. De estos trabajos destacan los 
que realiz6 Christian Ewert y sus estudios sobre las 
yeserias islamicas10 • La constituci6n del nuevo Museo 
Comarcal de la Noguera en el afio 1983, marc6 el 
reinicio de las campafias arqueol6gicas .Se siguieron 
inicialmente tres lineas de intervenci6n arqueol6-
gica:en el castillo o Suda islamica se llevar6n a cabo 
diversas campafias entre los afios 1983-1988. 
En el Pla d' Almata se iniciaron los trabajos con 
una campafia de urgencia por unas obras que se 
realizaban alli y que quedaron abortadas debido a la 
riqueza y importancia de los restos hallados. Esto 
motiv6 abrir una nueva linea de investigaci6n e inter-
venci6n. Durante el periodo 1983-1991 Se realizaron 
excavaciones en la zona Noroeste del yacimiento 
poniendo al descubierto un barrio de alfareros. Des de 
1992 , se esta excavando en la zona Suroeste donde 
han aparecido restos de un barrio residencial y de una 
necr6polis. 11 
Una tercera linea de intervenciones arqueol6gicas, 
sujeta a excavaciones con caracter de urgencia, a 
salvamentos o documentaci6n de restos, esta abierta 
en la ciudad, en los antiguos barrios de el Torrent, el 
Pla y la Juderia. Durante los afios 1984 y 1987 se 
realizaron intervenciones arqueol6gicas en la Plaza 
de Sant Salvador donde se documento una necropolis 
10 Ewert 1979. 
11 Gira1t, Benseny & Cami 1995, 107-124 
de la que no se tenia constancia documentalY 
Finalmente en 1992 se realizaron sondeos arqueol6-
gicos en la Plaza Mercadal. 
7 Metodologia de trabajo para el estudio de la 
evoluci6n urbana de la ciudad 
Primeramente hemos basado nuestro trabajo en el 
estudio de la documentaci6n escrita conservada de los 
periodos ya citados, y debido a la gran cantidad de 
datos que estas fuentes generan se ha optado por su 
sistematizaci6n a partir de bases de datos informa-
tizadas, de manera que nos permitan archivar y 
ordenar de la forma mas rapida posible estos datos. 
La utilizaci6n del soporte informatico en formato 
de bases de datos no solo actUa como archivador sino 
que ofrece la posibilidad de relacionar todos los 
campos necesarios, cosa que nos facilita substan-
cialmente su analisis y accesibilidad, permitiendo al 
mismo tiempo una rapida visualizaci6n y compara-
ci6n de los resultados. 
Paralelamente al soporte informatico se ha utili-
zado el cartografico, a partir del cual se ha intentado 
localizar o aproximar la situaci6n de las diversas enti-
dades estudiadas. 
Finalmente los resultados obtenidos se han contra-
stado con la informaci6n arqueol6gica de que dispo-
nemos a fin de completar el estudio. 
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The Evolution of the urbanisation Process in the City of Lisbon, Portugal, 
15th to 18th centuries 
Summary 
The paper discusses the economical and political 
transformations which took place in Portugal and 
their close relationship with the urbanistic develop-
ment of the city from the end of the Middle Ages to the 
earthquake of the 1st of November of 1755 which 
destroyed Lisbon, almost completely Lisbon. Geo-
graphical analysis and recent archaeological data 
allow us to reconstruct the continuous evolution of 
the occupation of the city. 
1 Introduction 
Lisbon always was more than a regional urban 
structure. Located on the top of a hill, which allows 
it to overlook its surroundings, the city is bordered on 
its western flank by an ancient river branch and on its 
southern side by the river Tagus itself. It has a wide 
natural port which constitutes a mid-way stop be-
tween the Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean. 
The ancient citadel was fortified, presumably by 
Luso-Romans who probably built the original walls. 
Later, in the 8th century, with the Islamic invasion 
and rule, a big wall known as the Cerea Moura was 
built to secure the residential neighbourhoods, leav-
ing the industrial activities such as pottery production 
outside the fortified area. 
The conquest of the city in 1147 by king D. Afonso 
Henriques, who was supported by the crusaders 
going to the Holy Land, changed all urbanistic rela-
tions through dividing Lisbon in several neighbour-
hoods, each of which corresponded to a cultural, reli-
gious and judicial entity and community. Examples 
of this are the Jewish neighbourhood or Judiaria, and 
the Moorish neighbourhood or Mouraria, as they are 
still known today. 
At the end of the 15th century, these communities 
were expelled from the kingdom, leaving gaps in the 
urban structure of the city as well as in the different 
trades and craft occupations. 
Throughout the whole of the 14th century, Lisbon 
was a city compressed by its own walls and in urgent 
need of a plan for expansion. In the Age of Discov-
eries, a royal urbanistic scheme would put this in 
operation and consolidate the city. 
As we speak, the city is still changing, going 
through continuous transformations of its urban 
structure and facing the challenges of time. 
2 The Two-Walls-Period 
The continuous expansion of the city which spil-
led over outside its walls led to the development of 
suburbs which were unprotected and exposed to 
pirates. Therefore, at the end of the 13th century, king 
D. Dinis, enclosed the open lower city with a new 
wall called Mural ha da Ribeira in order to assure its 
protection against threats from the side of river Tagus 
(1294). 
The Baixa occupied an ancient river bed which 
had been covered with earth. The new streets such as 
Rua Nova street which became the centre of the com-
mercial activities, became more urban in nature. 
But the city was still left too exposed to attacks 
over land, as shown by the events of 13 72 when the 
army of Henrique II de Castela partially destroyed 
these new urban structures outside the walls. 
In 1372, King D. Fernando I started the construc-
tion of the wall which was named after him the Cerea 
Fernandina. It was completed at 1375. Once again all 
the urban structures were integrated within the area 
enclosed by defensive walls. 
Since the early times of the construction of the 
Islamic castle, the highest levels of the administra-
tion were located in the heart of the castle, inside of 
the Alccir;ova. When the Christians conquered the 
city, this particular site was taken over as the political 
centre of the ruling power, and even in the 15th cen-
tury, the king still lived there. 
By this time, innovations in warfare strategy tech-
nology and the development of new weapons such as 
the artillery had made the defensive concept of city 
walls obsolete. As a means of protection, their utility 
had been depreciated, and the expansion outside the 
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walls, resulting from a growing population, was pos-
sible. 
In the period of the maritime discoveries, the city 
was still trying to start its transformation, notably 
through the reconversion of the activities into a pre-
cise cluster of spatial development. Its priority, how-
ever, was to obtain precious metals which at that time 
were scarce in Europe. Maritime travel and explora-
tion in every possible related field were used to 
achieve this. But the infrastructure which corres-
ponded to the needs of the commercial community 
did not accompany this development. 
3 The River Side City 
Since early times, the river was a factor of eco-
nomic development, providing a natural port with 
connections with the Mediterranean world and the 
European Atlantic coast. But is was not until 1498 
that a true pier was projected. 
By 1498, king D. Manuel I became actively invol-
ved in these fields and conceived in a detailed way 
the great renovation which would accompany the 
third phase of the Portuguese overseas expansion: the 
search for the maritime road to India, looking for the 
spices of the Indian subcontinent. 
Later, king D. Manuel I conquered the waters of the 
Tagus river, converting the river-bed into dry land. 
He changed palaces moving to a newly built palace 
known as Par;o da Ribeira, where he eventually died. 
This palace, which was destroyed in the earthquake 
of 1755, was located near the Tagus river, close to the 
shipyards and warehouses and to all the major admi-
nistration buildings linked with the newly formed 
overseas empire. This complex included buildings 
such as the Casa da Mina, related to the African trade 
in gold, ivory and slaves, and the Casa da india, 
related to the trade in spices. 
Long before, the adjacent areas had been occupied 
by artisans such as blacksmiths, but the main activity 
was naval construction. Here, in the Arsenal da Ri-
beira das Naus, were built naus novas e corregi-
mento de/as, e caravelas e navios e barcas e bateis e 
galeoes e gales, fustas e zavras1, for the support of 
the spice trade to India (Carreira da indiaf 
With this reform, an important area of the city was 
urbanised and organized in function of the require-
ments for overseas travel and exploration. 
RAM OS, Paulo de Oliveira- "Porta de Lisboa" in Diciona-
rio da Historia de Lisboa, Lisboa, 1994, pp. 724-727. 
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The new palace, centre of a commercial and mari-
time Empire, housed the warehouses of the Cas a da 
Mina and of the Casa da india, concentrating the 
political and economical administration of the king-
dom in a single building complex. 
4 The city of the Filipes 
With Portugal losing its independence in 1580, 
king Filipe II of Spain became ruler of the whole of 
the Iberian Peninsula. He left the national govern-
ment to a Portuguese secretary. 
The centre of power was maintained in riverside 
area, and to allow for royal visits a tower was built: it 
was the Torre Filipina (1584), located just on the 
edge of the Tagus and dominating the grand plaza -
the Terreiro do Par;o - from where the city expanded 
like in an amphitheatre. It also was a symbol of 
power, even of a distant power, ofthe ruler. The tower 
was destroyed by the earthquake of 1755, but the 
plaza was maintained and still exists today as an 
important interface between the river and the city. 
But noble families, also built their own palaces 
close to the river and close to the king's palace. Thus, 
for instance, the Corte-Real family(1585). They mark-
ed the structure of later palaces with their Spanish 
style and architectonic features. 
The development of the new areas in the Bairro 
Alto and Mocambo in the early 1500 was combined 
with a strict legislation. It included the division of the 
areas into square plots and further construction works 
throughout the 16th to 18th century, resulting in pro-
viding the neighbourhoods with a square organisa-
tion pattern. 
5 Two powers and Lisbon 
With the restoration of the independence of Por-
tugal, a new dynasty - the Braganr;a - took over in 
1640, with the support of the nobles. They ruled dur-
ing the years of war with the Spanish ( 1640-1668), in 
the Peninsula, and with the French and Dutch. These 
wars were linked with the colonies, such as Brazil, 
Angola, and other possessions in the Orient. 
This was a period of new palaces which emerged 
all over the city and which reflected the vitality of the 
noble class. But the excessive power of this social 
group collided with the power of the king .. 
The quote refers to the various types of naval vessels that 
were built by this Arsenal, such as, merchant ships, warships, and 
other small ships. 
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King D. Joao V, who ruled between 1706-1750, 
began to centralise the power in royal hands. Virtual-
ly, he was the first absolutist king. At this time the 
Brazilian gold was a main source of income of the 
Treasury. This surplus made it possible to start great 
and extensive public works, in what we could call a 
festival of power display. This phase was also marked 
by many ephemeral works by Italian architects, which 
marked the day-to-day standard of the people living 
at that time. Lisbon even had the most remarkable 
piece of engineering of its time: the great aqueduct, 
constructed to minimise the scarcity of water within 
the city. 
At the time of the great earthquake of 1755, the 
ancient noble class had been eliminated - to some 
extent even physically - and absolute power was in 
the king's hands. A new city would emerge from the 
ashes of the fire: a city which compromised with the 
ideals of The Age of Enlightment. 
6 A view from the Present. 
Until the 1980s, archaeological fieldwork in 
Lisbon was limited to a few exceptional interventions 
such as those linked with the construction of the sub-
way in the 1960s or the work on the Roman theatre. 
Until some time ago, there was no city department 
responsible for archaeology. But the central admini-
stration concerned with the cultural heritage created 
an attitude which took a more positive view of inter-
vention. This has become a more systematic approach 
since the early 1990s and it has allowed for rescuing 
and reading some of the subsoil records of the city. 
Some of the fieldwork carried out so far offers 
evidence for the previous material world, including 
street remains, house structures, sewer remains, and 
a better general understanding of the past of Lisbon. 
These archaeological sites provide a broad record of 
the occupation history, ranging in some cases as far 
back as the Iron age and providing us with elements 
of the continuous occupation of the urban structure. 
At this time, we can conclude that the Roman 
orientation and pattern of the urban structures was not 
followed by the subsequent occupations, such as the 
Islamic one. The latter occupied the same structures 
but converted them in something new, with a Medi-
terranean organisation including narrow streets, pri-
vate patios and closed streets. 
The Christian city continued this trend until the 
16th century. Then, another hill, close to the valley, 
started to be constructed. This is the Bairro Alto and the 
construction was subject to strict rules of organisation. 
In some ways, this anticipated the rules applied to 
the reconstruction of the lower city, as reflected by 
squared streets and the 'padronization' of the build-
ing measures and construction materials. 
7 Final considerations 
Lisbon did not die with the 1755 earthquake, but 
a significant part of disappeared for all time. Together 
with many other things such as records and docu-
ments, a whole part of the urban memory vanished. 
But the use of space changed, as did people and 
habits. 
Today, the real challenge is to discover one day 
the ancient cities that lived here before, in this very 
same place, one day. 
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Cordoba: 300-1236 d.c., un milenio de transformaciones urbanas 
1 Los antecedentes 
La ciudad es un fenomeno universal a toda socie-
dad culturalmente avanzada y marco referendal basi-
co en el que se reflejan !as formaciones sociales que 
!as ban creado, conservado, destruido y, en definitiva, 
transformado. Por tanto, la ciudad es la materializa-
cion de un proceso historico que puede analizarse 
tanto desde la sincronia, atendiendo a la profundiza-
cion en la investigacion de !as diversas facetas que 
marcan y definen cada uno de Ios multiples ciclos 
urbanos, como desde la diacronia que determina la 
tongue dun!e y el analisis de Ios elementos estruc-
turantes de esos ciclos urbanos en su globalidad. 
Desde esta perspectiva, y entendiendo la ciudad como 
el resultado de un proceso historico enmarcado en un 
espacio en el que se ban establecido distintas rela-
ciones dialecticas entre el ambito urbano y su entorno 
no urbano, consideramos que el caso de Cordoba 
puede resultar paradigmatico al ejemplificar !as trans-
formaciones experimentadas por una ciudad del Sur-
oeste de Europa desde el comienzo de la Antigtiedad 
Tardia hasta el fin de la Edad Media. 
Aunque la frecuentacion humana del entorno de la 
futura Cordoba se remonta al Paleolitico Inferior 
Fig. 1: a.- Ubicaci6n de la Corduba prerromana (1) y de 
la fundaci6n de Claudio Marcelo (2), asentamientos que 
coexistiran durante el s. I! a. C. 
Arcaico, no sera hasta el tercer milenio a.C. cuando 
se inicie el proceso de fijacion de la poblacion en un 
nucleo que solo a partir de Ios inicios del primer mi-
lenio a.C. podemos considerar como dotado de fun-
ciones claramente urbanas. Esta Corduba prerromana 
llego a ocupar una extension superior a !as 50 ha. (Fig. 
1: a), constituyendo uno de Ios principales centros 
tartesicos y turdetanos del Valle del Guadalquivir. 
La presencia romana en el Sur de Hispania pronto 
conto en Corduba con uno de sus baluartes prin-
cipales. La ciudad romana, fundada en el segundo 
cuarto del s. II a.C se establece 800 m. al NE. de la 
primitiva ciudad turdetana (Fig. 1: a), con la que co-
existira a lo largo de mas de un siglo hasta el defi-
nitive abandono de esta a comienzos del s. I a. C. La 
continuidad entre ambas ciudades se realizo medi-
ante la paulatina integracion de la poblacion indigena 
en la ciudad romana y a traves de la adopcion del 
nombre prerromano de aquella: Corduba. Localizada 








el Este y por el Oeste, y sobre el escarpe que des-
cendia hacia el rio, el recinto amurallado fundacional 
abarcaba un perimetro de unos 2.650 m. y una super-
fide de 47.6 ha (Murillo & Vaquerizo 1996). 
2 El punto de partida: la ciudad altoimperial 
La imagen urbana de la Cordoba romana, capital 
de facto de la provincia Baetica desde un momento 
impreciso del s. II a.C. y denominada oficialmente 
como Colonia Patricia desde epoca de Augusto, se 
encontraba practicamente configurada en el trimsito 
del siglo I al II d.C. Tras la profunda destruccion 
sufrida a manos de las tropas cesarianas en el45 a. C., 
la refundacion augustea aumento el recinto urbano 
hacia el rio (Ventura et alii 1996), alcanzando una 
superficie de 79 ha. Este perfmetro amurallado se 
convertini desde entonces en el corazon historico de 
la ciudad, manteniendose inmutable en su delimi-
tacion hasta la actualidad (Fig. 1: b). 
Sin embargo, y al menos desde epoca flavia, Ios 
limites de las murallas ya habian sido rebasados, con-
stituyendose suburbios residenciales al Oeste, Norte 
y Este, urbanizandose areas que hasta entonces ha-
bfan estado ocupadas por necropolis alineadas a lo 
largo de !as vias que penetraban en la ciudad (Murillo 
& Carrillo. 1996) y por areas fabriles (Fig. 2: a). 
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Fig. 1: b. - Colonia Patricia a 
finales del s. I d. C., tras la amplia-
ci6n augustea y Ios programas 
edilicios julio-claudios y jlavios. 
1: Puente; 
2: "Foro Colonial"; 
3: "Foro Provincial"; 
4: Teatro y Anfiteatro (ubicaci6n 
hipotetica); 
5: Temp/a de la Cl Claudio Mar-
celo y posible circa; 
6: principales necropolis tardor-
republicanas y altoimperiales. 
Una semblanza, por apretada que fuera, del urba-
nismo de Colonia Patricia rebasaria con mucho Ios 
propositos de este trabajo, razon por la que remitimos 
alas recientes aportaciones de conjunto de Carrillo et 
alii 1995, Ventura et alii 1996 y Ventura 1996, limi-
tandonos aqui a esbozar !as lineas basicas del mismo. 
Colonia Patricia presenta una ordenacion regular 
articulada por un gran cardo que atraviesa la parte 
septentrional de la ciudad desde una puerta ubicada 
en su extremo hasta el limite con la ampliacion 
augustea, donde se bifurca en dos trazados: uno que 
adaptandose al quiebro en la orientacion de la trama 
conduce a la puerta abierta en la embocadura del 
puente, y otro que delimita un sector suroriental 
destinado a "barrio de espectaculos". Tres puertas se 
abrian en cada uno de Ios lienzos oriental y 
occidental de !as murallas, una en la parte 
septentrional, que daba acceso a Ios dos principales 
decumanos, y dos en la ampliacion augustea. 
Los principales centros de la administracion, tanto 
local como de la provincia Baetica, se situaban en la 
parte septentrional, en el foro colonial y en el foro 
provincial (ubicado al menos desde finales del s. II en 
la zona conocida por Altos de Santa Ana). Por contra, 
en el sector suroriental, fruto de la ampliacion 
augustea, se localizaba un barrio de espectaculos en 
el que ya se ha documentado el teatro e identificado 
la probable ubicacion del anfiteatro 
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Fig. 2: a. - Colonia Patricia 
a finales del s. III d. C. 
1: "Foro Colonial"; 
2: "Foro Provincial"; 
3: "Ban·io de espectacu-
los "; 
4: Palacio de Maximiano 
Herczileo; 
5: Circa; 
6: principales necropolis 
bajoimperiales; 
7: barrios residenciales ex-
tramuros. 
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Por ultimo, investigaciones en curso en el sector 
del antiguo Convento de San Pablo, inmediatamente 
a! Oeste del Templo de laC/ Claudio Marcelo (cfr. 
Jimenez 1992 y 1996) estan poniendo de relieve 
determinadas estructuras y elementos articuladores 
del territorio que permiten plantear la ubicaci6n en 
este sector extramuros de un gran edificio de 
espectaculos ( circo) vincu1ado con el program a 
edilicio del citado temp1o, conformando un conjunto 
de culto imperial paralelo a Ios de Tarraco o Ancyra. 
3 La ciudad bajoimperial y tardoantigua: 
adaptacion y mutacion 
Ya en e1 s. Ill empiezan a advertirse Ios primeros 
sintomas de lo que sera la transformaci6n de la ciudad 
en epoca bajoimperial y tardoantigua, acusada incluso 
en Ios espacios publicos. De este modo, en el conocido 
como foro de Ios Altos de Santa Ana y en lo que hasta 
entonces habia sido espacio abierto, se construye un 
nuevo edificio. Esta construcci6n, que quizas pudo 
corresponder a un recinto de culto dedicado a Artemis-
Diana, incorpora ya elementos reaprovechados. Muy 
poco despues, en el s. IV, el edificio se abandona y el 
caracter publico de este espacio desaparece, siendo 
ocupado por una sencilla unidad domestica (Ventura 





Algo similar ocurre en otro de Ios mas destacados 
espacios publicos de la ciudad altoimperial, como fue 
el templo de la calle Claudio Marcelo. En un momento 
avanzado del s. Ill el portico que rodeaba el templo 
habia perdido parte de !as columnas que lo sustentaban 
y parte de su enlosado. Los materiales procedentes de 
esta estructura recibieron el pobre destino de servir 
para confeccionar la cubierta de una cloaca (Jimenez 
& Ruiz 1995, 136). Como ocurria en el caso anterior, 
en el s. IV nos encontramos con que este importante 
enclave de la ciudad ha perdido su funci6n primigenia 
y se ocupa con nuevas construcciones, probablemente 
tambien de caracter domestico. Una circunstancia 
similar vuelve a repetirse en el fastuoso complejo 
urbanistico que rodea al teatro construido en epoca 
altoimperial. Aqui se ha comprobado que en un mo-
mento avanzado del s. Ill dejan de realizarse las labores 
· de mantenimiento necesarias para el buen uso de este 
espacio, sin que en el estado actual de la investigaci6n 
haya constancia de la incorporaci6n de construcciones 
de caracter domestico en lo que fueron amplios espa-
cios abiertos de caracter publico, situados en tomo al 
mencionado edificio de espectaculos. 
Ahora bien, no ocurre lo mismo en el conocido 
como foro colonial. En este caso contamos con la docu-
mentaci6n proporcionada por el ambiente epigrafico, 
conformado por ciertos pedestales honorificos desti-
nados a soportar sendas estatuas (Arce 1977-78, 259-
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262), dedicadas a diversos emperadores del s. IV por 
importantes funcionarios de la administracion de la 
diocesis. La presencia de estas tres inscripciones, dedi-
cadas en concreto por tres gobemadores, permite supo-
ner que, a diferencia de lo que ocurria en los casos 
anteriores, aqui si se mantuvieron las funciones publi-
cas, al menos durante la primera mitad del s. IV. 
Rasta ahora, y ante la ausencia de otros criterios, 
este proceso de abandono de gran parte de las areas 
publicas de la ciudad se habia achacado a la crisis de 
las instituciones ciudadanas o, sobre todo, a la perdida 
de la capitalidad de la provincia en favor de Hispalis 
durante el s. IV. Sin embargo, el reciente hallazgo en 
el perimetro del recinto amurallado de un amplio con-
junto palatino, cuya construccion supuso una im-
portante transformacion de la ciudad, tanto en lo 
referente a la distribucion de Ios espacios represen-
tativos como en lo concemiente a su propia imagen, 
permite replantear la cuestion en nuevos terminos 
(Hidalgo 1996a). 
El edificio en cuestion alcanza considerables di-
mensiones, superando Ios cuatrocientos metros de lon-
gitud por doscientos metros de anchura. Presenta un 
original disefio organizado gracias a un criptoportico 
semicircular, en tomo al cual se distribuyen las distin-
tas estancias que conforman el conjunto, caracterizadas 
por la incorporacion de grandes salas de recepcion o 
audiencia. De ellas cabe destacar muy especialmente 
aquella situada en el culmen del eje, cuya planta se 
adapta a la propia de las salas de audicencia imperial 
de epoca tetrarquica, con su paralelo mas cercano en 
el aula palatina de Trier. 
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Fig. 2: b.- Corduba en la segunda mitad del 
s. VI d. C. La linea gruesa mm·ca el trazado de 
la muralla y !os cuadrados la ubicaci6n de !as 
puertas. 0: enterramientos intramuros; 
1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 9 y 10: iglesias; 
4: basilica de San Vicente; 
5: Jglesia de Ios Tres Santos; 
8: Basilica de San Acisclo; 
11: palacio de Ios gobernadores visigodos. 
Del analisis de las distintas evidencias con que con-
tamos en relacion con el monumento, se deduce que 
el edificio en su concepcion original constituyo el 
palacio y sede del emperador Maximiano Herculeo, 
en relacion con su presencia en Hispania entre I os afios 
296-297 y con Ios preparativos de la campafia pacifi-
cadora que inmediatamente despues le conduciria al 
Norte de Africa. 
Uno de Ios muchos aspectos que llaman la atencion 
en relacion con este edificio es su disposicion fuera 
del recinto amurallado. La razon de esta eleccion 
radica en la presencia de un circo preexistente situado 
inmediatamente a! Sur, que habria condicionado la 
construccion del nuevo edificio en las inmediaciones, 
siguiendo !as pautas habituates en !os grandes 
complejos palatinos de epoca tetrarquica (Hidalgo 
1996b). A su vez, el palacio habria englobado al anti-
guo edificio de espectaculos en el nuevo complejo, 
procediendose con probabilidad a su reconstruccion 
o monumentalizacion. 
Sin lugar a dudas la incorporacion del esquema 
palacio-circo a la imagen de la Cordoba bajoimperial 
constituyo el gran hito que transformo la fisonomia 
de la ciudad en ese momento y que supuso la gravi-
tacion de !os centros de poder desde sus enclaves tra-
dicionales dentro del recinto amurallado al nuevo pa-
lacio situado extramuros, que no solo tendria la voca-
cion de absorber !as funciones publicas, sino tambien 
la de atraer !as residencias de todos aquellos personajes 
que, gracias a su posicion economica, empiezan en 
estos momentos a abandonar la ciudad, construyendo 
sus nuevas residencias en !as inmediaciones. 
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Sea como fuere y a pesar del impulso revitalizador 
que supuso la construccion del palacio de Cercadilla, 
lo cierto es que entre !os siglos Ill y IV la ciudad se ve 
sumida en una transformacion progresiva, que an uncia 
!os nuevos cambios que traen't consigo la Antigtiedad 
Tardia. En este sentido, las labores de mantenimiento 
que permitian el buen uso de la infraestructura urbana, 
poco a poco dejan de realizarse: ya no se sanean las 
cloacas, que comienzan a colmatarse paulatinamente, 
del mismo modo que los pavimentos de las calles 
comienzan a deteriorarse, desapareciendo parte de su 
enlosado, etc. 
Algo muy similar ocurre con la edilicia privada. 
Muy pocas son las nuevas casas que se construyen a 
partir de estos momentos. Las evidencias con que con-
tamos al respecto se reducen en gran medida a !os 
mosaicos. A partir de estos elementos se puede obser-
var que durante el s. Ill existe todavia una considerable 
actividad edilicia, que se ve ya muy mermada una vez 
iniciado el s. IV (Bhizquez 1981, 13-56 y Guardia Pons 
1993, 175-188). La tonica general para estas fechas seria 
sin duda la perduracion y reutilizacion de !as casas de 
los siglos anteriores. 
No obstante, la degeneracion de la vivienda aumen-
ta progresivamente, de manera que, ya en el s. V, se 
ocupan los porticos de las calles con sencillos espacios 
de habitacion (Hidalgo 1993, 109). Del mismo modo, 
a partir de estos momentos las construcciones presen-
tan una progresiva degradacion tecnica, recurriendo 
en gran medida a la reutilizacion en precario de todo 
tipo de materiales procedentes de las edificaciones 
anteriores. 
Este proceso va unido tambien al paulatino despo-
blamiento del espacio intramuros. Poco a poco des-
ciende el numero de ciudadanos afincados en terreno 
urbana y grandes areas de la ciudad quedan sin 
edificar, utilizadas posiblemente como simples huertas 
o vertederos. Como consecuencia de ello, en el siglo 
VI nos encontramos con un fenomeno que pocos siglos 
antes habria sido inadmisible: la aparicion de enterra-
mientos en el interior del recinto amurallado, en 
concreto en el sector Norte de la ciudad. 
La presencia de enterramientos en la zona Norte 
del perimetro amurallado (Fig. 2: b) esta directamente 
relacionada con la concentracion de los nuevos centros 
de poder de la ciudad tardoantigua en la zona Sur, en 
las inmediaciones del rio, en especial en lo que se 
refiere a la construccion del palacio del gobemador 
visigodo en el solar que posteriormente ocupani el 
alcazar omeya y de la basilica de San Vicente -advo-
cacion que cuenta con ciertas connotaciones de culto 
estatal-, en ellugar que mas tarde ocupara la Mezquita 
Aljama (Fig. 2: b, num. 4). El abandono de la zona mas 
alta del recinto intramuros, mas facil de defender, en 
favor de la aproximacion al rio, puede deberse al im-
portante papel que todavia podria estar desempefiando 
en estos momentos el rio en la vida de los ciudadanos 
o, sobre todo, al interes estrategico que conlleva la 
proteccion del puente inmediato. 
Ya en otro orden de cosas, no se debe soslayar la 
incidencia y repercusion que tuvo el cristianismo, a 
traves de sus diferentes manifestaciones, en la imagen 
de la ciudad. Sin duda la difusion de este culto experi-
mento un importante desarrollo en la Cordoba del s. 
IV. Prueba de ello es la propia figura de Osio, obispo 
de Cordoba, que tras !as persecusiones tetrarquicas 
desempefio un destacado papel en la difusion y con-
solidacion del cristianismo en el Imperio. A ello habria 
que afi.adir el importante grupo de sarc6fagos del s. 
IV localizado en Cordoba (Sotomayor 1964, 1973 y 
1975), uno de !os conjuntos mas relevantes de la Pen-
insula Iberica, importados de la propia Roma como 
flete de retorno de !os barcos que conducirian a la Urbs 
los productos beticos. Estos sarc6fagos dan fe de la 
existencia de una solida aristocracia cristianizada en 
la Cordoba del s. IV, que constituye el substrata de 
aquella otra que, abanderada por la oposicion al arria-
nismo visigodo, mantendra viva la tradicion hispanor-
romana y su independencia hasta un momento avan-
zado del s. VI. 
De las iglesias construidas en la ciudad, elemento 
fundamental para el estudio de la implantacion del 
culto y de la "cristianizacion" de la topografia urbana, 
practicamente nada sabemos para los primeros mo-
mentos, as{ que es necesario remontarse a epoca visi-
goda para perfilar someramente su distribucion (Fig. 
2: b). En el interior del recinto amurallado induda-
blemente el enclave principal era la basilica de San 
Vicente, proxima al palacio visigodo yen las inmedia-
ciones del rio. Tambien es posible que existiera otro 
recinto de culto hacia la zona central de la ciudad (Fig. 
2: b, num. 1), donde aparecieron multitud de ladrillos 
decorados, y en las inmediaciones una inscripcion 
relacionada quizas con la fundacion del mismo templo 
(CIL IP/7, 640). 
Del mismo modo, un conjunto importante de 
ladrillos (Gonzalez-Moreno 1997 e.p.) decorados se 
ha recuperado tambien en el cuadrante SW de la ciudad 
(Fig. 2: b, num. 2), donde tambien se puede presumir 
la presencia de una iglesia de epoca tardoantigua. A 
ello habria que afi.adir el reciente hallazgo de un nuevo 
edificio de culto en el cuadrante SE de la ciudad, en el 
antiguo convento de Santa Clara (Fig. 2: b, num. 3). 
Segun los excavadores, nos encontramos ante una 
iglesia de planta de cruz inscrita, similar a otras de 
Constantinopla, Ravena, Palestina y, sobre todo, a la 
basilica de Sa Carrotxa (Marfil 1996). La misma 
planta aplicada, asi como la decoracion de uno de !os 
mosaicos del edificio, fechado en los comedios del s. 
VI, han permitido suponer una fuerte influencia 
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bizantina para el edificio, reafirmando las mas que 
presumibles relaciones mantenidas por la ciudad con 
el imperio bizantino, hasta su conquista definitiva por 
Leovigildo. 
Fuera del recinto amurallado tambien se con-
struyeron algunas iglesias, alas que se asocian sendas 
necropolis densamente ocupadas. Ello supone una 
importante transformaci6n de la concepci6n y funci6n 
del espacio extramuros, de modo y manera que frente 
al uso funerario y domestico -con la creaci6n de varios 
vici-, que experimentara en epocas precedentes, se 
introduce ahora un novedoso uso, como es el cultual, 
con la incorporaci6n de las nuevas iglesias, que deter-
minan\.n y polarizaran la distribucion de las necropolis 
de epoca tardoantigua. 
En relacion con estos edificios, en el sector Este 
podemos identificar un primer espacio cultual en la 
zona ocupada por la actual iglesia de San Pedro y ale-
dafios (Fig. 2: b, num. 5), tradicionalmente asociada 
con la iglesia de Ios Tres Santos -Fausto, Genaro y 
Marcial- (vid. Florez 1753, 329-332). En este mismo 
lugar aparecio en el s. XVI una cripta y una inscripcion, 
fechada en Ios siglos VI-VII, que alude a !as reliquias 
de Ios martires Fausto, Genaro, Marcial, Zoilo y Acis-
clo (IHC 126; ICERV, 324; CIL IF/7, 638), y donde 
tambien existe constancia de la aparicion de un "cemen-
terio paleocristiano" (Marcos & Vicent 1985, 242). 
Mas interesantes son Ios vestigios con que conta-
mos para el sector Norte. En la zona de la Huerta de 
San Rafael se dispone una importante necropolis que 
tiene su origen en epoca tardorrepublicana-julio-
claudia, de la que procede el famoso sarc6fago con la 
representaci6n de !as puertas del Hades (Garcia y 
Belli do 1959). El uso "aristocratico" de esta necropolis 
viene a ser confirmado por la presencia alii en epoca 
constantiniana del sarc6fago paleocristiano con !as 
representaciones del episodio de Jonas y la ballena, 
junta a otros enterramientos sencillos, tambien de epo-
ca avanzada, en Ios que incluso se reutilizan elementos 
arquitectonicos de construcciones anteriores (Vicent 
1972-74) y que evidencian la ocupacion de este espacio 
funerario por otros grupos sociales. Algo mas al Sur, 
en el Convento de la Merced (Fig. 2: b, num. 6), en 
las inmediaciones de la puerta que conectaba con el 
que fuera el cardo maxima, se conserva una estructura 
de caracter hidraulico, que muy bien podria formar 
parte del baptisterio de una iglesia que se habria ubi-
cado en el mismo lugar. 
El panorama de !as necropolis y de Ios nuevos 
espacios de culto de la ciudad se ve finalmente com-
pletado con aquellos situados en el extremo Oeste. 
En primer lugar habria que hacer referencia a la apa-
ricion de varios enterramientos y gran cantidad de 
ladrillos decorados (Santos Gener 1955, 10) en !as 
inmediaciones de la Facultad de Veterinaria (Fig. 2: 
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b, num. 7). De Ios otros tres recintos localizados a! 
Oeste, podriamos citar en primer lugar el propio 
palacio de Cercadilla (Fig. 2b, num. 8), que se reutiliza 
coma centra de cui to cristiano a! men os desde media-
dos del s. VI, la necropolis localizada en el Cortijo de 
Chinales (Fig. 2: b, num. 9), asociada a algunos vesti-
gios de un edificio interpretado coma basilica (Santos 
Gener 1958, 160) y, por ultimo, Ios vestigios- en este 
caso solo funerarios -localizados en el cementerio de 
Nuestra Senora de la Salud (Romero de Torres 1909, 
489-496), ya en las proximidades del rio (Fig. 2: b, 
num. 10). 
4 Hacia un nuevo concepto de ciudad 
Coma resultado del proceso que acabamos de de-
scribir, la imagen que de la ciudad tuvieron los guer-
reros norteafricanos que en el 711 ganaron la mayor 
parte de la Peninsula lberica para ells/am no podia 
ser mas lamentable: murallas parcialmente derruidas, 
puente abandonado y cortado, extensas zonas de la 
parte Norte de la ciudad desurbanizadas y transfor-
madas en cementerios, ruin a del caserio ... Sin embar-
go, la integracion de la antigua Hispania en el ambito 
dells/am y las nuevas necesidades de organizacion 
administrativa, military tributaria propiciaron la recu-
peracion de la fortuna de Cordoba (ahora denomi-
nada Qurtuba), transformada en sede del emir deal-
Andalus, dependiente de los califas omeyas de 
Damasco. La crisis de crecimiento dells/am, plas-
mada en el cambio de dinastia y el traslado del poder 
abbasi a Bagdad, se traduce en al-Andalus en la con-
stitucion de un nuevo emirato, independiente de Bag-
dad y regido por 'Abd al-Rahman I (756-788), un 
prRncipe omeya exiliado en Occidente. El resto del 
s. VIII y todo el s. IX marcan el afianzamiento del 
estado omeya andalusi, en constante conflicto con Ios 
reinos cristianos que se van configurando en el tercio 
septentrional de la Peninsula y con las tendencias 
desintegradoras, de caracter tribal y autonomistas, 
existentes en el seno de al-Andalus. 
Durante una primera etapa, Qurtuba se circun-
scribira al espacio heredado, que coincide exacta-
mente con el de la ciudad romana altoimperial. Esta 
sera laMadina (Fig. 3: a) o ciudad propiamente dicha. 
En su conformacion espacial encontramos una cierta 
continuidad con la ciudad visigoda, con la disposi-
cion de Ios centros de poder politico y religioso (alca-
zar omeya y mezquita aljama) en la parte mas meri-
dional, inmediatamente adyacente al rio. Por lo que 
respecta a! alcazar, sabemos por al-Maqqari que fue 
construido por 'Abd al-Rahman I sabre el empla-
zamiento del palacio de Ios gobemadores visigodos. 
Desde entonces, seria objeto de constante atencion 







por parte de Ios emires y califas cordobeses, ocu-
pando un amplio espacio entre la mezquita aljama y 
el angulo suroeste de la muralla de la Madina. Igual 
proceso se aprecia en relaci6n con la mezquita alja-
ma, cuya construcci6n se inicia entre 784-786 por el 
mismo 'Abd al-Rahman I sobre una parte de la basi-
lica cristiana de San Vicente, siendo objeto de mejo-
ras y ampliaciones por sus sucesores. 
Para el resto de la Madina, la informaci6n de las 
fuentes escritas es substancialmente mas escasa, si 
bien la localizaci6n de !as puertas (Ocafia 1935) y la 
restituci6n del trazado de !as principales calles, a 
partir de la cartografia hist6rica del siglo pasado, per-
mite una primera aproximaci6n. En sintesis, la trans-
formaci6n de la red viaria romana, iniciada como 
hemos visto ya a finales del s. Ill, se hallaba practi-
camente consumada (Fig. 3), si bien aun se mantenia 
el trazado de un gran eje que, desde la Bab al-Yahud 
(Puerta de Ios Judios, posterior Puerta de Osario cris-
tiana) atravesaba de Norte a Sur la Madina, con-
duciendo a la mezquita aljama y a la Bab al-Qantara 
(Puerta del Puente). Junto a esta gran arteria, varias 
calles principales unian las orientales Bab Rumiyya 
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Fig. 3. - La Madina de Qurtuba y su entorno inmediato. 
1. Bab al-Qantara; 2: Bab al Hadid; 3: Bab Rurniyya; 4: Bab 
al-Yahud; 5: Bab 'Amir; 6: Bal al-Yawz; 7: Bab Ishbiliya; 8: 
Mezquitas de barrio; 9 Mezquita aljama; 10: Alcazar. 
(Puerta de Roma) y Bab al-Hadid (Puerta de Hierro) 
con !as occidentales Bab 'Amir (la cristiana Puerta de 
Gallegos), Bab al-Yawz (Puerta de Ios Nogales, la 
cristiana Puerta de Almod6var) y Bab Ishbiliya 
(Puerta de Sevilla). 
AI igual que su antecesora romana, la Qurtuba 
islamica pronto comenzaria a rebasar Ios limites 
amurallados de la Madina, tanto con cementerios 
como con arrabales (Fig. 4). En estos ultimos habi-
taria la poblaci6n mozarabe y la creciente masa de 
musulmanes de la ciudad. Ibn Baskuwal e Ibn al-
Jatib, que nos han transmitido una lista de veintiun 
arrabales de la capital de al-Andalus anteriores a la 
desintegraci6n del Califato, si man nueve arrabales en 
el sector occidental, tres en el septentrional, siete en 
el oriental y dos en el meridional. 
El mas antiguo sera el cementerio y arrabal de 
Sequnda, localizado a! otro lado del rio, en el interior 
de un meandro. El cementerio (maqbarat al-rabad) 
fue acondicionado por el gobernador al-Samh en 720, 
en tanto que el arrabal, que habia experimentado un 
notable crecimiento tras la reconstrucci6n del puente 
por His ham I (788-796), seria arrasado por !as tropas 
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del emir al-Hakam I durante la llamada revuelta del 
arrabal (818), prohibiendose en adelante que volviese 
a ser poblado. 
AI Este de la Madina se conocen seis arrabales 
(cfr. Uvi Provenyal1957, 238 ss.), situados a lo largo 
del trazado de las antiguas vias romanas que penetra-
ban en la ciudad por la Bab Rumiyya y la Bab al-
Hadid: Sabular, Furn Burril, al-Bury, Munyat 'Abd 
Allah, Munyat al-Mugira y rabad al-Zahira. El pri-
mero, posiblemente el mas antiguo de este sector, se 
extendia desde la Bab al-Hadid al Sur de un camino 
flanqueado por un cementerio tardoantiguo y moz-
arabe. Este cementerio, documentado en los alrede-
dores de la posterior parroquia de San Pedro, donde 
se tiende a situar la basilica de los Tres Santos (cfr. 
supra), yen las proximidades de la mezquita sobre la 
que tras la conquista cristiana se alzaria la parroquia 
se San Nicolas de la Axerquia, acabaria conformando 
el arrabal del Sabular que, a finales del s. X, se exten-
dia hasta el arrabal de al-Zahira. Otra mezquita de 
este arrabal, la maschid Amir Hisham, cuyo alminar 
se conserv6 en la posterior iglesia de Santiago (a 700 
m. de la Bab al-Hadid), muestra la notable extension 
del rabad Sabular ya en la primera mitad del s. IX. 
El resto de arrabales que !as fuentes siruan en este 
sector oriental posiblemente tuvieron un desarrollo 
algo mas tardio, paralelo a! que a continuaci6n vere-
mos en el sector septentrional y accidental. Para el 
arrabal de Furn Burril (del Homo de Borrel) no 
contamos con el menor indicio sobre su ubicaci6n. 
En cuanto a! deal-Bury (la Torre), se han propuesto 
dos ubicaciones. Castej6n (1929, 291-292) llam6 la 
atenci6n sobre su coincidencia onomastica con el 
"vico turris" citado en el Calendario de Recemundo 
a! hablar de la festividad de !os Tres Santos, cuyo 
sepulcro se hallaba en este barrio. Como ya hemos 
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Fig. 4. - Cordoba en la segunda mitad 
del s. X. Sabre una fotografia aerea de 
la ciudad actual se ha situado parte de la 
aglomeraci6n urbana cordobesa com-
prendida entre la Madina de Qurtuba y 
Madinat al-Zahra. En calor verde se 
han tramado ambas medinas (1-2), en 
tanto que en rojo se representa el sector 
de arrabales que tras ser amurallado con 
posterioridad a la fitna constituiria la 
Axerquia (3). El cintur6n de arrabales 
califales, documentado arqueol6gica-
mente en Ios ultimos afi.os, se representa 
en col or sepia ( 4), la red viaria principal 
en negro y !as mas importantes almu-
nias en azul (5-7). 
indicado, la iglesia de los Tres Santos tiende a loca-
lizarse en el emplazamiento de la actual iglesia parro-
quial de San Pedro, por lo que de aceptar la identi-
ficaci6n entre el rabad al-Bury y el vico turris, habria 
que localizarlo a! Norte del rabad Sabular, en el 
actual barrio de San Pedro. Sin embargo, esta iden-
tificaci6n chocaria con la propuesta por Levi Proven-
yal (1957, 241), quien, basandose enlbn Sahl, sefiala 
c6mo este arrabal se extendia a lo largo de la via 
romana que salia de la Madina por la Bab Rumiyya y 
daba acceso a un cementerio llamado al-Burch. Torres 
Balbas (1957, 165) identific6 este cementerio con el 
maqbarat lbn al-Abbas, que daria nombre a una de 
las puertas de la posterior muralla de la Axerquia, la 
Bab Abbas (Zan6n 1989, 56), conocida en epoca cris-
tiana como Puerta de Plasencia. 
Por lo que respecta a los arrabales de Munyat 'Abd 
Allah y Munyat al-Mugira, su localizaci6n va ligada 
a la de las almunias junto a las que se formaron. A 
este respecto, debemos recordar c6mo Levi Proven-
9al (1957, 241) se inclin6 por ubicarlas, respectiva-
mente, en !as huertas de los posteriores conventos de 
San Pablo y de San Agustin. La primera identifi-
caci6n podria ser factible, ocupando la Munyat 'Abd 
Allah el emplazamiento de un gran edificio publico 
romano en proceso de excavaci6n (Murillo et alii 
1992), en tanto que para la Munyat al-Mugira esta 
documentada la existencia de una maschid al-Mugira 
en el emplazamiento de la posterior iglesia parroquial 
de San Lorenzo (Ocafia 1963), al Sureste del antiguo 
Convento de San Agustin, por lo que es clara la ubi-
caci6n del arrabal entre la almunia y la mezquita 
situadajunto a la vieja Via Augusta. Estas grandes al-
munias, junto a otras varias pertenecientes a !as elites 
cordobesas y situadas en la al-yiha al-Sarqiyya, se 
entremezclaban con !as zonas urbanizadas de los arra-
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Fig. 5: a.- Qurtuba a finales del s. XII. 
1: mural/a de la Madina; 
2: mural/a de la Axerquia; 
3: Mezquita aljama; 
4: Alcazar. 
bales para configurar el tipico paisaje que sera carac-
teristico tanto de Qurtuba como de otras muchas 
grandes ciudades islamicas. Paisaje que se extendia 
igualmente a! Norte (al-yiha al-yawfiyya) y al Oeste 
(al-yiha al-garbiyya) de la Madina. 
Asi, en las proximidades de la almunia de al-
Rusafa, fundada por 'Abd al-Rahman I (756-788), se 
constituiria, al menos desde el s. IX el Maqbarat al-
Rusafa o Maqbarat Furaniq (Torres Balbas 1957, 
165) y el rabad al-Rusafa. Tanto del cementerio como 
del arrabal se ban documentado vestigios en las ulti-
mas excavaciones arqueologicas realizadas en este 
sector (cfr. Morena 1994), siendo especialmente re-
sefiable la reutilizacion en !as sepulturas de materia-
les de construccion tardoantiguos y visigodos. AI Sur-
oeste del rabad al-Rusafa, en la zona de Cercadilla, 
se conformaria otro arrabal, posiblemente mozarabe, 
en tomo a! antiguo palatium y posterior basilica 
cristiana de San Acisclo, identificado con el Rabad 
al-Raqqaquin, arrabal de Ios Pergamineros (Arjona 
1993, 91 ). AI Este de los dos anteriores ten em os 
constancia de otro arrabal mozarabe, el de Qut Rasah, 
de ubicacion imprecisa pero que tal vez cabria situar 
a lo largo de la via romana que salia por la Bab al-
Yahud, en la zona del actual barrio de Santa Rosa y 
Valdeolleros, donde estaban ubicados una importante 
necropolis tardoantigua y homos ceramicos, lo que 
podria explicar la referencia de Ibn Baskuwal a la 
localizacion en Qut Rasah del toponimo al-Fajjarin 
(Ios alfareros). 
En el sector a Occidente de la Madina, frente a la 
Bab 'Amir, se configuro desde el s. VIII un impor-
tante cementerio, fundado por un tal 'Amir Ibn 'Amr 
al-Qurashi, que ha sido recientemente excavado en 
parte (Murillo et alii 1993). Mas al Suroeste, yen una 
amplia zona que se extendia desde la Bab al-Chawz 
a la Bab Ishbiliya y hasta Ios pies de la colina en que 
se ubico la Corduba prerromana, esta documentada 
una importante necropolis tardoantigua y visigoda 
(cfr. supra), posiblemente tambien mozarabe. En este 
sector, !as recientes excavaciones realizadas tanto en 
la parte superior de la colina (Murillo 1992) como en 
la ladera meridional y las inmediaciones occidentales, 
ban puesto de relieve la existencia de una ocupacion 
temprana de epoca emiral, que podria estar relacio-
nada con un arrabal conformado en tomo a un palacio 
o almunia situado en la parte superior de la colina. En 
este sector, situado a escasa distancia frente a la ciudad 
y en una posicion privilegiada respecto a esta y al rio, 
hay constancia de una ocupacion romana, posible-
mente una villa, durante el s. Ill. Con posterioridad, 
y de epoca islamica indeterminada, se conservan res-
tos de una muralla con cimentacion de silleria y alzado 
de tapial, asi como grandes estructuras hidraulicas y 
construcciones de silleria con pavimentos de lajas de 
piedra. La identificacion de estas construcciones es 
complicada, si bien por la continuidad que se aprecia 
entre epoca tardoantigua y emiral, podriamos plan-
tear la hipotesis de encontramos ante el balat Mughit, 
es decir el palacio que el liberto Mughit recibio del 
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gobemador Musa ben Nusayr en recompensa por la 
conquista de Cordoba y que, de nuevo por lbn Basku-
wal, sabemos dio nombre a uno de !os arrabales 
occidentales. 
A estos primeros elementos que determinan la 
aparicion de nucleos de poblacion, inicialmente moz-
arabe y despues musulmana, fuera de la Madina, 
debemos afiadir la fundacion de mezquitas y cemen-
terios por parte de personajes vinculados a la familia 
omeya reinante. A !as tempranas construcciones rea-
lizadas por Mu 'ammara y Tarub, favoritas de 'Abd 
al-Rahman I, se unen, ya en el s. IX, !as de Mut 'a y 
'Achab, mujeres de al-Hakam I, ]as de al-Shifa' y 
Masrur, concubina y fata respectivamente de 'Abd 
al-Rahman II, y la de Umm Salama, esposa de 
Muhammad I. La mezquita de Umm Salama dio 
nombre a un cementerio y un arrabal situados al 
Norte de la Bab al-Yahu (Jbn al-Jatib lo denomina 
tambien rabad Qut Rasah, lo que nos permite iden-
tificar su ubicacion con la del arrabal mozarabe visto 
mas arriba), en tanto que !as mezquitas de al-Shifa 'y 
Masrur hicieron lo propio con sendos arrabales del 
al-yiha al-garbiyya. 
Estos arrabales constituirfan aun pequefias aglo-
meraciones suburbanas con un bajo nivel de urbani-
zacion, altemando con cementerios, algunas almunias 
y, fundamentalmente, con un paisaje dominado por 
huertas. Asf, y para el ultimo tercio del s. IX, se 
documentan en el arrabal de Cercadilla, una serie de 
pozos negros y muladares que muestran ese habitat 
de caserios dispersos en un medio de huertas (Fuertes 
1995). A este modelo de ocupacion del territorio res-
ponde igualmente una gran estructura hidraulica 
excavada en este mismo arrabal, si bien las caracte-
risticas, tanto en edilicia como en dimensiones, de la 
construccion podrfa hacer pensar en su relacion con 
una almunia o gran propiedad agricola perteneciente 
a algun potentado cordobes. Contemporaneas o poco 
posteriores serian Ios restos de estructuras domes-
ticas y fabriles (talleres metalurgicos) documentados 
en el sector de Ios arrabales occidentales que, a titulo 
de hipotesis, podrfamos identificar con el rabad balat 
Mughit, y que muestran tambien una muy deficiente 
infraestructura urbana. 
La gran expansion de Ios arrabales de Qurtuba 
corresponde a! s. X, y fundamentalmente a! reinado 
de 'Abd al-Rahman III, primer califa de al-Andalus. 
En este momento, la mayor parte del entomo inme-
diato de Cordoba que venimos analizando queda 
convertido en un espacio densamente urbanizado que 
rompe, ya de un modo total con el concepto de ciudad 
que habia imperado durante la antiguedad. La Madi-
na, pese a conservar sus funciones religiosas y 
politicas y pese a! simbolismo que aun mantienen !as 
murallas, acaba convirtiendose en una parte mas de 
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una aglomeracion urbana que se encuentra en linea 
con las grandes ciudades del Oriente islamico. 
La transformacion es total a partir de Ios primeros 
decenios del s. X, pudiendose hablar ahora de un pro-
grama urbanistico que, en parte planificado e impul-
sado por el propio Estado andalusi (Vallejo 1995, 
69), transforma la fisonomia de Qurtuba. Aunque por 
el m omen to no estemos en condiciones de evaluar !os 
ritmos y fases concretas de este proceso, si podemos 
vislumbrar el resultado final, que no es otro que la 
conformacion de un tejido, en parte urbana yen parte 
suburbano, en el que alteman extensas areas domes-
ticas con equipamientos comunitarios (zocos y mez-
quitas), extensas necropolis, instalaciones estatales ... 
Y todo ello dentro de un territorio estructurado por 
una red de caminos, en buena parte de origen 
romano, que acruan como elementos articuladores de 
Ios diferentes arrabales. 
Los trabajos arqueologicos en curso estan permi-
tiendo tanto una aproximacion de caracter macro-
espacial como un analisis semimicro y microespacial 
de unos arrabales que presentan una depurada orde-
nacion urbanistica, con un trazado jerarquico de calles 
regulares que en algunos casos disponen de una 
infraestructura de evacuacion de aguas residuales, 
grandes espacios abiertos y pavimentados que cabria 
interpretar como zocos o mercados de arrabal, casas 
de variada planta, pero siempre articuladas en tomo 
a un patio central, mezquitas y cementerios. Mas alla 
de estos arrabales, y en algunos casos encerradas 
dentro de ellos como consecuencia del crecimiento 
urbana, encontramos gran numero de almunias, equi-
valentes de !as villae de epoca romana y en !as que 
tambien se simultanea la produccion agricola con la 
residencia campestre de sus propietarios. En algunos 
casos, como el de !as almunias de a!-Rusafa o al-
Naura, nos encontramos con autenticos palacios peri-
urbanos pertenecientes a! soberano. 
5 De la ciudad a la conurbacion: Madinat 
Qurtuba, Madinat al-Zahra y Madinat al-Zahira 
La situacion que acabamos de describir, en parte 
heredera del ferreo control que Cordoba habia desar-
rollado secularmente sabre su territorio, se ve condi-
cionada yen parte estimulada como consecuencia de 
un hecho, efimero aunque trascendental, como es la 
decision de 'Abd al-Rahman III de proceder a la 
fundacion de una nueva ciudad. La ciudad de al-
Zahra se localiza a! W. de la actual Cordoba, a unos 
5 kms. de !as murallas de la Madina. Para su empla-
zamiento se busco, aparte de la posibilidad de aba-
stecerse de agua mediante la reutilizacion de un viejo 
acueducto romano (Ventura 1993a), una posicion 
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Fig. 5: b.- Cordoba a finales del s. XIV. 
1: Recinto de la Villa; 
2: Recinto de la Axerqufa; 
3: Alcazar cristiano; 
4: Recinto de la Torre de Be/en; 




8: Palacio episcopal; 
9-21: lglesias parroquiales. 
claramente escenografica, en un punto en el que el 
reborde de Sierra Morena se adentra en la Vega a 
modo de espolon, permitiendo una excelente visi-
bilidad hacia el W., S. yE. Esta circunstancia, que no 
se repite en !as proximidades de Cordoba, fue deter-
minante en la elecci\n del emplazamiento de la nueva 
ciudad, a semejanza de lo que acontecio con sus pre-
cedentes palaciegos abasRes que buscan igualmente 
un terreno alto y con amplia visibilidad. De este 
modo, ya se establecia una primera relacion jenir-
quica entre la fundacion califal, situada par encima 
de la isohipsa de 200 m. s.n.m., y la vieja ciudad de 
Cordoba, cuya cota maxima no supera los 120 m. 
Esta gradacion jerarquica se aprecia en la propia 
ciudad palatina (Vallejo 1991). Aprovechando la 
conexion del reborde montafi.oso con el valle fluvial, 
y adaptandose a la topografia, la ciudad se articula en 
tres gran des niveles (con mas de 70 m. de desnivel 
entre el punto m<s elevado y el mas bajo), definidos 
por terrazas superpuestas de !as que las dos supe-
riores corresponden al ambito funcional del Alcazar, 
en una posicion preeminente en relacion con la terra-
za inferior, ocupada por el caserio urbano y la mez-
quita aljama. 
Coherentemente con cuanto venimos diciendo, 
queda claro que 'Abd al-Rahman Ill se propuso erigir 
una ciudad en el pleno sentido del termino, y no una 
mera residencia personal o un conjunto palaciego 
(cfr. Vallejo 1991 y 1995). La explicacion del par que 
de la fundacion de al-Zahra debemos buscarla en el 
contexto historico de inicios del s. X, tanto en al-
Andalus como en el resto del mundo islamico, y 
fundamentalmente en el fortalecimiento del Estado 
andalusi y en su pugna, en el teatro de operaciones 
magrebi, con el creciente poder fatimi. Y en esta 
coyuntura, Madinat al-Zahra no es sino "la plas-
macion arquitectonica", el simbolo del triunfo del 
nuevo Estado, gobemado ahora por el Califa, por el 
"Principe de I os Creyentes". La construccion de una 
nueva ciudad en las proximidades de las antiguas 
urbes, junta a la acufi.acion de monedas de oro, son 
acciones que en la ideologia del poder por entonces 
imperante se asociaban de un modo inequivoco con 
la dignidad y con el estatus califal, siendo por tanto 
una practica habitual, tanto en el Oriente islamico 
como en el Norte de Africa, donde resulta para-
digmatico el caso de Kairuan, con !as tres ciudades 
palatinas de Al-Abbssiya, Raqqada y al-Mansuriya 
(otra ciudad redonda a imagen de Bagdad) desarrol-
ladas en sus inmediaciones desde el s. IX. 
La vocacion de nueva capitalidad con que se data 
de inmediato a Madinat al-Zahra se aprecia en el 
traslado de la residencia califal, de la Corte y de toda 
la administracion del Estado, asi coma de institu-
ciones fundamentales como la ceca o las atarazanas 
reales. Por otro lado, una red de caminos, en parte 
relacionados con Cordoba y en parte independientes 
de la misma, destinados a conectarla con las prin-
cipales ciudades de al-Andalus (Bermudez 1993 ), 
son buena prueba de la concepcion de Madinat a!-
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Zahra como ciudad plenamente independiente de 
Cordoba, y ello aun cuando, en la pn1ctica, la conur-
bacion de Ios arrabales de esta con Ios de aquella, !as 
convirtiera en una unica realidad urbana, tal y como 
se encargan de sefialar Ios escritores de la epoca. 
Pese a !as riquezas invertidas en su construccion, 
la vida de al-Zahra no dejo de ser efimera. Aunque 
al-Hakam II, hijo y sucesor de 'Abd al-Rahman, 
mantuvo en ella la capitalidad de al-Andalus, el 
sometimiento del tercer califa, Hisam II, a Ios desi-
gnios de su primer ministro, Almanzor, provoco el 
traslado de la Capital a la nueva ciudad de Madinat 
al-Zahira, localizada a! Este de Cordoba y creada con 
la misma finalidad: legitimar y demostrar el nuevo 
poder imperante en al-Andalus, poder en este caso 
diferente a! del Califa confinado en Madinat al-
Zahra. Ambas ciudades, al-Zahra y al-Zahira, con-
stituyen un claro ejemplo de centros palatinos con un 
alto grado de artificialidad. Y esta artificialidad les 
llevo, inevitablemente, a sucumbir en el momento en 
que la coyuntura que las habia propiciado desapa-
recio (en ambos casos la desintegracion del Califato 
durante lafitna o revolucion acaecida entre el1010 y 
el 10 13). Frente a ell as, la vieja Cordoba, surgida como 
resultado de un milenario proceso historico basado en 
unas invariantes que la empujaban a su conformacion 
como nucleo urbano, conseguiria sobrevivir, una vez 
mas, para integrarse en una nueva etapa de su 
Historia. 
6 Qurtuba postcalifal. 
La historia urbana de Cordoba tras la desinte-
gracion del Califato es un preambulo de su posterior 
desarrollo a lo largo de Ios siglos bajomedievales y 
modemos. La ciudad queda circunscrita a la antigua 
Madina y a una parte de los arrabales de la a!- Yiha al-
Sarqiyya, encerrados desde a! menos la segunda 
mitad del s. XI por una muralla ( cfr. Zanon 1989) que 
experimentara transformaciones y refecciones a lo 
largo del s. XII, durante la ocupacion almoravide y 
almohade (Fig. 5: a). 
A nivel de la cultura material, esta etapa esta 
caracterizada por el tremendo marasma subyacente a 
la desintegracion del Califato, plasmado en un pro-
gresivo deterioro de la imagen urbana de la ciudad a! 
que unicamente escapan !as murallas en cuanto ele-
mentos que, frente a la etapa omeya, cobran ahora un 
valor estrategico de primer orden en un contexto 
politico y social de gran inestabilidad. Este panorama 
general solo experimentara una cierta inflexion al 
comienzo de la etapa almohade, cuando el emir 'Abd 
al-Mu 'min convierte de nuevo a Qurtuba, por unos 
meses ( 1162), en capital de al-Andalus e inicia un 
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programa edilicio en el que participo el arquitecto 
Ahmad ben Baso. Pruebas de esta renovacion urbana 
la encontramos en la construccion de un nuevo barrio 
residencial en !as proximidades de la Bab Rumiyya y 
junto a la vieja Via Augusta, en el sector probable-
mente ocupado por la munyat 'Abd Allah (Murillo et 
alii 1992), asi como en determinadas residencias 
suburbanas documentadas en !as proximidades de la 
Bab al-Yahud, Bab Amir, Bab al-Yawz yen el anti-
guo rabad al-Raqqaquin. 
7 Epilogo: la ciudad cristiana 
Los siglos XI y XII, en Ios que se suceden la taifa 
cordobesa, la subordinacion al reino taifa de Sevilla, 
la dominacion a! mora vide y la almohade, constituyen 
una etapa de enorme conflictividad politica y de 
desintegracion de lo que al-Andalus habia signifi-
cado en cuanto formacion social y cultural. Las 
diversas coyunturas politicas no logran ocultar el 
elemento substancial del momento: el retroceso del 
Islam peninsular frente al avance de los reinos cris-
tianos del Norte. Avance en el que acabara cayendo 
Cordoba en el afio 1236. 
Tras la conquista cristiana se estableceran, a lo 
largo de Ios siglos XIII y XIV, las claves de lo que 
sera la "imagen" de la ciudad (Escobar 1989) hasta, 
practicamente, I os a! bores del presente siglo (Fig. 5: 
b), con una in ten sa implantacion de la componente 
religiosa (mediante parroquias y conventos) en la 
trama urbana (Jordano 1996). Un momentaneo flore-
cimiento en !as decadas centrales del s. XVI (Puchol 
1992) no supondni sino una ligera transformacion en 
una ciudad que, salvo limitadas operaciones urba-
nisticas (v. gr. la plaza de la Corredera) y de con-
struccion de elementos "singulares" en los siglos 
XVII y XVIII, llego a la desintegracion del Antigua 
Regimen y la configuracion de la nueva "ciudad bur-
guesa" con un "aspecto" esencialmente medieval. 
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Urban ism in Medieval Europe- Papers of the 'Medieval Europe Brugge 1997' Conference- Volume I 
In the Middle Ages Guildford was a small town, 
even though it was the county town of Surrey. It is in 
the south-east of England, 30 miles south-west of 
London. It is in a gap in the chalk ridge of the North 
Downs, worn by the River Wey flowing north to the 
River Thames. The chalk runs east-west and may 
have been used as a trackway from prehistoric times: 
certainly it was used as the major route east and west 
of Guildford in historic times until c.l800. The chalk 
is steep on the southern scarp slope and the gap made 
by the river is one of only two places in Surrey where 
it can be crossed easily - a route still used by roads 
and railways. A ford made it the obvious place to 
cross the river, which could also have been used for 
transport. 
So it is rather surprising that there was no settle-
ment at Guildford until c.A.D.500. There is no 
archaeological or documentary evidence that there 
was a Roman town here, although there are many 
villas in the countryside around. The first settlers 
were Anglo-Saxons, arriving perhaps as early as the 
5th century1• The pattern of early Saxon cemeteries in 
Surrey shows several around London dating to the 
6th c. with a few 5th c. objects- Croydon, Mitcham, 
Beddington - and an isolated one at Guildford, on 
Guildown, the western slope of the valley, opposite 
to the modem town. The cemeteries around London 
are thought to indicate the presence of Anglo-Saxon 
mercenaries guarding the routes from the south coast 
to London2• Guildown does not fit into this pattern, 
though it could have been guarding routes from the 
west and south-west. However, there is evidence that 
the Anglo-Saxon settlement in Surrey reflected 
See, for example: Matthew ALEXANDER, Guildford: A 
Short History, Godalming, 1986. 
2 J. MORRIS, Gazetteer of Anglo-Saxon Surrey, Surrey Arch. 
Colt. LVI, 1959, !52; R. Poulton, Sax on Surrey, in: J. & D.G. 
BIRD, The Archaeology of Surrey to 1540, 1987. 
3 J. BLAIR, Early Medieval Surrey: Landholding, Church 
and Settlement before 1300, 1991, Chap. I. 
4 J.E.B. GOVER, A. MAWER & F.M. Stenion, The Place-




earlier boundaries and Guildford may have been 
controlling one or two tribal areas, possibly with a 
majority of Celtic inhabitants3• 
The name Surrey comes from the Anglo-Saxon 
"Suthrige", meaning the "southern district"4• There is 
much debate as to what this district was but it is 
generally felt that Surrey was on the periphery of 
other, more important, regions as it had been in the 
Iron Age and Roman times 5• There is an alternative 
view that in fact Surrey was an important, individual 
region and that the early cemeteries may indicate an 
elite. This region, extending further east than modem 
Surrey, is characterised by types of goods which are 
important for the transition from Roman to Anglo-
Saxon culture6• By the 7th c. this period of import-
ance was over and control over Surrey fluctuated 
between the kingdoms of Mercia, Kent and Wessex, 
with Wessex finally triumphing. 
Guildford does not appear in the Burghal Hidage 
of the late 9th c. which lists the fortifications of the 
kingdom of W essex against the Danes. The burhs in 
Surrey were at Southwark, "the defensive work of the 
men of Surrey"7 and Eashing, a small hamlet about 5 
miles from Guildford, on the River Wey. The burh 
can still be seen as a bank and ditch on a sandstone 
hill above the river. It is probable that Eashing was a 
temporary defensive centre and was replaced by 
Guildford as a defensive and commercial centre soon 
after8 • Guildford was certainly important by the later 
1Oth c. as it had a mint by then. The first coins known 
to have been issued are those of Edward the Martyr 
(975-979)9• There was a royal residence in Guildford 
mentioned in Alfred the Great's will of c.880, but 
Lecture by John Hines to the Standing Conference on 
London Archaeology's conference on Dark Age London, Oct. 
5th 1996. 
GOVER et al., op. cif., 29-30. 
F. ALDSWORTH & D. HILL, The Burghal Hidage- Eashing, 
SurreyArch. Coli. 68, 1971, 198-201. 
9 E.M. Dance, The Borough of Guildford, 1257-1957. 




there is no indication of where it was, or what the 
town was like at that date. However, later towns often 
developed on the site ofroyal residences 10 • 
There is, in fact, no archaeological evidence for 
the early Saxon settlement. All we have is the pagan 
cemetery on Guildown, indicating occupation from 
the late 5th to the 7th century. The associated settle-
ment could have been on the west side of the river 
with the cemetery or on the east side, where it is now. 
The pagan cemetery was re-used in the 11th c. for the 
execution and burial of criminals, probably on the 
site of a pagan Sax on barrow 11 : the earliest pottery so 
far excavated in the town is of late 11th or early i 2th 
c. date 12 • When the Saxon cemetery was first excav-
ated the 11th c. burials were thought to be the victims 
of the Guildford Massacre of 1036 when Alfred the 
Atheling and his followers were attacked by Earl 
Godwin. Some of them may well be, (though it is not 
entirely certain that the massacre took place in Guild-
ford) but some burials must be later as one was found 
with a coin of 1043 13 • 
Our main evidence for the early history of the 
town is its topography. The earliest useful map of the 
town is the "Ichnography" of 173 9. Part of the town 
appears on a map of the Forest of Windsor made by 
Norden in 1607, and an estate map of 1613 drawn for 
a local family shows some features. It is clear from 
the "Ichnography" and the surviving street pattern 
that the town was laid out deliberately, with a central 
High Street running up from the river. Land on either 
side of the High Street was enclosed by a rectangular 
ditch, and the properties along the street had gardens 
running down to this ditch. This layout is typical of 
lOth c. Wessex burhs and may well have been laid 
out in the early 1Oth c. when Guildford replaced Bashing 
as the burh in Surreyi 4 • This regular pattern is not 
found in the area east of St.Mary's church, and this 
may be the site of the original, pagan settlement. 
St.Mary's is south of the High Street, unlike the other 
two parish churches which are on the street, which 
may indicate that St.Mary's pre-dates the street. 
Settlement is more compact in this area, along Quarry 
Street and Chapel Street. The planned layout of the 
town almost certainly predates the Norman castle as 
the castle ditch around the motte intrudes on the line 
of the town ditch. 
10 BLAIR op.cit., 19; E. MILLER & J. HATCHER, Medieval 
England: Towns, Commerce and Crafts 1086-1348. 
11 M. O'CONNELL & R. POULTON, The Towns of Surrey, in: 
J. HASLAM (ed.), Anglo-Saxon Towns in Southern England, 
1984, 44. 
12 Not yet fully published: finds and archive in Guildford 
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A major difficulty in studying medieval Guildford 
is that there are no medieval records generated by the 
town itself. The earliest surviving records begin in 
1514. There were, of course, earlier ones but they 
have vanished. As early as the 17th c. a local histor-
ian was concerned about the poor state of the town 
archives but by the late 17th c. the early material had 
gone. A small part of the records was copied out in 
the 17th c. but only a very small proportion. (The 
town claimed that its records were burnt by the rebels 
in 13 81, but as an earlier patent survived and later 
records do not it seems that carelessness, rather than 
deliberate destruction, was the cause.) 
The various charters granted to the town are 
recorded in the royal archives, and royal admini-
strative records about finance, justice etc., episcopal 
and monastic records and the archives of other towns 
provide further information which combined with 
surviving buildings, excavations and later records and 
maps enables us to build up a reasonable picture of 
the town, but one with many frustrating gaps. The 
main medieval features of the town were the royal 
castle, three churches, a Dominican Friary and a leper 
hospital. Its principal trade was in wool but apart 
from several stone undercrofts there are not many 
signs of a wealthy trading town. 
Surrey was a rather poor county with infertile 
soils 15 • There were no noble families living near 
Guildford until the 18th c. and the two chief noble 
families in Surrey died out in the 14th c. They were 
the de Warennes and deClares, both based in the east 
of the county away from Guildford, and with their 
chief seats outside the county. These factors, along 
with the presence of London one day's ride away, 
probably explain why Guildford did not develop into 
a major centre as did most other county towns. In 
general county towns in England are larger and more 
complex than Guildford was in the Middle Ages. 
Many have a cathedral, and many have the status of 
cities rather than boroughs. There were no large 
towns in Surrey (except for Southwark which is 
rather different because of its close relationship with 
London, over the river). Kingston-upon-Thames was 
of some importance but nowhere outside London was 
both an important civic and ecclesiastical centre. 
Merton Priory was probably the wealthiest and most 
important religious house in Surrey (excluding 
Museum. 
13 A.W.G. LOWTHER, The Saxon Cemetery at Guildown, 
Guildford, Surrey, Surrey Arch. Col!. XXXIX, 1931, 1-50. 
14 M. BIDDLE & D. HILL, Late Sax on Planned Towns, Ant. J. 
51,70-85. 




Bermondsey and Southwark which were in effect 
part ofLondon). Chertsey Abbey was old and import-
ant but neither Merton nor Chertsey had a correspon-
dingly important town. The important Cistercian 
house ofWaverley Abbey (the first in England) was 
of course isolated in the countryside but nevertheless 
did not achieve the fame of the northern Cistercian 
houses in Yorkshire and elsewhere. Other religious 
houses in Surrey were very small. 
The Domesday Book entry for Guildford is lacon-
ic and enigmatic. However, it is the first entry for 
Surrey, under the land of the king, which suggests 
that it was an important place although no word to 
suggest that it was a borough is used. "In Guildford 
King William has 75 sites, whereon dwell 175 men. 
Before 1066 they paid £18 Os 3d; now they are 
assessed at £30; however, they pay £32." There were 
several houses held by manors outside the town. The 
number of men and tenements suggests that Guild-
ford was already built up by 1086, and its wealth 
appears to have increased since King Edward's time. 
Neither castle, churches nor mill are mentioned, but 
must have existed 16 • 
Physically, Guildford was quite small in the 
Middle Ages. It measured about 460m. from the river 
to the eastern boundary and was about 250m from 
north to south. It was surrounded by a ditch which 
cannot be seen today, as it has gradually evolved into 
a roadway, although it continued to be called the 
North Town Ditch and the South Town Ditch until at 
least the 17th c. The north ditch is now North Street 
and the south ditch is Castle Street and Sydenham 
Road, but was once South Street. The north and south 
ditches were the longer sides and therefore the most 
prominent and their course is fairly clear on maps but 
the ditches at the east and west ends are less clear. 
The north ditch can be seen on maps curving south 
into Friary Street at the west and to join Chertsey 
Street on the east but there are no corresponding lines 
on the south. In fact, the south ditch is much less clear 
than the north because of the intrusive castle ditch 
and the line of Chapel Street, which may have been 
part of the layout of the early Saxon town. There is no 
sign at all at the west end of the south ditch as to 
where it ran. It may have continued straight on down 
to the river, down the steep passage now called 
Rosemary Alley, which was said to have once been a 
watercourse. The !'and on the south of the High Street 
is complicated by being much steeper than that on the 
north, rising both to the east and to the south. This 
16 Domesday Book: Surrey, ed. J. MORRIS, Chichester, 1975. 
17 Victoria County History of Surrey, Vol. Ill, 1911, ed. H.E. 
MALDEN, 547. This ditch was also reported to Guildford 
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makes the south ditch run uphill very steeply from 
Quarry Street, near St.Mary's church. The east end of 
the ditch is said to have been seen in Holy Trinity 
churchyard on the east of the town but this would 
make it run at a strange angle, very different from the 
grid pattern of the rest of the town 17 • However, all the 
maps from 1739 onwards show a curving boundary 
due south of where the north ditch joins the High 
Street. It seems far more likely that this was all that 
remained of the east end of the south ditch. Unfortun-
ately it was destroyed by building work at the end of 
the 19th c. and we do not know why this part of the 
ditch disappeared so much earlier than the rest of it. 
The width, depth and shape of the ditch are all 
unknown. The only slight traces of it are steps lead-
ing down to the road from the pavement on North 
Street. Presumably there was a bank on the inside 
with a palisade. The north ditch is on fairly level 
ground, though sloping a little up to the east and 
down to the north. On the south side the land is much 
steeper and the outer edge of the ditch must have 
been cut into the chalk hillside, which would make it 
of dubious value as a defence. The land within the 
ditch would fall away sharply, even more so if there 
was a bank, though a bank and a palisade may have 
compensated for the lack of defensive quality of the 
outer edge of the ditch. North Street is wide, the 
corresponding south street less so. This may suggest 
that the ditch was wide, but we do not know how 
much of this area was taken up by a bank, an intra-
mural street or an open area outside the ditch. 
Although the west end of the north ditch seems to 
run along Friary Street there is a possible alternative 
at this end of the town. The "Ichnography" and Nor-
den's map of 1607 show an area on the west of the 
river defined by a boundary with curving corners. On 
the "Ichnography" this is also the line of the borough 
boundary and it is very tempting to see it as the 
medieval boundary, or perhaps the site of the pagan 
Saxon settlement. Norden's map suggests that it was 
either carved out of the royal hunting park, or already 
existed when the area was emparked. Old histories of 
the town claim that the original settlement was on the 
west of the river but there is really no evidence either 
way. On the 1739 map the borough boundary was 
north ofNorth Street and lined up with the boundary 
over the river. This seems to be what is described in 
the borough records in 1599 18 • We do not know if this 
was where it ran in the Middle Ages but it would 
make a lot of sense if it did. The eastern boundary is 
Museum more recently as having been seen during building 
work: see map in Museum archive. 
18 J. & S. RUSSELL, The History of Guildford, 1801, 180. 
thought to have been where Chertsey Street joins the 
High Street, though by the mid 16th c. it had been 
extended to the east. During building work in Friary 
Street (at the west) boreholes suggested that there 
was a ditch alongside the street: the nature of the soil 
changed suggesting that the land rising from the river 
dipped and rose again, as ifthere were a ditch in the 
area 19• 
The riverside seems to have changed even more 
than the town ditch. The River Wey was made navig-
able downstream from Guildford to the Thames in 
the 1650s, and upstream to Godalming in the 1760s 
so that banking, dredging and straightening have 
obscured the natural shape of the river. Clearly the 
river was shallower in the 5th or 6th c. so that it could 
be forded, and it was probably also wider, perhaps in 
several branches. The Anglo-Saxons named the cross-
ing "the golden ford" (gyldeforda)2°. Today the river 
bed is composed of yellow sand, swept along from 
the Greensand ridge at St.Catherine's, which may 
have given the town its name. Alternatively, there is 
a yellow flower which grows in marshy ground, and 
if this was growing profusely around the river it may 
have given its name to the ford. 
Until 1993 there was no evidence that the river 
was used for transport in the Middle Ages. The Act 
for making it navigable stressed the benefits ofbeing 
able to use it for trade, but made no reference to any 
earlier traffic. However, in 1993 flood relief work 
(done without any consultation with archaeologists) 
revealed the timbers of a mediaeval waterfront 8.2m. 
(27 feet) below the present bank. This bank was arti-
ficially raised in the 1960s, but is only about l.Sm. 
above the river. The medieval waterfront would 
therefore be about 6.73m. below the present river 
level, and it is very difficult to reconstruct the land-
scape at that time. It is known that St.Nicholas 
church, on the river bank, suffered from flooding and 
had its floor level raised more than once, finally 
being rebuilt at a higher level. A surviving 16th c. 
chapel is about 1.75m. lower than the present church. 
It seems unlikely that the mill, a little upstream, on 
the site of the medieval mill, can have been raised by 
very much. Other building sites beside the river have 
also shown made-up ground, though without any 
structures. The riverside itself must have been very 
much wider though it could not presumably have 
reached beyond Friary Street. This problem needs a 
lot more investigation. 
19 Information in site archive, Guildford Museum. 
20 GOVER e/ al., op.cil., 9-l 0. 
21 Reported briefly in Surrey Arch. Soc. Bulletin, 300, March/ 
April I996. Site archive in Guildford Museum. 
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The waterfront could not be properly excavated 
but timbers were recovered from the spoil. They 
include pointed posts which would have stood ver-
tically and some planks from above or behind the 
posts. Pottery from the spoil, and presumably from 
behind the waterfront, ranged in date from the 13th 
onwards, and there was probably earlier material 
further down which was not disturbed21 • 
There was a stone bridge across the river, built in 
about 1200. It was one of a series on the River Wey 
between Famham and Guildford, perhaps built by the 
monks ofWaverley Abbey22• The bridges are ofBar-
gate stone rubble, a local sandstone, and most of 
them survive, but the Guildford bridge was destroyed 
in a flood in 1900, after having been altered and 
enlarged more than once. There may have been an 
earlier wooden bridge on the site, but the ford con-
tinued in use alongside the bridge until 1760, when 
the Wey Navigation (improving the river for trade) 
was extended upstream. The ford was immediately 
upstream of the bridge. The timber waterfront was a 
little downstream of the bridge, with the 17th c. 
wharf a little further beyond. 
Although the river is fairly small it always has a 
good supply of water, and it must have been possible 
for boats, at least those with a shallow draught, to 
make use of it. Henry VIII had a wharf at his palace 
ofWoking on the Wey downstream from Guildford, 
but unfortunately there is no documentary evidence 
for the use of the river at Guildford. There are a few 
references in the royal records to wine being taken 
from London to Guildford (though most of it came 
direct from Southampton by road). A few of the 
references we have to transport from London show 
that the wine went by water (on the Thames) to Wey-
bridge, where the River Wey joins the Thames, but 
the mode of transport from there to Guildford is not 
specified. The River Wey is the obvious route, but 
Weybridge is the nearest point on the Thames to 
Guildford, so the wine may have been going as far as 
possible by water then continuing overland. There is 
at least one reference to wine going from London to 
Guildford "in good and strong carts"23 • When the 
magnificent roof of Westminster Hall was made at 
Famham in 1395, 10 miles from Guildford and up-
stream on the Wey, the completed timbers were taken 
to London by road. However, they are very large and 
this does not preclude heavy goods ofless bulk being 
carried on the Wey in suitable vessels. 
22 D. RENN, The River Wey Bridges between Famham and 
Guildford, Surrey Arch. Soc. Research Volume I, 1974, 75-84. 
23 Calendar of Liberate Rolls 1226-40, 122; CLR 1260-67, 
42; CLR 1267-72, I 06. 
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Guildford is on a chalk hill and naturally the chalk 
and flints from the hillside were used in building, 
though probably not until late Saxon times in any 
quantity. The surviving medieval buildings in the 
town are nearly all of chalk or flint and a lot of cellars 
of later buildings are of chalk. Whether they are 
medieval cellars or later is not clear. There is a trad-
ition that there was a large chalk wall running parallel 
with the High Street and south of it, and it is stated 
quite clearly in an authoritative county history that it 
existed24 • There is no obvious sign of it today, nor any 
sign on old maps, but excavations in the town in the 
last six years have found many more chalk walls than 
were previously !mown. Some are walls of houses or 
cellars, but one piece of the alleged large chalk wall 
was seen behind a High Street shop, only to be 
demolished a few months later. The same building 
work also brought to light (and then concealed) one 
or more large walls running parallel with the High 
Street. One of these walls appeared to have been dug 
in a trench about 6m. wide. We were only able to 
observe and record what the builders had exposed, 
but apparently the wall continued down for at least 
3.5 m25 • Many of the shops on the south side of the 
High Street have a rise in level on the ground floor. 
This may be because the land is rising anyway, but it 
may be connected with the possible large wall. Shops 
are investigated as the opportunity arises, but some-
times the conditions make proper recording impos-
sible. However, a body of evidence is being built up 
about the differences in level and the extent of stone 
walls in the town 26 • If the wall parallel to the High 
Street existed it is difficult to know why. It appears 
to be too close to the street to be a boundary or defen-
sive wall, and too far from the castle to be a bailey 
wall. However, as there is so little physical evidence 
at present it must remain an open question. It is 
generally assumed that most buildings in Guildford 
in the Middle Ages were timber-framed, as most 
domestic buildings in Surrey were until the 18th c., 
but there is little evidence. Certainly the buildings 
which remain above ground are of timber: they are of 
15th c. date or later. The normal infill was wattle and 
daub, with brick being used from the later 16th c. 
The earliest surviving building in the town is the 
tower of St.Mary's church, which is of mid-11th c. 
date. It is not possible to date it pre- or post-conquest. 
There does not appear to have been a minster church 
24 Victoria County History, op.cit., 547. 
25 The demolished wall was behind 84-86 High Street; the 
wall in a trench was behind 80-82. Further details in site archive, 
Guildford Museum. 
26 J.D. BOAS, Chalk Walls in Guildford, 1996. Dissertation 
for Diploma in Field Archaeology, Birkbeck College, Univer-
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in Guildford, though Blair has suggested that there 
was one at Stoke-next-Guildford, the parish immedi-
ately north of the town. However, the evidence is 
scanty and not conclusive for the presence or absence 
of a minster church here27 • 
In 1966-67 excavations beneath St.Mary's church 
revealed traces of a timber structure which may have 
been an earlier church. There was no dating evidence, 
but there could have been a church in Guildford from 
around 700. The position of St.Mary's church makes 
it likely that it is the earliest church in Guildford, as 
mentioned above, so possibly the timber structure 
was part of the original, or at least an early church28 • 
The town was divided into three parishes: Holy 
Trinity at the east, St.Mary's in the middle and St. 
Nicholas' at the west over the river. Holy Trinity and 
St.Mary's divide the town east of the river equally 
between them. Although this is more churches than 
in any other town in Surrey (except Southwark) it is 
not many compared with other county towns. St. 
Mary's parish was entirely urban and Holy Trinity 
was nearly so although it included countryside to the 
south. St.Nicholas, on the other hand, had a large, 
almost entirely rural parish called Artington with a 
small group of houses around the church at the west 
end of the bridge (within the boundary with curved 
corners mentioned earlier). Artington was in the hund-
red of Godalming, whereas Guildford, including the 
area around St.Nicholas, was in Woking hundred. 
This anomalous situation must reflect some earlier 
state of affairs now lost to us, but it probably explains 
the boundary around the St.Nicholas area which is 
very clear on the "Ichnography" and is described in 
the borough records of 17 41, and which can be seen 
on Norden's map. The description of the borough 
boundaries reads " ... then round a circular corner of 
Mr.Brabant 's field thro' a little lane north west into 
Farnham road, so cross that road ... then turn a 
circular corner north west ... "29 Such circular bound-
aries would be most unusual. Is it possible that they 
mark the 1Oth c. boundary of the town, or an even 
earlier Saxon boundary? The land in question is very 
steep, rising to the west up the chalk ridge. (The 
similarity in shape to a Roman fort must be coin-
cidental.) Norden marks the northern boundary very 
clearly, as a park pale, like that around the rest of the 
park. Henry 11 afforested the area in c.l154 and 
presumably there was a good reason why this area 
sity of London. 
27 BLA!R, op.cit., 97. 
28 F.W. HOLL!NG, The Early Foundations of St.Mary's 
Church, Guildford, Surrey Arch. Coil. LXIV, 1967, 165-168. 
29 RUSSELL, op.cit., 177* (sic). 
was not be included in the park. It is unfortunate that 
the two maps appear to show areas of quite different 
sizes, but this may be accounted for by the technical 
shortcomings of their respective periods. There is no 
trace of this boundary today. It has been destroyed by 
the railway on the north and by housing on the south. 
The church of St.Nicholas was very close to the 
bridge, the river and the ford. In fact, the "Ichno-
graphy" shows a branch of the river running past the 
churchyard wall. There was once an island opposite 
the church but the channel was filled in later in the 
18th c. and the branch of the river is now marked by 
a road. The church was subject to flooding, not sur-
prisingly. Unfortunately it was rebuilt twice in the 
19th century so it is difficult to say much about the 
medieval church. There are old drawings of it, but 
they are not very informative, except to show that 
there had been several additions and alterations to it, 
making it an irregular shape. There was a rose win-
dow at the west end of the north aisle which was 
presumably medieval and a round-headed window at 
the west of the south aisle. A local historian writing 
in 1801 said that a new tower had been built at the 
end of the 17th c., replacing a round tower30• This 
would be extremely unusual in Surrey, being found 
more commonly in East Anglia. However, the round 
towers there are often of flint rubble, which would 
certainly be available in Guildford. Although we can-
not put too much reliance on the statement about a 
round tower, it should not be dismissed too lightly 
either. The church was given to the dean of Salisbury 
Cathedral and had some important rectors. One has a 
monument in the Loseley chapel, surviving from the 
medieval church (having been moved there when the 
church was rebuilt). He was Arnold Brocas, a mem-
ber of an important Gascon family who served the 
English crown. He died in 1395. 
Holy Trinity was at the opposite end of the town, 
near its eastern boundary, and like St.Nicholas, on the 
south side of the High Street. It was demolished in 
1740 after unwise alterations caused the tower to fall. 
An engraving made not long before shows a church 
with aisles the same height as the nave, with apsidal 
east ends to the aisles and a square-ended chancel. 
There had clearly been early 18th alterations at the 
west end. There was a western tower with a steeple. 
All that survives of the earlier church is a family 
chapel of about 1540 at the south-west corner, built 
of chalk and flint in a decorative chequer pattern. 
Records show that there were at least seven altars in 
30 Ibid., 74. 
31 Matthew ALEXANDER, Holy Trinity, Guildford: A Short 
History, Typescript in Guildford Museum. 
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the church and two religious gilds. Holy Trinity 
seems to have been wealthier and more important 
than St.Mary's, perhaps because the Guildhall was in 
its parish and the corporation used it for civic servic-
es and other functions. It is unfortunate that the 
mediaeval Holy Trinity was demolished as it may 
have had monuments and other signs of the towns-
peoples' wealth, which are lacking in St.Mary's. 
Both churches were given to Merton Priory c.1120, 
soon after the foundation of the Priory, but the canons 
installed rectors who paid a pension to the Priory, 
rather than supplying vicars31 • 
St.Mary's church, in contrast, is almost entirely 
medieval and there were few alterations to the fabric 
after about 125032 • As mentioned above, the tower is 
mid 11th c. It is a central tower, built of the local flint 
rubble. There are pilaster strips on three outer faces 
and double-splayed windows on the north and south. 
The pilaster strips are still visible below the later roof 
level inside the church, showing that the north and 
south sides at least were external originally, and 
probably the west side too. It was probably a western 
tower at first but as the church has grown it has 
become central. Arches were cut through the north 
and south walls of the tower and transepts built 
around 1120, probably by Merton Priory. Around 
1160 aisles were added to the nave and the transepts 
were extended eastwards and given apsidal ends. 
Holy Trinity had these apsidal transepts too, presum-
ably also the work ofMerton Priory. The aisles were 
enlarged c.l250 so that they were as wide and as high 
as the nave, a feature also found at Holy Trinity (and 
St.Nicholas, although it was a less regular shape). It 
is often said that the chancel was apsidal, but this is 
not so. It was shortened in 1825 but the east window 
was re-erected exactly as it had been, and it is uncom-
promisingly flat. Also, illustrations before 1825 show 
the chancel to be square-ended, just as Holy Trinity 
was. The alterations of 1825 revealed wall paintings 
in St.John's chapel, the northern apse. They have 
since faded and been white-washed over, but illus-
trations of them show them to be in the style of the 
mid 13th c33 • The main scheme showed scenes from 
the life ofSt.John the Evangelist in roundels and may 
have been painted by the artist William Florentine 
who was working at Guildford castle in the 1250s and 
1260s. During restoration in the 1860s more paint-
ings were revealed on the south but were not 
preserved. There were no major additions to the 
church after about 1250, though windows were added 
32 Matthew ALEXANDER, St.Mary 's Guildford: A Short 
History, 1982. 
33 J.G. WALLER, Archaeologia XLIX, 199-212. 
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or altered in the 14th c. and later, and most of the 
church was re-roofed in the 15th c. At this time carv-
ed corbels were added to support the roof, mostly in 
the shape of human heads, with the busts of two 
angels- the only figure sculpture in the church. In the 
first half of the 14th c. part, at least, of the church was 
floored with decorative tiles from the tile-making 
centre at Penn, Bucks34• 
The architecture of St.Mary's is attractive, but not 
grand. The exterior is of flint rubble and the interior 
is of chalk, finely cut but simple. It is not what one 
would expect from a church in a county town, but 
perhaps, as mentioned above, Holy Trinity attracted 
the monuments of wealthy merchants, and the elabor-
ate additions to the fabric financed by them. St. 
Mary's had its gilds, of Jesus and Corpus Christi, and 
one of the 15th c. angels holds a shield bearing imag-
inary arms of carpenter's tools, hinting that perhaps 
a group of woodworkers financed the re-roofing. The 
town was too small to have separate trade gilds. 
Unlike Holy Trinity and St.Nicholas, St.Mary's did 
not have a family chapel. The Mores ofLoseley lived 
in Artington parish (the rural part ofSt.Nicholas) but 
the W estons whose chapel was at Holy Trinity did 
not live in that parish but in Woking. There was also 
a chantry at Holy Trinity, founded by Henry Nor-
bridge in 1486 but there is no record of one at 
St.Mary's, nor at St.Nicholas. 
St.Nicholas had a chapel-of-ease dedicated to 
St.Catherine, built soon after 1300. It is only about a 
mile from St.Nicholas, along a main road, and it 
seems unlikely that there were many parishioners 
near the chapel, or that they would have had much 
difficulty reaching St.Nicholas. The real reason for 
building the chapel may have been to acquire the 
right to hold a fair beside it. The story is complicated 
and many of the details are obscure, but it clearly 
aroused strong feelings at the time, and for a while 
the right to hold the fair was granted to the rector of 
St.Mary's, but by 1328 the chapel had been dedicated 
and a new rector of St.Nicholas had re-acquired the 
right to the fair. Once established, the fair was very 
successful and continued until 1914, but the chapel 
seems to have fallen into disuse during the Middle 
Ages. 
The chapel is on a hill above the river, which is 
probably why it was dedicated to St.Catherine. The 
hill is part of the Greensand ridge and the chapel is 
built of the local stone, with finer details in chalk. It 
34 Two tiles were given to Guildford Museum many years 
ago, and in 1996 several dozen were found laid in the hearths of 
the house which was once the rectory of St.Mary's! 
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is difficult to be certain about the exact nature of the 
original architecture as the windows have clearly been 
altered. It is known that a local family who could see 
the chapel from their house restored the ruins in the 
18th c. and they may well have altered it to provide a 
more picturesque view than it was originally35 • 
The parish of Stoke-next-Guildford is closely 
linked with the town as it is immediately to the north 
and east and the town has expanded into it gradually. 
However, the church has always been quite separate, 
although Blair suggests that Stoke was a minster 
church and that Guildford was carved out of its 
"parochia"36 . Guildford's leper hospital, dedicated to 
St. Thomas, was established in Stoke parish, at a suit-
able distance outside the town, at the junction of the 
roads to London and Epsom. It became a detached 
part of Holy Trinity parish and was treated for prac-
tical purposes as part of the borough. 
It has only recently been established that St. 
Thomas' hospital and the leper hospital were the 
same place, as there are not many references to them. 
However, the king paid the chaplain and it is clear 
from the entries in the Liberate Rolls that St. Thomas' 
was the leper hospitaJ31. The early history of the 
hospital is not known, but it may have been founded 
by Henry II. It survived, unusually, until about 1800, 
having evolved into something like an almshouse. It 
was taken over at some stage by the Poyle charity, a 
local charity founded in 1627 which owned a lot of 
land in and around the town. By the late 18th c. there 
was little of the structure left and it was soon demol-
ished. A large private house was built in its place and 
was replaced by shops earlier this century. 
The other religious institution in the town was the 
Dominican Friary. This was not founded until 1274-
5, which is remarkably late for a religious house in a 
county town. Most other friaries had been founded by 
then and many county towns had long-established 
cathedral priories or other religious houses. In 1260 
a very small and obscure order of friars had been 
given permission to build a house in Guildford. They 
were the Friars de Ordine Martyrum and Guildford 
was their only house. In 1274 the Council of Lyons 
ordered that all such small orders should be amal-
gamated with the main orders. In October 1274 
Edward I's son Henry, the heir to the throne, died at 
Guildford castle at the age of 6, while in the care of 
his grandmother Eleanor of Provence. She founded 
the Dominican Friary, almost certainly in his mem-
35 There is no full publication on the chapel, but the 
information is brought together in Guildford Museum archives. 
36 ], BLAIR, op.cit. 
37 See for example, Cal. Lib. Rolls 1251-60, 62; 74; 492. 
ory. His heart was deposited there and his body was 
buried in Westminster Abbey. It is very likely that 
Eleanor turned the earlier friary into a Dominican 
friary, which involved completely rebuilding it. 
Excavations on the site in 1973-4 showed that there 
was an earlier building than the Dominican Friary, 
but dating after 1250. This must have been the Friary 
de Ordine Martyrum. The Archbishop of Canterbury 
had been present at the Council of Lyons and soon 
after that he crowned Edward I, so Eleanor would 
have had plenty of opportunity to find out about the 
decisions of the Council. 
The excavations revealed a fairly small friary set 
in a six acre site just outside the north town ditch. It 
was a fairly conventional plan except that the church 
was on the south side so that it was close to the town. 
The road (or the town ditch) leading to it was named 
Friary Street. The site of the choir stalls was marked 
by many small bronze objects lost between the floor 
boards. There were many burials in the nave, includ-
ing one in a lead coffin in a stone tomb. The name 
"Margareta Daubeny" was scratched on the coffin lid 
in writing of the period 145 0-1500 but unfortunately 
she has not yet been identified in records38 • 
The Obituary Kalendar of the Friary survives but 
she is not in it. Parts of the Kalendar are now illegible 
so her entry may have been lost. The Kalendar rec-
ords 265 people in its surviving state though this 
includes a few people who were clearly not buried at 
the Friary, such as kings and bishops39 . From gifts of 
money for subsistence it is possible to work out the 
number of friars, and there seem never to have been 
more than 24 at a time. Nevertheless, the Friary must 
have made an important contribution to the life of the 
town, and it attracted bequests from all over the 
county. It provided a higher education for the friars 
and may also have been teaching the boys of the 
town. Certainly when the grammar school was found-
ed in 1512 the friars were one of three parties 
involved40 • 
Excavation showed that the buildings were of 
chalk and flint, some at least in alternate, decorative 
layers. A chapel on the north of the chancel may have 
been where little Henry's heart was kept. The Friary 
was dissolved in 1538, with a prior and six friars. 
Their subsequent history is not recorded. 
Guildford had a royal castle which was also the 
centre of royal administration for the county and the 
38 R. POULTON & H. WOODS, Excavations on the site of the 
Dominican Friary in Guildford in 1974 and 1978, Surrey Arch. 
Soc. Research Volume 9, 1984. 
39 J.S. PUR VIS, Obituary Kalendar of the Dominican Friary of 
Gui Id ford, Surrey Arch. Call. XLII, 1934, 90-99. 
40 D. M. STURLEY, The Royal Grammar School, Guildford, 
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site of the county gaol for Surrey, and for Sussex (the 
neighbouring county) for many years. The sheriff 
was based at the castle, perhaps in the keep unti11246 
when a hall and chamber were built for him on the 
motte. The county court was held at Guildford, regul-
arly after 1257, though it is not known exactly where. 
The archdeacon settled matters of church admini-
stration in Guildford, usually, apparently, in Holy 
Trinity church. 
There is no record of the foundation of the castle, 
but it must have been soon after 106641 • Otherwise 
there would have been a large gap in W illiam' s net-
work of castles in the south-east. Guildford castle was 
designed to dominate the town but it would also have 
had a wider strategic role in the surrounding area, as 
a base for a mounted garrison. The castle was built to 
the south of the town and the ditch around the motte 
almost certainly intruded on the line of the south 
town ditch. There is no record in Domesday Book of 
houses being destroyed to make room for the castle, 
but they would have been at the other end of the plots, 
along the High Street. The castle was uphill from the 
town and as the hill continues upwards the castle is 
somewhat overshadowed by it, but that was of 
secondary importance. There seems to have been an 
area uphill from the castle which may have been kept 
clear as a defence against attack from above (Bow-
ling Green Field on the "Ichnography", also known 
as Castle Field). Little of the castle survives today, 
although it was once extensive and luxurious. The 
motte remains, with the 12th c. keep upon it, which 
survives better than the other buildings as it con-
tinued in use much longer. There are the ruins of 12th 
and 13th c. buildings in the bailey, including a 
gateway built in 1256. Many records of building 
work survive from the reign of Henry Ill ( 1216-
1272), mostly from the 1230s to 1260s, but it is 
difficult to relate them to what remains above ground. 
Excavations in part of the bailey from 1990-1994 
have increased our knowledge of the castle, in par-
ticular by showing that the bailey was originally 
smaller and was extended to the present line along 
Quarry Street around 120042 • 
The castle illustrates some of the problems of de-
ducing the history of a settlement from earlier maps. 
The boundaries of the castle are not known for 
certain, but looking at the 1739 map it is all too easy 
to trace them along Quarry Street, up Castle Street, 
1979. 
41 Mary ALEXANDER, dissertation for M.A., University of 
Reading, on Guildford Castle under Henry Ill. 
42 The excavations were directed by Rob Poulton, for the 
Surrey Arch. Soc. Interim reports have been published for each 
season and the full report is in progress. 
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along a road running south, then west back to the 
ruins at the south west corner along Quarry Street. 
There are some chalk walls in the cellar of the King's 
Head public house at the corner of Castle Street and 
Quarry Street and this information has been trans-
formed over the years into a statement that there was 
a corner tower of the castle defences under the King's 
Head. This seemed to fit in so well with the topo-
graphy that it was accepted without question, but in 
1995 an opportunity to investigate showed that there 
were no walls at this corner that could be a corner 
tower of the bailey. Similarly, it seemed obvious that 
the bailey extended to Quarry Street, where the gate 
of 1256 still stands. There was no hint that there was 
an earlier ditch. The ditch was discovered at the base 
of a bank which was thought to be part of 19th c. 
landscaping but it now seems likely that it is the 
remains of the bank of the early bailey ditch. This, 
presumably, was not entirely obliterated when the 
ditch was filled in and was utilised when a new road 
was built in the 1860s and houses and gardens were 
developed, thus giving the impression that the bank 
was 19th c. The presence of the 19th c. road and 
houses obscures the medieval topography but it is 
still possible to suggest the outline of the bailey, using 
property boundaries, roads and old parish bound-
aries. The castle remained extra-parochial until the 
later 19th c. so this helps to define the bailey. 
Another problem of topography is the access to 
the castle. It was built adjacent to the town but the 
only surviving gate is in Quarry Street, on the far side 
from the town, and moreover, approached by a road 
running past it, not up to it. (Quarry Street must be 
earlier than the castle.) This makes more sense now 
that we know that the bailey was originally set back 
from Quarry Street but still leaves the problem of the 
lack of a gate near the town. The present street plan, 
and that of 1739, shows two possible routes: Chapel 
Street and Tunsgate running south from the High 
Street. Tunsgate, like several other streets in Guild-
ford, developed from a passage through an inn yard 
(The Tuns Inn) but we do not know whether it was 
there in the middle ages. Chapel Street probably was, 
and may have been the main route south from 
Guildford in order to get past St.Mary's church, 
which made Quarry Street very narrow. There is 
another possibility though. At the south end of Tuns-
gate, where it joins Castle Street, is a large triangular 
area known as Castle Square. This looks much more 
like the open area which one would expect outside a 
castle. It is close to the motte, and to the access up the 
motte to the keep. The present path which runs through 
the castle grounds and appears to be ancient bends 
round to the east as it passes the motte and it may be 
that it is leading to the site of the original gateway 
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from the castle to the town. Furthermore, it is heading 
directly for the south town ditch. It is possible that the 
missing south-east section of the ditch was used as a 
road to the castle from the High Street, and that when 
the castle went out of use the ditch was used very 
little and was eventually built over. As visitors to the 
castle were very likely to be coming from or going to 
London this route may have been the most con-
venient. 
There is no trace above ground of a gateway to the 
castle, but there is plenty of space for one. The area 
near the keep, by Castle Square, is very suitable as it 
would give quick access to the town for the garrison 
in the keep. At present the keep is approached over a 
causeway across the ditch on the east side of the 
motte, and up a sloping path beside the north wall of 
the keep. (The keep is built at one side of the motte 
so that the east wall reaches down to the natural 
chalk, for greater stability.) There are traces of stone-
work on the north wall which suggest that there was 
a gate here. The causeway is probably post-medieval: 
it is more likely that the ditch was continuous and that 
the motte was approached by a bridge or drawbridge. 
Indeed, there is a 13th c. reference to "the bridge of 
the castle" which may well refer to this43 • A gateway 
to the north east of this would be outside the ditch, 
but this is not impossible: there may have been a fur-
ther defence connected with the town ditch. 
The castle went out of use in the mid-14th c. and 
by 13 79 it was reported that nearly all the buildings 
were in ruins. Parts were officially demolished for 
use by the king elsewhere and much of it was pro-
bably demolished unofficially for use by the towns-
people. One of the lodges in the royal hunting park 
was improved for the use of visiting royalty but it 
cannot have accomodated as many as the castle. Cer-
tainly on occasion the Friary was used by visiting 
kings, for example Henry IV in 1410 and Henry VIII 
in 1534. The keep was maintained as the county gaol 
until sometime in the 16th c. The castle as a whole 
was sold by James I in 1611 to a Guildford man who 
attempted to live in the keep. He made some alter-
ations but gave up the struggle around 1630 and built 
a new house onto the remains of the 13th c. gateway. 
It was, perhaps, a sign of the lack of interest in the 
castle that in 1366 the king (Edward Ill) granted the 
town to its inhabitants at fee farm. The farmer, who 
paid £10 per year to the king in return for collecting 
the royal revenues from the town (but not the burgage 
rents) had recently died, and after an enquiry the farm 
was granted to the town. This was an important 
charter, but not the first. The earliest charter dates 
43 Cal. Lib. Rolls 1260-67, 220. 
from 1257 and among various commercial priVI-
leges, it made Guildford the county town of Surrey, 
and the seat of the county court. This is rather late for 
a first charter but Guildford was certainly regarded as 
a borough long before. In the Pipe Roll of 1130-1 the 
town is referred to as "burgi de Geldeford" and 
although Domesday Book does not use the term 
"borough" in reference to Guildford it was almost 
certainly a borough then44 • 
The town was run by the Gild Merchant, which 
developed from a group of merchants. There were no 
separate trade gilds, and there is no evidence that 
different trades were grouped in specific areas in the 
town. The mayor was elected by the Gild Merchant 
and the business of the town was discussed at various 
"courts" and carried out by various officials - the 
bailiff, hallwardens, bridge warden, constable, ale 
tasters etc. 
The town has had a market from the earliest times 
but no market place, in common with other early 
market towns. Until the 19th c. the markets were held 
in the High Street itself. In 1592 there were very 
precise regulations about the location of the types of 
stall for the Tuesday market. It is possible that the 
regulations were necessary because of a relocation of 
the market. It may have been held lower down the 
street where it widens at the junction with Quarry 
Street, or even on the waste ground between Quarry 
Street and the river which was being built up from 
this date. There were two annual fairs in May and 
November which were also held in the High Street 
until the 19th c. 
The town was certainly a centre of trade even if it 
was not on a large scale. The main industry was the 
woollen trade, which involved many people in the 
countryside around as well. Spinning and weaving 
tended to be rural occupations but there were cer-
tainly some weavers in Guildford. Its main contrib-
ution was probably the more industrial processes of 
fulling, dyeing, finishing and selling. There was a 
fulling mill here by the mid 13th c., built by Henry Ill 
in 1251, to the great prejudice of two other mills 
upstream. It demolished after a few years. Later on 
there were three fulling mills along a short stretch of 
the rive~5 • The dye-houses were probably along the 
river also, and some buildings on Norden's map of 
1607 have been interpreted as dye-houses46 • A lot of 
the cloth produced in and around Guildford was of 
44 E.M. DANCE, op.cit. 
45 Matthew ALEXANDER, The Mills of Guildford, Surrey 
Arch.Coll. 74, 1983,91-99. 
46 S. CORKE, Guildford: "A Pictorial History", 1990. 
47 M.G. O'CONNELL, The Undercroft, 72/74 High Street, 
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kersey weave, a fairly coarse cloth. It was dyed dark 
blue with woad and was known as "Guildford blue". 
The woad was imported throughout the Middle Ages 
but in the 16th c. was being grown in Guildford. The 
cloth was exported to many parts of Europe and 
beyond: some reached Constantinople. Guildford is 
not known as a wool exporting town though, so pre-
sumably the wool was taken to London or Southamp-
ton or elsewhere for export. Certain cloths made in 
Surrey, Sussex and Hampshire were known as 
"Cloths of Guildford". 
Despite the obvious local importance of the wool-
len trade there are few signs of wealth remaining. As 
mentioned above, it is likely that Holy Trinity church 
benefitted from the clothiers' wealth but this has all 
disappeared. However, there are the remains of sev-
eral undercrofts (vaulted semi-basement shops) which 
are a clear sign of a town involved in the import and 
export trade. The best example is under 72-74 High 
Street. It is of chalk, with two central pillars sup-
porting a vaulted roof which springs from carved 
corbels on the walls. It is of very fine workmanship. 
A similar but much plainer one survives almost 
opposite under the Angel Hotel, but this has been 
very much restored. A little way downhill a complet-
ely unknown one was discovered in 1993 under 83, 
High Street. This has a pointed barrel vault and no 
pillars so is very plain. It originally had a central 
doorway, unlike the first two, where the door is to 
one side. Also unlike them, the top of this one is level 
with the street: normally the undercrofts in Guildford 
are a little above street level and always seem to have 
been judging by surviving windows. At 149, High 
Street the top of an undercroft was removed when the 
ground floor of the shop was lowered to street level. 
This has probably happened in several other cases 
where only chalk walls survive but old photographs 
show that the ground floor was once above street 
level. At 149 High Street part of the vaulting survives 
to show that it had been a vaulted undercrofr7 . 
These undercrofts date to the later 13th c. which 
seems to have been the time when Guildford's pros-
perity was at its height. The castle had reached its 
greatest size and splendour and the Friary was being 
built. The undercrofts may have been built by wool-
len merchants, or by merchants engaged in luxury 
trades such as wine, spices or jewellery. We know the 
names of two 13th c. wine merchants, Matilda de 
Guildford, Surrey Arch.Coll. 74, 1983, I 0 !-Ill. The undercroft 
at 149, High Street was recorded by members of the Guildford 
Group of the Surrey Arch. Soc. for the Domestic Buildings 
Research Group in Surrey. The undercroft at 83, High Street was 
reported briefly in Surrey Arch. Soc. Bull. 284, June/July 1994. 
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Sumery and William de Farleye48 • Wine was regul-
arly sent to Guildford from Southampton for the 
king's use and individual merchants would also have 
obtained wine from there, as did Richard Ludlow, a 
15th c. gentleman from Guildford49 • We know almost 
nothing about other trades in medieval Guildford, but 
the excavations at the wharf produced a lot of leather 
from shoes and from off-cuts. There are slight hints 
that there was an industrial area on the west bank of 
the river, but this needs a lot more investigation. A 
site near the riverside has produced a few waster 
sherds which might indicate a pottery kiln, not far 
away was a limekiln used in the later 12th c. and fur-
ther north there was a suggestion of copper work-
ing50. Although there was an import and export trade 
there is little physical sign of it. Only one sherd of 
imported pottery is known- a sherd of 13th c. poly-
chrome Saintonge ware which doubtless arrived as a 
result of the wine trade with Bordeaux. 
Guildford had a small Jewish community in the 
13th c., another sign of a town of some wealth. The 
Jews may have moved here during the 12th c., 
perhaps in Stephen's reign but the lack of 12th c. 
documentation means that we have no record of 
them. However, Guildford is a convenient distance 
from London for travelling businessmen, and had a 
royal castle. Guildford was not one of the official 
towns set up in and after 1194 where transactions 
made by Jews were to be registered in "archae", but 
Jews lived in many other places besides the official 
towns. All our information so far comes from the 
1270s and 1280s but it records unusual events, when 
things went wrong, so it cannot be taken as proof that 
there were no Jews here earlier. The records show 
that Isaac of Southwark, a wealthy Jew, had a house 
in Guildford, and that several other Jews lived here. 
The Jews were almost certainly expelled from 
Guildford in 1275 when they were expelled from the 
Queen mother's dower towns, of which Guildford 
was one. The Jews of Guildford probably moved to 
London. The remains of a small stone-built chamber 
behind a High Street property has been linked with 
the Jews. If it was not a sma11 family synagogue it is 
certainly something unusual and suggests a prosper-
ity in the 12th c. that has not been guessed at before51 . 
Although there are no medieval records from the 
town itself, it has been possible to find the names of 
a large number of townspeople. Royal records, bishops' 
48 Cal. Close Rolls 1234-37, 35; Cal. Lib. Rolls 1267-72, I. 
49 Cal. Lib. Rolls 1226-40, 12, 51, 59. 
50 These excavations were carried out by the Guildford 
Group of the Surrey Arch. Soc. and are reported in the Surrey 
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records, taxation records etc all give names. Some of 
course are of the "X de Guildford" type, but although 
they may have left the town they must have had a 
strong connection with it and they are included in an 
index of medieval Guildford people which is being 
compiled. So far there are about 700 names, mainly 
from the 13th and 14th c. and research is by no means 
complete. A very few stand out, such as Henry de 
Guildford, a royal civil servant who died in 1312, or 
the Brocas family, but generally we have a single 
reference to someone in a tax assessment or a 
bishop's list of ordinations. Nevertheless, connections 
between some are beginning to be found, which it is 
hoped, will help to populate the streets and buildings 
of medieval Guildford. 
Little work has been done on the size of plots in 
Guildford. It is clear that they were very long and 
narrow, but the exact width, or whether there was a 
standard width, has not been established. 
Unfortunately there has never been a large-scale 
excavation within the medieval town- the Friary was 
outside the borough, as was the castle of course. 
During the 1960s and 1970s when very large-scale 
development took place there were no resources for 
excavation and although pottery was rescued struc-
tures could not be investigated and recorded. Now 
that there are more resources the government 
Planning Policy Guideline PPG 16 stifles excavation 
and sites are still being destroyed without proper 
recording. Since 1991 all building sites in the town 
have been monitored unofficially and a great deal of 
pottery has been recovered. Walls and other features 
have been observed but only in small isolated areas. 
It is vital that several large areas should be fully 
excavated if we are to understand the development 
and growth of Guildford. The earliest pottery found 
in the town is from the 11th c. A lot of the pottery is 
from the 13th and 14th centuries, with less from the 
15th and 16th c. Is this because the town was smaller, 
or were there different methods of rubbish disposal? 
Excavation could tell us so much, especially in the 
absence of records. Already a rubbish pit containing 
13th c. pottery has been found beyond the borough 
boundary, and a single fragment of a 14th c. floor tile 
from a domestic site tells us that at least one house-
hold in Guildford had a tiled floor. The spoil from the 
riverside site produced part of a waster tile from the 
famous Chertsey Abbey reredos series of the 1290s. 
What is that doing in Guildford? The site of the 
Arch. Soc. Bulletins 132, Nov./Dec. 1976 and 217, Feb. 1987. 
51 Plea Rolls of the Exchequer of the Jews; Surrey Arch. Soc. 
Bull. 300, March/ April 1996. 
earliest pottery found so far in Guildford (66, Quarry 
Street) was 3.43m below the road and may have been 
part of a ditch. (It was found when builders had dug a 
pit for a new staircase in a cellar.) This is hardly like-
ly to be the town ditch with St.Mary's outside it; is it 
the site of much earlier ditch, perhaps defining a 
mound on which St.Mary's was built? Nearby, behind 
59, Quarry Street, there is a massive chalk wall 
1.18m.down, revealed in a builder's trial hole. What 
was it? There are all sorts of questions like this which 
52 Guildford Museum's Volunteer Excavation Unit monitors 
building sites in the town. All of these are published in the 
Surrey Arch. Soc. Bulletins, 270, Nov.l992; 282, March/ April 
1994; 283, May 1994; 284, June/July 1994; 292, May 1995; 
300, March/ April 1996, pending full publication. 
Medieval Guildford 
cannot be answered without large-scale excava-
tions52. 
Guildford remains something of a puzzle. Today, 
it has the reputation of a wealthy commuter town in a 
wealthy county, but in the Middle Ages things were 
very different. Surrey was a poor county, and Guild-
ford was a small town even though it was the largest 
and wealthiest in Surrey. It contrasts strangely with 
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Stadtgriindung, Stadterweiterung und Vorstad -
Zwei Fallbeispiele aus dem Kanton Bern 
Einleitung 
Die Archaologie des Mittelalters beschaftigt sich 
seit langerem intensiv mit der mittelalterlichen Stadt. 
Im Vordergrund stehen, wie der deutsche Name 
'archaologische Stadtkernforschung' impliziert, Fra-
gen zum Stadtkern, zu praurbanen Strukturen und zur 
Genese der Stadte1• Das liegt nicht zuletzt daran, class 
dieser noch junge Forschungszweig damit den Wert 
seines Beitrags zur historischen Forschung der immer 
noch skeptischen traditionellen Geschichtswissen-
schaft2 am deutlichsten zum Ausdruck bringen kann. 
Bisher weitgehend eine Domane der Schriftquellen-
forschung gewesen ist die Erforschung des Wachstums 
der Stadt im hohen und spaten Mittelalter, das Pha-
nomen von Stadterweiterung und Vorstadt. Bedingt 
durch die Quellenbasis, war diese Forschung verfas-
sungs- und sozialgeschichtlich orientiert3. Fragen zur 
topographischen Genese etwa oder zur Bebauungs-
struktur und deren Veranderung, wurden von der 
Geschichtswissenschaft zwar durchaus aufgeworfen, 
sind aber bisher kaum beantwortet. 
Neue Ansatze zur Beantwortung solcher Fragen 
konnte der Einbezug archaologischer Quell en liefern. 
Die folgenden Ausftihrungen sind als W erkstatt-
bericht einer an der Universitat Zurich entstehenden 
Dissertation zu verstehen, welche unter gleichwer-
tiger Verwendung von historischen und archaolo-
gischen Quellen die Problematik der mittelalterli-
chen Stadterweiterung und Vorstadt im Suden des 
Deutschen Reiches beleuchten will. Die Arbeit steht 
U .a. Stadtarchaologie, Gutscher 1994c, d' Aujourdhui 
1995 und Fehring 1996 mit weiterer Literatur. 
2 Stadtluft, 26. 
Stadterweiterung 1969. 
Mittelalterarchaologie wird im Kanton Bern (Schweiz) 
vom Archaologischen Dienst des Kantons Bern (ADB) betrie-
ben, der seit 1984 mit einer Mittelalterabteilung unter der 
Leitung von Dr. Daniel Gutscher ausgestattet ist. FOr die archa-
ologischen Quellen kann sich der Verfasser, Mitarbeiter dieser 
Dienststelle, deshalb auf das umfangreiche Archiv des ADB 
stOtzen. An dieser Stelle sei Daniel Gutscher herzlich fOr seine 
Hilfe, seine UnterstOtzung und fOr viele Anregungen zu danken. 
noch ganz am Anfang, und bier sollen anhand von 
zwei Fallbeispielen aus dem Kanton Bern4, dem 
Arbeitsgebiet des Autors, erste Fragen formuliert und 
erste Thesen aufgestellt werden, welche dann als 
Basis fur die weiteren Forschungen dienen werden. 
Stadterweiterung und Vorstadt: Begriffsdefini-
tion im Spiegel der historischen Stadtforschung 
In der stadtgeschichtlichen Forschung5 werden 
die Be griffe Altstadt, Vorstadt, Stadterweiterung und 
Neustadt unterschieden. Es handelt sich dabei nur urn 
historische Modelle, welche in ihrer Zuspitzung sicher 
nicht der mittelalterlichen Lebenswirklichkeit ent-
sprechen, die verschiedenste Misch- und Obergangs-
formen aufwiesen. 
Die Vorstadt Jag vor den Toren der Altstadt, 
konnte aber eine eigene Befestigung haben. Als sub-
urbane6 Siedlung besass sie im Gegensatz zur Alt-
stadt, der Rechtsstadt im eigentlichen Sinne mit 
vollem Stadt- und Burgerrecht, nur einen geminder-
ten rechtlichen Status. 
Der Vorgang der Stadterweiterung bedeute die 
Einbeziehung eines Areals in die bestehende Stadt, 
indem man es durch Ummauerung anschloss. Meist 
ging damit eine Aufnahme ins Stadtrecht einher. 
Unter der Neustadt hingegen wird eine von der 
Altstadt rechtlich selbststandige Siedlung verstan-
den7. Vorstadte konnten zu Stadterweiterungen oder 
Neustadten aufsteigen, aber auch in ihrem Status 
U.a. Planitz 1954, Blaschke 1970, Bosl 1983, lsenmann 
1988, Borst 1991, Schadek 1990, Engel 1993. 
6 Der Begriffvorstadtische Siedlung ist unprazis, weil zwei-
deutig. !m folgenden soli unterschieden werden zwischen pra-
urbanen Siedlungen, welche einer Stadt zeit1ich vorausgehen, 
und suburbanen Sied1ungen, welche als abhangige Siedlungen 
vor den Toren der Stadt liegen. Vgl. Bos 1983, 30, mit weiterer 
Literatur. 
Die zeitgenossischen Quell en verwenden den BegriffNeu-
stadt auch fOr Stadterweiterungen, wclche rechtlich der beste-
henden angeglichen waren, so etwa fOr die erste und zweite 
Stadterweiterung von Thun, s.u. 
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verharren, bis sie im 19. Jahrhundert von den Stadt-
erweiterungen des Industriezeitalters i.iberrollt wur-
den, oder sie konnten gar infolge von Kriegen oder 
den Platzbedi.irfnissen barocker Schanzenanlagen 
verschwinden8. 
Aus der Beschaftigung der Historiker mit dem 
Wachstum der mittelalterlichen Stadt lassen sich 
zwei grosse Fragenkomplexe herauskristallieren, fi.ir 
welche die Archaologie Antworten liefern konnte. 
Dies gilt zuerst einmal dort, wo Prozesse zu einer 
Zeit einsetzen, die noch eine geringe Verschrift-
lichung aufweisen, aber auch fi.ir spatere Epochen, 
wo erst das gegenseitige Verweben von schriflichen 
und archaologischen Informationen das historische 
Bild verdichten kann. 
Gefragt werden sol! einmal nach dem Prozess, 
nach dem Wachstumsmuster einer Stadt: warum, wo 
und wie haben sich Vorstadte, Stadterweiterungen 
und Neustadte gebildet, wo liegen die Ankni.ipfungs-
punkte? Weiter stellt sich die Frage nach der bau-
lichen, rechtlichen und sozialen Gestalt dieser Sied-
lungsbereiche und nach dem Unterschied zu jener der 
Altstadte. In diesen Zusammenhang gehort auch die 
Frage nach dem Grad der Integration neuer Sied-
lungsbereiche in die bestehende Stadt. 
Ausgehend von diesen Fragen sol! im folgenden 
anhand der bernischen Landstadte Burgdorf und 
Thun eine erste, aus der historischen Literatur und 
archaologischen Befunden gewonnene Auslegeord-
nung erstellt und thesenartig vorgestellt werden. 
Burgdorf 
Am Anfang der mittelalterlichen Siedlung stand 
ein Flussi.ibergang i.iber die Emme, ein aus der 
Schwemmebene ragender Moranenhi.igel und ein 
Sandsteinfelsen, welcher seit dem hohen Mittelalter 
eine Burg trug. Vom Emmei.ibergang her zog eine 
Reichsstrasse i.iber einen steilen Anstieg auf den 
Sattel zwischen Morane und Fels und verzweigte sich 
dort: der eine Weg fi.ihrte nach Westen Richtung 
Bern, wahrend der andere das si.idwestlich gelegene 
Emmental hinauf zog (Abb. 1 ). 
Beispiel im Untersuchungsraum: Freiburg/Br., wo die 
Neuenstadt sowie die Lehener- und die Prediger-Yorstadt fUr 
den 1680 begonnenen Bau der barocken Schanzenanlage 
geschleift wurden; Stadtluft, I 05. 
9 Die Aussagen zur Geschichte wurden, wo nicht anders 
zitiert, Schweizer 1985 und Schweizer 1987 entnommen. 
10 Nach Schweizer, 1985, 184, im Gegensatz zum neuen 
sUidtischen Markt, der seit 1200 in der Grtindungsstadt bestan-
den haben dtirfte. Erwahnt wird der alte Markt allerdings erst 
1322, und das Marktrecht der Grtindungsstadt ist erst mit der 




Zu einiger Bedeutung kam die Burg ab 1090, als 
sie in den Besitz der Grafen von Zahringen gelangte.9 
V or der Burg lag auf einem Plateau eine 11 7 5 in den 
Schriftquellen erwahnte ummauerte Burgsiedlung. 
Sie diente einerseits als Ministerialenwohnsitz, ander-
erseits als praurbane Marktsiedlung, wie ihr Name 
Alter Mark! andeutet. 10 Die Existenz dieser Siedlung 
wurde bei archaologischen Untersuchungen am west-
lichen Plateaurand bestatigt, welche Holzbauten an 
der Hangkante des Plateaus vor der Burg zutage fOr-
derten 11 (Abb. 2). 
Durch eine Grabung im nachmaligen Niederspital 
lokalisiert ist eine weitere praurbane Siedlung, das 
erst 1273 genannte Dorf Holzbrunnen zu Fi.issen der 
Burg, gemass den Befunden eine Gewerbesiedlung 
aus der ersten Halfte des 12. Jahrhundert. 12 
PHASE Il 
Die Oberstadt West: Griindung einer Stadt als 
Zentralort des Rektorats Burgund 
Nach Ausweis von Baubeobachtungen durch Ji.irg 
Schweizer wurde die Burg urn 1200 zu einer pfalzar-
tigen Residenzanlage ausgebaut. 13 Wahrscheinlich 
im Gefolge der Niederschlagung eines burgundi-
schen Adelsaufstandes urn 1191 machte Bertold V. 
von Zahringen Burgdorf zum Zentralort des Rekto-
rats Burgund, welches er im Auftrag des deutschen 
Kaisers verwaltete. 14 
Auch die Ministerialensiedlung erfuhr einen Aus-
bau, wie am westlichen und am nordlichen 15 Plateau-
rand ergrabene, teilweise turmartige Steinbauten 
zeigen. Sie sind wohl als baulicher Niederschlag der 
Prasenz der Ministerialen am neu errichteten zahrin-
gischen Hof zu interpretieren. Die Schriftquellen des 
13. und 14. Jahrhunderts erwahnen etwa zwanzig 
Wohnhauser auf dem Alten Markt. 
Diese Siedlung, welche rechtlich ein Teil des 
Burgbezirks war, war von einer heute teilweise noch 
bestehenden Ringmauer umgeben, welche mindes-
11 Zur Lokalisierung der archaologischen Untersuchungen in 
Burgdorf, siehe die Obersichtskarte im Beitrag van Daniel Gut-
scher in diesem Band m it entsprechender Numerierung der Fund-
stellen. Untersuchung Alter Markt Nr. 3: Schweizer 1985, 177f. 
12 Untersuchung Altes Schlachthaus/Kindergarten Nr. 23: 
Gutscher 1994d mit weiterer Literatur. 
13 Schweizer 1985, 78-174, vor allem 163-174. 
14 Heinemann 1986. 
15 Untersuchung Alter Markt Nr. 3: Schweizer 1985, 177f.; 
Untersuchung Truberhaus Nr.4: AKBE 2A, I 15 f. m it weiterer 
Literatur. 
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Abb. 1.- Burgd01jin der Mitte des 17. Jahrhunderts (Stich van M. Merian). 
Blick nach Siiden m it dem Schhlosshiigellinks, davor aufhalber Ho he der ummauerte alte Markt. Auf dem Hiigel rechts 
die Stadtkirche; zwischen dieser und dem Schloss die Oberstadt. Davor, in der Emmeniederung, die Unterstadt. 
tens in die Zeit urn 1200 zuruckreicht: mehrere spat-
mittelalterliche Chronisten liberliefern eine am Tor 
zum alten Markt angebrachte Inschrift, welche Ber-
tolds Sieg uber die aufstandischen Burgunder ver-
herrlichte.16 
Entscheidend flir die Aufwertung des Ortes war 
die planmassige Anlage einer Stadt. Ausdrucklich 
Stadt genannt wird Burgdorf erst 1236, die alteste 
erhaltene Stadtrechtsurkunde datiert aus dem Jahr 
1273. 17 Auszugehen ist aber beim heutigen For-
schungsstadt von einer Grlindung urn 1200, wie 
archaologische Grabungen 18 von 1969 und vor allem 
in den letzten zehn Jahren nachgewiesen haben. 
Die Griindungsstadt, die heutige Oberstadt West, 
wurde deutlich vom Burgberg abgerlickt auf dem 
Moranenhligel an der via regia nach Bern angelegt. 
Sie bildet ein Rechteck mit zwei parallelen Langs-
gassen und untergeordneten Quergassen. Die nord-
westliche Ecke springt vor; dort liegt am hOchsten 




Schweizer 1985, 175f. 
Schibler 1973. 
Untcrsuchungen Stadtkirche (o.Nr.), Marktlaube Nr.5 und 
Verschiedene am Kirchbuhl ergrabene Hauser, 
teilweise unterkellerte, gassenseitige und giebelstan-
dige Steinbauten, lassen ein lockeres Bebauungsmus-
ter rekonstruieren, welches si eh an einer Gassenlinie 
orientierte, sonst aber keinem starren Parzellenraster 
unterworfen gewesen zu sein scheint. 
Der Ort der Stadtgrlindung gehOrte kirchenrecht-
lich zur nahegelegenen Pfarrei Oberburg. Die Kirche 
war als grosses und reprasentatives Bauwerk, offen-
sichtlich als Stadtpfarrkirche angelegt und auch als 
solche benutzt, blieb aber kirchenrechtlich bis 1401 
Kapelle. 
PHASE Ill 
Oberstadt Ost: Angliederung einer Handels- und 
Marktsiedlung an der Hohengasse 
Die Stadt erweiterte sich zuerst nach Osten und 
bezog das Areal zwischen Burg und Grlindungsstadt 
Kirchbtihl Nr.l 0: Schweizer 1971, Gutscher 1992a, 1993a, 
Gutscher & Glatz 1992, Gutscher & Kellenberger 1990; vgl. den 




Ab b. 2. - Burgdorf. Etappen der Stadtentwicklung 
2.1 Die Burg und der alte Markt (priiurbane Siedlung); 
2.2 die Grundungsstadt (Oberstadt West) mit der Stadt-
kirche (um 1200); 2.3 die erste Stadterweiterung (Ober-
stadt Ost) mit dem Rathaus (jruhes 13. Jahrhundert); 2.4 
die zweite Stadterweiterung (Unterstadt) m it dem Nieder-
spital und dem separat ummauerten Franziskanerkloster 
(1240-1300) 
mit ein, entlang der Strasse nach Westen und urn die 
Strassenkreuzung. Wie und wann es dazu kam, geht 
aus den Schriftquellen nicht hervor. Ji.irg Schweizer 
postuliert eine gewachsene Marktsiedlung 19, die im 
Laufe des 13 .Jahrhunderts a us okonomischen Gri.in-
den in die Stadt aufgenommen wurde. Begri.indet 
wird dies mit der Stadtrechtsbestatigung von 130020, 
nach welcher diese Oberstadt Ost rechtlich als Teil 
der Altstadt gait. Im Verlauf des spateren 13. und 14. 
Jahrhunderts prosperierte dieser Stadtteil und war 
spatestens mit dem Dbergang des Zollrechts an die 
Stadt im Jahr 1335 das wirtschaftliche Zentrum von 
Burgdorf, in welchem Rathaus, Kaufbaus und Kom-
haus, Rindermarkt, Fleisch- und Brotschaal sowie 
flinf GasthOfe konzentriert waren. 
Die archaologischen Untersuchungen durch Daniel 
Gutscher und Regula Glatz am Kronenplatz21 haben 
hier neue Fakten erbracht. Innenraumschichten und 
PfostenlOcher, die aufgrund der Keramik ins fri.ihe 
13. J ahrhundert zu datieren sind, konnen als als Reste 
einer suburbanen Holzbauphase entlang der via regia 
interpretiert werden. Nicht auszuschliessen ist, dass 
19 
20 
Schweizer 1985, 50, 307. 
Schib1er 1973. 
21 Untersuchung Kronenplatz Nr. 17: Gutscher 1993a, 1993b, 
AKBE4. 
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diese Siedlung in die Zeit vor 1200 zurilckgeht, was 
eine Begn'.indung fUr die von der Burg abgeri.ickte 
Lage der Grilndungsstadt ware. 
Diese Schichten wurden i.iberlagert von Steinbau-
ten, welche aufgrund von Typologie, Grundriss und 
Mauercharakter zeitlich sehr eng an die ersten Stein-
hauser der Gri.indungsstadt anschliessen. Das grosse, 
voll unterkellerte Steinhaus kann hochstwahrschein-
lich als das 1335 erwahnte Kaufhaus identifiziert 
werden. Fi.ir eine fri.ihe Datierung dieser ersten Stadt-
erweiterung sprechen auch Beobachtungen auf der 
Grabung in der Marktlaube22 , nach welchen der ost-
liche S tadtgraben der Gri.indungsstadt berei ts irn 13. 
Jahrhundert aufgeflillt wurde. 
Zusarnrnenfassend kann eine suburbane Siedlung 
zwischen Gri.indungsstadt und Burgareal postuliert 
werden, die praurbane Wurzeln aufweisen konnte. 
Sie wurde irn fri.ihen 13. Jahrhundert als erste Erwei-
terung in die Stadt einbezogen und von der Steinbe-
bauung, welche die okonornische Entwicklung des 
neuen Stadtteils einleitete, i.iberlagert. 
Wichtig erscheint eine weitere Beobachtung: der 
bauliche und urkundliche Befund belegt, class die 
Mauem und Tore auf der Ostseite der Altstadt, wel-
che rnit der Stadterweiterung und der darnit verbun-
denen Urnrnauerung des neuen Stadtteils verbunden 
war, i.iberfli.issig geworden waren, weiter bestanden23 . 
Der Graben wurde zwar wie erwahnt bald zuge-
schi.ittet, aber die steinemen Grenzen bestanden noch 
wahrend Jahrhunderten weiter. Das deutet daraufhin, 
class die alte Grenze irn Bewusstsein der Stadtbewoh-
ner noch weitergelebt haben di.irfte, class diese Erin-
nerung gepflegt wurde und gerade in der Hauptgasse 
auch irn Bewusstsein der Passanten bleiben sollte. 
PHASE IV 
Die Unterstadt: Angliederung der Gewerbesiedlung 
Holzbrunnen 
Zur zweiten Stadterweiterung sind recht prazise 
Aussagen und Hypothesen rnoglich. Das liegt einrnal 
an der dichteren schriftlichen Oberlieferung, vor all ern 
aber an zwei grossflachigen archaologischen Gra-
bungen irn Norden der Unterstadt24 und einer dritten 
irn Bereich des ehernaligen Niederspitals25 , zu denen 
kleinere Sondagen und Bauuntersuchungen treten. 
22 Untersuchung Marktlaube Nr. 5: AKBE I, 241-266, spe-
ziell242f. 
23 Schweizer 1985, 41f.; Gutscher & Kellenberger 1990. 
24 Untersuchung Kornhaus Nr.22 und Kornhausgasse 9-11 
Nr. 25: Baeriswyl & Gutscher 1995 mit weiterer Literatur; Bae-
riswyl in Vorb. 
25 Untersuchung ehemaliges Schlachthaus Nr.23: Gutscher 
1994d mit weiterer Literatur. 
Die archaologischen Befunde zur erwahnten pra-
urbanen Siedlung Holzbrunnen konzentrieren sich 
auf den Bereich irn Schnittpunkt von einern Ernrne-
Nebenarm und der via regia; weiter westlich und 
nordlich gab es !aut archaologischen Aufschi.issen nur 
unkultiviertes Schwernrnland. 
Traditionell wurde die Entstehung der Unterstadt 
anhand von zwei Urkunden in die Zeit zwischen 1287 
und 1300 gesetzt: Erstens Jag irn Jahr 1287 das 
nachrnalige Niederspital "apud Burgdorff"26 , also 
ausserhalb der Stadt. Zweitens erwahnte die Stadt-
rechtsurkunde von 1273 weder Holzbrunnen noch eine 
Unterstadt rnit einern Wort, wahrend in derjenigen 
aus dern Jahr 1300 ausdri.icklich die Rede davon ist, 
sie gelte fi.ir die Bewohner beider Stadte, der alten 
und der neuen, letztere "vulgo dicitur Holzbrun-
nen "27. Diese Datierung stellt die Stadterweiterung in 
den Zusarnrnenhang rnit dern neuen Herrscherhaus 
Kiburg-Laufenburg (Neukiburg), welches sich nach 
dern Tod des letzten Kiburgers in Burdorf installiert 
hat und wertet sie als eines von vielen Zugestand-
nissen der schwachen Grafen gegeni.iber der erstark-
enden Kornrnune. 
Die archaologischen Untersuchungen haben die-
ses Bild erweitert und korrigiert. Der noch heute 
erfahrbare regelrnassige Plan der Unterstadt lasst 
zwar richtigerweise eine einheitliche Planung anneh-
rnen; es schalt sich aber rnehr und rnehr heraus, das 
diese Stadterweiterung eine !anger andauemde Bau-
geschichte aufweist, welche bis in die erste Halfte 
des 13. Jahrhunderts zuri.ickreicht. 
A! tester archaologischer Beleg ist die 1988-1991 
ergrabene Grilndungsanlage des nachmaligen Nie-
derspitals28. Urn die erste Saalkirche herurn wurde 
ein Friedhof angelegt, in dern !aut Dendrodatierung 
von Sargbrettem urn 1240 intensiv bestattet wurde. 
Der Mauercharakter der Saalkirche ist dern der Stadt-
rnauer so verwandt, class eine Entstehung zusarnrnen 
rnit dieser sehr wahrscheinlich ist. 
Irn Norden der Unterstadt ist die erste Bebauung, 
Holzbauten der Grabung Komhausgasse 9-11, den-
drochronologisch auf die Jahre urn 1250 datiert29. 
Das erste Steinhaus auf der Nordseite der gleichen 
Gasse rnuss zusarnrnen rnit dern Ringrnauerzug ent-
standen sein, da es nach Aussage der Befunde in die 
noch offene Baugrube der Ringrnauer gesetzt worden 
war.30 
26 Schweizer 1985, 371. Vgl. Baeriswyl & Gutscher 1995, 
17, mit knapper Zusammenfassung des historischen For-
schungsstandes und weiterer Literatur. 
27 FRB lll, 194. 
28 Gutscher 1994d. 
29 Baeriswyl in Vorb. 
30 Baeriswyl & Gutscher 1995, 73: Ha us la. 
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Auf der Ostseite der Unterstadt belegt eine Bau-
gruben-Aussteifung der Stadtmauer, welche eben-
falls dendrochronologisch in die Jahre urn 127331 zu 
setzen ist, class die Mauer in diesem Teil der Unter-
stadt erst damals im Bau war. 
Bisher nur aus Schrift- und Bildquellen bekannt 
ist das urn 1280 auf einer Hangterrasse zwischen 
Altstadt und Schwemmebene gegriindete Franziska-
nerkloster. Die Anlage war mit einer separaten, bis 
ins 19. J ahhrhundert bestehenden Befestigung umge-
ben, was schliessen lasst, class damals an dieser Stelle 
offenbar noch keine Unterstadtmauer bestand32 . 
Im Gegensatz zu den Beobachtungen in der 
Grundungsstadt sind in der Unterstadt aufgrund der 
archiiologischen Untersuchungen Normierungsten-
denzen fUr die HausgrundstUcke erkennbar. Sie 
orientierten sich dabei an der Ringmauer, den Stras-
sen und dem Muhlebach, einem mit betrachtlichem 
Aufwand kanalisierten und begradigten Nebenlauf 
der Emme. 
Auf der Nordseite der rund 9 m brei ten Komhaus-
gasse bildete die archiiologisch gefasste Grundungs-
bebauung ein Muster, welches als eine Reihe von 
zwischen die Strasse und die Ringmauer gespannte 
GrundstUcke von 16 m Tiefe und 6.75-7.7 m Breite 
interpretiert werden kann. Ahnliches war auf der 
Sudseite der Gasse zu konstatieren, wo die Grund-
stucke im Suden vom Muhlebach begrenzt wurden, 
allerdings lagen die GrundstUckbreiten dort zwischen 
5.5 und 6.5 m. Ausserdem konnte beobachtet werden, 
class vor dem Bau der Hauser parzellenweise Unter-
lagsplanierungen eingebracht worden waren. 
Ein entsprechendes Muster lasst si eh in der Nord-
ostecke der Unterstadt, an der Metzgergasse zwi-
schen Niederspital und dem Stadttor in der noch 
bestehenden Bausubstanz erahnen, nur class dort der 
Raum zwischen der Gasse und der Ringmauer etwa 
3 m breiter war33 . 
Aus diesen Beobachtungen ist eine im Vergleich 
zur Grundungsstadt starkere Normierung der Bebau-
ung abzuleiten. Ablesbar wird eine Tendenz zu 
Massen von 60 x 20 bzw. 50 x 20 Fuss pro Hausplatz, 
welche im Gegensatz zu stehen scheint zu den in der 
Stadtrechtsurkunde genannten casalia zu 60 x 40 
Fuss. Vermutlich sind diese casalia eher als fiska-
31 Gutscher 1994d. 
32 Lachat 1955. Abbruch der Reste im Jahr 1829. 
33 Schweizer 1985, Abb.325. Die verbauten Fassaden der 
rilckwartigen Steinbauten werden dort allerdings als Begren-
zung eines pomeriums, eines Rondenwegs entlang der Stadt-
mauer interpretiert. 
34 Schibler 1973, Artikel XII. Vgl. Baeriswyl & Gutscher 
1995, 73; Gutscher 1993, 140. 
35 Ha user la, Ila und V a; Baeriswyl & Gutscher 1995, 31-33, 
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lische Berechnungsgrundlage denn als Baunorm zu 
verstehen34 . 
Die Oberbauung der Grundsrucke hingegen war 
offenbar Privatangelegenheit. Die Befunde belegen 
auf der Grabung Komhausgasse 9-11, class jeder Haus-
bauer seinen Hausplatz individuell planierte und 
uberbaute. Ein erstes Holzhaus entstand dort wie 
erwahnt bereits urn 1250. Reste von im Boden ein-
gelassenen Bottichen belegen das Gerberhandwerk; 
auch die in der Folge entstehenden Bauten bestanden 
aus Holz und waren mit gewerblichen Einrichtungen 
versehen. Auf der gegenuberliegenden Strassenseite 
war als erste Bebauung ein ruckwartiges, an die Ring-
mauer angebautes Steinhaus mit Hocheingang zu 
fassen, welches vermutlich durch einen mit Gewer-
beeinrichtungen versehenen Hof von einem gassen-
seitigen Vorderhaus aus Holz getrennt war35 . Die 
weitere Bebauung entlang der Mauem erfo1gte dann 
im Laufe der Zeit nach dem vorgegebenen Muster: 
uberall entstanden auf den Parzellen ruckwartige, 
durch Hocheingange erschlossene W ohnbauten a us 
Stein und gassenstandige, ebenerdige Werkstatten 
und Laden aus Holz; dazwischen liessen sich ver-
schiedene Gewerbeeinrichtungen und Feuerstellen 
beobachten, welche zu bisher nicht identifizierten 
Handwerkstatigkeiten gehort haben durften36. 
Die im Vergleich zur sudseitigen Hauserzeile 
breiteren Grundsrucke sind vielleicht durch die unter-
schiedliche Nutzung - einerseits Mischnutzung mit 
spezialisiertem Handwerk und Wohnbau von geho-
benem Charakter, andererseits einfaches Gewerbe-
zu erklaren. 
Der in den archiiologischen Befunden zutag tre-
tende gewerbliche Schwerpunkt in der Unterstadt 
schlagt sich auch in den Schriftquellen nieder; vor 
allem entlang des Mi.ihlebachs konzentrierten sich 
ne ben den erwanten Gerbereien, Schmieden, Farber-
betriebe und Topfereien; dort standen auch zwei der 
drei herrschaftlichen Muhlen und eine Badestube37 . 
Aus all dem kann abgeleitet werden, class die 
Realisierung der zweiten Burgdorfer Stadterweite-
rung bereits in der ersten Halfte des 13. J ahrhunderts 
in Angriff genommen wurde, class eine prazise und 
einheitliche Planung dahinter stand, welche uber die 
Jahrzehnte der Realisierung bestimmend blieb38 . 
41-44. 
36 Vermutet wird mit Feuer arbeitendes Kunstgewerbe, wie 
etwa Goldschmiede o.a.; ebd., passim, insbesondere Zusammen-
fassung 21 f. 
37 Schweizer 1985, 363f., 379f., Baeriswyl & Gutscher 1995, 
17. 
38 Damit stellt sich auch die Frage der Bauherrschaft neu: 
waren doch noch die Kiburger die Initianten dieser Stadterweite-
rung? 
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Der neu entstehende Stadtteil wurde aber erst in 
einem relativ spaten Moment ins Burgdorfer Stadt-
recht aufgenommen; das Jahr 1300 ist der terminus 
ante quem dafiir. Die genannten Bauwerke, Kirchen, 
K!Oster, Wohnbauten und Gewerbebetriebe standen 
also zur Zeit ihrer Gri.indung noch ausserhalb der 
Stadt, d.h. ausserhalb der Stadtrnauem und des Burg-
dorfer Stadtrechts, sie waren aber klar im Hinblick 
auf die entstehende Stadterweiterung errichtet worden. 
Die Aufnahme der Unterstadt ins Burgdorfer 
Stadtrecht bedeutete aber nicht, dass die alten Gren-
zen verschwanden. Einerseits spricht die Stadtrechts-
bestatigung von 1300 von zwei Stadten, der Ober-
stadt und der Neuenstadt. Man unterschied in den 
Quell en noch im 15. J ahrhundert sogar innerhalb der 
Unterstadt zwischen dem alten, vorstadtischen Holz-
brunnen, von dem zu jenem Zeitpunkt schon lange 
keine baulichen Reste mehr bestanden haben dtirften, 
und der "nova civitate "39 • Und als bauliches Merk-
mal der Grenze zwischen Ober- und Unterstadt 
bestand bis ins Jahr 1745 das Untertor am oberen 
Ende des Stalden. 
PHASE V 
Der alte Markt 
Die letzte Stadterweiterung ist hauptsachlich aus 
der Stadtrechtsbestatigung von 1322 bekannt; dort 
wurde der Alte Markt von der Burg getrennt und 
rechtlich der Stadt einverleibt, wobei der Grund und 
Boden zumindest teilweise im Besitz der Grafen 
geblieben sein dtirfte. Die historische Forschung 
sieht darin einen politischen Positionsgewinn der 
erstarkenden Stadt, die ihren Machtbereich aufKos-
ten der Neukiburger Grafen bis an die Mauem des 
Schlosses ausdehnen konnte. Markt wurde dort schon 
lange nicht mehr gehalten. Die archaologischen Be-
obachtungen lassen fiir diese Zeit eine Teilaufgabe 
der Siedlung am Alten Markt schliessen; es ist aber 
nicht klar, ob sie Voraussetzung oder Folge der Stadt-
erweiterung wmAO. 
Wieder fallt auf, dass das tiberfltissig gewordene 
Tor bestehen blieb und wohl erst im 16. Jahrhundert 
beseitigt wurde. 
39 Zit. nach Schweizer 1985,365. 
40 Schweizer 1985, 185. 
41 Hofer1981,45. 
42 Eine miigliche Alternative ware die 762 erwahnte Kirche 
von Scherzligen, welche einige hundert Meter siidiistlich Thuns 
liegt; bei Ausgrabungen fand sich ein Mausoleum in spatantiker 
Thun 
Die Stadt liegt am Austritt der Aare aus dem Thu-
ner See, am Nordrand einer breiten, vom maandrie-
renden Fluss zusammen mit der Kander gebildeten 
Schwemmebene (Abb. 3). Fluss und See waren durch 
die Jahrtausende Durchgangsachse auf dem Weg zu 
einem der wichtigsten Alpenpasse, der Grimsel. 
PHASE I 
Burg der Herren van Thun mit vorstadtischer 
Siedlung 
Die Lage von Thun und archaologische Befunde 
in der Umgebung der Stadt liessen die Forschung seit 
langem annehmen, dass dort in romischer Zeit ein 
regionales Zentrum gelegen haben mtisse. Im Be-
reich der mittelalterlichen Stadt aber fanden sich 
bisher weder am Fluss noch auf dem Schlossberg 
Spuren aus jener Epoche. 
Im Fri.ihmittelalter gehorte das Gebiet des Thuner 
Sees zum Burgunderreich. Explizit genannt wurde 
der See als lacus duninse41 im Jahr 660 vom Chronis-
ten Fredegar. Ob die daraus abgeleitete Siedlung na-
mens Dunum aber schon am Ort des mittelalterlichen 
Thun Jag, ist vorderhand nicht zu beantworten42 • 
Sicheren Boden betritt man erst im 10. Jahrhun-
dert: der erste ergrabene Vorganger der heutigen 
Stadtpfarrkirche, eine Saalkirche mit eingezogener 
Apsis - welche durchaus einen noch alteren Vor-
ganger ersetzt ha ben kann- ist in diese Zeit zu datie-
ren und belegt somit die Existenz der Siedlung Thun 
an der heutigen Stelle43 . 
Seit 1133 ist im Gefolge der Zahringer ein Ge-
schlecht der Freiherren von Thun fassbar. Paul Ho fer 
postuliert eine dreiteilige Siedlung mit fri.ihstadti-
schem Charakter, bestehend aus dem Schlossberg 
mit Pfarrkirche und Burg der Herren von Thun, 
einem vicus cupri zu Ftissen der Burg, einem Aare-
tibergang sowie der Sinne, einem Brtickenkopf auf 
einer kleinen Aareinsel nahe am Stidufer des 
Flusse44 . (Abb. 4) 
Die erwahnte Kirche ist der einzige archaolo-
gische Befund ftir die Existenz einer Siedlung auf 
dem Schlossberg; Hinweise auf den fruhstadtischen 
Charakter fehlen aber, und die Lokalisierung der 
Burg ist umstritten45 . 
Tradition; Gutscher 1994b. 
43 Hofer 1981, 44-49; Bellwa1d 1974. 
44 Ho fer 1981, passim; Zusammenfassung 145-154. 
45 Eine 1963 erfo1gte Grabung im Hof der zahringischen 
Burg hat nicht die notwendige K1arheit erbracht, da nicht sicher 
ist, ob die dabei aufgedeckten Mauerziige wirklich alter a1s der 
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Abb. 3.- Thun in der Mitte des 17. Jahrhunderts (Stich van M. Merian). 
Blick nach Nordwesten mit dem Schlossberg, der links den ziihringischen Donjon und rechts die Pfarrkirche triigt. Zu 
seinen Fussen der ehemalige vicus cupri, die 1261 erstmals erwiihnte BriJcke und die sudseitigen Stadtteile (Sinne- und 
Biillizinsel). !m Vordergrund die Kirche van Scherzligen. 
Die Gewerbesiedlung der angeblichen Stadt der 
Herren von Thun Hisst sich etwas deutlicher fassen: 
Fest steht, class der fragliche Bereich entlang des 
Aareufers im 14. Jahrhundert vicus cupri genannt 
und von der westlich anschliessenden, archi:iologisch 
gesicherten zahringischen Grundungsstadt unterschie-
den wurde46 . Ein Knick in der Hauptgasse markiert 
heute noch die mutmassliche Naht zwischen den 
beiden Siedlungen. 
Die Existenz eines Bruckenkopfes am Siidufer der 
Aare ist quellenmassig und durch Hofers Beobach-
tungen der Ringmauer wahrend Bauarbeiten47 belegt; 
nur gibt es keine Hinweise darauf, dass er schon in 
vorzahringischer Zeit bestanden hat. 
Zusammenfassend ist davon auszugehen, dass die 
Siedlung Thun auf dem Berg wie am Aareufer schon 
in vorzahringischer Zeit bestand, nichts deutet aber 
bisher darauf hin, dass diese friihstadtischen Cha-
rakter aufwies, wie von der alteren Forschung ange-
nommen. 
Zahringer-Donjon sind. Zum Standort der Burg: Ho fer 1981, 




Die Stadtgriindung der Zahringer: Stiitzpunkt im 
frisch eroberten Oberland 
Im Jahr 1191 verschob sich die machtpolitische 
Lage im Burgund, als die Zahringer sich gegen den 
einheimischen Adel durchsetzten. In Thun wurde zu 
diesem Zeitpunkt der machtige, noch heute die Stadt 
pragende Donjon errichtet, eine Wehrburg, welche 
im Gegensatz zum etwa gleichzeitigen Schloss Burg-
dorf in erster Linie die militarische und politische 
Macht der Zahringer reprasentierte. Eine neuere 
monographische Untersuchung fehlt bisher, aber die 
burgenkundliche und die historische Forschung stim-
men darin liberein, class die Burg in die Zeit urn 1200 
zu setzen ist48 . Gleichzeitig verschwanden die Herren 
von Thun aus der Stadt: offensichtlich mussten sie 
den Platz mehr oder weniger freiwillig an die Grafen 
von Zahringen abtreten. 
46 Kilffer 1981, 26. 
47 Hofer 1981, 93-97. 
48 Zettler 1990 mit alterer Literatur; Buchs, Kaiser & Kilffer 
1994. 
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Abb. 4. - Thun, Etappen der Stadtentwicklung 
4.1 Schlossberg mit Kirche, siidlich davon vicus cupri am 
Aareufuer, und mittels Ubergang (Briicke?) verbunden die 
Sinneinsel (priiurbane Siedlung); 4.2 Schlossberg mit 
Donjon und Kirche, vicus cupri und westlich davon Griin-
dungsstadt (um 1200); 4.3 erste Stadterweiterung mit 
Rathaus und Spital (Mitte des 13. Jahrhunderts); 4. 4 
zweite (Biillizinsel) und dritte Stadterweiterung (Lauivor-
stadt); (um 1300). 
Zusammen mit dem Bau der Burg wurde eine 
Ringmauer urn den Schlossberg gezogen, welche ein 
von der Stadt unabhangiges Tor 1m Osten aufwies, 
das noch heute bestehende Burgitor. 
Auf dem Schlossberg sind aufgrund von Bild-
quellen und dem heutigen Baubestand - aber noch 
nicht durch archaologische Untersuchungen - eine 
Reihe von locker verteilten Anwesen, teilweise mit 
turmartigen Steinbauten, fassbar, die nach Auskunft 
von Urkunden des 14. und 15. Jahrhunderts im Besitz 
von Adligen und KlOstern waren49 . Es drangt si eh -
analog zu den Bebauungsstrukturen auf dem Alten 
Markt in Burgdorf- das Bild einer zur Burg gehO-
renden, parallel zur Gri.indungsstadt existierenden 
Ministerialensiedlung mit Adels- und KlosterhOfen 
auf5°. 
Entscheidend fi.ir die Aufwertung des Platzes 
Thun ist aber wie in Burgdorf die Anlage einer 
Gri.indungsstadt. Das Trapezoid zwischen Aare und 
Schlossberg schloss sich westlich an den beste-




Ho fer 1981, 50-57. 
Schweizer 1987, 28. 
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Archaologisch untersucht sind bisher einmal 
Teile der Ringmauer, welche den Umfang der Gri.in-
dungsstadt definieren, so die ostliche Abschluss-
mauer mit Durchlasstor, welche aber nicht an der 
mutmasslichen Grenze zwischen Grilndungsstadt und 
vicus, sondem vollig i.iberraschend am Ostende des 
vicus zum Vorschein kam51 • Offensichtlich wurde 
die bestehende Siedlung beim Bau der Gri.indungs-
stadt in die Ummauerung gleich mit einbezogen. Ein 
weiterer archaologischer Aufschluss52 belegt, class 
die Gri.indungsstadt auch gegen das Aareufer hin mit 
einer Ringmauer versehen war, dem ein rund 6 m 
breiter Uferstreifen mit flussseitiger Sti.itzmauer vor-
gelagert war. 
Bei Bauuntersuchungen kamen im heutigen Bau-
bestand Kembauten a us der ersten Halfte des 13. 
Jahrhunderts zum Vorschein, welche noch bis zu drei 
Geschosse hoch erhalten sind53 . Sie erlauben die 
Feststellung, class gassenstandige Steinbauten und 
Parzellen mit gassenstandigen Holzbauten und rilck-
wartigen Steinbauten gleichzeitig bestehen; die bis-
herigen Erkenntnisse sind allerdings zu verstreut, urn 
ein allfalliges Parzellenraster feststellen zu konnen. 
Vielleicht in diese Zeit fallt die Besiedlung des 
erwahnten stidlichen Brilckenkopfes, wobei die weni-
gen Befunde letztlich mit Sicherheit nur beweisen, 
class am Rand der Ballizinsel ein Bereich bestand, 
welcher sich durch Mauer, Tor und Wassergraben 
vom Gebiet der zweiten Stadterweiterung abgrenzt 
und damit alter als diese sein muss54 . In diesen 
Zusammenhang gehOrt auch die Bri.icke i.iber die 
Aare, welche im Jahr 1261 zum ersten Mal erwahnt 
wird55 . 
Der Bri.ickenkopfi.ibte mit dem Freienhof, der Ge-
richtslaube und dem Pranger wichtige herrschaftliche 
Funktionen, mit der Schifflandte, der Sust und der 
Waage auch wichtige wirtschaftliche Funktionen der 
Stadt aus, welche wohl auch zum Namen Sinne/ 
Sinnenplatz56 fi.ihrten. Diese aber erst im Laufe des 
14. Jahrhunderts dokumentierten Funktionen wurden 
von der alteren Forschung betont und als Begri.indung 
ftir sein vorzahringisches Alter herangezogen. Es ist 
wohl nicht falsch, den Freienhof als Immunitatsbe-
zirk mit bis in die Neuzeit bestehendem Asylrecht57 
als fri.ihes Herrschaftszentrum zu interpretieren und 
51 Untersuchung Obere Hauptgasse 83: Gutscher 1991 a. 
52 Untersuchung Obere Hauptgasse 6/8: AKBE 2A, 260-264. 
53 Untersuchungen Obere Hauptgasse 58 und 27/29: AKBE 
2A, 162-164; Obere Hauptgasse 6/8: Gutscher 1991 a. 
54 Siehe unten. 
55 Ersterwahnung im Kiburger Urbar: Ho fer 1981, 89. 
56 Ho fer 1981, 87-118. Sinnen (mhd.): eichen, visieren; 
Mitte1hochdeutsches Taschenworterbuch, hg. v. M. Lexer, 
Stuttgart (37) 1986. 
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dieses in die Grilndungszeit dieses Stadtteils zu set-
zen, nur ist es vorderhand vollig unklar, ob diese in 
vorzahringische, zahringische oder erst in kiburgi-
sche Zeit zu setzen ist. 
PHASE Ill 
Erste Stadterweiterung im Laufe des 13. Jh.: kibur-
gische Neuenstadt 
Die Historiker sehen in der ersten Halfte des 13. 
Jahrhunderts einen wirtschaftlichen und politischen 
Aufschwung ftir Thun. In diese Zeit wird die erste 
Stadterweiterung datiert, wobei 1250/60, die Entste-
hungszeit des Kiburger Urbars, als traditioneller ter-
minus ante quem giJt58. 
Wahrend die Stadtrechtsurkunde von 1264 keine 
Stadtteile erwahnt, wurde die Stadterweiterung in 
anderen Schriftquellen als "Ni.iwen stat im Lausanner 
Bistum"59 bzw. als "Altun Ni.iwen stat"60 klar von der 
ji.ingeren Stadterweiterung si.idlich der Aare und von 
der Altstadt unterschieden. 
Archaologisch untersucht ist bisher lediglich die 
weitgehend erhaltene Stadtbefestigung61 • Die aus der 
Stadtmauer erkennbare Form der Neustadt legt die 
Annahme nahe, es seien gewachsene Siedlungen an 
den beiden sich direkt vor dem alten Westtor ver-
zweigenden Ausfallstrassen ummauert worden. 
Zur Bebauung der Stadterweiterung hat die Archii-
ologie bisher kaum Ergebnisse geliefert. So weiss 
man · nichts i.iber die verschiedenen Offentlichen 
Bauten, welche sich nach- allerdings erst ab dem 14. 
Jahrhundert fassbaren - Quellen in diesem Stadtteil 
konzentrieren; hier lagen die KlosterhOfe der Kar-
tause Thorberg und eine Franziskaner-Niederlassung, 
das Spital, die Schal, die Gesellschaftshauser der 
Metzger und der Pfister, sowie das Rathaus62 . Gerade 
letzteres wurde vor kurzem zwar bauanalytisch 
untersucht, der aufgehende Bestand reicht aber nicht 
i.iber das J ahr 151 0 zuri.ick; Bodensondagen zeigten 
zudem, class das Gebaude auf einer abgebrochenen 
Hauserzeile des 13. J ahrhunderts steht63 . 
Direkt ausserhalb der Sinne wurden auf einer 
zweiten, si.idlich der Sinneinsel gelegenen Aareinsel 
Balliz anlasslich einer umfangreichen Bauuntersu-
57 Zur Stadtburg und ihrer recht1ichen lmmunitat allgemein: 
Meckseper 1991, 89; ein Beispie1 a us der Ostschweiz: Baeriswy1 
& Junkes 1995, 32. 






Zusammenfassend G1atz & Gutscher 1996. 
Kilffer 1981,66,73,75-77. 
Baeriswy1 1996; AKBE 3A, 264f. 
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chung Reste von Steinbauten gefasst, welche ins 13. 
Jahrhundert zu datieren sind, also vor der zweiten 
Stadterweiterung, welche, wie noch zu zeigen sein 
wird, diese Insel ummauerte64 • 
Noch erstaunlicher waren die Ergebnisse der 
Untersuchung im Alten Waisenhaus65 , welches west-
lich der Sinne direkt am Nordufer der Ballizinsel 
liegt. Als Kembau wurde ein machtiges, mindestens 
zweigeschossiges Steinhaus von 11 ,5 x iiber 16 m 
herausgeschalt, welches ins 13. Jahrhundert datiert. 
Seine Lage und die Reste von Quaimauem lassen 
annehmen, class es von Schiffen angelaufen wurde; 
seine Grosse lasst ein herrschaftliches Bauwerk ver-
muten, etwa mit der Funktion einer Zollstelle. 
Vermutlich sind die Bauten als Teil einer Vorstadt 
vor den Toren der Sinne zu verstehen. Gebaude wie 
das erwahnte Steinhaus hatte man aber eher inner-
halb der Stadtmauem erwartet. War die Sinne grosser 
als bisher angenommen? Oder gab es eventuell neben 
der Burg und der Sinne einen dritten Herrschafts-
bezirk der Zahringer in Thun, eben urn dieses mach-
tige Steinhaus - ob parallel zur Sinne oder dieser 
zeitlich vorausgehend? 
PHASE IV 
Zweite Stadterweiterung um 1300: die Biilliz-Insel 
Die Jahre urn 1300 waren in der Geschichte Thuns 
eine Periode relativer SelbstsHindigkeit66. In diese 
Zeit fallt auch die zweite Stadterweiterung, die Um-
mauerung der langgestreckten Aareinsel Balliz. Den 
Terminus ante quem liefert eine Quellenstelle von 
1315, wo von der "novo suburbia de Thuno, 
Laussannensis dyocesis "67 die Rede ist. Damit sei 
eine Besonderheit erwahnt: da in Thun die Aare die 
Grenze der Bistiimer Konstanz und Lausanne bildete, 
gehorte die Neustadt Balliz zum Bistum Lausanne 
und war somit nicht zur Stadtkirche pfarrgenossig, 
sondem zur ausserhalb liegenden Kirche Scherz-
ligen. Im Gegensatz zu anderen Beispielen, wie etwa 
Bem68 war die Bistumsgrenze offenbar keine Hemm-
nis ftir die Stadtentwicklung, vielleicht war das 'Rei-
ten' auf der Grenze eher sogar ein Vorteil fUr die 
Stadt. 
Die Bildquellen iiberliefem die Befestigung 
entlang den Ufem der Insel; der siidseitige Aarearm 
diente als Wassergraben. Zwei Briicken verbanden 
64 Untersuchung Thun/Balliz 71-75, Gutscher 1992b. 
65 Untersuchung Altes Waisenhaus; unpubl. Manuskript 
Archiv ADB. 
66 Kiiffer 1981, 40. 
67 FRB IV 648. 
die beiden Stadtteile und definierten auch die Aus-
fallachsen; die durch eine Strasse auf der Mittelachse 
der Insel verbunden sind. Die Bebauung konzen-
trierte sich noch im friihen 19. Jahrhundert urn die 
beiden Ausfallstrassen, wahrend der Mittelteil der 
Insel praktisch unbesiedelt war. 
Auch in diesem Stadtteil gab es bisher kaum 
archaologische Untersuchungen. Die erwahnte Bau-
untersuchung direkt ausserhalb der Sinne zeigt, class 
im Bereich der Hauptstrassen von Anfang an Rie-
menparzellierung mit riickwartigen, zwei- bis drei-
geschossigen, steinemen Bauten und Holzbauten an 
der Gasse dominierte; daneben war aber auch ein 
gassenseitiges Steinhaus zu fassen. 
Wieder ist zu konstatieren, class die Grenze 
zwischen der Sinne und der Stadterweiterung, dem 
Balliz bestehen blieb: der Westarm des Wasser-
grabens bestand noch urn 170069 , der ehemalige Tor-
turm als Zeitglockenturm sogar bis ins Jahr 180770 . 
PHASE V 
Lauitor- Vorstadt 
Terminus ante quem fUr die letzte Stadterwei-
terung ist das Jahr 1346, als in einer Quellenstelle ein 
Haus "zwischen dien toren an der Lowinen "71 
genannt wurde. Sie ist zugleich Be leg dafiir, class das 
alte Tor damals noch bestand. 
Fazit 
Thesen zur Stadtgrundung und Stadterweiterung 
Die beiden zahringischen Stadtgriindungen Burg-
dorf und Thun erfolgten nicht auf der griinen Wiese, 
sondem kniipften an bestehende praurbane Sied-
lungsstrukturen an. Diese standen zwar mit einer 
Burg in Verbindung, gingen aber als Siedlungen mit 
Gewerbe, Kirche und Markt in ihrer Bedeutung iiber 
den Status reiner Vorburgen hinaus und diirften -
gerade auch im Hinblick auf ihre Verkehrslage an 
Reichsstrassen und schiffbaren Fliissen - zentra!Ort-
lichen Charakter aufgewiesen haben. 
Ausgehend von dieser These und den Beobach-
tungen in den beiden gewahlten Stadten kann ein 
erstes Stufenmodell ftir Stadtgriindungen und -erwei-
terungen formuliert werden. 
68 Ostlich der Aare und damit im Bistum Konstanz befand 
sich nur das Siechenhaus, der Kli:ister1istutz; Gutscher 1994a. 
69 Verlassliche Umzeichnung bei Hofer 1981, 103. 
70 Eine Ansicht von Johann Knechtenhofer zeigt ihn noch 
1804; Hofer 1981, Tafell7. 




Die beiden Gri.indungsstadte kni.ipften an bestehende 
Siedlungen an, raumlich i.iberlagerten sie diese aber 
nicht, sondern wurden daneben gesetzt. Die Gri.in-
dungsstadt konnte einfach an die altere Siedlung 
angeschlossen werden, quasi als 'Stadterweiterung'. 
Wie in Thun konnte eine gemeinsame Ringmauer die 
beiden Siedlungen umschliessen, oder die raumliche 
Trennung konnte wie in Burgdorf so weit gehen, dass 
jeder der einzelnen Bereiche fi.ir sich alleine stand, 
und sowohl eine eigene Befestigung wie eine eigene 
Rechtsstellung besass, und dies, obwohl alle drei 
Siedlungen derselben Herrschaft unterstanden. 
Stufe 2 
Eine gewisse Zeit konnten deshalb Gri.indungsstadt 
und praurbane Siedlungen nebeneinander bestehen. 
Stufe 3 
Die Gri.indungsstadt wuchs; dabei waren die pra-
urbanen Siedlungen bevorzugte Ankni.ipfungspunkte 
fUr raumliche Ausdehnungen. Sie wurden meist als 
erste Stadterweiterung durch Ummauerung von der 
Gri.indungsstadt vereinnahmt. Dabei konnte es vor-
kommen, dass diese Stadterweiterung nur das Area! 
der alteren Siedlung umfasste, meistens aber waren 
sie grosser angelegt und umfassten nicht i.iberbautes 
Gebiet, waren somit auf Zuwachs ausgelegt. 
Die Planung und der Bau solcher Stadterwei-
terungen konnte sich iiber Jahrzehnte erstrecken. 
Bestimmende Elemente der Planung waren beste-
hende Bebauung, welche, wie etwa der Bereich urn 
das Niederspital in der Burgdorfer Unterstadt zeigt, 
respektiert wurde, das Stuck Ausfallstrasse oder 
Fluss, welches in die Stadterweiterung integriert wer-
den sollte und der Verlauf der Ringmauer. Die Frage 
der Ur-Parzellierung ist momentan nicht zu beant-
worten; bereits das Beispiel Burgdorf zeigt die Kom-
plexitat der Problematik, wenn man das Bebauungs-
muster der Gri.indungsstadt mit dem der Unterstadt 
vergleicht. 
Stufe 4 
Zu einem bestimmten Zeitpunkt wurde der neu ent-
standene Stadtteil ins Stadtrecht aufgenommen. Das 
Beispiel Burgdorfer Unterstadt zeigt, dass dieser 
Zeitpunkt Jahrzehnte nach dem Baubeginn der Stadt-
erweiterung sein konnte. 
Dabei blieb die Erinnerung an den Unterschied 
zwischen Altstadt und dem neuen Stadtteil wahrend 
72 Der Torturm (Kafigturm) der ersten Stadterweiterung von 
Bern, welche ins Jahr 1256-1260 datiert wird, wurde bei der 
zweiten Stadterweiterung 1344-46 libertllissig. Seit 1405 als 
86 
des ganzen Mittelalters erhalten; so wie sich dieser 
Stadtteil dann seinerseits von weiteren Stadterwei-
terungen abgrenzte. Das zeigt sich an den in den 
Schriftquellen fassbaren Benennungen; sichtbarer 
Ausdruck war die Erhaltung der alten Mauern und 
Stadttore, welche durch die Stadterweiterung eigent-
lich i.iberfli.issig geworden waren. Solche Befesti-
gungsreste konnten sogar in der fri.ihen Neuzeit neu 
errichtet werden72 und bleiben oft bis zur Entfesti-
gung des 19. Jahrhunderts stehen. 
Stufe 5 
Die expandierende Stadt wuchs weiter entlang der 
Verkehrsachsen. Die letzten Stadterweiterungen von 
Thun und Burgdorfim spaten 13./fri.ihen 14. Jahrhun-
dert i.iberforderten die wirtschaftliche Leistungsfa-
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Paul Courtney 
Leicester: the archaeology of space in an industrial city 
Despite extensive excavations, especially since 
the 1960s, little trace ofpre-twelfth century Leicester 
has been found. For instance, only a single pre-Nor-
man coin has been recovered from the many excav-
ations in the city, a St. Edmund memorial penny of 
c.890-920 from the Shires (Fig. 3a) (Courtney, forth-
coming). This has even led to speculation that the 
early burh may have lain outside the Roman and 
medieval walls. As in other European towns, Leices-
ter's archaeology has of political and financial neces-
sity been rescue rather than research led. The current 
study resulted as a spin-off from documentary research 
on two major excavations in Leicester in the 1980s 
(The Shires and Causeway Lane: Fig. 3a-b & c). Its 
aim was use an interdisciplinary approach to evaluate 
the evidence of archaeology, documents, buildings 
and topography. Particular attention was paid to 
processes of formation and survival of both the 
archaeological and documentary record. The likeli-
hood of Leicester reflecting common patterns of 
development in NW European towns, rather than its 
uniqueness, was also stressed. 
Background 
The modem city of Leicester has a population of 
around 300,000. It may have been a tribal centre in 
the late Iron age but its history becomes clearer in the 
Roman period; when it was a civitas capital, Ratae 
Corieltauvorum. The Roman town had a classic grid 
plan and acquired stone walls around the end of the 
2nd century. After the 4th century its history is ob-
scure. It became the centre of the bishop of Middle 
Anglia from at least 73 7, and possibly as early as the 
680s. Residual pottery has been found from the early 
and middle Saxon period on several sites within the 
walls but no structural evidence. Recently a sunken hut 
and associated ditch have been discovered outside the 
south gate (Fig. 3d)(Finn 1994). However, this may 
be a rural farmstead with no urban connection. 
In the 870s the Viking invasion resulted in the 
bishop fleeing to Dorchester. Leicester fell within the 
Danelaw, the area of Danish control. It was recaptur-
ed by Aethelflaed, Lady of the Mercians in 918 
shortly before her death that summer. It later became 
the caput of the county of Leicestershire. A mint was 
established at Leicester in the reign of Athelstan, 
925-39 (Blunt et al. 1989, 256 & 261). In the 
Domesday Book of c.l 086 records 322 houses and a 
further 55 burgesses. This suggests it was larger than 
Nottingham, Derby or Northampton but perhaps half 
the size of Lincoln. A Norman motte and bailey, in 
the SW corner of the Roman/medieval defences, was 
later converted to a stone castle. 
Leicester served as a county town and a regional 
marketing centre. Domesday Book revealed that a 
number oflords had fees in the town. However, at the 
beginning of the 12th century Robert de Meulan 'with 
the King's aid and his own cunning brought the whole 
town under his control' ( Ord. V it. vi, 18-20). Only 
the bishop ofLincoln's fee, which mostly comprised 
land in the east field of the borough, was able to 
subsequently maintain a separate existence. Leicester 
Abbey was founded to the north of the borough 
c.1133. In the 14th century the earls ofLancaster, then 
the borough's lords, created a walled ecclesiastical 
enclosure to the south of the town. The Newarke ('new 
work') enclosed a hospital and collegiate church, 
originally intended as a mausoleum for the dynasty. 
In the 17th century Leicester developed a hosiery in-
dustry, initially cottage based. This industry, increas-
ingly factory based, was to provide the basis for the 
town's impressive 19th century prosperity. 
Saxo-Norman Leicester 
Plan analysis is less revealing in 'ancient' towns 
like Leicester than in the newer planted towns of the 
late l21h and ]3th centuries with their planned exten-
sions. This is probably due to the long-term impor-
tance of such the unplanned processes ofinfilling and 
property subdivision processes. Nevertheless the 
topography of Leicester offers valuable clues. The 




Fig. 1. - Stukeley's 1722 
map of Leicester. 
~ a.mueli Carte:\,:\[ .d.d ,\'(T, S tukeley. 
south axial street running between the north and 
south gates. This was the widest street within the walls 
until road widening for a new tram way system in 
1902. As Buckley and Lucas ( 1987, 56), have sug-
gested, the north-south axial road appears to curve 
around the Roman forum suggesting this was still an 
obstacle when the road was formed (Fig. 3). This 
road was known as the 'High Street' in the Middle 
Ages though by the 16th century the name had shifted 
to the road leading to the East gate (the former Swi-
nesmarket). This was almost certainly also the road 
described as the magnus vicus (great street) in a 12th 
century charter (Stenton 1920, nos 346 & 259). 
90 
Particularly telling is an inquest of 1253 into the 
origin of gafo1pence and pontage, both customary 
payments to the lord. Gafolpence was an archaic pay-
ment of late Saxon origin associated with burgage 
tenure (Tait 1936, 90-91). We need not bother with the 
apocryphal explanation for the origin of gafolpence 
given to the inquest. However, the inquest stated that 
3d a year was due from each house with a gable 
overlooking the High St. (RBL, i, 39-43). It is just 
possible that the term 'High Street' covered both N-
S and E-W axial roads which were sometimes termed 
the altas sratas (high streets) as in an edict of 1355 











Fig. 2.- Leicester map of c. 1600 (LRO BR/11118/1). 
(RBL, ii, 103). However, the use of the singular 'High 
Street' by the inquest suggests that gafolpence were 
only collected from the north-south axial road. Cer-
tainly the incidence of gafolpence appears to have 
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become fossilised elsewhere, for example, at Cam-
bridge, where it remained unchanged from at least 




There is a little confirmation for the importance of 
the 'High street' in the archaeological record. A feat-
ure interpreted as the stoke-pit of a Saxo-Norman 
pottery kiln, probably of late 9th_1 oth century date, 
was excavated in 1964 on the edge of the street 
frontage just inside the south gate (Fig. 3f) (Hebditch 
1967-8). It produced wheel-thrown reduced, sandy-
wares akin to the Thetford products. Possible sherds 
from this kiln have been identified in Lincoln and 
Northampton (Gilmour 1988, 157; McCarthy 1979, 
163-4; Gryspeerdt 1981, 118). A date-range within the 
late 9th to mid 1Oth centuries seems likely for the 
Leicester kiln by analogy with the locally-produced 
Northampton and Lincoln sandy wares. However, only 
seven sherds have been identified to date from other 
sites in Leicester, six of those from an almost adjac-
ent site. Eighteen shell-tempered sherds of late 9th_ 
early ltth century date of Lincoln origin have also 
recently been identified by Jane Young from two 
unpublished excavations of medieval tenements on the 
site of the Roman forum (D. Sawday, pers. comm.). 
Mention should also be made of a rich group of 
Anglo-Scandinavian bonework found in Highcross 
St. (the northern end of the medieval High St.) in 
1864 (Cottrill 1946 nos. 18 and 200-3). This collec-
tion includes a late 11th-century beast-head termi-
nal and a late 1 Olhfearly 11th century strap-end (Back-
house et al. 1984, nos. 97 and 133). There was also a 
beast-head knife handle, a double-ended bone pin 
and another possible knife handle. These finds were 
found 7ft deep, somewhere in Highcross St. It looks 
highly likely that Saxo-Norman occupation levels 
were disturbed by cellar construction. In the same 
street a bronze pendant with openwork animal orna-
ment of 1Oth/11th century date was found during the 
demolition of St. John's hospital (Fig. 2) in 1859 
(Rutland 1975, no. 49b and Cottri111946, no. 199). 
At the moment there is little pottery which can be 
assigned to the 11th century in Leicester other than a 
proportion of the small amounts of excavated Lincoln 
wares, Torksey/Thetford-type ware and Stamford 
ware (D. Sawday, pers. comm.). An 11th-century pit 
has been recently excavated on the Cameo Cinema 
site in the 'Swinesmarket' (Fig. 3e), though the site 
appeared to be in agricultural use in this period (Coo-
per 1993 ). It is possible that the usage of ceramics 
markedly increased in Leicester with the relatively 
late emergence of a local production centre at Potters 
Marston in the late 11th or early 12th centuries 
(Sawday 1991 ). Overall there does seem to be a con-
centration of late-Saxon or Viking archaeological 
finds on the medieval High St. Certainly the pattern 
of early development on axial streets within Roman 
defences followed by infilling is paralleled else-
where, for example, Gloucester (Heighway 1984). 
92 
The lack of archaeological evidence can be ex-
plained by the massive impact of cellaring during the 
heyday of commercial prosperity in the 19th century. 
The deeply stratified nature of deposits in the central 
core of Leicester has also added to the problems of 
digging close to street frontages for safety reasons. 
Furthermore, research objectives of excavations, 
though less so in recent years, have often been geared 
to the Roman period. 
It is also clear from comparison with other towns 
that Saxo-Norman houses are likely to built right up 
against the street frontages. Analysis by the author 
and S teve Clarke of late 11th and 12th century 
housing, excavated in Monnow St, Monmouth 
(which has escaped cellaring), suggests that virtually 
no trace of this period would be apparent only 10 
metres back from the modem street frontage. By the 
13th century larger houses were being built in 
Leicester, as elsewhere, running back from the street 
frontages. This may also be associated with 
fragmentation of earlier properties and appearance of 
continuously built frontages. Usually, it is only the 
rear of such buildings, the halls and kitchens, which 
have been recovered in excavations in Leicester. The 
shops on the street frontages have not been 
recovered. The lack of earlier structural evidence is 
therefore not surprising. 
The extent of settlement in Leicester becomes 
clearer in the 121h century. Not only does there seem 
to be more pottery in circulation but pit digging is 
more widespread. This new pattern is thus partly a 
reflection of changing patterns of behaviour as much 
as expansion. Nevertheless, the evidence does sug-
gest that the town was rapidly expanding in this 
period. Excavations in Sanvey Gate (Fig. 3g) outside 
the north gate and at several recent sites in the south 
suburb, notably Bonner's Lane, (Fig. 3d ) suggest 
occupation for the first time in this period on a site 
relatively unaffected by cellaring (Finn 1993 ). 
Church, castrum and suburb 
The early ecclesiastical pattern in Leicester is also 
far from clear. The early 19th century historian John 
Nichols (lii, 304- citing Carte MS) recorded that in 
the 121h century only two churches in Leicester had 
burial rights, St Mary de Castro and St Margaret' s. 
His source has been lost but this pattern would 
coincide with what is known from other towns such 
as Chester (Thacker 1982). Certainly these were the 
two most important churches and between them their 
parishes included the three open fields of the town 
and nearly all the suburbs. St. Margaret's was asso-
ciated with the manor of the bishop of Lincoln. St 
Black Friars 
The Newarke 
Fig. 3. - Timbered Buildings in Leicester. 
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Mary de Castro stood within the castle bailey. Docu-
mentary sources indicate that it was rebuilt (not 
founded as is often stated) in 1107 as a collegiate 
church (CHK, i, 62; Mon. Ang. 6i, 467). 
Domesday Book records two major fees belong-
ing to countess Judith and earl Hugh of Chester. 
These appear to represent the fragmentation of a late 
Saxon manor belonging to earl Waltheofwhich coin-
cided with the parish of St. Mary de Castro (Cain 
1990, 20-21). The association of late Saxon comital 
manors with boroughs is widespread in the Midlands 
and appears to represent a means of making provision 
for their defence (Roffe 1990, 26-27). The most 
likely location for the aula (hall) of the comital 
manor is next to the church. Indeed it is possible that 
the Norman castle was planted over the Saxon hall as 
a political statement. Excavation has indicated the 
presence of a late Saxon hall under the matte at 
Southampton and a palisaded enclosure, presumably 
around a hall, under Stamford's matte (Holdsworth 
1984, 340-341; Mahany & Roffe 1982, 200-201). 
Such a progression would appear to have been nor-
mal across the Channel where it is less confused by 
political change, for instance, in Douai in NE France 
(Demolon et al. 1988,63-64; Demolon & Louis 1994, 
54-55) and at Ename and Gent in Belgium (Callebaut 
1994). It may also be the case that St Mary de Castro 
was founded as a 'new minster' after the English 
reconquest in the 1Oth century when this comital esta-
te was created, though there is no firm evidence. 
Leicester had suburbs outside all its four gates. 
Early evidence from the eastern and southern suburbs 
suggest a strong rural character at least to begin with. 
However, the east suburb, part of which lay in the 
bishop's liberty, became a dwelling area for the rich 
while the south suburb housed the poor. It was no 
coincidence that the south suburb was to the only one 
to be demolished in 1645 by the Parliamentarian 
defenders in order to shorten the town's overlong 
defences (Courtney 1992). Particularly intriguing is 
the northern suburb which still housed the noxious 
trades of dyeing and tanning in the 19th century as it 
had in the later medieval period. Unlike the other 
suburbs it was parochially divided, in a series of 
interlocking blocks between St. Leonard's (which 
had land on both sides of the river), St Margaret's and 
the intra-mural church of All Saints. This suggests 
that it was already fully developed by the 12th century 
and possibly earlier. The foundation charter of c.l133 
of Leicester Abbey granted a carucate of land at the 
north bridge where the mint used to lie (Crouch 1987, 
7-9). It is just possible the mint could have lain in a 
second burh as at Stamford (Mahany & Roffe 1982); 
but there is no other supporting evidence. 
Certainly, archaeological evidence has emerged 
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for late Saxon/Viking extra-mural suburbs at Chester 
and Lincoln (Carrington 1995; CA 1992). A late 
Saxon northern suburb at Leicester is therefore a dis-
tinct possibility. A substantial portion of the measly 
collection of medieval deeds to survive in the borough 
archives also relates to this suburb, presumably re-
flecting the increased uncertainty of holding land in 
an area divided between the authorities of borough, 
abbot and bishop. The main street of the north suburb 
is increasingly derelict and will eventually be 
developed. If so its archaeology should be a priority. 
One might tentatively suggest that the division of at 
least some late-Saxon towns may have paralleled the 
Pirenne-derived model of castrum, burgus and fau-
bourg suggested for many centres across the Chan-
nel, for instance, 11th century Lille (see Blieck & 
Guiffray 1994, Fig.l ). This can put alternatively as a 
division between the lordly space of the enclosed 
hall, the merchant's borough and the suburb with its 
wage labourers and industries. However, the func-
tions of the borough and suburb are likely to have 
often overlapped, for instance, early markets may 
have been located outside the defences as at Stamford 
and Li.ibeck (Mahany & Roffe 1982; Fehring 1989). 
Later Change 
One major change in the social and economic 
topography of Leicester has been the eastward shift 
of its commercial heart. By the 16th century the term 
'high street' was being applied to the former Swines-
market. Today the main commercial frontages lie 
outside the former medieval walls in what was the 
eastern suburb. One major element in this shift may 
have been the creation of the Saturday market in the 
SE corner of the walls, first documented in 1298 
(Courtney 1996). Archaeological evidence suggests 
this form of rectilinear regular market place was an 
innovation of the 12th and 13th centuries (Courtney 
1994, 123-126; Verhaeghe 1994, 166-169), Indeed 
they can perhaps be regarded as emblems of the high 
medieval 'commercial revolution'. It should be noted 
that the NW corner of the walled town was filled in 
by the Blackfriars founded in the 13th century. The 
north-east quarter appears to have had some small 
nuclei of settlement but appears to have been mostly 
occupied by gardens, its two small impoverished chur-
ches and what evidence there is of housing appear to 
have disappeared by the 16th century. 
The eastward shift can also be seen in the admi-
nistrative landscape. The first two medieval guild-
halls were both in the small parish of St. Nicholas. 
This church, dedicated to St. Augustine c.l220, is 
probably the strongest candidate as the site of the 
mid-Saxon cathedral (RBL, i, 25; CChR, 3, 3 79). 
However, its survival of late Saxon windows stems 
from its high medieval and later poverty. Around 
1400 a timbered building was erected on the west 
side of St. Martin's church for the Corpus Christi 
Guild. This body, including many of the urban elite, 
paid for masses to be said to speed its members 
through purgatory. St Martin's at the new commer-
cial heart of Leicester was the richest church besides 
St Mary's and St Margaret's. In the 15th century the 
Corpus Christi Guildhall acquired a second function 
as the de facto townhall, which placed St Margaret' s 
as the main centre for civic religious display. One 
reason for the geographical shift of the townhall may 
have been the attraction of St. Margaret's splendid 
architecture. 
Leicester has few timbered buildings remaining. 
However, evidence for many more can be recon-
structed from old prints and photographs (Courtney 
1995). Fig. 3 shows the distribution of certain 15th_ 
17th century timber buildings recorded in Leicester 
from archaeological and pictorial sources. The main 
feature to stand out is the predominance of the axial 
streets and the market area, with the exception of the 
north end of the town. This presumably reflects the 
high rateable value of these frontages and the pre-
dominance of substantial investment. The few three 
storey buildings are located in the 16th century High 
St. and the market place. The relative lack of 
buildings in the eastern suburb, reflects the high 
destruction as this area became the commercial heart 
of the city in the 19th century. The 1664 hearth tax, 
for example, shows that it had some of the largest 
mansions in the town. One feature to emerge is the 
importance of road to the western gate (Fig. 3: 
Applegate). This is hinted at by the medieval refer-
ences to the four high streets and by a sketch map of 
c. 1600 (fig 2). This map can perhaps be regarded as 
what geographer's term a mental map. This implies 
its usefulness for reflecting contemporary perception 
of the town rather than for its topographic accuracy. 
Conclusion 
The reconstruction, however tentative, of the 
political, social and economic structuring of space in 
towns is crucial to their understanding. Some aspects 
of such structures have barely changed in a millen-
nium, others have been shattered. The construction of 
an inner ring road in 1960s Leicester destroyed the 
coherence of its medieval topography. As a result 
parts of the medieval High Street are today isolated 
pedestrianised backwaters. Archaeological, architec-
tural and documentary sources all have to be treated 
Leicester: the archaeology of space in an industrial city 
on their own merits. However, any suggestion that 
urban archaeologists can ignore the evidence of other 
sources constitutes the most perverse kind of anti-
intellectualism. 
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Urban ism in Medieval Europe- Papers of the 'Medieval Europe Brugge 1997' Conference- Volume I 
Introduction 
Excavating beyond the actual town boundaries of 
Ypres and calling it urban archaeology may seem a 
contradiction in terms. However, this is not the case. 
During the late Middle Ages the town covered a 
much bigger area and in the 14th century was even 
surrounded by fortification works. 
In Flanders, densely populated as it is, it is very 
rare to find a large open space, directly associated with 
a town. In the case of Ypres, this was a result of the 
interventions ofthe French fortress engineer, Vauban, 
in the last quarter of the 17th century. He transformed 
the area in a zone of inundation, which means that it 
easily could be flooded. As a consequence, it was 
subsequently never built on. 
In 1993 the deepening and extending of a large 
water basin to the south of Ypres provided the im-
petus for the Institute for the Archaeological Heritage 
of the Flemish Community to undertake rescue ex-
cavations. The basin in question gathers water from 
the streams which flow down the northern slopes of 
the hills to the south of the town. The aim is to 
temporarily store surplus water and assure the drink-
ing water-supply of the town. 
The excavation site lies directly to the south of 
Ypres, to the east of the Lille road (Rijselseweg), in 
an area called the Verdronken Weiden (the "marshy 
meadows") (fig. 1). 
Some historical information 
As a result of the excavations being carried out, 
research into the area's past was restarted by 0. Mus1• 
According to the historical evidence, the site was 
believed to be that of the lost parish of St. Michael. 
This suburb was first mentioned in records dating 
back to before 1249 and it is known that the parish 
Honory librarian and curator of the town of Ypres. Van 
Bellingen, Dewilde & Mus 1993, 256-265. 
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enjoyed considerable prosperity until the middle of 
the 14th century. The suburb was centred around the 
road to Comines (Komen) and the Lys basin, the road 
to Mesen (later Lille, France) and on the Ieperlee, the 
river which gave its name to the settlement. 
Three other suburbs also flourished at about the 
same time. The parish of Saint Cross was established 
to the east of the town, that of Our lady of Ten Brief en 
to the north-west and that of St. John to the north-east 
(fig. 2). 
The roads to Belle (Bailleul, Northern France) and 
to Poperinge and Cassel (Northern France) were the 
important axes of development for the parish of Saint 
Cross. The course of the Ieperlee to the north of the 
town was essential for the growth of Our Lady ofTen 
Brielen. The parish of Saint John was concentrated 
on the roads to Diksmuide, Torhout and Brugge. 
These suburbs grew up outside the 13th century 
town fortifications and were therefore vulnerable 
when. Ypres was attacked. As a consequence, in the 
first quarter of the 14th century they were enclosed 
within a new defense system, which was 7,6 km 
long2• At the same time other major public works 
were initiated. A number of roads were substantially 
improved, with their surface being raised, widened 
and sometimes hardened. Many important ditches 
were redug. Several low lying areas were raised. That 
all this could happen, was largely due to important 
political changes, which allowed representatives of 
the artisan class a larger say in the running of the 
municipality. 
Historical evidence indicates that 80% of the peo-
ple living in Saint Michael 's were involved in crafts. 
Moreover, in 1280 one fifth of all people concerned 
with the cloth industry around Ypres lived in this 
parish. The fullers trade is mentioned several times 
and a particular ditch is even nicknamed "the fuller's 
ditch". 
The fortification is known in the historical records as the 
"Uterste Veste" (the outer fortifications). 
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Fig. 1.- Location map: the town ofYpres and its surroundings, showing the excavation site (triangle), water-basins and 
forest relics. 
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Fig. 2.- The expansion ofYpres in the 
14th century. 
1. St. Martin's; 
2. St. Peter's; 
3. St. Jacob 's; 
4. St. Nicholas '; 
5. St. Michael 's; 
6. St. Cross '; 
7. Our Lady of Ten Brielen; 
8. St. John's; 
9. Ieperlee. 
A. 13th centwy fortification; 



























Saint Michael 's was destroyed in 13 83, when the 
town was besieged by an English army, reinforced 
with levies from the city of Ghent. For strategic 
reasons the Count of Flanders, Philip the Bold of 
Burgundy, prohibited the rebuilding of the suburbs. 
In addition, the worsening economic situation meant 
that the reclaiming of the area was not a viable pro-
position. 
Archaeological evidence : general 
The archaeological evidence is varied and con-
sists of the remains of roads, ditches, houses, work-
shops, fortification works, pits, fire-places, kilns, etc. 
A wide variety of other items has also been found, 
including the remnants of light fittings, furniture, 
clothing, weapons, toys, tools, ceramics, building 
implements and religious objects3• 
The site is characterised by a large number of 
small and large ditches. These have helped ensure the 
good preservation of organic remains by waterlog-
ging. Consequently, it is still possible to find wooden 
objects, textiles, etc. Important botanical and archaeo-










this will allow us to draw a relatively accurate picture 
of life in an artisanal suburb of medieval Ypres. 
The state of preservation of the structures was not 
always good. The topographical conditions were not 
favourable to digging in housing and work facilities. 
Furthermore, the method of construction was not that 
substantial, consisting mainly ofbuildings on dies or 
half-timbered constructions above brick bases. 
Sometimes the recuperation of bricks for re-use 
was so thorough that only a rubble trace is left. After 
the siege in 1383, bricks were needed to build new 
houses in the town and to construct a brick wall to 
strengthen the 13th century earthen fortifications. 
This probably led to the stripping of the parish at the 
end of the 14th century. The Saint Michael' s and 
Saint Cross' churches were both pulled down bet-
ween the 9th July and 20th August 13844 • 
In addition, the impact of the First World War 
must not be overlooked. Many shell-holes are in evi-
dence, with consequent destruction and disturbance 
of the archaeological remains. 
Dewilde & Ervynck (eds.) 1995,9-18. 
Van Bellingen, Dewilde & Mus 1993, 262. Brussel, Kon. 
Bib!., Fonds Merghelynck, hs. 32, Il, 103. 
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Fig. 3.- Section through the road parallel to the Ieperlee. 1. 1st half 13th century; 2. 1st quarter 14th centwy; 3. 16th 
century. 
A detailed description and study of the archae-
ological record is not yet available. At the present 
tune, only an initial assessment of the different kinds 
of structures and finds has been produced. 
The fortification system 
The fortification system consisted of a large ditch 
(18m wide, 2,5m deep) and an inner earthen rampart 
with a palissade. Detailed pedological research5 point-
ed to a stagnant or very slow-moving body of water. 
Doubtless this was a result of the division of the ditch 
by damming. This made it possible to keep the ditch 
wet in higher reaches. The many smaller ditches, 
which criss-cross the area, further enhanced the 
defensive capabilities of the 13th century fortifi-
cation works. The fact that most of the parcels were 
surrounded by wattle-work hedges also added to the 
strength of the defence system6• 
Where the fortification ditch crossed the outgoing 
roads, new gateways had to be built. This was also 
the case for the new Comines gate. Due to the orga-
nisation of the digging of the new water basin the 
archaeological research of this gate could not be pro-
perly carried out. As a result, only parts of the gate 
were documented. Nevertheless, it is clear that the 
main building stood on the inner side of the ditch. It 
was probably rectangular and measured 31m by at 
least 7m. On the other side of the ditch a small outer 
gate (6,5m x 3,5m) was found. A dyke, with the road 
surface on top of it, ran through the gateway. This 
dyke was strongly embanked with posts and planks. 
An interruption in both dyke and embankment 
suggests the presence of a draw-bridge. 
Performed by M. Pieters (Institute for the Archaeological 
Heritage); Van Bellingen, Dewilde & Mus 1993,269-270. 
lOO 
The localising of the site of the new Lille gate was 
established during recent work on the town sewerage 
system7• 
Roads 
The roads were simple country roads, that ended 
up as streets within the walls of the town. The road to 
Komen, which partly disappeared in the last quarter 
of the 17th century, was already mentioned as early 
as 1216. Its course was mainly determined by the 
flow of the Komen stream. To the east the road was 
flanked by an artificially dug furrow-drain. For the 
last part of its route the course of the Komen stream 
was abandoned and the road ran into the Komen gate 
via the 13th century fortification works. Along this 
stretch of the road two artificial furrow-drains were 
needed. Bridges over the furrow-drains and ditches 
connected the houses with the street. Originally, the 
road was 3m wide. In 1326 it was substantially im-
proved, with its surface being raised, widened (to 7 
metres) and hardened. The hardening was carried out 
with cobble stones from Arras (Northern France). 
The bank of the Komen stream was strongly rein-
forced with wooden posts and planks. At one parti-
cular point an underground overflow was found, 
which connected the furrow-drain with the Komen 
stream. This overflow was built of limestone slabs. 
The stratigraphy of a second road shows three 
consecutive phases (fig. 3), which can be dated to the 
first half of the 13th century, the first quarter of the 
14th century and the 16th century. This road is about 
3,5m wide at all points. In the last two phases furrow-
drains are clear. Indications of hardening are absent. 
Mus 1997, 26. 
Van Bellingen & Dewilde 1997. 
Fig. 4. - Plan of two 
consecutive half tim-
bered houses (end 
13th - middle 14th 
century). 
A Suburb ofMedieval Ypres (Belgium) 
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Where the road crosses one of the branches of the 
leper lee, the piers of a bridge were found. The bridge 
is 2,5 m wide. An underground overflow was made 
partly of drainage pipes and partly of bricks. Archae-
ological research also indicates that ferruginous sand-
stone and stone-chips were used for the road surface8• 
Houses and workshops 
Other important structural evidence relates to the 
houses and the workshops. Two types of housing de-
sign predominated. The first type was very simple 
and varied in size from 9 to llm by 4,5 to 6m (fig. 4). 
The construction was half timbered on a brick base 
and had a central fire-place. The second type was 
considerably larger and measured in the region of 15 
m by 14 m (fig. 5). This second construction had a 
solid brick foundation and was probably two storeys 
high. Such houses would contain four to six seperate 
rooms and the most important room- the hall- quite 
lavishly decorated, as evidenced by the remnants of 
an ornamental tile pavement with a central fire-
place9. 
The various workshop premises were rather more 
functional in design and were probably a combina-
tion of a half timbered part and a part with a roof 
supported by wooden posts on dies. 
It would therefore seem that the main difference 
between houses and workshops relates to the base on 
which they were built. However, this distinction must 
not be taken too far. Even in houses with only 2 or 3 
rooms, one of the rooms could have been used for an 
artisanal function. In this respect, the presence of dif-
ferent types of fire-place is particularly indicative. 
An example of this kind was found during the most 
recent excavations10• The house was built between the 
main course of the leper lee and a road, running paral-
lel to this stream. It measures 14 m by 6 m and is 
subdivided into 3 rooms. A horseshoe-shaped kiln was 
installed in the room immediately adjacent to the 
stream. A large break in the wall indicates that it 
could be reached from outside. Both building and 
kiln can be dated to the first half of the 14th century. 
An area along the Komen road was also exam-
ined. There, housing facilities and artisanal activities 
were lodged in different buildings (fig. 6). Three 
structures with uninterrupted bases have been iden-
tified as houses. Sometimes the bricks still lie in situ, 
sometimes only a rubble trace is left. The first exam-
ple is incomplete and measures at least 4,9 m, but 
probably 11,5 m by 4 m. The second house is about 
9,5 m long and 5,9 m wide. It contains two rooms and 
a passage. Part of it has been previously disturbed. 
The third dwelling measures 6,4 m by 3,4 m and has 
a central fire-place, made of bricks (0,5 m x 0,3 m). 
Four seperate areas have been identified as workshop 
premises. They comprise isolated base strips, dies, 
rubble traces, a fire-place (consisting entirely of 
10 
Van Bellingen & Dewilde 1997. 
Van Bellingen & Dewilde 1994, 156-159. 
Dewilde & Wyffels 1997. 
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Fig. 5. - Plan of a large square house, showing in detail the 
remains of a tile pavement and central hearth (end 13th century). 
sherds), an ash-pot, heavily burned spaces, a circular 
structure, ... These houses and workshops probably 
functioned during the first half of the 14th century. 
Another important feature is the existence oflarge 
areas, which are characterised by a succession of dif-
ferent floor levels, which can be compared to crusts. 
Their colours vary from whitish grey through yellow 
to orange and brown. Humic layers and important 
charcoal deposits are also associated with them. The 
102 
dimensions of such areas are considerable. At pre-
sent, the area excavated is not sufficiently large to 
have uncovered a complete example. Consequently 
only the breadth (12 m) is known. The length is at 
least 30 m. In these spaces large stones occur at 
regular distances. They can be interpreted as points of 
support for posts, carrying a roof. Clear ground-plans 
can not be discerned for the time being. Fire-places 
with adjacent ash-pots and a kiln are also associated 
with these "crusty" areas. Samples of the crusts are 
currently being studied by Dr. P. Depaepe, minera-
logist at the University of Ghent. The use of these 
artisanal spaces probably dates to the second half of 
the 13th century. 
There are also various other structures that are 
related to crafts. Due to the limited area of excavation 
a concentration of post-holes does not present a com-
plete ground-plan, but it seems more than probable 
that there was a direct relation with the practising of 
crafts. 
Craft activities 
Two kilns were found. The horseshoe-shaped 
example has already been mentioned. Its floor con-
sisted of vertically placed tiles, the walls consisted of 
bricks. The other kiln was partly demolished by the 
construction of a fire-place, but was probably also 
horseshoe-shaped. The remaining preserved floors and 
walls were built of tiles. Clear traces of firing were 
observed here. 
The excavated fire-places are of various forms 
and were built of different materials. Square, rectang-
ular or round forms occur. Bricks, potsherds, roofing 
and floor-tiles, or a combination of all these materials 
were used to construct them. It seems plausible that 
these fire-places were associated with particular arti-
sanal activities. However, these activities cannot be 
specified. Sometimes ash-pots were also discovered, 
nearby or at a distance. The remains of dome-shaped 
ventilators must most probably also be seen in rela-
tion to the use of these fire-places. 
A number of large rectangular pits are probably 
also artisanal. They are situated behind the houses. 
The dimensions of one pit measured 4 m by 9 m and 
2 m deep. The lowest part of the filling, some 0,65 m 
thick, consisted of flowing layers. This indicates that 
water was repeatedly brought in and let out. Later on 
the pit was used to dump waste. An enormous quan-
tity ofleather-cuttings was found, as well as domestic 
waste. Another pit measured 13 m by 5 m and was 
1,8 m deep. Fullers possibly were involved with these 
pits. In 1281 Jan May, a fuller, rents a pond near the 
road to Komen. The pond is connected to the ditch 
and is intended to rinse the cloth 11 
11 Van Bellingen & Dewilde I Mus 1993, 261. Brussel, Kon. 
Bibl., fonds Merghelynck, hs. 90, 1, 175 (akte van 19 januari 1281 
,s): "au devers le zud por faire 1 plank/et renablement ensi comme 
foulons dolt avoir, la 11 i/ puist prendre ses aises el vivier pour 
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Fig. 6. - Houses and workshops adjacent to the road to 
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Fig. 7.- Impression of the spatial organisation in Saint Michael's. 
A. Excavated area; B. Supposed area of occupation; C. Earthen rampart. 
1. 13th century fortification; 2. Mesen gate (later: Lille gate); 3. Possible location of the St. Michael 's church; 4. Road 
to Mesen (later: Lille); 5. New Mesen gate; 6. Main branch of the Jeperlee; 7. Lost medieval road; 8. 14th century 
fortification; 9. Lost medieval road to Komen; 10. New Komen gate; 11. Lost medieval road (Wulvestraat); 
Particular structures on the water-front could also 
have had an artisanal function. Against the embank-
ment of the rivers, landwards, the remnants of wood-
en structures are sometimes observed. They consist of 
wooden beams, placed perpendicular to the water-
line. The distance between them was 1,05 m, 1,15 m, 
1 ,3 m and 1, 7 m. At one end they can be set into a brick 
pillar, at the other end between two vertical posts. 
The length of the beams can vary from 3 to 6 metres. 
The purpose of these structures is unknown, but it is 
plausible that they are related to a particular craft or 
to a particular phase in cloth production, which needed 
to be carried out in the neighbourhood of water. 
A round brick structure, 4 m in diameter, probably 
also had an artisanal function. 
Artisanal activities also can be deduced from all 
kinds of mobile finds. This is particularly true of 
waste products, such as leather-cuttings, iron-slags and 
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waste of metal-foundries, which indicate the acti-
vities of cobblers and blacksmiths. Also significant 
are badly cast pennies or badges- another indication 
of metal-work. Waste products of the cloth industry 
are very rare. Wool or spinnings were not found. 
Other pieces of fabric, dating back to the end of the 
13th century, were discovered and are currently being 
studied, since there is some discussion as to whether 
the material is cloth or linen. 
Tools are also useful indicators. However, speci-
fic tools, pointing directly to a single specific craft 
have not been found. A mortar, a pestel, scissors can 
all be used in various circumstances. Dome-shaped 
ventilators must presumably be seen in relation to the 
artisanal fire-places. Loom-weights and parts of a 
spool undoubtedly belonged to weaving looms. How-
ever, the frequent presence of loom-weights is puzz-
ling, since these weights are associated with vertical 
looms. It was widely assumed that the vertical loom 
was replaced by the horizontal version in the 9th or 
1Oth century. Were the weights used for other 
activities? Or did the vertical loom continue to func-
tion for domestic use? A number of objects- tools or 
parts of tools - remain unidentified. An incomplete 
plank (108 cm long, 13 cm wide, 3 cm thick) is pene-
trated with 2 or 3 rows of holes (diam. ± 2cm). This 
plank could be part of a horizontal weaving-loom. 
Sometimes these looms had a vertical beam or plank 
to their side. The holes were meant to place the shutt-
les for the weft12 • 
Cloth seals, in many forms and sizes, point direct-
ly to the different phases in the process of cloth pro-
duction. However, to this date the pictographs remain 
unidentified and thus cannot be related to these par-
ticular phases. However, the distribution pattern of 
the various seals could yet shed valuable light on the 
activities in particular areas. 
Fortunately, the existence ofartisanal activities is 
also supported by other evidence13 • Besides the struc-
tural evidence, there is botanical, parasitological and 
chemical information from samples taken in different 
ditches. At many places high concentrations of teasels 
were found. It is self-evident that the discovery of 
teasels must be connected with the carding of cloth. 
Seeds of the weld, a dyeplant, could also be isolated. 
The study of mites and parasites clearly indicated 
wool processing and possibly fulling. Chemical 
Fig. 8. - Highly decorated jug. Ornamented with a frieze 
of 7 identical maidens. The 7 wise or the 7 foolish ones? 




Oral communicatiion by F. Sorber. 
Dewilde & Ervynck (eds.) 1995, 14. 
Boone R. s.d., 174. 
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analysis of a sample taken in a branch of the Ieperlee 
was carried out to detect urine and nitrogen. The pur-
pose was to establish the presence of fulling acti-
vities, since it was believed that fullers used urine 
during their work. The results were negative, indic-
ating that fullers did not operate in that particular part 
of the stream. 
Detailed historical research could also be useful. 
Identification of the inhabitants of the excavated 
houses would be extremely helpful, particularly if 
their occupation is also known. In this context, the re-
gisters of taxes, drawn up for the different streets, 
could be valuable. The deciphering of seal-matrixes 
to identify the users, is another possible avenue of in-
vestigation. 
Spatial organisation 
The topographical situation is very significant 
(fig. 7). In this low lying area a strongly branched 
network of streams ultimately formed the Ieperlee. 
All that water attracted craftsmen, who needed it in 
huge quantities for their activities. The water of 
Ypres was very soft (low in acidity) and therefore 
favourable for washing wool and for fulling cloth14 • 
The streams determined the course of the roads. 
Where the roads crossed the streams bridges had to 
be built. The roads could also be bordered by furrow-
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drains. Along the roads ribbons of houses and work-
shops developed. Bridges over the streams or furrow-
drains connected the houses with the roads. It seems 
that until the end of the 13th century large houses and 
huge workshops predominated, later on replaced by 
small houses and workshops. 
In contrast to the building pattern in the town pro-
per, the building pattern in the suburbs is disconnec-
ted. Houses and workshops are mostly lodged in dif-
ferent buildings, which are not joined to each other. 
Both houses and workshops can be positioned with 
their long or short side to the roads. 
Daily life 
Particular aspects of daily life are sometimes 
clearly reflected in the finds. 
Hundreds of coins indicate numerous financial 
transactions and a thriving economic life. Their vari-
ous origins provide information about the spreading 
of the trade contacts. The frequency, circulation 
periods and possible fluctuations in coinage are also 
very interesting. The graphical representation of the 
circulation time of these coins charts the beginning, 
the high point and the end of the occupation of this 
suburb. Naturally, coins also are very useful for dat-
ing the particular structures in which they were found. 
Payment for completed work was made in pennies. 
Seal matrixes and styles are also connected with busi-
ness transactions. At present, the owners of these ma-
trixes have not been identified. Weights used to weigh 
bread, dyestuff, etc. also tell of economic activity. 
Light fittings, ceramics, knives and wooden bowls 
all call domestic scenes to mind. Iron candle-holders 
(mural as well as free-standing) and ceramic oil-
lamps occur. Occasionally animal figures carried the 
candle holders. A metal dog and a ceramic ram were 
discovered. The ceramics mostly consist of locally 
produced grey-wares, red-wares and highly 
decorated pottery. One jug was ornamented with a 
frieze, in which a single motif was repeated seven 
times (fig. 8). A female with a long skirt holds a 
french lily in her left hand. Her right hand is pressed 
to her breast. Long hair undulates on her shoulder. 
She wears a three-pointed hat. Special forms for use 
as firecovers, savings-boxes, etc. were also found. 
The imported pottery mainly consisted of stoneware 
from the Rhineland. A small amount came from the 
north ofFrance and the Saintonge. 
Keys, locks and iron work probably come from 
coffers, the most frequent piece of furniture in a 
medieval house. An intact wooden door, ceramic 
ridge-tile ornaments and ash-pots further illuminate 
the picture of the interior of a typical Middle Age 
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dwelling. Hinges, wall hooks, large clamps and a 
door, all from the same period, were found in a waste 
pit (second quarter of the 14th century). The door 
measures 1 ,45m by 0, 7m and has undergone major 
repairs. Hybrid creatures, birds, male figures and a 
number of unidentified objects were amongst the 
various ridge-tile ornaments found. Also discovered 
were cooking utensils and weapons, as well as 
miniature animals or knights on horseback as toys for 
children. The adults played all kind of games with 
loaded bones or disks. Particular badges and ampules 
point to pilgrimages. Devout or penitant inhabitants 
of the suburb went, amongst other places, to 
Walsingham (England), Cologne (Germany), Noblat 
(France), Santiago de Compostella (Spain) and Lucca 
(Italy) to do their penance. Buckles, belts and belt 
ornaments, pins shoes and purses give information on 
clothing. All kinds of weapons, such as daggers, a 
helmet, arrow and lance-heads indicate less peaceful 
activities. Different tools, such as hammers, drills, 
saws and adses give all kinds of insights into various 
domestic chores. There was also a millstone, a 
grinder, with a diameter of 0,6 m, but this probably 
was not domestic, since it is a unique specimen. Bird-
whistles and net weights indicate bird-catching and 
fishing, as addition to the daily menu. 
The absence of specific items or structures also 
has certain implications. Cellars, for example, were 
completely absent. This is no surprise, since the high 
level of the watertable is a well known feature in this 
area, both then and ... now. Nor were any cesspits 
discovered. Hygiene in the Middle Ages was clearly 
not an important priority. The discovery of one comb, 
some hair-pins and part of a mirror box does little to 
alter this general picture. In all probability the ditches 
must have functioned as open sewers. Wells were 
also conspicuous by their absence. Historical records 
tell of conduit-pipes leading out of the defensive 
moats of the town. The ground water was probably 
too polluted to encourage the laying-on of wells. In 
any event, it seems likely that all the water running 
through the town was polluted before its arrival, 
given the number of potentially polluting activities in 
Saint Michael 's. Consequently, drinking-water was 
probably drawn out of a part of the defensive moat 
that was kept free- or freer- from pollution. 
Conclusion 
Four years of excavation in a suburb of a medieval 
metropolis has produced results that are simultane-
ously fascinating and disappointing. 
Fascinating because of the enormous wealth of 
archaeological material, which the excavation has 
yielded. Information has been gathered relating to 
houses, workshops, roads, fortifications; spatial organ-
isation, environment, eating habits and trends in the 
industrial evolution. Numerous finds illustrate daily 
life and crafts, as well as the religious and military 
customs of the day. In short, a real treasure trove of 
valuable information; one which many archeologists 
can only dream about. 
Disappointing because the ultimate interpretation 
of all this material, in particular with regard to the 
identification of specific crafts or particular phases in 
the wool processing and cloth industries, is difficult 
to make. The structures can only be identified in a 
general manner. There simply are not enough details, 
parts, elements, or characteristics to allow a defin-
itive interpretation. 
Consequently, it follows that there is a need for 
further integrated research. Information from archae-
ology must be supplemented by the findings of 
archaeozoological, botanical, chemical, parasitolog-
ical and mineralogical investigations. In Ypres, this 
research is already under way. 
It is clear that the value of the archaological 
evidence and its proof quality must be enhanced by 
combining this evidence with information from other 
sources. If this happens, then there is a good chance 
that this excavation will succeed in reaching its 
ambitious goals 15 • 
15 Special thanks to Mr. I. Connerty for reviewing the English 
text. Also special thanks to Mr. F. Wyffels and Mr. M. Van 
Meenen (Institute for the Archaeological Heritage) who illustrated 
this paper with a number of excellent drawings. 
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Catherine Tilkin-Peters 
Les fouilles de la rue Sous-le-Chateau a Huy: 
evolution d'un quartier medieval 
De juin 1993 a janvier 1996, des recherches pre-
ventives furent menees clans le centre ancien de la 
ville, par une equipe attachee a la cellule liegeoise du 
Service des fouilles de la Region Wallonne, sur un 
terrain prive destine a la construction. Les zones 
menacees de cette parcelle dont la surface approche 
les 900m2 , ont ete petit a petit explorees jusqu'aux 
couches en place, au gre des autorisations (notam-
ment pour 1 'abattage des arbres ), des renouvellements 
de contrats et des projets de conservation; certaines 
parties n' ont pu etre ouvertes pour des raisons de 
securite. 
Huy est une petite ville coincee entre des collines, 
traversee par la Meuse et parcourue, sur la rive droite, 
par le Hoyoux dont les bras, canalises depuis le debut 
du Moyen Age, ne sont plus aujourd'hui que locale-
ment apparents. Le site longe la rive gauche d'un de 
ces bras souterrains, au pied d'un flanc abrupt du 
Mont Pi card, eperon rocheux fortifie depuis les temps 
troubles des premieres invasions germaniques au m· 
siecle. I1 se trouve a 1 'interieur de 1 'enceinte con-


















Fig. 1. - Carte de situation de Huy, le long de la Meuse. 
struite lors de 1 'expansion de la ville a la fin du xn· 
siecle, a proximite de l'eglise Saint-Remy. 
Les quelques sondages creuses jusqu' aux niveaux 
geologiques montrent une difference nette entre la 
partie est et la partie ouest du chantier. Vers l'ouest 
(fig. 3, 1 ), la premiere installation repose sur un limon 
sableux gris-beige contenant des blocs de roche cal-
caire de dimensions parfois impressionnantes, couche 
dont 1 'epaisseur reste inconnue a cause de la presence 
des eaux souterraines. Vers l'est (fig. 3, 2), les pre-
miers depots humains incrustent le sommet d 'une 
couche tres dure composee de galets agglomeres et 
de sable, si compacte qu 'elle forme par endroits des 
blocs de poudingue. La couche, epaisse d' lm au 
moins, peut etre interpretee comme un ancien fond de 
riviere, longee par une plage de travertin deposee a 
1' exterieur du meandre. 
Correspondant peut-etre a 1 'installation de vete-
rans romains clans la vallee du Hoyoux, signalee par 
1 'historien Andre Joris 1 comme un aspect de la legende 
fonde sur un fait reel, une fosse isolee, creusee clans 
le limon contenait un ensemble de ceramiques com-
munes et sigillees dun· ou dum· siecle de notre ere. 
Les grandes invasions du V• siecle poussent les 
populations a se refugier autour des sites fortifies. 
Des lors, Huy devient le point de passage privilegie 
d'une rive a 1 'autre de la Meuse et attire le trafic du 
pont romain d'Ombret, situe environ 10 km en aval 
sur la voie reliant Arlon a la chaussee Bavais-
Cologne. Le transport par voie fluviale supplante le 
transport par voie terrestre et favorise 1' essor des 
cites erigees le long du fleuve. Huy est alors une 
bourgade aux habitations groupees en noyaux pre-
urbains eparpilles sur les deux rives et defendus par 
le castrum . 
Le site de la rue Sous-le-Chateau presente un 
niveau du v• siecle: une surface tapissee de petites 
]ORIS A., La Vi/le de Huy au Moyen Age. Des origines a la 
fin du XIV• siecle, Paris, 1959. Toutes les references historiques 
son! tirees de cet ouvrage. 
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Fig. 2.- Position du site sur un plan de Huy au XIV• siecle, d'apres une reconstitution d'Andre Joris. 
pierres et de fragments de tuiles installee au sein 
d'une couche tres humifere, organique, contenant 
une grande quantite de restes fauniques. De ce niveau 
proviennent des ceramiques derivees des sigillees 
romaines et d'autres communes, grossieres, un peu 
de petit materiel de bois de cervide et d'os, quelques 
objets de metal, mal conserves et plusieurs fragments 
de meules en pierre. Associes a cette couche, une 
serie de petits fours domestiques, piriformes, sont 
construits dans une cuvette remplie d' argile apportee 
(fig. 3, 3). 
A I' epoque merovingienne, a partir du VI• siecle, 
!'installation s'etend sur le fond de riviere asseche, 
ou, a proximite d'un amenagement de pierres ali-
gnees en bordure est de la fouille (fig. 3, 4), de 
fonction hypothetique ( amenagement de berge ou 
construction liee a I 'habitat?) se me lent des rejets 
domestiques (restes fauniques, ceramiques) et arti-
sanaux ( dechets informes, fragments de vaisselle et 
filaments de verre, fragments de briques et de gres 
brules et vitrifies, scories ferrugineuses) (fig. 3, 5). 
Plus au nord, une autre rangee de pierres est doublee 
d 'une base de palissade faite de branches posees 
horizontalement et de piquets verticaux fiches de part 
et d'autre en altemance (fig. 3, 6). Cette structure est 
liee a des rejets charbonneux et des branches eparpil-
lees, residus de sa destruction. D'autres structures 
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a!ignees, parfois Iiees a des trous de pieux, mais 
toujours trop fragmentaires pour permettre la recon-
stitution en plan d'un habitat, d'un atelier ou d'un 
enclos ont ete fouillees. L'abondance des restes ani-
maux et le caractere humique des couches traversees 
font penser que I' elevage etait tres present clans cette 
zone peripherique de I' agglomeration. 
A ce niveau merovingien correspond un groupe 
de ceramique fine, so it rouge, issue de 1 'evolution des 
formes sigillees romaines, mais avec des decors 
propres a leur epoque, soit noire, Iissee, decoree a la 
roulette, representee par des vases biconiques de 
meme type que Ies umes funeraires. S 'y associe un 
groupe de ceramique commune, surtout compose de 
pots a cuire en pate grossiere, toujours fas:onnes au 
tour, globulaires, a levre deversee, parfois creusee 
pour recevoir un couvercle. 
Plusieurs fosses traversent ou sont issues des 
niveaux merovingiens. Certaines sont de simples 
depotoirs, d'autres, amenagees, cuvelees de brancha-
ges que I 'humidite du terrain a preserves avaient une 
fonction differente, sans doute celle de conserver, de 
fas:on saisonniere, certaines denrees vegetales dont la 
nature pourra etre precisee par I' analyse des macro-
restes. 
L 'epoque merovingienne est une periode de grande 
vitalite ecclesiastique et de croissance indeniable 
dont l'indice majeur est !'atelier monetaire de pre-
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mier plan mis en fonction a Huy au debut du VIle 
siecle. La dispersion des monnaies hutoises donne 
une idee de I' etendue du marc he commercial de 
l'epoque, cette vitalite s'accentue au vme siecle 
grace aux echanges maritimes. Le site de la rue Sous-
le-Chateau, sans doute fort marecageux a I' epoque, 
reflete mal cette richesse, mais une vue globale des 
decouvertes de meme epoque ( cimetiere de Saint-
Victor, Batta, place Saint-Severin, avenue des Arden-
Fig. 3. - Niveaux merovin-
giens. 
1. Cailloutis agglomere 
(fond de riviere); 2. Limons 
en place; 3. Bases de fours 
domestiques; 4. Alignement 
de pierres (paroi de cabane 
ou amenagement de berge); 
5. Zone de rejets domesti-
ques et artisanaux; 6. Base 
de palissade. 0 
nes, place Saint-Jacques, et, tout recemment, rue 
Saint-Remy) permet a l'archeologie de confirmer 
1 'analyse de 1 'historien. 
Pour 1 'epoque carolingienne, une installation un 
peu plus structuree mais toujours rudimentaire se 
precise. Deux cabanes rectangulaires sont delimitees 
par des rangees de pierres (fig. 4, 1), leur sol est con-




petits foyers s'y incruste. En peripherie, le fond d'un 
four circulaire (fig. 4, 2), des zones empierrees conte-
nant des ceramiques et quelques dechets de travail du 
bois de cervide, une fosse-silo (fig. 4, 3) amenagee 
avec de la paille et contenant une grande quantite de 
pepins de mOres, des zones humiques avec de nom-
breux ossements animaux et des rejets de foyers, 
suggerent une dependance d'habitat ou un abri semi-
rural. Plusieurs fosses et alignements de pierres dega-
0 5m 
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ges clans d 'autres sondages, trop restreints pour per-
mettre la lecture d'un plan temoignent d'une certaine 
densite de !'occupation. Deja apparalt une succession 
de remaniements superposes, clans des depots noirs, 
plastiques dont 1 'aspect et la composition demontrent 
que les bras du Hoyoux ne sont pas encore canalises 
de fa9on efficace et que la vallee subit des inonda-
tions endemiques. 




laires avec foyers; 
2. Base de four; 
3. Fosse-silo; 
4. Sol forme par un 
depot d'argile et horde 
de traces de piquets 
a !ignes; 
5. Alignements de pier-
res, bases de cloisons ou 
demurs; 
6. Fosse-silo (?) pre-
sentant plusieurs cuve-
lages de baguettes lies a 
des utilisations succes-
sives. 
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Les depots carolingien et post-carolingien con-
tiennent une ceramique repartie en deux phases. La 
plus ancienne est representee par une abondante cera-
mique commune, soit des pots a cuire globulaires a 
fond plat, a cuisson reductrice, aux levres deversees, 
arrondies, sans gorges pour couvercles, portant par-
fois un decor a la roulette sur la partie superieure de 
la panse, soit des ecuelles a panse carenee. La cera-
mique fine de cette periode est de type mosan ou 
andennais, a pate blanche, levre deversee avec legere 
gorge, parfois un goulot tubulaire, une ou plusieurs 
anses plates, courtes. Quelques ceramiques noires 
grossierement lissees, a decor onde derivent des 
productions merovingiennes. Enfin, illustrant le carac-
tere international du commerce a cette epoque, plu-
sieurs types de ceramiques rhenanes sont representes, 
dont une grande partie reste a determiner par une 
etude detaillee. La phase recente se caracterise par 
1 'apparition des decors sur la ceramique de type an-
denais (pates claires, fines), les vases ovo'ides ont les 
fonds plats ou lenticulaires, les levres deversees pre-
sentent une gorge et parfois un replat vertical exte-
rieur (bandeau court), les decors sont des rubans 
appliques et repousses ou pinces, des empreintes de 
roulettes (rares), une gla<;ure plombifere parfois 
epaisse, parfois partielle ou eclaboussee, de la pein-
ture rouge appliquee au doigt (!ignes ondulees, vagues 
irregulieres, points, taches informes, cercles ... ). Ils 
sont parfois associes. I1 est important de noter la 
grande quantite de ceramique surcuite, greseuse ou 
de type protogres. La pate et les parois sont fines, ces 
vases globulaires ou ovo'ides a fond lenticulaire sont 
tous des pots a cuire, le seul et rare decor est la 
peinture. Une etude plus poussee determinera s'il 
s'agit de ceramiques importees ou d'une production 
mosane. 
La ville se structure au cours des Xle et XIIe 
siecles, autour d'un noyau castral etabli au pied du 
rocher sur lequel se dresse la fortification occupee 
lors de conflits, et du domaine ecclesiastique entou-
rant l'eglise Notre-Dame. Commer<;ants et artisans 
s'installent petit a petit a proximite du portus (apleit), 
autour d'un marche. Tout comme le travail et le com-
merce des peaux et des fourrures, la metallurgie du 
bronze et du laiton assurent principalement la 
richesse de Huy en ce debut du Moyen Age. 
L'agglomeration s'etend peu a peu, se developpe sur 
les deux rives. 
De cette epoque datent les premieres construc-
tions ma<;onnees, de petites habitations rectangu-
laires (fig. 5, 1) au plan simple avec sol en terre 
battue, souvent de 1 'argile apportee, et foyer soigneu-
sement construit, rectangulaire ou circulaire, en ar-
gile bourree de tessons et cernee de pierres dressees. 
Une d'entre elles comporte deux petits fours piri-
formes, probablement domestiques (fig. 5, 2). Durant 
tout le Moyen Age, suite a un vieillissement nature! 
ou a une degradation plus brutale, ces constructions 
seront remaniees ou rebaties, toujours en surhaussant 
le sol de 1' edifice. Les murs se superposent, sont 
abandonnes ou partiellement conserves et lies a de 
nouvelles structures, tant et si bien qu 'il est souvent 
impossible de les situer dans le temps autrement que 
par la chronologie relative. Aces habitations sont liees 
des constructions profondes, puits, citernes, puisards 
et basses-fosses (fig. 5, 3) utilises longtemps ou 
reutilises a des fins diverses, contenant un materiel 
abondant rejete lors de leur abandon. I1 s 'agit en 
majorite de ceramiques de type andennais telles que 
decrites dans la classification de Rene Borremans2• 
Les ceramiques importees devront etre determinees 
par 1' etude poussee des pates, des cuissons et des 
formes. 
Au XIIIe siecle, la prosperite des bourgeois de la 
ville est le fruit de 1' apogee de la draperie. Outre la 
grande enceinte, de nombreuses constructions entrent 
en chantier, aboutissant peu a peu au cours du XIVe 
siecle a un meilleur amenagement urbain dans une 
ville tres compacte. Sur le terrain fouille, certaines 
ruelles deja pavees au XIIe siecle sont abandonnees 
et remplacees, le reseau se systematise, reliant cours 
interieures et venelles entourant les habitations. Les 
citernes ou basses-fosses sont comblees et les par-
celles construites sont plus grandes. L 'habitat soigne 
temoigne d'une certaine richesse, comme le soubas-
sement en pierre, le foyer avec cheminee et le sol 
pave de carreaux de terre cuite colores et gla<;ures 
d'une maison a colombages (fig. 5, 4). Une cave de 
tres grandes dimensions (fig. 5, 5), reamenagee a 
plusieurs reprises, utilise en partie les murs d'une 
cave plus ancienne et met en ceuvre des materiaux 
romans et gothiques dont un tres beau linteau a 
crossettes. Les deux piliers monolithes de section 
carree destines a soutenir la poutre ma1tresse d'un 
plafond plat etaient restes debout, maintenus par les 
sols effondres des etages superieurs: melange du 
limon argileux des chapes et d'une multitude de 
paves de terre cuite. La dimension du batiment (90m2 
au moins pour la cave fouillee qui communique avec 
plusieurs autres caves non degagees) incline a penser 
qu'il avait une fonction publique, peut-etre s'agit-il 
de la halle aux Draps situee dans le quartier Saint-
Remy par Andre Joris. 
BORREMANS R. & WARGINAIRE R., La ceramique 











Fig. 5. - Niveaux medif!vaux: trame noir: XJ•-XJJ• siecles, trame ligne: XJJ!•-XV• siecles. 
1. Habitations avec foyers et sol de terre battue. Bases de cloisons legeres; 2. Biitiment comprenant deux fours 
domestiques piriformes; 3. Puits, citernes, puisards ou latrines; 4. Soubassement mat;onne de maison a colombages 
reamenagee a plusieurs reprises et utilisant certains murs de biitiments anterieurs; 5. Cave dallee reutilisant partielle-
ment les murs d'une cave plus ancienne; 6. Fondations d'un edifice du XV/'siecle. 
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Les fouilles de la rue Sous-le-Chateau a Huy: Evolution d'un quartier medieval 
Au XV• siecle, la permanence des troubles socio-
politiques et plusieurs mises a sac de la ville pro-
voquent un declin economique et un net recul 
demographique. La superficie habitee se contracte, 
on ne voit plus se construire d'edifices publiques 
jusqu'a la Renaissance mosane au XVI• siecle. De 
fait, la plupart des batiments occupant le site dis-
paraissent au cours du xv•siecle, ne subsistent plus, 
jusqu'au xvn· siecle, que l'edifice comprenant la 
grande cave et une construction tardive (seconde 
moitie du XVI• siecle) (fig. 5,6), tous deux orientes 
vers l'ouest, vers la rue Sous-le-Chateau, une des 
arteres principales de la ville. Le reste du terrain est 
livre a la culture. 
Au XVII• siecle, !'ensemble du quartier subit un 
bombardement a partir du fort, occupe par les troupes 
de Louis XIV, cet assaut laisse des traces: impacts et 
fragments de bombes de fonte. Aucune reconstruction 
ne suit, epargnant les vestiges medievaux enfouis 
clans un terrain demeure jardin jusqu'a nos jours. 
La recherche sur terrain est terminee, premiere 
etape d'une etude globale. Reste a etablir une chro-
nologie la plus precise possible grace a l'etude du 
materiel archeologique preleve, surtout de la cerami-
que, tres abondante, et a la mise en relation de ce 
materiel avec les structures degagees. Dans une per-
spective plus large, la reunion des etudes de plusieurs 
sites fouilles demierement clans ce quartier, et l'etude 
d 'une ancienne tannerie voisine, commencee cette 
annee, constituent le debut d 'une approche archeo-
logique systematique du centre ancien de Huy. Ce 
travail avait debute en 1962 par les travaux de 
sauvetage realises par plusieurs associations d 'arche-
ologues amateurs, le "Cercle archeologique Hes-
baye-Condroz", puis "Archeologie Hutoise" qui 
avaient deja mis en evidence !'importance de Huy au 
Haut Moyen Age. Nous comptons bien continuer la 
demarche et nos recherches clans toutes les zones 
menacees qui nous seront accessibles. 
Catherine Tilkin-Peters 
Direction Genera le de I' Amenagement 
du Territoire, du Logement et du Patrimoine 
(Ministere de la Region Wallonne) 
Division des Monuments, Sites et Fouilles 
Direction des Fouilles - Cellule de Liege 
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Recovering Destroyed Topography: 
archaeology, town planning and social context in late Saxon Norwich 
The city ofNorwich lies in eastern England, some 
35km from the North Sea within a rich agricultural 
area. It was one of the great English provincial cities 
in the middle ages, retaining national importance as 
the' Second City' of the kingdom until as late as 1730. 
It is still the regional capital with a population of 
nearly 150,000, major local industries and a retail 
sector currently ranked as 18th in the United King-
dom. 
This continued importance is relevant as modem 
commercial pressure for change can have a heavy 
impact upon the historic environment. Such pressures 
are not, of course, unique to Norwich and, across the 
country, archaeologists have worked closely with local 
and national authorities over the last quarter century 
in an attempt to mitigate the effects of development 
activity and to ensure that the inherited urban topo-
graphy is understood and considered when planning 
decisions are made. 
The study of urban topography has therefore had 
a practical, beneficial outcome in cities such as 
Norwich where, increasingly, the importance of early 
street systems and land divisions is becoming recog-
nised in a manner similar to that now generally 
afforded to historic buildings. The particular acade-
mic problem for urban archaeologists in Norwich, 
however, has been the complexity of topography to 
be studied, resulting in part from an extended period 
of urban development between the early 1Oth and 
mid-12th centuries but also from distortions intro-
duced into the plan of the borough at an early date. 
These distortions were the result of massive redevel-
opment of the urban core in the 11th century and 
again, on a smaller scale, in the 13th century. They 
inflicted great damage on the early built environ-
ment, not only destroying structures but also suppres-
sing much of the bare skeleton of the settlement's 
street plan. Inevitably, the survival of an incomplete 
urban plan has led to a loss of understanding concern-
ing urban origins and development. 
The Bruges Conference paper will explore the lost 
topography of the city, examining evidence at both a 
macro-level (natural features and streets) and a mi-
era-level (tenement plots) in order to restore a ske-
leton upon which the flesh of archaeological and his-
torical discoveries can be hung and within which 
determinants for the development of the city can be 
postulated. 
Urban Origins 
The city ofNorwich lies in the valley of the River 
Wensum, immediately upstream of its confluence 
with the River Yare. The site of the historic core was 
one crossed by tributary streams to the Wensum 
which entered the river from both the north and south 
banks. Relatively steep hills exist close to the river on 
the south side with level ground north of the river 
separating it from similarly steep hills to the north-
east. 
Norwich was not a Roman foundation but seems 
to have come into existence in the later 8th century. 
Its early development remains obscure but the latest 
research indicates that settlement was largely con-
centrated along both banks of the river where the 
valley was narrow and gravel terraces provided well-
drained sites (Ayers 1994 and Ayers in prep). There 
is little evidence to suggest commercial activity at 
this period although occasional finds, such as the odd 
sceatta from Mercia or a sherd of Frankish pottery, 
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Plan of Sa.;wn Norwich showing the approximate areas of settlement, the sites of probable pre-Conquest churches and 
areas of Norman and later incursion (the area of the Cathedral precinct extended across the marsh although it remained 
open land). The bold line defining the western edge of the main settlement represents the Great Cockey, a tributary stream 
of the River Wensum. Postulated road alignements are shown by dashed lines. 
Drawns by Piers Wallace ©Norfolk Archaeological Unit. 
land may have taken place. There is a complete lack 
of documentary evidence for the period with place-
name survivals tending to be geographically specific 
(such as Mereholt meaning 'boundary wood'). Such 
place-names, nevertheless, help to suggest limits to 
early urban organisation. 
There is considerable tangential evidence to imply 
that the arrival of the Danes in the later 9th century 
was a formative influence upon urban growth. Again, 
documentary evidence does not exist at all but place-
names, settlement and defences morphology, arte-
facts and church dedications all indicate the impact of 
Danish culture upon the local environment (Ayers 
1994, 25 ff). It is particularly noteworthy that Danish 
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place-names are generally topographically specific, 
many street-names containing Scandinavian elements 
(such as Cowgate where Old English cu is combined 
with Old Norse gata- Sandred and Lindstrom 1989). 
It is likely that Norwich developed considerably 
after the reconquest of eastern England from the 
Danes by Edward the Elder in 917. Coins of Ed-
ward's successor, Athelstan, were minted in Norwich 
in the 930s, suggesting a centre of regional import-
ance. By the 980s Norwich was considered of equal 
status to Cambridge, Ipswich and Thetford in a docu-
ment known as the Liber Eliensis. The growing 
settlement was attacked by Swein of Denmark in 
1004 who 'completely sacked the borough and burnt 
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it down' (Garmonsway 1953, 135). Development 
thereafter, however, must have been rapid as, by the 
time of the Norman Conquest in 1066, there were 
1320 burgesses in Norwich (Brown 1984) and bet-
ween 25 and 40 churches, implying a population of 
between 5000 and 10000 people. 
Historical and Archaeological Study 
Research, particularly since 1972, has demonstra-
ted that much of the area enclosed by walls in the la-
ter 13th and 14th centuries was occupied by 1066. 
The Late Saxon borough was more than a political 
and social antecedent to the medieval city; it provid-
ed much of the topographical layout of that city too. 
Cartographic, documentary and archaeological study 
has enabled a greater understanding of urban growth 
before the Conquest (Campbell 1975; Carter 1978), 
although many of the details either remain to be 
established or are debatable. Such work has demon-
strated how many surviving topographical features, 
such as the parallel alignments of St George's Street 
and Calvert Street, reflect early urban concerns (in 
this case those of defence, the streets marking the line 
of a 1Oth-century bank and ditch- Atkin et al. 1985; 
Bown forthcoming). 
Much of the definition of areas of Sax on occupa-
tion has been undertaken through careful analysis of 
archaeological material. This has involved not only 
modem excavations and observations but also ana-
lysis of chance finds recorded over the last century by 
Norwich Castle Museum (Carter 1978; Jennings 
1981 ). Where possible, the opportunity has also been 
taken to reassess early interpretations, as at Wensum 
Street in 1974 where excavation demonstrated that an 
oak piled causeway across the river and its marsh was 
probably of Late Saxon construction, rather than being 
Roman as originally thought (Roberts et al. 1975, 
101; Hudson 1898, 217-232). 
The principal result of recent research has been to 
define the broad extent of urban settlement by the 
mid-11th century. There was clearly an early, and 
probably primary, focus on the north bank of the 
river, quite probably stimulated by Anglo-Scandi-
navian expansion. Sporadic occupation at least took 
place contemporaneously on the south bank until 
rapid expansion, probably in the early 11th century, 
ensured that the area of the south bank was that most 
densely-occupied in 1066. Industrial activity took 
place across the settlement although there was proba-
bly a major concentration of pottery manufacture 
west of the main south bank focus. Suburban devel-
opment to the west of this seems also to have started 
by the second quarter of the 11th century. 
Franciscan Friary Excavations 1993: line ofpre-Friary 
street cut by construction of the precinct wall about 1250 
(remains of the wall in the background). 
Scales: 2m and 1 M. © Norfok Archaeological Unit. 
Details of occupation within this broadly-defined 
Late Saxon settlement of Norwich continue to 
emerge. Many of these can be fitted into a 
topographical framework which was clearly in exis-
tence by the Conquest and remains largely 
unchanged: streets such as Magdalen Street, 
Colegate, Fishergate, Calvert Street, St George's 
Street and (until destroyed by development in 1974) 
Botolph Street on the north bank are all the result of 
Late Saxon development. Similarly, on the south 
bank, Tombland, Elm Hill, Waggon and Horses 
Lane, Princes Street, Queen Street and Bank Street 
must have existed by 1066. However, recent 
excavations at Castle Mall (1989-91) and Greyfriars 
( 1993-95) have demonstrated that Sax on occupation 
was considerably more extensive to the south and 
west, complementing probable Saxon occupation 
within the area of the Cathedral Close to the east 
(Shepherd forthcoming; Emery forthcoming; Ayers 
1996). Each of these areas, however, is now largely 




Loss of Early Topography 
The Norman Conquest had a profound effect upon 
Norwich. An impression of the social impact is 
afforded by the Domesday Survey of 1086 within 
which it is stated that the number of burgesses had 
dropped from 1320 in 1066 to a mere 650 at the time 
of the Survey and that 'those fleeing and the others 
remaining have been utterly devastated partly be-
cause of Earl R(alph)'s forfeitures, partly because of 
fires, partly because of the King's tax, partly by 
Waleran' (Brown 1984, 117b) - Waleran had the 
farm of the King's tax and was notoriously rapacious. 
The physical impact was even more profound and 
certainly longer lasting. 
A major royal castle was under construction soon 
afi:Er-t::he CcrqueS: (B:n::J.V'n et al. 1963, 753-54), on 
land which both Domesday and archaeological work 
suggest was originally occupied by part of the Late 
Saxon borough. It stood astride the Ber Street escarp-
ment south of the river, with a steep slope eastward 
towards the north-to-south alignment of the river and 
a further slope westward to a tributary stream, the 
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Church of St. Martin-at-Palace: the east wall 
showing quoins of Barnack limestone at the cor-
ners of the chancel set in long-and-short work. 
Mid 11th centwy (the window is later). 
©Norfolk Archaeological Unit. 
Great Cockey. Eventually it covered some 14 acres 
(5.5 hectares). 
West of the castle, across the Great Cockey, the 
fields of the borough were sequestered for the foun-
dation of a new borough for the 'Franci de Norwic ', 
that is a borough specifically for Norman-French 
burgesses. This was in existence by 1075 when its eo-
founder Earl Ralph was discredited. To the north-
east, a new cathedral church together with an atten-
dant Benedictine monastery was established from 
1096. This probably entailed the destruction of many 
houses as well as the enclosure within the cathedral 
precinct of numerous parish churches (Ayers 1996). 
Subsequently, after 1226, the development of the 
Franciscan Friary immediately to the south of the 
Benedictine monastery led to further destruction of 
pre-existing urban property. 
The cumulative effect of the establishment of 
these major institutions was to disrupt the heart of a 
thriving Late Saxon community. Although develop-
ment of adjacent areas eventually compensated for 
the losses of urban buildings, the comprehensive 
redevelopment of sites initiated by the foundation of 
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institutions such as the Cathedral and the castle 
meant the destruction of earlier topography. Unlike 
similar modem redevelopment, an archaeological re-
cord was not made in advance of the destruction; it 
needs to be recovered now in order to understand the 
socio-economic dynamics of the Late Sax on borough 
as a whole. 
Recovering Lost Topography 
The Bruges Conference paper will therefore ex-
plore three areas of lost urban topography, those of 
the Cathedral Close, the area of the castle and the 
precinct of the Franciscan Friary. It will illustrate 
how a combination of investigative techniques, util-
ising geographical features, documentary and carto-
graphic evidence, archaeological data and relict topo-
graphical survivals can enable the reconstruction of 
much of the pre-existing street pattern. Further, it will 
demonstrate how the reconstructed topography im-
plies deliberate plantation of much of the south bank 
area in the century before the Conquest, probably in 
the first quarter of the 11th century and quite possibly 
as a joint initiative by local magnates. 
The paper will conclude with some preliminary 
observations on a fourth area of the city, that around 
St Benedict's Street. Here the street plan topography 
has not been lost but work in progress suggests that it 
may be possible to argue that the still extant topo-
graphy of individual tenements could be the result of 
deliberate planning of a suburb before 103 8. 
In summary, therefore, it will be argued that care-
ful analysis of a range of evidence in Norwich can not 
only recover destroyed topography but can also sug-
gest directed intervention at an early period in both 
the overall and the detailed planning process. Study 
of the urban landscape of Norwich enables conclu-
sions to be drawn concerning social organisation at 
an early period as well as increasing understanding of 
the development of the built environment. 
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From beach to burh: new clues to entity and identity in 7th- to 9th-century 
London 
Summary 
Recent excavations within the trading settlement 
of Lundenwic, and at Queenhithe, the earliest Saxon 
site on the waterfront within the former Roman city 
have yielded a wealth of information on Saxon 
London, and the integrated study of the finds from 
these and other sites is throwing new light on the 
events of the 9th to early 1Oth centuries. The local, 
national and international forces which governed 
change and exchange during the Saxon period will be 
considered along with other evidence and differences 
in finds assemblages of the two centres. Research is 
still in progress and the lecture aims to expand or 
update the different themes noted below, as well as 
integrate further relevant data from contemporary 
sites in north-west Europe. 
Introduction 
Over the last decades there has been much spe-
culation regarding the location and nature of Middle 
Saxon London. Extensive excavations during the 
1970s and early 1980s within the City ofLondon had 
failed to find any stratified traces of occupation dat-
ing to between the Roman period and the late 9th 
century, prompting various independent enquiries as 
to why this should be so (Blackmore 1983; Biddle 
1984; Vince 1984; Tatton-Brown 1986). The conclu-
sion, based on the distribution of chance finds, was 
that the Middle Saxon occupation lay in the area of 
the Aldwych, or Old Wic, the main axis of activity 
being along the line of the Strand. It was not until 
1985 that the first excavation took place at Jubilee 
Hall. Originally intended as a watching brief, per-
mission was given for one week of excavation when 
human remains were unexpectedly found on the site 
(Cowie et al. 1988). Since then middle Saxon depo-
sits have been observed by MOLAS on some forty 
sites in the Covent Garden area (Cowie 1988), cul-
minating in the Royal Opera House site, which was 
excavated in 1995-96. At 2500 sq metres, this is 
likely to be the largest sample ever to become 
available for investigation. 
Much work has been carried out on sites within 
the City which have been dated to the later 1Oth 
century onwards (Vince et al. 1991 ), but until the 
excavations of 1990-95 by MOLAS at Queenhithe 
(Ayre et al. 1996) there was little evidence for the 
transition from the Middle Saxon commercial base to 
that of the Late Saxon period (Clarke & Ambrosiani 
1995, 13-14). The purpose of this paper is to fill this 
gap by presenting recent evidence for changes taking 
place, especially during the 9th century, which paved 
the way for the new urbanism from which London as 
we now know it developed. 
Origins 
London lies within the county ofMiddlesex. This 
may have once forrned part of a larger area occupied 
by the Middle Saxons, which was probably encroach-
ed on by Essex, Wessex and possibly also Kent 
(Dyson & Schofield 1984, 290-291 ). By the early 7th 
century Middlesex was part of the kingdom of the 
East Saxons; however, this had probably forrned under 
the protection of the kings of Kent, and Aethelberht 
of Kent was 'over-king' of the East Saxons (and in 
fact most of England) when Pope Gregory deter-
mined that bishoprics should established in London 
and York (Stenton 1985, 1 09). The church of St Pauls 
was accordingly founded in 604 by Aethelberht for 
Mellitus, the appointed bishop of London, who was 
to preach to the East Saxons (Bede, trans. Sherley-
Price 1990, 90-91; 107-108; Vince 1990, 54). A 
bishopric was also established at Rochester, Kent in 
the same year. In 616, Essex reverted to paganism, 
and would appear that Christianity only regained its 
hold in the 660s (Bede, trans. Sherley-Price 1990, 
113-114; Vince 1990, 61 ). While there is a problem 
as to whether the original church of St Pauls was 
destroyed or remained standing, this does not mean 
that there was no activity within the forrner Roman 
city, or no growth. Despite its eccentric position, 
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London is clearly described by Bede as the capital 
(metropolis) of the province of the East Saxons 
(although from the 670s it was under the control of 
Mercia), and as a mart of many nations coming to it 
by land and sea. How did this come about - was the 
emporia to the west of the city a consequence of the 
location of the church, or vice versa? 
The configuration of London in the first quarter of 
the 7th century can at present only be understood in 
broad terms. The church of St Pauls presumably had 
adjacent quarters for the bishop and clergy, but it is 
unclear to what extent the remainder of the city might 
have been occupied. The city walls enclosed c.133 
hectares, but the present finds distribution, albeit 
very limited, suggests that the Saxon activity rarely 
strayed to the east of the Walbrook, and that it was 
concentrated in the area around and to the south of 
the church of St Pauls, sited near Ludgate, where the 
Roman road led out of the city, along the Strand 
towards Westminster. Other religious sites may in-
clude the churches of St Martin, St Gregory and St 
Augustine, located at intervals along the line of 
Watling Street (Tatton-Brown 1986, 22-23), although 
their foundation seems more likely to date to after 
660 than before it. Additionally, there has long been 
speculation regarding the location of an administra-
tive base within the former Cripplegate fort, where in 
the second half of the 8th century Offa reputedly had 
a palace; this is thought to be site of an 'old' royal 
palace referred to in the 11th-century (Vince 1990, 
54-55), but as yet there is no evidence for any pre-
Alfredian activity in this area. 
In Britain, however (unlike Gaul), former Roman 
towns were generally shunned by the Saxons, who 
favoured open sites and wooden buildings for their 
domestic settlements. The general population would 
not have settled within the city, but outside it, and 
here the most favourable location was the Covent 
Garden area, where good beaching facilities are jux-
taposed with dry land on the terrace above the river. 
There is virtually no evidence for Saxon occupation 
to the east or south of the city. 
To some, the choice of a site within the Roman 
city walls for the new church of St Pauls has implied 
the existence of a well-established trading settlement 
in London by 604. In national and international terms 
this seems too early. Nonetheless, the spot selected 
by Aethelberht for St Pauls is significant. The choice 
of eminent sites must have been considerable, but that 
chosen is on the highest ground closest to the trading 
settlement to the west, from which it would have 
been visible. Furthem1ore, there is some evidence 
for an early 7th-century religious focus in the Covent 
Garden area in the form of inhumation burials with 
grave goods from the site of St Martins in the Fields 
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(discovered in the early 18th century) and a 13th-
century reference to 'treasure' found at the church of 
St Martins (Harden 1956, 142; Vince 1990, 60-61; 
Blackmore 1993, 136 and note 14. A second, possibly 
later, area of burials is now known from the Drury 
Lane area (see below). No cremations have been 
found in any area. 
If there was no settlement already in place here by 
604, then one must have evolved in tandem with the 
increasing activity in the city, the latter evidenced by 
the fact that London had the first English mint and 
that its coins were circulating widely by the 640s, if 
not earlier (Vince 1991, 415). Increasing international 
contact (and possibly some commerce) by the second 
quarter of the 7th century (Hobley 1988, 70) would 
presumably have been further boosted by the revival 
of the church in 660. Among the few finds of this 
period in the Museum of London collections are three 
complete Merovingian pots (Blackmore 1993 ); these 
have no archaeological association, but if genuine 
(rather than antiquarian acquisitions) may indicate 
burials. These possibly reached the city via Quen-
tovic, the point from which travellers to and from 
England crossed the channel and where an early mint 
was also established. It is likely that this early London 
mint was housed within the city walls. It has been 
suggested ( eg. Tatton-Brown 1986, 25) that the wic 
of London may have been 'founded' by Aethelberht 
of Kent ( d.616); this cannot be proven, but the devel-
opment, both in spatial and economic terms, of the 
commercial and industrial zone which by the 680s 
was known as Lundenwic, was in all probability 
determined by royal power, whether based within the 
city walls or in Kent. 
This paper will concentrate firstly on the 'Strand 
settlement', and then on some initial events in the 
London of Alfred and Aethelberht. 
Lundenwic 
Topography of the trading settlement 
The main feature of the extra-mural vicus was the 
Strand, a former Roman road which ran alongside the 
Thames. Slightly further inland, on the gravel terrace, 
isolated burials took place in the second half of the 
7th century; whether they can be taken as evidence 
for a postulated reeve's garrison is debatable (Vince 
1991, 414-415). At Long Acre a male burial wearing 
a belt set of Frankish-Alamannic type similar to the 
Bern-Soluthum group and dated to 640-670, must 
have been a foreign visitor of some status. The only 
British parallel for this belt is from a grave in 
Ipswich. Loose finds from the Drury Lane area in-
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elude early vessel glass and a later 7th-century gilded 
bead similar to those on a necklace from Des borough, 
Northants (Webster & Backhouse 1991, 28-29); a 
complete pot has been found here, and another at the 
Savoy, south of the Strand (Blackmore 1983, 84; 1988, 
85, 88),. Fragmented human remains were also found 
in the earliest levels at the Royal Opera House. At 
Jubilee Hall a burial has been Cl4 dated to the period 
630-675 (68% confidence level), or 565-770 (95%). 
The body was prone, and the deceased had been 
wounded; it is likely that this was a felon or unwel-
come alien (Cowie et al. 1988). A male burial with a 
spear on the nearby site of Chandos Place is proble-
matic, appearing to lie within a Middle Saxon occu-
pation sequence (Whytehead et al. 1989). 
The chronology of the trading zone Lundenwic is 
currently being refined by a combination of pottery, 
stratigraphic analysis, coin dates and other techni-
ques such as dendrochronology, C 14 and archaeo-
magnetism. During the first and second quarters of 
the 7th century occupation may have been seasonal, 
but the site was clearly taking shape as a commercial 
entity between c.650-670. The first documentary refe-
rence to a port is in a charter of 672-7 4, when 
Frithuwald of Surrey (a sub-king ofWulfhere, king 
ofMercia) gave to abbot Eorcenwald and the mona-
stery of Chertsey lands which included 'ten hides 
(manentes) by the port of London, where ships come 
to land on the same river on the southern side by the 
public way' (Gelling 1979, 148, no. 309; Whitelock 
1979, 479; Dyson 1980). This implies that Chertsey 
abbey (founded together with Barking Abbey c.666) 
may have held a strip ofland between the Strand and 
the Thames. In 675 Eorcenwald became bishop of 
London. 
Growth and control of trade is recorded by the 
laws of the kings Hlothere and Eadric of Kent (673-
85 and 684-686 respectively) which refer to a hall 
where purchases (translations vary between property, 
cattle and 'anything') were to be validated by witnes-
ses and the king's reeve (wic-gerefa, translated as 
either town reeve or port reeve) to witness' (Hardman 
& Stebbing 1941, 45; Whitelock 1979, 395). Such a 
hall could have been located in the City, but the dis-
covery at York Buildings (near Charing Cross) of a 
timber revetrnent dated by dendrochronology to 670-
690 lends weight to it being near the Strand. This is 
the oldest such structure in the country (Milne 1989; 
Cowie 1992). There may, therefore, have been a series 
of similar revetments, if not one continuous one, 
along the foreshore in front of which boats could 
have been beached on the foreshore. Some trade may 
have been carried out on the beach, or on board ship. 
Another apparently early site in Kemble Street, at the 
eastern end, and to the north of the Strand, has 
produced the earliest coin so far found in the area, a 
primary sceatta dated to 690-725. 
Most initial settlement probably straggled along 
the Strand. By the late 7th century occupation was 
spreading up onto the terrace and over the land for-
merly used for burials, at least as far north as Long 
Acre. The western boundary was along the line of 
Charing Cross Road. The eastern fringe is the most 
difficult to define, but may have originally lain in the 
area of the Aldwych rather than by the river Fleet. 
Sites to the north and west of this provisional area, 
and to the east of the Aldwych all appear to be of 8th-
or 9th-century date. At it maximum extent Lun-
denwic probably covered some 60 hectares. 
Until the excavation of the Royal Opera House, it 
was hard to make sense of the fragmented buildings 
and gravel surfaces found on smaller sites. Now, 
however, we have the framework into which finds 
from smaller sites in the surrounding area can be slot-
ted. The main feature was a north-south road leading 
down to the Thames; this was initially flanked by 
drainage gullies, later by timber-lined drains. The 
road was laid out in the later 7th century, and at an 
early date in the site sequence; the fact that rubbish 
had accumulated alongside it indicates that there was 
some time lapse before the first buildings were erec-
ted. These seem to have occupied relatively fixed 
plots divided by alleys; the main alleys were of simi-
lar width to the road but less well maintained; sub-
sidiary alleys and eaves drips were also noted. In all, 
seven plots of fairly uniform size were identified, on 
which there were nine timber buildings with wattle 
and daub walls, most aligned east-west with the long 
side parallel to the alleys. On one plot there seems to 
have been a courtyard arrangement. 
Several buildings were destroyed by fire, and their 
alignments changed slightly as they were rebuilt, but 
not significantly. No organic timber survived, but 
large spreads of carbonised timber were exposed, in 
one case a timber plank over 3.5metres long. The total 
number of structures recorded amounts to approxi-
mately twenty; most were probably multi-functional. 
Associated with the buildings were hearths, well and 
numerous pits; a complex of enigmatic industrial 
features was also discovered. Some degree of indivi-
dual responsibility is evidenced by the variety of 
building techniques recorded, but the fact that the 
road was carefully maintained, being resurfaced more 
than ten times, indicates communal effort, possibly in 
response to external dictates. In this context it is of 
interest that some extremely large gravel quarries, 
probably dating to the mid-8th century, have been 
found on the western fringe of the settlement by the 
National Gallery (Whytehead et al. 1989). 
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Trade and industry 
In national terms, the function of most wics was 
to supply the court, the church, or both, with goods 
and revenue from tolls, which at Quentovic and 
Dorestad has been estimated at 10% of the value (Le-
becq 1997, 76). Lundenwic had a strategic location at 
the border of several different kingdoms; it had con-
nections with several religious foundations across the 
country and was part of an international trading net-
work which included Hamwic, Kent, Ipswich and 
York in England, Quentovic in France, Dorestad, Ribe, 
Haithabu (Sliaswig) and Birka on the continent. These 
interacted within different, but overlapping spheres, 
the emphasis changing through time. 
Documentary sources show that trading regula-
tions established by the kings of Kent continued in 
force under Mercian rule, when royal officials held 
functions similar to those of the Kentish reeve. The 
close relationship between wic and church, demon-
strated by the grant of Frithuwald (see above), con-
tinued in the 8th century. Between 716 and 7 45 
Aethelbald of Mercia granted the bishop of London 
toll and custom due from one ship (Sawyer 1968, no. 
1788), while at some point between 757 and 796 the 
land on which the emporium lay was allegedly gran-
ted by Offa to a foundation at Westminster (Gelling 
1979, 111; Vince 1990, 66-67), which was presuma-
bly to benefit from the revenue levied by tolls. This 
was confirmed in a charter of959 whereby the Abbey 
of Westminster was granted a large block of land 
between' the rivers Fleet and Tybum (Gelling 1979, 
111, no. 225; Vince 1990, 62; 66-67; Fig. 14). Bet-
ween 757 and 796 Offa also extended the liberties of 
the monastery called Paulesbiri (Gelling 1979, 98), 
normally assumed to be St Pauls. Contacts between 
Lundenwic and Kent also continued in the 8th 
century. There are references in 733, 734 and 747/ 
748 to the nuns ofMinster in Thanet and the bishop 
of Rochester, who were exempted from paying tolls 
due by public law on one ship in the port of London 
(Sawyer 1968, nos. 86, 88; Gelling 1979, 96, 97; 
Whitelock 1979, 491); references to Minster appear 
to cease c.760. In 743-5 a similar concession was 
granted to the bishop of Worcester (Sawyer 1968, 
no.98). The latter is the only known charter to refer 
to the port as Lundentunes hyde, but this is because it 
is written in Old English, not Latin. 
The initial continental contacts were with Quen-
tovic and the Merovingian world, but the passing 
reference made by Bede to the sale in 679 of a pri-
soner to a Frisian merchant (Bede, trans Sherley-
Price 1990, 242) shows that Frisian traders were 
already taking an interest in London. From the 8th 
century all trade around the north sea was dominated 
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by the Frisian trading network which was centred on 
the Low Countries and their hinterland, which from 
c. 700 was extending into the Rhine land. As Middle-
sex was taken by Mercia, the role Lundenwic grew. 
From 716 trade flourished under king Aethelbald and 
subsequently Offa. Continuing commerce with the 
Franks in the 8th century is shown firstly by Char-
lemagne's closure of foreign ports to English mer-
chants following a dispute with Offa in 789, and the 
resolution of this difference resulted in the first 
recorded commercial treaty for England (Stenton 
1985, 220-221). In 790 Offa is reputed to have grant-
ed privileges for land in Lundenuuic to the abbey of 
St Denis which were confirmed in a charter of 857; 
the authenticity of both is dubious (Sawyer 1968, 
no.133, 318; Gelling 101, 1 05), but there is evidence 
for Anglo-Saxon merchants attending the annual fair 
at St.Denis from c.700 (Lebecq 1997, 76). 
Study of the pottery from Lundenwic is confir-
ming and amplifying this picture, and it is through 
the ceramic analysis, in conjunction with indepen-
dent dating, that the broad chronology of the wic is 
being determined (Blackmore 1988; 1989; 1993). The 
sequence falls into three or four broad bands. The 
first comprises chaff-tempered wares and a range of 
non-local and imported types. This would appear to 
last for up to 100 years, chaff-tempered ware declin-
ing from c.750. The second phase is characterised by 
the presence of Ipswich type wares, production of 
which is now thought to date from c.730. It is uncer-
tain how rapidly these wares were exported to other 
sites in England, but it is clear that once the trend 
began the Ipswich potters were extremely successful 
in their enterprise. Suddenly every household in Lun-
denwic had to have at least one of these heavy duty 
wares, which by 750 were certainly dominating the 
market. Between c.650 and c.800 the imports are 
dominated by grey and blackwares from Northern 
France or Flanders, with a few buff wares from Nor-
mandy and the Seine Valley and occasional sherds of 
'Tating'ware. The third phase is characterised by 
shell-tempered wares and Badorf-type wares, which 
appear only slightly later in the stratigraphic sequen-
ce, perhaps by 775. 
It is hoped that the scientific analysis of the diffe-
rent pottery types will help provenance the sources 
more closely, both for the regional and continental ty-
pes. There is some slight evidence in the clustering of 
non-local wares for enclaves of traders from other areas 
of England, but the various continental imports are 
scattered across the entire settlement, suggesting that 
if these were brought in by merchants for their own 
use, then they were well-integrated with other folk. 
Distribution analyses of the other finds shows that 
there are trends in the organisation of the settlement, 
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although it is not yet possible to say how dense the 
occupation was across the whole area at any one 
time, or which zones were functioning concurrently. 
Boneworking is an early industry, present right from 
the start, but perhaps dying out in the second half of 
the 8th century. Antler offcuts are present on most 
sites, but there are concentrations in the eastern part 
of the settlement (although it must be admitted that 
there is an excavation bias in this area). Iron smithing 
started in the late 7th century, and continued into the 
9th; it would appear to be mainly confined to peri-
pheral sites. Alloy-working was carried out on a small 
scale at the ROP and doubtless on other sites. Weav-
ing, by contrast, although present on a small scale in 
the 7th century, does not seem to have been carried 
out on a large scale until Ipswich wares were in use, 
that is, from c. 730. If, as suspected, the production of 
Ipswich ware is associated with a Frisian initiative, 
then it is likely that the distribution of the ware was 
also affected by Frisian trading activities, which may 
in turn have stimulated the growth of cloth pro-
duction in London. Analysis of the vast collection of 
over 500 loomweights from the Royal Opera House 
assemblage will have a bearing on this dating, but by 
c.750 textile production was a major industry in 
Lundenwic, and this corroborates the late 8th-century 
correspondence between Offa and Charlemagne which 
refers to the trade in [quem] stones and English cloth, 
the quality of which was found wanting (Stenton 
1985, 220-221). 
The Royal Opera House finds also include a few 
artefacts which would be more at home in Scandi-
navia or on a late Saxon/Viking period site within the 
City (see below). These include decorated bone gam-
ing pieces, a bone handle for an awl, a rune pin and 
some lead weights. The date and significance of these 
finds remains to be determined. 
Lundenwic to Lundenburh 
The economic fortunes of Lundenwic are the sub-
ject of ongoing research; a period of rapid growth in 
the late 7th and 8th centuries was apparently follow-
ed in the 9th century by a decline experienced by many 
centres participating in international exchange at this 
time. The fact that the latest known sites all lie at what 
is thought to be the fringe of the wic, suggests that the 
maximum extent was reached between c.750 and 770, 
and this is the likely date of the Whitehall site and the 
growth of activity in the Westminster area. 
The second quarter of the 9th century brought 
uncertainties, both internal (conflicts between Wessex 
and Mercia) and external (the increasing threat of 
Viking attack. In 839 (more probably in 841-842) the 
Anglo-Sa.xon Chronicle records a great slaughter at 
London and in Rochester. Raids are documented in 
842 and in 851, when some 350 ships arrived at the 
mouth of the Thames and London and Canterbury 
were both stormed. 
Former writers have tended to assume that in the 
mid 9th century Lundenwic was a densely populated 
trading centre cut short in its prime, and that a 
wholesale remoival of the population was organised 
by Alfred (Dyson 1990; Vince 1991, 6, 418-419), but 
it may be that the settlement was already undergoing 
some shrinkage and change in emphasis before the 
Viking attacks. For the most part, finds diagnostic of 
the mid-9th century are hard to pinpoint within 
Lundenwic, and it may be significant that the last 
recorded use of the term 'wic' for London is in a 
(spurious) charter of 857 confirming a land grant to 
St. Denis (Sawyer 1968, no. 208; Hobley 1988, 71). 
Whether there was a shift in the focus of the wic prior 
to c.840, or whether, precautions were then taken to 
move the population before the actual raids, or 
whether there was a gradual scattering of the inhabi-
tants of Lundenwic is debateable; the evidence is 
ambiguous and recent finds from the Royal Opera 
House will be of considerable importance in this 
regard. 
The most significant discovery is a large east-west 
defensive ditch which ran along the northern side of 
the excavated area of the Royal Opera House site, on 
a different alignment to the buildings. This feature is 
currently dated to the 9th century, as is a similar feat-
ure found slightly further south on another site. A 
series of multiple stake holes along the southern face 
of the Opera House ditch suggests that it was fortified 
with a series of wooden spikes, although no trace was 
found of them. The ditch appeared to have filled 
(whether deliberately or naturally is not yet known), 
and been sealed by a layer of dark earth in which was 
buried a hoard of 21 Northumbrian stycas, the latest 
of Osbert (848-67). Two further stycas have been 
found in Leicester Square, others from Queenhithe 
(see below) which have a die link with those from the 
Opera House. It must, therefore, be envisaged that 
this part of the wic had been abandoned for several 
years before the coins were buried, which must be 
after 848 and could be c.870. However, other finds 
from the Opera House include one late 9th-/early 
1Oth-century archaeomagnetic date from a hearth 
within a building, which suggests that part of the site 
may have been occupied in the late 9th or early 1Oth 
century (see also above; Dyson 1990, 1 08). Possible 
explanations for this will be further considered in the 
lecture. 
Two 9th-century documentary references, by 
contrast, give a rather different picture of London. 
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In 839, the newly consecrated Bishop Helmstan of 
Winchester, wrote of an 'illustrious place, built by 
the skill of the ancient Romans, called throughout the 
world the great city of London' (Stenton 1985, 56). 
The second, of 857 concerns a grant made by Burg-
red of Mercia to Alhwine/Ealhhun, 'my bishop' of 
Worcester, of 'a certain small portion of a liberty, of 
a profitable little estate in the town of London, at a 
place called Ceolmundingchaga which is situated not 
far from the west gate' (Ceolmund was a prefect or 
reeve, possibly the same man as was granted land 
near Rochester in 842). The bishop of Worcester was 
to have 'all the things which rightly belong to it (ie 
the property), great and small, ... to have therein to 
use freely the scale and weights and measures as is 
customary in the port.' The rent was 12 pence per 
year (Sawyer 1968, no. 208; Whitelock 1979, 529). 
The location of the site is uncertain and the use of 
both the terms town and port are confusing, but the 
west gate is a fixed point which narrows the possi-
bilities, while the port indicates a site near the river. 
A site near New gate has been proposed (Dyson 1978, 
206-207), but other possibilities, both inside and 
outside the city should not be ruled out. The wic 
seems too far away, but a location in the area of the 
Temple, just across the Fleet from Ludgate, could fit 
the criteria. This area appears to have been of a 
higher status than the wic; other finds include the 
famous sword pommel from Fetter Lane (to the north 
ofFleet Street), dated to the late 8th century (Webster 
& Backhouse 1991, 211 ), and the hoard of 250 coins 
from Hare Court, in the Temple, conventionally dated 
to c.842. A fine Trewhiddle-style strap with niello 
decoration, recently found on a site within the Tem-
ple and dated to the third quarter of the 9th century, 
would be in keeping with the residence of a bishop. 
The other most likely spot for this site is within the 
walls, between Baynards Castle and Queenhithe, 
where the bishop of Worcester was to acquire proper-
ty in the late 9th century. 
Lundenburh 
As already noted, the hub of Middle Saxon 
activity within the city appears, from a very limited 
ceramic distribution, to have been in the western part 
of the city. However, although the Roman quays and 
medieval sequences are well documented, deposits 
which can be securely dated from the before 11th 
century are limited. Queenhithe, once known as 
Aethelredes hythe, has long been accepted as the 
oldest part of the late Saxon waterfront, but it has 
always been assumed that it was an Alfredian crea-
tion. Recent excavations suggest that its use may be 
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older still, and there may have been some commer-
cial activity in the town in the mid-9th century, 
In 866 the Great Army led by the Norwegian 
brothers lvarr and Halfdan arrived in England, and in 
871 this was joined at Reading by a second troop, the 
'great summer army', the origin of which is only 
recorded as 'overseas' (Williams 1996, 92). In 872 
this combined force moved to London. The raids of 
c.842 and 851 may have attacked Lundenwic, the 
city, or both; that of 872, however, is more likely to 
have focussed on the city. The Mercian king Burgred 
made peace with the Vikings by paying a heavy 
tribute; as a fundraising initiative the bishop ofWor-
cester had to lease (or sell) an estate in Warwickshire 
to one of the kings thegns (Stenton 1985, 250-251 ). 
However, as a result of a deal at Repton (in Mercia), 
Burgred was deposed in 874 and a Viking sympa-
thiser, Ceolwulf, took his place. Mercia was divided 
between Ceolwulf and Guthrum, then the leader of 
the southern Viking force, and the latter then 
attempted to gain Wessex, which since 871 had been 
under the rule of Alfred. In order to counter the threat 
posed by the Danes, Alfred instituted across the 
country a series ofburhs (fortified towns). Some were 
in former Roman towns which were refortified, 
others were new strongholds, but all had a combined 
military and commercial function (Dyson 1990, 99) 
in order to both withstand attack and revive the 
economy. 
The Vikings were quashed by Alfred at the battle 
of Chippenham in 878; this resulted in the sub-
mission of Guthrum and his concomitant conversion 
to Christianity, and a treaty between Alfred and 
Guthrum regarding the boundary between Wessex and 
the Danelaw. At the time of this treaty, Middlesex 
and London, as part of Mercia, was controlled by 
Guthrum (or through Ceolwulf), but lands to the east 
of the Lea were in fact part of Wessex, as they had 
been for most of the 9th century (Wilson 1996). 
Following the battle of Chippenham, Danish forces 
are recorded as over-wintering at Fulham, just up-
stream from London, in 879-80. By this point the 
Strand was probably abandoned by the people of the 
wic (but it is not impossible that it was used as a 
Viking base). In 880 Guthrum, then known as Athel-
stan, settled in East Anglia. The main thrust of the 
Fulham army was in France, but attacks were also 
made on Kent and the Wessex kingdom (mainly 
Essex and Kent). Between 872, if not earlier, and the 
city was under Viking control, perhaps in a relatively 
peaceful state until c.879. Increasing instability is 
however reflected in the Bucklersbury coin hoard, 
dated 880-899 (Vince 1991, 418), perhaps buried 
during an English attack on London in 883, or in 886. 
In 886 Alfred is recorded as having not only 
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occupied London, thereby ousting the Danes, but as 
having 'splendidly restored' the city. The evidence 
for Alfredian London has reviewed by Dyson ( 197 8; 
1980; 1990); and is not detailed here. The first priori-
ties were the installation of a garrison and the crea-
tion (or recreation) of a trading shore. In contrast to 
other Alfredian towns, there was little trace of the 
pre-planned street pattern which might have been 
expected from contemporary burhs. Nothing is !mown 
of the former, while until recently the commercial 
and domestic side was evidenced at only two sites: at 
Bow Lane and Well Court (Dyson 1990). This lack of 
evidence may be due to the fact that Alfred did not 
stay in London, but left it under the control of the 
Ealdorman Aethelred of Mercia, (later his son-in-
law), who was 'to guard it after the ranks of the gar-
rison had been strengthened' (Dyson 1990, 99: from 
the Chronicle of Aethelweard), although later distur-
bance of the area has been considerable. 
Evidence for the location of an early commercial 
centre, however, has been slowly taking shape. A 
grant made by Alfred and Aethelred in 889 to the 
bishop of Worcester concerns a plot ofland, for which 
remarkably precise boundaries were given (Dyson 
1978, 205-206). This included 'a courtyard or enclos-
ure described as an ancient stone building !mown to 
the citizens as Hwaetmundes stan'. This was to be 
used for market purposes, the dues being liable to the 
bishop, but it is clear from this document that com-
merce also took place 'in the public street' or on the 
'trading shore' (ripa emptoralis) for it is stipulated 
that if any of the bishop's men participated in such 
external dealings they would be liable to royal dues. 
The word stan is a term often linked with the pre-
sence of former Roman buildings which were often 
used as quarries for stone (ibid. 209; Dyson & Scho-
field 1984, 289). The first word appears to be a per-
sonal name, although the only recorded example 
(Searle 1897). Comparison of the plot described with 
other evidence and the present topography of the area 
led to the suggestion that the building occupied part 
of the site of the Roman bath house on Huggin Hill, 
and that the ripa emptoralis referred to was that later 
known as Aethelreds hythe and finally Queenhithe 
(Dyson 1978, 209-11; 1990, 102-1 06). This grant 
was confirmed shortly before Alfred's death in 899, 
when an adjacent plot was granted to the Archbishop 
of Canterbury. As pointed out by Dyson (1978, 210-
211 ), the allocation of land to these two men may be 
seen as a strategic move: both were to play a role, 
directly or indirectly in the administration of London 
and the promotion of its commercial enterprises. 
Given the previous references to the Worcester con-
nection with London's trade it is, perhaps, hardly 
surprising that the initial grant was in favour of 
Bishop Waerferth, who, in the late years of Alfred 
reign was instrumental in safeguarding the people, 
church and economy of Worcester (Stenton 1985, 
528-529). 
Until the 1990s, archaeology could not confirm 
the attribution of Hwaetmundes stan as the former 
bathhouse, where later terracing had removed any 
trace of a courtyard. The recent excavation to the 
south of the bathhouse at Queenhithe, however, has 
provided structural and artefactual evidence for the 
trading shore. The associated finds include a range of 
equal-armed brooches and disc brooches, and a copper 
alloy connecting plate for a comb which is virtually 
identical to examples from Haithabu, Birka and else-
where in Scandinavia (Ambrosiani 1981, 68-70). A 
disc brooch with a cruciform motif, closely paralleled 
at Mainz, is arguably the latest find from this period 
(Warners 1991, Abb. 64, no. 195). Also in this depo-
sit were two Northumbrian stycas, with a possible 
die-link in the hoard buried at the Royal Opera House 
(E Pirie pers comm). 
The data from the Bull Wharf excavation at 
Queenhithe is still being analysed, but it suggests that 
this point was chosen by Alfred for good reason. 
There was a pre-existing inlet and possibly a break in 
the city wall which, it seems, was already being used 
as a landing point, the Roman waterfront having been 
partially removed. A thick layer of silts had accumu-
lated over the Roman structures and foreshore, in the 
uppermost part of which a number of metal objects 
had been dropped, some perhaps from trading on 
board ship (Milne 1989). While it has to considered 
that these may have sunk from later levels, most 
items are suggestive of activity between c.850 and 
886. The assemblage could not be more different 
from that typical of Lundenwic. No ceramics are pre-
sent, but the range of well-preserved metalwork in-
cludes a Carolingian mount with foliate decoration, 
coin brooches, an equal-armed brooch with rounded 
terminals (cf Capelle 1976, Taf. 5, no. 53), a strap-
end in the Trewhiddle style (much smaller and sim-
pler than that from the Temple) and a number of 
hooked tags; the lead includes two 'cartwheel' amu-
lets similar to a find from Domburg (Capelle 1976, 
Taf.36, no. 491) and two mounts, one paralleled at 
Domburg (Capelle 1976, Taf. 19, nos. 320-325), the 
other a Borre-style mount very like a find from Yes-
teras in Sweden (Capelle 1968, Taf. 23, no. 14). On 
the consolidated surface of the foreshore were two 
female burials, one in a grave cut (who had suffered 
a head wound), the other carefully laid out on bark 
and probably covered with a small barrow. The latter, 
associated with another cartwheel amulet, has been 
Cl4 dated to between 670-880. The barrow had dis-
appeared, perhaps eroded by tidal action and replaced 
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by silts, but both bodies survived intact and cannot, 
therefore, have been visible when the Alfredian trad-
ing shore was created. 
It was probably at the time of, or shortly after, the 
second grant, resolved in 898/899 in a conference at 
Chelsea (ref) that the first waterfront was installed at 
Aethelreds hythe, and this has been dated by two den-
drochronological samples to 880++ and 890-923. 
Adjacent to this waterfront were erected a series of 
wattle buildings which appear to have had a domestic 
function; the 1Oth-century finds associated with these 
structures and incorporated in the next phase ofrevet-
ment include household equipment and an excellent 
collection of leather shoes and scabbards (awaiting 
study). 
The stratified finds from Queenhithe, together 
with a number of items re deposited in 1Oth- and 11th-
century structures, suggest a lively trade from the 
mid-9th century with ports in the Frisian and Viking 
spheres. This is arguably the best collection of 9th-/ 
1Oth-century Carolingian and Scandinavian metal-
work in the country. Some finds have parallels in 
elsewhere in England, but few have been found in 
London before, and only in residual contexts. The 
archaeological sequence as a whole will also be cru-
cial for the dating of the pottery and finds chronology 
for London. Current work is now suggesting that some 
sites may have been placed at up to 100 years too late, 
and that while pottery usage appears to have dimi-
nished dramatically in the late 9th and early 1Oth 
centuries, London did not necessarily have an acera-
mic phase. 
Queenhithe, however, is of importance not just for 
its date and artefacts, but because it is from this point 
that the structure of London's medieval street pattern 
and waterfront (Milne 1989) was either fossilised or 
generated; further features of the site, which include 
a demolished aisle post-building dated to c.895+ 
(heartwood only) reused in amid-1Oth-century water-
front, will add considerably to the evolving picture of 
Alfredian London. The charter of 898/899 shows that 
two parallel north-south streets which served as 
boundaries (Bread Street and Little Trinity Lane), 
existed by that date; Fish Street Hill may be of the 
same date (Dyson 1990, 106). Bread Street and Bow 
Lane both run north-south, linking the market street 
ofCheapside with Thames Street and the river (Dyson 
1990, 1 06). The two excavated sites at Bow Lane and 
Queen Street may be part of the original Alfredian 
concept of a town plan or they may be slightly later 
(Vince 1989, 144, 153). As at York, it has been sug-
gested that a second phase of development dating to 
c.900 may have occurred (Vince 1989, 153), and site 
at the junction of Queen Street and Cheapside in 
London has timber buildings which have recently 
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been dated by dendrochronology to c.921. Whatever 
the momentum, by the early- mid-lOth century, a 
series of narrow north-south plots with narrow lanes 
was evolving in this area, the spaces enclosed gra-
dually being filled by buildings; activity to the west 
and in the area ofBillingsgate is slightly later (Dyson 
1990, 107). This proto- burgage development is typi-
cal oflate Saxon towns, but in this case it was clearly 
influenced by the street pattern emerging from 888 
and recorded in 898/899. 
The possibility of further excavation in this im-
portant area is uncertain, but a reconsideration of past 
findings might, in the light of a revised ceramic and 
artefactual sequence, illuminate the 'splendid resto-
ration' carried out by Alfred and the role of this 
period in London's formation as a city. 
Conclusion 
To sum up, London in the 7th to mid-9th centuries 
was certainly bi-nodal, with a smaller royal and reli-
gious centre, and a larger industrial and commercial 
zone a short distance upstream, situated between 
Trafalgar Square and the Aldwych, with the possi-
bility of a third area between the two, between the 
Aldwych and the river Fleet, in the later 8th and 9th 
centuries if not earlier. This belt of land, however, is 
an archaeologically unknown quantity. Further up-
stream there was probably some activity on Thorney 
Island from the later 8th century, if not earlier. The 
origins of London appear to contemporary with Ips-
wich (although different in character), and should 
also be coeval with York, although this remains to be 
demonstrated; on present evidence Lundenwic is 
significantly earlier than Hamwic. The economy and 
organisation of the wic was controlled by royal 
authority, but closely intertwined with, and possibly 
also dependent on, that of the church; from the mid-
8th century the bishops ofW orcester evidently play-
ed an understated role in the evolution of urban 
London. The events of the 9th century are still un-
clear, but it would now seem that: 
a) the settlement on the Strand may have been 
shrinking in by the 820s, with a shift downstream 
to the Temple or the city in the mid-9th century; 
b) There was perhaps a Danish presence in London 
from 874-886 (and possibly between c.840 and 
874). The evidence from Queenhithe points to 
Frisian control of trade, which brought connec-
tions with the Rhineland and the Baltic. 
c) Alfred took London from the Danes in 886; rather 
than transplanting the Strand settlement, it may be 
that the dispersed Londoners regathered slowly 
within the city walls 
From beach to burh: new clues to entity and in 7th- to 9th-century London 
d) the Alfredian settlement, to the south of St Pauls 
was in an area which may have already been in use 
e) town planning may have been influenced by path-
ways and boundaries established in the pre-
Alfredian period 
This lecture could equally have been on the theme 
ofTrade and Exchange, but it's money that makes the 
world go round, and through commerce, as much other 
factors, that urban centres rise and fall. 
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Ralf Busch 
Die Stadtentstehung Hamburgs, Deutschland 
1 Historische Daten 
Die Entstehung Hamburgs ist aus historischen 
Quellen und Oberlieferungen einigermal3en sicher zu 
erschliel3en. Aus reichspolitischer Sicht la13t sich das 
Entstehen der frankischen Hammaburg in den Zeit-
raum 817-822 einengen. Die se Befestigung und eine 
darin befindliche Pfarrkirche sind die Voraussetzung 
fiir die Begriindung des Bistums durch Ansgar 8311 
2, der sogleich mit dem Bau einer Holzkirche und 
eines Klosters beginnt. 1 
845 zerst6ren die Danen Burg und suburbium, 
Ansgar kann entweichen und kommt 848 auf den 
Bischofssitz zu Bremen, wodurch beide Diozesen 
vereinigt werden. Die Erhebung zum Erzbistum er-
reicht er ftir Hamburg 864 unter Beibehaltung der 
Zusammenlegung.2 Wahrend Ansgar 858 mit dem 
Neubau des Domes beginnt, wird eine neue Befesti-
gung, der Heidenwall, als Abschnittswall erst 936 
angelegt. Eine bisher unerklarliche Situation, da man 
sich die Neubesiedlung ohne Schutz nicht recht vor-
stellen kann. Ein Slaveneinfall 983 fiihrt emeut zu 
ZerstOrungen. Urn 1020 erbaut Erzbischof Unwan 
die Metropolitankirche neu, offensichtlich vergro13ert, 
die aber nur von kurzer Dauer ist, da der 1035 his 
1043 amtierende ErzbischofBezelin (Alabrand) zu-
nachst in Bremen dann in Hamburg die Kirchen in 
Stein neu errichten lal3t. Beide Grundrisse sind von 
deutlicher Gleichformigkeit und Monumentalitat. Sie 
entsprechen einem einheitlichen Baugedanken,3 der 
sich deutlich von dem gleichzeitigen in Verden4 
unterscheidet (Abb. 1). Bezelin errichtet zur selben 
Zeit eine Burg aus Stein, nahe dem Dom gelegen. 5 
Ein neuerlicher Slaveneinfall 1066 zerstOrt die 
Kirche wohl nur in ihrer hO!zemen Dachkonstruktion 
Die immer wieder herangezogene Pfarrkiche des Priesters 
Heridag, zwischen 810 und 814 errichtet, von der lediglich 
bekannt ist, daf3 sie im Norden jenseits der El be gelegen war, muf3 
hi er ausscheiden, da sie vie I eh er in Schenefeld lokalisiert werden 
kann. 
In den historischen Oaten G. Theuerkauf in R. Busch 
(Hrsg.) 1995b. 
3 V. Plagemann 1995, 29. 
und auch der Oberfall 1072 kann die Entwicklung 
Hamburgs nicht dauerhaft behindem. 
2 Archiiologische Befunde auf dem Geliinde der 
Hammaburg 
Mit einem derartig prazisen Zeitgertist ausge-
stattet, mochte man meinen, habe der Archaologe ein 
leichtes Spiel, zumal das Gelande der ehemaligen 
Hammaburg nach 1945 nicht mehr bebaut wurde. 
Dem ist aber nicht so. 1949 begannen hier Ausgra-
bungen, die mit einer grol3eren Unterbrechung end-
lich 1987 beendet wurden. 6 
Es zeigte sich, dal3 spatere Dombauten, zahlreiche 
Grablegen und besonders die Nachbebauung nach 
dem Abril3 des Domes sowie kriegsbedingte Einwir-
kungen aus dem 2. Weltkrieg die Befundsituation sehr 
stark in Mitleidenschaft gezogen haben. 
Im wesentlichen gesichert und gut dokumentiert 
ist aber ein archaologischer Befund, der sich in den 
historischen Quellen nicht widerspiegelt: eine Befes-
tigungsanlage aus der Zeit vor der karolingischen 
Hammaburg. Es handelt si eh urn eine Doppelgraben-
anlage (Abb. 2), die einen Innendurchmesser von nur 
48 m aufweist, von dem noch ein - schwer nach-
weisbarer - Wall abzuziehen ist. Die schon von 
Schindler aufgefundenen sparlichen Besiedlunsspu-
ren lassen kaum erkennen, welche Bedeutung diese 
Befestigung eingenommen hat. Die Datierung ergibt 
sich aus wenigen 14C-Daten, die von der Mitte des 7. 
Jh. his in die erste Halfte des 8. Jh. weisen. 
Ob sich die spater errichtete karolingische Hamma-
burg nahtlos an diese Vorgangeranlage anschliel3en 
lal3t, bleibt vorerst offen. 
Nach zwei Holzbauphasen (vermutlich 849 und urn 950) 
entsteht der alteste Steinbau (Phase IV) urn 1000 durch Bischof 
Berhar !I.; vgl. U. Boeck 1967. 
5 Welche der Ausgraber mit dem steinemen Fundament eines 
Rundturmes verbindet; vgl. D. Bohnsack 1986. 
6 Eine Teilveri:iffentlichung der Grabungsergebnisse vgl. R. 
Busch (Hrsg.) 1995b. Die alteren Mitteilungen hieriiber sind 
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Abb. 1 -Die rekonstruierten Grundrisse der iiltesten Steinkirchenbauten in Hamburg, Bremen und Verden (nach Plage-
mann 1995 und Boeck 1968), 11. Jahrhundert. 
Die sparlichen Befunde von der Hammaburg selbst 
sind beschrieben, werden aber derzeitig einer weit-
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ergehenden Interpretation unterzogen, deren Ergeb-
nisse abzuwarten sind. 
Die Stadtentstehung Hamburgs, Deutschland 
Ab b. 2 - Die Doppelgrabenanlage aus siichsischer Zeit auf dem Geliinde der spiiteren Hammaburg. 
Die Befunde zu den alteren vier Kirchen vor dem 
gotischen Bau sind ebenfalls nur sehr lilckenhaft 
erkennbar. 
3 Nordische Metallfunde 
Aus der Fri.ihzeit Hamburgs interessieren aus 
chronologischen Gri.inden und wegen moglicher Fem-
beziehungen Funde, die in den Norden weisen (Abb. 
3). Die Anzahl an Metallfunden ist gering, doch be-
achtenswert. Wir mtissen allerdings his nach Stade 
blicken, urn drei Schwerter des 5. Jh., FluBfunde aus 
der Elbe, zu erwahnen. Zwei VLFBERTHT-Schwer-
ter des 11. Jh. stammen ebenfalls aus der Elbe, aber 
aus hamburgischem Gebiet, die allerdings nur be-
dingt als nordisch anzusprechen sind.7 Ein Wikin-
gerschwert a us der 1. Halfte des 9. Jh. wurde bei 
Die Kartierung in Abb. 3 ist nur eine Anniiherung an die 
Fundorte, da die meisten nur unprazise iiberliefert sind. 
8 R. Busch (Hrsg.) 1987. 
Ltinesand gefunden. 8 Die se stehen nicht allein als 
Zeugnis fur Handel, sondern konnen zumindest auch 
teilweise im Zusammenhang mit den Auseinander-
setzungen mit den Danen gesehen werden. Deut-
licher weisen zwei Scheibenfibeln in die Wikinger-
Kultur, die eher als Zeugnis von Handelsbeziehungen 
zu werten sind.9 Ihre Datierung in das spate 9. und 10. 
Jh. entspricht einem weiteren Fund, einer Nadel mit 
spatelformigen Kopf, 10 die auf dem Gelande der 
Hammaburg gefunden wurde, allerdings in einer 
Auffiillschicht, wodurch eine nahere Interpretation 
unmoglich ist. 
Zusammengenomnen zeigen die Funde, daB 
Hamburg im 10. Jh. mit dem nordischen Raum ver-
bunden war, aber es mtissen weitere Beobachtungen 
hinzutreten, bevor wir Schltisse auf die Intensitat die-
ser Beziehungen ziehen konnen. 
10 
E. Forst in R. Busch (Hrsg.) 1995c. 




Abb. 3 - Verbreitung nordischer Metallfunde im 
Niederelbegebiet: 
- ~ Schwerter 5.-11. Jahrhundert; 
- 0 Schmuck spates 9.-10. Jahrhundert. 
Abb. 4 - Skandinavische Scheibenfibeln im Borre- und 
Jellinge-Stil aus Hamburg-Waltershof und Hamburg-
Stellingen, spates 9. I 10. Jahrhundert. M 1: 1. 
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4 Altere Altstadtgrabungen 
Archaologische Beobachtungen in Hamburg rei-
chen bis in das spate 15. Jahrhundert durch A. Krantz 
zuri.ick, waren aber meist immer nur punktuell 
zustande gekommen, wenn Baubeobachtungen die-
ses auch zuliel3en. Erst R. Schindler als Leiter der 
Bodendenkmalpflege hat ab 1947 im Rahmen des 
Wiederaufbaus des kriegszerstorten Hamburg zahl-
reiche Baustellen systematisch untersucht und haupt-
sachlich das Gel~nde der ehemaligen Hammaburg 
(Domplatz-Grabung) zu untersuchen begonnen, was 
seine Nachfolgerin R. Schneider fortflihrte. Hamburg 
ist in jenen Jahren a is beispielgebend fUr eine syste-
matische Stadtarchii.ologie haufig gewtirdigt worden. 
Man kann das i.ibersichtlich an Hand einer Bibliogra-
phie zur Mittelalterarchaologie Hamburgs nachvoll-
ziehen (Busch (Hrsg.) 1989), so dal3 hier daraufnicht 
naher eingegangen wird. Auch an anderer Stelle ist 
ein zusammenfassender Oberblick gegeben worden 
(Busch 1990; Busch 1995). Die alteren Grabungen 
sind durch ausflihrlichere Veroffentlichungen bzw. 
Kurzmitteilungen behandelt. 
Bemerkenswert bleibt, daJ3 man sehr fri.ih bemi.iht 
war, nicht nur die Befunde, sondern auch eine Syn-
these aus dem Fundmaterial zu ziehen. So ist die 
Keramik des Mittelalters dank mehrerer VerOffentli-
chungen ausgewertet warden (Schindler 1952; Schind-
ler 1959a; Schindler 1959b; Steffens 1958). In wie-
weit die dort erarbeitete Chronologie noch haltbar ist, 
ware auf der verbreiteten Grundlage neuen Fund-
materials zu hinterfragen. 
Die alteren Altstadtgrabungen haben Vorstellun-
gen iiber den Siedlungsbeginn und seine Ausweitung 
erbracht; als Zentrum war die Hammaburg zu erken-
nen, ihr suburbium und die im 9. Jh. einsetzende 
Besiedlung der ReichenstraJ3eninsel im nordlich vor-
gelagerten Marschenland. Wegen der generell klei-
nen Grabungsflachen war die Entwicklung der Ge-
baude, die immer nur im geringen Partien erfaJ3t wer-
den konnten, durch die Jahrhunderte hinweg nicht 
erkennbar. Offensichtlich hat man eher nach den 
Anfangen des Siedlungslandes gesucht. Dennoch ist 
eine bemerkenswerte Anzahl an archaologischen 
Beobachtungen in der Altstadt gelungen. 
5 Neuere Ausgrabungen auf der Reichenstrafien-
insel 
Ab 1988 wurde es moglich, drei groJ3ere Bau-
stellen auf der sog. ReichenstraJ3eninsel zu unter-
suchen (Abb. 6). Die Ausgrabungen waren durch das 
Baugeschehen vorgegeben. Dort handelte es sich urn 
die groJ3ten nach dem Kriegsende unbebauten Gelan-
de, deren Untersuchungen daher als besonders loh-
nend erschienen. Beispielhaft sei hier der Fundplatz 
77 (Hamburg-Altstadt) vorgestellt. 
Die ReichenstraJ3eninsel war einst von den Rei-
chenstraJ3en- und Groninger-Fleeten (Seitenarme der 
Bille) umflossen. Bei der Landnahme fand eine erste 
Besiedlung im 9. Jahrhundert auf der Ho he von ea.± 
0 NN statt. Wie friihere Ausgrabungen aufkleineren 
Flachen an mehreren Stellen verdeutlichen, handelte 
es sich dabei urn kleine Flechtwandhauser. Im 12. 
Jahrhundert entstanden Pfostenbauten mit Flecht-
werkwanden, die groJ3er dimensioniert waren und zu 
einer Verdichtung der Bebauung fiihrten. Diese Aus-
grabungen in den ersten Jahren nach Ende des 2. 
Weltkrieges zielten auf die Erstbesiedlung des Are-
als, wogegen die jiingeren Besiedlungsablaufe unbe-
obachtet blieben. 
So blickten die Archaologen am Hamburger Mu-
seum fiir Archaologie und die Geschichte Harburgs 
erwartungsvoll auf das Projekt "Ziirichhaus", das 
ihnen erstrnals groJ3flachige und parzelleniibergrei-
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Abb. 5 - Nordische Nadel mit spatelformigem 
Kopf aus Hamburg, Hammaburg-Grabung, 
spates 9. I I 0. Jahrhundert. M I: I. 
fende Untersuchungen versprach. Dank des Entge-
genkommens und mit finanzieller Unterstiitzung der 
Bautrager und des Architekten wurde die Moglich-
keit zur archaologischen Untersuchung des Gelandes 
an der Gr. ReichenstraJ3e/DomstraJ3e (Hamburg-Alt-
stadt, Fundplatz 77) friihzeitig und bereits vor Bau-
beginn ermoglicht. 
Auf einer Flache von ea. 3.100 m2 konnte ab 1988 
erstmals die Bauentwicklung bis in die Neuzeit kon-
tinuierlich erforscht werden, wobei etwa die Halfte 
der Flache systematisch ausgegraben wurde. 
Die wohl wichtigste Beobachtung war die Fest-
stellung der Landaufbohung, die auf mehreren Par-
zellen ausschnittweise zu beobachten war. Diese war 
notwendig geworden, da das mittlere Tidehochwasser 
kontinuierlich angestiegen war und eine Besiedlung 
auf der urspriinglichen Hohe unmoglich machte. So 
war eine Landaufhohung notwendig geworden. Man 
grub Pfahle in den Untergrund, legte Holzbretter zwi-
schen diese und der Innenraum wurde iiberwiegend 
mit Dungpackungen aufgefiillt. Zwischen diesen 
"Dammen", auch in der alteren Lokalliteratur "Ha-
senriicken" genannt, verliefen Wassergraben, die zur 
Entsorgung von Unrat dienten. Diese Damme waren 
zwischen 5 und 8 m breit und ea. 70 m lang, von Fleet 
zu Fleet gemessen. Dieses ergab eine ziemlich gleich-
formige Parzellenabmessung, die auch an anderer 
Stelle auf der ReichenstraJ3eninsel ermittelt werden 
konnte. Der Hohenauftrag betrug ea. 2,50 m. Diese 
Beobachtungen weisen darauf hin, daJ3 diese Land-
aufbohung in einem Zug vorgenommen wurde, was 
eine bedeutende Arbeitsleistung darstellt. Die al-
testen hierbei verwendeten Holzer lieJ3en sich den-
drochronologisch in das Ende des 12. Jahrhunderts 
datieren. Die dendrochronologischen Untersuchun-
gen wurden von Frau S. Wrobel, Ordinariat fUr Holz-
biologie der Universitat Hamburg, durchgeftihrt. 
An der Basis einer dieser Damme brachte man ein 
Bauopfer ein, das in heidnischer Tradition stehend 
ungewohnlich erscheint. Es handelt sich urn ein 
Pferd, dem mehrere Hi.ihnereier beigegeben warden 
waren. Die Grube ftir dieses Bauopfer war in den 
Marschenboden eingetieft warden, darliber befand 
sich eine sorgsam verlegte Reisigschicht. 
Der zoologische Untersuchungsbericht von Hei-
demarie Hiister ermittelte ein mannliches Pferd im 
Alter von 4-4,5 Jahren. Die Widerristhohe lag bei 
140 cm. Ritzspuren an verschiedenen Knochen des 
Tieres lassen sicher erscheinen, daJ3 vor der Depo-
nierung dem Pferd das Fell abgezogen wurde. 
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Ab b. 6- Baufliichen m it archiiologischen Beobachtungen und Grabungen im Bereich der ReichenstrajJeninsel seit 1988. 
Kartengrundlage mit dem StrajJennetz und der Parzellenzuschnitte vor 1842. 
Die Anlage einer Grube und die Deponierung des 
Pferdekadavers an der Basis erscheint jedenfalls 
nicht zufallig. 
Ohne nach vollstiindigen Parallelen derartiger 
"Opfer" zu suchen, mochte man zumindest an das 
Bauopfer unter der karolingischen Wallbefestigung 
Munsters erinnem, wo ein Pferd mit einem Hund in 
einer Grube deponiert wurden. Obwohl dieses Bei-
spiel bedeutend alter ist, zeichnet sich eine Sitte ab, 
die femab christlicher Tradition steht. 
Die neu geschaffenen Damme, die nunmehr die 
Parzellenstruktur auf der Reichenstraf3eninsel bis in 
das 19. Jahrhundert in ihren Abmessungen bestimm-
ten, wurden alsbald bebaut. Das Grundstiick, dessen 
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Struktur am umfassendsten untersucht werden konn-
te, trug zunachst (urn 1200) eine Kemenate, ein 
Steinhaus, das aus Backsteinziegeln erbaut war und 
die ganze Breite der Parzelle einnahm und von der 
Reichenstraf3enfront etwas zuruck gelegen errichtet 
wurde. Damit ist erstmals ein Kemenatenbau in Ham-
burg archaologisch erschlossen warden. 
Spater wurde die Kemenate mit einem Wohnbau 
von mehreren Raumen, die allerdings nur fragmen-
tarisch nachgewiesen werden konnten, erweitert. Der 
Grundrif3 ist nicht vollstandig rekonstruierbar. Er-
kennbar ist aber eine weitraumige Diele im vorderen 
Teil des Erdgeschosses, die mit Kopfsteinpflaster 
versehen war. Es gilt aber noch immer, daf3 das Ge-
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Abb. 7 - Erstbebauung nach der Landaujhohung mit einer Kemenate, Fundplatz 77. An der Basis der Landaujhohung 
auf einer Nachbarparzelle befand si eh die Pferdedeponierung, 12. Jahrhundert. 
biiude weiterhin zwar zur Reichenstraf3e hin orien-
tiert war, aber die Parzelle nur sehr geringflachig 
bebaut blieb. 
Langsam waren die seitlichen Wasserlaufe ver-
schlickt. Seit Ende des Mittelalters wurden in diesen 
durch Sedimentation zugewachsenen "Graben" Ab-
wasserleitungen verlegt, die aus Holz bestanden und 
unterschiedlich konstruiert wurden, aber bis in das 
19. Jahrhundert in Benutzung blieben. Ihre Abdec-
kung bestand aus Holzplatten, die zwecks Reinigung 
leicht aufgenommen werden konnten. 
Erst in der dritten Bauphase wird das Grundstlick 
in seiner ganzen Tiefe mit Gebauden bebaut, von 
denen die Backsteinfundamente erhalten waren. Das 
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Hinterhaus nimmt nunmehr etwas mehr als 25 m in 
der Breite ein, drei Parzellen sind also vereinigt wor-
den. Die mittleren Gebaude sind schmaler und 
dadurch wurde ein Innenhof gebildet. Damit zeigt 
sich eine Grundsti.icksgliederung, wie sie ftir die 
nachmittelalterliche Zeit typisch war und bis zur Zeit 
der Kriegszerstorung im 2. Weltkrieg Bestand hatte 
(Abb. 7). 
Diese dritte Bauphase ist nicht in einem Zug 
errichtet word en, verschiedene Veranderungen erfolg-
ten, aber dennoch warder Grundrif3 offensichtlich urn 
1630 festgelegt worden. Weitere Aufschliisse ilber 
diese Bauphase erwarten wir durch die endgiiltige 
Auswertung der Befunde, die erst im Angriff ge-
nommen werden konnte. Eine Prazision ilber diesen 
Vorbericht hinaus ist also zu erhoffen. 
Das gilt auch ftir das Fundmaterial, von dessen 
Darstellung wir nahere Aufschlilsse ilber die zeit-
lichen Abfolgen der Bebauungsphasen erwarten so-
wie iiber die wirtschaftlichen Tatigkeiten der ein-
stigen Besitzer bzw. Einwohner der Gebaude. In den 
Dungauffilllungen der "Dammen" fielen zahlreiche 
Lederreste auf, die offensichtlich auf eine Schuhma-
cherwerkstatt in der naheren Umgebung hinwiesen. 
Andere Funde belegen das Metallhandwerk. Zahl-
reich sind die Ergebnisse zur Sachkultur des Mittel-
alters, vomehmlich durch Keramik, aber auch durch 
alltagliche Dinge wie Spielzeug. 
Bemerkenswerte Ergebnisse sind hier angedeutet, 
nahere Aufschlilsse sind durch die noch ausstehende 
Endbearbeitung zu erwarten. Schon jetzt zeichnet 
sich aber ab, daf3 diese Ausgrabungen einen wichti-
gen Beitrag zur Erforschung der Siedlungsent-
wicklung in der Altstadt Hamburgs geleistet haben. 
Weitere Ausgrabungen auf der Reichenstraf3en-
insel haben erganzende Ergebnisse erbracht, aber 
bedilrfen intensiver Auswertungsarbeit ( das Bauge-
lande Dovenhof und Hopfensack). Sie bestatigen 
aber im Prinzip die Besiedlungsgeschichte dieses 
Areals, wie es am Beispiel des Gelandes Zilrich-Haus 
dargestellt ist. Am Hopfensack, der westlichen Spitze 
der Insel, ist eine Ausdilnnung der Besiedlung zu 
beobachten. 
Landaufhohungen, wie sie hier beschrieben sind, 
stellen eine bedeutende Gewinnung von Siedlungs-
areal dar, das unter giinstigeren hydrologischen Ver-
haltnissen bereits im 9. Jh. besiedelt wurde. Ahnliche 
Vorgange sind auch in Schleswig beobachtet word en. 
Offensichtlich war die Orientierung zum Wasserweg 
aus verkehrstechnischen Griinden maf3geblich ftir 
diese grof3e Arbeitsleistung. 
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The Moot Question of Urbanism: Recent Excavations at Birka 
During the years 1990-1995 a research excavation 
was carried out on the Viking Age town ofBirka, in 
Central Sweden, under the auspices of the Central 
Board of National Antiquities (Riksantikvariei.im-
betet), directed by Dr. Bjorn Ambrosiani. As one of 
the supervisors on the site, I want to give a brief sum-
mary of the results of that excavation and to follow 
on by discussing some of the implications of the 
results for the wider field of Viking Studies and the 
old debate about the roots and development of post-
Roman urbanism in Britain and Scandinavia. 
The research questions posed at the beginning of 
the excavation were: 
... ' to discover whether there was a coherent plot 
pattern in Viking-age Birka; the shapes of the plots; 
their permanency or otherwise; and the activities 
carried on within them. The ecological interaction 
between Birka and its hinterland during the two 
centuries of the town's existence, and the environ-
mental changes in the town and beyond are also part 
ofthe strategy' (Ambrosiani 1992, 83). 
The wider academic implications of this rather 
specific agenda are substantial. A planned layout and 
permanency of plot boundaries clearly demonstrate 
control of the organisation and function of the settle-
ment by an higher authority, while the activities 
carried on within the settlement provide evidence of 
the functional and ideological role of the site and its 
relationship to its hinterland. The interlinked eco-
logies of site and hinterland reflect the most basic 
roots of subsistence which allowed the creation of a 
large, non-agricultural settlement, and reveal the 
patterns of culture and power which maintained it. 
All these questions have had to be answered for a 
deeper understanding of the development ofBirka as 
a site, and its role in relation to social changes in 
North-Western Europe during the Early Mediaeval 
period. As usual, however, the excavation has raised 
as many questions as it has answered. 
Birka is situated on a small island in Lake Malar, 
west of Stockholm (see fig 1), and has attracted 
antiquarian interest since the 17th century. The island 
has been farmed throughout the second millennium, 
with particular concentration upon an area known as 
'Svarta Jorden' i.e. the Black Earth, for arable culti-
vation. This area, in which the soil is black with a 
high concentration of charcoal, has always been pro-
ductive of both good crops and archaeological arte-
facts. To the north lies a large hill fort, to the south a 
rampart and extensive barrow cemeteries (see fig 1). 
During the 1870s, excavations in the area of the 
Black Earth were carried out by the entomologist and 
anthropologist, Hjalmar Stolpe. After some five sea-
sons of work, with a belated recognition that his 
technical ability was inadequate to interpret the struc-
tural record of this complex, dry stratigraphy, he 
turned his attention to the cemeteries and carried out 
several seasons of outstandingly competent excav-
ation, which resulted in a large corpus of both finds 
and records later published by Holger Arbman 
(Arbman 1943). As a result ofStolpe's and Arbman's 
work, the dates of the site were set at c. AD 800-970, 
based on typological dating of the grave finds, tied to 
the numismatic material. 
Excavation at Birka during this century has been 
limited by the fact that the archaeological areas are 
owned and strictly protected by the government. 
There is no threat of development, and resources for 
research excavation have been scant, although an 
excavation between 1969 and 1971, carried out by 
Dr. Bjorn Ambrosiani and Dr. Birgit Arrhenius, dis-
covered the foundations of a jetty (Ambrosiani & 
Arrhenius 1973). During the late 1980s, however, a 
major grant from TetraPak AB allowed a larger pro-
ject to be planned, which began in 1990. 
A trial trench, 10 x 5 m was opened in 1990, 
revealing an unexpected depth of complicated, dry 
stratigraphy, the edge of a large, stone foundation and 
parts of at least three buildings. This trench was 
expanded in 1991, to cover the entire area of one plot, 
bounded to north and south by narrow lanes, and half 
of a further plot to the south (see fig. 2). Half of the 
area was damaged by later disturbances, which when 
emptied proved to be parallel strip trenches, running 
north-south, varying between I .2 m and 2 m in width 
and extending to the natural subsoil in some areas. In 
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other areas the bottoms of the trenches were syste-
matically pitted down to the subsoil. These were 
some of the trenches opened by Stolpe in the 1870s, 
and, when emptied, they gave a preview of the earlier 
deposits on the site. 
In following seasons it became clear that the town 
had been founded during the third quarter of the 
eighth century. At that time, the area of our excav-
ation lay immediately on the shore line, so the lowest 
deposits, which were contemporary with the stone 
foundation of a jetty, were laminated flood deposits 
of sand and organic material interspersed with finds 
from the ups lope area of the site. The dating of this 
material derives from the presence of a type of bead 
produced in Ribe in Denmark, and also found at 
Birka. These wasp beads are particularly fragile and 
were produced in Ribe during a limited period dated 
by dendrochronology to between ea AD 760-780 
(Stig Jensen, pers. comm.) .. The earliest anthropo-
morphic deposits predate these beads, suggesting a 
foundation date for the site in the early third quarter 
of the eighth century. At the eastern edge of the site, 
boundary ditches extended in from the unexcavated 
area upslope. These related to the line of the stone 
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foundation of a jetty and are together the earliest 
structures on the site. 
In the fourth quarter of the eighth century, a 
bronze casting workshop was established on the site, 
contemporary with extensions of the plot boundary 
ditches with fences. After a short period, the building 
was renovated and extended, contemporary with the 
construction of another building on the same plot. 
This pattern of two parallel, related buildings dedi-
cated to bronze casting continued for a period dated 
by the finds to approximately a century, to be fol-
lowed by a probably short period of abandonment, 
and the building of two parallel buildings whose 
function is unclear. Throughout the occupation of this 
plot, the evidence for a combination of industrial and 
domestic functions is substantial. Finds suggest that 
even in the later phases, the industry was probably 
metalworking of some type -lead and silver working 
has been suggested. 
The plot in the southern half of the excavation was 
not completely dug, but the successive buildings in 
the excavated area seem to have been primarily 
domestic in function, though scattered cullet frag-
ments in the earliest of the three phases of occupation 
The Moot Question ofUrbanism: Recent Excavations at Birka 
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street or path 
suggest that there may, at some stage, have been 
small scale glass bead manufacture here. Finds of 
weapons, including a shield boss, scabbard chape and 
arrow heads, from the second of the three phases, 
which was destroyed by fire, suggest a relatively high 
status for this building. 
To return in summary to the initial research ques-
tions posed of the excavation - the site was planned 
from its inception, and the plot boundaries were 
controlled and monitored over a period of up to two 
and a half centuries. As the waterline receded due to 
isostatic readjustment (Ambrosiani 1985), new plots 
were laid out, and these were also monitored and 
controlled. This suggests some organising power -
borne out by frequent documentary references to a 
royal steward in charge of the town in Rimbert's Vita 
Ansgarii (Rimbert 1986, 28, 35-41 ). The site was 
densely occupied and multi-functional, heavily depen-
dant upon imported produce from the surrounding 
farmland to support a population ofbetween 700 and 
1000 per generation (Ambrosiani 1985, 107). The 
lack of English coinage of the third quarter of the 
tenth century (Zachrisson 1992, 61), which is com-
monly found in the Malar Valley suggest that the site 
was abruptly abandoned in the early third quarter of 
the tenth century. 
These results, showing an unexpectedly early and 
complex settlement of urban type, lead to further 
questions and research problems. The importance of 
the recent excavation lies in its illumination of two 
areas of particularly radical departure from the local 
tradition of trade and manufacturing sites: firstly, the 
physical size and complexity of the settlement show 
a staggering break when compared to earlier Swedish 
sites such as Helgo. Helgo is estimated to have had a 
population of c.17 per generation, compared to Birka 's 
700-1000 (Ambrosiani 1985, 107). The architecture 
of the earliest buildings in the centre of the urban area 
is unlike that of contemporary rural sites, where the 
post-built halls and longhouses were prevalent, and 
seems to consist exclusively of structures built on a 
ratio of 1.5-2 : 1 (length : width), with a width of 4-5 
m, and varying widely in their construction methods 
depending on their function. The repertoire of build-
ing techniques ranges from substantial post and sill-
stone walls with internal panelling to flimsy wattle 
screens. In contrast to rural buildings, room divisions 
are common, and aisled constructions rare. The scant 
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evidence for longhouse or hall building in Birka all 
comes from the edge of the town, adjacent to the 
rampart (Holmquist Olausson 1993). 
The second major difference between Birka and 
earlier sites lies in its function in relation to its 
hinterland. The volume of manufacturing, as measur-
ed by quantity of industrial debris, is greater than on 
earlier sites, probably because evidence suggests that 
Birka was from the beginning a permanent rather 
than seasonal manufacturing centre. The size and 
permanence of the site also have as their prerequisite 
a substantial subsistence trade based upon agricul-
tural surplus from the hinterland, and the animal bone 
types from Birka are closely related to those from 
contemporary rural sites both in distribution of spe-
cies and cut (Bengt Wigh and Kenneth Svensson, 
pers. comm.). Birka could never have been self-
sufficient. There is no evidence for large scale sub-
sistence trade in Sweden earlier than this site. 
There is a similar dearth of comparable earlier and 
contemporary sites from the second half of the eighth 
century in the rest of mainland Scandinavia. The 
closest parallel structurally, and in volume of trade 
and manufacture, is the eastern Jutland site of Hede-
by, now in northern Germany. Extensive excavations 
here under the direction of H. Jankuhn (Jankuhn 
1986) and latterly Prof. K. Schietzel (Schietzel 1981) 
have revealed a site with architecture and urban 
organisation which are to all intents and purposes 
identical to those of Birka, though the settlement 
itself is very much larger in area. However, the ear-
liest dendrochronological dating of the urban-type 
settlement at Hedeby is the early ninth century 
(Clarke & Ambrosiani 1991, 63) although there is 
substantial evidence for earlier, probably rural, trad-
ing settlements in the immediate area. 
Ribe, on the western coast of Denmark, is earlier, 
with a good dendrochronological date to the first 
decade of the eighth century. The excavator, how-
ever, is convinced that this site started as a seasonal 
market, and was not permanently occupied until later 
in the century (Jensen 1991,7 & Feveile 1994, 91-2). 
This would fit Ribe into the pattern of seasonal trade 
and manufacturing sites, effectively market places, 
which are beginning to emerge as a class of site from 
the eighth century, all over Sweden and Denmark 
(Ambrosiani 1992, 152), and include sites such as 
Sebbersund, on the Limfjord in northern Denmark, 
Ahus in Scania (Callmer 1994, 56) and, later, Pavi-
ken on Gotland (Lundstrom 1981). Soine of these 
sites, including Ribe, do become permanent settle-
ments during the early ninth century, others continue 
as seasonal markets. Their permanent populations in 
the eighth century seem to be small to non-existent. 
In Central Sweden itself there are no similar 
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contemporary sites; centres of political power such as 
Gamla Uppsala, Alsnohus and Forn Sigtuna show no 
signs of the kind of intensive occupation which cha-
racterises Hedeby and Birka, despite their concen-
trations of rich burials and imported goods. It has 
been suggested that the proximity of Alsnohus and 
Birka is significant, and reflects a royal control of the 
trading settlement itself; this remains to be proved, 
but given the later documented royal status of 
Alsnohus, and the suggestions in Rimbert that Birka 
was under the direct control of the king (Rimbert 
1986, 27 -28), is a strong possibility. Some sort of 
centralised control of the settlement is certainly indi-
cated by the rigidity of the plot boundaries, which 
varied only c. +/- 0.2 m over two centuries. 
Later settlements throughout the Scandinavian 
world show remarkable similarities to the plan of 
Birka. Identical architectural forms and urban orga-
nisation have been recorded in Hedeby, as men-
tioned, but also in the earliest deposits in Birka 's suc-
cessor settlement, Sigtuna (Back & Carlsson 1994, 
113-4), and in York (Hall 1990, 382), and Dublin 
(Wallace 1992). 
The functions of the settlement at Birka quite 
clearly included both trade and manufacturing. 
Imports in the lowest, i.e. earliest, deposits included 
material from both the Slavic and more westerly areas. 
The geographical trends in the imported ceramics 
have been quantified by Mathias Back in an article 
published in 1995, which demonstrates that the pro-
portion of western ceramics, the majority of which 
are from Germany and the Low Countries, decreases 
steadily from the eighth century contexts, to virtually 
nothing in the tenth century contexts (Back 1995). 
This decreasing western influence is also visible in 
the bone and antler, with so-called 'Frisian' combs 
only present in the eighth century levels (Michel 
Carlsson pers. comm.). It is intriguing to speculate that 
this change is the result of the progressive expansion 
of the Russian colonies from the end of the eighth 
century 1, whose positions on the trade routes up the 
Russian river systems of the Dnepr and Volkhov 
indicate links into the Baltic trade network with 
which Birka was also closely connected. 
It is difficult to know what term to use to describe 
the volume of craft production demonstrated at 
The northernmost of these settlements, Staraja Ladoga on 
the Volkhov, has a foundation date of c. 760 from dendrochro-
nological material; Ryurikovo Gorodishche, a little further 
south, has a finds based date of the second half of the ninth 
century or earlier; Gnezdovo, on the Dnepr, is dated to the mid-
late ninth century, or the first half of the tenth century, again 
based on the finds (Clarke and Ambrosiani, 1991: 120-123). 
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Birka. 'Industrial' implies mass production as cha-
racteristic of the post-mediaeval development of 
Western Europe, but though lesser in volume than 
this, Birka's craft production was certainly very 
much more intensive and well organised than that on 
any other earlier or contemporary site in Sweden. 
The metal workshops excavated during the recent 
excavations provided evidence of year-round pro-
duction through a period of at least one century, 
possibly more, using a variety of metals (bronze, lead 
and the precious metals) and manufacturing a variety 
of objects. This is certainly an organised, industrial-
type, craft as characteristic of the later mediaeval 
towns. 
Excavations in the area of the southern rampart by 
Lena Holmquist Olausson (Holmquist Olausson, 993) 
have revealed the remains of a hall, built on one of 
several terraces, all of which were probably building 
foundations. This suggests that at least one part of the 
settlement was occupied by a high-status group, or 
group with a different role in the society, and this is 
supported by the wide variety of grave furnishings 
from the cemetery excavations (Arbman 1943). 
Birka, then, appears to have been an organised, 
densely occupied, multi-functional settlement, from 
its foundation in the mid-eighth century. While this 
is an exciting result in itself, its wider implications in 
terms of the study of the development ofurbanism in 
Scandinavia are profoundly stimulating. It has been 
suggested that the impulse for the creation of towns 
in Scandinavia came from the exposure of the 
Vikings to Western European urbanism during the 
ninth century. This, however, must now be aban-
doned as a serious thesis for two important reasons: 
the first is the early date of the Scandinavian 
settlements, particularly Birka, which demonstrates 
fully-fledged urbanism nearly fifty years before the 
first documented raid on Western Europe. The second 
reason is the physical contrast between the Scan-
dinavian early towns and contemporary settlements 
in Western Europe, which demonstrate much less 
strict topographical organisation, and different archi-
tectural forms. 
Birka was abandoned at the beginning of the 
fourth quarter of the tenth century. A number of fac-
tors must have been behind this (apparently com-
plete) clearance of the site. Physically, the continuing 
relative fall of the water line must have caused 
problems in handling ships of increasingly deep 
draught, both at the harbours of Birka itself, and at 
the important southern access to the Malar, the 
Sodertalje portage. Politically, the scant documen-
tary sources for the period suggest a shift in the focus 
of power to a branch of the royal kinship whose base 
was on the northern side of the Malar, in Gotaland 
. . 
(Tesch 1990, 23). Ideologically, the official conver-
sion of Sweden, after a long period of mission from 
the diocese of Hamburg-Bremen, also occurred at 
this time. It is very probable that a combination of 
these factors was behind the abandonment of the site, 
and the completeness of that abandonment reinforces 
the impression of a strong link between centralised 
political power and control of the town. Controver-
sially, it has been suggested that the population of 
Birka was moved directly to the town of Sigtuna, on 
the northern edge of the Malar (Back & Carlsson 
1994, 118). The archaeological evidence in no way 
contradicts this idea, and the earliest material from 
Sigtuna, both structures and finds, shows very 
marked similarites to that from Birka (op.cit.). 
It seems possible that in the planning and esta-
blishment of the earliest towns in mainland Scandi-
navia, elements of design and function were derived 
from many sources. The architectural forms cha-
racteristic of these settlements do not derive from the 
rural architecture of Scandinavia, though the fixed, 
narrow plots relating to a water line and parallel road 
may have their roots in the earlier seasonal market 
places typified by Ribe. The density of occupation 
and controlled trading/manufacturing functions may 
show influences from contemporary Low Countries 
sites such as Dorestad, while the relationship bet-
ween enclosed settlement and hill fort has similarities 
to smaller, earlier and contemporary settlements in 
the Slavonic area such as Starigard (Clarke & 
Ambrosiani 1991, 1 08-9). The appearance of such a 
fixed pattern of settlement type in an extremely short 
period of time, and its success as a form over suc-
ceeding centuries lead one to speculate on the possi-
bility that this may be one of the rare occasions in the 
archaeological record where the influence of one 
individual as planner/executor can be identified. 
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An early medieval settlement at Guildhall, City of London 
Background 
Rescue excavation of the Roman amphitheatre 
site next to the medieval Guildhall of the City of 
London was undertaken in several phases from 1987-
1996 by the Museum of London Archaeology Ser-
vice. The area is being redeveloped by the Corpor-
ation of London as a new Art Gallery. In recognition 
of the importance of the archaeology the site was 
scheduled by the Department of the Environment in 
1988, and planning consent was given on condition 
of full excavation of all deposits. The last phase of 
excavation finished in November 1996. A substantial 
programme of post excavation analysis has just begun, 
0--==--===-....,;;,;aSOOM 
and therefore the dating and interpretations offered 
below are only provisional. 
The site lies in the north-west corner of the city 
within the area bounded by the Roman and later 
medieval city wall (see Fig. 1). Along the western 
side of the site, under the present Guildhall Yard, up 
to six metres of complex urban stratigraphy survived, 
from deposits associated with the Roman amphi-
theatre through to evidence for medieval buildings, 
and Yards associated with the medieval Guildhall 
itself. The medieval and later Yard deposits, along 
with the relative lack of intrusive activity, effectively 
sealed the underlying archaeology and created anaer-





Fig. 1. -Site location with City wall and major Medieval streets. 
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sequently, there was good survival of wood and 
organic deposits, even though the site lies on relative 
high ground. 
The area under the Yard will be provided with a 
single basement only, and so there was no require-
ment to excavate all the archaeological deposits. For-
tunately, the OD height which we were required to 
excavate down to, co-incided with a major hiatus in 
the sequence (ie: the beginning of the Saxo-Norman 
settlement); and excavation and recording of service 
trenches and engineers test pits through to the natural 
deposits below the amphitheatre arena allowed us to 
build up a picture of the complete archaeological 
sequence beneath this settlement. 
Disuse of the amphitheatre 
The amphitheatre appears to have gone out of use 
in the mid fourth century (Bateman 1997, forthcom-
ing). Subsequently the homogenous 'darkearth' depo-
sit, as identified both in excavation and by R.McPhail 
in micromorphological sampling (McPhail & Cruise 
1995), accumulated or was deposited in the arena and 
over some parts of the bank and seating area (Bate-
. 
man 1997). Within the area ofthe arena, the surface 
of this deposit displayed a pronounced slope down to 
the north-east. The arena itself had been beset by 
drainage problems and, from the evidence of OD 
heights and environmental sampling, one can specul-
ate that, by the end of the 1Oth century, the amphi-
theatre survived as a boggy hollow. 
At the top of this sequence of accumulation or 
dumping, an area in the south west corner of the site, 
on the higher ground, was enclosed on its north and 
east sides by wattle fencing, with a metalled pathway 
leading in from the east. This enclosure, as yet 
undated, may be the earliest churchyard associated 
with the precursor(s) of St. Lawrence Jewry to the 
south, since, following the dumping described below, 
the area became used as a burial ground (see Fig. 2). 
Some time in the early 11th century, a single act of 
dumping and levelling occurred, sealing the whole of 
the area under excavation. This had the effect of 
correcting the prevailing slope, filling the hollow, 
and providing level ground for subsequent activity. 
Expansion and growth into the north of the City at 
this time is well attested, and the developement of 
this 'marginal' land in the north western sector must 
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The burial ground of St Lawrence 
As mentioned above, the compound in the south-
west corner was re-enclosed on its north and east 
sides and began to be used as a burial ground (see 
Fig. 2). These burials will be discussed elsewhere at 
this conference (Bateman); but it should be noted 
here that two dendrochronological samples from 
coffin timbers have yielded dates of 1046 and 1066, 
with many more yet to be processed. Also, the burial 
practices display many parallels with contemporary 
Scandinavian inhumations, from sites such as Trond-
heim and Lund. The origins of the church of St Law-
rence Jewry are unclear from documentary sources; 
the earliest documentary references date from the late 
twelth century (Harben 1918), and there is an unsub-
stantiated tradition that the church was founded in 
1136.The discovery of this burial ground implies the 
existence of a church to the south by the mid 11th 
century, in the same position as St Lawrence Jewry 
occupies today. It is worth mentioning here that St 
Lawrence was a popular dedication in early Scandi-
navian churches, notably at Lund cathedral (Hugh 
Farmer 1992). 
Contemporaneously, the surrounding area im-
mediately to the north and east of the churchyard was 
characterised by sporadic pitting and flimsy scraps of 
wattle fencing, whose function are as yet unknown, 
although one might guess at animal husbandry. In the 
north eastern sector, there was a series ofintercutting 
ditches or trenches, oriented both north-south and 
east-west. Some were shallow, some up to 1.2 m deep, 
and butt-ended where the ends were seen. At the time 
of excavation they were thought to be water manage-
ment features; an attempt to drain this low lying 
boggy ground. This was borne out by the results of 
micromorphological analysis, and R.Mcphail was able 
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to demonstrate the waterloggedness of the area. He 
also identified cattle trampled horizons, which sug-
gests that these ditches might have been used second-
arily to water and corral cattle. It is possible that quite 
substantial numbers of cattle were involved, which 
suggests commercial activity. It is also possible to 
calculate that an area of at least 300 sq metres was an 
"open space" at this time (this includes part of the 
area excavated to the east in previous phases of ex-
cavation), and that plus the presence of large num-
bers of cattle, could imply the existence of a cattle 
market here. The upper fills of the ditches are pro-
visionally dated to c1090, after which the settlement 
described below advances northwards and occupies 
this area. To the east, the large open space continued 
in use throughout the life of the settlement (see Fig. 3). 
Lawrence Lane 
Dating of the material culture has not been com-
pleted or refined as yet, but provisionally it seems 
that around 1070, a number of domestic dwellings 
were constructed flanking a north-south lane or alley, 
which bisected the area under excavation (see Fig. 2). 
Unfortunately, most of this lane was removed by la-
ter intrusive activity (a modem sewer), but sufficient 
survived to demonstrate that it remained in use for 
the duration of the settlement and beyond. At its 
north end there was an unbroken sequence of external 
surfacing up to what is now the open space known as 
Guildhall Yard. There is a mention of a Lawrence 
Lane leading from the Guildhall to Cheapside in the 
late twelth century (Wilson 193 8), and although there 
is some debate as to the exact location and date of the 
early Guildhall, it seems highly likely that this stretch 
ofmetalling represented the northern part of the lane. 
b 
Fig. 3.- a) bulwark wall construction, b) post and wattle walls, often buttressed 
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If so, what did it lead from at this much earlier date? 
-an earlier version of a hall which was part of this 
systematically laid out settlement? or did it merely 
lead north towards the City wall?. This, along with 
much other information derived from the recent ex-
cavations, may help in resolving the location of the 
early Guildhall. The alignment of the lane and the 
buildings is determined by the earlier burial ground 
and church, which themselves are not oriented truly 
east-west, but respect the early medieval street pattern, 
rather than features or topography relating to the 
underlying amphitheatre. This would imply that the 
amphiteatre as a topographical feature had all but dis-
appeared at this stage. 
The timber buildings 
Work has barely commenced on the detailed ana-
lysis of the timber buildings at Guildhall, but some 
initial observations can be made. There are signifi-
cant differences between the buildings on the west 
and those on the east of the lane. On the west, they are 
aligned with the long axis east-west, so that they are 
'end on' to "Lawrence Lane", whilst on the east they 
are aligned with the long axis north-south, so that 
they are parallel to the lane. The buildings on the 
west are exclusively wattle and post, while those on 
the east are largely grooved post and plank buildings, 
sometimes incorporating wattlework. 
At this early stage in the post-excavation 
programme, it is not possible to provide detailed, 
grouped, drawings of these buildings, although these 
will be available in time for the conference pro-
ceedings. On the west side, the best preserved buil-
ding was a surface laid, wattle and post building 
measuring 5.10 m x 9. 70 m ( althogh truncated at both 
east and west end), which, unusually, made use of 
earthfast internal roof supports and external buttres-
ses (see Fig. 3). It was continually repaired and modi-
fied throughout its use, generally as a result of fire 
damahe. Some of the repairs were fairly substantial, 
such as the rebuilding of the entire south wall, whilst 
retaining the rest of the property. Much of the timber 
was re-used, implying a general scarcity of good 
quality building material which might explain why 
properties were repaired rather than completely re-
built. The building was transversely divided into 
three with the entrance at the east end of the south 
side, (subsequently moved to the w~st end of the 
south side), opening onto an east-west alleyway 
(which apparently only lasts for as long as this prop-
erty). There may have been a centrally placed hearth 
which was later truncated, but there was also an 
obvious kitchen area partitioned off in: the south-west 
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corner of the building, with several phases of wood 
lined box hearths. Turf benches on the north and 
south long axes provided the seating and sleeping 
arrangements. Floors were generally ofbeaten earth, 
although brickearth was used occasionally. There 
was more partitioning at the eastern end of the prop-
erty and, hopefully, micromorphological analysis will 
provide more information concerning the function of 
these areas. This structure, in terms of its use of 
angled buttress posts, bears comparison with con-
temporary structures at Haithabu (Elsner, undated) 
and Lund (Wallace 1992). Initial obvious similarities 
to the earlier Viking buildings at Coppergate (Hall 
1994) and Dublin (Wallace 1992) disguise essential 
differences with regard to position of entrances, 
hearths and internal roof supports. 
In London, excavations at Bull Wharfin 1995, on 
the eastern side of Queenhithe dock, (see Fig. 1 ), 
revealed similar buildings dating at least up until the 
mid 11th century (Ayre, Wroe-Brown and Malt, forth-
coming). These are the only other known buildings of 
this type in the City of London, and thus may be one 
reason for establishing a link between the two sites. 
On the east side of' Lawrence Lane', the buildings 
were predominantly of post and plank walling, where 
the horizontal planks were slotted into longitudinal 
grooves carved into earthfast upright posts (see Fig. 
3). Unfortunately, no complete ground plans were 
recovered for any of these buildings, but the largest 
one measured at least 8.70 m x 4.60 m, and was 
divided transversely into three by post and plank 
partitions. The hearth was centrally placed on a beaten 
earth floor, and the entrance was probably at the 
north end of the building, which was destroyed by 
later pitting. Again, this building was modified and 
repaired, with much replacing of individual posts, 
and rebuilding of internal partitions, sometimes in 
wattlework. Micromorphological analysis has demon-
strated what was suspected during the excavation of 
these buildings (Mcphail 1995), and that is the 
apparent cleanliness of the floors. There was very 
little organic debris and no dung of any kind; a sharp 
contrast to the floors of the wattle and post buildings 
on the west side. This, together with the apparently 
more substantial nature of these structures, might 
indicate that they were of higher status. Possibly the 
roofs of these buildings were shingled, as several 
shingles were re-used as post pads or discarded as 
waste. 
A re-used, complete, post with vertical grooves 
was recorded in the 11th and 12th century waterfront 
embankments at Billingsgate Lorry Park (Brigham 
1992). Its dimensions suggest a wall height of c.1.5m, 
and that it was attached by pegging, to a wall plate at 
the top. 
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Fig. 4. - The site in the 12th and 13th centuries showing the enclosure of the western side of Lawrence Lane, and the 
yard/market on the east. 
There are very few other examples of this type of 
construction recorded in London; which may not be 
merely a reflection of the comparatively rare survival 
of timber. The only other possible example in a 
domestic structure was recorded at Pudding Lane 
(Horsman 1988). Elsewhere it was used in the lining 
of a well at Cheapside (Woodger forthcoming), and 
several vertically grooved posts were re-used in the 
12th century revetment at Seal House (Steedman, 
Dyson & Schofield 1992). More significantly, the 
technique was used at Bull Wharf in the waterfront 
revetments dating from c.1145-1165. It was also used 
here in the lining of a 12th-century cess pit (Ayre, 
Wroe-Brown & Malt forthcoming). In Northern 
Europe, particularly in Denmark where it is known as 
bulvaerk (Goodbum 1994), this technique was used 
in early medieval contexts in domestic buildings at 
Haithabu (Elsner undated) and Thule, and in the lin-
ings of wells at Lund (Wallace 1992). Links had 
already been established with the town ofLund, as it 
was the site of one of the Danish royal mints set up 
by Cnut, with the help of English moneyers. 
It is clear, then, that the building techniques used 
in the early medieval buildings at Guildhall have 
distinct Danish parallels. Burials at the contemporary 
churchyard of the church ofSt Lawrence also demon-
strate Danish influences, including the practice of 
interring willow or hazel staffs and bunches of rods 
with the body (Bateman, paper at this conference). It 
would not be unreasonable to infer a significant 
Danish presence at this settlement. 
Conclusions 
So much for the form; what of the function? It was 
tentatively suggested earlier that there was some 
evidence for a cattle market at the site. This was due 
to the presence of cattle trampled horizons, and the 
existence of a large open space on the east of the site. 
Some time in the 12th century, the timber buildings 
described above were knocked down, which coin-
cidentally mirrors the decline of Scandinavian trade 
with London (Poole 1955). The west side of 'Law-
rence Lane' was enclosed by a chalk and ragstone 
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wall, and redeveloped anew; the open space on the 
east side however, now expanded to reach as far west 
as the lane. Ranged along the west side of this space 
or Yard, were what can only be described as 
'cookshops'. These were substantial, well construct-
ed, poured brickearth and cobble hearths and ovens 
(see Fig. 4). In total there were about forty of them 
and they were associated with the various metallings 
and beaten earth surfaces of the open space or yard. 
These 'fast food' outlets must have catered to people 
assembled in this Yard, for purposes of marketing or 
public meetings, or both; as one may have developed 
out of the other. If a market did exist here in the late 
12th and early 13th centuries, it may have developed 
out of an earlier one run by Danish merchants, known 
to have had privileged trading status (Bateson 1902), 
who also settled here. Their market might have pro-
vided an outlet for goods arriving at the port of 
Queenhithe, on the east side of which were buildings 
and waterfront structures of this period which also 
demonstrated Danish influences. Analysis of the 
material culture from Bull Wharf has begun to turn 
up some very interesting evidence for direct trading 
links with Scandinavia (Lyn Blackmore, paper at this 
conference ). Further evidence for a market place 
here may be suggested indirectly by the existence of 
Blackwell Hall. Built in the 13th century, initially as 
a private dwelling, on the east side of the open space 
or yard, it later housed the main wool and cloth 
market for medieval London. Perhaps this was the 
formalisation and enclosure of an open air market 
originally founded by Danish traders, which survived 
the disappearance of their settlement, and the dimin-
ution of their influence. 
It is possible also that the medieval Guildhall 
grew out of the need for formalisation of the various 
public assemblies which might have taken place in 
this Yard, such as the court of Hustings which was 
Danish in name. Initially a body concerned with the 
regulation of weights and measures, and later the 
principal court of the medieval city, "it provides early 
evidence of the link between trade and urban 
administration" (Dyson & Schofield 1984). If further 
analysis of the site record and material culture bears 
out this hypothesis of a Danish settlement at Guild-
hall, it will have profound implications for the origins 
of the singular administration and government of the 
City of London. 
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From settlements to cities. 
Alanian proto-cities of the 1st-2nd mil. AD in the North Caucasus 
The present paper deals with the evolution of 
Alanian settlements and is based on the data yielded 
by two major Alanian sites, Zilgi and Kiafar. These 
sites mark the early and final stages respectively of 
Alanian culture and there is a chronological gap of 
some 500 years between them. Given the somewhat 
exotic nature of the subject in the eyes of our Euro-
pean colleagues, I would like to touch briefly upon 
the history of the Alans before coming to the point. 
In the 1st-early 2nd millenium A.D. Central Cis-
caucasia was inhabited by the Alans who have been 
the subject of extensive debate: who were they, when 
and how did they appear in the Caucasus? It is worth 
expanding on the facts and hypotheses which have 
been accepted by most specialists of the history of the 
Caucasus. The Alans were really a union of Iranian-
speaking tribes. They emerged in the 1st c. A.D. and 
would be the main political force in the Caucasus for 
a thousand years. The Sarmatian tribe of Aorses be-
came the base for the formation of the Alanian union. 
The latter also included other Iranian tribes, some of 
whom had close contacts with Central Asia. Thus the 
Alans were never at any point a mono-ethnic group. 
There is no sign of any ethnic consolidation until the 
second half of the 1st millenium and the process of 
consolidation involved the aboriginal tribes of the 
Caucasus, peoples speaking north Caucasian langua-
ges. To simplify this complicated process, it can be 
said that the Alanian ethnic group came about as a 
result of the interaction of immigrant Iranian noma-
dic tribes with a locally settled population. By the 1st 
century A.D. war-like Alans were beginning to play 
an important part in political events in the Caucasus 
and beyond. They were often a threat to their more 
peaceful neighbours. In 376 A.D. the Alans and the 
Runs appeared in Europe, reaching the Danubian 
boundaries of the Roman empire. From the 5th cen-
tury onwards, the Alans entered the orbit of the poli-
tical and economic interactions of Iran and Byzan-
tium. Iran controlled a considerable section of the 
caravan routes from China and India known as the 
Great Silk Road and aimed at ownership of the access 
to the Black Sea. Byzantium on its part tried to keep 
these routes in its hands. However, the northern 
branch of the Great Silk Road passed through the 
Alanian lands in the North Caucasus: the Alans con-
trolled virtually all the practicable passes into Trans-
caucasia and to the Black sea ports. Thus, the emer-
gence and location ofbig settlements were prompted 
throughout Alanian history not only by internal socio-
economic and geographical factors but also by the 
need to control the areas where the trade routes passed. 
The fact is that Alanian studies do not yet have 
proper archaeological backing, even if it is true that 
numerous Alanian cemeteries (e.g. Baital Chapkan, 
Klin-Yar, Mokraya Balka, Zmeiskaya, Gilyach, etc.), 
all of them characterized by original burial customs 
and rich grave goods, have been investigated tho-
roughly. On the basis of these sites the chronological 
framework for the period in question was established 
for the North Caucasus. At the same time, Alanian 
settlements have been excavated only fractionally and 
Zilgi became the first habitation site to be investigat-
ed archaeologically on a regular basis. For six years, 
large-scale field-work on this site has been carried 
out under the direction of the present author ( 1985-
1990). It was only to be expected that the analysis of 
the finds yielded by these excavations would lead to 
a substantial modification of both the chronology of 
the early medieval North Caucasus and of our notions 
concerning the structure of the Alanian society and its 
economy. The new data also enable us to tackle the 
yet unsolved problem of the emergence and evolu-
tion of the proto-urban centres in the North Caucasus. 
The investigation of the Zilgi site allows us to dis-
tinguish a number of characteristic traits of the urba-
nization process taking into account geographical, 
socio-political and cultural factors. Since the finds 
have not yet been fully published and the monument 
remains virtually unknown to scholars, it is worth 
while to .describe the complex briefly. The site is 
located on the northern outskirts of the Ossetian 
village of Zilgi in the Pravoberezhnyi district of 
Northern Ossetia near the Vladikavkaz-Nalchik high-
way (fig. 1) on the old original bank of the Kam-
bileyevka river, an affluent of the Terek. There can be 
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Fig. 1.- North Caucasus plan. 1: Zilgi; 2: Kjafar. 
no doubt that in Antiquity the site was washed by the 
river. The overall area of the site amounts to 1.5 square 
kilometres. Like many other famous city, it lies on 
seven hills forming a particular pattern in plan: the 
Citadel (mound 1) was encircled with three deep dit-
ches and three semi-circular habitable mounds (fig. 
2). To the South-East, the habitation site adjoins a 
large barrow cemetery. Large-scale excavations con-
ducted for several years enabled us to trace the likely 
sequence of the settlement and fortification forma-
tion: the foundation of the Citadel -or at least of its 
central part- was first built on a clay-soil plateau on 
a riverine promontory. The foundation was a plat-
form consisting of adobe blocks. Next, the ditches -
at least 6 m deep and 15 m wide- were dug succes-
sively into the virgin clay. Simultaneously, the slopes 
of these ditches were escarped and reinforced. As a 
result, the settlement assumed the shape of an elev-
ated Citadel surrounded by three "rings 11 ofhabitation 
separated by deep ditches. Along their upper peri-
meter, the habitation mounds or rings were encircled 
with mud-brick walls. Judging from its outlook 
including a fortified citadel on a precipitous riverine 
promontory, the system of artificial fortifications and 
a multi-partite pattern, the site is similar to a number 
of habitation sites in the Kuma, Terek and Sunzha 
river valleys. Many scholars tend to date the emer-
gence of those "earthwork 11 habitation sites to the 
post-Hun epoch, i.e. to the latter half of the 1st mil-
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lenium A.D. So did the first investigators with res-
pect to Zilgi. The dating was based partly on certain 
pottery forms, yet first and foremost on the fairly 
complicated and well-developed historical topogra-
phy of the site, since there exists a deep-rooted pre-
judice against the notion of an early formation of 
complex town-planning patterns. Our excavations at 
Zilgi enable us to hold that nearly all the fortifica-
tions were built practically simultaneously and func-
tioned during the main period of the history of the 
site, which we feel should be dated not to the latter 
half of the 1st millenium A.D. but to the 2nd-4th cen-
turies A.D. This evidence requires a drastic revision 
of general views concerning the stages of urbani-
zation of the area in question and of town-planning 
factors which have influenced the process. Without 
going into detail, it may be emphasized that our 
assessment of the chronology of the site is based on 
well-stratified and securely dated finds. The latter 
include first of all light-coloured amphorae dated to 
the late half of the 2nd to early half of the 3rd century 
A.D., fibulae of a certain type, the imported Trans-
caucasian pottery and the late Roman glass (fig. 3). 
Thus, the settlement under investigation is some 500 
years older than was believed previously. The fact 
brought about new issues and put the site itself in a 
totally different historical context. 
Medieval Zilgi was characterized by a way oflife 
which was unusually intensive for the given period 
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and area. This includes the high density of population 
and substantial occupation deposits ranging from 2 to 
5 metres as well as evidence for an obvious craft 
specialisation, since the inhabitants of the settlement 
produced huge quantities of pottery clearly superflu-
ous for mere everyday needs. 
As to the stages of urbanization and town-plan-
ning factors, the geographical aspect should be stres-
sed. Together with similar sites, Zilgi, situated at the 
junction of the steppes and the foothills, at the very 
beginning of the Georgian Military Road (fig. 1) 
blocked the passage to the most easily accessible 
mountain passes such as the Daryal gorge. Strategic-
ally, the site was very well placed both for military 
purposes and with regard to the control over the 
caravan routes. Moreover, it lay in the area of imme-
diate contacts between the lowland farmers and the 
steppe cattle-breeders. 
Yet another important issue can be raised in 
connection with the new dating of the site. Written 
sources mention well-developed fortifications oflra-
nian-speaking tribes of the North Caucasus on the 
eve of the Christian era. Thus, Tacitus (Annales XII-
XIII) narrates that in the 1st century B. C. the Bospo-
ran king Mithridates, pursued by the Romans, fled to 
the Siraces while the Romans sided with the Aorses 
(both tribes later joined the Sarmato-Alanian tribal 
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union). The tactics elaborated by the Romans and 
their allies are worth noting with regard to the town-
planning and fortification: it was agreed that the king 
of the Aorses should conduct cavalry operations and 
that the Romans should assume responsibility for the 
town sieges. It was by no means a mere figure of 
speech, since the Roman army, well-equipped with 
offensive engines, besieged (sic!) the town ofUsupa, 
situated on a mound and encircled with walls and 
ditches, instead of taking it by storm. Though -
according to Tacitus- the walls ofUsupa were com-
posed not of stone but of wattle-fences and earth-
works, they were sufficiently solid since a regular 
siege proved necessary to get over them. The town 
described by Tacitus is similar to our site with its 
wattle-and-daub structures. Thus, Zilgi and other 
similar sites emerged when urbanization was already 
under way and when settlements displaying at least 
some of the traits pertaining to towns and cities 
already existed. Yet Zilgi was no city in the true 
sense of the word and even the term "proto-city" 
should not be applied to it without reserve, since the 
term implies such a stage of the urbanization that 
ultimately led to the formation of cities. What we are 
confronted with is the phenomenon of a proto-city 
which never became an actual city. 
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Zilgi emerged as a pro to-city; it never was merely 
a habitation settlement. Its genesis was due to the 
following interacting factors: 
1) the local evolution, which created the necessary 
conditions for the formation ofurban elements, i.e. a) 
a growing demand for productions ofhandicrafts in 
the steppes; b) the further development of the social 
structure of the lowland population (in connection 
with the social evolution and the formation of kinship 
networks among the Sarmato-Alans, one can quote 
Movses Khorenatsi 's account of the events of the 2nd 
century A.D. when the Armenian king Artashes mar-
ried the Alanian princess Satenik); and c) the emer-
gence of fortified strongholds as a result of these 
developments; 
2) a strong external impetus probably originating 
from Central Asia. 
It seems likely that the general stirring up of the 
steppes in the early 1st millenium A.D. also had 
something to do with above-mentioned processes. 
Zilgi as a proto-city is characterized by the rural 
outlook of every single household, i.e. the existence 
of subsidiary agricultural handicrafts and agricultural 
implements, and the lack of specific urban finds, e.g. 
inscriptions and coins. So far, no monumental struc-
tures have been encountered, though the fact can be 
accounted for by the poor conservation of the build-
ing remains. Yet the rural everyday life went together 
with a high population density, complex labour-con-
suming fortifications and well-developed trading rela-
tions. The site shows traces ofnearly all urban crafts 
including copper-casting. Dozens of complex spe-
cialized forms of vessels and a high percentage of 
stereotyped and imported pottery are indicative of 
urban everyday life (Fig. 4). 
With regard to the social structure the existence 
of the sedentary population of the proto-city 's hinter-
land should be mentioned. Moreover, as stated above, 
the site is connected with an enormous catacomb 
cemetery with a fair number of rich grave goods. 
The trading functions of the proto-city and the 
production of high quality stereotyped pottery are of 
primary importance. The pottery was destined not 
only to the rural neighbourhood of the proto-city itself 
but first and foremost for the steppes of Ciscaucasia 
from the Volga to the Don. As the comparative ana-
lysis of pottery from Sarmatian burials and settle-
ments of the period has shown, Zilgi was one of the 
pottery production centres of the region during the 
late Sarmatian epoch. The trade relations of Zilgi are 
characterized by the presence of amphorae, late 
Roman glass and imported Georgian pottery. Objects 
such as lid-dishes with digital imprints and double-
handled vessels are indicative of contacts with Cen-
tral Asia. 
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Thus, there is every reason to believe that we are 
dealing with a specific form of proto-city, which 
emerged at the borderline between the foothill far-
mers and the land-tilling and cattle-breeding late 
Sarmatians of the steppes. The proto-city owed its 
prosperity to the economic structure formed in the 
steppes during the late Sarmatian epoch and did not 
outlive it. The mechanism of the formation of such 
proto-cities and their interaction with the Sarmatian 
steppes can be accounted for by the migration of both 
the nomads and the mass material culture of the 
agricultural population adjoining the steppes along 
Eurasian "passageway". The newly arrived popula-
tion brought with them the tradition of the division of 
labour between the steppes and agricultural com-
munities. This gave an impetus to the formation of 
proto-cities, which local culture could not achieve on 
its own. I repeat that such proto-cities as Zilgi were 
fundamentally connected with the steppe cultures 
and did not outlive them. We know by now at least 
ten large "earthwork" multi-partite sites with thick 
layers of occupation deposits dated to the period in 
question in Central Ciscaucasia, among them Andrei-
aul, Alkhan-kala, the Lower Dzhulat and Brut. They 
are situated within the area encompassing the foot-
hills and lowlands of eastern Kabarda-Balkaria, 
Northern Ossetia, Chechnya, Ingushetia and western 
Daghestan. It can be assumed that a considerable 
number of habitation sites of the same type in a 
restricted area belonged to one and the same ethnic 
group and could dominate a given agricultural terri-
tory and trading routes running across it. The major-
ity of them had ceased to exist by the mid-1st 
millenium A.D. for reasons mentioned earlier reasons 
and there was no evolution from proto-cities to cities 
proper. The later Alanian fortress towns emerging in 
the 8th-9th centuries A.D. probably go back to small 
strongholds situated as a rule on plateaux along the 
river valleys. These fortress towns had taken shape as 
early as the 6th and 7th centuries and consisted of 
some 20-30 stone structures encompasses by a stone 
wall as can be seen at Ukazatel, Klin-Yar, Gornoye 
Ekho, etc. Probably by the 6th century A.D. two major 
Alan groupings had appeared. The eastern Alans 
were settled around the Darial Pass, which led into 
Kartli, a country dependent on the Persians. In their 
polities they gravitated to Iran. The western group 
lived on the upper reaches of the Kuban, close to 
Lazica and Abkhazia, which were under Byzantine 
. control. Therefore Western Alania also entered the 
sphere of Byzantine influence, which was prominent 
both in the spiritual and material culture of the Alans. 
After the fall of the Khazar Chaganate, Byzantine 
influence in the North Caucasus evolved, acquiring 
new qualities attested by the mass conversion of the 
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Alans to Christianity, the spread of Byzantine build-
ing traditions and the erection of monumental temple 
complexes in the 1Oth-13th centuries A. D. The said 
influence should show itself in town-planning pat-
terns as well. 
By the 1Oth c. several dozens of strongholds had 
emerged in Western Alania. Their dimensions and 
structure were such that one can consider them to be 
fortress towns. Nearly all of them had complex and 
well thought-out fortifications which were adapted to 
the environment. Their inner space was also well 
organized. These towns almost invariably had their 
own agricultural neighbourhood situated in the river 
valley while the town itself occupied a plateau over-
looking the river. These towns could hardly emerge 
as a result of a direct Byzantine influence; as stated 
above, they took up the local tradition. Yet one can 
notice a Byzantine "impetus" and certain building 
traditions, notably in fortifications and cult struc-
tures. Among those fortress towns of the 1Oth-13th 
centuries, the Kiafar township is the largest (fig. 5). 
Kiafar lies on a narrow ridge covered with thick 
beech forest (which has made archaeological work 
very difficult). It overlooks the junction of two rivers, 
the Kiafar and the Krivaia. Four years' work has 
resulted in our producing a large-scale plan of the 
city which maps all objects visible on the surface. We 
have investigated a total of some two hundred such 
objects. The length of the town from north to south is 
almost two kilometres. At some points the width 
reaches 200 metres. Nevertheless, we can only esti-
mate the overall area of the town approximately, 
since an extensive lower part of the town is located 
on the banks of the river Kiafar and this area was not 
fortified. At the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries, 
all stone structures on the river bank part were 
dismantled to build nearby Cossack stations. There-
fore we could only have explore the surviving part 
of the township. Even a cursory glance at the plan 
of the town shows its strikingly complex structure. 
The town has a lower and an upper part. If we in-
clude the river-bank part, which has disappeared, it 
was a tripartite city. There are almost no habitations 
in the lower part, but it is surrounded by a defensive 
wall (which we call the first lower defensive wall) 
which runs parallel to the river Krivaia. The lower 
part of the town does, however, have several 
complexes which I am inclined to interpret as reli- . 
gious (see also below). A road leads from the entrance 
to the lower part, on the river Kiafar side, towards the 
upper town (this road dates from Antiquity). Imme-
diately next to the upper town and to the right of the 
road, there is a rocky outcrop which we have, for 
good reasons, decided to call the "Shrine". The 
"Shrine" is a rocky outcrop with sides too steep to 
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allow access. It is 10 metres high and has a flat top. 
Fifteen steps cut into the rock lead to this flat landing. 
We discovered and examined a structure there: it may 
have been a small single-apsis church or a chapel. 
This is suggested by the plan of the building, its 
orientation, the thickness of the walls (which are 
more solid than those ofliving accommodations), the 
remains of a floor made of stone slabs, and the 
construction techniques (which are also different 
from the techniques used in building living quarters 
and defensive structures). If this was a Christian 
church, then its proximity to sacrificial stones is all 
the more remarkable. These stones are placed in a 
half circle on the edge of the shrine, right by the 
entrance into the church. The stones, the church and 
the area between them are certainly parts of a single 
complex. Why do we think these stones to be 
sacrificial in nature? They are slabs of fairly large 
dimensions, artificially worked with an absolutely 
even surface. All of them stand on "feet" made of 
small slabs of sandstone. They are all placed at a slight 
slope. There are petroglyph signs, in the form of the 
so-called "Babylon" and tamgas of geometric form 
carved on a central slab which is right opposite the 
entrance to the building; next to the signs is a small 
hollow, perfectly hemispherical in shape. Externally, 
these slabs are absolutely identical to those on which 
the local inhabitants - Karachai Turks - used to 
slaughter sheep until very recent times. Thus, we 
have every reason to consider these slabs to be 
sacrificial ones. How do we explain the presence of 
obviously pagan cults right next to Christian rites 
(assuming the building really is a church)? The ex-
planation is quite simple. The Alans accepted only a 
veneer of Christianity. On the whole, they remained 
pagans at heart. Such a religious dualism is typical of 
the inhabitants of the Caucasus and is still encount-
ered today. Other stones with petroglyphs and hol-
lows were also found on the "Shrine". It is clear that 
pagan religious rituals took place here. 
The upper part of the site is also surrounded by a 
wall that follows the contours of the river Krivaia, the 
reason being that both the lower and upper parts are 
virtually inaccessible from the slope on the river 
Kiafar side. The upper defensive wall is far more 
substantial than the lower one and in a better state of 
preservation. Its thickness reaches two to two and a 
half metres and at some points it still reaches a height 
of three metres. The extant length of this wall is about 
three hundred metres. The wall is made of worked 
sandstone slabs, double-faced with rubble in-filling. 
Judging by the remains of the gaps, the wall had a 
system of loop-holes or of defensive merlons. The 
wall follows the relief of the rocky ridge, blocking 
and protecting the weaker points of the area to be 
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defended. Thus the upper part of the site was defend-
ed by a well-planned system of fortifications. 
The upper town is divided into several parts, 
depending on the relief, since the ridge rises in steps 
from south to north. The reliefboundaries pretty well 
coincide with socially relevant areas and features and 
with the economic and productive zones. All parts of 
the town inter-communicate by gates arranged along 
virtually the same axis in a kind of enfilade. 
The best defended and highest part of the upper 
town is the southern tip of the ridge, with a horizontal 
area and inaccessible sides. It is here that remains of 
quite big, multi-chambered buildings were found: 
they could be interpreted as a palace complex. This 
hypothesis is backed up by the position occupied by 
this complex, by the presence of the remains of two 
cisterns (wells) and by the nearby remains of a long 
barracks-like building. Here, the ruler's guards may 
have been housed. Nearby stood a building of un-
usual configuration with semi-circular additions 
which may be interpreted as being of a religious 
nature. Moreover, this area is separated from the rest 
of the town by a narrow isthmus and it is flanked by 
natural rock, which adds to the defensive features. 
Further on, one finds a long, narrow section of the 
town; along the axis of the ridge, this section is 
sharply divided into two slopes, one leading to the 
Krivaia, the other to the Kiafar. Along this axis, the 
central street ran along the whole length of the town. 
This section is heavily built with both single-room 
and multi-chambered buildings of various types. 
Some buildings have a fairly complex plan and are 
well preserved. There are traces of some buildings 
with low ground floors, cut into the rock. These are 
most likely sheds or cattle stalls. Some buildings were 
cut off from the main street by a blank wall with 
towers and were thus fortified internally. In the same 
area, a concentration of several long buildings occur-
red, each room of which had a separate exit. They 
probably are barracks. I presume that this was the 
part of the town where the feudal elite and its armed 
bands lived. 
Further we find a lower and less defended area of 
the town, where the same two-part axial division 
occurs. In this area we can trace a clear, consistent 
distinction. On the river Krivaia side enormous houses 
were built next to each other, with a very complex 
plan including numerous outbuildings, partitions and 
internal courtyards. We found about ten houses of 
this type. On the river Kiafar side of this area, no such 
complex buildings were found, for here the pre-
dominant houses were separate, one-, two- or three-
room buildings of a relatively simple plan. Some 
were built like towers. I suspect that in the larger 
houses with a great number of outbuildings a single 
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large and constantly expanding family lived. After a 
fashion, these building were extended-family houses 
with their own economy; presumably, they were built 
on the river Krivaia side because this was the safer 
side of the town. Attacks were most likely to come 
from the river Kiafar side. 
Finally the last part of the upper town clearly had 
a communal character. It is a gently rising, large and 
even plateau on which virtually not a single remnant 
of any structure has been found, except for four very 
well-preserved buildings. Possibly, these buildings 
had some administrative purpose. Perhaps this was the 
communal centre of the town, or perhaps the popu-
lation came up here from the undefended riverside 
part of the town, to shelter behind the upper fortress 
wall in times of danger. 
This is the structure of the densely populated 
town. One interesting aspect should be noted: there 
are many pagan cult structures in the lower part of the 
town which are most likely to be connected with 
hunters' magic. These include Hunters' stones and a 
Sacrificial stone near the entrance to the town. 
Next to the town we discovered a royal necro-
polis, which not surprisingly was robbed in Anti-
quity. But even today the tomb slabs with rich relief 
ornamentation survive. This is the place of origin of 
the famous royal tomb now in Stavropol museum. 
This tomb belonged to one of the rulers. In the town 
we found several slabs from dismantled tombs with 
similar reliefs. 
As for dating the monument, the bulk of the 
pottery recovered through excavations dates from the 
1Oth and 11th centuries. Owing to the poor state of 
conservation of occupation deposits and the small 
dimensions of the excavations, we have not yet found 
any coins; nevertheless, such finds are likely to turn 
up during further fieldwork. Iconographic and stylis-
tic features of relief ornaments also point to the 11th 
century. 
When finishing drawing up a plan of the city, we 
did some very general preliminary demographic 
calculations. The overall area of the site, not in-
cluding the lower riverside part, has a surface of 
98,162 square metres. Of this area, the upper part -
the ridge - takes up 61 ,512 square metres, so the 
lower part has a surface 36,650 square metres. There 
are virtually no inhabited structures in the lower part 
of the site (except for some buildings near the 
"Shrine", the function of which still requires an ex-
planation). On the ridge; we have located and map-
ped 114 buildings. Using a fairly simple (but very 
laborious) calculation formula, we estimated the area 
of habitable space to be 7,125 square metres. Then, 
using as a basis the minimum and maximum norms 
of space per person (from 4 to 10 square metres), it 
may be conjectured that the population of Kiafar 
amounted to something between 742 and 1781 per-
sons. For its time, Kiafar was a sizeable town. 
To which one of the known Alan rulers of the 11th 
century could this fortress town have belonged? And 
whose royal tomb is it? Prominent specialists on the 
Caucasus have suggested that the Alans reached their 
greatest power and their prime under the rule of 
Durgulel the Great. According to Georgian sources, 
his reign coincided with that of the Georgian King 
Bagrat IV ( 102 7-1 072). Durgulel is mentioned sever-
al times in The Conversion of Georgia as "the Great 
King of the Ovses Dorgolel ". Durgulel the Great was 
also closely linked to the Byzantine imperial court. 
Understandably, it is Durgulel the Great who is men-
tioned in many Byzantine sources of the time as the 
"Ruler of Alania ". Thus we have every reason to 
suppose that the largest town in western Alania, 
situated not far from the Alan Eparchy in the Lower 
Arkhyz, with such a complex structure and system of 
fortifications was the residence of Durgulel the 
Great. 
The town is very likely to have been abandoned 
by its inhabitants in the 12th or 13th centuries 
because of the political situation- the general decline 
of the Alanian state and the catastrophe that struck 
the whole North Caucasus: the Tartar-Mongol 
invasion. 
Irina Arzhantseva 
Moscow State University 
Archaeological Department 
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From city to fortress: town life in post Roman Dacia? 
Introduction 
One of the most challenging subjects in urban 
studies of the early medieval period is what happened 
to the towns and cities of provinces abandoned by 
Rome. This paper examines the evidence from the 
cities of post Roman Dacia north of the Danube. 
Whilst focusing on the cities themselves an attempt 
is made to assess the continuing influence of the 
Roman empire as well as the impact of migrating 
tribes. 
Archaeological background 
Rome withdrew from Dacia, removing troops and 
civilians from the majority of the province, in the last 
quarter of the 3rd century AD, but it retained the 
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bridgehead sites on the north bank of the Danube at 
Diema (Orsova), Drobeta (Tumu Severin) and Suci-
dava (Celeui). In the interior, archaeological evidence 
suggests the continued presence of a rural population, 
characterised as the Sintana de Mures-Chemahov 
culture. The prevailing opinion in print is that the 
cities continued to function as market places until the 
Hunnic invasions of AD 442. In 1928 Parvan out-
lined what has become the preferred model of city 
survival, in which they became the nodal points in a 
trade network articulated by the Romano-Dacian 
population. In 1945 Constantine Daicoviciu, although 
only publishing in summary form, supported the case 
for survival based on his excavations at Sarmizege-
tusa. Later still in 1966, in what has become the 
orthodox standard on post Roman Dacia, Protase 
argued that there was sufficient evidence to re-affirm 
the argument for continued occupation of the cities, 
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Fig. 1. - Map showing the 




Fig. 2. - Dierna: Late Roman 
fortification, possibly 4th cen-
tury (scale unknown). 





albeit in a reduced state, until the invasion of the 
Runs (see also Horedt 1941, 1958a & b, 1982). It was 
these towns, all with the rank of at least municipium 
in the Roman province, where E A Thompson be-
lieved the Goths learnt how to use coin as a trading 
medium (Thompson 1966). In 1993 Protase re-stated 
his case, at a Swiss-Romanian colloquium in Cluj, 
listing evidence from Ulpia Traiana Sarmizegetusa, 
Apulum, Napoca, Porolissum, Potaissa and Tibis-
cum. Despite the confidence of many of these sur-
veys the evidence for continued occupation is frag-
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mentary, whilst destruction by the Runs is deduced 
entirely from coins series which terminate in the mid 
5th century. 
Topography and Roman Dacia 
The Roman province of Dacia occupied what is 
today the Banat, Transylvania, and parts ofWallachia 
and Oltenia. The western border of the province pro-
bably followed the Tisza river from its confluence 
with the Danube at Acumincum (mod Slankamen), 
along the river Mures as far as Micia (Vetel), from 
where it strikes north in a broad arc of auxiliary forts 
towards Porolissum (Moigrad). Eastwards from Poro-
lissum the frontier follows the Carpathian crescent 
until reaching the headwaters of the Olt. From here 
the limes run through the hinterland of the Olt to the 
Danube close to Sucidava. The eastern part of the 
province is dominated by the wide sweep of the Car-
pathians on whose slopes many of the auxiliary forts, 
which define the limes, are situated. In the west the 
topography is gentler and the central area occupies 
the Tirnava Platform, a broad, agriculturally rich up-
land zone. This plain is protected on its western side 
by the Samoseni Hills. In the southwestern corner, 
the modern Banat, the landscape is flat and open. The 
Carpathian crescent therefore serves as a barrier to 
movements from both east to west and north to south, 
whilst the funnelling effect of the Carpathian passes 
ensured that the cities of the interior, Tibiscum, Sar-
mizegetusa, Apulum, Napoca and Porolissum, were 
all founded and prospered on the main military roads 
into the province. Further south the cities of Dierna 
and Drobeta and later Sucidava were established at 
crossing points on the Danube. 
With the exception of the colonia Ulpia Traiana 
Sarmizegetusa and possibly Napoca the cities of 
Dacia were garrison towns which grew up outside the 
gates of auxiliary or legionary forts (Fig. 1 ). None of 
the Roman cities, with the possible exception of 
Sucidava, were established in locations occupied by 
earlier Dacian centres. In the Roman period they 
provided the basis for the provincial organisation 
which for nearly two hundred years comprised three 
Dacian provinces. All the cities achieved the rank of 
municipium and many became colonia. In addition 
Drobeta, Dierna, Sucidava and Romula, the latter on 
the river Olt, were portorium or customs posts at 
points of entry to the province. 
For the cities of the interior, the evacuation of 
Dacia meant the withdrawal of garrisons, the removal 
of civil functions. Even if this took place in two 
stages (Okamura 1996), military withdrawal under 
Gallienus (253-268) and the removal of all useful 
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civilians to the new provincial area ofDacia Ripensis + 
under Aurelian (270-275), those who remained will 
have been faced not only with the renegotiation of 
social and power structures but the establishment of 
the means and framework of production. There can 
be little doubt that evacuation led to significant urban 
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of Dacia Ripensis. In this area in the last quarter of 
the 3rd century the Danubian cities of Diema, Dro-
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beta and Sucidava were transformed from riverside Fig. 3. _ Drobeta. 
garrison towns on the provincial border between 
Moesia and Dacia to bridgehead towns on the edge of 
the empire. At Dierna (Fig. 2) evidence for continued 
occupation comprises a coin series from Aurelian to 
Arcadius (395-408), graves (Benea & Schiopu 1974) 
and stamped tile (Tudor 1968a, 22ft) suggesting 
Diema remained in Roman occupation until it was 
destroyed by the Runs. The town was briefly 'restor-
ed' under Justinian (527-565) (Procopius De Aedif., 
IV 6,5). At Drobeta (Fig. 3) the auxiliary fort was 
refurbished under Constantine (306-337) and the town 
remained occupied until at least the 7th century when 
it was probably destroyed by the Avars. Further east 
still Constantine may have built the second of two 
stone bridges across the Danube at Sucidava (Thomp-
son 1956, 374ft). Located on the north bank it lay 
opposite Oescus (Gigen), and was probably occupied 
from the early 2nd century. Under Constantine a cita-
del (Tudor 1965, Fig. 16) was constructed to com-
mand the Danube; the site was identified in the Noti-
tia Dignitatum (XLII, 16 & 24) but was sacked by the 
Runs. It was restored under Justinian (Procopius De 
Aedif., IV 6, 34) before being destroyed in AD 599-
600 by the A vars. It was not until the 9th century 
when 'protobulgarian' ceramics appear in the archae-
ological record that Celeui was re-occupied. 
North of the Danube the situation was more com-
plex. A 4th century milestone from the road to Rom-
ula (Ann. Ep. 1939 no. 19, Tudor 1940), suggests 
Rome re-occupied some territory in Oltenia, includ-
ing Romula, during the 4th century, possibly in or 
around AD 328 (Thompson 1956, 374). The re-occu-
pation ofRomula after a gap of nearly fifty years is a 
significant event, yet interpretation of the structural 
remains has never satisfactorily taken account of this 
episode. The city (Fig. 4) was first established as an 
auxiliary fort (Vladescu 1977) around which a vicus 
developed during the 2nd century AD. The fort was 
reconstructed in brick before being evacuated proba-
bly at the end of the 2nd century. It was not until the 
campaigns of Phi lip I, that Romulas' walls were erect-
ed when, it seems likely, the city provided the em-
perors campaign headquarters. Yet on the south side 
of the town the wall circuit was apparently divided by 
a cross wall isolating aD-shaped area within a mean-
der of the Resca brook. Tudor (Tudor 1968b) had 
suggested this may have separated Dacians from 
Roman citizens but the re-occupation of Constantine 
suggests an alternative context for the construction of 
a reduced wall circuit. Further structural and arte-
factual evidence is sparse, Cezar Boliac had conduct-
ed extensive excavations in 1869 throughout the 
town and established two major coin sequences. The 
first from Severus (193-211) to Aurelian and the 
second from Constantine to Honorius (395-423). In 
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Fig. 4. - Romula: A: 2nd & 3rd century auxiliary fort; 




addition there are chance finds of bronze coin from 
Zeno (474-491) to Maurice (582-602) which proba-
bly extend the period of occupation as late as the 7th 
century. The majority of coins in the southern and 
eastern areas were minted in the east and Duncan has 
suggested this indicates only tenuous contact was 
maintained with Rome into the 6th century. More-
over because the majority of coins originated in the 
east they were probably not brought by mercenaries 
returning from imperial service, nor represent tribute 
to the Goths, both of which would have stemmed 
from the western empire; instead the coins are the 
result of trade with the east (Duncan 1993, 113). 
The cities of the interior 
Sarmizegetusa 
The evidence of post Roman activity from the 
cities of the interior, in contrast to those further south, 
is entirely archaeological. From Sarmizegetusa (Fig. 
5) there is a wooden building erected east of the ba-
silica EM21 above the remains of a Roman stone 
structure (Alicu, Pop & Cocis 1993, pl. II) aligned 
along the main Apulum-Tibiscum road. Inside the 
city walls at Grohotea Torneasca (Daicoviciu et al. 
1983), between the Procurators palace (building 003) 
and a granary (building 00 I) is a series of drainage 
gullies, an 11 m long stretch of dry stone walling 
which uses spoilia, including altars dedicated in the 
3rd century and two rectangular buildings (buildings 
004 & 005) of mortared stone. The latter were found-
ed within demolition material derived from the 





Fig. 5. - Colonia Ulpia Traiana Augusta Dacica 
Sarmizegetusa: 1: buildings 004, 005 and dry stone wall 
(Daicoviciu et 1 983); 2: structures in the forum; 3: 
defended amphitheatre; 4: EM23; 5: timber structure east 
of EM2 1; 6-7: suburban burials; 8: coin hoard found in 
the amphitheatre. 
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coursed foundations. Within the forum (Daicoviciu 
1932-8), once identified as the palace of the imperial 
cult (cf. Etienne et al. 1990), several channels, late 
walls and hearths were recovered. Outside the city 
walls to the north, the gates of the amphitheatre were 
blocked to create a fortress (Jung 1893; Gabor 1893-
1896) and, on the east side of the old colonia, a pot-
tery kiln of Roman style was excavated through the 
collapsed remains of an earlier ashlar structure (EM 
23). It was at this building that the early walls were 
re-used as the basis of a later structure comprising 
several dry stone walls and an oven (Dawson 1993, 
Fig. 4). In addition there are several isolated late 
burials around the city, one within a suburban villa 
(Daicoviciu 1924, 236-8, Fig. 2). 
The dating evidence for the structures is varied. 
Stratigraphically they all post date Roman buildings 
of the mid 3rd century. At Grohotea Torneasca the 
structures have been assigned to the 4th or 5th centu-
ries because of the discovery of a ChiRho inscribed 
pot base amongst the demolition material in which 
the buildings were located (Daicoviciu 1981 ). At 
EM23 a lamp found in the fill of the kiln dates to the 
4th or 5th century by analogy with Italian piriform 
types. The date when the amphitheatre was blocked 
is even less secure. In the past it has been associated 
with a small 4th century bronze hoard, containing 
coins from Valens to Valentinian (Jung 1893), de-
spite the location of the hoard amongst the seating 
some distance away from the gateways. 
In addition to the structures there are isolated 
finds from the city site. Several lamps including one 
with a relief cross probably date to the 5th century 
whilst a 7th century brooch of unknown provenance 
is the only artefact from this century (Alicu et al. 
1994, inv. 629, ff. 48). A small collection of five 
coins from Diocletian (284-305) to Valentinian (364-
375), gathered in the area of Hateg, and often asso-
ciated with Sarmizegetusa, however, must be dis-
counted as evidence for activity in the city (Protase 
1966, 168). 
Apulum 
There is structural evidence too at the garrison 
city of Apulum (Fig. 6), where a wooden structure 
was excavated within the area of the fortress, close to 
the present day orthodox cathedral (Protase 1993). 
Late graves are attested inside the municipium (Ber-
ciu 1949, 200; Mitrofan 1965, 99) including 56 in an 
area once thought to be the baths, but probably the 
governors palace, excavated by Cserni between 1902 
and 1908 (Horedt 1958b, 49-70). The graves can be 
dated by the coins from the period Diocletian to 
Gratian (375-383) with one grave probably including 
a palaeochristian lamp. A second inhumation group, 
(Protase 1974, nos. 111-114, 120) included graves, 
oriented east west, made ofbricks and tiles including 
one with re-used spoilia. 
There is also a range of individual artefacts in-
cluding coins dating from the 4th and 5th centuries. 
Thirty six coins from Diocletian to Gratian were re-
covered by Adalbert Csemi during the 19th century 
(Protase 1966, 162) in the area of the cemetery. In the 
period 1957-1980 a further 4 coins from Maximian 
(286-308) to Theodosius (408-450) were recovered 
as chance finds from Partos and Platoul Romanilor 
(Pavel-Popa 1981 ). In addition to the coins are two 
artefacts with Christian associations: a buckle with a 
cross found in 1973 (Protase 1993 ); and two lamps 
decorated with Christian long crosses dating to the 
4th century (Horedt 1982, Abb. 60, 2-4). The find-
spot of the latter is uncertain as is the provenance of 
the crossbow brooches (inv. 1838), a conical faceted 
glass beaker and a disc brooch (inv. 1799) dating to 
the 4th or 5th centuries in Alba Iulia museum. 
Napoca 
At Napoca (Fig. 7), until the recent spate of rescue 
archaeology, there has been little investigation ofthe 
town centre. Nevertheless a small coin hoard contain-
ing seven issues of Tacitus, Probus and Carinus has 
been found (Preda 1975, 464). In the suburb of La 
Samoseni at La Gat, 2 km east of the centre of Cluj, 
was a silver coin oflovian (Mitrofan 1965b, 666) and 
25 coins dating from Aurelian (270-275) to Valentin-
ian II (375-392) were found in an area of the ceme-
tery south of the Roman city (Radu 1967; Winkler 
1960). There is also a solidus of Theodosius (408-
450). In addition to the coins several burials in the 
city have been dated to the 4th century. In the early 
20th century Kovacs recorded the discovery of sev-
eral graves re-using Roman sarcophagi (Hica-Cim-
peanu 1977). At Str. 30 Decembrie a grave contained 
a ceramic vessel decorated with a wavy line motive 
'Krausengef,be' which Vlassa (1970) dated to the 
4th century; at 1-5 Str. Plugarilor Wolski (1971) cau-
tiously argued that the east-west orientation, poor 
quality of tile sarcophagi and the lack of grave goods 
was sufficiently close to Pannonian and Gallo-Belgic 
forms to assign the Cluj tombs to the 4th century. 
Lastly, and more convincingly, from 30 Str. Avram 
Iancu a pagan tombstone on which a monogrammatic 
cross had been inscribed indicates later re-use, 
probably in the 4th century (Daicoviciu C 1936; Vas-
siliev 1967). There is little structural evidence in Na-
poca however, with only two kilns sites known from 
Monastur west of the municipium (Hica 1974). Close 
to the museum ofTransylvanian history and in Piata 
Libertatii are two recent rescue sites which appear to 
indicate the development of black soil horizons. 
From city to fortress: town life in post Roman Dacia? 
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Fig. 6. - Apulum: 1: wooden structure next to cathedral; 
2: coins found in the governors palace; 3: coins in Partos; 





Fig. 7. - Napoca: 1: hoard of Tacitus, Probus and 
Carinus; 2: grave in Str. 30 Decembrie; 3: tombstone from 
str Avram Iancu; 4: re-used Roman sarcophagus (Hica-
Compeanu 1977); 5: tombstone with monogrammatic 
cross; 6: late Roman finds (Horedt 1982, Abb. 24) and 
coins in cemetery south of the Roman city; 7: graves in str 
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Fig. 8. - Potaissa: 1: late graves; 2: late coins in 
settlement area; 3-4: 5th century cemetery in barracks of 
earlier fortress. 
Potaissa 
At the garrison city of Potaissa (Fig. 8) late coins 
have been found in the settlement area to the south of 
the legionary fortress including a single coin of Jus-
tinian (Winkler & Hopartean 1973). In the most re-
cent list 145 coins have been recorded: 120 from the 
period AD 284-363 and 25 from AD 363 - 411 (Bar-
bulescu 1994, 176). There are further artefacts from 
Potaissa, including several plain lamps (Barbulescu 
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Fig. 9. - Porolissum: 1: late graves in OL5; 2: building 
N2. 
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1994, Fig. 22: 3, 4, 5) which have been identified as 
late by analogy with similar forms circulating within 
the empire. These lamps were isolated finds. Equally 
isolated but from within the town are a 4th century 
silver crossbow brooch, a 5th century radiate headed 
brooch and a single Christian intaglio (Barbulescu 
1994, Fig. 37: 6, 7). 
Evidence of post Roman structures at Potaissa is 
limited and far from clear. Two tombs have been as-
signed to the post Roman period. A child burial ac-
companied by a miniature golden Herculean club 
cannot be more closely dated than to the period 4th 
to 7th centuries (Luca & Hopartean 1980) and a grave 
in the via Bardocz has been dated to the 4th by anal-
ogy with those from the Str. Plugarilor in Cluj (Bar-
bulescu 1994, 178). These graces were outside the 
civilian town. In addition the increasing recognition 
of east-west oriented graves fashioned from tiles 
through out the empire in the 3rd century considera-
bly undermines the ascription of a 4th century date to 
the graves from either Potaissa or Napoca. By the 5th 
century the evidence is clearer with the establishment 
of a small cemetery where graves were dug into the 
barracks area of the former fortress. The cemetery 
group was dated by the presence of a radiate headed 
brooch and a bone comb, possibly from the same pe-
riod (Barbulescu 1994, Fig. 37: 8). It is not, however, 
until the period 8th to 9th century that an identifiable 
pottery tradition returned to Potaissa. 
Porolissum 
Like Potaissa, Porolissum (Fig. 9) was a garrison 
centre but it was located at the most northern extrem-
ity of the province. In common with the other towns 
there are graves which have been assigned a 4th 
century date. In 1914 17 inhumations, located at the 
roadside between Pomat and Citera in an area occu-
pied by building OLS, were published by Gudea 
(1989, Fig. 49). Their tile construction and that they 
were cut though the remains of building OLS in a 
variety of orientations indicated they are probably 
post Roman. More recently Gudea has noted that the 
graves were in area in which 4th century coins had 
been found (Gudea 1989, 342), but unfortunately 4th 
century coins in this area need be no more than coin-
cidence .. 
Potentially one of the most significant (and con-
tentious) claims is that the temple of Bel (Fig. 10) 
was transformed into a Christian basilica (Chirila et 
al. 1980, 90-95; Gudea 1986, 159). Designated buil-
ding N2 the first structure was erected in the early 
2nd century, dated by a sestertius of Trajan found 
beneath the structure. The first building was rectan-
gular with an apsidal end. Phase II was destroyed by 
fire at an unknown date and the phase III building 
was reconstructed using earlier Roman spoilia. It is 
the latter structure which Chirila et al. date to the post 
Aurealian period. 
Tibiscum 
Tibiscum (Fig. 11), promoted to municipium un-
der Gallienus, was the last of such promotions in 
Dacia. The civil settlement grew up north of an auxil-
iary fort built to guard a bridge over the Timis river. 
In 1975 Moga discovered a hut in the remains of the 
fort (Benea & Bona 1994), but the most extensive 
evidence of continued settlement lay in the vicus. In 
several buildings, II, Ill, X late changes to the inter-
nal arrangements were judged to be post Roman; 
whilst in building VIII, a late Roman wall was iden-
tified in association with a pottery kiln (Benea 1982, 
Figs. 14, 16); and in building VII a rectangular struc-
ture in the third phase was also interpreted as post 
Roman. 
In addition to the structural evidence a hoard of 
971 coins, terminating with an issue of Arcadius, was 
discovered in the fort area (Chirila et al. 1974). Two 
further objects are less convincing evidence of activ-
ity. One is a ceramic lid on which a simple cross has 
been inscribed, which Protase (1993, 19) suggest is 
Christian. The cross is probably a potters batch mark 
however. The second object is a plain lamp which 
Protase identified with the Ipotesti-Cindesti culture 
of the 6th century by Protase, but in isolation without 
specific characteristics it is just as likely to be early 
Roman (Benea, Petrovsky & Petrovsky 1982, pl. I.4, 
Vl.l). 
The evidence from the cities suggests a range of 
activities in the post Roman period. The settlement 
evidence is patchy and although this could result from 
excavations which in the past focused on monu-
mental structures, in many cases either excavation 
has been widespread or, like Napoca, has been dictat-
ed by rescue opportunities. Not only therefore were 
the old sites sparsly inhabited but they were still the 
location for romanised ceramics production and they 
were in receipt of small amounts of Roman coin. This 
simple statement seems superficially to confirm the 
established vision, but it is however inadequate. With 
the exception of the 4th century lamp found in the fill 
of the kiln at Sarmizegetusa all the remaining struc-
tural reports have resorted to generalisations such as 
'post Aurealianic' (Churila et al. 1980, 94) at Poro-
lissum or '4th century' at Tibiscum, (Benea & Bona 
1994, 121 ). In both these examples as well as the 
remaining structures from Apulum, Sarmizegetusa 
and Potaissa the date assigned to the structures of the 
post Roman cities therefore depends upon the relat-
ive chronology of a stratigraphic sequence. Assign-
From city to fortress: town life in post Roman Dacia? 
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Fig. 10. -Building N2 at Porolissum. 
ing dates to these sequences depends upon a series of 
value judgements. The most important of which are 
that the use of Roman spoilia, or dry stone construc-
tion above mortared stone built Roman structures, 
confers a post Roman date. The situation has devel-
oped because artefact finds from the 4th to 7th 
centuries are dominated by cemetery assemblages 
and are rarely found as part of a stratigraphic se-
quence. The situation has been made more difficult 
however because no detailed ceramic sequence has 
yet been established for the Roman period so that 
distinguishing between romanised ceramics of either 
pre- or post- Roman date is impossible. Inevitably the 
only viable dating framework is provided by coins, 
bronze artefacts or imports all of which are rare on 
the town sites. The practice of archaeomagnetic dat-
ing has yet to be established in Romania. Further-
more because most individual artefacts from the 
towns in the past have been chance finds and lack any 
Fig. 11. - Tibiscum: 
1: hoard of 4th cen-
tury coins from within 
the fortress; 
2: post Roman struc-
tures in buildings JJ, 
Ill, VII, VIII. 
+ 




significant structural context a tendency has devel-
oped of interpreting the terminal dates of Roman coin 
sequences to indicate either the final decline of a 
town or its destruction at the hands of migrating 
tribes, in particular the Huns. Consequently although 
there is structural evidence for continued settlement 
in the cities it is both decontextualised and ahistoric 
which significantly reduces the potential for any 
interpretation. 
Town and country, the landscape of Dacians, 
Slavs, Sarmatians, Goths and Huns 
In the past the survival of cities has been linked to 
an economic model in which their main function was 
that of a market place. Yet some recent surveys (Rich 
1992, Christie, Loseby 1996) have emphasised the 
monumental and ceremonial aspects of city function 
inferring that even in the early period provincial 
cities were not centres oflarge populations. Given the 
extent and density of monumental structures from the 
Dacian cities this may well be an applicable model in 
Roman Dacia. Both the archaeological evidence of 
dispersed settlement and current theoretical ap-
proaches suggest that the significant relationship for 
the survival of the city is with its hinterland. 
The landscape of post Roman Dacia was charac-
terised by valley bottom settlement in which sites 
were repeatedly re-founded in preferred locations. 
Botanical and artefactual evidence confirms that 
sedentary agriculture was the basis of this settlement 
pattern. Dual rite cemeteries which include grave 
goods such as brooches, beads, combs, ceramics and 
glass vessels not only indicate a concern for the 
afterlife, but some contact with the Roman empire. 
The presence of pottery kilns and cylindrical smelt-
ing furnaces at settlement sites also suggests a similar 
technological base to earlier Romano-Dacian rural 
settlement (Ellis 1996) but without the extensive 
industrial sites, such as the fineware centre at Mica-
sasa (Mitrofan 1990), which had ceased production 
with the abandonment ofDacia. At its fullest it extent 
this cultural assemblage, the Sintana de Mures-Cher-
nahov culture, stretched from Kharkov beyond the 
Upper Don to as far west as the Banat (Heather & 
Matthew's 1991, Map 2). The origin and identity of 
this cultural group is contentious. Dolukhanov ( 1996 
153) interprets the 1st century coins from the Upper 
Don and Dniester to suggest an early slavic origin, 
whilst Heather & Mathews ( 1991) explicitly accept 
that it represents the Goths. The technological and 
settlement continuities however tend to support the 
prevailing view in Romania that it originated in the 
mid 3rd century and survived into the 5th and there-
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fore represents the indigenous and surviving Romano-
Dacian population. None of this is to deny the 
invasions of the 4th and 5th centuries and Ell is and 
Alexianu have argued that Sintana de Mures in Mol-
davia and beyond represents a polyethnic agglomera-
tion of Dacians, Sarmatians and Goths until the 6th 
century. Clearly the series of rich cremations charac-
terised by grave 2 at Apahida, near Cluj, are Gothic 
(Greene 19**), but the paucity of such burials and the 
continuities already noted suggests few Goths, ac-
tively settled in Transylvania (Diaconu 1975, Mac-
Kenzie 1986 122) and that power, whilst concen-
trated in the hands of a few individual Goths was not 
dependent upon their occupation of a specific loca-
tion such as a city or fortress rather on the presence 
of their retinue. A similar picture of Hunnic, Gepid 
(Kiss 1994) and Avar settlement following the inva-
sions of the 5th century is now emerging (Meana-
chen-Helfen 1973, Khazanov 1983, Thompson 1996 
(ed. Heather)). 
The significance of the Sintana de Mures period 
for the cities lies in four areas: the evidence of tech-
nological continuity; the dispersed settlement, the 
widespread distribution of imported Roman artefacts 
and the tributary power structure. The former indic-
ate the continuing presence of the rural indigenous 
population whilst the latter indicates the direction of 
trade was predominantly with the eastern Roman 
empire (Duncan 1993). Moreover the riverine distri-
bution of coin (Preda 1975, Fig. 1), amphora and 
glassware (Hausler 1979) indicates trade occurred in 
the rural settlements and this contrasts with arte-
factual evidence from the cities. Furthermore the 
ceramics produced at Sarmizegetusa and Monastur at 
Napoca seem only to have had a restricted distribu-
tion. Lastly the structure of authority, itinerant, based 
on the retinue and associated with rural locations 
such as Apahida allowed the cities to survive at least 
as settlements. The evidence from the amphitheatre 
at Sarmizegatusa suggests some may have been local 
centres of residual authority. 
A second aspect of rural settlement which is im-
portant is that by the 6th century differences between 
the area of Muntenia, Moldavia and southeastern 
Transylvania and northern Transylvania were appear-
ing. In the south these centuries were characterised 
by the Ipotesti-Cindesti culture in which hand made 
ceramics prevail and where radiate headed brooches 
found in grave assemblages suggest an identification 
with the Slavs in an area where they are historically 
attested. Byzantine imports indicate trade continued 
in this area with the east. In the north the Sintana de 
Mures however gradually assimilated influences 
from the migrations of Slav, Avars and Gepids but 
significantly lost contact with the Byzantine empire. 
It was not, however, until the 9th century when the 
Dridu culture stretched from the Danube across Tran-
sylvania and that once again contact was established 
with the Byzantine empire. 
The landscape context, therefore, provides the key 
to the condition of the post Roman cities. Deprived 
first of their garrisons by Gallienus, then of their 
administrative function by Aurelian the inhabitants 
were forced to re-negotiate not only their economic 
but their social structure. The settlement pattern was 
at best dispersed and even without a clear dated 
sequence it is clear few people remained in the cities 
and in some areas buildings simply decayed without 
extensive robbing. Those who remained re-created 
the cities as settlements which were characterised by 
small dispersed, probably agricultural, settlements 
amongst which cemeteries were established and be-
tween which black soil horizons began to accum-
ulate. Authority may have been lodge in at least one 
city, Sarmizegetusa, although the itinerant courts of 
post Roman groups largely were located elswhere. 
Clearly the cities were not centres of trade but nor 
were they destroyed by the Huns. The 7th century 
artefacts from Sarmizegetusa and Porolissum suggest 
that settlement continued and that the termination of 
the coin lists in the mid 5th century merely indicates 
the cities were cut off from eastern sources of coin. 
The real end for the Roman cities could, therefore, 
have occurred as late as the 7th or 8th centuries 
before the ceramics of the Dridu culture became 
widespread. In the east when the earliest medieval 
towns were established as capitals of the vassal voi-
vodate ofWallachia and Moldavia a significant shift 
to the hills and away from the plains had taken place 
(Gutkind 1964-72 93) but in the interior the 9th 
century voivodates ofTransylvania, Menomorut and 
Glad may have developed fortified semi urban cen-
tres such as Moresti and Blandana, but including 
Monastur, near Cluj, and Balgrad, near Alba Iulia. It 
was not however until the 12th century that urban 
settlement was to reappear, and not until the 13th 
century when Sibiu, Rodna, Alba Iulia and Bistriaa 
were referred to by contemporary sources as cities 
(Pascu 1982, 54 ff.). 
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Cordoba under the Umayyads, a 'Syrian' Garden City? 
When I ask the question whether one can describe 
Cordoba as a "Syrian" city, I am rather thinking in 
terms of Cordoba as the new home for the exiled 
Syrian Umayyad prince, Abd al-Rahman I al-Dakhil. 
To what extent did the Umayyad look upon Cordoba 
as his Damascus-in-exile and how far did he and the 
Umayyads attempt to recreate in Cordoba a new 
Damascus? 
There are many immediate and obvious similar-
ities between the two Umayyad cities: Damascus, 
690 metres above sea-level, lies 100 kilometres from 
the sea separated by the Jebel el-Lubnaan and the Jebel 
esh-sharq which act as a rain shadow. As a result, the 
climate of Damascus is one of extreme aridity and 
very high temperatures during the summer months 
with an irregular supply of rainfall (little more than 
250-300 mm) that falls in only three months of the 
year. Likewise, Cordoba, situated in the Guadalquivir 
valley at a height of 110 metres above sea-level, cut 
off from the sea (approximately 130 kilometres dis-
tant) by the Cordillera Subbetica to the south, exper-
iences very high summer temperatures and little rain-
fall (and that irregular) in the summer months (ap-
proximately 2.7% of the annual average of674 mm) 1• 
However, both cities benefit from an abundance 
of water from the respective natural drainage sys-
tems; the river Barada flowing west from Lebanon 
and providing Damascus' hinterland with an elong-
ated oasis. Likewise, the Guadalquivir offers an end-
less supply of water with which the whole of the 
valley surrounding Cordoba can be irrigated. 
Apart from these obvious and superficial simil-
arities between the two cities, there are many more 
coincidences in the development of their urban topo-
graphy. Damascus was a city which, after its capture 
by the Arab forces, experienced a renewal and ex-
Statistical information from La Geografia de Espafia, Vol. 
I, Barcelona, 1989, 348. 
IBN IDHARI, al-Marrakushi, Kitab al-bayan al-Mughrib, ed. 
G.S. COLIN and E. LEVI-PROVENCAL, Leiden, 1951, Vol. 2, 229 
and al-Maqqari, in P. DE GA YANGOS, The History of the 
Mohameddan Dynasties, London, 1840, Vol. I, 217-218: both 
tension of the conquered model. The Roman imperial 
design with its rectangular enceinte traversed by an 
east-west Cardo Maximus, and its system of water 
distribution, was adopted by the Arabs and adapted to 
their particular needs. After the capture of the city by 
the Arabs in 635 AD, the palace/mosque complex 
was built on the site of the Temple of Jupiter. How-
ever, by 705 AD, the mosque was inadequate to 
house the ever-increasing number of faithful, so al-
Walid confiscated the church of St. John the Baptist, 
offering the Christians other sites in exchange in 
order to build the Great Mosque. Similarly, the Mus-
lim historians describe Abd al-Rahman I as purchas-
ing the half of the Church of St. Vincent occupied by 
the Christians, giving them permission to build other 
churches outside the city walls. 2 The Great Mosque 
of Damascus, measuring 136 x 37 metres, was sur-
passed in Cordoba, with its 178 x 125 metres ( cov-
ering an area of some 22,250 m2), making it for 
centuries the third largest mosque in the world. There 
are similarities in the construction of the two mos-
ques; both had a sahn or rectangular patio to the north 
of the prayer hall; both sanctuaries were of simple 
conservative hypostyle plan divided into bays and 
aisles that ran perpendicular to the qibla (twelve bays 
and eleven aisles in Cordoba, three arcades of twenty-
two arches divided by a transept in Damascus). Even 
the most original feature of the Great Mosque of 
Cordoba, the eleven superimposed arcades of horse-
shoe arches, composed of alternating red and white 
voussoirs and constructed of bricks and stone, may 
well have Syrian origins, in that quartered marble 
panelling, a peculiarly Umayyad technique, has been 
observed in both the Mosque of the Dome of the 
Rock in Jerusalem and at the Great Mosque of 
Damascus.3 
quote this story as compiled by al-Razi. Cresswell considered 
that the story had been transposed from Damascus, probably 
brought to al-Andalus in the 12th century by Ibn Khubayr, but 
this seems unlikely if we accept ai-Razi as having written in the 
lOth century. 
3 See Jerrilyn D. DODOS, Architecture and Ideology in Early 
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To go back to the year 756 AD and the arrival of 
the exiled Umayyad, Abd al-Rahman I al-Dakhil: 
what was it about Cordoba that attracted his attention 
and which would have influenced his choice in 
establishing the roots of the newly-displaced Umay-
yad dynasty in this particular location? Of course, we 
have one of Abd al-Rahman's own poems, compiled 
by al-Razi, which he dedicated to a single palm-tree 
that he had come across just to the north of Cordoba. 
On seeing the palm-tree, an unusual sight in the plains 
of Andalucia, he was purportedly filled with nostal-
gia for his forbidden homeland and, in particular, for 
his uncle's Syrian residence, al-Rusafa. He wrote: 
In the centre of al-Rusafa there appeared a single 
palm-tree in a western land far from the home of 
palmtrees. I said: "it seems to me that I also live in a 
far exile and separated by a great distance from my 
sons and family. You have grown in a foreign land 
and both of us are exiled, far from home. "4 
As a result, he had a large estate built, surrounded 
by gardens, which he named al-Rusafa. That this 
khabar is apocryphal there is no doubt; it clearly 
follows the pre-Islamic Arabic poetic tradition with 
its synechdochtic reference to the unit in question 
acting as the paradigmatic agent in conjuring up the 
image of the desired one. However, leaving aside the 
apocryphal nature of the story, it does contain an 
aesthetic which seems to be idiosyncratic to the 
Umayyads and which we can see put into practice not 
only in the design and construction of their own 
palaces but also in the blueprints for the urban land-
scape of their cities: furthermore, it is an aesthetic 
that we cannot see in the palatial architecture of the 
Abbasids and which will be curtailed (and eventually 
suppressed) by the increasing need for security and 
the concomitant militarisation of the state. 
I am referring to the aesthetic, which may well 
owe its origins to the pre-Islamic tribal heritage of the 
bedouin of the Arabian peninsula, of the nomadic 
Medieval Spain, Pennsylvania, 1989, 95 and note 50, and Al-
Andalus. Las artes islamicas en Espaiia, Madrid, 1992, 15 for a 
resume of the arguments of J. SAUVAGET, La Mosquee 
Omeyyade de Medine, Paris, 1947 and K.A.C. CRESWELL, Early 
Muslim Architecture, London, 1940. 
IBN IDHARI, Kitab al-bayan al-Mughrib .. op.cit., Vol. 2, 60. 
Ira M. LAPIDUS, Middle Eastern Cities, Berkeley, 1969,65. 
In C6rdoba, recent excavations carried out in the mosque of Sta. 
Clara in c/ Rey Heredia have not uncovered any evidence of 
settlement on the site prior to the construction of the I Oth 
century mosque. However, in the period after the Christian 
reconquest, when the mosque was converted into the monastery 
of Sta. Clara, the land situated between the monastery and the 
Great Mosque/cathedral was used as a market-garden, implying 
that this whole area, well within the confines of the walled 
enceinte, had a history of usage as a market-garden. 
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encampment, the tents erected under the palms of an 
oasis, the interaction of habitat and landscape. There 
is both a geographical and ecological interaction be-
tween the city and the surrounding countryside. One 
can go as far as to say that there was an agricultural 
component that linked Cordoba to the outlying vil-
lages, not only inasmuch as the urban topography 
would have allowed for gardens and agricultural acti-
vity within the walls of the city, but also in that the 
villages of the Cordoban hinterland would have been 
regarded as quarters and suburbs of the city itself. 
The inhabitants of the surrounding villages would 
have come to sell their produce in the market places 
of Cordoba's suburbs and, during times of economic 
hardship or political uncertainty, they would have 
come to the city, the extension of their rural habitat: 
"Many villagers or nomads settled there permanent-
ly, forming quarters or suburbs of their own, while 
others fell into an unassimilated mass of lumpen-
proletarians" is the process as described for Damas-
cus by Lapidus.5 
Concomitantly, landowning families who were 
part of the city's bourgeoisie resided in the villages. 
As Lapidus has shown for Damascus, there were 
major suburbs such as al-Salihiyya and large villages 
in the surrounding fruit-growing oasis the Ghuta 
"which impinged on the city itself and might also be 
considered part of a 'metropolitan' conglomera-
tion."6 In the same way, we have documentary evid-
ence for the Marca Superior (or the Upper March of 
al-Andalus) of members of the Leridan bourgeoisie 
who held properties in the surrounding villages of the 
Phi d'Urgell and upstream from the town ofTortosa 
further along the Ebro valley; in Alfes, Carretela, 
Convento de Escarpe, Aytona, Jebut, Alcolea and 
Montagut. 7 
In Cordoba, we know that, under the Umayyads 
and particularly by the time of the establishment of 
the Caliphate in 929 AD, the valley of the Guadal-
Ira M. LAPIDUS, Muslim Cities in the Later Middle Ages, 
Harvard, 1967, 79. 
Of course, this evidence is Christian, immediately after the 
reconquest of the cities of Lerida and Tortosa in 1148/1149 AD, 
but they are sufficiently close in time to give us a reasonable 
insight into the type of land tenure outwith the walled enceinte 
of the two cities. In a donation made in 1153, King Alfonso of 
Arag6n donated to Ifiigo Galindez the castle of Peralta and 
Alcolea "et illas casas de alfaki et ilia almunia de Mol( 
Arrabali" in Berbegal: Archivo de la Corona de Arag6n, carpeta 
30, number 189. On 20 July 1156, Petrus, son of Albinus, sold 
to Petrus Alcavi and his wife Maria "those houses in Tortosa 
belonging to Mohiba, daughter of Abi Buceina, who was the 
wife of Mosseric b. al-Musa, with the aquiescence of Aisha, 
wife of Hisham al-Hajar and Fatima, wife of Muhammad b. 
Amin, along with seven fields in Xerta" (a small village some 
qui vir was scattered with palaces, al-muna and coun-
try estates belonging to the Cordoban nobility and 
bourgeoisie. Al-Razi tells us that Cordoba was "sur-
rounded by many beautiful estates, whose trees hang 
over her and which produce delicious fruits to eat: 
and they are very tall trees of many species ... and 
alongside the bridge there is an excellent field 
planted with wonderful trees: to the north lies the 
sierra, also covered with vines and trees. "8 
There were 11 palaces, 22 al-muna and 12 arbad 
(or suburbs) surrounding the inner city of Cordoba, 
mainly on the right bank of the Guadalquivir, and 
especially to the north and west of the city. I would 
like to look at the topography of these almuna and 
arbad in greater detail and place them in their 
ecological relationship within their urban hinterland. 
Ibn Bashkuwallists a total of 21 suburbs9, two to 
the south- Shaqunda10 and munyat A'jab -,three to 
the north- rabad Bab a!-Yahud, rabad masjid Umm 
Maslama and al-Rusafa -, seven to the east- Salar, 
faran Barbal, al-Burj, munyat 'Abd Allah, munyat al-
Mughira, madinat al-'Atiqa and madinat al-Zahira-
and nine to the west - Hawanitu-r-rihan, rabad al-
Raqqaqin, rabad masjid al-Kahf, Balat Mughith, rabad 
masjid al-Shaqa'i, rabad Hammam al-Anbiri, rabad 
masjid as-Surrun, rabad masjid ar-Rawdah and the 
rabad al-sujun al-qadim. Few of these have been iden-
tified by archaeological excavation, except part of the 
rabad al-Rusafa, where a new hypermarket has been 
built, and a large unidentified area of the western 
suburbs. The former was situated just to the south of 
the present Parador Nacional of Arruzafa, where 
recent excavations have uncovered the remains of a 
variety of almuna, Roman villas and irrigation sys-
tems (in fact, one a/jibe of the early medieval period 
has been preserved in the basement of a private sub-
urban detached house!). 
The most spectacular discoveries were uncovered 
as a result of rescue excavations in the last four years: 
however, it is necessary to sound a word of caution 
eleven kilometres upstream from Tortosa): A. C. A., Armaria 4 
(Tortosa), number 24. Finally, on 20 July 1169, Amau de Turre 
Rubia donated a hospital in a place just outside the walls of 
Lerida: A.C.A., Gardeny, armaria 11, number 2012. 
8 P. DE GAY ANGOS, Sob re la autenticidad de la Cr6nica 
denominada del mora Rasis, Memoria de la Real Academia de 
la Historia, Vol. 8, Madrid, 1852, 36. 
Quoted by AL-Maqqari, Najh al-Tib min ghusn al-Andalus 
al-ratib wa dhikr waziriha Lisan lbn al-Khatib, ed. Dozy, 
Dugat, Krehl and Wright, Analectes sur /'histoire et la litte-
rature des Arabes d'Espagne, Leiden, 1855, Vol. I, 3-4, and in 
P. DE GAYANGOS, The History ... op.cit., Vol. I, 205-206. 
10 Taken from A. ARJONA et al., La topografla de la Cordoba 
califal (I), Boletfn de la Real Academia de Cordoba, julio-dic. 
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about the real achievements of the archaeologists and 
to denounce both possible corruption and sheer obsti-
nacy on the part of both the construction companies 
involved and the Ayuntamiento de Cordoba, which 
has already caused the widescale destruction of vital-
ly important information about the development of 
Cordoba's Roman and early medieval urban topogra-
phy. The most lamentable and widely-publicised case 
is that of Cercadilla 11 , where it was decided to con-
struct the new railway terminal for the high speed 
train connecting Madrid and Seville, the AVE. After 
preliminary soundings it became clear that a major 
structure covered the whole of the area; an enormous 
late Roman palace complex constructed over an ear-
lier Roman villa and cutting into the former, various 
Mozarabic sanctuaries and tombs. 12 The monumental 
nature of the late Roman palace complex, forming a 
semi-circular criptoportico of 105 metres diameter, 
protected by strong walls and an entrance flanked by 
towers, implies the presence of an important imperial 
administrative centre, perhaps even the headquarters 
of the provincial government. Although a major ex-
cavation of the site took place, involving 30 archae-
ologists and 100 workmen, the efforts of one of the 
directors, Pedro Marfil, to try to halt the construction 
of the railway terminal, were of no avail. The Town 
Council of Cordoba has to bear the responsibility of 
having approved the destruction of one of the most 
important archaeological discoveries of the late 
Roman/early medieval period to have been unearthed 
in the past few decades, and supposedly in the name 
of technological progress. Considering the fact that the 
Junta de Andalucia (the autonomous government) was 
in favour of relocating the railway terminal and that, 
in any case, the present location will not serve Cor-
doba adequately in the years to come (as the city con-
tinues to expand in a westerly direction), one must 
reluctantly come to the conclusion that if it was not 
technological progress that motivated the interests of 
the Town Council, it must have been sheer greed and 
1994, no. 127,218-219. 
11 SeeR. HIDALGO PRIETO & P. MARFIL RUIZ, El yacimiento 
arqueol6gico de Cercadilla: avance de resultados, Anales de 
Arqueolog(a Cordobesa 3, 1992, 277-308. 
12 C. MARQUEZ, R. HIDALGO 8i P. MARFIL, El complejo 
monumental tardorromano de Cercadilla en colonia patricia 
Corduba, in: L'Africa romana, Atti del IX convegno di studio 
Nuoro, 13-15 dicembre 1991, Sassari, 1992, 1039-1050 and R. 
HIDALGO PRIETO & A. VENTURA VILLANUEVA, Sob re la crono-
log(a e interpretaci6n del palacio de Cercadilla en Corduba, 
Chiron - Mitteilungen der Kommission fiir alte Geschichte und 




corruption. There were enormous commercial inte-
rests involved in the construction of the A VE ter-
minal on the particular lands purchased from 
R.E.N.F.E. (by whom, one wonders?) and, once hav-
ing agreed the sale of the land, there were similar 
pressures in order to start the construction work 
before a possible alternative site was found. 
At Cercadilla, apart from the exciting discoveries 
of both the secular administrative late Roman build-
ings and the ecclesiastical and ritualistic remains of 
the Visigothic and Mozarabic sanctuaries and tombs, 
there was also a "large group of habitats of the 
Islamic period ... in which part of the road system and 
a complex of dwellings were uncovered." 13 It seems 
that, associated with the Mozarabic sanctuaries, a 
Mozarab suburb had been constructed and, judging 
from the ceramic evidence unearthed, was of an early 
date (i.e. emiral). 14 Unfortunately, there was insuffic-
ient time to ascertain either the extent of this suburb 
or further details of the type of house construction. 
The glimpse that the archaeologists were to gain be-
fore the mechanical diggers and bulldozers moved in 
implied a reasonably sophisticated urban layout, 
especially in the construction of the suburb's streets. 
Fortunately, further confirmation has come to 
light to the south of Cercadilla, where a series of 
rescue excavations has uncovered a formidable urban 
complex of the 1Oth century. On the debit side, unfor-
tunately there are some depressing stories of corrup-
tion having even reached some of the city's archae-
ologists and which has had a devastating effect on the 
effective excavation and interpretation of the early 
medieval urban topography of the western suburbs. 
The area concerned (known as the Poligono Indus-
trial del Poniente or the Northern Industrial estate) 
covers a total area of approximately 90 hectares, of 
which already around 70 hectares has been devel-
oped, "excavated" and built over. The greater part of 
this was excavated in sight of the bulldozers: a large 
13 P. HIDALGO PRIETO & P. MARFIL RUIZ, El yacimiento ... 
op.cit., 282. 
14 Ma DEL CAMINO FUERTES SANTOS & M. GONZALEZ VIR-
SEDA, Nuevos materiales ceramicos emirales de Cercadilla 
(C6rdoba): ensayo tipol6gico, Anuario de Arqueo/og{a Cordo-
besa 5, 1994, 277-30 I. 
15 A. ARJONA CASTRO, Aproximaci6n a! urbanismo de la 
C6rdoba musulmana a la luz de las recientes excavaciones 
arqueol6gicas, Boletfn de la Real Academia de Cordoba, julio-
diciembre !993, W 125, 85-99 and especially 87, 90 and 95. 
Also, A. ARJONA CASTRO et al., La topograffa de la C6rdoba 
califal (1), Boletfn de la Real Academia de Cordoba, julio-
diciembre 1994, no 127, 215-255 and especially 227-228. He 
was also the first to publish photographs of the excavations of 
the rabad of Rusafa in La topografia ... op. cit, 222. 
16 M a Dol ores LUNA OS UNA & Ana M a ZAMORANO ARENAS, 
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number of habitats were uncovered, aligned along 
wide and straight roads running on a north-south 
axis, associated with a sophisticated irrigation and 
sewage system aligned along a similar axis. The 
houses were built of limestone blocks, paved with red 
brick and supplied with water from various fresh 
water wells. I have this information only second-
hand: as far as I know, the only photographs publish-
ed of these excavations were by Arjona Castro 15, who 
did not excavate the site and is not an archaeologist. 
No report has been published, no diagrams have 
appeared in any form and it has been suggested to me 
that, owing to the sheer extent of the area uncovered 
and the very short time allocated due to the con-
tractors' pressure, no serious archaeological excav-
ation took place. 
Fortunately, this situation is not repeated in the 
much smaller complex further to the south, situated 
between the Parque Deportivo Fontanar and the 
Parque Cruz Conde. This area, approximately 4.5 
hectares, also was the subject of a rescue excavation 
but appears to have been professionally excavated, 
with a high standard of planimetric and photographic 
information. 16 A highly sophisticated urban topogra-
phy has come to light here, divided by a series of nine 
streets. Five of these, with a northwest-southeast 
orientation, have a width of between 4.1 and 6.75 
metres 17 , the remaining four crossing these along a 
northeast-southwest axis. Two of these latter streets 
(Streets 5 and 6) are much wider and connect the two 
public zones of the suburb, a sort of rectangular open 
plaza and a mosque. The forum-like plaza (49.15 x 
32.20 metres) is surrounded on three sides by a pave-
ment of slate and stone flagstones, of approximately 
five metres width 18 , which may well have been 
occupied by small shops. The mosque (the only 
mosque of a suburb which has come to light until the 
recently excavated mosque of Sta. Clara inside the 
walled enceinte), uncovered in the south-eastern sec-
lnforme preliminar de la intervene ion arqueo/ogica de urgencia 
en el sistema general U-1 (Finca Fontanar), Anuario Arqueo-
/ogico de Andalucfa, 1992, (in press). I will take the opportunity 
here to thank Srtas. Luna Osuna and Zamorano Arenas for 
allowing me access to the unpublished lnforme preliminar and 
for the photographs of the excavation. 
17 Street I = 6.75 m; Street 2 = 5.9 m; Street 3 = 4.1 m; Street 
4 = 5.4 m: Ma Dolores LUNA OSUNA & Ana Ma ZAMORANO 
ARENAS, Unpublished lnforme preliminar .. ibid., 24-29. 
18 Only 2.7 m wide on the north side, but the east side is 5 m 
and the south side, although also only being 2.7 m wide like the 
north side opposite, has a continuation of a sort of gravel pave-
ment of 2.5 m width: Ma Dolores LUNA OSUNA & Ana Ma 
ZAMORANO ARENAS, Unpublished lnforme preliminar ... ibid., 
21-23. 
tor of the site, is in both design and decoration, simi-
lar to other Cordoban mosques of the lOth century 19: 
a rectangular sahn to the north with the prayer hall 
itself divided into three aisles with a double arcade of 
columns, perpendicular to the wall of the qibla, 
oriented along a south-easterly axis. 
Apart from these public areas, the rest of the site 
was covered with the remains of habitats. Generally, 
these seem to be built on foundations of limestone 
and rounded blocks of quarry stone, with socles of 
hewn stone, but the rest of the construction is of 
tapial (a sort of adobe). Although the quality of con-
struction (simple techniques that would not have 
necessitated the presence of a master-mason or even 
a foreman) is not technically complex, the houses 
were built with an efficient and well-planned sewage 
system. For example, in the southern zone of Trench 
1, the structure (identified as number 48), consisting 
of two rooms (one of which is 2.4 metres wide), repre-
sented in its first phase a patio of red-painted lime 
plaster, with connecting latrine, and in its second 
phase undergoing a fairly comprehensive restructur-
ing, having an open drain added, made of rows of 
brick and with a lime-plastered floor, which would 
have flowed out into the street, a system similar to 
that found in the patio of House 2 in Pechina (Alme-
ria), which dates from the same period20 • Similar 
constructions were found in Trench 3, where habitats 
belonging to three different houses were identified. 21 
Apart from the barely 4.5 hectares systematically 
excavated by Luna Osuna and Zamorano Arenas, in 
1995 there only remained a further 20 hectares which 
had already been scheduled for development. One 
hopes that this has been scheduled properly and ex-
cavated scientifically, allowing further information 
to come to light about the remarkable nature of the 
urban topography of Cordoba's 1Oth century suburbs. 
Unfortunately, we are not in much of a position to 
correlate the above-mentioned western suburbs with 
those listed by Ibn Bashkuwal and lbn al-Khatib. The 
area was known generically as al-janib al-gharbi or 
the western sector, and would have included the rabad 
19 For example, see V. ESCRIBANO UCELAY, La mezquita de 
la calle rey Heredia, al-Mulk 4, 1964-65, 83-101. 
10 Ibid., 13-15. For Pechina, see F. CASTILLO & R. MARTlNEZ, 
La vivienda hispanomusulmana en Bayyana-Pechina (Almerfa), 
in: La casa hispano-musulmana. Aportaciones de la arqueo· 
log(a, Granada, 1990. 
21 Unpublished lnforme preliminar ... ibid., 23-29 (House I); 
29 (House 2) and 29-32 (House 3). 
22 Arjona Castro has identified the mosque excavated in the 
Finca El Fontanar as the masjid al-Shifa', La topografta ... 
op.cit., 229-233, but there is no reason to identify the recently 
uncovered mosque with this particular mosque listed by Ibn 
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al-Raqqaqin (the quarter of the parchment makers) 
and the arbad associated with the suburb's mosques, 
the rabad al-masjid al-Shifa', the rabad al-masjid 
Masrur, the rabad al-masjid al-Kahf, but we are not 
in a position at the moment to identify, for example, 
the mosque uncovered in the Finca El Fontanar with 
any of the aforementioned mosques.22 
Still further to the west ofthejanib al-gharbi were 
several palaces and associated estates belonging to 
the Cordoban aristocracy. The almunya of Dar al-
Na 'ura was identified after archaeological excava-
tions in the late 1950's unearthed the remains of a 
palace of the caliphal period in which decorative 
panels of a quality of execution even superior to 
those found in Madinat al-Zahra' were uncovered 
and which showed clear Syrian influences in com-
position. There were other almuna, mentioned in the 
Arabic sources but which have not been identified 
through archaeological prospection: the almunyat 
Arha' Nasih (described as the first rest-stop on the 
road between MAdinat al-Zahra' and Cordoba, the 
other being Dar al-Na 'ura); the almunyat Ibn al-Qura-
shiyya (also known as al-Shamamat or the melon 
fields) on the left bank of the Guadalquivir along the 
road which connected Cordoba and Palma del Rio; 
the almunyat Ibn 'Abd al- 'Aziz, situated so close to 
Madinat al-Zahra' that, on 19th September 971 AD, 
the sons of' Ali b. al-Andalusi, who were lodged there 
while awaiting an audience with the caliph al-Hakam 
II, were escorted by a guard of honour, formed from 
16,000 men from the Cordoban suburbs, which stret-
ched along the whole distance between almunyat lbn 
Ibn 'Abd al-' Aziz and the South Gate ofMadinat al-
Zahra'.23 This almunya has tentatively been identi-
fied with some of the foundations excavated in Los 
Llanos del Castillo: blocks of sandstone and rooms 
decorated with painted socles of red earth were 
discovered, as well as small sewage drains and an 
alberca (water reservoir). 24 Similar constructions were 
unearthed at the beginning of this century in another 
almunya, that of al-Rumaniyya, situated three kilo-
metres to the west of Madinat al-Zahra'. 25 The 
Bashkuwal. 
23 lbn Hayyan in E. GARCfA G6MEZ, Anales palatinos del 
califa de Cordoba al-Haam /1, por /sa ibn Ahmad al-Razi, 
Madrid, 1967,64-70, and especially 65. 
14 MaJ. MORENO GARRlDO & M. COSTA PALACIOS, Excava-
ci6n de urgencia en el yacimiento, Llanos del Castillo,Anuario 
Arqueo/6gico de Andalucfa 3, 1987, 182-187. 
25 R. VELAZQUEZ Bosco, Medina Azzahara y Alamiriyya, 
Madrid, 1912 and M. OCANA JIMENEZ, Las Ruinas de 'Almi-
riyya': un yacimiento arqueol6gico err6neamente identificado, 
Al-Qantara 5, 1984,377-381. 
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almunya has preserved many luxurious architectural 
details; marble slabs decorated with floral motifs, 
capitals with Kufic inscriptions, basins with orien-
tally-inspired zoomorphic designs, and rooms with 
alabaster floors. It was constructed by the fat a Durri 
and donated to al-Hakam II during the course of a 
magnificent feast on 18th May 973 AD26 • 
We have much less information regarding the 
suburbs to the east of Cordoba. Apart from the seven 
listed by Ibn Bashkuwal, there was a royal almunya, 
the almunya al-yanna rabanalis, which Ibn Hayyan 
records as belonging to 'Abd al-Rahman III. 27 
It seems clear that the topographic development 
of the Cordoban suburbs was something that took 
place over a long period of time which I associate 
with the period of the Umayyad presence in Spain. 
Certainly, the furthest suburbs to the west ofMadinat 
al-Zahra' would have been directly associated with 
the construction of the palatine city in the 1Oth cen-
tury. However, some of the suburbs in the agri-
cultural hinterland surrounding the walled enceinte 
date from an earlier period- many seem to be of the 
9th century and remains of emiral ceramics have 
been unearthed, for example, in Cercadilla. One of the 
curious phenomenon that is coming to light through 
the archaeological excavation of these suburbs is the 
nature of their urban topography; geometrically-
aligned street networks, served by an intricate irri-
gation and sewage system. The question is therefore 
begged: how does this type of topography relate to 
the stereotyped representation of the urban layout of 
the medieval Islamic city, that of a chaotic maelstrom 
of alleyways, snaking their ways across the densely-
populated quarters confined within the city walls? 
I think there is an answer to this apparent con-
tradiction although, unfortunately, the problems 
associated with the carrying-out of archaeological 
excavation within the inner city make it difficult to 
call upon verifiable evidence to support anything 
more than a hypothesis. Firstly, the original occupa-
tion of the area within the confines of the Roman city 
of Colonia Patricia Corduba in the early days of the 
Arab conquests would have respected the geometric 
grid topography associated with the Roman settle-
26 IBN HAYYAN in Anales palatinos ... op.cit, Madrid, 104. 
27 IBN HAYYAN, al-Muqtabas li-lbn Hayyan al-Qurtubi (al-
juz a/-khamis, ed. P. CHALMETA, F. CORRIENTE & M. SUBH, 
Madrid, 1979, 26 and Cr6nica del Califa 'Abdarrahman Ill an-
Nasir entre Los arias 912 y 942 (al-Muqtabis V), Spanish 
translation by MaJ. VIGUERA & F. CORRIENTE, Textos Medie-
vales, Vol. 64, Zaragoza, 1981,34-35. 
28 For example, see A. VENTURA VILLANUUEVA & S. CAR-
MONA BERENGUER, Resultados sucintos de la excavaci6n argue-
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ment. Excavations in various parts of the city show 
the Muslims taking advantage of the Roman sewage 
system and the street alignments. 28 New urban 
developments, in the Umayyad period, outside the 
walled enceinte, seem to suggest the adoption of the 
Roman geometric urban topography and a similar 
adoption of the Roman system of irrigation, drainage 
channels and aqueducts. Over the centuries, the urban 
topography inside the walled enceinte, equally in 
Damascus and in Cordoba, would have undergone a 
dramatic change. The Cardo Maximus was taken over 
by the merchants of the suq who occupied different 
parts of the central avenue. Largely reflecting the 
lack of municipal powers to regulate the concession 
of trading licenses, the geometric grid pattern of the 
Roman city would have degenerated into the hapha-
zard development of narrow alleyways seemingly 
snaking in all directions, so characteristic of the 
Muslim suq. The city within the protection of the 
Roman curtain wall would have developed into 
different quarters, corresponding in function to the 
public buildings nearby: there was the administrative 
quarter, housing civil servants, around the central 
administrative buildings; a university quarter, near to 
the Great Mosque, where the madrasat dominated; a 
commercial quarter along the length of the Cardo 
Maximus, which does not seem to have been sub-
divided according to trade or guild. The rest of the 
city was divided into neighbourhoods where the 
inhabitants seem to have been sub-divided into smal-
ler compartments, based on ethnic and religious 
identity. Each of these miniature quarters, which 
represented a cross-section of the social classes, 
enjoyed a certain economic and religious autonomy: 
each had its mosque, its public bath (hammam), its 
water seller (tali' ), its oven (jurn) and its local small 
market (suwayqa). As with the topographic changes 
occasioned in the commercial quarter or the suq, the 
system of communications and access within these 
miniature neighbourhoods also underwent a change, 
reflecting the increased feeling of insecurity. Only a 
few arteries of communication in the city allowed for 
free circulation; the pattern was rather one of a series 
of gates denying (or rather controlling) access, con-
ol6gica de urgencia en Ios solares de lac/ Blanco Belmonte 4-6 
y Ricardo de Mantis 1-8, C6rdoba, A nates de Arqueolog(a Cor-
dobesa 3, 1992, 199-243: also in Anuario Arqueol6gico de 
Andaluda, 1991, 107-117. In the far west section of trench 3, 
the corner of a water reservoir (alberca) was uncovered, con-
structed of brick and lined with red earth, with a drainage 
channel in the same material. To the west of Trench 5, remains 
of an oven with a circular opening in the upper section, appro-
ximately a metre in diameter, were unearthed. 
verting many of the alleyways in cul-de-sacs. To enter 
a private house, it would have been necessary first to 
have passed through the gate controlling access to the 
particular suburb, then that controlling access to the 
particular cul-de-sac and then, finally, that of the 
house itself. 
I believe that this change in the urban topography 
of Cordoba took place in a period of great insecurity. 
After the death of' Abd al-Rahman III, al-Andalus 
witnessed an increasing militarisation under al-Hakam 
II and Hisham II, the immigration of large numbers 
of North African warriors to protect the 'Amirid 
regime, the economic dislocation of the greater 
Umayyad family and increasing racial tension, all 
factors which led to the outbreak of civil war in 1009 
AD and ultimately to the collapse of the Caliphate of 
Cordoba. During the siege ofCordoba, between 1010 
and 1013 AD, both western and eastern suburbs were 
razed to the ground and the 'Amirid palace complex, 
symbol of Ibn Abi 'Amir's regime, Madinat al-
Zahira, was completely destroyed. 29 I would not be 
surprised to find the sinister system of internal gates 
and cui-de-sacs as dating from this later period. One 
would be happy to be guided by information from 
archaeological excavations inside the city walls but 
here we encounter two interrelated problems; firstly, 
the shallow depths of the Islamic strata and, second-
ly, the depressing repetition of a pattern ofboth a lack 
of information about the post-Roman stratigraphy 
and a desire to make the most of the limited time 
29 Madinat al-Zahira was destroyed early on in the fitna, in 
1009 AD: see AL-NUW A YRI, Kit ab Nihayat a/- 'arab fifunun al-
adab, ed. M. GASPAR Y REMIRO, Historia de Ios Musu/manes de 
Espaiia y Africa, por el-Nuguar{, Granada, 1917-1919, 74. At 
the same time, the suburbs around ai-Zahira,like Balat Mughith 
where lbn Hazm lived, were burnt to the ground: IBN HAZM, 
Tawq al-Hamama fi-1- 'ulfwa-l- 'ul/af, ed. L. BERCHER, Le Col-
lier du pigeon ou de I 'amour et des am ants, Algiers, 1949, 234 
and 305-307 and E. GARCIA G6MEZ, El Collar de la paloma, 
tratado sabre el amor y Ios amantes, Madrid, 1967, 287 and 
244-246. For the extent of the damage to the 'Amiridpalace, see 
IBN AL-KHATIB, Kitab A 'mal al-a '/amfi man buyi'a qabl a/-
ihtilam min muluk al-islam, ed. E. LEVI-PROVEN<;:AL, Rabat, 
1934, 129. In 1013 AD, the carpenters' market and the mosque 
in Madinat ai-Zahra' were burnt down: see IBN 'IDHARI, Kitab 
Bayan al-Mughrib, Vol. 3, ed. E. LEVI-PROVEN<;:AL, Paris, 1930, 
107. 
10 Resultados de la excavaci6n arqueol6gica en el solar de la 
cl Marfa Cristina en C6rdoba, situada a espaldas del Templo 
Romano, Anales de Arqueo/og{a Cordobesa 5, 1994, 119-155 .. 
11 R. HIDALGO PRIETO, Nuevos datos sabre el urbanismo de 
Colonia Patricia Corduba: excavaci6n arqueol6gica en la calle 
Ramfrez de !as Casas-Deza 13, Anuario Arqueol6gico de 
Anda/ucfa 1991, 118-126 and A.A. C. 4, 1993, 91-135. 
32 F. GODOY DELGADO, Intervenci6n arqueol6gica de urgen-
cia en el solar de la cl Muiiices 33, A .A. A. 1989, 114-118, where 
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made available under the constraints of urban rescue 
archaeology by getting down to the Roman levels as 
quickly as possible. This seems to have been the case 
in several rescue excavations; that carried out in c/ 
Maria Cristina30 , in c/ Ramirez de !as Casas-Deza 
1731 , in c/ Mufiices 3332, in c/ Concepcion 1233 , c/ 
Reyes Catolicos 1734 , c/ Alfaros 18-2435 , and in c/ 
Ambrosio de Morales 4. 36 
What is clear is that, either through the increasing 
need for urban renewal in the name of progress or due 
to inadequate excavation expertise or a combination 
ofboth, much of the potential information regarding 
the development of the Islamic urban topography of 
Cordoba is being lost forever. In the absence of fur-
ther evidence I am inclined to rest my case for the 
vision of an Umayyad Cordoba as an urban con-
glomeration, defined by a fairly sophisticated sup-
port-system of municipal services, but also as a gar-
den city, with garden suburbs which, although being, 
urbanistically-speaking, suburbs and not villages, 
play an interactive role with both the city within the 
walled enceinte and the productive agricultural 
hinterland of the surrounding countryside. The houses 
in these suburbs would have belonged to the al-nas 
khassa (the aristocracy), in the form of almuna, but 
also to the al-nas 'ammat, not only the lower and 
middle urban classes of tradesmen, craftsmen, 
masons, potters, weavers, saddlers, journeymen and 
apprentices of various trades, but also agricultural 
workers who either worked the estates of the sur-
apparently the first strata associated with the Roman period 
started to appear only a few centimetres from the "superficie 
inicial", but it also seems that, initially, mechanical diggers had 
been used; "desde el dfa 22 de febrero, en que se realiz6 el 
sondeo con medias mecanicos .. ", p. 114. 
n F. GoooY DELGADO, Intervenci6n arqueol6gica de urgen-
cia en el solar de la cl Concepci6n 12, esquina a cl Uceda, A .A. A. 
1989, 134-137. 
14 M.D. BAENA ALCANTARA, cl Reyes Cat6/icos 17, recayente 
a Plaza Gonzalo de Ayora, A.A.A. 1989, 146-150: "la excava-
ci6n arqueol6gica comenz6 a partir de la cota -2.30 m, nivel 
hasta el que se encontraba vaciado el solar ... asf, Ios restos halla-
dos corresponden a epoca romana, ya que las estructuras 
musulmanas de habitaci6n localizadas en la I a fase se encontra-
ban par encima de esa cota, y fueron desmontadas." 
15 A. MORENO ROSA, Informe sabre la intervenci6n arque-
ol6gica de urgencia realizada en el solar de la cl Alfaros 18-24 
de C6rdoba, A.A.A. 1990, 68-72. 
16 J.M. BERMUDEZ et al., Avance de resultados de la exca-
vaci6n de urgencia en cl Ambrosio de Morales 4, Antiquitas 1-
2, 1991, 50-61: "En este perfodo (bajomedieval) se engloban un 
derrumbe y dos cimentaciones compuestas par varias hiladas de 
mampuesto y ripio. Ambas presentan una orientaci6n E-0, y no 
conforman ningun tipo de espacio reconocible, dadas !as fuertes 
alteraciones sufridas par estas UU.SS. (Unidades sedimentarias) 
a causa del rebaje mecanico del solar.", p. 59. 
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rounding suburbs or even market gardens inside the 
inner city. 
This is the urban topography representative of a 
society still not completely at ease within the con-
straints of a walled enceinte and representative of a 
182 
dynasty whose founder considered himself as being 
"in a far exile, far from home", that home being an-
other Roman city which also enjoyed a geographical 
and ecological interaction with the surrounding coun-
tryside, namely Damascus. 
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Bernard Gauthiez 
Le role du contrOle de l'espace public et l'urbanisme 
au XHieme siecle en France 
Le sujet de cette communication, relatif a 1 'urba-
nisme medieval, n 'est certes pas nouveau. Des au-
teurs comme Jacques Heers ou Jean-Pierre Leguay 1, 
pour la France, ou encore Enrico Guidoni, pour ne 
citer que lui2, pour I 'Italie, lui ont voici quelques an-
nees consacre de longues pages, fort documentees et 
d'un grand inten~t. Plus recemment, Guillaume Leyte 
a apporte une contribution precieuse sur I' aspect de 
la domanialite publique3. 
Cependant, il para'it possible, et necessaire, de 
poursuivre l'enquete et de reprendre la question, d'une 
part a la lecture de nouveaux textes, d'autre part du 
fait de l'apport que peuvent constituer des donnees a 
proprement parler archeologiques. 
La difficulte de !'etude de l'urbanisme au Moyen 
Age par les textes provient de leur eparpillement, et, 
semble-t-il, de la tres faible part des documents relatifs 
aux pratiques urbanistiques qui a subsiste dans les 
fonds d' archives. Il est done necessaire, pour se forger 
une image d'ensemble, de reunir une documentation 
concemant non pas un seul site urbain, mais, si pos-
sible, un grand nombre de villes. Par ailleurs, si les 
textes deviennent nombreux pour la fin du Moyen-
Age, ils sont rares au XIIIe siecle, du moins en France, 
et exceptionnels pour les siecles precedents. Cette 
caracteristique des sources a, bien entendu, fortement 
determine l'historiographie du sujet jusqu'a aujour-
d'hui. 
Les textes disponibles peuvent etre regroupes en 
trois ensembles principaux: 
1. Les statuts communaux, franchises, coutumes, 
libertes ... , qui comprennent tres souvent des clauses 
HEERS J., La vi/le au Moyen Age, Fayard, Paris, 1990; LE-
GUA Y J.-P., La roe au Moyen Age, ed. Ouest-France, Rennes, 1984. 
2 GUIDON! E., Storia dell'urbanistica, il Duecento, Laterza, 
Rome-Bari, 1989. 
3 LEYTE G., Domaine et domanialite publique dans la France 
medievale (XI!e-XVe siecles), Presses Universitaires de Stras-
bourg, 1996. 
4 Par exemple la justitia (celle du roi) ... in viaria que est in 
terra episcopi, dans un secteur de Paris, 1222, MORTET V. & 
DESCHAMPS P., Recueil de textes relatifs a l'histoire de 
concemant la voirie. Ce sont des clauses d 'interdic-
tion, plus rarement de prescription. 
2. Les actes d'alignements, malheureusement appa-
remment exceptionnellement conserves. 
3. Les documents transcrivant des enquetes ou des 
elements de proces. 
Dans ces sources, on retrouve pratiquement tou-
jours le souci de conserver et de proteger ce qu'on 
peut appeler, pour simplifier, le domaine public, qu'il 
soit defini par son appartenance au domaine royal ou 
a un domaine seigneurial, plus tard communal, ou par 
son usage commun et son utilite commune. C'est sou-
vent, dans les textes les plus anciens, sous la forme 
d'une "justice" que l'autorite publique ou seigneuriale 
est rappelee sur, en particulier, la voirie4. Ce domaine 
public peut s'etendre aux rues, mais pas systemati-
quement a toutes les voies5, aux places, quais, etc ... 
Cet aspect des choses a ete de maniere approfondie 
etudiee par Guillaume Leyte, nous n'y reviendrons 
pas ici. 
De meme, nous n'aborderons pas la gestion cou-
rante des espaces publics, comme 1 'enlevements des 
ordures, ni les reglements concemant les materiaux a 
utiliser dans la construction. En fin, car c 'est un do-
maine un peu a part, nous n'aborderons ici pratique-
ment pas la question des creations urbaines nouvelles. 
Le sujet qui sera aborde dans cette communication 
est done uniquement celui du controle de l'espace 
public, sous 1 'angle du droit, des mesures, reglements 
et procedures, permettant de le traduire dans la pra-
tique, et du niveau d'efficience de ces mesures. 
Nous allons main tenant tenter de mettre en regard 
les textes et la realite archeologique. 
!'architecture et a la condition des archilectes en France au 
Moyen Age, reed. CTHS, Paris, 1995, 867. 
5 Certaines rues sont en effet privees, et conservees comme 
telles pendant quelque temps. Citons I' exemple d 'une via incluse 
dans un grand tenement reunissant logements, pre, et installations 
industrielles, a Louviers en 1249 (BONNIN Th., Cartulaire de 
Louviers, Evreux-Paris, I, 1870, n° CLXXXII). II semble que le 
passage des voies d'un statut prive a un statut public, toutefois, 
ait ete la regie des lors qu'il y avait ouverture au public. Les 




Le respect de 1 'alignement des fa9ades privees le 
long de la voirie est un domaine largement developpe 
dans les statuts et textes apparentes. On le comprend, 
puisqu'il est le moyen de faire respecter le domaine 
public que represente 1 'em prise des rues et des places. 
On retrouve 1' obligation de respecter 1 'alignement et 
en particulier d'obtenir une autorisation lors d'une 
construction nouvelle ou d 'une reconstruction le long 
d'une rue ou d'une place, dans les archives de nom-
breuses villes. A Aries, elle est presente des 1162-
12026; a Saint-Denis au debut du XIIIe siecle7. A 
Paris, on la connalt par un texte de 12708. A Lyon 
une enquete de 1273 renvoie a une pratique deja pre-
sente depuis cinquante ans au moins, done les annees 
12209• A Toulouse, les Coutumes de 1286 retranscri-
vent une pratique elle aussi anterieure en 1286 10• I! 
en va de meme a Bayonne en 1294-98 11 • Un peu plus 
tardivement, I' alignement est une licentia edificandi, 
a Avignon 12 . I! s 'agit bien, en fait, d'une autorisation 
de construire, dans ce cas explicitement denommee 
comme telle. 
A vant de considerer les donnees archeologiques 
qui no us permettraient de juger de 1 'efficacite de cette 
obligation, il nous faut d'abord decrire la procedure 
de l'alignement. 
De ce point de vue, les textes sont encore plus rares, 
ou, du moins, ont peu attire I' attention des historiens 13 . 
Les statuts, coutumes et autres ne sont pas explicites 
sur ce point, qui n' est renseigne qu' a 1 'occasion 
d'enquetes et d'actes ponctuels d'alignement. 
Dans l'enquete de 1273 a Lyon, on precise que 
dans le cas ou un citoyen de la ville souhaitait con-
struire de nouveau ou en augmentation d 'un edifice 
existant, il devait en faire la demande a I 'archeveque, 
comte de Lyon, ou a son correarius, et, en cas d'au-
torisation, payer un cens et disposer d'une copie de 
l'acte d'alignement. Les alignements etaient donnes 
LEYTE 1996, 423. 
Archives Nationales L 850 (actes). 
Texte cite par HAROUEL J.-L., L 'embel/issement des villes, 
Picard, Paris, 1993, 199, note 2. 
9 Cartulaire municipal de Lyon, ed. GUIGUE M. C., Lyon, 
1875, appendice n° 4, 380-403. 
10 MORTET & 0ESCHAMPS 1995, p. 940. 
11 MORTET & DESCHAMPS 1995, pp. 954-55. 
12 LEYTE 1996,421. G. Leyte parle d'une presence de l'ali-
gnement dans "la presque totalite des statuts municipaux", don-
nant pour exemple Douai, Saint-Flour, Arras, sans cependant 
preciser les dates des textes qu'il utilise comme sources, p. 423. 
13 Dans les archives des vi lies que nous avons depouillees de 
maniere systematique pour la periode anterieure a 1300, a savoir 
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sur place, comme en temoigne un acte de 1320, fait 
devant la maison concemee 14• Le nom de !'agent de 
1 'archeveque charge des alignements a Lyon, un 
"courroyer"15, nous renseigne sur l'outi1 principal de 
sa fonction, une courroie, ou corde, qui servait a deter-
miner sur le terrain I' emplacement de la fa9ade du 
batiment a construire. L'usage de la corde est connu 
ailleurs, ainsi en Italie a Sienne en 1222, ou a Florence, 
ou elle etait utili see pour implanter des rues nouvelles 
au XIIIe siecle 16. Les modalites techniques de place-
ment de la corde, cependant, ne sont pas bien explici-
tees dans les sources medievales. Dans le cas de rues 
a Florence, on s 'appuie sur des edifices existants. Dans 
la mesure ou 1' alignement visait a faire respecter 
I' espace public, et a conserver a la rue sa regularite, il 
est tres probable que, comme a I' epoque modeme, on 
pla9ait les extremites du cordeau aux angles des mai-
sons voisines du terrain a construire, determinant ainsi 
une droite sur toute sa fa9ade, du moins dans les cas 
les plus frequents 17. 
Le respect de l'espace de la rue et l'efficacite des 
reglements et des procedures adoptes dans ce but a 
souvent ete mis en doute 18• S 'il est difficile d'enjuger 
pour ce qui est des amenagements adventices, auvents, 
escaliers exterieurs, etc., dont no us n'avons de manie-
re genera le pas d' attestation archeologique, il est tou-
tefois possible de juger de 1 'alignement des rues. Un 
certain nombre de fouilles en milieu urbain montre 
une grande fixite de 1 'emplacement du front des 
maisons le long des rues, du moins pour une periode 
commen9ant au XIIe-XIIIe siecle, la documentation 
etant, pour 1 'instant, pratiquement absente pour 
I' epoque anterieure ( du moins en France en milieu 
urbain). A Lyon, les fa9ades des maisons de la rue 
Buisson n' ont pratiquement pas change d' alignement 
entre le XIIIe siecle et l'epoque modeme, ou de 
timides reculs interviennent en vue d 'un elargissement 
progressif de la voie. Au moins depuis le XIIIe siec!e, 
ici, 1 'alignement a ete conserve dans les reconstruc-
tions, par le biais des autorisations donnees par I' auto-
Rouen, Lyon et quelques villes de Normandie, un seul acte 
d'alignement a ete rencontre, a Lyon, mais la realite de la 
procedure est attestee par ailleurs. 
14 
"Actum Lugduni in vico publico ante dictam domum ", 
Cartulaire municipal de Lyon, 1875, 446-48, appendice n° 23. 
15 Dans le vocabulaire de periodes plus recentes, le correarius 
est un voyer. 
16 GUIDON! 1989, 347 pour Sienne; HEERS 1990, 356, pour 
Florence a la fin du XIIIe siecle. 
17 C'est la procedure suivie par les agents des Bureaux des 
Finances, cn!es au XVIe siecle, en charge a partir de cette epoque 
de la procedure d 'alignement dans bon nombre de vi lies 
franyaises. 
18 HEERS 1990, 352-53; LEGUAY 1984,32 s. 
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rite comtale 19• Une telle persistance de l'alignement 
est attestee depuis la fin du XIIe siecle pour uncertain 
nombre de maisons a Freiburg-im-Breisgau, dans le 
sud de I' Allemagne20 . A Rouen, no us connaissons des 
maisons des XIIe et XIIIe siecles dont les fa9ades 
etaient au meme alignement que celles de leurs voisi-
nes modemes, et un quartier cree vers 1240 a conser-
ve des rues d'une largeur definie a l'origine, et done 
I' alignement des maisons alors fixe21 . No us pourrions 
multiplier a I' en vi les illustrations de ce phenomene, 
d'autant que les attestations d'une realite differente, 
comme le desordre de l'alignement des fa9ades, pa-
raissent rares, et ne concemer que des voiries mineu-
res. La parfaite continuite des fa9ades des maisons 
les plus anciennes avec I 'alignement des maisons voi-
sines, dans la plupart des agglomerations, montre que, 
dans I' ensemble, et sauf cas particuliers, la limite entre 
I' espace prive de la parcelle bfttie et I' espace public 
de la rue y a ete respectee. Dans ces exemples, et il 
semble que ce soit le cas de la plupart des villes, les 
reglements et procedures de controle de la voirie ont 
done ete efficaces. La marge d' empietement sur I' es-
pace de la voirie doit etre, en consequence, limitee 
assez strictement a 1' elevation des bfttiments, et non 
a leur implantation22 . Elle a pu concemer aussi des 
espaces a l'origine prives, dont I 'urbanisation n'a pu 
etre controlee par une autorite urbaine23 • 
Les encorbellements 
Du point de vue de I' elevation des fa9ades, no us 
disposons aussi, bien qu'en moins grand nombre, d'un 
certain nombre de clauses incluses dans des coutumes, 
qui prescrivent des dimensions precises. A Toulouse, 
en 1286, on fixe la saillie de I' etage sur la rue a une 
palme, soit environ 25 centimetres24 . A Bayonne, a 
I' extreme fin du XIIIe siecle, on interdit de construire 
les etages a plus de deux aunes au dessus de la rue25 • 
A Amiens, dans le courant du XIVe siecle, la saillie 
19 ARLAUD C. et al., Un quartier d 'habitation avant les trans-
formations du Second Empire, in: De la me !mperiale a la me 
de la Republique, Dossiers des Archives Municipales de Lyon 
no 2, Lyon, 1991, 21s. 
20 HAUMANN H. & SCHADEK H., Geschichte des Stadt Frei-
burg, I, Theiss, Stuttgart, 1996, voir notamment le plan p. I 0 l 
21 GAUTHIEZ 8., Les maisons de Rouen XI!e-XVII!e siecles, 
Archeologie medievale XXIII, 1993; GAUTHIEZ 8., Le quartier 
Saint-Nicaise a Rouen, une 'operation d'urbanisme' du XIIIe 
siecle ?, Monuments rouennais, oct. 1988-sept. 1989,34-35. 
22 Dans le cas du quartier Saint-Nicaise a Rouen, cree vers 
1240, on constate une legere fluctuation des alignements, 
reduisant parfois de quelques decimetres l'emprise de la voirie. 
On ne cependant s'il s'agit d'empietements, ou d'un defaut 
est limite a 1 pied pour le premier etage26 . I! est cepen-
dant beaucoup plus difficile de juger de l'efficacite 
de tels reglements que pour I 'alignement, du fait de 
la rarete des constructions civiles de cette epoque con-
servees. On peut constater toutefois dans des villes 
comme Chartres ou Rouen, pour des maisons plus 
tardives des XV -XVIe siecles, une extreme regularite 
de la dimension des encorbellements, comparable a 
celle autorisee dans les reglements de Toulouse et 
d 'Amiens, et meme, en particulier a Rouen, une varia-
tion tres faible des hauteurs des rez-de-chaussee et 
des etages, qui semblent a voir ete a cette epoque fixees 
de fayon uniforme a 3,20-3,30 metres, soit sensible-
ment 10 pieds. Une telle constance peut s'expliquer, 
au moins en partie, par une production en serie de 
maisons dans une epoque d'intense activite immobi-
liere. A Rouen, cependant, si !'on examine les quel-
ques maisons dont la fa9ade du XIVe siecle nous soit 
parvenue ou connue par I 'iconographie, la dimension 
de la saillie des encorbellements pourrait deja avoir 
ete fixee dans le courant du XIVe siecle27 • De sorte 
qu'on est conduit a supposer, dans cette ville, une 
reglementation touchant les saillies comparable a cel-
les de Toulouse et d 'Amiens, et peut-etre a us si 
anc1enne. 
La largeur des rues 
I! est evident que ces regles ne touchent que les 
constructions nouvelles. I! en va de meme pour la di-
mension des rues. Pour celles-ci, les textes nous ren-
seignent sur des largeurs a respecter en cas d' etablis-
sement d'une voirie nouvelle. C'est particulierement 
le cas a Avignon, ou apres le siege de 1243, uncertain 
nombre de prescriptions d'urbanisme sont edictees. 
Ici, plutot que de voies nouvelles, il s'agit de voies a 
recalibrer du fait des destructions dues au siege, et 
d 'empietements intervenus dans les annees qui le 
suivirent, dans un contexte de peripherie urbaine28 • 
d'implantation des far;:ades a l'origine. Cette derniere explication 
semble la plus vraisemblable, du fait de la propension, largement 
attestee pour des periodes plus tardives, a donner l 'alignement 
sur la ligne des fondations anterieurement en place, GAUTHIEZ 
1993, 131-217. 
23 Le controle de l'alignement, une fois un front de far;:ades 
en place le long d'une voie, peut bien silr intervenir aussi sur des 
.. voies dont le trace est irregulier, et le figer dans cet etat. 
24 MORTET & DESCHAMPS 1995,940. 
25 MORTET & DESCHAMPS 1995, 954. 
26 LAVEDAN P. et HUGUENEY J., L 'urbanisme au Moyen Age, 
Droz, Geneve-Paris, 1974, 147. 
27 0AUTHIEZ 1993, 225-26. 
28 MORTET et DESCHAMPS 1995, 265-68. 
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On sa it a us si que les creations urbaines nouvelles, sur-
tout a partir du milieu du XIIIe siecle, ont fait souvent 
l'objet d'une stricte planification. Le respect des ali-
gnements mis en place dans les urbanisations nou-
velles jusqu' a nos jours, et done la transmission fide le 
du plan des rues, perm et encore d 'en constater la 
regularite de la planification. Seul un controle effectif, 
et attentif, des alignements des reconstructions et 
edifications nouvelles, au cours des siecles, peut expli-
quer une telle permanence des traces des voies. 
Les mentions d'intervention de l'autorite publi-
que dans le maintien de largeurs imparties sont rares 
pour le XIIIe siecle. On voit par exemple le bailli de 
Rouen intervenir en 1240 pour que la largeur de rues 
proches de l'abbaye Saint-Ouen, rues amenagees ou 
reamenagees vers 1220, soit conservee a 20 pieds 
(6,50 m.)29• 
Ce controle de I' espace des rues et des alignements, 
justifie par la conservation du domaine public, royal 
ou seigneurial, et I 'uti lite publique (expression sou-
vent employee), est assortie, en certains cas, d'une 
exigence de qualite de realisation et de qualite esthe-
tique. 
Les textes les plus anciens dans lesquels nous 
avons rencontre une exigence de qualite de realisation 
sont du debut du XIIIe siecle. Ainsi, en 1224, le roi 
autorise l'elargissement des quais de Rouen en ga-
gnant sur la rive de la Seine, sous le controle du bailli, 
son representant sur place, et sous reserve que cela 
soit fait competenter3°. Le plan du secteur, dans son 
etat de la fin du XVIIIe siecle, montre en cet endroit 
de la ville un parcellaire de lotissement regulier3 1• En 
1226, a Lyon, l'abbaye d'Ainay autorise les Freres 
du Pont du Rhone a edifier des maisons sur la rive du 
fleuve, a condition que via competenter relinquatur 
inter diet as terras et Rodanum32 • Le sens premier du 
mot competenter est bien sur "de maniere compe-
tente". Mais, pour un amenagement urbain compre-
nant une ou plusieurs rues, i1 peut aussi concemer 
leur largeur, leur trace rectiligne, ou meme signifier 
"suivant les regles de l'art". Quelque soit !'exigence 
que recouvre ce mot, son emploi temoigne d'un 
savoir-faire identifie en la matiere, et d'une technicite 
de l'amenagement urbain. Les textes, malheureuse-
ment, interdisent d'en dire plus. 
29 Archives departementales de la Seine-Maritime, 14 H 179. 
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L'esthetique 
Du point de vue de I 'esthetique, la regularite des 
alignements, et plus encore des encorbellements, que 
no us avons signa lee, n' a probablement pas pour seule 
explication la facilite d'usage des voies. Les actes 
conserves, toutefois, sont pratiquement muets sur cet 
aspect des choses33 . Mais ils utilisent parfois le terme 
compositio, dans un sens qui ne peut etre celui d"'ac-
cord" ou de "traite de paix". Dans le texte de 1240 deja 
cite et relatif a Rouen, on se refere a la compositio 
d' origine des rues dont la largeur do it etre conservee. 
De maniere plus explicite, certains alignements ont 
pu faire l'objet d'une expertise visant a repondre a 
des circonstances particulieres. Pour une maison de 
Lyon, en 1320, on fait ainsi appel au maltre d' oeuvre 
de la cathedrale Saint-Jean pour determiner un 
alignement particulierement delicat. C' est done, dans 
ce cas, a l'architecte exeryant les plus hautes fonction, 
considere comme le plus expert, qu'on fait appel, du 
fait d'une decision trop difficile a prendre pour le 
voyer. C'est ici certes la difficulte technique qui 
impose ce recours, mais aussi la competence du mal-
tre d'oeuvre de Saint-Jean a resoudre une question 
d' ordre esthetique. Plus tard, en 1402, dans la ville 
de Louviers, non loin de Rouen, on determine un 
alignement fortement different de I' ancienne implan-
tation de la fayade, pour la raison que laquelle ediffi-
cation pourrait estre faicte sans lesion du chemin et 
du bien publique, mais en seroit la vi/le grandement 
decoree et adournee34 . 
Moins encore que pour les alignements ou les sail-
lies des etages, il n'est possible d'evaluer l'effet de 
ces decisions d'amenagement de l'espace touchent a 
I' esthetique. On peut certes en jug er un peu pour les 
rues et les reseaux de rues dont les arrangements ont 
ete "composes", mais les maisons qui ont fait I' objet 
des actes que nous mentionnons ont disparu. 11 est 
cependant possible que 1 'harmonie que 1' on peut 
parfois ressentir dans certains quartiers constitues 
d' architectures anciennes so it I' effet de dispositifs 
reglementaires et de decisions d'amenagement telles 
que ceux que nous venons evoquer. La forme souvent 
relativement reguliere des paysages batis anciens, 
medievaux lorsqu'ils subsistent, serait alors le fruit 
de decisions en ce sens, et no us avons vu qu 'elles 
avaient ete presentes, et effectives, dans un certain 
nombre de ville medievales en France, et non pas la 
Archeologie du Midi medieval 12, 1994, 12. 
33 Du moins en France. !I en va differemment pour I'Italie, 
ou les textes en ce sens sont plus nombreux des le XIIle siecle, 
voir GUIDON! 1989. 
34 BONNIN, !I, 1871, n° CCCCXVI. 
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consequence d'un quelconque effet de societe, ou 
I' illustration d 'une homogeneite culturelle, pour ne 
pas parler du hasard. 
Le tableau que no us venons de brosser n' est qu 'une 
esquisse. 11 faudra reunir d' autres textes, reperer d' au-
tres cas ou il serait possible de croiser des sources 
ecrites avec des donnees archeologiques, multiplier 
les enquetes monographiques, pour le completer, et 
le reprendre, voire le modifier. Cependant, les infor-
mations disponibles permettent de reposer des main-
tenant la question du developpement des pratiques 
urbanistiques medievales. 
Elles sont en place, en France, clans I' ensemble, et 
pratiquement sous tous les aspects envisages ici -
alignements, fonctionnalite, encorbellements, aux-
quels no us pouvons ajouter I' esthetique, au XIVe 
siecle. Les textes sont alors assez nombreux pour 
qu'on puisse en avoir une certitude raisonnable. Ils 
semblent dessiner une mise en place progressive clans 
le courant du XIIIe siecle, en concemant tout d' abord 
les alignements, puis poursuivant par le controle du 
gabarit des rues nouvelles, enfin aboutissant a un 
controle de I' espace construit clans les caracteristiques 
volumetriques de son elevation. On assiste ainsi a une 
complexification progressive des reglements, et a une 
extension des prerogatives municipales quand a l'ame-
nagement de l'espace. Le Moyen Age a done proba-
blement connu des le Xllle siecle un urbanisme voisin 
clans ses modalites de celui que les documents nous 
decrivent pour le XVIe siecle. I! ne semble pas, de ce 
point de vue, que la Renaissance ait apporte, en 
France, des pratiques tres nouvelles35 . 
L 'emergence de cet urbanisme, qui semble, d' apres 
les sources, present aussi bien au nord de la France 
qu' au sud, et s 'y developper a la meme epoque suivant 
des modalites comparables, pose plusieurs questions36• 
Tout d'abord, que! est son lien avec le processus 
d'urbanisation, et surtout de densification urbaine, qui 
35 Il en va de meme probablement en Italie, tant les passages 
relatifs a la vi !le de Leon-Battista Alberti, auteur d'un traite Les 
Dix livres d'architectures vers le milieu du XVe siecle, et 
consacres en particulier ace qu'il nomme la collocatio, ou l'art 
de placer un biHiment nouveau dans un cadre urbain (L 'archi-
tettura, ed. BONELL! R. & PORTOGHESI P., Il Polifilo, Milan, 
1966, T. I, p. 174, T. II, 814, 836-38) paraissent inspires par les 
pratiques que no us venons de decrire, par ailleurs abondamment 
illustrees dans les villes du Moyen Age de la peninsule. 
36 Enrico decrit une situation tres comparable pour l' !tal ie, 
GUIDON! 1989,321-28 et 332 s. 
37 VERHAEGHE F., L'espace civil et la ville, in: Arc/u!ologie 
des villes dans le Nord-Ouest de 1 'Europe (VJ!e-XJ!Ie siecle). 
Actes du !Ve congres d 'archeologie medievale, Douai 1991, 
Societe d' Archeologie Medievale, Douai, 1994, 145-90. 
38 HALL R., Viking-age York - an introductory survey, in: 
Les mondes normands (VJJ!e-XJ/e s.), Actes du !le congres d 'ar-
cheologie medievale, Caen 1987, ed. GALINIE H., 1991, 90-91. 
touche les villes a cette epoque? Franz Verhaeghe a 
fait il y a quelque temps un premier bilan de ce qu 'on 
sa it de I' evolution des structures d 'habitat dans 
I 'Europe du Nord-Ouest. I! conclut sur une impor-
tante modification de I' espace civil des villes dans le 
courant des XI-XIIe siecles, sous I' effet en particulier 
de la diffusion d'un type de maison specifiquement 
urbain, dispose le long de la rue, et d 'une densification 
du bati, a la fois en fond de parcelle et le long de la 
voirie37 • Le phenomene a connu des variations regio-
nales et clans le temps. Ainsi, le parcellaire de certaines 
villes comme York, capitale d'un royaume Viking en 
Angleterre, s 'est fixe clans certains secteurs des le Xe 
siecle, et n'a que peut ete modifie jusqu'a nos jours, 
du moinsjusqu'au XIXe siecle38 , alors qu'a !'oppose 
a Schleswig, dans le nord de I' Allemagne, un boule-
versement pro fond du decoupage foncier et de I' occu-
pation urbaine est intervenu au debut du Xllle siecle39 . 
Dans 1 'ensemble, "les donnees suggerent ... que (I' 
espace civil) devienne graduellement plus important 
des le IXe-Xe siecle et qu'il commence meme a 
prendre le dessus a partir du XIIe siecle"40. 
On ne peut etre que frappe par la continuite chro-
nologique entre I 'affirmation progressive de I 'espace 
civil prive et, ensuite, le developpement de pratiques 
urbanistiques de plus en plus codifiees.Une relation 
entre ces deux phenomenes peut etre supposee. L' ac-
croissement du controle urbanistique sur l'espace 
public, principalement celui de la voirie, serait en 
quelque sorte une contrepartie de la limitation de 
1 'exercice du pouvoir spatial de 1' autorite royale, sei-
gneuriale, plus tard communale41 . A I 'affirmation des 
prerogatives des habitants des villes sur les parcelles 
privees, qui est allee jusqu' a 1 'affranchissement de la 
seigneurie eminente du sol clans certains cas42 , 
correspondrait done !'affirmation des exigences de 
I' autorite sur I' espace public43 • 
39 VOGEL V., De Haithabu a Schleswig, in: Archeologie des 
villes dans 1 'Europe du Nord-Ouest, 1994, 22-26. 
40 VERHAEGHE 1994, 173. 
41 Meme si, bien sur, un droit d'expropriation pour des 
ouvrages d'utilite publique, comme des enceintes militaires ou 
des places, est pratiquement partout present. 
42 Ce fut particulierement le cas de villes flamandes, mais aussi 
probablement d'autres villes, comme Rouen; GAUTHIEZ B., La 
forme des immeubles et le statut juridique des terrains: I 'exemple 
de Rouen du XIIIe au XVIIIe siecle, in: Le sol et 1 'immeuble, 
dir. Faon 0. & Hubert J., Ecole franyaise de Rome, coli. n° 206, 
Rome, 1995, pp. 268-69. 
43 I1 serait done illusoire de chercher des manifestations ecrites 
de pratiques urbanistiques comparables a celles du Xllle siecle 
dans les sources anterieures (en particulier avant le Xlle siecle), 
les pratiques ayant change, de meme le rapport entre le seigneur 
du sol urbain, representant de la chose publique, et les habitants, 
dont l'autonomie s'est accrue. 
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Cette perspective permet d'esquisser le lien entre 
espace construit, !'evolution sociale, et !'apparition 
d 'un droit et de pratiques urbanistiques codifies. Cepen-
dant, la question de I' existence de telles pratiques 
anterieurement au XIIIe siecle reste posee, de meme 
celle d 'un droit. Un tel droit concemant I' espace pu-
blic des villes est d'ailleurs souvent evoque lorsque 
les statuts urbains sont etablis. Ainsi, il s 'agit parfois 
precisement de coutumes. A Lyon, lors de l'enquete 
de 1273, i1 est precise que la pratique de I 'alignement 
existe "depuis si longtemps qu 'on ne se rappelle plus 
quand". En fait le controle de l'espace de la voirie 
existait tres vraisemblablement, en general, depuis 
longtemps lorsque les textes qui nous en font part ont 
ete etablis44 • En temoignent, d'ailleurs, pour le XIIe 
siecle, les maisons de cette epoque connues par I 'ar-
cheologiqe ou par l'iconographie, a Chartres, Cluny, 
Saint-Gilles, et bien d'autres villes45 . Les favades de 
ces maisons sont au meme alignement que celles de 
leurs voisines, et montrent la conservation de la limite 
entre espace prive et espace public. 
Pour les periodes anterieures, il est possible que 
les prerogatives de 1 'autorite royale ou seigneuriale 
aient ete telles qu, elle a it pu decider et men er a bien 
un remodelage de I 'espace affecte aux habitants, un 
espace qui ne serait pas encore tout a fait "prive". Le 
remodelage de Schleswig au debut du XIIIe siecle 
serait l'une des demieres manifestations d'une telle 
possibilite, dont temoignent aussi peut-etre une cer-
44 !I est possible, comme le propose Jean-Pierre Leguay (LE-
GUAY 1984, 33 s.), qui s'appuie sur des donnees concemant en 
particulier la Bretagne, que le controle ait pu etre moins present 
clans les petites vi lies. Les differences regionales, de ce point de 
vue, ont pu etre importantes. L 'ex amen des plans des agglome-
rations normandes laisse supposer cependant, clans cette region, 
un controle tres present. 
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taine mouvance de I' occupation urbaine au ha ut 
Moyen-Age, et, dans certains cas comme Hamwic, 
son etroite dependance, et probablement aussi celle 
des habitants, d'une autorite donnee46. 
En conclusion, la connaissance du droit de I 'urba-
nisme, et des pratiques associees, gagne a etre envi-
sagee a la fois du point de vue des textes, et sous 
I' angle de I' archeologie, celle des rues et places, et 
celle du btHi, principalement des favades, enfin sous 
I 'aspect du droit des sols et de l'organisationjuridique 
de la societe, en particulier des prerogatives res-
pectives des occupants des parcelles privees et de I' au-
torite publique. Le bilan des donnees relatives a ces 
differents aspects n' est pas tres encourageant: les 
sources ecrites sont peu nombreuses, eparpillees, et 
I' archeologie des espaces publics, en particulier des 
rues, encore peu developpee, du moins en France. 
Cependant, on ne peut plus se suffire d 'une description 
de I 'urbanisme au Moyen-Age comme celle d 'un droit 
le plus souvent non effectif et de pratiques episo-
diques. Les informations disponibles, qu'elles soient 
nouvelles ou anciennes, en incluant lesdonnees issues 
de I 'archeologie, plaident en fait pour une presence 
ancienne et repandue, et montrent un developpement 
remarquable des reglements et de procedures efficaces 
a partir de la fin du XIIe siecle, et surtout dans le 
courant du XIIIe siecle, dans un nombre important de 
villes franvaises47 • 
Bemard Gauthiez 
Ecole d' Architecture de Lyon 
3, rue Maurice Audin B.P. 170 
69 512 Vaulx -en-V elin Cedex 
France 
45 Sur des maisons duX lie siecle, voir notamment GARRJGOU-
GRANDCHAMP P., Demeures medilivales, Rempart/Desclee de 
Brouwer, 1992. 
46 BRISBANE M., Hamwic, Saxon Southampton, in: Archeo-
logie des villes dans !'Europe du Nord-Ouesl, 1994, 27-33. 
47 11 y a cependant des exceptions, comme Lille: BLIECK G. 
& GU!FFRA y A., Genese et evolution d 'une place publique, 
l'exemple de Lille, in: Archeologie des villes dans !'Europe du 
Nord-Ouesl, 1994, 207-224. 
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Colonialism and Urbanism in High Medieval Europe: 
identifying morphologies of urban change 
Introduction 
There exists an intimate and long-standing rela-
tionship between urbanism and colonialism. The 
purpose of this paper is to show how, in high medi-
eval Europe, urban spaces were physically shaped for 
and by aristocratic elites in order to help them con-
quer, consolidate and colonise newly-acquired terri-
tories. Two main points will be made: first, that the 
design of certain medieval towns reflects the colonial 
intentions of their founders; second, that changing 
town-designs, or urban morphologies, may be read as 
a contested discourse of 'medieval colonialism'. To 
this end, the paper is divided into four sections, 
starting with some introductory remarks about the 
nature of colonialism and its relationship to urban 
process, and the prospect of understanding this rela-
tionship within the context of territorial expansion in 
medieval Europe. Following this, the problems of 
representing, or mapping, medieval urban landscapes 
will be discussed and a technique for identifying 
morphologies of urban change outlined. The main 
part of the paper then uses this morphological ap-
proach to focus on changes in town-design across 
England, Wales and Ireland in the period between the 
eleventh and thirteenth centuries. It is in this temp-
oral and spatial context that the relationship between 
urbanism and colonialism shall be explored, using 
specific examples of towns which are known to have 
been developed as part of a broader pattern of inter-
nal and external territorial expansion by Anglo-Nor-
man aristocracies. 
Linking Medieval Colonialism and Urbanism 
Although scholars have long recognised that towns 
can be used by cultural elites to secure territorial 
control, research specifically addressing the relation-
ship between urbanism and colonialism has tended to 
focus on the European colonisations of the American, 
African and Asian continents, which took place 
between the sixteenth and twentieth centuries (for 
example, AlSayyad 1992; King 1990). This 'post-
colonial' literature has largely failed to engage with 
ideas about the pre-modern antecedents of such ex-
pansionism, of what medievalists have called 'feudal 
empires' (Le Patourel 1984). At the same time, the 
few historians who have worked on aspects of such 
medieval colonialism have failed to take-on ideas put 
forward by urban geographers and sociologists about 
how the design and building of towns gave colon-
ising hegemonies control over territories and domin-
ance over subjugated people. In this sense, there is an 
opportunity to use the ideas and techniques of geo-
graphers and urban theorists to help understand his-
torical issues relating to the colonial role of towns in 
medieval Europe. 
A framework for studying colonialism, and the 
particular role played by urbanism in the colonial 
process, has been put forward by Anthony King, a 
sociologist and cultural historian (King 1976; 1990). 
His framework is useful for trying to understand 
colonialism in a medieval context, since King adopts 
a very broad sense of what characterises 'colon-
ialism'. He identifies colonialism in terms of 'three 
main characteristics: 1) that power (economic, polit-
ical and social) is principally in the hands of a non-
indigenous minority; 2) that this minority is superior 
in terms of military, technological and economic re-
sources - and, as a result, in terms of social 
organisation; and 3) that the colonised majority are 
racially (or ethnically), culturally, and religiously 
different from the colonisers' (quoted in AI Sayyad 
1992, 4 ). The territorial changes which occurred in 
high medieval Europe can easily be conceptualised in 
these broad terms, particularly those colonisations 
associated with what has been called 'the aristocratic 
diaspora' of migrant lords across the continent in the 
period 1050-1350, which included the geographical 
spread of Norman aristocracies into Britain and Ire-
land, as well as into Sicily and Antioch (Bartlett 
1993; Davis 1976). 
The Norman conquest and colonisation of Eng-
land and Wales, and the subsequent English control 
of Ireland, took place in the period between the late-
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eleventh and early-thirteenth centuries. This partic-
ular 'diaspora', or diffusion, can be seen as part of a 
broader, 'colonial' process if it is viewed using the 
characteristics set out by King (1990): first, Norman 
magnate lords were initially a non-indigenous minor-
ity who held (contested) power over English, Welsh 
and, later, Irish subjects (Chibnall 1985; Davies 
1987; Flanagan 1989); second, the military success 
ofNorman lords relied on technological innovation, 
such as castle-building, as well as social and tenurial 
reorganisation (Higham & Barker 1992; Faith 1997); 
and third, social and cultural 'difference' between 
Norman, English, Welsh and Irish people was per-
petuated in contemporary accounts and chronicles, 
most clearly in Gerald of Wales' 'descriptions' of 
Wales and Ireland (written in the early-twelfth cen-
tury), to legitimate Norman colonisation and settle-
ment (Davies 1990). Of course, the idea that there 
was a burgeoning 'Norman empire' in eleventh- and 
twelfth-century Europe is not at all a new one; this 
phrase was used by Charles Homer Haskins as long 
ago as 1915, and subsequently it was adopted as the 
title of a book by Jean Le Patourel (Haskins 1915; Le 
Patourel 197 6). Generally, though, there has been 
reluctance amongst medievalists to see the Norman 
aristocracy's blatant attempts at territorial expansion, 
and the expansionist activities of other aristocratic 
elites in high medieval Europe, as 'colonial'. 
One of the few historians to think about not only 
the colonial character of territorial change in the 
European Middle Ages, but also the role of urban-
isation in this process, is Robert Bartlett. In his book, 
the Making of Europe, Bartlett identifies two proces-
ses of territorial expansion, one he defines as 'inter-
nal', associated with the intensification of settlement, 
and the other' external', associated with the pushing-
out of political frontiers (Bartlett 1993, 2). In essen-
ce, then, it is possible to see colonisation as a process 
of territorial expansion affecting 'interior' regions as 
well as 'frontier' regions. In the Middle Ages, the 
political and geographical expansion of territories 
was helped along both by the development of new 
towns and the extension of old ones (Beresford 1967; 
Benevolo 1993; Friedman 1988). For Bartlett, the 
role of town (re )foundations in this colonial process 
is represented in the proliferation of new urban laws 
and charters, and to demonstrate this he uses examp-
les of towns which were linked together by 'families 
of urban Jaw' (Bartlett 1993, 172-7). Like most his-
torians, therefore, Bartlett 'maps' the process of Euro-
pean urbanisation and colonisation from written 
records, and does not consider in depth the impor-
tance of material changes that were taking place on 
the ground, less so the way that urban spaces were 
created to help control local population. Indeed, the 
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politicised nature of town-design is rarely recognised 
by medievalists. This is a shame because urban form 
reflects the social and cultural modes of its pro-
duction (Lefebvre 1991 ), and may thus be read as 
'text' to help reveal social and spatial practices in 
different historical contexts that were often not 
written down and documented, or, if they were, be-
came lost over time (Duncan 1990). 
Perhaps one reason why medievalists rarely con-
nect the shaping of urban spaces with processes of 
territorial control is because it is so difficult to repres-
ent, or map, medieval urban landscapes from con-
temporary sources. Actually, this problem of re-
presentation reflects a broader issue concerning the 
continued dominance of the written record in the 
writing of urban histories and archaeologies. One 
British archaeologist has called this state-of-affairs 
the 'tyranny of the historical record' (Austin 1990). 
If we are to understand the role of towns and town-
design in the colonial control of newly-acquired 
territories in medieval Europe, alternative 'narrat-
ives' of urban change are required which relies less 
on the survival and availability of written records. An 
approach yet to be used in this context uses the 
morphological analysis of town-plans to map chan-
ges in medieval urban form. Since the ideas and 
interpretations put forward in the rest of this paper 
depend on this particular methodological approach 
some explanation of it is offered here. 
Identifying Morphologies of Urban Change 
The principal difficulty in representing medieval 
urban landscapes lies in their remoteness from the 
present-day. Physical reminders of medieval town-
scapes are less immediately visible to modem eyes 
than are the panoply ofbuildings and civic spaces left 
over from more recent periods of European history. 
To overcome the effect of this 'temporal-distancing', 
it is necessary to adopt interdisciplinary sources and 
techniques to re-present the built form of medieval 
towns and cities. 
The process of mapping medieval urban land-
scapes is hindered by the relative lack of contem-
porary planning treatises or other such accounts for 
the period between the late-eleventh and early-
thirteenth centuries, which could otherwise tell us 
how and why aristocratic elites were laying out their 
new towns. Rare, too, are visual and graphic repres-
entations of towns in the high Middle Ages. In 
England, the earliest plan to show part of a medieval 
city dates from the 1150s (Skelton & Harvey 1986). 
Similarly, there are few narrative descriptions of 
urban life that equal the 1180s account of London by 









Fig. 1. - A Plan-analyses of Coventry. 
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fitzStephen (Kingsford 1908). For large towns and 
cities, such as Canterbury and Winchester, there are 
detailed records of urban estates and properties which 
in some cases have been brought together to form the 
basis of scholarly reconstructions of urban topogra-
phies for particular places and periods (Urry 1967; 




difficult to map the changing designs of medieval 
towns from surviving contemporary records, espec-
ially before the thirteenth century, and especially for 
small towns. To solve this problem it is necessary to 
use more recent cartographic representations of towns 
and cities, and use these as a basis for identifying 
morphologies of urban change. 
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Over the past century, there have been numerous 
attempts at identifying and classifying medieval 
town-plans for the purpose of mapping geographies 
of urbanisation (for example, Dickinson 1951; Hoenig 
1927). This tradition reflects a tendency to reduce the 
forms of medieval towns to simplistic classifications, 
and most often distinctions are drawn between towns 
with 'regular' plans, classified as 'planned', and those 
with more complex plans, collectively labeled 
'organic' (Schofield & Vince 1994). In effect, because 
it fails to recognise the physical and historical com-
plexities of urban form, this classificatory approach 
silences the morphological histories of medieval 
towns. Instead, to identify temporal transitions in 
town-design, a morphogenetic approach is required, 
that neither confines or constrains interpretations of 
urban form. Moreover, a replicable and transferable 
methodological approach is needed to facilitate the 
comparative study of town-designs across different 
spatial and temporal contexts. One technique which 
meets these requirements is called town-plan ana-
lysis. 
Following the pioneering work ofM.R.G Conzen, 
town-plan analysis has been developed by geograph-
ers, and lately archaeologists, in Britain and in Ire-
land (Conzen 1960; 1988; Slater 1987; Baker & Slater 
1992; Simms 1992). Plan-analysis is a sophisticated 
morphological approach that helps reveal successive 
and over-lapping phases of medieval urban develop-
ment (see Lilley 1995; and below, Appendix) (Fig. 




Fig. 2. -Park Streets, Coventry. 
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large-scale scientifically-surveyed cadastral plans, 
usually dating from the nineteenth century, to pro-
duce a town-plan on which other historical and ar-
chaeological information can be incorporated (Fig. 
2). The key to the technique lies in recognising that 
all town-plans are composed of different configura-
tions of plot-patterns and street-systems. By identify-
ing these different configurations, one or more mor-
phological regions, or plan-units, can be defined. In 
the case of Coventry, illustrated here, there are twenty-
two such plan-units, each one representing a stage in 
the town's physical evolution between 1050 and 
1350. Such plan-units provide the basis for discus-
sing changes in the design of medieval towns, and for 
comparing the forms of different towns and parts of 
towns. Furthermore, because the plan-analysis tech-
nique is interdisciplinary, and uses town-plans as 
'texts', its own particular narrative of urban history 
can be compared against others. Most importantly, 
each plan-analysis offers a much-needed 'window' 
on the physical changes shaping medieval towns. 
Comparisons between the morphologies of towns 
can be used to show how the dynastic colonialism of 
medieval aristocracies was articulated through chang-
ing the designs of towns. All towns were designed 
using the same common language of streets and 
plots. What differs is the configuration of these plan-
elements. The remaining part of this paper uses the 
plan-analysis approach to identify towns whose plans 
contain particular 'design-motifs'. In this respect, 
two design-motifs have been selected, both of which 
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Fig. 3. - A Plan-analysis of 
Alnwick (based on Conzen 1960). 
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were commonly deployed throughout medieval 
Europe, although each belonged to specific temporal 
and spatial contexts. The first motif to be considered 
is the 'castle-town', which in eleventh- and twelfth-
century England, Wales and Ireland appears to be 
linked to military conquests by Norman lords, and 
the early stages of territorial control. The second 
design motif to be considered here is the orthogonal-
plan, which becomes more commonplace and gradu-
ally more sophisticated in the later-twelfth and early-
thirteenth centuries, during a later period of interior 
and frontier Anglo-Norman colonisation. It will be 
argued below that these two motifs represent distinct 
changes in the interests and colonial intentions of the 
town's founders, and that different town-designs 
were used to facilitate different stages in the expan-
sion of aristocratic power in high medieval Europe. 
Town Design and Military Conquest: The Castle 
Town 
The design of the 'castle town' is morphologically 
simple and easy to identify. The main characteristics 
are a castle, a market place and a church. Often, these 
morphological features were actually arranged in that 
order, with the church and castle both separated by a 
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market place. Along both sides of the main street lay 
plots. Such towns were established by aristocratic 
lords all across high medieval Europe. However, some 
scholars, following Pirenne, have rather obscured the 
colonial motives of those responsible for creating 
castle-towns by suggesting that such 'urban settle-
ments ... sprang up' in spontaneous fashion outside 
castle gates (Chibnall 1986, 148). To understand the 
political role of castle-towns more fully, examples 








Fig. 4. - A Plan-analysis 
ofLudlow. 
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will now be considered and compared. This will 
enable some common design-characteristics to be 
identified, as well as show that these towns were 
designed for specific purposes: to control newly-
acquired lands and people. 
On the basis of differences in the political and 
tenurial geography of high medieval England, a 
distinction can be drawn between 'frontier' regions in 
the north and west, commonly called marcher lands, 
and 'interior' regions to the south and east (Faith 
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1997). This division is useful for understanding the 
different purposes of castle-towns, as it helps place 
this particular town-design in its appropriate socio-
political context. The Normans' perceptions of front-
ier regions are embodied in contemporary narrative 
accounts. Orderic Vitalis, writing in the 1120s and 
1130s about events in the reign of William the 
Conqueror, refers to the king's activity in northern 
England, in Northumberland, as well as along the 
Welsh borderlands (Orderic II, 235). In Shropshire, 
for example, Orderic states how William's army 
'feared the wildness of the region, the severity of the 
winter, the scarcity of the food and the terrible 
ferocity of the enemy' (in this case the English and 
the Welsh). This distinction between frontier and 
interior lands was therefore very much in the minds 
of Norman magnate lords as they sought to secure 
territorial control of England and Wales in the later-
eleventh century. The activities and attitudes of these 
magnate lords can also be seen in the designs of their 
towns. 
In Northumberland, Ivo de Vesci established a 
new castle at Alnwick, at the point where the great 
north road to Scotland crossed the River Alne, mid-
way between Newcastle on Tyne and Berwick upon 
Tweed (Conzen 1960). At Alnwick, the gates of de 
Vesci 's castle open onto a single broad street called 
Bailiffgate, which is fronted by two series of short, 
regular plots and extends as far as the church of St 
Michael (Fig. 3). Although the castle and Bailiffgate 
form two separate plan-units, their juxtaposition re-
presents a unified design (plan-units I and II). Bailiff-
gate was designed for commerce, to accommodate a 
market, as its broad-width and rectilinear-shape both 
indicate. The street had also been diverted from an 
earlier course and realigned to focus on the castle, 
ensuring that traffic had to pass by the castle-gates. 
Bailiffgate thus became a closely controlled public 
space under the auspices of de Vesci, and the two 
plan-units, the castle and the market-street, show that 
he knew how much local political control relied on a 
partnership of defence and commerce. Similar part-
nerships are reflected in the plans of towns along the 
Welsh border, at Ludlow for example, where Roger 
de Lacy had built a castle in the 1 080s (Wrightman 
1966). 
Ludlow lay on the route between Chester and 
Hereford, and de Lacy's castle was located on a spur 
overlooking a crossing of the River Teme (Conzen 
1988). The castle gates originally opened to the south, 
into an area known as Dinham (Fig. 4). Although the 
area of the castle and Dinham are morphologically 
distinct, together they form a unified part of Lud-
low's town-plan (plan-units II and Ill). As at Aln-
wick, these two areas, one containing a stronghold 
and the other containing streets and plots, are 
juxtaposed yet morphologically integrated. The close 
link between the two areas is articulated by the 
relationship of the castle-gateway and the street 
outside (which descends steeply down to the river), 
as well as by the symmetrical arrangement of the two 
plan-units. The likelihood exists that the two plan-
units were established at the same time, to com-
pliment each other, and the probable context for this 
is de Lacy's development of Ludlow castle in the 
1 080s. Another castle-town in Shropshire, which can 
be used to support the idea that Norman lords part-
nered castles and towns to secure newly-acquired 
territories, is Bridgnorth. In the 1 090s, Robert de 
Belleme, a notorious Norman lord, moved the town 
of Quatford to a new site above the River Severn and 
so established his castle and new town ofBridgnorth 
(Orderic V, 225), In doing this, Belleme was borrow-
ing from his previous experience as lord of lands 
along the southern frontier ofNormandy (in Maine), 
where, so Orderic records, he had similarly trans-
planted a town called Vignats, and its people, to a 
new site closer to his castle at Fourches (ibid. IV, 
229). This 'spatial practice', of uniting town and 
castle, was therefore widely used by magnate lords to 
help control frontier lands in late-eleventh century 
Normandy and England. Norman lords also used 
castle-towns to secure lands in south and west Wales 
in the late-eleventh and early-twelfth centuries. 
Recent research has shown that the earliest 
Norman towns in Dyfed were closely tied to castles 
(Lilley 1996). The castle-towns at Haverfordwest, 
Pembroke, Carmarthen and Kidwelly, all bear design 
traits similar to the plans of Alnwick and Ludlow. 
The earliest part of Haverfordwest's town-plan, for 
example, is the castle and an adjoining small market 
place, situated high above the western Cleddau river 
and ringed by defences (this area is plan-unit I on Fig. 
5). At Haverfordwest, as at Alnwick, the short, recti-
linear market-street lay outside the castle gates and 
served as a place where the exchange of goods could 
easily be controlled and gatherings of people con-
tained. The plots fronting the market place and the 
presence of a church situated opposite the castle-
gates indicate that the settlement was designed to 
accommodate new settlers. Clearly, then, part of the 
general design of the 'castle-town' was to attract in-
habitants, and in doing so reinforce Norman aristo-
cratic rule over newly-acquired territories. This same 
approach was used by magnate lords in Ireland in the 
late-twelfth century, during the early stages of Anglo-
Norman colonisation. At Drogheda, for instance, 
Hugh de Lacy established a castle on the south side 
of the River Boyne in Meath, sometime in the 1170s 
(see Bradley 1985; Dargan 1996). This castle was 
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accompanied by a new town. Using Drogheda's town-
plan, it is possible to identify the outlines of a former 
castle bailey with streets and plots inside (Fig. 6). 
Under Waiter de Lacy, this castle-town was soon ex-
tended by new series of plots, along the riverside for 
example (ibid., 35-6). Taken together, these two 
areas of Drogheda's plan represent the de Lacys' 
early foothold on the east coast of Ireland. 
In all, in frontier regions of Anglo-Norman terri-
tories, castle-towns were used by aristocratic lords 
during initial periods of conquest when it was neces-
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Although successful military occupation relied prin-
cipally on castle-building, towns were also needed to 
help provide greater social cohesion and to sustain 
economic integration. By controlling neighbouring 
people and land, castle-towns defined areas of (con-
tested) Norman (and English) control. However, 
castle-towns were established not only in 'frontier' 
contexts but in 'interior' regions too, in late-eleventh-
century lowland England, for example. 
In East Anglia, new castle-towns were established 
at Saffron Walden, Pleshey and at Chipping Ongar 
(Bassett 1981; RCHME Essex 2). Plans of these 
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towns show that in each case the castle was 
morphologically integrated with an adjacent area of 
streets and plots, and the town enclosed by an 
extension of the castle's defences. Similar defended 
towns were established in southern England, at 
Midhurst in Sussex and Ludgershall in Wiltshire, for 
example (see Lilley forthcoming; Haslam 1976). In 
view of the seaborne threats posed by Northumbrians 
and Danes in the late-eleventh century, it could be 
argued that the southern and eastern coasts of 
England were perceived by the Normans as frontier 
areas little different to Northumberland and Shrop-
shire (see Chibnall1986). Certainly, the presence of 
castle-towns in southern and central England can be 
linked to the creation of new tenurial geographies, 
and it is of note that castellated lordships and land-
holdings were granted to members of the high Nor-
man nobility who were themselves often marcher 
lords (see Warren Hollister 1987). In Sussex, the new 
castle-town at Midhurst was established in an out-
lying part of a large block of land centred on the 
castle and town of Arundel, all of which William I 
had granted to Roger de Montgomery, first Earl of 
Shrewsbury (Mason 1972). Elsewhere in England, 
castle-towns were the seats of newly-created honors 
granted to Norman magnates in the years following 
the conquest; Tonbridge (Kent), Clare (Norfolk), 
Pontefract (Yorkshire) and Tutbury (Staffordshire) 
were all towns developed in this way and common 
design-motifs in their plans testify to the widespread 
dualism of defence and commerce in interior regions 
of the early Norman kingdom (see Sanders 1960). 
As well as creating new castle-towns, Norman 
lords were busy inserting them into the landscapes of 
already existing English towns. At Bristol, a castle 
was built soon after the conquest on the eastern side 
of the Anglo-Saxon town, across the narrow neck of 
a natural promontory between two rivers (Lobe! & 
Carus Wilson 1975, 3-8). The castle forced the main 
road into Bristol onto a new alignment, and control-
led road-traffic in and out of the town (it was effect-
ively a cork in a bottle). The main castle-entrance did 
not open into Bristol's townscape however, but 
instead faced east. The eastern approach to the castle, 
now called Old Market, was laid out with streets and 
plots and the whole enclosed by defences which were 
linked to the castle's. This area of Old Market, to-
gether with the castle, represent a castle-town similar 
in design and purpose to those examples outlined 
above. It seems that the castle and market place were 
designed principally to stimulate new commercial 
activity away from the Anglo-Saxon urban core as 
well as to control access in to it. This reorientation 
was presumably a deliberate ploy to stamp Norman 
authority on Bristol's townspeople. A similar case 
can be made for Nottingham, where it is well-known 
that a new Norman 'borough' was established before 
1086 between the existing Anglo-Saxon burh, 
English Nottingham, and a new castle built under 
royal authority by William Peverel (Barley & Straw 
1969, 2-3). A large market place was laid out, and 
streets and plots provided for new townspeople (this 
area still is the commercial core of the city). By 
inserting new castles and market places into Anglo-
Saxon townscapes, it seems that the Normans were 
trying to spatially and socially marginalise English 
townspeople. This policy effectively 'suburbanised' 
already existing urban centres and so placed Norman 
lords in greater control of trade and people. 
In lowland England, then, castle-towns were used 
to help secure newly-acquired lands during the years 
following the Norman conquest and the designs of 
these towns were similar to those established in 
frontier regions. Indeed, the following design-motifs 
are common to castle-towns in both frontier and 
interior regions: interlinked castle- and town-defen-
ces; overall morphological unity of castle and town; 
a castle entrance that is aligned with a main street and 
opens directly onto it; a broadened street-space with 
associated plot-series; and a church or chapel, either 
located in the broad street or at the end furthest from 
the castle. Although the details of these may vary 
from one place to another, what is common between 
castle-towns is the unified nature of their plan-forms 
and the purpose for which they were designed. Castle 
towns thus share similar 'design contexts', in that 
they were primarily tools used by magnate lords in 
times of military conquest, when a partnership of 
defence and commerce was essential to reinforce 
political control of land and people. Although the 
documentary record is relatively quiet about this role 
of castle-towns, by identifying and comparing urban 
morphologies, and relating town-plans to available 
written records, it is possible to show that they were 
closely integrated with the military strategies of 
Norman magnates. To be more certain that towns and 
castles were intimately linked with periods of 
conquest will require excavations like those recently 
undertaken at Stafford castle which revealed the 
earthwork remains of a defended settlement located 
between the former castle-gates and the church of St 
Mary (see Higham & Barker 1992, 289-93). 
Town Design and Colonisation: Orthogonal Plan-
Forms 
If castle-towns were associated with the initial 
stages of territorial control, what further changes 
took place in the design of towns in the high Middle 
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Ages? The plans of the castle-towns discussed above 
all show signs of continued urban development. One 
common characteristic, which can be seen in the 
plans of Alnwick, Ludlow and Haverfordwest, is the 
addition of larger market places, usually sited adjac-
ent to the castle-town (see Figs 3, 4 and 5). Following 
the creation of castle-towns, therefore, it seems that 
new urban landscapes were designed with greater 
emphasis on commercial provision, perhaps to encour-
age more trade and traders. In England and Wales, 
this change in town-design occurs mainly after 1100, 
and may actually reflect a deliberate attempt by 
aristocratic elites to consolidate control over their 
territories. New town-layouts with large market-
places, were accompanied by new bureaucratic sys-
tems of urban administration. This transition is re-
flected in an increase in borough charters which 
helped reinforce and legitimise the dominant position 
of aristocratic elites over trade and townspeople. The 
borough charter became a social and fiscal contract 
which effectively institutionalised the relationship 
between urban lord and townsperson, thus cementing 
townspeople and townscape on the premise of greater 
personal freedom. Another important change in town-
design emerged during the mid-twelfth century with 
the development of sophisticated orthogonal plan-
forms. 
Medieval town-plans which show signs of geo-
metry have long attracted the attention of modem 
scholars who have largely seen them as evidence for 
'town-planning' (Tout 1917; Beresford 1967; Slater 
1987). What is often not discussed is the reasons why 
geometrical designs were used in towns in the Middle 
Ages. Surely, the use of geometry in town-design 
relates to wider cultural changes? Although this issue 
has been explored in studies of later medieval town-
planning, for example by Friedman (1988) and Lau-
ret, Malebranche and Seraphin (1988), little has been 
done to decipher the geometries and symmetries of 
towns whose plans were laid out before c.1200. Here 
it will be argued that the use of geometrical principles 
in town design became more popular and sophist-
icated in England during the twelfth century, and that 
this change was associated with revived Classical 
traditions in mathematics and geometry. The final 
part of this paper will show how these orthogonal 
plan-forms of towns were increasingly used by 
aristocratic elites to further colonise interior and 
frontier lands across England, Wales and Ireland. 
Orthogonal plan-forms are characterised by geo-
metrical and symmetrical arrangements of streets and 
plots. In Britain, one of the most well-known examp-
les of this form of town-design is an area of Ludlow 
which comprises Broad Street and Mill Street (plan-
unit V on Fig. 4). The morphology of this part of 
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Ludlow contrasts with the patterns of surrounding 
streets and plots simply because it is so strikingly 
geometrical in form. Two main streets ofbroadly the 
same width run parallel to each other; mid-way 
between them is a third, narrower street, which 
intersects with a cross street to form four equal-sized 
street blocks. Both Broad Street and Mill Street are 
fronted by regular-sized plots, and the whole area 
seems to have been planned to slot into Ludlow's 
townscape, as if to maximise the number of proper-
ties within a piece ofland left over from earlier stages 
in the town's development. The most likely context 
for the laying out of this area ofLudlow is the period 
following Waiter de Lacy's successful siege on the 
castle, during the civil war of Step hen's reign, when 
houses were destroyed in the town (see Hathaway et 
a/1975, 10-20). Indeed, the area ofplan-unit (V) was 
probably a piece of post-war reconstruction, laid out 
in the 1160s or 1170s. Elsewhere in England at this 
time, other town-plans were being extended in simil-
ar ways. At Coventry, for example, two parallel 
streets were laid-out in the Earl of Chester's park 
shortly after the end of the civil war, and between 
them spacious and regular plots were arranged 
(Lilley 1995) (plan-unit V on Figs 1 and 2). 
At both Ludlow and Coventry, the two planned 
extensions clearly have geometrical designs and 
shared common morphological characteristics and 
temporal contexts. However, in these and other 
examples of high medieval town-planning the motiv-
es behind the designs are not recorded by con-
temporary sources. This means that the main source 
of information about the origin and purpose of 
orthogonal plan-forms has to be the geometries and 
symmetries of the designs themselves. One approach 
to this is to compare the morphologies of towns 
which were established ex novo. In recent work on 
medieval urban forms in central-southern England 
the layouts of five late-twelfth-century new towns 
were compared using detailed plan-analyses (Lilley, 
forthcoming). Three of these towns, Lymington, 
Newport and Yarmouth, were founded within thirty 
years of each other by a single aristocratic family, the 
de Redvers, on lands along the Solent estuary. All 
three towns have plans that display some element of 
geometry or symmetry, but despite having shared 
parentage, and similar spatial and temporal contexts, 
no two designs were the same. Instead of using a 
single 'blueprint' to plan their new towns, the de 
Redvers appear to have simply replicated certain 
design motifs. These motifs include the use of paral-
lel streets, standard street-widths, centralised market 
places and uniform plot-patterns. The result of this is 
an urban landscape that looks formalised, controlled 
and regulated, and in this context it is not difficult to 
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see why such geometrical principles were being 
replicated in new-town designs across twelfth-cen-
tury Europe. 
Orthogonal town-plans offered certain benefits to 
town founders and urban lords. One advantage of 
laying out regulated urban spaces was that it facilit-
ated economic and social regulation of townspeople 
and town-life. At about the same time as the de 
Redvers were founding their new towns along the 
Solent, Jean de Gisors was laying out his new villa of 
Portsmouth (c.1180, ibid.). For this purpose, de Gisors 
used dimensions based on standard, statute measures. 
In his new town, axial streets were arranged in 
parallel and the plots between streets laid out to 
certain sizes. This precision-approach to town-design 
must have been used to help standardise and regulate 
urban property. Certainly, Jean de Gisors was not 
alone in using statute measurements and symmetrical 
designs, the same approach was employed in the late-
twelfth century in episcopal town-planning ventures 
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in the English Midlands, for example at Stratford-
upon-A von and Lichfield (Slater 1987). By adopting 
geometrical principles of town design these urban 
lords, both secular and ecclesiastical, could calculate 
more easily the rents from their properties. More-
over, parallel street-patterns provided two plot-front-
ages and made it easier to alienate urban properties. 
This spatial practice encouraged local entrepreneur-
ialism amongst townspeople, with the financial divid-
ends obviously going to the lord. 
New towns were designed principally by entre-
preneurial lords to make money, through developing 
commerce and gathering rents and fines, but they 
also relied on attracting people to settle and take-up 
properties (see Bartlett 1993, 177-82). Orthogonal 
town-designs provided a way of controlling this urban 
development in a sustainable and flexible way. 
Parallel streets could easily be extended to accom-
modate more properties, and hence more towns-
people; geometrical plot-patterns were replicable and 
provided burgesses with fixed units of property 
which could be sold, exchanged, amalgamated or 
sub-divided; centralised market-places provided towns-
people with a specific and visible focus for com-
mercial activities as well as sites (and sights) of cere-
mony and spectacle. Ultimately, of course, the pract-
ical advantages of using orthogonal plan-forms rein-
forced the social and economic position of the town's 
founder (as well as their successors). Perhaps less 
obviously, new towns with orthogonal plan-forms 
also allowed, and indeed encouraged, an influx of 
people (migrants) and thus helped aristocratic lords 
to colonise interior and frontier territories. This 
'colonial' impetus for town-founding is rarely acknow-
ledged in modem literature on medieval urbanism, 
and yet the rise of geometrical principles of town-
design can be shown to have relied upon territorial 
expansion: new forms of town-planning were not 
only made possible by territorial expansion, but made 
such expansion possible. 
As well as being characterised by a renaissance of 
urbanism, the twelfth century saw a revival in Clas-
sical learning in western Europe (Haskins 1927). 
These two recurrences were by no means unconnect-
ed. In the early 1100s, an English scholar, Adelard of 
Bath, having travelled extensively around the Medi-
terranean, translated Arabic copies of Classical texts 
on geometry and mathematics, including Euclid's 
Elements (Bumett 1987; Busard 1983). The impact 
of these ancient texts on European medieval material 
culture is difficult to judge, but certainly in England 
the exchequer system under Henry II relied upon 
mathematics set out by Adelard, and in France geo-
metrical principles were being used in the design and 
construction of new cathedrals during and after the 
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late-twelfth century (see Poole 1912; Gimpell983). 
Such practical use of geometrical and mathematical 
theorems presumably also lay behind the orthogonal 
designs of medieval new towns. Indeed, this link has 
been successfully demonstrated in a study oflate-thir-
teenth and fourteenth century Florentine new towns 
(Friedman 1988). However, this link has not been 
used to account for why newly established towns of 
the twelfth century also show clear indications of 
geometrical design, yet it was precisely during this 
earlier period that a revival of Classical learning was 
taking place. Although more work is required on the 
geometries of twelfth-century town-plans, on the basis 
of existing morphological studies it seems highly 
likely that the widespread use of orthogonal plan-
forms in new town foundations in Britain would have 
required some practical and theoretical knowledge of 
Classical geometry. 
Revived Classical knowledge relied on between 
Latin countries and the Arab world, forged at a time 
when the expansionist policies of European aristo-
cratic elites were having a profound impact on 
Levantine countries. There are also other, more 
subtle ways in which Classical geometry and medie-
val town-building were linked to territorial expan-
sion. At a time when knight services were increas-
ingly being commuted into cash payments to the 
English crown, and in a period when cash was needed 
to help sustain the burgeoning dominions of the 
Angevin empire (see Gillingham 1984), it is not sur-
prising to see a rash of new towns being laid out in 
the later-twelfth century by aristocratic lords all 
across England, Wales and Ireland. Orthogonal town-
plans offered these lords the advantage of socially 
and economically regulating their townspeople (see 
above), whilst also meeting the increased financial 
demands that were being placed upon them. Laying 
out new towns, or parts of towns, helped guarantee 
more regular cash income for both aristocracies and 
monarchies, and so support their political control of 
interior and frontier territories. An example of the 
spread of aristocratic power, from England to Ire-
land, is revealed by the activities of the de Lacy 
family and their development of towns at Ludlow and 
Drogheda during the last half of the twelfth century. 
Both Ludlow and Drogheda, were shaped by geo-
metrical principles of town-design. At Ludlow, the de 
Lacys appear to have re-colonised the town following 
the civil war of Stephen's reign by fitting a new area 
of streets and plots into an existing townscape (see 
above) (Fig. 4). They may have done this to re-
establish control over Ludlow and their surrounding 
lands. Whatever the political motives for laying out 
Broad Street and Mill Street were however, the 
economic advantages are clear. Indeed, it could be 
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said that this area was cleverly planned to provide a 
maximum number of new plots within a relatively 
restricted part of the town. Geometrical knowledge 
almost certainly played a part in the surveying of this 
area, because without it the regular proportions of the 
street-system would have been difficult to establish 
(there is a possibility that the design of this area 
relied upon knowledge and use of chords, as set out 
in Adelard's translation of Euclid's Elements). By 
laying out new plots and streets, the de Lacys were 
promoting what may be termed 'interior colonisa-
tion'. Similar objectives are revealed in the family's 
further development of their castle town at Drogheda 
in Ireland. In the 1190s, an extensive area to the north 
of the River Boyne was laid out with an orthogonal 
pattern of streets and plots, probably by Hugh de 
Lacy (Dargan 1996, 267) (Fig. 6). Despite sharing the 
same parentage, the design of this planned area in 
Drogheda bears no direct similarity to the arrang-
ement of streets and plots laid-out at Ludlow, although 
the two town-designs do share a common use of 
geometry and symmetry (as was the case with the de 
Redver's towns, see above). The de Lacys' likely 
motives for laying-out a new area of Drogheda was 
to help attract people to their newly-acquired Irish 
lands, and so promote 'frontier colonisation'. 
The changes in the development of Ludlow and 
Drogheda have to be seen in the broader context of 
political expansion under Angevin kingship, and the 
struggles taking place in the late-twelfth and early-
thirteenth centuries between the monarchy and Anglo-
Norman aristocracy. Interior colonisation, either by 
the extension of old towns or the creation of new 
ones, provided aristocratic families like the de Lacys, 
the de Redvers and the de Gisors, with opportunities 
to raise incomes and control their lands. With frontier 
colonisation, new markets were created and, through 
the creation of new towns, controlled. Interior and 
frontier colonisation were obviously interconnected; 
for example, it cannot be mere coincidence that the 
de Redvers were developing three new towns along 
the Solent when, at the same time, the nearby port of 
Southampton (and later Portsmouth) was being used 
to supply shipments to new English territories in 
Ireland (see Lilley, forthcoming; Clarke, forthcom-
ing). In both frontier and interior. contexts, orthogonal 
town-designs offered a profitable way of accommod-
ating large influxes of new people. Perhaps geo-
metrical designs were also used by lords to symbolise 
their power, not only over people and culture in a 
material sense, but over landscape and nature. The 
ordering of urban space through design may have 
reflected medieval cosmographies, particularly the 
idea that Jerusalem was the centre of the world. The 
plans of the three de Redvers towns were all orient-
ated east-west, and at Drogheda and Ludlow the geo-
metrical designs are closely aligned with the cardinal 
points. Such reverence may reflect the attitudes and 
perceptions of twelfth-century town designers, about 
whom very little is known. Perhaps, as in France, the 
architects of cathedrals, with their knowledge and 
practical use of geometry, were employed to design 
new towns (see Gimpel1983, 121). 
Overall, in the century after c.l150, the plans of 
towns in England, Wales and Ireland reveal a -clear 
shift from military to commercial considerations. This 
seems to be commensurate with and contingent upon 
new orthogonal forms of town-design, based on in-
creased knowledge and practical use of Classical 
geometry and mathematics. These morphological 
changes are also intimately connected with a broad-
ening in the horizon of colonised lands under 
Angevin kingship. In the thirteenth century, this 
process continued and is clearly reflected in the 
policies of Edward I, who used new towns with 
orthogonal plan-forms to help colonise and control 
English-held lands in north Wales and Gascony 
(Beresford 1967). 
Conclusions 
The purpose of this paper was to show how the 
designs of certain medieval towns reflect the 
intentions of their creators, and to demonstrate how 
these urban morphologies may be read as a contested 
discourse of 'medieval colonialism'. Three signifi-
cant changes in town-design have been identified and 
these reflect different stages of internal and external 
territorial expansion. First, castle towns were used 
during periods of military conquest, combining com-
merce with defence to secure a foothold on newly-
acquired territories. Second, large market places 
were subsequently added to castle towns to facilitate 
further commercial expansion and consolidate polit-
ical control of a territory. Third, geometrical, or ortho-
gonal plan-forms were used to establish new urban 
spaces which could be used to accommodate influxes 
of new townspeople and offer them entrepreneurial 
opportunities. 
In Table 1 an attempt is made to conceptualise 
these different stages of territorial expansion, and 
some speculative dates attributed to the changes in 
town-design. Although these three different design-
contexts relate specifically to the activities of aristo-
cratic elites in England, Wales and Ireland between 
the eleventh and thirteenth centuries, equally similar 
transitions in town-design can be identified else-
where in medieval Europe (see Friedman 1988). 
Further comparative work using morphological ap-
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proaches should help to either reinforce or contradict 
the interpretations of plan-forms offered in this 
paper. The advantages of using plan-analyses to map 
the changing designs of medieval towns are nonethe-
less apparent. This technique of combining written 
and unwritten records oftownscape change provides 
a suitable basis for comparative work on European 
medieval towns, particularly in periods and places 
where documentary information is relatively sparse. 
There is also an opportunity to use this approach to 
compare processes of 'medieval colonialism' (and 
the role that urban spaces played in shaping colonial 
enterprise) with more recent periods of conquest and 
colonisation. For example, research into French colon-
ial activity in Algeria has revealed how an initial 
military conquest was transformed into a general 
colonisation between 1830 and 1950; and work on 
Guatemalan settlement has shown how new villages 
with geometrical forms were used by military author-
ities in a programme of internal colonisation in the 
1980s (see AlSayyad 1992, 183-210, 289-313). 
Similarities and parallels between different periods 
of colonialism may help inform us about the difficult 
and often neglected role that medieval towns played 
in the creation of modem Europe. 
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Appendix: 
Mapping Medieval Urban Landscapes: 
a methodological summary 
This appendix is intended to give some guidelines 
for morphological analysis and representation and so 
clarify the plan-analysis methods used above. This 
approach is divided into four main stages: 
1. The first stage of morphological analysis requires 
the construction of a base plan. For this the earliest, 
detailed Ordnance Survey (OS) plan is used, usually 
at a scale no less than 1:2500. These plans were first 
surveyed in the mid-nineteenth century, so earlier 
maps and plans are used to help identify and strip 
away obvious post-medieval redevelopments, such 
as new streets, railways, factories, etc. The OS plan 
is simplified to show only three plan-elements, 
streets, plots and buildings: collectively, these com-
bine to form the town plan in a strictly morphological 
sense. This town-plan may then be analysed further: 
2. Stage two involves defining plan-units. These are 
areas of morphological homogeneity identified from 
the town-plan. Each plan-unit should be delimited by 
using plan-seams and numbered sequentially. The 
plan-units reflect, hypothetically, a phase or stage in 
the morphogenesis of a town's plan, and e.ach one 
may have first originated sometime in the medieval 
period. To examine this, the plan-units are used as the 
basis for analysing other evidence for townscape 




3. The third stage is complex and requires carefully 
integrating historical material and mapping this onto 
the plan-analysis, plan-unit by plan-unit. This means, 
first, using medieval deeds and rentals to piece 
together sequences of urban property patterns, and 
plotting these, as well as archaeological information 
derived from excavations, onto the base-plan. An 
attempt is made, therefore, to locate topographical 
information that relates specifically to the medieval 
townscape. These historical sources are then, second-
ly, interpreted to provide a relative chronology for 
the morphogenesis of each individual plan-unit; this 
requires using the plotted, historical material to date 
certain townscape features (such as defences, ditches, 
buildings, etc ). By the end of this stage, the morpho-
logical history of each plan-unit has been carefully 
mapped (i) to show the likely form of the medieval 
townscape (its streets, plots and buildings); and (ii), 
to show what morphological changes had taken place 
within the plan-unit during the Middle Ages. 
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4. Finally, the individual plan-units, and their 
morphological histories, are pieced together to form 
a narrative of urban change. This means interpreting, 
or reading, the plan-units as physical expressions of 
changing town design, as well as broader reflections 
of cultural and social change. An attempt is made to 
show what the different forms of townscape may 
represent. This is especially important in medieval 
contexts as so few contemporary sources provide 
information about how people shaped urban 
landscapes. Since changes in town designs reflect the 
needs and desires of those who were initially 
responsible for creating them, as well as processes of 
contestation and negotiation between different levels 
of medieval society, morphological analysis and 
representation provide a way of conceptualising 
medieval urbanism, and show that the design of 
towns in the Middle Ages was a sophisticated social 
and spatial practice. 
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The Formation of the High Medieval Tenements along 
the Old Town Square in Prague 
1 The research project 
The archaeological rescue project of the large plot 
of the house No. 553/I ("Sixtuv dum") in the Prague 
Old Town is already in its third year. The research is 
being carried out prior to reconversion of the pro-
tected buildings into a hotel complex and so far, it is 
the most extensive excavation (1650 m2 -fig. 1: c) 
undertaken within the core of the Prague Monument 
Reserve. Except in the zone along the frontage of the 
plot, which has been disturbed by buildings with 
cellars, the historical stratigraphy reaching 2.5 to 3 m 
in depth has been preserved in the whole area. It is the 
only remaining site of this importance near the Old 
Town Square. 
During the excavations, the building reconversion 
project has been changed several times and in the 
final version, the complex covers a much wider area 
than had been originally assumed. However, the 
preservation of parts of the areas with archaeological 
features was achieved through negotiation with the 
investor and with government bodies responsible for 
the protection of monuments (fig. 1: c 1). 
Apart from the classic archaeological investiga-
tion, the project also includes surveying the historical 
buildings and environmental research. The investiga-
tion focuses on following the following features and 
points: 
1 the pre-urban settlement; 
2 the process of urbanisation and the formation of 
tenements and their development from high medieval 
to late medieval times; 
3 the spatial and functional organisation pattern 
within individual plots and their structural changes 
within separate periods; 
4 the built environment, the buildings in the back-
yards constituting the utility areas of the Romanes-
que and Gothic burgher houses; 
5 the standards ofliving and production activities as 
recorded in the material culture remains; 
6 the environment ofthe Old Town centre ofPrague 
in the high medieval to post-medieval period. 
2 Preliminary excavation results 
From a stratigraphical point of view, the earliest 
archaeological structure is a female burial, the remains 
of the dead having been laid face down and oriented 
from the north-west to the south-west. The grave, 
which did not contain any finds, was cut by a feature 
from the earliest settlement horizon which dates from 
the late 12th to early 13th century. Other burials with 
the same orientation were discovered in the 1980s in 
the northern part of the plot (Dragoun 1991, 199) and 
in the Celetna street north of the site (Bures & Dra-
goun 1991, 269-270). These burials are part of the 
cemetery dated to the 9th-1Oth centuries. 
Production features dated to the late 12th century, 
such as kilns and furnaces set into the subsoil, re-
present the earliest settlement horizon. These features 
were scattered irregularly over the entire area of the 
excavation. 
In the succeeding horizon, rectangular sunken 
buildings appear (the larger ones measuring approxi-
mately 5 to 7 by 6 to 7 m and the smaller ones 2 by 2 
m) which can be dated to the late 12th- early 13th 
century. Post-holes set into the ground floors were 
found in some of these structures indicating wall- and 
roof-constructions of some kind. These structures can 
be interpreted as sunken workshops or as surface 
granaries and stores provided with cellars. So far no 
superposition of these structures has been identified. 
Several rubbish-pits were also found besides these 
sunken buildings as well as production features such 
as kilns and furnaces. Some areas with intensive com-
munication activity between the sunken features were 
metalled by means of a coarse pebble pavement; they 
were also subdivided by several rows of post-holes 
pointing to a functional division of the area. 
The layout of the features and the spatial-func-
tional pattern of the area under discussion suggests 
that we are confronted with two plots running back 
from the street. However, no physical evidence of a 
tenement boundary has yet been found; very likely, a 
fence was located in the area where the east wing 
wall of an early 16th century destroyed all medieval 
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11 
OLD TOWN SQUARE 
Fig. 1.- a: - The schematic plan of Prague in the 13th c. 
a 1: Old Town Square; 
b: plan of the Old Town; 
bl: Old Town Square; 
b2: investigated site; 




with Romanesque houses (black) and the area being 
excavated (grey): 
c 1: partially preserved area; 
d: the ground plan of the house No. 55 3/J cellars with 
preserved Romanesque (black) and Early Gothic 
(grey) masonry. 
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structures. The first plot seems to have been situated 
in the western part (fig. 2: la) and the second one in 
the eastern part (fig. 2: 1 b) of the area, both plots 
having Romanesque stone houses built along the 
street frontage; the cellars of these buildings are 
preserved within the later and still existing buildings. 
Recent research in the autumn of 1996 proved that 
the yard was divided by the stone wall situated in the 
middle from north to south. This wall was prelimi-
narily dated to the end of the 13th- early 14th century 
(fig. 2: 2,I). Taking into account that different settle-
ment activities characterized the eastern and western 
parts of the yard, as shown by the archaeological 
evidence, this plot division was very likely in exist-
ence very early and notably in the phase of the third 
settlement horizon which can be dated to the middle 
of the 13th century. This new tenement boundary 
may have been linked to the building of the early 
Gothic house situated in the northwestern part of the 
current plot no. 553 along the street frontage (fig. 1: 
d, fig. 2: 2 ). The conclusion seems to be that the ori-
ginal broad tenement in the western part of the area 
under investigation was split up into two narrow plots 
during the third settlement horizon; the first of these 
plots harboured the Romanesque house at the street 
frontage, the second one had the newly built early 
Gothic house. 
A comparable process of plot frontages being nar-
rowed down can be presumably also be seen in the 
eastern part of the excavated area, but the extensive 
archaeological data have not been yet completely 
assessed. 
In this settlement horizon, a substantial stratigra-
phical sequence of settlement rubbish layers, a signi-
ficant number of which can be characterised as 
dumped deposits, was accumulated on the most west-
ern plot. The frequent occurrence of rubbish vege-
tation in the environmental samples processed con-
firms these conclusions. In the eastern part of the site, 
this corresponds stratigraphically to important and 
compact layers, most of which consist of compact 
mortar deposits including small pieces ofmarlite and 
debris chippings. These layers are particularly pro-
minent on the site of the earlier sunken buildings and 
may have served to level the terrain. The eastern plot 
also yielded the earliest well. 
Everywhere on the.whole western plot (fig. 2: 2a), 
the deposits of waste layers gradually phase into the 
fourth settlement horizon dated to the late 13th cen-
tury, while in the eastern part of the excavated site 
(fig. 2: 2b-d), multiple superpositions of the rectang-
ular surface buildings were found; most of the latter 
remains belonged to corner-timbered constructions 
which had been destroyed by fire. The evidence in-
cludes well-preserved burnt wall constructions de-
posited in visible grooves and clay floors. These 
buildings probably served to store of mercantile 
goods as suggested for instance by the find of a lead 
seal representing a trader's or good's mark. The 
earliest buildings belonging to this horizon had stone 
foundations. A building of a similar construction was 
also found in the earliest level of this horizon in the 
westernmost plot. 
There is an obvious difference between the archae-
ological evidence for the 14th to 16th centuries and 
that for the late 12th to 13th century. The former is 
characterised reflected by the lack of stratigraphy 
which is quite a contrast to the latter, when the level 
of the site was raised about 2,5 m due to multiple 
sequences of buildings, production features, rubbish 
pits and waste deposits. The lack oflate medieval and 
post-medieval layers can be explained by the differ-
ent behavioural patterns notably by the different 
methods of rubbish disposal. On the westernmost plot, 
two stone walls were built at the end of the 13th to 
early 14th century. The first one probably was the 
external wall of a house the interior of which is 
located outside the excavated site (fig. 2: 2,II). The 
second one is situated in the middle of the yard (fig. 
2: 2,I). In the same period, the backyard of this plot 
was paved with big blocks of slate and apparently, it 
was kept clean. The absence of the later medieval 
structures in the eastern part of the excavated area 
was very likely caused by the fact that the terrain was 
lowered in the post-medieval period. The material 
culture of the 14th-16th centuries is represented by 
rich sets of finds from five wells which have known 
a secondary use as latrines. 
The building development of the investigated area 
was completed in the early 15th century when the 
backyards of all the later medieval plots were con-
nected. The high standard late gothic burgher's palace 
complex was built here in the early 16th century; it had 
two parallel wings situated along the yard (fig. 2: 3). 
3 Urbanisation process of the Old Town of 
Prague - The formation of the high medieval 
tenements 
The geomorphological situation plays in an im-
portant part in the development of the early medieval 
Prague pre-urban agglomeration. The area is formed 
geologically by Pleistocene gravel, which is covered 
by a Holocene soil. The surface slopes towards the 
Vltava river being divided into three terraces (see fig. 
1: b, the difference of the level of the individual 
terraces sometimes reaches 2 to 3 m; the terraces were 
levelled during the later medieval urban develop-
ment, Hrdlicka 1984). The edge of the highest terrace 
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Fig. 2.- Reconstruction of the medieval plot development within the investigated area: 
1: late 12th - Early 13th century; 
2: the middle of the 13th-14th (?) century: I, I!- stone walls dated to the break of the 13/14th century; 
3: 15th century onwards. 
(IV a) splits up the Old Town running approximately 
from the south-west to north-east (Hrdlicka 1984, 
1994). The lowest terrace along the river produced 
archaeological evidence for the earliest medieval sett-
lement dated to the 11th - early 12th centuries (and 
mostly for its southern part along the road connecting 
Prague castle and Vysehrad castle, Jecny et. al. 1984, 
232, 226-228). Several Romanesque churches situat-
ed in this area are interpreted as centres of manors 
and adjacent settlement complexes (Jecny et. al. 1984, 
232). 
In the late 12th century, the pre-urban settlement 
on the lowest terrace can be seen to have gone through 
a rapid evolution. This is reflected both by the den-
sification of the settlement and by its being extended 
over the whole area of this terrace. Town centre re-
search revealed archaeological data pointing to ex-
tensive iron-production and iron-working, particular-
ly in the south-east part of this area, as well as 
intensive settlement activity. The extension of the 
settlement over the slopes of the higher terraces (IVb 
and the edge ofiVa) is evidence of spatial pressure. 
The establishment of a new market (the later Old 
Town square, fig. 1: b 1) located on the higher terra-
. ces represents an important transformation of the 
topographical pattern. The early 13th century saw the 
development of the dense settlement in the whole 
area of the Old Town, the establishment of the urban 
pattern and the building of fortifications (Dragoun 
1987; Hrdlicka 1996, Jecnyet. al. 1984). 
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The earliest settlement activity in the area around 
the Old Town Square is dated to the late 12th century 
(e.g. Bures & Dragoun 1991; Dragoun 1988a; Hrdli-
cka 1977). This settlement surrounded the new mar-
ket creating a zone of200 m in width (Hrdlicka 1996, 
16; Jecny et. al. 1984, 238). In the same period a 
ditched enclosure came into being east of the market; 
it had specific functions connected with the trade 
activities as recorded in the documentary evidence 
(archaeological research cf. Hrdlicka, Dragoun & 
Richterova 1981; Richterova 1980). 
The historic building survey dated the earliest 
stone houses in the Old Town to the late 12th to early 
13th century (Libal 1983; PiS a 1971). Allocations of 
Romanesque houses indicate the building-up of the 
frontage of the Old Town Square in the early 13th 
and perhaps even in the late 12th century. The fact 
that the tenement boundaries along the eastern 
frontage of the Old Town square were established 
during the initial settlement phase, i.e. in the late 12th 
century, was demonstrated by the archaeological 
·excavations of houses No. 607/I and 606b/I (Hrdlicka 
1977). The archaeological evidence also proves the 
stabilisation of the street frontage in Husova street in 
another part of the Old Town occurring during the 
early 13th century (Hrdlicka 1983, 625). However, 
the archaeological research and the historic building 
survey also revealed some evidence pointing to chan-
ges in the plot boundaries during the later Middle 
Ages (southern part of the square; Dragoun 1988a) as 
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well as to micro-topographical changes in the street 
pattern during the 13th century (east of the square; 
Dragoun 1988b). 
The current research concerning house no. 553/1 
produced the most extensive archaeological data set 
for the detailed study of the original distribution and 
development of tenements along the Old Town 
Square. The plot studied is located within the triangu-
lar block of plots limited by the Old Town Square and 
Celetmi street in the north, Zelezmi street in the west 
and Kamzikova street in the east (fig. 1: c). The fif-
teen houses currently standing in this area have 
mostly Baroque and 19th century facades, some of 
them with Renaissance details. Romanesque building 
remains preserved in cellars of presently standing 
houses along the north frontage (fig. 1: c) belong 
among the earliest burgher's houses in the Old Town 
of Prague and are dated to the late 12th - early 13th 
century (Carek 1984). The earliest documentary evi-
dence concerning these houses mostly dates from the 
early 15th century and in some cases also from the 
late 14th century. According to these sources, mem-
bers of the high ranking burgher and aristocratic 
society were settled here in the late medieval and 
post-medieval periods. The house-plot discussed here 
was a part of the large estate, which included a castle 
and several manors and villages in the 15th century 
(Carek 1984, 32). A large quantity of luxurious im-
ported artefacts as well as the high standards of 
nutrition demonstrated by osteological and palaeo-
botanical material suggest that the inhabitants of this 
environment were of a high social status. This is valid 
also during the initial phase of the settlement of the 
area in the late 12th to 13th century. The archaeo-
logical excavation and the historic building survey 
provide the only evidence concerning the earliest 
settlement of the site. 
Two burials excavated on the site point to an early 
medieval cemetery representing one of the compar-
able localities found in the vicinity of the Old Town 
Square (Dragoun 1980, 1981 ). The intensive burial 
practices are the only archaeological indications for 
activity on the right bank area of the settlement 
agglomeration of Prague during the 9th and 1Oth 
centuries (Jecny et. al. 1984, 218). 
The first settlement horizon dated to the late 12th 
century is connected with a production activity, per-
haps with iron and/or other metalworking. The archae-
ological excavations have not yet proven whether 
these features represent remains of a pre-urban acti-
vity or if they are linked with the earliest activity on 
the tenements discussed earlier. 
The archaeological data allow us to date the 
establishing of the tenements set at right angles to 
Celetna street and the Old Town Square to the late 
12th century. A precise date for the stone Roman-
esque house situated along the street frontage (fig. 1: 
d, fig. 2: la) cannot be provided (see Dragoun, 
Skabrada & Tryml in this volume); nevertheless, the 
archaeological context from the backyard indicates 
that the house came into being at the end of the 12th 
century. Only a part of the second Romanesque house 
adjacent to the investigated area was preserved (fig. 
1: c, fig. 2: 1 b) and it may date from the same period. 
Two triangular tenement strips which are appro-
ximately 20 to 25 m wide at their northern side were 
established within the investigated area (fig. 2: 1) 
during the phase of the second settlement horizon. 
The stone Romanesque houses were built along the 
frontage of the street but this has to take into account 
their timber predecessors built in the earliest settle-
ment phase. However, these houses did not lead to an 
unbroken building line, particularly as it is presumed 
that next to these stone houses and the street frontage 
were located other wooden structures which are no 
longer preserved. Archaeological excavations reveal-
ed evidence for the presence of utility areas behind 
the Romanesque houses. These areas were not used 
for the disposal of rubbish only. Rectangular sunken 
buildings -perhaps surface timber buildings provid-
ed with cellars - situated in the backyards contrast 
with massive and high standard architecture of the 
buildings along the street which displayed the wealth 
and power of the owners. Rubbish pits and waste 
layers illustrate everyday life while kilns and fur-
naces provide information about the artisanal activity 
during the early phase of the Old Town (mostly 
metalworking). Romanesque houses situated in the 
northern part of the block of tenements in question 
demonstrate that the southern frontage of the Old 
Town square and Celetna street has also been built up 
in this period. 
The mid-13th century saw substantial changes in 
the development of the tenements. As a result of the 
crowding of the area along the Old Town square, the 
plots were narrowed down and this testifies as to their 
immediate commercial success. This process is well 
illustrated in the western part of the site where the 
originally broad tenement plot was divided into two 
narrow plots (12 m and 13 m in wide along their north-
ern limit). This was possibly linked with the building 
of the early Gothic house next to the Romanesque 
building (fig. 2: 2a,b). Archaeological evidence may 
suggests that various types of production activity 
took place in both tenements. 
The development in the eastern part of the site is 
yet not clear because the archaeological excavations 
and the processing of the evidence are still in process. 
We may, however, assume that the overall develop-
ment was similar (fig. 2: 2c,d). 
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These plots were to survive until the late Middle 
Ages when the process of unification of individual 
tenements was in operation. According to the docu-
mentary evidence, there were only two plots with 
Gothic houses along the street frontage within this 
area in the early 15th century. Their extent is similar 
to that of the earliest plots from the late 12th- early 
13th century. Therefore, commercial transactions con-
nected with the merging of smaller late 13th-century 
tenements can be presumed and possibly occurred in 
the late 14th century. The backyards of the eastern 
plot were connected with the western plot in 1414 
and the late Gothic palace complex was built there in 
the early 16th century (fig. 2: 3). 
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Verfassung des Katalogs der romanischen Hauser in Prag 
In der Entwicklung des historischen Stadtkems 
Prags in der romanischen Epoche spielten romani-
sche Wohnhauser, die in verschiedenen Erhaltungs-
stufen und in der Zahl von fast sieben Zehnem noch 
erhalten geblieben sind, eine bedeutsame RoUe. Diese 
Zahl kann man nicht als endgiiltig auffassen; insbe-
sondere die archiiologischen Forschungen bringen, 
und werden offensichtlich noch einige Zeit bringen, 
weitere Belege der romanischen Profanarchitektur im 
historischen Stadtkem Prags. 
Im Hinblick auf die Orientierung des Beitrags ein-
leitend nur eine kurzgefaf3te Charakteristik der Ob-
jekte unseres Interesses. Es handelt sich urn Bauten, 
die in der romanischen Bauweise gebaut wurden, a us 
zumeist sorgfaltig bearbeiteten Pliinerkalkstein-Qua-
dem, die in regelmaf3igen Reihen aufeinandergeschi-
chtet wurden, mit einer Detailausftihrung der sog. 
unterschnittenen Fugen. In dieser Hinsicht besteht 
kein Unterschied zwischen dieser Bauweise und der 
Bauweise von Salaalbauten. Den Ursprung dieser 
Hiiuser kann man in den Zeitraum der zweiten Hiilfte 
des 12. Jahrhunderts und vorzugsweise der ersten 
Hiilfte des 13. Jahrhunderts hinlegen. 
Die genaue Datierung ihres Aufbaus ist problema-
tisch, weil sie nur ausnahmsweise architektonische 
Details aufweisen, die es ermoglichen. Eine weitere 
Allslcdter Ring 
Abb. 1. - Situation der Zentralpartie der Prager Altstadt mit der Bezeichnung der bekannten Relikte der romanischen 
Bebauung. 
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Moglichkeit ist die archaologische Datierung der 
Bauten mittels auf3erhalb des Hauses plazierten Son-
den. Im Hinblick darauf, da/3 die archaologischen 
Untersuchungen im Kern Prags immer nur einen Ret-
tungscharakter haben, also von irgendeiner Bautatig-
keit hervorgerufen werden, sind auch diese Moglich-
keiten vorlaufig sehr vereinzelt. 
Die Prager romanischen Hauser umfassen eine brei-
te Skala der DispositionslOsungen von einfachen Ein-
raum-Objekten i.iber komplizierte Gebilde, die manch-
mal in mehreren romanischen Bauphasen entstanden, 
his zu palastartigen Bauten. Eine ahnliche Vielge-
staltigkeit kann man auch in der horizontalen Ansicht 
konstatieren - die meisten Bauten haben ein teilweise 
eingetieftes Erdgescho/3, das auch zumeist die einzige 
erhaltene Partie des Baus bildet, es fehlen aber auch 
Beispiele dreigeschossigen Objekte nicht. Einige von 
ihnen enstanden als Keme der feudal en Gehofte, die in 
der Nahe des Herrschersitzes - der Prager Burg -
situiert wurden, die anderen wurden, wahrend oder 
schon nach der Umwandlung der Besiedlung eines 
Vorlokationscharakters in eine mittelalterliche Stadt, 
schon als Sitze des Prager Patriziats erbaut. 
Obwohl die Existenz der Prager romanischen 
Hauser schon mehr als siebzig Jahre bekannt ist, wur-
de ihnen meistens nur in Kompendien der bOhmi-
schen oder Prager romanischen Architektur (Mencl 
& Kvet 1947; Carek 1948; Merhautova 1971; Libal 
1983) Aufmerksamkeit gewidmet. Die einzige um-
fangreichere monographische Arbeit ist ein Werk, 
das aus schon i.ibertroffenen Methoden und Vorgan-
gen hervorgeht (Pisa 1971). V on der heutigen Ansicht 
her zeigt sich als objektiver schon die erste zusam-
menfassende Information i.iber die Problematik die-
ser Hauser (Hlubinka 1947). 
Die Reprasentanten der tschechischen Archaologie 
und Baugeschichte sind ihnen der Unvermeidlichkeit 
der Bearbeitung dieser wichtigen Frage der Geschi-
chte Prags und seiner Architektur auf solche Weise, 
die seiner Bedeutung entspricht, bewuf3t. Ein grund-
legender Schritt fiir jedwege Arbeit auf diesem Gebiet 
ist die Verfassung eines Detailkatalogs dieser Bauten. 
Im Jahre 1996 hat ein Autoren-Team, bestehend a us 
zwei Mittarbeitem des Instituts fiir Denkmalpflege in 
Prag, einem aus dem Institut fur Architekturgeschi-
chte der Technischen Hochschule und einem a us dem 
Archiv der Hauptstadt Prag, die Bearbeitung des Kata-
logs in Angriff genommen. Die komplette finanzielle 
Sicherung des Projekts hat die Dotations-Agentur der 
Tschechischen Republik gewahrleistet. Im Rahmen 
dieses Projekts wird die Fotodokumentation des ge-
genwartigen Zustandes aller Objekte, verbunden mit 
der Sammlung alterer Aufnahmen, weiter eine Revi-
sion der bestehenden oder Durchfiihrung einer neuen 
Vermessung romanischer Ha user, auch das altere Plan-
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material ausnutzend, die Bearbeitung ihrer Geschichte 
aufGrund schriftlicher Quell en, die Bearbeitung einer 
ausftihrlichen Beschreibung der zuganglichen Relikte 
der romanischen Bauten und der allgemeinen Auswer-
tung ihrer Gestalt und Bauentwicklung m it Beni.itzung 
der alteren Literatur, durchgeftihrt. Im Rahmen die-
ser Tatigkeit werden auch Fragen der Plazierung der 
Bauten auf dem Grundsti.ick, ihre Beziehung zu den 
Kommunikations- Trassen und Offentlichen Raumen, 
die Stufe der Eintiefung dem Terrainniveau in der 
Zeit des Baus gegeni.iber, die Kunstgeschichtliche 
und archaologische Datierung einzelner Teile der 
Bauten, Baumateriale, Vermessungs-Moduln und 
weitere zusammenhiingende Details verfolgt. Die 
Arbeit ist in drei Jahre aufgeteilt und mit dem 31. 
Dezember 1998 limitiert. 
Die W eise und das Ausmaf3 der durchgeftihrten 
Arbeiten mochten wir auf dem Beispiel eines bear-
beiteten Ha uses demonstrieren. Mit Ri.icksicht auf den 
Umfang des Beitrags sind einige Partien summiert 
word en. 
Haus Konskr.-Nummer 553/I, Celetna-Gasse 2, 
Prag 1 - Altstadt, Grundstiicknummer 544. 
Archiiologische Daten 
Die altesten archiiologichen Funde auf der Par-
zelle des Hauses sind zwei vereinzelte Korpergraber, 
die im Jahre 1989 (Dragoun 1991, 199) und 1996 
(Bures, Finkova, Kaspar, Petrickova & Vareka im 
Druck) festgestellt wurden. Die Graber hangen 
wahrscheinlich mit der Grabstatte, die im Jahre 1986 
in der Trasse der Celetna-Gasse erfaf3t und in 9.-10. 
Jahrhundert datiert wurden, zusammen (Bures & 
Dragoun 1991, 269-271). Eine zusammenhangende 
Besiedlung der Stelle fingjedoch nicht fri.iher als am 
Ausgang des 12. Jahrhunderts an (Dragoun 1991, 
199; Bures, Finkova, Kaspar, Petrickova & Vareka 
im Druck). Archaologische Erkenntnisse im direkten 
Kontakt mit dem romanischen Haus wurden nicht 
erreicht und es ist nicht ausgeschlossen, daf3 gesamte 
archaologische Terrains in der unmittelbaren Nach-
barschaft des Hauses heutzutage vemichtet sind. 
Durch einige Sonden im Interieur wurde nur Kiessan-
duntergrund unter den Fuf3boden bemerkt (Spacek 
1969, 3f). Aus den nahen archaologischen Sonden 
kann man Angaben i.iber das Niveau des Untergrun-
des, das sich, den bisherigen Erkenntnisen zufolge, 
von dem Niveau des Terrains in der Zeit des Baus des 
romanischen Hauses nicht markant unterschieden 
hat, interpolieren. Nordlich des Hauses setzen wir das 
Niveau des Untergrundes in der Ho he von 191 ,60 m 
voraus (Bures & Dragoun 1991, 280), und weil es auf 
dem ea. dreil3igsten Meter in Richtung gegen Si.iden 
auf den Wert 192,10 m steigt (Dragoun 1991, 199), 
kann man in der si.idlichen Nachbarschaft des Hauses 
mit der Oberflache des Untergrundes urn die Nivel-
lette 191,90 m il.d.M. rechnen. 
Geschichte 
In schriftlichen Quellen vermerken wir die Exis-
tenz des Hauses erst im Jahre 1405. Schon am Anfang 
des 15. Jahrhunderts hat das Haus den Kaufpreis von 
350 Schock bohmischen Groschen gehabt, was ftir 
Prager Verhiiltnisse ein hoher Preis war, der ein gro-
l3es und schon erbautes Haus voraussetzte. In den 
Jahren 1410-1510 war das Haus das Eigentum zwei 
verschiedener Besitzer, die es zusammen mit der 
Burg Okor unweit von Prag im Besitz hatten. Auch 
weitere Hausbesitzer sind bedeutende Prager Burger 
gewesen. Nach der Familie Sixt von Ottersdorf, die 
das Ha us in den J ahren 1560-1621 besal3, wurde es 
Sixt-Haus bekannt. Dilrftige Nachrichten bringen 
keine Informationen i.iber die Entstehung und die 
ursprtingliche Gestalt des Hauses (Carek 1984, 
32-35). Ahnlich, wie es auch bei anderen romani-
schen Hausem der Fall ist, bleiben die schriftlichen 
Quellen urn fast zwei Jahrhunderte hinter eigentli-
chen Bau zurlick. 
Beschreibung des gegenwiirtigen Zustandes 
Das Haus Konskr.-Nr.553/I befindet sich am 
westlichen Ende der Celetmi-Gasse in der unmittel-
baren Nachbarschaft des Altstadter Rings, an einer 
der baulich meist frequentierten Stelle der Altstadt 
Prag (Abb. 1). Relikte des romanischen Hauses sind 
heutzutage in vier Teilen des bestehenden Souter-
rains erhalten geblieben. 
In der gro13ten, ea. quadratischen tonnengewolb-
ten Raumlichkeit (Abb. 2: Raum 1) blieb ihre Slid-
wand fast komplett erhalten. Von dem zeitgenossi-
schen Ful3boden bis zum Scheitel des bestehenden 
Tonnenwolbes ist sie 440 cm hoch und ihre authen-
tische Quaderwerk-Partie bilden insgesamt 14 Rei-
hen, die mit erheblich hohen Quadem, die in dem 
unteren Teil tiberwiegen, ausgemauert wurde. Die 
Hohe einzelner Reihen von unten betragt 20, 28, 28, 
34,24,20,22, 17, 17, 16, 19,21, 18undmehrals25 
cm. Oberhalb des heutigen Ful3bodens blieben 30 cm 
des Bruchsteinmauerwerkes, das anscheinend das 
ursprlingliche Fundament darstellt erhalten und zwei 
grobe Reihenschichten von der Hohe je 23 cm, die 
offensichtlicht nicht original sind. Das Niveau des 
romanischen Ful3bodens kann man hier moglicher-
Verfassung des Katalogs der romanischen Hliuser in Prag 
weise auf der Nivellette 190,16 m il.d.M voraus-
setzen. Besser erhalten ist diese Situation im west-
lichen Teil der Mauer. In der mittleren und ostlichen 
Partie sind anscheinend umfangreiche zusatzliche 
Herrichtungen bemerkbar, die die ganze romanische 
Mauer unleserlich machen. Wahrend dieser Herrich-
tungen wurde das Fugenwerk mindestens zweimal 
geandert und Reste des ursprlinglichen unterschnit-
tenen Fugenwerkes sind nur in der westlichen Partie 
des oberen Wandteils bemerkbar. Im romanischen 
Mauerwerk wurde bei der si.idostlichen Ecke des 
Raumes ein Durchgang geOffnet - eine Nische des 
romanischen Portals mit dem halbkreisformigen 
Deckbogen und der authentischen romanischen Arma-
tur in ihrem nordlichen (Interieur-) Teil. Die origi-
nate Partie ist 38-42 cm tief, der tibrige Teil ist bis in 
die gesamte Tiefe von 62 cm mit flach gelegten 
Quadem von der max. Starke 10 cm ausgelegt under 
hangt mit neuerlichen Herrichtungen zusammen. Die 
Hohe des Durchgangs erreicht heutzutage 355 cm 
(die Nivellette des Scheitels der Nische ist 192,72 m), 
garantiert ursprlinglich ist jedoch nur die obere 
Halfte der Hohe und die untere ist streitig (wenn auch 
wohl mit der Verwendung ursprlinglicher Elemente). 
Naher zum W esten wurde in die romanische Mauer 
ein jilngerer, aus Ziegeln vom Format 26,5 x 13 x 7 
cm gemauerter Segmentbogen 208 cm hoch und 144 
cm breit durchgebrochen. Die Reihenschichten des 
Quadermauerwerkes entsprechen auf beiden Seiten 
dieses Durchgangs gegenseitig. 
Ein weiterer unverputzter Teil mit dem Quader-
mauerwerk blieb im Raum unter der nachtraglich 
eingelegten Treppe in der nordwestlichen Ecke der 
Raumlichkeit erhalten. Als ursprilnglich zeigt sich 
hi er die Westwand in der Lange von 202 cm, von der 
gesamten Hohe 198 cm bilden die unteren 76 cm das 
Fundament und der Rest ist aus vier Quaderreihen 
mit der Hohe von unten 21, 26, 30 und 30 cm 
ausgemauert. Das Niveau des romanischen Bodens 
wi.irde hier in der Hohe 189,93 m ti.d.M. sichtbar 
sein. Selbst die Ecke ist nicht eindeutig einander 
verbunden und die romanische Herkunft des 
entdeckten Teils der Nordwand ist sehr unsicher. 
Alle charakteristischen Merkmale des Mauerwerkes 
dieser Wand sind von denjenigen der Westwand 
abweichend- die Reihenanordnung ist unregelmal3ig 
und der Stein ist auf andere Art in erheblich grol3ere 
BlOcke bearbeitet. Das i.ibrige Mauerwerk einschlie/3-
lich des Tonnengewolbes ist luftdicht werputzt (eine 
Ausnahme bildet ein geringer Teil der Ostwand, wo 
sich aber keine Quadersteine befinden), so da/3 das 
Begutachten nicht moglich ist. In der Ostwand ist 
auch der Durchgang zum Nebenraum situiert, dessen 
Laibung aus Ziegeln des Formats 29-30 x 14,5 x 6,5 
cm gemauert wurde. 
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Abb. 2. - Prag - Altstadt, Konskr.-Nr. 553/1. GrundrijJ der Keller im nordostlichen Teil des Grundstucks. Stark 
unterstrichen sind die erhaltenen Partien des romanischen Mauerhiiupter. 
Der besterhaltene romanische Raum ist ein schma-
ler gewolbter Raum an der Ostseite der quadratischen 
Raumlichkeit (Abb. 2: Raum 2). Es hat sich in der 
romanischen Gestalt ohne zusiitzliche Eingriffe die 
Siidwand erhalten, die bis zum Scheitel der Gewolbe-
stim 425 cm hoch ist. Unten befindet sich eine 55 cm 
hohe Partie des anderartigen, offensichtlich spater 
freigelegten Grundmauerwerkes und eine streitliche 
Reihe 19 cm hoch. Dari.iber befinden sich 18 Qua-
derreihen (ihre Hohe von unten betragt 17, 23, 24, 21, 
17,25,20, 19, 16, 16, 17, 16, 14, 15, 15, 18, 18und 15 
cm). Besonders an der Ostseite der Wand sieht man 
eine deutliche mit dem Mortel nachtraglich ausge-
flillte Fuge von der Bretterverschalung oberhalb der 
· Gewolbestim. Der urspriingliche Fuf3boden befand sich 
offensichtlich auf der Nivellette 189,91 m ii.d.M. In 
dem oberen Teil der wand ist der Innenteil der Nische 
des nachtraglich zugemauerten romanischen Fensters 
sichtbar - die Nische war langlich, mit schragen 
Gewanden, 60 cm breit und 98 cm hoch mit den auf 
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die Hohe gestellten Quadersteinen umsaumt. Ihr unte-
res Niveau ruht auf der Nivellette 192,07 m und 
bestimmt so die Limit-Nivellette des Terrains siidlich 
des Hauses in der Zeit des Baus. 
Die Westwand, deren siidwestliche Ecke offen-
sichtlich das Ergebnis einer jiingeren Herrichtung ist, 
bei der in die Wand ein heutzutage zugemauertes, mit 
Ziegeln (Format 27 x 12,5 x 7-7,5 cm) umsiiumtes 
Portal mit einem halbkreisforrnigen Deckboden 
durchgebrochen wurde, ist fast in der ganzen Flache 
aus Bruchpliinerkalkstein gemauert. Aus Quadem sind 
nur 1-2 Quaderreihen in der oberen Partie, beide 20 
cm hoch und etwa in der Mitte horizontal gegen-
einander leicLt verschoben. Auf sie ist das Tonnen-
gewolbe des Raumes aufgesetzt. Der Gewolbeanfang 
befindet sich in der Hohe 250 cm von dem heutigen 
Fuf3boden im Niveau 191,67 m. Am nordlichenEnde 
der Mauer hat sich eine grof3ere Quaderreihen-Partie 
von insgesamt 5 Reihen (Quaderhohe von unten 18, 
23, 18, 22 und 20 cm) erhalten. Die Liinge der Rei-
hen verbreitet sich aufwarts von je einem einzigen 
Quader in den untersten zwei Reihen, zu 2 Quadem 
in der dritten und 3 in der vierten Reihe. Die letzte, 
flinfte Reihe lauft schon durch ganze Wandbreite. 
Die Nordwand des schmalen Raumes wurde gro-
J3enteils neu hergerichtet, kleine Partien im oberen 
Teil sind urspri.inglich. In dem besterhaltenen west-
lichen Teil sind sie von 8 Quaderreihen gebildet, die 
in der 160 cm Hohe von dem heutigen Ful3boden auf 
den neugemauerten Teil, der das romanische Quader-
mauerwerk imitiert, aufsetzen. Ihre Hohe betragt von 
unten 20, 23, 22, 24, 24, 18, 23 und 19 cm und die Rei-
hen sind neu gefugt. Die gesamte Hohe der Wand 
erreicht heutzutage 420 cm. In der oberen Partie wurde 
eine Offnung sichtlich nachtraglich schrag hinauf 
geOffuet oder erweitert und hergerichtet. Sie ist 120 cm 
breit und bis zum Gewoo1bescheitel 120 cm hoch, 
mit Planerkalkstein und Sandstein ummauert. Gerade 
von ihrer unteren Kante erweitert sich trichterfdrmig 
eine ji.ingere (neuzeitliche ?) Partie des Quadermauer-
werkes. Die originate romanische Reihenanordnung 
entspricht gegenseitig auf beiden Seiten der Schi.itt-
Offnung. Die romanische Reihenanordnung der nord-
lichen Gewolbestim des Raumes kni.ipft weder an die 
Reihenanordnung des oberen Teils der Westwand 
noch an die Reihenanordnung der Ostwand. 
Die Ostwand der Raumes hat im grol3eren Teil 
ihrer FHiche 8 sicher festgestellte romanische Qua-
derreihen, im si.idlichen Teil 9. In der si.idostlichen 
Ecke finden wir die einzige Stelle, wo in diesem 
Raum die Reihenanordnung der Nachbarwande 
gegenseitig ankni.ipft. Das intakte Quadermauerwerk 
beginnt in der 74 cm Hohe i.iber dem heutigen Ful3-
boden auf der Nivellette 189,91 m und seine ein-
zelnen Rei hen sind von unten 21, 25, 22, 18, 22, 18, 
19, 17 und 18 cm hoch. Waagrechte Fugen sinken 
mal3ig von beiden Seiten zur Mitte der Wand. Das 
Niveau des Gewolbeanfangs befindet sich an der 
Nordseite in der 191,89 m Ho he und an der Si.idseite 
191,83 m. Diese Ho he entspricht nicht genau der 
Westwand und verursacht, dal3 selbst das Gewolbe 
einigermal3en deformiert ist. Die ganze Wand wurde 
neu gefugt und es wurden in ihr zwei ji.ingere 
Offnungen durchgebrochen. Die si.idliche von ihnen, 
mit Ziegeln vom Format 30 x 15 x 7 cm ummauert, 
hat den Charakter eines nachtraglich vermauerten 
Durchgangs und die andere, ungefahr inmitten der 
Wand plaziert, ist eine in das Quadermauerwerk aus-
gchauene, rundbogig abgeschlossene Nische. 
Das Gewolbe des Raumes ist offensichtlich roma-
nisch, aul3er seinem nordlichen Ende, wo es zweimal 
nachtraglich hergerichtet wurde, wobei sich die 
romanische Form erhalten hat. Deutliche Abdri.icke 
der Bretterverschalung findet man in der Form von 
vier langlichen Feldem mit der Lange (vom Si.iden) 
Verfassung des Katalogs der romanischen Hauser in Prag 
230,235,214 und 215 cm. Ihr Kontakt verlauft, mit 
Ausnahme des letzten Feldes, das unregelmal3ig ist, 
nach Norden in einer fast ungebrochenen Linie. Aus 
deutlich lesbaren Abdri.icken an dem Gewolbe ist evi-
dent, dal3 einzelne E1emente der Verschalung durch-
schnittlich 18 cm breit waren. Geringe Reste des 
verwendeten Holzes sind bis heute im Mortel des 
Gewolbes haften geblieben. Der Gewolbescheitel 
inmitten des Raumes ist im Niveau 193,23 m i.i.d.M. 
In dem dritten, einigemal markant hergerichteten, 
urspri.inglich wohl quadratischen Raum (Ab b. 2: Raum 
3), sind Relikte des Quadermauerhauptes in zwei Ab-
schnitten erhalten geblieben. An der Nordseite bilden 
sie in 10 Reihen vom Niveau 224 cm i.iber de m heu-
tigen Ful3boden (Nivellette 191,41 m- also etwas unter 
dem vorausgesetzten Niveau des Terrains) die ganze 
obere Partie der Wand. Die Hohe einzelner Reihen 
von unten betragt 18, 20, 22, 19, 18, 17, 18, 20, 20 und 
von der letzten Reihe sind nur 6 cm deutlich, der Rest 
ist zugedeckt. An der Si.idwand ist ein geringer Rest 
des Quadermauerwerkes in etwa 50 cm brei ten Strei-
fen bei der Ostseite sichtbar. Die Quader fangen in 
der 250 cm Ho he i.iber dem heutigen Ful3boden (Nivel-
lette 191,67 m) an und bilden zusammen 6 Reihen 
von unten 22, 22, 25, 25,20 und 27 cm hoch. Die i.ibri-
gen Partien des Raumes, eingerechnet des sichtlich 
neuzeitlichen Segrnentgewolbes, sind verputzt. 
Letzte Relikte des romanischen Mauerwerkes sind 
in dem erhohten Raum si.idlich von dem romanischen 
Eingang (Abb. 2: Raum 4) zu sehen. Die unverputzte 
Westwand beinhaltet 5 glaubwi.irdige Reihen des 
romanischen Mauerwerkes, die in dem Niveau 191,53 
m anfangen. Die Hohe der Quaderreihen betragt von 
unten 26, 20, 29, 16 und 33 cm. Etwa in der Mitte 
dieser Wand befindet sich eine heutzutage vermau-
erte Offnung, 150 cm hoch, deren obere Teil mit der 
halbkreisformigen Archivolte den romanischen Cha-
rakter hat. Die Archivolte ruht jedoch auf Sti.itzen 
ungleicher Hohe (si.idliche 68, nordliche 85 cm), die 
andersartig bearbeitet sind und ji.inger aussehen. Im 
wesentlichen bildet die ganze Nordwand der roma-
nische Eingang, resp. ein neuzeitlicher Ersatz seines 
Gewandes; den schmalen Streifen des unverputzten 
Mauerwerkes ostlich von ihm kann man nicht ein-
deutig begutachten. Die i.ibrigen Teile des Raumes 
samt dem Segmentgewolbe und dem urn 15 cm 
niedrigeren und 93 cm brei ten Segmentstreifen ober-
halb des Portals, sind verputzt. 
In den alteren Beschreibung aufgefiihrten Verschie-
denheiten gegeniiber dem heutigen Zustand 
Die romanische Substanz des Hauses hat R. Hlu-
binka im Jahre 1930 festgestellt. Seit der Zeit wurde 
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das romanische Haus einigemal beschrieben und hat 
!eider auch Bauanderungen iiberstanden. In den alte-
ren Beschreibungen werden noch weitere romanische 
Partien erwahnt, die heutzutage unter dem Verputz 
und Anmauerungen verborgen sind oder sogar ent-
fernt wurden. In dem Raum 1 hat man die nordliche 
Mauer allgemein als romanisch betrachtet (Hlubinka 
1947; Carek 1947; Chaloupecey, Kvet & Mencl1948; 
Mencl 1953; Merhautova 1971; Pisa 1971, Carek 
1983, Vlcek & Koll. 1996), aber die angeflihrten 
Quaderhohen im Werte von 30 cm und mehr (Herou-
tova, Jaresova & Libal1960, 24), zusammen mit dem 
oben erwahnten Charakter des heutzutage sichtbaren 
Restes in ihrem westlichen Teil ermoglichen keine 
eindeutige Interpretation. Aufgrund einer bauhistori-
schen Sonde wurde zwar ein Anbau der Nordwand 
zur angepa13ten Westwandfortsetzung konstatiert 
(Spacek 1969, 5), die entdeckte Partie ist jedoch so 
seicht, da13 die Gleichzeitigkeit beider Wande nicht 
auszuschlie13en ist (Spacek 1969, Taf. 111, 112). 
Wenn auch schon das Ebnen des Mauerwerks zwi-
schen gro13en Quadern mit Planerspanen verdachtig 
ist (Spacek 1969, 2), ist das Mauerwerk in einigen 
Teilen deutlich vom romanischen Charakter (Spacek 
1969, Taf. 98). Im oberen Teil der Nordwand wurde 
eine nachtraglich verrnauerte Offnung bemerkt und 
ein Teil ihrer ostlichen Leibung enthiillt (Spacek 
1969, 5 f; Taf. 113, 114 ), vielleicht das urspriingliche 
romanische Fenster. Der romanische Ursprung der 
nordlichen Halfte der Ostwand des Raumes ist zwei-
fellos glaubwiirdig (in der alteren Beschreibung wird 
auch eine vermauerte romanische Ablege-Nische 
erwahnt). Die nordliche Partie dieser Wand ist mit 
der Nordwand des Raumes verbunden (Spacek 1969, 
2). Der Raum 2 ist vollstandig unverputzt und die 
Unterschiede in der Verstandlichkeit haben die oben 
erwahnten neuzeitlichen Herrichtungen verursacht. 
Die Nordwand ist grof3enteils aus Quadern neu ge-
mauert in den Teilen, die friiher bruchsteinartig wa-
ren (Spacek 1969, Taf. 127). Die markante Fuge iiber 
der Gewolbestirn der Siidwand und Bearbeitung der 
Sturzoberkante des romanischen Fensters in einen 
der Gewolbestirn entsprechenden Bogen (Spacek 
1969, 8; Taf. 125 und 126) wurden durch das neu-
zeitliche Fugenwerk unlesbar gemacht. Die Griin-
dungstiefe der West- und Ostwand unterscheidet si eh 
urn 35 cm (Spacek 1969, 11). In dem Raum 3 ist 
gegeniiber den alten Beschreibungen das offensicht-
lich romanische Kreuzgewolbe nicht bemerkbar, es 
kann wohl oberhalb des neuzeitlich eingelegten Seg-
mentgewolbes erhalten sein. Die Anmauerung, die 
mit dem Bau des Segmentgewolbes zusammenhiingt, 
hat die Ostwand des Raumes, die alle iilteren 
Bewertungen ohne nahere Beschreibung als roma-
nisch anfiihren, verdeckt. Als romanisch ist meistens 
auch das Portal betrachtet, das nur in einem Fall als 
zusatzlich eingesetzt bewertet wird (Spacek 1969, 
15). In der Siidwand des Raumes wurde angeblich ein 
Relikt der mit den Quadern angepassten Offnung 
sichtbar, die eher als Portal interpretiert wird (Spacek 
1969, 14; Taf. 143). Das untere Niveau des Quader-
mauerwerkes liegt hier wesentlich hOher als in ande-
ren Raumen und entspricht dem Fuf3 der Portal-
nische, die hier bis zu der neuzeitlichen Herrichtung 
Ab b. 3.- Prag- Altstadt, Konskr.-Nr. 553/I. Schnitt der Riiume 2 und 1 m it dem Blick nach Siiden. 
Stark unterstrichen sind die erhaltenen Partien des romanischen Mauerhiiupter, gestrichelt die 
vorausgesetzte Fortsetzung des Mauerwerks, punktiert das vorausgesetzte Niveau des FujJbodens 
und schraffiert wahrscheinlich die nicht authentischen Teile des romanischen Mauerwerks. 
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mit der Anmauerung fiir das Gewolbe sichtbar war. 
Die Stimseite dieses Portals ist in der Westwand des 
Raumes 4 bis heute sichtbar. In diesem Raum befin-
det sich heutzutage auch ein neu eingelegtes Seg-
mentgewolbe, hinter dessen Anmauerung die schon 
vorher beschriebene obere romanische Partie der 
Ostwand verborgen blieb. Das romanische Portal in 
der Nordwand dieses Raumes war bis zu den letzten 
Herrichtungen zugemauert. 
W eil groBenteils nur die romanischen Mauer-
haupter des Interrieurs identifizierbar sind, kann man 
die Mauerstarke der einzelnen Mauem nicht genau 
bestimmen. Sie wurde nur bei der siidlichen und 
ostlichen Mauer des Raumes 1, wo sie 71 und 84 cm 
betragt, verlaBlich vermerkt. Auf Grund des alteren 
Zustandes kann man dieses MaB im Werte von 63 cm 
bei der Ostwand des Raumes 3 konstatieren. Anhand 
der bauhistorischen Son de ist die romanische West-
wand des Raumes 3 von der Starke 85 cm (Spacek 
1969, 14). Die friiher konstatierte Rollsteinpflaste-
rung in Raumen 1 und 2 wurde wenigstens im Raum 
2 vielleicht jiinger als romanischen Ursprungs, weil 
sie tiefer als die Basis der Quaderhaupter gelegt 
wurde (Spacek 1969, 8). 
Bewertung der Bauentwicklung des romanischen 
Hauses 
Das romanische Ha us Konskr.-Nr.553/I gehort unter 
den Prager romanischen Hausem zu den weitrau-
migeren und komplizierten, was den GrundriB betrifft. 
Diese Situation ist, unserer Meinung nach, das Ergeb-
nis der allmahlichen Entwicklung in mindestens zwei 
romanischen Bauetappen. Als Kern der Disposition 
betrachten wir einen groBen etwa quadratischen 
Raum von der GroBe ea. 6 x 6,5 m. Die Lage seiner 
Nordwand, in der heutigen Gestalt wohl nicht roma-
nisch, entspricht offensichtlich der urspriinglichen 
nordlichen Grenze des Grundstiicks bei einer der 
bedeutendsten mittelalterlichen Kommunikationen 
der Altstadt. Weil das heutige Tonnengewolbe zwei-
fellos gotisch ist und in den romanischen oberen Par-
tien der Siidwand keine Spuren der romanischen Ein-
wolbung sichtbar sind, miissen wir hier eine flache 
Balkendecke voraussetzen. Die erhaltene Nische des 
romanischen Portals im ostlichen Teil der Siidwand 
belegt die Existenz des Eingangs in den Raum von 
der Tiefe der Parzelle. Dieser Raum wurde urn 150 
cm gegeniiber dem umliegenden Terrain eingetieft. 
Der kleinere Raum mit einem Kreuzgewolbe von 
Dimensionen 3,25 x 3,25 mist interessant durch seine 
GrundriB-Abweichung und das Versetzen der West-
wand gegeniiber der Westwand des groBeren Rau-
mes. Fur die Interpretation sind auch das wesentlich 
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Abb. 4. - Prag - Altstadt, Konskr.- Nr. 55311. 
Rekonstruktion des Grundrisses des romanischen Hauses. 
Gestrichelt die vorausgesetzte Mauerstiirke. 
hohere Niveau (minimal urn 125 cm, maximal urn 
150 cm) seines vorausgesetzten fri.ihmittelalterlichen 
FuBbodens, dem auch die Plazierung des Portals in 
die Ostwand entspricht, und auch die Hohensituation 
des Kreuzgewolbes wichtig. Dieser Raum war offen-
sichtlich nur ein wenig, etwa 50 cm gegeniiber dem 
Niveau des Untergrundes eingetieft, im Falle des An-
wachsens des historischen Terrains vor seiner Bauzeit, 
dementsprechend mehr. Es gab keine direkte Ver-
bindung des Raumes mit dem Hauskem. Wir konnen 
zwar nicht einmal die Gleichzeitigkeit der beiden 
Teile des Grundrisses ausschlieBen, aber wesentlich 
wahrscheinlicher ist die zusatzliche Anfiigung des 
kleineren Raumes. Ein Argument ftir den jiingeren 
Ursprung des Raumes ist auch das ungleiche Niveau 
der Basis des Quadermauerwerkes in seiner nordli-
chen und siidlichen Wand- die nordliche ist namlich 
durch die Nivellette des wahrscheinlich urspriinglich 
auBeren oberirdischen Mauerhauptes gegeben, die 
siidliche, etwa urn 26 cm hohere, konnte schon auf 
die nachfolgende stratigraphische Entwicklung auf dem 
Grundstiick reagieren. 
Bestimmt nachtraglich, dem groBen Raum gegen-
iiber, entstand der langliche tonnengewolbte Raum an 
der Ostseite, von Dimensionen 900 x 290 cm. Zu die-
ser Interpretation fiihrt uns die bauliche Situation in 
der oberen Partie der Westwand dieses Raumes, wo 
si eh die romanischen Quadersteine nur oben unter dem 
Gewolbeanfang befinden. Der groBere untere Teil 
dieser Wand ist also die offensichtlich hergerichtete 
Kehrseite der romanischen Ostwand des anliegenden 
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grol3eren Raumes. Die Entstehung in verschiedenen 
Bauphasen unterstutzt auch ein markant abweichen-
des Grundungsniveau der West- und Ostwand (ea. 35 
cm). An den ubrigen Wiinden des tonnengewolbten 
Raumes findet man grol3ere Partien des Quadermau-
erwerkes. Das vorausgesetzte frilhmittelalterliche 
Niveau der Ful3boden beider Riiume konnte bis urn 
20 cm voneinender abweichen, aber die Raume sind 
in der romanischen Epoche offensichtlich wieder 
nicht direkt verbunden worden. Der Eingang in den 
liinglichen Raum befand sich hOchstwahrscheinlich 
schon ursprunglich im sudlichen Teil der Westwand, 
heutzutage ist er jedoch mit Ziegeln ummauert. 
Die beiden kleinen und offensichtlich nachtriig-
lich zugebauten Riiume haben einen Raum heraus-
gebildet, der in der romanischen Finalphase des Hau-
ses eine wichtige Verbindungsfunktion hatte. Anknup-
fend an den urspriinglichen Eingang in den gro13ten 
Raum entstand hier ein kleiner Vorraum, in dessen 
Seitenwiinden si eh Eingiinge in beide kleineren jun-
geren Riiume befanden. Das Absperren des Vorrau-
mes durch eine Mauer an der Sudseite (Chaloupecey, 
Kvet & Mencl 1948, Abb. 49; Mencl 1953, 163) ist 
nicht belegt. Die Spur der Leibung des romanischen 
Eingangs (?) in der Ostwand des Raumes 3 macht das 
angenommene Kommunikationsschema kompliziert, 
wobei die Fundsituation heutzutage nicht zu uberpru-
fen ist. Eine gegenseitige chronologische Beziehung 
der jungeren Anbauten ist nicht eindeutig bestimmt-
bar, aber logisch ware ihre Entstehung in einer Bau-
etappe gewesen. 
Die romanische Entwicklung des Objektes kann 
man in zwei Grundetappen voraussetzen. In der iilte-
ren von ihnen entstand wohl der einraumige flach-
gedeckte Kern bei der Stra13enf1uchtlinie, der durch 
den Anbau von zwei kleineren eingewolbten Riiumen 
die endgi.iltige drei resp. vierraumige Gestalt bekam. 
Die fri.iher aufgestellten Erwagungen uber das hOhere 
Alter des Raumes 2, genauso uber seine Zugehorig-
keit zu einem anderen romanischen Objekt auf dem 
anliegenden Grundstuck (Heroutova, Jaresova & 
Libal 1960,60 ff.; Spacek 1969, 41) lehnen wir ab. 
Die markanten Hohendifferenzen der Ful3boden zwi-
schen den Riiumen 1 und 3 schreiben wir dem sehr 
verschiedenen MaB der Eintiefung zu, das auch durch 
die unterschiedliche Entstehungszeit und nicht durch 
einen steilen Anstieg des Terrains an dieser Stelle 
gegeben wurde (Libal & Heroutova 1961, 50). Eine 
gleichzeitige Entstehung des ganzen Baus (PiSa 
1971, 117) schlie13en wir a us. 
Keiner von den erhaltenen Raumen diente zwei-
fellos den Wohnzwecken, so daB wir unter der ver-
ni.inftigen Vorraussetzung, dal3 das Haus doch auch 
ein Wohnhaus war, die Existenz eines weiteren 
Wohngeschosses voraussetzen mussen. Diese Wahr-
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scheinlichkeit erhOht auch der markante Unterschied 
der Ebenen der beiden quadratischen Riiume. 
Fi.ir die absolute Datierung fehlt eine exakte 
Stutze, aber das eindeutig romanische Opus Pseudo-
isodomum beider ji.ingeren Teile muBte noch vor der 
Mitte des 13.Jahrhunderts entstanden sein. Archiiolo-
gische Funde auf der Hausparzelle im Innenhof 
erlauben die Entstehung eines anspruchsvolleren 
gemauerten Aufbaus fruher als urn die Wende des 12. 
und 13. Jahrhunderts zu bezweifeln. 
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Topographische Struktur Breslaus (Wroclaw): zwei Typen der 
mittelalterlichen Stadt im mitteleuropaischen Binnenland 
Eine momentan weit verbreitete These stellt die 
Auffassung dar, daf3 die Gestalt einer mittelalter-
lichen Stadt von den Natur-, Rechts-, Wirtschafts-, 
und Kulturbedingungen abhiingig ist. Der Individuelle 
Einfluf3 ihrer Bewohner oder Besitzer hatte dem-
gegeniiber eine vie! geringere Bedeutung (Sombart 
1907; Weber 1921; Benevolo 1993). Ausnahmen bil-
den Stiidte, die von ihren Griindem an Orten geplant 
wurden, wo die oben genannten Standortfaktoren nicht 
auf Dauer gewiihrleistet waren, so daf3 die neuen 
Griindungen nach einer Zeit wiist fielen (vgl. Beitrag 
Stephan in diesem Band). Das mittelalterliche Bres-
lau ist ein gutes Beispiel fiir eine Stadt, die sich den 
wechselnden Bedingungen anpaf3te. Uber die poli-
tische und wirtschaftliche Bedeutung des mittelal-
terliches Breslau entschied ein Geflecht von Umstiin-
den, das sich vor allem aus der Anwesenheit der 
rurstlichen Burg und des Doms mit einem Bischofs-
sitz sowie aus der verkehrsgeographisch giinstigen 
Lage an einem Handelsstraf3enkreuz zusammensetzt. 
Wichtige von Koln nach Kiew und von Prag zur 
Ostseekiiste verlaufende Verkehrswege treffen sich 
in Breslau (Abb. 1). 
Das Geftige der mittelalterlichen Stadtbesiedlung 
in Breslau war stark von den hydrographischen 
Bedingungen abhiingig. Das Fluf3netz war hier be-
sonders entwickelt. Es wurde aus der in mehreren 
Armen flief3enden Oder in ihrem brei ten Tal und drei 
Ab b. 1. - Die Fernhandelsstraften in Mitteleuropa im ll.-13.Jh.: 1: Ferndandelstraften, 2: Hanza-Stiidte, 3: and ere 
Stiidte, 4: Bankzentren. Nach L. Benevolo. 
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in sie miindende kleinere Fliisse gebildet. Hinzu 
kamen noch zahlreiche Altarme. Die Gewasser ander-
ten ihren Lauf auf natiirliche Weise. Spater kamen 
anthropogene Veranderungen hinzu, so dal3 zahl-
reiche Flul3inseln (Werder) entstanden. Die gro13te 
Bedeutung ftir die Siedlungsentwicklung besal3en die 
Dominsel, die Insel "Sand" und die Areale im 
Uferbereich beiderseits des Oderstroms. 
Die mittelalterliche Besiedlung setzt in Breslau 
im 7. Jh. im Nordteil der spateren Stadt und in der 
ersten Halfte des 10. Jhs. auf der Dominsel ein. Eine 
Intensivierung der Siedlungstatigkeit kann man je-
doch erst seit der Wende vom 10. zum 11. Jh. beo-
bachten. Die Grundlage fur die Entwicklung der 
Besiedlung auf der Dominsel waren die dort ent-
standenen Machtzentren - staatliche im nordwestli-
chen und kirchliche im stidostlichen Teil der Insel 
(Abb. 2). Die beide Zentren fanden in einer neuen 
zweiteiligen Burg mit einer Flache von 5-6 ha platz, 
die eine altere Befestigung a us der 1. Halfte des 10. 
Jahrhunderts ab!Oste (K6cka & Ostrowska 1955; 
Kazmierczyk 1991-1995, Teil. 1, 31-45, Ab b. 6). Der 
Sitz des Castellaneus (Burggrafen) und spateren Ftir-
sten befand sich in dem stark befestigten, nordwest-
lichen Teil der Burg, dessen monumentaler Holz-
Erde-Wall etwa 20 m breit war. V order Mitte des 12. 
Jhs. wurde im filrstlichen Teil der Burg die steinerne, 
einschiffige Kirche St. Martin gebaut und seit dem 
Ende des Jahrhunderts wurden alle bisher h01zerne 
Elemente der Burg sukzessiv durch Backsteinarchi-
tektur ersetzt. Die so entstandene Burg war wahrend 
des 13. Jhs. die Hauptresidenz der schlesischen Pi as-
ten (Malachowicz & Lasota 1987, 4-1 0; Malacho-
wicz 1993, 31-36; Zurek 1996). Der wesentlich gro-
13ere Teil der Burgan1age, das Suburbium, enthielt in 
seinem siidostlichen Teil die Kathedrale und den 
Bischofssitz. Das Gelande zwischen der Hauptburg 
und dem Dom wurde dicht mit in Holz errichteten 
GehOften bedeckt. Ein GehOft bestand aus mehreren 
Gebauden: ein in Block- oder Flechtwerkbau errich-
tetes Wohnhaus mit einer Grundflache von 20-25 m2, 
ein Stall und manchmal ein Speicher. 
Die Gebaude wurden nach einem einheitlichen 
Bebauungsplan so angeordnet, daf3 die Wande ben-
achbarter Hauser parallel zueinander standen. Die 
Straf3en und Platze innerhalb der Siedlung waren 
grol3tenteils mit Spaltbohlen bedeckt (Busko, Czers-
ka & Kazmierczyk 1985; Kazmierczyk 1991-1995, 
Teil 2, 22-24 ). 
Die Bebauung diente vor allem der bewaffneten 
Mannschaft samt ihren Familien und den Bedien-
steten des Fiirsten und des Bischofs. Wir wissen 
nicht, in welchem Teil der Siedlung Handwerker und 
Kaufleute wohnten. Im ostlichen Teil der Insel konn-
ten nur die mit dem Baubetrieb in Zusammenhang 
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stehende Handwerke nachgewiesen werden (Kaz-
mierczyk, Kramarek, Lasota 1980). Beschlage einer 
Thorarolle bezeugenjedoch fur das Ende des 12. Jhs. 
die Anwesenheit der judischen Kaufleuten (Kazmier-
czyk, 1991-1995, Teil2., Abb. 62). 
Die Besiedlung im Gebiet der Elbing im Norden 
Breslaus wurde nach einer ersten Phase im 7./8. Jh. 
und anschliel3ender Unterbrechung erst im 11.-12. Jh. 
bei einem befestigten Sitz der adeligen Familie 
Wlostowic und der St. Michaeliskirche neu organi-
siert. Das bedeutendste Mitglied der Familie, der 
filrstliche Palatin ("Pfalzgraf') Piotr stiftete dort vor 
der Mitte des 12. Jhs. die Abtei St. Vinzenz. V order 
Abteikirche wurde der Jahrmarkt abgehalten und fand 
der Kretscham (Gasthaus) seinen Platz. 
Neben Herrensitz und Abtei existierte eine aus 
einem GehOftgeftige bestehende Siedlung. Eine Pfarr-
organisation existierte im Benediktiner- bzw. seit 
dem Ende des 12. Jhs. im Pramonstratenserkloster. 
Der Friedhof der Parochie \vurde an der Stidwand der 
Vinzenzkirche entdeckt (Piekalski 1991, 44-65; 1994, 
218-219). Im Westteil der Elbing bestand der schrift-
lichen Oberlieferung zufolge ein archaologisch nicht 
nachgewiesener Herrensitz des Comes (Graf) Mikora, 
samt einer wirtschaftlich orientierten Ansiedlung mit 
Fleischbanken, Fischteichen und Garten (Mlynarska 
1986, 36-44 ). Die zweite Abtei im friihstadtischen 
Breslau wurde von der Familie Wlostowic auf der 
zentralliegenden Insel Sand, bei einer Oderfurt, ftir 
die Augustiner vor 1149 gestiftet (Czerner 1962; 
Mlynarska 1986, 37-38). 
Im Stiden erstreckte sich die hochmittelalterliche 
Besiedlung Breslaus von der Oderfurt zur Insel Sand 
im Norden und bis zur St. Adalbertkirche im Stiden. 
Aufgrund der archaologischen Quellen kann man 
behaupten, daf3 das Gelande vornehmlich von Hand-
werkern bewohnt wurde. Identifiziert wurden Werk-
statten ftir Verarbeitung von Buntmetall, Eisen, Kno-
chen und Geweih, Glas sowie Leder (Kazmierczyk 
1966-1970). Die in der Siedlung liegende Kirche ist, 
ahnlich wie der zugehorige Friedhof, vor der Mitte 
des 12. Jhs. entstanden (Maleczyfiski 1951, Nr 22, 68; 
Piszczalowski, Lissak, Karst & Zalewski 1993, 36-
46). 
· Mit der friihstadtischen Struktur bringt man auch 
die Anfange der Kirche St. Maria-Magdalena am 
stidwestlichen Rand der Besiedlung am linken 
Oderufer in Verbindung. Bei einer Kirchengrabung 
wurden Relikte von zwei romanischen Phasen ent-
deckt. Die altere wurde ans Ende des 12. Jhs. die 
jtingere an den Anfang des 13. Jhs. datiert (Bro-
niewski & Kozaczewski 1967, 3-22). 
Vieles spricht ftir die These, dal3 die Siedlung mit 
einigen Erwahungen der civitas Vratislaviensis am 
An fang des 13. Jhs. identifiziert werden kann (Mly-
Topographische Struktur Breslaus: Zwei Typen der mittelalterlichen Stadt im mitteleuropaischen Binnenland 
narska-Kaletynowa 1995, 19-21 ). Ne ben der civitas 
am linken Oderufer existierten noch andere Sied-
lungen. Die zwei wichtigsten von ihnen wurden von 
Glisten bewohnt. Am Ufer des Fluf3es Ohlau (Olawa), 
im stidwestlichen Stadtteil bei der Mauritiuskirche, 
ist eine Siedlung wallonischr Weber wahrscheinlich 
amEnde des 12. Jhs. entstanden (Gorlitz 1937, 89-
100; Mlynarska-Kaletynowa 1986, 59-66). Judische 
Kaufleute, deren friihere Anwesenheit auf der Dom-
insel nur aufgrund eines einziges Fundes bestiitigt 
werden konnte, waren am linken Oderufer ungefahr 
seit der Wende vom 12. zum 13. Jh. angesiedelt. 
Diese Datierung ist vor allem durch Grabsteine eines 
spiiter zerstorten Friedhofs und durch Schriftquellen 
begriindet (Markgraf 1986, 225-226; Kazmierczyk 
1959, 245; Mlynarska-Kaletynowa 1986,5 1-58). 
Topographische Veriinderungen von entscheiden-
der Bedeutung wurden in Breslau wiihrend des 13. 
Jhs. durchgeftihrt. Vor 1242 siedelten die schlesi-
schen Piasten in der Stadt eine deutsche Gemeinde 
an. Die neuen Siedler erhielten Stadtrecht in Anleh-
nung an das Magdeburger Recht. Die Lokalisierung 
der ersten Siedlung der deutschen Gemeinde ist 
Thema einer langanhaltenden Diskussion, die bis 
jetzt nicht entscheiden werden kann (Kozaczewski 
1959; Mlynarska-Kaletynowa 1986, dort scharfsin-
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Abb. 2.- Breslau/Wroclaw bis zu Beginn des 13. Jhs. 
Kirchen: I: Domkirche St. Johannes der Tiiufer, If: Stiftskirche St. Agidius, III: St. Martin-Kapelle, IV: St. Peter-Kapelle, 
V: Erzengel Michael, VI: St. Adalbert, VII: St. Maria Magdalena, VIII: St. Maria A'gyptianerin, IX: St. Mauritius, X: St. 
Nikolaus. 
Kloster: A: Priimonstratenser St. Vinzenz, B: Reguliirkanoniker St. M aria. a: Hofvon Peter Wlostowic, b: Hofvon Comes 
Mikora, c: Bischofshof 
I: Oderlauf, 2: Altwasser, 3: mitfruhstiidtischen Agglomeration verbundene Besiedlung, 4: Dorf, 5: Friedhof, 6: Kirche, 
7: Kloster, 8: Herrenhof, 9: Wall, I 0: Jahrmarkt, If: Wochenmarkt, 12: Kretscham, 13: Fleischbank, 14: StrajJe, 15: 
Damm, 16: Brilcke. 
Nach Mlynarska-Kaletynowa (1995) mit Ergiinzungen des Verfassers. 
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nige Quellenauswertung; 1995; Rozpedowski 1995). 
Trotzdem konnen wir feststellen, daJ3 der topogra-
phische Wande1 der Stadt durch planmaJ3ige Anlage 
des heutiges Marktes und eines regelmaJ3igen, schach-
brettartigen StraJ3ennetzes mit rechteckigen Arealen 
begann (Abb. 3). Auf diesen Arealen befanden sich 
die regelmaJ3igen Parzellen der Burger. Auf einem 
dem Hauptmarkt (Ring) si.idwestlich benachbarbarten 
Area! wurde der Salzmarkt angelegt. Die Ausgra-
bungen auf dem Markt bestatigen, daJ3 er vor der 
Mitte des 13. Jhs. auf einem fri.iher unbesiedelten 
Gebiet in seiner heutigen Gestalt entstanden ist. Ein 
Zusammenhang des Platzes mit einer Handelsta-
tigkeit wurde durch dort gefundene holzeme Relikte 
von Kramerbuden hergestellt. Die feuchten Kultur-
schichten auf der Oberflache des Marktes wurde 
durch Sandplanierungen, partielle Steinpflasterungen 
oder lockere Holzbelage befestigt und begehbar gem-
acht. Ahnliche Be1age wiesen die mit dem Markt in 
Beziehung stehenden StraJ3en auf. Der konstante 
Verlauf der StraJ3entrassen seit dem 13. Jh. wurde auch 
durch Ausgrabungen bestatigt. Die Veranderungen 
bezogen sich nur auf die StraJ3enbreiten. GroJ3ere 
Unterschiede zwischen dem neuzeitlichen Stadtplan 
und dem StadtgrundriJ3 im 13. Jh. kann man nur im 
Ostteil des regelmaJ3ig gep1anten Gebietes beobach-
ten, wo die neue Stadtstruktur die altere civitas bei 
den Kirchen St. Adalbert und St. Maria-Magdalena 
Gberdeckt. Der Gber der civitas neu angelegte Bereich 
besaB einen eigenen, als Neumarkt bezeichneten 
rechteckigen Marktp1atz. 
Die archaologischen Grabungen, sowie auch urba-
nistische und baugeschichtliche Forschungen bezi.ig-
lich der GroJ3e der Grundsti.icke und der Bebauungs-
blocke lassen vermuten, daJ3 das Gelande, ahnlich 
wie der nordwestliche Teil der heutigen Altstadt, spa-
ter an den Sied1ungskem angeschlossen wurde. Der 
Neumarkt ist aufgrund dieser Forschungen in der 
zweiten Halfte des 13. Jhs. entstanden (Kazmierczyk 
1966-1970, Teil. 1, 26-27; Lasota & Chorowska 1995). 
Die sich entwickelnde Stadt auf dem linken 
Oderufer hatte zwei Pfarrkirchen zur Verfiigung. Die 
erste war die von der alteren civitas Gbemomrnene St. 
Maria-Magdalena-Kirche und die zweite war die in 
den dreiJ3iger Jahren des 13. Jhs. an der nordwest-
lichen Marktecke entstandene St. Elisabethkirche 
(Broniewski & Kozaczewski 1967; Lasota & Rozpe-
dowski 1980; Lasota & Piekalski, im Druck). In 
Konkurrenz zu den Pfarrkirchen standen die am 
Rande der neuentstandenen Stadtstruktur gestifteten 
KlOster der Dominikaner und Franziskaner; beson-
ders der armere Teil der Bevolkerung fi.ihlte sich zu 
ihnen hingezogen (Malachowicz 1975; Lasota & 
Rozpedowski 1981). Alle Kirchen wurden aus Back-
stein in einem ftir Schlesien charakteristischen spat-
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romanischen Stil erbaut und im 14. Jh. durch groBere 
Bauten im Stil der Gotik ersetzt. 
Eine genauere Erforschung der Binnenstruktur 
der Parzellen zeigte, daJ3 deren Bebauung eine 
Gliederung in mehrere Zonen aufwies (Busko 1995; 
Piekalski 1996). Der zur StraJ3e gelegene Teil der 
Grundsti.icke wurde durch das Wohnhaus eingenom-
men. Das Haus wurde aus Holz als Standerbau oder 
aus Ziegeln gebaut (Piekalski 1996a). Die seit der 
Mitte des 13. Jhs. aufkommenden Backsteinbauten 
wurden im 15. Jh. beherrschendes Element der stadt-
lichen Bebebauung (Chorowska 1994 ). Die zweite 
Zone diente als Produktionsstatte oder erfi.illte eine 
andere wirtschaftliche Funktion, zum Beispiel ftir 
hauslichen Eigenbedarf. Die Hintergebaude fanden 
in der dritten Zone Platz. In der vierten Zone lagen 
Entsorgungsanlagen und Brunnen oder manchmal 
Gartenland. Im Bereich des Marktes rekonstruiert man 
aufgrund baugeschichtlicher Forschung urspri.ingliche 
ParzellengroJ3en von 60 mal 120 FGJ3e. Weiter nord-
lich und ostlich hatten die Parzellen nur 40 oder 20 
Fi.iJ3e. Schon si et dem 13. Jh. wurden die Parzellen 
zunehmend verandert und aufgeteilt (Lasota & Cho-
rowska 1995). 
Das Gelande am Oderufer, nordlich des regel-
massig geplanten Stadteils stand dem ftirstlichen 
Haus zur Verfi.igung. Im Ostteil des landesherrlichen 
Gelandes wurde im Jahre 1214 das Hospital zum 
Heiligen Geist gestiftet. Weiter westlich entstanden 
gegen Mitte des. 13. Jhs. das Franziskanerkloster St. 
Jakob, das Klarissenkloster, die Komturei der Kreuz-
ritter mit dem Rotem Stem an der Mattiaskirche, das 
St. Elisabethhospital sowie die FGrstenresidenz mit 
einer ji.idische Siedlung in der Nahe (Mlynarska-
Kaletynowa 1986, s. 138-161; Malachowicz 1994). 
Das regelmaJ3ig geplante Gebiet und die fiirst-
lichen curiae am Oderufer umfaJ3ten zusammen un-
gefahr 40 ha. Sie wurden von einem Fortifikations-
system umgeben und von den alteren Elementen der 
Stadtagglomeration abgetrennt. Der Mauerbau wurde 
im Jahre 1242 angefangen (Golifiski 1986, 24 ). Die 
teils bis heute erhaltene teils durch Ausgrabungen 
bekannte Fortifikation bestand aus einer 6 m hohen 
Ziegelmauer auf einem Fundament aus Feldsteinen. 
Die Mauer hatte sechs Tore. Alle 30 m war sie mit 
einem etwa 3,5 m vor die Mauerflucht herausgezo-
genen Halbturm befestigt. AuJ3erhalb der Mauer 
wurde ein ki.instlicher Graben angelegt (Piwko & 
Romanow 1093; Piszczalowski, Lissak, Karst & 
Zalewski 1993; Busko & Piekalski 1993, 148-149; 
Piekalski 1996b). Im Jahr 1262 wurde im Osten der 
Altstadt die Neustadt gegri.indet. W ahrscheinlich 
wurde ebenfalls in der sechziger Jahren die Stadt im 
Westen und im Si.iden erweitert, aber die neue, zweite 
Befestigungslinie wurde erst in der Mitte des 14. Jhs. 
Topographische Struktur Breslaus: Zwei Typen der mittelalterlichen Stadt im mitteleuropaischen Binnenland 
vollendet. Die Stadterweiterung wurde bis ins 16. Th. 
als Vorstadt betrachtet (Golifiski 1986, 27-32; 1995, 
29-30). Die Entwicklung der mittelalterlichen Stadt 
wurde mit der Entstehung von unbefestigten Vor-
sHi.dten abgeschlossen. Das waren die Schweidnizer 
Vorstadt im Siiden, die Nikolaivorstadt im Westen, 
die Ohlauervorstadt im Osten und die Odervorstadt 
im Nordwesten. 
Ich will versuchen, die Topographie der mittel-
alterlichen Stadt Breslau zu charakterisieren und 
zwei Entwicklungsphasen herauszustellen, die zwei 
verschiedene Stadtmodelle reprasentieren. Das altere 
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Abb. 3. - Breslau/Wroclaw in der Mitte des 13. Jhs. 
Modell, stellt eine polyzentrische Siedlungsstruktur 
dar, deren zahlreiche Elemente auf den Oderinseln 
und auf beiden Fluf3ufem lagen. Die administrative 
Funktion der Stadt ftir Schlesien und spater fiir das 
Breslauer Filrstentum manifestierte sich in der 
Filrstenburg auf der Dominsel. Die Anwesenheit des 
Filrsten und die Befestigungen auf der Dominsel 
entschieden iiber ihr militarisches Gewicht. Kleinere 
weltliche Machtzentren fanden auf3erhalb der Dom-
insel Platz. Die Funktion eines religiOsen Zentrums 
erfilllte der Dom samt Bischofsresidenz in dem 
ostlichen, mit von der Befestigung umgebenen Teil 





I: Domkirche St. Johannes der Taufer, If: Stiftskirche St. Agidius, Ill: St. Martin-Kapelle, IV: St. Peter-Kapelle, V: 
Erzengel Michael, VI: s. im Punkt D, VII: St. Maria Magdalena, VIII: St. Maria Agyptianerin, IX: St. Mauritius, X: St. 
Niicolaus, XI: Elisabethkirche, XII: Aller-Heiligenkirche. 
Kloster: A: Pramonstratenser St. Vinzenz, B: Regularkanoniker St. Maria, C: Heiligen Geist-Hospital, D: DomiRikaner, 
E: Franziskaner, F: Klarissen, G: Elisabeth-Hospital der Kreuzritter mit Rotem Stern und der Mathias Kirche, H: Laza-
rus-Leprosenhospital. 
1: Oderlauf. 2: Kirche, 3: Besiedlung, 4: Friedhof, 5: Schule, 6: Kloster, 7: Herrenhof, 8-9: Straj3en, 10: Kretscham, 
11: Muhle, 12-13: Brncke. 
Nach Mlynarska-Kaletynowa (1995). 
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wirtschaftliche Rolle spiel ten die grol3en und venno-
genden Abteien St. Vinzenz aufEibing und St. Maria 
auf der Insel Sand. Die nichtagrarischen Kompo-
nenten der Wirtschaft der fri.ihen Stadt konzentrierten 
sich in der civitas auf dem linken Oderufer und in 
Elbing, wo ein Jahnnarkt abgehalten und auch der 
tagliche Handel abgewickelt wurde. In dieser Stadt 
waren auch ethnisch fremde Gaste tatig: Wallonen, 
Juden und wahrscheinlich Deutsche. Das Zentrum 
dieser Iockeren Stadtstruktur bildete die Dominsel. 
Die Grundlage ftir die Entwicklung des jGngeren 
Stadttypus stellt der Anschlu/3 eines regelmal3ig 
geplanten Gebietes ftir die deutsche Gemeinde an die 
vorher bestehende Stadtstruktur dar. Die aus dem 
Westen Gbertragenen urbanistischen, wirtschaftlichen 
und rechtlichen Errunggeschaft, sowie die ftirstliche 
Forderung nutzend, vennag die BGrgergemeinde bis 
zum Ende des 13. Jhs. eine gro13e Stadt neuen Typs 
zu bauen. Das Zentrum der umgewandelten Stadt-
struktur wurde der Markt (Ring) mit einem Rathaus. 
Die rechtliche Grenze der BGrgerstadt wurde durch 
Stadtrnauer markiert. Das alte Zentrum auf der Dom-
insel blieb aul3erhalb der Mauern. Aus der Rechts-
stadt wurden auch die Abtei St. Maria auf der Inset 
Sand und die St. Vinzenzabtei mit beiliegenden 
Siedlung in Elbing ausgeschlossen. Der alte Jahr-
markt bei St. Vinzenz wurde durch Filrst Heinrich I. 
aufgehoben. Das Bistum und auch die schlesischen 
Piasten haben seit Anfang des 14. Jhs. den Einflu/3 
aufEntwicklung und Bedeutung der Stadt verloren. 
Ein Vergleich der Entwicklung der Topographie 
Breslaus im Mittelalter, besonders im 12.-13. Jh., mit 
der anderer Stadte im kontinentalen Teil Mittel-
europas flihrt zum dem Ergebnis, da/3 Ahnlichkeiten 
sowohl ftir das deutschsprachige Gebiet als auch fur 
Polen und Tschechien bestehen. Die topographischen 
Unterschiede zwischen fri.ih- und spatrnittelalterli-
chen Stadttypen resultierten aus veranderten Funk-
tionen und Bedingungen, in denen beide Strukturen 
existierten. Die fri.ihmittelalterlichen Stadte im mittel-
europaischen Binnenland, z.B. Koln im 8.-11. Jh., 
Magdeburg im 10.-12. Jh., Prag oder Breslau bis zum 
An fang des 13. Jhs. entwickelten si eh bei Zentren der 
weltlichen und kirchlichen Macht (Steuer 1987; 
Schich 1980; Brachmann 1985; Hum!, Dragoun & 
Novy 1990/1991). Die nichtagrarische Wirtschaft 
dieser Stadte wurde urn konigliche, furstliche oder 
bischofliche Residenzen organisiert. Die Entwick-
lung der Stadtgrundrisse dieser Stadte flihrte meist zu 
polyzentrischen Strukturen. Jeder Teil der Stadt-
struktur erftillte eine eigene Funktion. Die Eigenstan-
digkeit der einzelnen Elemente wurde durch eigene 
Kirchen hervorgehoben. Die durch Befestigungen und 
monumentale Architektur ausgezeichneten Macht-
zentren bildeten die wichtigsten Kristalisationszen-
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tren dieser Stadte. Dieses Stadtrnodell charakterisiert 
viele frGh- und hochmittelelterliche Zentren im 
Inneren Mitteleuropas, unabhangig von ihrer politi-
schen und etnischen Zugehorigkeit. Multiethnizitat 
wird als ein die Stadtentwicklung fordernder Faktor 
bezeichnet (LGbke 1995). 
Die hoch- und spatrnittelalterlichen Bilrgerstadte 
befanden sich innerhalb eines gegrenzten Geliindes, 
das der Stadtgemeinde rechtlich zugeordnet wurde. 
Die zentralen Punkte einer Stadt bildeten das Rathaus 
und der Markt, der die Gestalt einer breiten Stra13e 
oder eines Platzes besa/3. Die Grundrisse der Stadte 
waren Ergebnis einer historischen Entwicklung, wie 
z.B. in Duisburg, Hoxter/Corvey, Magdeburg, Bres-
lau, Krakau und anderen gewachsenen Stadten 
(Radwanski 1975; Meckseper 1991, 50-59; Tromnau 
1990; Stephan 1994; 1995; Brachmann 1995) oder 
Resultat einer geplanten Tatigkeit, wie in den GrGn-
dungsstiidten der Herzoge von Ziihringen, in meisten 
Stiidten Ostdeutschlands, Schlesiens oder im Staat 
des Deutschen Ordens (Schadek 1990; Higounet 
1990, 133-247, 294-304; Bogucka & Samsonowicz 
1986, 89-1 04). Wichtiges Merkmal der Stadte ist ein 
Streben nach Geschlossenheit und Kompaktheit des 
Grundrisses. Die topographische Entwicklung hatte 
haufig die Einverleibung oder Entfernung der Stadt 
benachbarter Gebiete aul3erhalb der durch das Stadt-
recht privilegierten Zone zur Folge. Die Regelmal3ig-
keit der Grundrisse der GrGndungsstiidte ist wahr-
scheinlich nur in geringem Mal3e eine Reminiszenz 
von spiitantiker Stadtbaukunst, sondern vor allem ein 
Ergebnis der Entwicklung einer eigenen mittelalter-
Iichen Stadtbauweise, die besonders seit Anfang des 
13. Jhs. ein hohes Niveau erreichte. Die Verlegung 
der Orte, wo Beschlilsse gefa13t wurden, aus den 
Bischofsresidenzen und Pfalzen oder Burgen in die 
Rathiiuser verursachte eine Verlegung der topogra-
phischen Stadtzentren, wenn die Stiidte einem neuen 
rechtlichen oder auch wirtschaftlichen Zustand ange-
pal3t wurden. Dieses Phiinomen scheint auch unab-
hiingig von der politischen und ethnischen Zuge-
horigkeit der Stadte sein1 • 
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Casas y palacios. El tejido urbano del Oviedo del siglo XVI. 
Ordenanza para edificar, tipologias, tecnicas constructivas 
y organizacion del trabajo de canteros y carpinteros 
I Oviedo entre Ios siglos XV y XVI. El tejido social 
y la forma urbana. Las primeras iniciativas del 
regimiento de la ciudad 
En carta remitida el 16 de agosto de 1515 al 
Consejo Real, D. Diego de Muros, obispo de Oviedo, 
describia la ciudad como una autentica Babilonia 1• Y, 
por esas fechas, Oviedo era, efectivamente, tal y 
como la definio el profesor Juan Ignacio Ruiz de la 
Pei'ia\ una bulliciosa y dimimica "ciudad de merca-
do ", cuyos habitantes, unos 240 vecinos 3, contribuy-
eron, como comitentes de empresas concretas o medi-
ante el pago de impuestos, a cristalizarla. 
El recinto urbana habia cambiado muy poco 
desde la construccion de la nueva muralla, erigida en 
el siglo XIII, una cerea que encerraba en realidad, tal 
y como ha sei'ialado Juan Ignacio Ruiz de la Pei'ia 4, 
dos mundos y dos estadios diferentes de la evolucion 
de la ciudad (Fig. 1). De un !ado, estaba la primitiva 
"civitas episcopal", un pequei'io nucleo aglutinado 
por la catedral de San Salvador y, fuera de esa primi-
tiva civitas, crecio otra ciudad, nacida al calor de la 
actividad comercial, alrededor de la plaza del merca-
do y de la gran "rua comercial", la principal arteria 
vital de la ciudad, que se extendia entre la puerta de 
Cimadevilla y la de Socastiello, o del Campo, y que 
definia el recinto urbana de la ciudad de mercado, 
abarcando la zona comprendida dentro del cuadrante 
suroriental de la urbe y tambien el populoso barrio de 
Socastiello. Fuera de la muralla, habian crecido Ios 
arrabales junto a !as puertas de Cimadevilla - pre-
cedente de la plaza barroca del Ayuntamiento- y de 
Socastiello - conocido como plaza de Santa Maria 
del Campo, lugar en el que existio un mercado y una 
Deben saber que esta cibdad de Oviedo, aunque no es tan 
grande como el Cairo, en la confusion se iguala a la gran Babi-
lonia, puede aver en ella hasta CLXXX vecinos !egos yen esto 
entra todo el senado, consules patricios, y plebeyos», Archivo 
General de Simancas, Registro General del Sello, Camara Pue-
blos, 16 agosto 1515, cit. GARCIA ORO J., Diego de Muros J!Jy 
la cultura gallega del siglo XV, Ed. Galaxia, Yigo, 1976, 69. 
2 Sobre este tema vid: RUIZ DE LA PENA J.I., El comercio 
zona muy vital en la Baja Edad Media, junto a la que 
se instalaron Ios conventos de Ios franciscanos y de 
!as clarisas. Otro arrabal importante era el de la calle 
del Rosa!, proximo a otra zona de expansion en 
Epoca Modema, el Fontan. 
Aunque hasta el siglo XVII no se hizo general que 
Ios grandes linajes asturianos edificasen su casa en la 
capital, sabemos que algunos ya tenian alii sus pala-
cios en el siglo XVI, y no menos destacadas eran !as 
residencias de un acomodado estamento burgues, cuyo 
tono de vida era muy similar al de sus homonimos de 
otras villas de mercado de Castilla e incluso al de 
ciudades tan dinamicas como Burgos o Leon. Por 
debajo de Ios burgueses mas ricos, podemos situar a 
Ios comerciantes en menor escala y a Ios profesio-
nales, que habitualmente poseian casa propia. Los 
clerigos, en relacion con su grado de enriqueci-
miento, gozaban tambien de una posicion y un tono 
de vida similar al de estas clases medias y altas del 
Oviedo quinientista y, por lo tanto, costearon casas 
acordes con el mismo. Un sector importante de la 
poblacion lo componian Ios menestrales, aquellos que 
ejercian algun oficio u actividad artesanal: Ios cami-
ceros, ferreros, etc., quienes, en general, habitaban 
!as viviendas entre medianeras de Ios barrios mas 
populares, especialmente extramuros, caso del Rosa!, 
Santa Clara o El Campo. 
Aunque tiende a admitirse que, de un !ado Ios 
nobles y Ios burgueses, y de otro Ios diferentes colec-
tivos de menestrales, se agrupaban en barrios especi-
ficos dentro de la ciudad, como sucede en otras 
muchas, en la practica se constata una mayor flexi-
bilidad. En su momento, Ruiz de la Pei'ia ya habia 
sei'ialado que, si bien Ios profesionales de un mismo 
ovetense en la Edad Media, Camara de Comercio, Industria y 
Navegaci6n de Oviedo, 1990 y GARCIA CUETOS M• Pilar, 
Arquitectura en Asturias 1500-1580. La dinastia de Ios 
Cerecedo, Real lnstituto de Estudios Asturianos, Oviedo, 1996, 
95 y ss. 
3 CUARTAS RlVERO M., Oviedo y el Principado de Asturias 
a fines de la Edad Media, I.D.E.A. 1980, 145. 
4 Ruiz De La Pei\a, ob.cil., 165-166. 
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oficio tendian a localizarse en una misma zona de la 
urbe, no era menos cierto que se detecta en el Oviedo 
bajomedieval cierta dispersion en lo tocante a la loca-
lizacion de !as casas de Ios diversos sectores 
profesionales5, y en el siglo XVI el hecho de que Ios 
representantes de Ios diversos oficios tendian a 
dispersarse dentro del conjunto urbano puede consta-
tarse documentalmente. 
Pese a todo, y como es logico, Ios diferentes esta-
mentos si tendian a instalarse en zonas concretas y 
habia barrios mas prestigiados que otros. El estamen-
to eclesiastico se ubicaba alrededor de la catedral, en 
la "civitas episcopal", en calles como la Gascona o 
Noceda. La zona comercial, la Rua de !as Tiendas, 
Cimadevilla o Socastiello, era la preferida por Ios 
mercaderes y el estamento burgues y en ella encon-
tramos tambien casas de nobles. Escribanos y perso-
najes muy acomodados habitaban en la calle de la 
Plateria, conviviendo con Ios artesanos de ese oficio, 
instalados en Ios bajos de sus casas, y Ios menestrales 
se repartian en !as calles de la Ferreria o Ios Pozos y 
Ruiz De La Pef\a, ob.cit., 150-151 
URJA Rru J., Contribuci6n a la historia de la arquitectura 
regional. Las casas de Oviedo en la diplomatica de Ios siglos 
XIII al XVI, Boletfn del lnstituto de £studios Asturianos 
(B.I.D.E.A.) LX, I 967, 3-30. 
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Fig. 1. - Piano de la 
ciudad de Oviedo, 
segun Reiter. S. XVlii. 
en Ios arrabales, muy proximos o fuera de Ios limites 
de la muralla. Estos arrabales experimentaron, tras el 
incendio de 1521, una expansion y menudean en Ios 
protocolos notariales del quinientos Ios contratos de 
venta y construccion y Ios alquileres de inmuebles 
radicados en ellos. Las casas de tono mas popular se 
documentan en el Barrio de Santa Clara - Plaza de 
Santa Maria del Campo - y en esa zona abundan 
tambien las noticias de alquileres. En cambio, !as 
ventas parecen concentrarse en el barrio de Socas-
tiello, ocupado por menestrales enriquecidos, como 
Juan de Cerecedo, el viejo, maestro de la obra de la 
catedral de Oviedo. 
Una imagen bastante precisa del aspecto del 
Oviedo anterior a! incendio de 1521 fue plasmada en 
su momento por el maestro Juan Uria6, quien resefia 
que, dentro del recinto amurallado, !as calles se carac-
terizaban por su estrechez y por la falta de alineacion 
de !as cas as, circunstancia . que !as hacia ha stante 
accidentadas. Ademas, siempre segun Uria, losciu-
dadanos tenian la costumbre de hacer "vida" en la 
via publica, de ocuparla para sus actividades indivi-
duales, instalando en ella bancos, sillas y otros objetos 
y, ademas, tambien parece que estaba generalizada la 
costumbre de arrojar todo tipo de basuras e inmun-
dicias a ella, a! go que noes caracteristico unicamente 
de Oviedo, sino comun a todas !as ciudades espafiolas 
del momento. 
Estas calles, no demasiado anchas, limitaban la 
expansion ciudadana, que se centraba en las plazas. 
En un principio, la del Mercado se localizaba en la 
confluencia de las calles de Cimadevilla, Rua y Sola-
zogue, aunque veremos a continuacion que poco 
despues del incendio se construyo un nuevo mercado. 
Tambien se abrian sendas plazas frente al palacio del 
obispo, la catedral y la fortaleza. 
El estamento burgues, que en buena medida se 
habia hecho con el control de las instituciones muni-
cipales, parece haber tenido un importante peso en la 
transformaci6n que la ciudad comienza a experimen-
tar desde Baja Edad Media, y que cristaliza a finales 
del siglo XV. El regimiento, o ayuntamiento de la 
ciudad, muestra, desde ese momento, un claro interes 
por mejorar el aspecto de la misma y por dotarla de 
una serie de edificaciones y servicios, aspiraci6n que 
coincide con una coyuntura favorable de revitali-
zacion constructiva que parece vivirse entre fines del 
siglo XV y comienzos del XVI, asi como con un 
proceso de reorganizaci6n municipal auspiciado por 
Ios Reyes Cat61icos, uno de cuyos fines era potenciar 
la remodelaci6n urbana iniciada bajo Ios reinados de 
Juan II y Enrique IV7• 
De esta manera, !as Cortes de Toledo de 1480 
establecieron la obligatoriedad de erigir casas del 
consistorio en todas aquellas villas y ciudades que 
carecieran de ellas, y el regimiento de Oviedo decidi6 
levantar unas. Esta y otras obras, que resefiare a con-
tinuaci6n, supusieron para !as areas municipales un 
importante desenvolso, asi que entre 1484 y 1521 se 
procedi6 a establecer Ios impuestos oportunos para 
contribuir a costearlas, se echaron sisas por valor de 
1.165.000 maravedies, una cantidad elevadisima para 
la epoca. El nuevo edificio del Ayuntamiento, segun 
Margarita Cuartas, estaba rematado en 1498 y locali-
zado en la calle de la Rua8• 
Poco despues, en 1494, el regimiento pleiteaba 
contra un destacado noble de la ciudad, Esteban de 
Argi.ielles, con la pretension de derribar sus casas y 
edificar la nueva Plaza Publica. Se trataba de una 
plaza con espacio central y edificios porticados abier-
tos a ella, que acogian tiendas en Ios bajos y viviendas 
en Ios pisos, y que sabemos que estaba en uso a fina-
Sabre el tema vid: TORRES BALBAS L., La Edad Media, in: 
Las ciudades de la Espaiia Cristiana, Resumen Historico del 
Urbanismo en Espaiia, Institute de Estudios de la Administraci6n 
Local, I a ed. 1954, reed. corregida y aumentada 1987, 158 y ss. 
Cuartas Rivero ob. cit., 245. 
Sabre el tema de esta plaza publica de Oviedo vid: GARCIA 
CUETOS, ob. cit., I 01-102. 
10 Isabel de Castilla ensalza las virtudes de estos recintos en 
una carta dirigida al regimiento de la villa de Madrid, confir-
mando una donaci6n y una orden de su herrnano Enrique IV para 
que se poblase de mercaderes y se construyeran soportales en la 
Casas y palacios. El tejido urbana del Oviedo del siglo XVI 
les del siglo XVI9• Estos espacios, muy difundidos en 
Espafia, tenian, ademas de funci6n la comercial vin-
culada a la creaci6n de ambitos adecuados para prote-
ger a !as mercancias, a Ios vendedores y a Ios compra-
dores, otra no menos importante, la de constituirse en 
recinto civico destinado a espectaculos religiosos y 
profanos. La plaza porticada se difundi6 especial-
mente en la Corona de Castilla porque contaba con el 
apoyo decidido de la Corona10 y el modelo de la may-
oria de ellas parece haber sido la de la ciudad de 
Valladolid. En general, Ios soportales se edificaron 
con pies derechos de madera, y no fue hasta finales 
del siglo XVI y comienzos del XVII cuando se gene-
ralizaron las columnas de piedra. Seria, pues, la de 
Oviedo, una de las muchas plazas publicas que se 
ergieron a finales del siglo XV en Espafia y ha dejado 
su huella en el piano de la ciudad, pese a que se habia 
perdido noticia de ella, ya que en el lugar que ocu-
paba se localiza hoy la plazuela de Trascorrales -
muchas de esas plazas recibian el nombre de corrales 
- y el edificio del Mercado del Pescado. 
II El incendio de 1521, alcance y consecuencias. El 
nuevo tejido urbano y las nuevas iniciativas 
municipales 
Este interesante dinamismo urbano se vio inter-
rumpido, aunque momentaneamente, por el impor-
tante incendio de 1521. El suceso fue narrado por el 
can6nigo de la catedral de Oviedo, Tirso de Avi!es 11 , 
un testigo directo del desastre, quien cuenta que las 
llamas se iniciaron en la noche de Navidad en un 
homo situado en la calle de Cimadevilla, el coraz6n 
de la zona comercial de la ciudad. El viento reinante 
y las caracteristicas y situaci6n del caserio facilitaron 
la propagaci6n de !as llamas, ocasionado una impor-
tante destrucci6n en el oviedo mercantil, mientras 
que la vieja "civitas episcopal" result6 menos afec-
tada12 y apenas experimentaron dafios !as iglesias de 
San Tirso, Ios monasterios de San Vicente y San 
Pelayo y escasamente alcanz6 el fuego a! andamio le-
vantado para construir la torre de la catedral (Fig. 2). 
plaza de San Salvador, actual Plaza de la Villa, Libra de Acuer-
dos del Concejo Madrileiio, 1464-1600, ed. de MILLARES C. & 
ARTILES R., Madrid, 1932, , cit. TORRES BALBAS, ob. cit., 164. 
11 AVILES T. DE, Armas y linajes de Asturias y Antigt'iedades 
del Principado, ed. M.G. Martfnez, Instituto de Estudios Astu-
rianos, Oviedo, 1956, 282. 
12 Sobre el incendio de oviedo Yid: URIA RIU J., El incendio 
de Oviedo de 1521 y sus consecuencias, Oviedo, 1951, 29-31 y 
BENITO RUANO E., El incendio de Oviedo y otros fuegos, Astura 
I, Oviedo, 1983. 
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Aunque tiende a aceptarse que el incendio supuso 
un durisimo golpe para Oviedo, ya hace unos pocos 
afios Eloy Benito Ruano sefial6 que la supuesta 
magnitud del desastre debe matizarse. Como es 16gi-
co, las fuentes documentales, las peticiones elabora-
das por el regimiento ovetense para obtener del Real 
Consejo ayudas econ6micas destinadas a la recon-
strucci6n de la ciudad, exageran !as consecuencias 
del accidente y no deben ser leidas al pie de la letra. 
Por otra parte, !as pocas prospecciones arqueol6gicas 
efectuadas en algunos puntos del Oviedo afectado 
por el fuego 13 , aportan, hoy por hoy, pocos datos: se 
constata un nivel de incendio apreciable y parece que 
la temperatura alcanzada entre Ios escombros fue 
muy elevada, pero no se aprecia una interrupci6n 
significativa de la secuencia de habitaci6n. 
Como es 16gico, !as actividades comerciales debi-
eron suspenderse en un primer momento, el grueso 
de la poblaci6n de la zona mercantil de Oviedo se 
qued6 sin alojamiento y durante un tiempo la ciudad 
debi6 de ofrecer un triste aspecto. Pero no debemos 
13 Desgraciadamente, en la ciudad de Oviedo no se efectuan 
seguimientos arqueo16gicos sistematicos en cada obra que se lleva 
a cabo dentro del casco hist6rico y tales investigaciones son 
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I. Fortaleza; 
2. Puerta de Socastiello; 
3. Calle deS. Juan; 




8. Calle deS. Antonio ode Sola-
zogue 
9. Portal; 
I 0. Plateria; 
11. Calle de S. Tirso; 
12. Iglesia de S. Tirso; 
13. Iglesia deS. Juan; 
14. Calle deS. Pelayo; 
15. Puerta Gascona; 
16. Ferreria; 
17. Cuatro Can tones; 
18. Calle de Sta Ana; 
19. Calle de Sta Barbara; 
20. Transito de Sta Barbara; 
21. Canoniga; 
22. Palacio episcopal; 
23. Corrada del Obispo; 
24. Catedral; 
25. Monasterio deS. Vlcente; 
26. lglesia de S. Vicente; 
27. Postigo; 
28. San Benito; 
Fig. 2. -Expansion del incendio de 1521, 
segUn Benito Ruano. 
olvidar que tales desastres no eran excepcionales en 
la historia de !as urbes europeas y que el momento de 
bonanza econ6mica que vi via Oviedo cuando acaeci6 
el incendio se vio reforzado con la concesi6n que la 
Corona hizo a la ciudad del mercado franco de Ios 
jueves y de una Merced Real de 1.200.000 mara-
vedies, el importe de !as alca.balas reales de diez 
afios, destinada a la reconstrucci6n de caserio. Esta 
labor debi6 de iniciarse lo mas pronto posible, espe-
cialmente en la llamada zona comercial, y sabemos 
que el cabildo interrumpi6 momentaneamente las 
obras de la catedral con el fin de centrar sus esfuerzos 
en rehacer !as casas de su propiedad, una sustanciosa 
fuente de ingresos. El parentesis en !as obras de la 
fabrica catedralicia, segun documenta Francisco de 
Caso, abarc6 cinco afios, ya que a partir de 1526 se 
asiste a un relanzamiento de !as mismas 14, y creo que 
podemos aceptar que, en un plazo similar, la mayor 
parte de la ciudad estaria tambien recuperada. 
La renovaci6n del caserio debi6 de contribuir a 
ofrecer una imagen mas dinamica de Oviedo e,. inclu-
esponftdicas y no obedecen a un plan de investigaciones riguroso. 
14 CASO F. DE, La construccion de la catedral de Oviedo, Univ. 
de Oviedo, Departamento de Historia Medieval, 1981, 370. 
Fig. 3. - Extension del empedrado 
de las calles del Oviedo y de las 
vias de acceso a la ciudad. 
so, puede decirse que, desde el punto de vista urba-
nistico, la reforrna iniciada por el regimiento hubo de 
verse favorecida por el desastre, imponiendose nue-
vas soluciones en !as labores de reconstruccion. Sabe-
mos que se die to una "hordenanr;a para edificar ", 
promulgada por el consistorio el 17 de febrero de 
1522, que imponia la eliminacion de colgantes y sale-
dizos en las fachadas y obligaba a alinear !as calles, 
cuya anchura se fijo dos afios despues en 22 pies 
(unos 6 metros y medio ). Por su parte, el cabildo 
catedralicio tambien elaboro una norrnativa encami-
nada a que !as casas que se levantaran en sus terrenos 
reunieran una serie de requisites minimos que !as 
hicieran mas seguras y resistentes, especificando unas 
condiciones identicas a las de la ordenanza promul-
gada por el regimiento en esa materia: Ios muros 
debian de levantarse de ea! y canto hasta el primer o 
segundo piso, y de ahi para arriba de emplente; Ios 
tabiques debian de ser de peine y colondra ( o de 
bordinga en las casas mas sencillas) y !as puertas y 
ventanas apeinazadas; el desvan habria de fabricarse 
con vigas y pontones de sobremesa y !as escaleras 
debian de ser de pasos macizos y con barandilla; la 
portada habria de ser de piedra, con sobrepuerta de 
madera (ode ese material en !as casas mas sencillas); 
tambien se sugiere la necesidad de instalar una 
chimenea de teja y ladrillo y se sefiala que el arrnazon 
15 CUARTAS Rivera, ob. cit., 304 y A.C.O. Aetas 1521-1528 
(Iibra IV), fal. CXV. Cit. CASO F. DE, Coleccion documental de 
la Catedral de Oviedo I, Manumenta Hist6rica Asturiensia XIII, 
Gij6n, 1982 n°. 185. Sabre este tema ver tambien del misma 
autar: La construccion de la catedral de Oviedo, Universidad de 
Ovieda, Departamenta de. H istaria Medieval, 1981. 
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del tejado debia construirse con madera y cubrirlo de 
teja 15 • Asimismo, el cabildo tambien procedio a eli-
minar en !as casas de su propiedad balcones y sale-
dizos, destinando a dos de sus miembros para que 
deterrninasen cua!es eran Ios edificios a remodelar. 
Pero, quizas, la iniciativa mas interesante del 
cabildo, auspiciada por el obispo Diego de Muros, 
fue la de crear una plaza delante de la fachada de la 
catedral, con una serie de casas porticadas abiertas a 
ella y en cuyos bajos se instalaron Ios talleres y !as 
tiendas de Ios plateros, entre otros profesionales 16 • 
Este proyecto urbanistico pretendia, muy probable-
mente, emular a! de la plaza del mercado ideada por 
el ayuntamiento. 
El regimiento, por su parte, acometio en Ios afios 
posteriores a! incendio una intensa actividad con-
structiva, que enlaza con Ios proyectos, ya menciona-
dos, de !as casas del consistorio y la plaza del merca-
do. En 15 23 se decidio hac er una cas a del matadero, 
eliminando la costumbre de sacrificar !as reses en el 
antiguo azogue de la confluencia de !as calles de Rua, 
Cimadevilla y San Antonio, y la obra estaba rema-
tada a! afio siguiente 17 • Otro edificio de abastatos que 
se habia proyectado en 1521, pero que finalmente se 
acabo alrededor de 1529, fue la alh6ndiga, o almacen 
de viveres 18 y, finalmente, se proyecto edificar,junto 
a !as casas del regimiento, una carcel de la ciudad. 
16 Sabre la apertura de la plazuela vid: CASO 1981, 3 75-376. 
11 En el mes de abril de 1524 Juan de Argue lies trabajaba en 
el tejada del matadera, Archiva del Ayuntamienta de Ovieda, 
Aetas, 13 de abril 1524, fal. 127 r. 
18 Yid: GARCIA CUETOS, ob.cit., I 02. 
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Fig. 4. - Fachada de la Casa de la Rua. Ejemplo de 
vivienda noble. 
Tambien puso especial interes el gobiemo muni-
cipal en regularizar y empedrar las calles, trabajos 
que, si bien conocieron un especial desarrollo des-
pues del incendio, se habian iniciado tambien con 
anterioridad 19 • El regimiento impuso su autoridad 
para hacer valer la ordenanza de ampliar el ancho de 
las vias, enfrentandose a particulares, monasterios y 
conventos, abriendo pasos y expropiando terrenos. La 
ultima campafia de empedrado de las calles de Ovie-
do que he documentado data ya de 1588 y abarca el 
grueso del trazado viario intramuros (Fig. 3 ), pero 
existen otras anteriores, que seria prolijo enumerar. 
Ese afio el ayuntamiento de Oviedo contrat6 la obra 
con Francisco de Hizquerra, maestro empedrador, y 
19 Hay referencia de dos campaiias de empedrado, una de I 506 
y la que se encarg6 para la calle Gascona a Gonzalo de la Vara 
en !519, Archivo de la Catedral de Oviedo, Aetas, 1519, fol. 7 v. 
20 Archivo Hist6rico de Asturias, Protocol os de Oviedo. Leg. 
18, escribano Pedro de Quir6s, sin foliar. Concierto entre 
Rodrigo Alvarez en nombre del regimiento y Francisco de 
Hizquerra, maestro empedrador, 23 marzo I588. En el docu-
mento se citan la calle de !os can6nigos hasta llegar a la Puerta 
del Postigo, la de !os Cuatro Cantones, desde la casa del can6-
nigo Ortega hasta la Puerta de la Gascona, la Platerla, Santo 
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en el concierto se especifican las condiciones acor-
dadas: debian de empedrarse las calles "toda de 
piedra", dejando en medio un "banal", o canalillo 
que hacia las veces de desagiie, fabricado con losa, el 
empedrador debia de reaprovechar el material que 
estuviera en condiciones de reutilizarse y emplear en 
la obra buen guijarro y las calles tendrian unas "cin-
tas ", unos remates laterales y otros transversales, 
fabricados con piedra de mayores dimensiones20 • 
Como complemento de este trabajo de saneamiento 
de las vias urbanas, tambien se procedi6 a remozar 
las pedreras, o calzadas de acceso a la ciudad21 . 
Otras iniciativas que abord6 el ayuntamiento no 
fueron menos importantes, pero quizas la que mayor 
beneficio aport6 a los habitantes de la urbe fue la de 
la traida de aguas. Todo el siglo XVI esta marcado 
por la firme voluntad del regimiento de abastecer de 
agua a su ciudad, aunque sin encontrar la soluci6n 
definitiva, que llegaria entrado el siglo XVII22 • Una 
primera traida de aguas llegaba a Oviedo mediante 
una conducci6n que se extendia entre los manantiales 
de los Arenales y la Puerta Nueva, otra lo hacia desde 
el Naranco y sobre el acueducto de los Pilares, obra 
rematada, como adelante, en el siglo XVII, y final-
mente, una tercera canalizaci6n de aguas discurria 
entre el Fontan y la fuente del Rosal. 
Con !as casas erigidas de nuevo, las calles regu-
Iarizadas y empedradas y los nuevos edificios publi-
cos y servicios de abastos, la ciudad de Oviedo se 
transform6 radicalmente a Io largo del siglo XVI, 
aunque sin perder el tono de ciudad mercantil y bur-
guesa que la habia marcado a Io largo del medievo. 
Ill Casas y palacios. La vivienda urbana: tipos, 
caracteristicas y materiales 
Los contratos de obra permiten esbozar algunas 
caracteristicas de la vivienda de Ios ovetenses del qui-
nientos. Efectivamente, despues del incendio aumen-
t6 el uso de la piedra en la edificaci6n de las casas, 
pero no olvidemos que Juan Uria afirm6 en su mo-
mento que le parecia aventurado suponer que en 
Oviedo, y con anterioridad al incendio de I 521, pre-
Domingo y todas !as que el regimiento considerase oportuno. 
21 Sobre el tema vid: GARCIA CUETOS, ob. cit., I 03. 
22 Sobre este tema vid: GARCIA CUETOS, ob.cit., 103-104 y: 
Las obras publicas del regimiento de Oviedo en el siglo XVI. La 
modernizaci6n de una ciudad de mercado, in: Simposio Juan de 
Herrera y su injluencia, Fundaci6n obra Pia Juan de Herreral 
Univ. de Cantabria, I993, 117-I23 y PASTOR CRJADO 1., El 
acueducto de !os Pilares de Oviedo, Liiio 7, Univ. de Oviedo, 
1989,39-45. 
dominaban las casas fabricadas solamente con made-
ra23. Las can teras de I as que se proveian Ios ovetenses 
eran, principalmente, las de Laspra y Piedramuelle, 
conocidas ya en la Alta Edad Media, pero habia otras 
dentro del casco urbano y que se citan de forma espo-
radica en la documentacion. La madera podia obte-
nerse en Ios bosques cercanos a la ciudad, como Ios 
que rodeaban el convento de San Francisco24 • 
Hay una clara segregacion de Ios materiales, que 
se emplean con funciones especificas, y en general 
siguiendo las especificaciones de la hordenan(:a del 
regimiento. Los muros se hacian de mamposteria o 
sillar en el piso bajo, y a medida que se ascendia, para 
cargar menos peso sobre la estructura, se hacian de 
emplente25 (muro mas ligero trabado interiormente 
con mortero y con fragmentos de piedra, al estilo del 
hormigon antiguo) y de men or grosor ( este sue le ser 
de tres pies en el bajo y dos en Ios pisos). Los suelos 
eran de vigas de madera y tablas, Ios atajos, o tabi-
ques, de emplente o de "peine y colondra" (de estruc-
tura de madera) y la zona del desvan y, a veces, Ios 
muros mas altos de "bordinga" ( entretejido de madera 
y ea! con capa superior de enlucido). Tambien he 
documentado un ejemplo de fachada fabricada con 
otros materiales, concretamente toba y ladrillo26 y 
una referenda de su posible aspecto puede sumini-
stramosla un dibujo de una casa ovetense de fachada 
de ladrillo conservado en el archivo de la Real Chan-
cilleria de Valladolid27 • 
Como es logico, la vivienda de Ios ovetenses se 
diferenciaba claramente segun su situacion social, 
actividad, etc. Las casas de Ios nobles eran las mejo-
res, aunque rara vez reciben la denominacion de 
palacios. Se ha conservado una descripcion de una 
vivienda importante en la particion hecha entre dos 
hermanas de unas "casas" situadas en la calle de la 
Rua en 1417 y en ella se menciona la existencia de 
una torre, un palacio ( equivalente, se gun Juan Uria, a 
una sala), la calostra, o claustro (patio interior) con 
una galeria de madera abierta sobre el, la "camaret-
ta ", o habitacion pequefia, una camara sobre la calos-
tra y Ios soberados, o pisos, de delante, de enmedio 
y de detras. Fuera de la vivienda, se encontraban 
cuadra, horreo (granero), huertas y pozo "tras !as 





URIA Riu, ob.cit., 5-6. 
URIA RIU, ob. cit,; 5-6. 
Termino derivado de Emplectum, cementa. · 
Concierto de 1580 en.tre el escribano Pedro Alvarez del 
Otero y Pedro de Colunga, carpintero Archivo Hist6rico de 
Asturias, protocolos de Oviedo, legajo 29, escribano Nicolas 
L6pez, sin foliar. 
27 El piano fue publicado en Historia General de Asturias Ill, 
207, Silverio Canada, Gij6n, 1985. 
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C. ZCIQujn 
Fig. 5. - Planta de la Casa de la Rtia, segun Juan Uria. 
caracteristicos de una vivienda noble: la torre, el patio 
central que aglutinaba Ios espacios, el salon, y !as 
dependencias privadas. En cuanto a !as fachadas, Ios 
comitentes ricos !as costeaban de sillar perfecta-
mente tallado, como la de la de Casa de la Ribera. 
La Casa de la Rua (Fig. 4) constituye el ejemplo 
paradigmatico de este tipo de palacio urbano ove-
tense. Su fabrica bajomedieval fue remodelada a prin-
cipios del siglo XVI y luego en el XVIII y cuenta con 
patio interior y sala abierta a la ciudad mediante una 
peculiar ventana con cruz inscrita (Fig. 5). 
Los so lares de !as viviendas de Ios can6nigos per-
tenecian, en general, al cabildo, del que Ios recibian 
en aforamiento, o arriendo, con la condicion de 
construir en ellos. Era comun que contasen con una 
sa la, en la que se instalaba una chimenea de tipo fran-
ces, y varias camaras, o alcobas. En un caso se men-
ciona que estas estaban compuestas del dormitorio 
propiamente dicho y de un estudio, al estilo de las 
celdas monacales29 • Habitaciones y salon se coloca-
ban en el piso, o Ios pisos, de la casa y en el bajo se 
acomodaban la cocina, la bodega, etc. Tambien se 
alude en Ios contratos a la presencia de las necesa-
rias, o retretes. La casa se dividia en una zona intima, 
orientada hacia la huerta o el patio, y otra, la delan-
tera, con el salon o la sala destinada a la vida social. 
Aunque el cabildo habia dictado unas normas para 
levantar las casas en sus solares (condiciones de !as 
que debian de ser responsables los maestros de la 
obra de la catedral), Ios mismos canonigos, en algun 
28 URIA RIU, ob. cit., 22. 
29 Asi se especifica en el contrato que cerr6 provisor de la 
iglesia de Oviedo, Miguel de Corquera, en nombre del can6nigo 
Rodrigo de Espineda, con Pedro del Campo, carpintero el 7 de 
Abril de 1566, para remodelar una antigua casa ai\adiendole dos 
habitaciones con estudio y camara, una sala con una chimenea 
francesa y un aposento para «rescibimiento», Archivo Hist6rico 
de Asturias, protocolos de Oviedo, leg. 58, escribano. Alonso de 
Heredia, 7 abril 1566, sin foliar. 
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caso, plantearon sus propias preferencias en Ios con-
tratos de sus viviendas. 
En el apartado de !as viviendas burguesas y popu-
lares podemos incluir !as casas de Ios comerciantes, 
Ios profesionales, de !as clases acomodadas, y tam-
bien !as viviendas urbanas mas sencillas. Personajes 
enriquecidos, e incluso artifices y maestros de desa-
hogada posicion economica, podian permitirse ellujo 
de tener su propia vivienda de uno, dos o tres pisos. 
La mayor parte de las casas ovetenses tenian dos 
pisos y desvan, ademas del bajo, por lo que el apro-
vechamiento de Ios solares era bastante intensivo. En 
ocasiones, el propietario de un inmueble alquilaba 
uno, reservandose el resto. Logicamente, se alquila-
ban Ios mas altos, cuyo acceso era mas dificil. Y hab-
lando de Ios solares, estos, heredados del medievo, 
eran alargados, con mucho fondo y poca fachada. 
Detras de las casas habia, por lo comun, un huerto o 
patio. Un gran numero de inmuebles se ampli6 a lo 
largo del siglo XVI, ya que el caserio medieval se 
quedaba pequefio ante las nuevas necesidades del 
tono de vida que se imponia. 
Edificios urbanos sencillos, dedicados a la clase 
artesanal y a Ios pequefios comerciantes, son mas 
abundantes en la documentacion, aunque la mayor 
parte de Ios contratos se centran en cuestiones espe-
cificamente economicas y se mencionan !as trazas o 
condiciones "acordadas "sin especificarlas. Un ejem-
plo de casa destinada a viviendas cuya fachada rompe 
con Ios prototipos medievales lo tenemos en la que 
Juan de Valdes Carrio contrat6 con Ios carpinteros 
Pedro Perez, Andres de Pereda y Pedro Suarez el 11 
de abril de 15 7930 y que contaba una fachada per-
fectamente ordenada compuesta de un piso bajo con 
puerta y ventana, un piso medio con tres ventanas y 
el alto con tres balcones. Este inmueble, de claro tono 
urbano, en nada nos recuerda a las casas medievales 
cerradas y con vanos abiertos de forma anarquica. AI 
contrario, es muy similar a !as que posteriormente, ya 
en el periodo barroco, el profesor German Ramallo 
denomina "tipo ovetense "31 • AI interior, las dos vivi-
endas debian de tener la misma distribuci6n: se tra-
zaria un atajo, o tabique, de peine y colondra que 
cruzara el edificio en sentido longitudinal y, a su vez, 
cada mitad se dividiria de nuevo en sentido trans-
versal, formandose dos camaras, o habitaciones, con 
sus respectivas puertas de madera. Una escalera con 
30 Archivo Historico de Asturias, protocolos de Oviedo, leg. 
29, escribano Pedro Hortiz, sin foliar. 
ll RAMALLO ASENSI G., Arquitectura civil asturiana (epoca 
moderna), Coleccion Popular Asturiana 44, Ayalga, Salinas, 
1978, 60 y ss. Se hace en ellas un estudio de Ios edificios 
urbanos de Oviedo de Ios siglos XVII y XVIII que nos permite 
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barandilla comunicaria todos Ios pisos, sobre Ios que 
habia un desvan. 
Tambien habia otro tipo de edificios, de caracter 
mas popular, cuya fachada se organizaba con un 
corredor, o galeria de madera - elemento caracte-
ristico de la arquitectura popular asturiana -, como la 
encargo en 1571 Miguel Rodriguez a! cantero Juan 
de la Yncera, que debia edificarse en la calle de la 
Ferreria32 y en cuyo frente habia de colocarse un 
corredor sobre una columna de piedra y dos pies 
derechos de madera, una estructura muy similar a la 
de !as casas de tipo mas popular del ensanche barroco 
de la ciudad de Aviles, el puerto de Oviedo. 
Finalmente, !as casas-tienda y !as casas-taller 
eran, segun refiere Juan Uria, !as mas comunes en 
Oviedo, como corresponde a una ciudad de tono bur-
gues. En 1256 ya existia en la ciudad una "rua de !as 
tiendas ", la actual calle de la Rua33 y Ios contratos de 
arrendamiento permiten comprobar que esta era la 
edificaci6n mas comun en Oviedo, un buen numero 
de cuyos habitantes no era duefio de Ios locales de sus 
negocios, ni de sus casas. Las "medias casas" y Ios 
locales se alquilaban, en general, por espacio de uno 
a cuatro afios y Ios alquileres dependian, como es 
logico, de la calidad y amplitud de Ios mismos. 
La necesidad de contar con tiendas y talleres 
determinaba el uso de Ios bajos de muchos de Ios edi-
ficios ovetenses. En algun caso, comerciantes mas o 
menos acomodados construian sus viviendas, de 
varios pisos, reservando el bajo para instalar en el su 
negocio, pero, aunque no perteneciesen a un mismo 
individuo la vivienda y el negocio instalados en un 
inmueble, podemos hablar de casa-tienda, o de casa-
taller, si admitimos que tal denominaci6n puede apli-
carse a un determinado tipo de edificio que tenia una 
funcion comercial que caracterizaba el aspecto de su 
bajo. A este tipo de casa-tienda pertenecerian la casa 
numero 12 de la calle de la Rua, cuya fachada de 
perfecto sillar ha llegado hasta nosotros muy bien 
conservada, y tambien el frente del edificio conocido 
hoy como Colegio de Recoletas, que con su galeria 
alta, la gran portada y la ventana junto a ell a (Fig. 5) 
es propio de la vivienda de un rico comerciante. 
Las tiendas, dado que tambien lo eran asi Ios 
solares, eran estrechas y alargadas hacia el fondo del 
edificio, por lo que el mostrador se disponia en senti-
do longitudinal. En general, carecian de entrada pro-
comprobar que en el siglo XVI se habfan sentado las bases de 
esas tipologias. 
32 Archivo Historico de Asturias, protocolos de Oviedo, leg. 
42 (!), escribano Alonso Perez, sin foliar. 
33 URJA RIU ob. cit. 
Fig. 6.- Fachada del 
Colegio de Recole-
tas, caracteristica de 
casa de mercader. 
pia y se accedfa a ellas desde el portal de la vivienda. 
En algunos locales, el mostrador se abrfa directa-
mente a este, sepan\.ndose de el mediante unas puertas 
de madera, y en otros existfa una puerta interior que 
comunicaba con el establecimiento comerciaP4 . Pero 
tampoco faltarian edificios con dos puertas en el 
bajo, facilitando el acceso directo a la tienda o el 
taller. Un precedente de esta soluci6n lo tenemos en 
la avilesina Casa de las Baragafias35 • 
IV El proceso de construcci6n. La organizaci6n de 
Ios trabajos y el contrato de aprendizaje 
Los datos aportados por la documentaci6n permi-
ten reconstruir, al menos en sus rasgos generales, el 
proceso seguido para levantar una vivienda en el 
Oviedo del siglo XVI. En primer lugar, y como es 
16gico, se partfa de tener un solar, por lo general pro-
piedad del cabildo o de algunos monasteries oveten-
ses que !os a fora ban por varias vidas con la condici6n 
34 De este tipo de tiendas se conservan algunas, ahora reutili-
zadas como bares y cafeterias, en la calle del Rosa! y pertenecen 
ya a epoca barroca. Dos desaparecieron en una reciente «remo-
delacion» de la calle. 
Casas y palacios. El tejido urbana del Oviedo del siglo XVI 
de que se construyera en ellos. En muchos casos, se 
trataba de reedificar, ya que se alude a casas ya exis-
tentes en ellos, y en otros de ampliarlas, colocando 
!os afiadidos hacia la parte posterior, que era donde 
!as estrechas parcelas heredadas del medievo tenfan 
el patio o la huerta, o sea, el espacio para que la casa 
pudiera crecer. En los contratos parece quedar claro 
que la opinion del futuro duefio de la vivienda pesaba 
decisivamente en su aspecto y, aunque es dificil 
aclarar si detnis de sus imposiciones o sugerencias se 
encontraban !as ordenanzas del cabildo o del regi-
miento ovetenses, es innegable que la memoria del 
desastre debi6 influir en los promotores a la hora de 
apuntar sus condiciones. 
Algunas viviendas eran contratadas en dos tiem-
pos, por asf decirlo. Primero el duefio recurrfa a uno 
o varios canteros (ya que so !fan operar en cuadrillas) 
que se encargaban de levantar la caja de muros, y 
despues contrataba a un carpintero que se ocupaba de 
cubierta y tejado, suelos, tabiques, marcaciones, etc.; 
en resumen, de labores propias de su oficio. Si la 
35 La casa de !as Baragafias y su relaci6n con model os france-
ses se analiza en: ALONSO ALVAREZ R., El arte G6tico en Astu-
rias, H istoria de Asturias 23, La Nueva Espafia, 1990, 421-422. 
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fachada era de mamposteria, la cerraban Ios canteros, 
y si era mas sencilla, operaban Ios carpinteros. Si 
habia que reconstruir, debia partirse de la limpieza y 
demolicion de !as ruinas o del edificio viejo y de esto 
solian encargarse oficiales o canteros, que general-
mente se obligaban a recuperar Ios materiales que 
pudieran reutilizarse. En ocasiones, Ios artifices en-
cargados de levantar la casa ejecutaban esta labor, 
pero en general ese trabajo se encargaba a otros. 
En otros casos, se recurria a otra modalidad de 
contrato y el promotor contrataba la obra con un 
maestro, que era el responsable de cerrar todas !as 
operaciones de subcontrata, entregando la obra rema-
tada. Cada maestro solia recurrir a operarios mas o 
menos fijos, con Ios que colaboraba habitualmente e, 
incluso, podia formar compafiia. Ejemplo de este 
sistema es el proceso de edificaci6n de !as casas de 
Juan de Lorenzana, sitas en la calle de Cimadevilla, 
que se contrataron con el maestro de canteria Toribio 
del Rio, quien, a su vez, encarg6 el 12 de marzo de 
1571 la labor de eliminar la parte antigua de !as casas 
y reaprovechar Ios materiales a Juan Martinez de 
Cababis36, el 21 de marzo del mismo afio contrat6 la 
obra de !as paredes de la casa con Juan de Varrero, 
cantero y el 17 de julio acord6 con Juan de laY ncera, 
cantero, el abastecimiento de materiales para la obra. 
Pero, a su vez, los subcontratados podian ceder a ter-
ceros las Iabores que se les encomendaban, y en este 
caso comprobamos que en 1573 Juan Martinez de 
Carabis encarga la obra de carpinteria de los dos sue-
los de las casas Lorenzana, que Rio le habia enco-
mendado, a Toribio de Paredes37 • 
Un complicado juego de contratos y subcontratos 
que implicaba tambien al abastecimiento de materia-
les. Por lo general, los canteros y carpinteros encar-
gados de !as obras se comprometian a aportarlos, 
pero subcontrataban ese abastecimiento con operarios 
que los trasladaban desde las canteras o los bosques 
a pie de obra, yen otras ocasiones los promotores se 
36 Archivo hist6rico de Asturias, protocolos de Oviedo, leg. 
42 (1), escribano Alonso Perez, sin foliar. 
37 Archivo Hist6rico de Asturias, protocolos de Oviedo, leg. 
41, escribano Alonso Perez, sin foliar. 
38 La especializaci6n de Colunga en la construcci6n de casas 
queda clara en un contrato de aprendizaje de su oficio. El 13 de 
Abri1 de 1589 Gonzalo Fem{mdez de Abuli, vecino de Serin 
(Gij6n), acord6 con el que su hijo Alonso le serviria por espacio 
de cuatro anos, recibiendo a cambio las ensenanzas necesarias 
para que supiera «formar y trar;ar una casa», lo que no puede 
ser mas explicito, Archivo Hist6rico de Asturias, protocolos de 
Oviedo, escribano Nicolas L6pez, leg. 30, sin foliar, 13 abril 1589. 
39 Archivo Hist6rico de Asturias, Protocolos de Oviedo, escri-
bano Nicolas L6pez, legajo 30, sin foliar. 
'
0 Archivo Hist6rico de Asturias. Protocolos de Oviedo, escri-
bano Alonso Perez, legajo 41, sin foliar, 1570. 
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comprometian a colocar en el tajo Ios materiales. No 
se incluian en los contratos el agua y la arena. 
Teniendo siempre presente que manejamos datos 
parciales y fragmentarios, se constata que en la con-
strucci6n de casas en la ciudad de Oviedo debian de 
tener peso especifico determinados maestros y cante-
ros, a Ios que se recurria habitualmente, y un caso muy 
interesante lo constituye el maestro de carpinteria Pedro 
de Colunga, especializado en la edificacion de casas38 • 
Este maestro, responsable de buena parte de Ios 
inmuebles erigidos en el Oviedo quinientista, estaba 
reconocido como un especialista en la construcci6n 
de viviendas. Asi queda claro en un contrato de 
aprendizaje del oficio que firm6 el 13 de abril de 
1589 y por el que se comprometi6 con un tal Gonzalo 
Femandez de Abuli a ensefiar a su hijo, llamado 
Alonso, por espacio de cuatro afios, a "formar y tra-
r;:ar una casa" 39 • El aprendiz recibiria del maestro 
formaci6n, vestido y alimento y, a cambio, le serviria 
todo ese tiempo. Finalizado el aprendizaje, el maes-
tro le daria la herramienta propia de su oficio y el 
flamante oficial iniciaria, en su caso, su vida profe-
sional. Este sistema es e! mismo que documentamos 
en el aprendizaje de escultores o plateros y esta basa-
do en la formaci6n de taller y en la estrecha relaci6n 
entre aprendiz y maestro; en la asimilaci6n pnictica 
del oficio y sus secretos. Es, en resumen, una concep-
ci6n medieval de la ensefianza y la transmisi6n de Ios 
oficios re!acionados con la construccion. 
Un proceso similar de formaci6n puede documen-
tarse entre Ios maestros canteros, quienes se iniciaban 
dentro del circulo de la compafiia a la que pertenecian 
sus padres o familiares y siempre recibiendo una en-
sefianza practica. Un ejemplo de lo que digo es el 
contrato de aprendizaje que firmaron el cantero Bar-
tolome Garcia, miembro de la compafiia de Juan de 
Cerecedo, el viejo, con el sucesor de este, Cerecedo, 
el mozo40 • Nuevamente, el aprendiz lo seria por espa-
cio de cuatro afios y recibiria del maestro !as ense-
fianzas del "oflcio de canteria segim costumbre entre 
oflciales", amen del vestido y sustento y, a! finalizar 
el proceso, las herramientas propias de su oficio. Por 
supuesto, nada se aclara en lo contratos del contenido 
de la formaci6n, ya que mantener el secreto de la 
misma dentro de Ios limites de la compafiia de can-
teras garantizaba la supervivencia de un oficio vin-
culado a ese circulo estrecho, que aglutinaba lazos 
familiares y profesionales, en su propio beneficia. 
Ma Pilar Garcia Cuetos 
Universidad de Oviedo 
Espaiia 
Urban ism in Medieval Europe- Papers of the 'Medieval Europe Brugge 1997' Conference -Volume I 
Chiara Guarnieri 
Un indagine nel centro storico di Ferrara: 
lo scavo di via Vaspegolo- corso Porta Reno (1993-94) 
Ne! centro storico di Ferrara, tra il1993 e i11994, 
si e svolto uno scavo archeologico1 che ha perrnesso 
di esaminare I' intera sequenza stratigrafica di una 
zona della citta dal suo forrnarsi fino ai giomi nostri. 
L' area riveste particolare interesse nell' ambito degli 
studi urbanistici e storici di Ferrara poich6 compresa 
nell 'area dell' insediamento altomedievale. 
A Cutrum 
B Cutel Tedaldo 
C C..ttedrole 
D Cutello 
a fo .... to Mura tre<:entesche 
B fo..atl altomedlevoll 
N (E) 
B Tracdlto murano tre<:entesco 
B Tracdlto muru1o dl etA rlnaaclment.o.le 
1 Lacitta(Fig. 1) 
Secondo un ipotesi basata su fonti umanistiche, 
Ferrara fu fondata dall 'esarca Smaragdo come cas-
trum a difesa del limes esarcale agli inizi del VII 
secolo2; basandosi essenzialmente sull 'aerofotogra-
fia e con la lettura di alcuni elementi topografici, 
Alveo del Po antlco 
Fig. 1. - Ferrara, la topo-
grafia storica (da Castello). 
Lo scavo, motivate dalla 
costruzione di uno stabile, ha 
interessato un 'area di circa 300 
mq per una pro fond ita massima 
dim. 5; si sono individuate 2800 
unita stratigrafiche e scavati ea 
1400 metri cubi di terreno. La 
sequenza stratigrafica dello 
scavo e edita: Guamieri & Li-
brenti 1996, con bibliografia 
precedente. 








Fig. 2. - Ferrara, via Vaspergolo-corso Porta Reno. 
Localizzazione del sito. 
rispettivamente S. PatituccPe F. Bocchi4 hanno ten-
tato di far luce sulle origini del primitivo insedia-
mento. Questo e stato identificato nella zona orien-
tale della citta dove l'andamento di alcune strade, a 
doppio ferro di cavallo, riprodurrebbe il percorso del 
perimetro difensivo del castrum5; l'accampamento fu 
impiantato su di un dosso parallelo alla sponda set-
tentrionale del flume Po come !ascerebbero intuire le 
curve di livello che in questa zona risultano le piu alte 
della citta6. Tale posizione- di grande valore strate-
N 
1 
~/ I / 
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0 30m 
Fig. 3. - Ferrara, via Vaspergolo-corso Porta Reno. 
Localizzazione dell 'area di scavo. 
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gico- favori ben presto la crescita della citta anche 
come importante nodo nel commercia tra costa adria-
tica e pianura padana. 
La prima menzione documentata di Ferrara e del 
757, quando Desiderio restitui al papa Stefano II i 
territori rimasti in mano longobarda, tra i quali e 
elencato un ducatus Ferrariae7; a quest'epoca percio 
esisteva un'entita politico-amministrativa a cui dove-
va corrispondere un nucleo urbano. Ferrara viene 
definita civitas intomo alia meta del X secolo8; la sua 
estensione- peraltro sconosciuta- non doveva essere 
troppo limitata se in un documento del 9699 la citta 
appare divisa in un burgus superior ed un burgus 
inferior. Gli unici elementi che possono in qualche 
modo aiutarci a comprendeme la forma e I' esten-
sione ci provengono dalle attestazioni degli edifici di 
culto, che iniziano proprio in questo secolo; il proba-
bile margine urbano occidentale era forse segnato 
dalla presenza della chiesa di S.Michele Arcangelo, 
attestata gia dal 962, mentre il margine orientale era 
indicato dalla chiesa di S.Vitale, documentata per la 
prima volta ne! 971. Tra le chiese menzionate - in 
posizione quasi centrale- era situata la platea publi-
ca maior, che compare in un primo documento del 
972 10• La zona interessata dallo scavo era probabil-
mente compresa nell'espansione suburbana 11 e in 
particolare ne! burgus inferior, i cui caratteri erano 
pertanto semirurali, con ampie zone destinate aorta-
glia e numerosi edifici di servizio. Agli inizi dell 'XI 
secolo si daterebbe la costruzione di una fortificazione 
sui Po nell 'estremita occidentale dell a citta ad opera 
di Tedaldo di Canossa, abbattuta nel XVI secolo per 
fare posto alia fortezza papale 12 • 
Uggeri Patitucci 1973; Uggeri Patitucci 1974; Uggeri Pati-
tucci I 976; Uggeri Patitucci I 989, 435-440. 
4 Bocchi I 974; Bocchi I 976. 
S. Patitucci ha portato in luce ne! cortile de !la cosidetta casa 
del Capitano, tra le vie Voltacasotto e Coperta, una porzione di 
muro interpretato come elemento pertinente a! primitivo castntm, 
la cui la datazione e peraltro affidata all a presenza di pochi mate-
riali che riportano genericamente ad un orizzonte altomedievale. 
6 Bondesan, Ferri & Stefani 1995, 33-34, a cui si rimanda per 
l'analisi dell a geomorfologia dell'area urbana ed anche per I 'am-
pia bibliografia precedente. 
7 Benati 1987, 112- I 14; Idem, I I 8- I I 9; Bocchi I 976, pp. 
I 29-130; Castagnetti I 985, I 9-20. 
8 Si tratta di un enfiteusi del 953 che ricorda una casa che 
sorgeva infra civitatem in regione monasterii beati Salvatoris: 
Bocchi I 976, 133; Uggeri Patitucci I 989, 437; altra menzione si 
ha nel998: Bocchi !987, I98-I99. 
9 11 !ermine burgus in questo momento si riferisce ad espan-
sioni periferiche di un centro urbano: Settia I 984, p. 316 e p. 341, 
nota 59: "dai documenti a noi noti le piu antiche attestazioni di 
burgus come sobborgo cittadino compaiono in ltalia setten-
trionale a Ferrara nel 970". 
10 Visser Travagli 1995 C, 187, nn. 4 ,9, 11. 
11 Uggeri Patitucci 1982, 55-56. 
Un indagine ne! centro storico di Ferrara: lo scavo di via Vaspegolo- corso Porta Reno (1993-94) 
Fig. 4.- Ferrara, via Vaspergolo-corso Porta Reno. 
Legenda delle figg. 8-13: 
1. strutture lignee verticali in posto; 
2. strutture lignee verticali aspartate; 
3. steccati asportati,· 
4. steccati in posto; 
5. strutture lignee arizzantali aspartate; 
6. strutture lignee orizzantali in posta. 
La citta si sarebbe quindi sviluppata tra !'VII e 
I 'XI secolo tra questi due poli- il castrum ad oriente 
e la fortificazione canossiana ad occidente - assu-
mendo come direttrice dello sviluppo urbano il corso 
del Po, che in eta altomedievale scorreva lungo le 
attuali vie C. Mayr e Ripagrande. 
Nella prima meta del XII secolo la citta risulta 
ulteriorrnente espansa verso occidente lungo l'asta flu-
viale13, ma e attomo alll35 che avvenne un fatto em-
blematico per la storia e I' assetto topografico urbanis-
tico: la costruzione della nuova cattedrale di S.Giorgio 
cispadano14, innalzata al margine settentrionale della 
citta, in posizione centrale, in una zona non ancora 
urbanizzata; poco tempo dopo- e vicino a questa- fu 
eretto il pa/atium communis 15 • Lo spostamento e la 
creazione delle due nuove sedi del potere spirituale e 
temporale e la conseguente creazione di una nuova 
piazza, porta la citta ad espandersi progressivamente 
verso nord, abbandonando la direttrice fluviale. 
Lo scavo di via Vaspergolo- corso Porta Reno 16 e 
compreso nell 'area urbana finora descritta (Figg. 2-
3); ad eccezione di una stretta fascia di terreno inte-
12 VisserTravagli 1995 C, 188, n. 14. 
13 Anche in questo caso ci vengono in aiuto le attestazioni 
delle chiese poste al margine occidentale, che segnano i punti di 
massima espansione urbana: risale al 1138 la prima attestazione 
dell a chiesa di S.Maria Nuova e al 1106 la menzione di 
S.Nicolo: Visser Travagli 1995 C, 188-189, nn. 30,26. 
14 Vasina 1987, 79-82; Samaritani 1982. La primitiva sede epis-
copale, S.Giorgio, era situata sulla riva meridionale del fiume e 
qui rimase fino al XII secolo, quando venne trasferita nella sede 
attuale. La primitiva sede episcopale, S.Giorgio, era situata sulla 
riva meridionale del flume e qui rimase fino al XII secolo, quan-
do venne trasferita nella sede attuale. Sui le vicende storiche che 
portarono alia costruzione della Cattedrale si veda Cattedrale. 
15 Vasina 1987,96-99. 
16 Tra il 1981 e il 1984 una parte dell 'isolato di corso Porta 
Reno-via Ragno-via Vaspergolo fu oggetto di un intervento scavo 
da p.rte dei Musei Civici e dell'Universita di Oxford; l'inter-
vento interesso circa 1/3 dell'intera superficie disponibile, fino 
a raggiungere il terreno vergine. I risultati sono parzialmente 
editi: Gadd & Ward-Perkins 1991; Visser Travagli 1995 8, con 
bibliografia precedente. Altri scavi urbani, che hanno interessato 
aree urbanizzate in tempi piu recenti sono stati realizzati negli 
anni '90 a cura della Soprintendenza Archeologica dell'Emilia 
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ressata dalla costruzione di cantine ottocentesche 17 e 
da alcuni disturbi superficiali post e tardo medievali, 
la stratificazione non conosce soluzione di continuita 
fino ai livelli altomedievali relativi alia prima fre-
quentazione dell' area. Le particolari condizioni del 
terreno hanno perrnesso inoltre la perfetta conserva-
zione di tutti gli elementi strutturali e delle suppel-
lettile lignea, perrnettendo la lettura anche degli ele-
menti di minore consistenza, come gli steccati, che 
piu facilmente risultano compromessi dalla giacitura. 
L'indagine percio offre una preziosa opportunita di 
fare luce sulle origini della citta 18 • 
2 Lo scavo: periodizzazione e fasP 9 
Periodo I -III (seconda meta X - prima meta XII 
seco/o) 
Le origini di Ferrara, come si e detto, si fanno 
risalire all' altomedioevo: le testimonianze di eta ro-
mana sono relative ad aree limitrofe all'attuale citta 
17 L'intera zona di scavo fu interessata nel 1863 da una radi-
cale trasformazione per la realizzazione di un grande edificio le 
cui fondazioni con cantine sono venute in luce sia durante lo 
scavo recente che nell'indagine svolta negli anni '80. Queste 
non compaiono nel catasto del 1860, mentre invece risultano 
nelle particelle catastali del 1939. Si vedano le planimetrie in 
Visser Travagli 1995 8, 86, che illustra anche la recente storia 
dell'isolato. In seguito ai danni subiti dai bombardamenti duran-
te !'ultima guerra, I' Amministrazione Comunale elaboro nel 1953 
un piano di ricostruzione per I' intero quartiere che trovo solo 
parziale attuazione; ne! 1957, dopo la demolizione della parte 
dell'isolato poi interessato dagli scavi, i lavori furono definitiva-
mente sospesi. Per un lungo periodo I 'area rimase inutilizzata 
finche ne! 1981 i Musei Civici d 'Arte Antica di Ferrara in colla-
borazione con I 'Universita di Oxford intrapresero in parte dell' 
area I' intervento precedentemente menzionato. 
18 La citta stessa si presenta come un caso peculiare per 
l'archeologia medievale, poiche offre la possibilita diacquisire 
dati sull'organizzazione urbana degli insediamenti medievali 
sorti ex-novo; questa prerogativa an nulla inoltre I 'indice di resi-
dualita nelle stratificazioni archeologiche fomendo uno straor-
dinario strumento di conoscenza per la cultura materiale dei 
secoli centrali del medioevo. 












Fig. 5. - Ferrara, via Vas-
pergolo-corso Porta Reno. 
Periodo I, fa se 1-2. 
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Fig. 6. - Ferrara, via Vas-
pergolo-corso Porta Reno. 
Periodo !I, fase 2. 
Fig. 7. - Ferrara, via Vas-
pergolo-corso Porta Reno. 
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ricerca archeologica si e data la preferenza, in questa sede, 
all'esposizione dei livelli compresi tra la prima frequentazione 
dell'area (Periodo I, Fase I, d'ora in poi abbreviato P.l/1) e la 
prima meta del XIII secolo (P.IV). Si e voluto pertanto conce-















che comprenda l'intervento nella sua globalita, al periodo com-
preso trail primo sviluppo storico della citta e l'eta comunale, 
momento talvolta trascurato rispetto alia fase che vedra gli 
Estensi signori incontrastati dell a citta ( 1264 ), il piu ricco di 
documentazione archivistica e archeologica. 
Un indagine ne! centro storico di Ferrara: lo scavo di via Vaspegolo- corso Porta Reno (1993-94) 
Fig. 8. - Ferrara, via Vas-
pergolo-corso Porta Reno. 
Periodo Ill, fase 2. 
Fig. 9. - Ferrara, via Vas-
pergolo-corso Porta Reno. 
Periodo !I!, fase 3. 
Fig. 10. - Ferrara, via Vas-
pergolo-corso Porta Reno. 
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e configurano un quadro di abitati sparsi disposti lun-
go i paleoalvei fluviali; il solo ritrovamento di eta 
romana segnalato in area urbana e il miliario di Valen-
te e Graziano20 che si riferisce al percorso di una gran-
.de via pubblica per Padum, che passava lungo il corso 
20 Il monumento (C.l.L., V, 8008), rinvenuto nell'area dell' 
antico ospedale di S.Anna su cui insiste l'odierno Ospedale, e ora 
conservato al Civico Lapidario. 
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del fiume: oltre a cio nulla e finora emerso riferibile ad 
un agglomerato urbano o protourbano21 di eta classica. 
Alia luce di quanto detto appare interessante segna-
lare la presenza, nelle unita stratigrafiche piu pro-
fonde relative a! periodo I e alle prime fasi del periodo 
II, di materiali sicuramente attribuibili all'eta romana; 
oltre a vari mattoni manubriati e tegole ad alette, di 
cui alcuni campioni sono stati sottoposti ad analisi a 
dosimetria termoluminescente22 , sono stati rinvenuti 
anche altri materiaJi23 la cui scoperta sullo scavo po-
trebbe far pensare alia vicina presenza di una strut-
tura romana spoliata 
L'iniziale forma di occupazione dell'area24 inte-
ressata dallo scavo (Periodo I) (Figg. 4-5) - che si 
puo ipotizzare non anteriore alia seconda meta del X 
secolo- risulta di carattere episodico e si caratterizza 
per la frequentazione sporadica, con buche, piccole 
fosse e recinzioni impostate sui terreno vergine. 
E' nella prima m eta dell 'XI secolo che la zona 
viene sistemata con maggiore organicita tramite la 
realizzazione di una staccionata a paletti verticali ed 
assi (P.IV2, us 2469) che divide !'area da nord verso 
sud in due settori, separazione che permarra sostan-
zialmente invariata per tutto I' arco di tempo indagato 
dallo scavo (Fig. 6); la parte orientale cosi definita 
sembra per lo piu destinata alle strutture, mentre nella 
parte occidentale vengono impiantate buche per il 
seppellimento dei rifiuti solidi e latrine a perdere. In 
questa fase sono venute in luce quattro strutture, tre 
delle quali nella parte orientale (Str. 1-3), disposte 
con ilia to breve parallelo alia staccionata divisoria25 . 
Un' immagine coeva delle forme e delle caratte-
21 Sulla romanizzazione del territorio ferrarese Uggeri 1975; 
per le ultime acquisizioni Berti 1995, mentre per i ritrovamenti 
nella zona di Ferrara si veda da ultimo Visser Travagli 1995 A, 
47-52. 
22 Le analisi, in parte ancora in corso, sono state realizzate dal 
laboratorio di Fisica dei Solidi deli'Universita di Milano. Un 
mattone sesquipedale frammentario proveniente dall'us 2074 ha 
fomito come estremi cronologici 167± 172 d.C. I mattoni manu-
briati o frammenti di sequipedali e tegole sono stati rinvenuti 
quasi sempre a rinzeppare le fosse di fondazione di pali o travi 
strutturali; le analisi sono state estese ad una campionatura dei 
laterizi rinvenuti nelle fasi piu antiche. Appare logico ipotizzare 
in un contesto che vede prevalere l'edilizia in legno la riutili-
zzazione dei rari laterizi prelevandoli da strutture di eta romana 
poco lontane. 
23 Per la precisione si tratta di due esagonette pavimentali, 6 
tessere di mosaico, un frammento di marrno serpentino; a questi 
si aggiunge un bollo frammentario impresso sui bordo di un 
anfora, probabilmente di forma Dr. 6. 
24 Lo scavo ha portato in luce moltissime perimetrazioni lignee, 
sebbene mai conservate nella loro interezza e per lo piu costituite 
da staccionate e steccati; I 'elemento discriminante utilizzato nella 
valutazione delle caratteristiche strutturali consiste nella pre-
senza di elementi portanti ascrivibili ad un alzato in grado di 
reggere una copertura, in relazione a piani d'uso con prepara-
zioni pavimental i. I periodi contrassegnati da I a !11 so no caratte-
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ristiche delle abitazioni ci e restituita dai contratti di 
enfiteusi che fanno riferimento ad un 'unita di terreno, 
il casa!e26, su cui insistevano piccole strutture in legno, 
talvolta recintate27 , munite quasi sempre di orto e 
cortile. Sebbene appaia difficile valutare l'incidenza 
di questo gruppo di strutture nella natura dell 'area 
suburbana, occorre rilevare che si tratta di una den-
sita significativa, che pare ancora permanere anche 
agli inizi del successivo periodo, anche in presenza di 
una tecnica costruttiva diversa. 
Ne! III Periodo (Figg. 7-1 0), che cop re un arco 
temporale di circa un secolo (meta XI- meta XII 
secolo) l'area fu divisa nuovamente in due settori da 
una serie di steccati con orientamento N-S, il cui anda-
mento ricalca parzialmente quello del precedente 
periodo. Dopo la consistente occupazione strutturale 
osservata precedentemente, la zona sembra ora pre-
sentare una destinazione d'uso sostanzialmente diver-
sa- almeno ne! settore orientale -con la presenza di 
tettoie sostenute da grossi pali (Str.S-6) (Fig. 7); 
queste sono separate tra loro da numerose recinzioni 
eseguite con paletti verticali che sorreggono graticci 
di ramaglie intrecciate, allo scopo di frazionare 1 'area 
in settori regolari, con perimetri subrettangolari. Delle 
quattro diverse strutture (Str. 5-8) (Fig.9) che fanno 
la loro comparsa ne! III Periodo solamente la n. 7, 
molto probabilmente un' abitazione, e presente in 
tutte le fasi mantenendo la medesima misura di circa 
6 metri di larghezza; all 'inizio della Fase 4 (Fig. 1 0) 
I' edificio cambiera destinazione d 'uso trasformandosi 
in un 'area destinata ad attivi ta artigianali, os pi tante 
una macina o un torchio (us neg 1739)28• 
rizzati dalla presenza in tutta !'area di scavo di strutture unica-
mente lignee e di zone adibite a recinzioni ed immondezzai. 
25 L' intelaiatura delle strutture 1 e 2 e definita da pali angolari 
e travi orizzontali; il perimetro della struttura 3 e costituito sola-
mente da assi lignee infisse verticalmente ne I terreno, parte delle 
quali ancora conservate in alzato. E' probabile che si tratti di 
strutture di servizio, come sembra dimostrare la presenza della 
piccola fomacetta (us 2538) rinvenuta all'interno della Str. 2. 
26 Secondo la Bocchi I 'estensione di questi appezzamenti di 
terreno, in base al piede ferrarese, doveva essere limitata; si veda 
Bocchi 1974, 74; Bocchi 1976, 138; sulla distribuzione dei casali 
nella citta Bacchi 1987, 141-147. 
27 E' il caso di un enfiteusi del 952 che parla di una casa 
"clausa cum columnellis ": Bocchi 1974, 73-74; Bocchi 1976, 
13 anche per altri documenti di qualche decennio posteriori. 
28 
·Gii edifici venuti in luce durante questo periodo denotano 
un cambiamento rispetto alia tecnica costruttiva osservata prece-
dentemente; le strutture 5 e 6, probabilmente tettoie o ripari, 
sono definite da pali che dovevano sostenere una copertura in 
materiale deperibile, mentre l'edificio 7 presenta la strutturapor-
tante realizzata con grossi pali angolari e l'alzato con assi lignee 
a scanalatura centrale, mentre il perimetro era definito da un 
graticcio di ramaglie intrecciate, similmente da quanto venuto in 
luce a Mantova (Brogiolo 1994, 110, fig. 11 ). Diversa appare la 
tecnica adottata per la struttura 8, probabilmente anch'essa 
un 'abitazione, che prevedeva travi orizzontali piuttosto spessi su 
Un indagine nel centro storico di Ferrara: lo scavo di via Vaspegolo- corso Porta Reno (1993-94) 
Fig. 11. - Ferrara, via Vas-
pergolo-corso Porta Reno. 
Periodo IV, fase 1. 
Fig. 12. - Ferrara, via Vas-
pergolo-corso Porta Reno. 
Periodo IV, fase 2. 
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Fig. 13. - Ferrara, via Vas-
pergolo-corso Porta Reno. 




cui erano poggiate assi lignee, incastrate tra loro; il lato 
occidentale era definito da un graticcio ed il pavimento era 
probabilmente costituito da un assito ligneo. La struttura trova 
confronto con edifici di Piadena, Fidenza, oltre che di Ferrara 
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154; Gadd & Ward-Perkins 1991, 108-115). Le coperture 
dovevano essere realizzate in materia1e deperibile; il solo 
focolare osservato ea fuoco libero (Str.7, Fase 3, us 1870). Si 
osservano quindi, ne! medesimo periodo, varie esempi di alzati 
che testimoniano una notevole varieta di tipologie costruttive. 
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Le misure deducibili dai lati completi delle strut-
ture (meno di 1/5 del totale) permettono di ipotizzare 
un impianto relativamente regolare, con valori com-
presi tra 4,6 e 5,6 metri; questo frazionamento, pur 
con sostanziali cambiamenti d'uso per l'impianto di 
un grande letamaio nella zona meridionale dello sca-
vo, sembra proseguire con una certa regolarita per 
tutta la durata del III Periodo. 
E' appunto con la fase 3 (Fig.9) che avviene una 
consistente modifica dell 'assetto genera le dell 'area 
con la destinazione della zona meridionale dello scavo 
a letamaio; questo, perimetrato da una serie di stec-
cati rifatti costantemente, per la sua ampiezza doveva 
avere un uso comunitario. Lungo il suo lato occiden-
tale persistono piccole buche per rifiuti e latrine mag-
giormente strutturate, dotate quasi sempre di copertura 
realizzata con tavolati. Con la creazione del grande 
letamaio, che si aggiunge alle latrine e alle fosse di 
scarico gia presenti nella zona occidentale, sembra 
quindi di trovarsi di fronte ad una situazione appa-
rentemente organizzata, motivata forse dalla volonta 
di mettere ordine ne! problema dello smaltimento dei 
rifiuti29• Dal momento della sua creazione I 'area 
meridionale continuera ad avere questa funzione per 
mol to tempo, fino all 'impianto sulla medesima zona 
di una casa in muratura (P.IV/2). 
Periodo IV (met a XII- m eta XII secolo) 
Periodo V ( seconda met a XII secolo in poi) 
E' intomo alia meta del XII secolo che si osserva 
nella superficie indagata dallo scavo la costruzione di 
una casa che presenta caratteristiche costruttive che 
la differenziano radicalmente dalle precedenti: le 
fondamenta sono infatti realizzate in mattoni (Str. 9) 
(Fig. 11 ). Appare mol to suggestivo ipotizzare che i1 
passaggio di questa zona della citta da fascia margi-
nale- connotata da orti e casupole- ad area centrale, 
29 Non esistono per questo periodo documenti che accennino 
a questo problema, ma dai primi Statuti pervenutici, datati al 
1287, sappiamo che interi paragrafi erano destinati a! le nonne di 
regolamentazione in questo sensa. 
30 Queste fondazioni sembrano essere una deliberata scelta 
edilizia forse a somiglianza di quanta testimoniato a Bologna 
con l'impiego di ciottoli di fiume, in un momento 
cronologicamente coincidente (Librenti 1995 8, 386). 
31 L'esclusiva presenza di materiali vascolari attribuibili a 
questo periodo fa supporre una sostanziale attendibilita di questi 
esigui contesti ne! datare la fase edilizia; appare infatti 
fortemente improbabile che i secoli successivi, ben piu ricchi di 
ceramiche fini- e quindi maggionnente inquinati -,non abbiano 
lasciato traccia entro queste ampie fosse, i cui riempimenti 
assommano ad oltre 25 m.c. di detriti, inclusi scarti con blocchi 
di mattoni fusi e pietra. 
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avvenuta all' in circa in questo periodo con la crea-
zione della nuova piazza, possa avere segnato il 
passaggio ad una nuova tecnica edilizia. 
Questa casa parzialmente in laterizi coesistera per 
un periodo accanto ad altre costruzioni in legno che 
sembrano pen) interpretabili piu come strutture di 
servizio che vere e proprie abitazioni; il completa-
mento dell' edificazione dell' intera superficie avvenne 
infatti sostanzialmente nelle fasi successive (Fasi 2-
3) (Figg. 12-13), terminando attomo alia meta del 
XIII secolo. 
I dati di scavo mostrano che le fondazione della 
casa piu antica (Str. 9)- caratterizzate da arcate- sono 
state rifatte durante la seconda fase esattamente a! di 
sopra di quelle precedenti; contemporaneamente an-
che altri due fabbricati (Str. 10,12) (Fig. 12) mostrano 
fondazioni con le medesime peculiarita. Queste sono 
completamente diverse sia dalle fondazioni relative 
agli edifici costruiti nell' area meridionale dello scavo 
(Str. 13, 14, 15) (Fig. 13)- attribuibili ad una fa se uni-
taria e piu tarda - e anche da que !le riferibili all 'ulti-
mo rifacimento delle case 10 e 12, in quanto tutte rea-
lizzate con la tecnica a sacco30. L'ipotesi piu pro-
babile e che i1 nucleo degli edifici menzionati sia da 
ascrivere ad una risistemazione omogenea dell' area, 
aspetto che e deducibile - oltre che dalle caratteris-
tiche appena menzionate - anche dalla presenza di 
frammenti ceramici sempre anteriori alla meta del 
XIII secolo in tutte le sottofondazionP 1• Gli edifici in 
muratura rimasero certamente in uso almeno per tutto 
il XVII secolo, come testimoniato da una serie di 
immondezzai pertinenti alle diverse costruzioni, costi-
tuiti da camere di scarico voltate a botte con cadi-
toie32, che hanno restituito contesti databili dal XIV 
a! XVII secolo33 . 
Lo statuto del 1287 e il primo documento che 
fomisce I 'immagine piu vicina alia realta dell 'assetto 
di Ferrara durante il XIII secolo34 : la citta cominciava 
ad avere strade selciate, a regolare i1 flusso dei canali 
32 Questo tipo di strutture si trovano in quasi tutti i palazzi 
ferraresi dal XIV secolo in poi; un esempio sono i rinvenimenti 
di palazzo Schifanoia (D' Agostini 1995), palazzo Paradiso 
(Felloni, Guarnieri & Piccinini 1985; Gulinelli & Visser 
Travagli 1995), del convento di S.Paolo (Visser Travagli 1995 
D) e di S.Antonio in Polesine (inedito), e di un palazzo di vicolo 
del Gambero (Visser Travagli 1995 E). 
33 Una di queste (usm 594, 595) e venuta in luce sui fianco 
occidentale dell'edificio 9; all'interno erano rimasti i resti della 
centinatura utilizzata al momento della sua costruzione (us 
I 052) e il riempimento riferibile alle fasi di vita piu tarde dell a 
abitazione, fino al XVI secolo. Parte del riempimento della 
struttura e stato edito in Guamieri 1995 C, 35. 
34 Montorsi 1955, 287-312, Laboreria genera/a civitatis 
Ferrarie Xll- C. 
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di scolo, a ripulire gli spazi pubblici ed innalzare il 
suolo pubblico laddove era necessaria. Molti dove-
vano essere gli orti, le vigne e gli appezzamenti sco-
perti di terreno se una norma stabiliva che tutti questi 
dovevano essere chiusi, a spese dei proprietari, con 
recintP5, situazione che appare ben documentata 
dalle strutture venute in luce nell 'area di scavo. 
Ancora con questa connotazione semirurale36 la zona 
interessata dall' indagine archeologica appare com-
presa all'intemo della cinta muraria urbana, come si 
desume dalla prima pianta degna di credibilita -
opera di Paolino da Venezia, frate minorita- databile 
ai primi decenni del XIV secolo 37 . 
Il passaggio dalle strutture lignee agli edifici in mu-
ratura coincide con un cambiamento anche per quanta 
riguarda le modalita dello smaltimento dei rifiuti che 
viene rigidamente regolarizzato. Il problema dell' 
igiene e toccata nel libro V degli Statuti del 1287; 
questo dispone la chiusura delle latrine visibili dalla 
strada, obbliga alla loro pulizia annuale e stabilisce il 
vincolo di costruire servizi igienici tra due proprieta 
distanti dai confini in modo tale che fosse assicurato 
lo scarico sulla fogna (androna) comune e non sulla 
proprieta privata38 , norme che furono riprese nello 
statuto di Borso d'Este del147639 • 
3 Conclusioni 
Cio che e emerso tramite 1 'indagine archeologica 
e il profilo di un'area urbana dal suo primo formarsi 
fino ai giomi nostri; ne scaturisce l 'immagine di una 
zona che almeno fino alla meta del XII secolo era 
totalmente occupata da strutture lignee di dimensioni 
abbastanza eterogenee e realizzate con tecniche edifi-
catorie diversificate tra loro40. 
A Ferrara l 'impiego dellegno nell 'edilizia ne tes-
timonia la diffusione durante i secoli del medioevo, 
res tan do I' elemento peculiare dell' aspetto urbana 
anche nel tardo XIV secolo41 , momento in cui le fonti 
35 Ibidem, 287, XV, De art is et bray/is claudendis comuniter. 
36 Anche la zona di Borgonuovo mostrava le medesime 
caratteristiche con aree destinate a scarico, orti, strutture in legno 
ed edifici in muratura; Librenti 1992. 
37 Bondanini 1973; tutte le piante e le carte di Ferrara sono 
raccolte e in parte pubblicate da Bonasera 1965. Si veda inoltre 
Fiocchi 1995. 
38 Montorsi 1955, 290-291, I. V, XXVI, Quod nemini liceat 
. habere necessarium inter se eta vicinum, nisi in uno murro (sic) 
unum pedem reliquat. 
•
39 Per la sinossi degli statuti ferraresi si veda Montorsi 1955, 
CXXXVIII-CXXXIX. 
40 Le strutture venute in luce sono recinzioni e tettoie destinate 
ad attivita artigianali ed alcune abitazioni; queste appaiono 
caratterizzate sia da una struttura portante costituita da pali 
sono concordi nel descrivere una citta ancora carat-
terizzata dalla presenza di edifici in legno. 
Il passaggio da un'edilizia completamente in legno 
ad una in mattone probabilmente avvenne in modo 
graduate e attraverso l'uso di alzati "leggeri". Ne 
potrebbero essere testimonianza le fondazioni ad 
arco caratteristiche delle prime case in muratura che 
nella strutt.9 vennero rifatte piu volte in un breve 
lasso di tempo e che proprio per questo particolare 
potevano prevedere l 'uso di una struttura "leggera"42 
in alzato; il confronto piu immediato va alle costru-
zioni coeve dell 'Europa settentrionale (Germania, 
Inghilterra e parte della Francia) che potevano avere 
tutto o parte all' alzato realizzato con la tecnica a 
graticcio. Inoltre, almeno alla fin del XIII secolo, le 
case ferraresi non dovevano essere completamente 
realizzate in muratura se negli Statuti cittadini (1287) 
e riportata la proibizione di coprire i tetti con paglia 
e stuoie43 ; il legno continua comunque ad essere 
largamente usato nelle ripartizioni interne. 
Il passaggio definitivo ad un alzato totalmente 
realizzato in laterizio potrebbe essere stato quindi 
segnato dalla presenza nello scavo di un gruppo di 
edifici le cui fondazioni furono realizzate con una 
diversa tecnica costruttiva. 
Il cambio radicale delle tecniche e dei materiali ha 
influenzato anche la qualita della conservazione dei 
piani pavimentali che si presentavano in successione 
ordinata nell 'eta altomedievale per scomparire quasi 
totalmente nelle fasi successive. Se infatti ne! periodo 
piu antico i piani pavimentali erano realizzati tramite 
semplici riporti di terreno pulito, a cui spesso corris-
pondeva un ripristino- anche parziale- delle strutture 
lignee, in eta bassomedievale e modema 1 'esistenza 
di murature imponeva per il rifacimento della pavi-
mentazione la conseguente asportazione di quelle 
precedenti, per evitare l'abnorme accrescersi del piano 
di calpestio. 
Sin quasi dall'inizio della sua frequentazione l'area 
interessata dallo scavo sembrerebbe dimostrare 1 'esis-
verticali a cui si appoggiano pareti in ramaglie talvolta con 
argilla pressata, si a da edifici a travi orizzontali e pareti formate 
da assi verticali (Str. 8), confrontabili con strutture rinvenute in 
Lombardia ed Emilia (Brogiolo 1994, 110-111; Gelichi 1994 B, 
163-165). Non sembra possibile stabilire un primato tra I 'una e 
l'altra tecnologia edificatoria, poiche in alcune fasi (P.III/3) 
strutture coeve hanno adottato le due differenti tecniche. 
41 11 concetto e stato sottolineato da Gelichi 1992, 18. 
42 Se si suppone che la Str. 9 fosse gia dalla sua prima fase in 
muratura piena, non si riesce a spiegare come possa essere stata 
totalmente demolita fino alle fondamenta per poi essere rifatta 
ex-novo per ben due volte ne! giro di pochissimo tempo. Questa 
operazione sarebbe risultata invece molto piu agevole se si pensa 
ad un alzato totalmente o parzialmente ligneo. 
43 Montorsi 1955, I.II, CCXXIII. 
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tenza di un certo criterio distributivo che si riscon-
tren1 per esempio, anche se maggiormente codificato, 
alcuni secoli piu tardi per I' area di Borgonuovo44 . In 
particolare si nota la persistenza dell' as se di divi-
sione N-S che separa la zona indagata in due aree a 
funzioni sostanzialmente diversificate; questo limite 
compare precocemente e sembra permanere anche ne! 
momento della radicale trasformazione della zona che 
vede la comparsa di case con fondazioni in· laterizio 
(P.IV). All 'interno di questo Iimite mol to netto le 
divisioni sembrano invece maggiormente elastiche, 
pur mantenendosi abbastanza costante l'estensione 
delle superfici45 . 
L'indagine condotta negli anni '80 nell'area Iimi-
trofa46 vedeva la presenza di una grande casa in 
mattoni (House 15) che si ritiene corrispondere nelle 
misure a quasi tutte quelle edificate precedentemente 
in legno (lungh. m. 15, Iargh. m. 9); tale situazione 
prefigurerebbe uno scenario di edificato sostanzial-
mente dissimile da quello fornito dalla nostra inda-
gine che ha posto in Iuce piccole strutture, per Io piu 
aree riparate dedicate ad attivita artigianali o steccati, 
spesso ricostruite con frequenza47 . Le abitazioni in 
legno scoperte in questa indagine trovano comunque 
confronto con i1 Building 348 caratterizzato da grossi 
pali e le cui pareti erano probabilmente costituite da 
assi disposte orizzontalmente e con la House 13 -
piuttosto tarda - che mostra un perimetro realizzato 
con quattro travi orizzontaJi49. 
Fino a! momento della realizzazione delle case in 
muratura gli immondezzai risultano sempre isolati 
dagli edifici; e con gli inizi del XIV secolo che com-
paiono specifiche strutture in muratura, indifferente-
mente interne od esterne a questi, situazione testi-
moniata si a nello scavo degli anni '80 che nell' inter-
vento recente, concordemente a quanto si deduce 
dalla normativa statutaria50. Dai dati pubblicati finora 
si desume che la House 15 e stata costruita alia fine 
del XIII secolo51 risultando quindi di circa un secolo 
piu tarda rispetto a! primo edificio in muratura venu-
to in luce nello scavo 1993-94 (Str.9). Questo dato ci 
porterebbe ad ipotizzare per quest'area un'edifica-
44 Sull'intervento di scavo nell'area si veda Librenti 1992 e 
. Librenti l 995 A. 
45 La persistenza dei limiti di proprieta anche ne[ momento del 
passaggio dagli edifici in legno a quelli in muratura appare 
infatti piu definita ne! caso di Bologna e ne! precedente scavo di 
Porta Reno: Gelichi l 994 A, 59!. 
46 Risulta necessario, per avere una visione maggiormente 
completa dell 'isolato, agganciare i dati risultanti da questa 
indagine con quelli emersi dalla precedente; si potrebbe cosi 
va1utare se, come pare, !'area occidentale sia stata destinata a 
scarico e immondezzai con una certa continuita. 
47 Unica costruzione che mantenne per un certo periodo di 
tempo la stessa grandezza e la struttura 7. 
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zione a macchie di leopardo che Iascio fuori alcune 
zone continuativamente occupate da aree aperte. 
Se non appare corretto adottare come modello per 
tutta la citta altomedievale le tipologie delle strutture 
scoperte nell 'indagine- anche perche I 'area indagata 
sembra rimanere marginale alia citta almeno per tutto 
il XII secolo- occorre peraltro osservare che le strut-
ture venute in luce a Ferrara trovano confronti con 
edifici individuati come di livello medio-alto52 situati 
anche in aree urbane pienamente centrali. 
La mancanza di consistenti dati di scavo relativi a! 
periodo altomedievale non ci consente di istituire 
confronti pertinenti con altre zone de !la citta; 1 'inda-
gine ha comunque permesso di focalizzare l'inizio 
della frequentazione in questa zona attorno alia meta 
del X secolo. Alcuni sondaggi realizzati ne! 1993 e 
ne! 1995 in zone adiacenti53 restituiscono peraltro la 
medesima situazione stratigrafica che sembra confer-
mare la precoce frequentazione della zona. 
Abbreviazioni 
Castello = S. GELICHI (a cura di ), Ferrara primae 
dopa il Caste/la. Testimonianze archeologiche 
per la storia de/la citta, Ferrara, 1992. 
Cattedrale =La cattedrale di Ferrara. Atti del Con-
vegno, Ferrara 11-13 maggio 1979, Ferrara, 1982 
Edilizia = G.P. BROGIOLO (a cura di), Edilizia 
residenziale tra V e VII secolo. (4 Seminario sul 
tardoantico e l 'altomedioevo in It alia centro-
settentrionale), Mantova, 1994. 
Ferrara = A.M. TRA VAGLI VISSER (a cura di), 
Ferrara ne! Medioevo. Topografia storica e 
archeologia urbana, Casalecchio di Reno, 1995. 
Insediamenti = AA.VV., Insediamenti nelferrarese. 
Dall 'eta romana a/la fondazione del Caste!! a, 
Firenze, 1976. 
Sguardo =F. BERTI (a cura di), Uno sguardo sui pas-
sato. Archeologia ne! Ferrarese, Firenze, 1995. 
Storia = Storia di Ferrara. L 'alto Medioevo. VII-XII 
secolo, vol IV, Ferrara, 1987 
48 Gadd & Ward-Perkins 1991, 106-108. 
49 Ibidem, 108-l !5 . 
50 Si veda quanto detta supra. 
51 Gadd & Ward-Perkins l 99 l, l l 6; Visser Travagli l 995 B, 
90. 
52 E' il caso di Eologna: Gelichi !994 A, 588-59!. Bisogna 
quindi muoversi con molta cautela ne! determinare i1 grado di 
maggiore o minore urbanizzazione basandosi solamente sulla 
tecnica edilizia o sulla scelta dei materiali. 
53 Si tratta del saggio stratigrafico realizzato in corso Porta 
Reno 22-28: Guarnieri 1994; Guarnieri l 995 B; sono stati 
effettuati carotaggi all'intemo di un edificio posto al termine di 
via S.Romano, a poca distanza dallo scavo (inedito). 
Un indagine ne! centro storico di Ferrara: lo scavo di via Vaspegolo- corso Porta Reno (1993-94) 
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London's Early Medieval Timber Buildings. 
Abstract 
This paper presents some new information on the 
nature of buildings of timber, roundwood and earthy 
materials in early medieval London. The period 
covered is the late 9th to late 12th centuries. The 
principal sources for the summary comments and 
specific examples described below are recent excav-
ations in waterlogged areas of the City of London 
carried out by the Museum of London. In this paper 
most of the evidence is drawn from the excavations 
near Queenhithe in the western part of the City 
waterfront. During these excavations much new 
evidence of the techniques of construction of early 
timber, roundwood and earth buildings was recorded 
in detail. Substantial work remains to be done on the 
post-excavation analysis of the records of these 
structures but a number of key constructional feat-
ures are already apparent which are replicated in 
evidence from more than one site. Some of the 
constructional features are also paralleled in finds 
from other European towns. This summary princip-
ally concerns the nature of buildings in three 
dimensions, that is, their above ground characteris-
tics, beyond the usual focus of archaeological atten-
tion, the post hole plan. 
A Thames 
Little Known Traditions of Construction 
Background 
London's historic core areas contain many water-
logged zones both along the natural watercourses, in 
land-fill areas, and sometimes even in relatively elev-
ated positions (Ayre et al. 1996,a; Woodger & Good-
bum Forthcoming; Porter, this conf. procs.). Much 
has been published on the excavation of medieval 
timber waterfront structures such as river walls (or 
"revetments"), river stairs, jetties and related struc-
tures (Milne & Milne 1982, and Milne et al. 1992). 
It gradually became apparent during the 1980s 
that these structures could tell us a great deal about 
structural woodworking techniques of the periods 
concerned. The assumption being that the same 
people that built buildings also worked on the 
waterfront structures (clearly the case in later 
medieval times). This pool of well recorded, usually 
closely dated, data was drawn upon to produce a 
hypothetical developmental scheme for early and 
later medieval timber building techniques as a whole 
(Milne et al., 1992, 131-137). 
By 1990 systematic work had also been carried 
out on the recording and interpretation of some 
groups of reused building timbers of early medieval 
Fig. 1. - Map of central 
London showing the line of 
the medieval City wall, and 
river Thames and recent sites 
with preserved early medieval 
building timbers, identified by 
their site codes. 
---===~----=====---~\~ 
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date (Brigham 1992). Following closely on the heels 
of this work excavation of buildings of timber, 
roundwood and earthy materials (soil, clay, turf, and 
dung) partially preserved in situ took place on a 
number of London sites (Fig. 1). Important groups of 
reused timbers were also found, recorded in detail, 
and analysed (Goodbum 1993, 1995, and Unpub. 
Museum of London Ancient Woodwork archive 
reports since 1988). All the preceding types of work 
have been drawn upon for this brief summary paper. 
In addition the contribution of tree-ring dating has 
been very considerable in this period when pottery 
can only be dated to relatively wide time periods ( eg. 
Tyers 1995). 
Space and time will not allow detailed descrip-
tions of many of the groups ofbuilding timbers or the 
buildings in situ, but readers can obtain more infor-
mation from the publications cited above and by 
written request from The Museum of London Archae-
ology Service (MOLAS). Some ofwhat is discussed 




Fig. 2. - Diagrammatic 
glossary of most wall and 
roof support systems known 
from in situ or reused early 
medieval building timbers 
excavated since 1988 in 
London: 
a) earth-fast stave; 
b) stave in grooved base-
plate; 
c) earth-fast stave and 
muntin; 
d) mock stave and muntin; 
e) aisled round post with 
stave external wall; 
f) aisled with wattle lined 
tu if external walls; 
g) plank on edge baseplate 
for wattle walls; 
h) earth-fast post and clap-
board; 
l) sunken; post and plank 
revetted; 
)) bulwark wall construc-
tion; 
k) post and wattle walls, 
often buttressed; 
k) "laftwork" or block-
house. 
Note that many of the above 
wall forms may be supple-
mented by earth and or turf 
external walls, and none are 
"timber framed". 
be revised as research continues and particularly as 
more comparable material is published in detail from 
other European cities. 
Definitions, timber framing, and earth fast 
building 
These two terms apply to two broad strands of 
early building traditions in England and are often 
used by English archaeologists rather vaguely, and 
are rarely clearly defined. 
Timber framing traditions of building involve the 
prefabrication of, solid, articulated, closely jointed 
and regularly planned two dimensional, flat frames 
which are finally reassembled on site to form the main 
three dimensional structure of a timber construction, 
building, bridge, jetty or whatever. Most forms of 
framing will stand independently of the site they 
occupy unlike the much more ancient forms of 
"earth-fast" buildings in which many of the buildings 
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key elements are set in, and largely supported by, the 
ground upon which it is built. It would appear that 
little prefabrication is carried out in earth-fast sys-
tems of building. Most forms of earth-fast buildings 
had short lives as the timber and roundwood soon 
rotted at ground level. 
Recent work by the MOLAS has shown that tim-
ber framed buildings were first built in the London 
region in early Roman times although many other 
systems of building were also employed (Goodbum 
1991; Brigham & Goodbum et al. 1995). After the 
Roman administration of Britain collapsed in the 5th 
century the standard techniques of Roman carpentry 
such as timber framing, sawing, a large selection of 
joints and the use of nails were completely abandon-
ed. In some ways the timber building technology 
which developed in post-Roman times has more in 
common with that of prehistory than it does with the 
preceding 350 years. 
The post-Roman period 
The historic core of London was essentially aband-
oned in post Roman times and a new town developed 
to the west of the City during the 7th century. This 
new area of settlement was itself largely abandoned 
after the early Viking raids (See Blackmore procs. 
this conf.). King Alfred responded by organising the 
reoccupation of the old Roman city with its defensive 
walls at the end of the 9th century. Excavations in 
western settlement (Aldwych-Strand) area are current-
ly revealing more and more of the nature of this set-
tlement together with some details of the buildings. 
However, all the sites systematically investigated so 
far have been "dry" and the organic structure of the 
buildings is not generally well preserved. 
It should be noted here that London has no local 
building stone, and that apart from the fragmentary 
remains of a few early churches no masonry build-
ings are known in the post-Roman period until the 
1 090s. The church remains will not be considered 
further here. 
Summary of new evidence from London of late 
9th to 12th century building techniques 
Generalisations based on systematic study 
The preservation of the actual timbers and wattle-
work (woven roundwood) elements of early medie-
val buildings and related structures allows for the 
detailed study of the woodworking techniques em-
ployed. Given systematic recording of a substantial 
body of material it is possible to isolate the repertoire 
of techniques used by the woodworkers which are 
described in more detail elswhere (Goodbum 1992, 
1993, 199 5; W oodger & Goodbum forthcoming). 
Here we may summarise the evidence as follows, the 
principal techniques recorded in the London evid-
ence are; hewing timbers with both narrow and broad 
axes to wedge shaped, roughly rectangular or "D" 
sections, controlled splitting out (cleaving) of planks, 
boards and beams, the shaving of logs to make round-
ed columns, the common use of roundwood, often 
woven in smaller sizes, the use of a simple range of 
joints, mainly of the tongue and groove, lap and 
clasping type, the use of headed treenails of willow 
and oak and sparing use of iron fastenings. 
It is of equal importance to clearly state the tech-
niques that were not used in the 9th to late 12th 
century periods. The medieval-style, tightly cut, peg-
ged, "mortise and tenon" joint has not been found. 
No evidence of sawing either along or across timbers 
has been found. There is also no evidence for the use 
of timber framing methods of working, or indeed 
regularly squared timbers. 
Importantly, it is clear that in the period c. 890-
1180 there were far fewer technological differences 
between land structural woodwork and that of boat-
building than there was in later medieval times. This 
is indicated by such features as the use of distinctive 
boat fastenings in buildings which have been found 
in reused building timbers at Bull Wharf and neigh-
bouring sites (Goodbum 1993, and Fig. 4) Thus, the 
use of the modernised Old English term "treewright" 
("treow wyrhta", "trywwyrhta"; Bosworth & North-
cote-Toiler 1898, 1013) meaning woodworker has 
been adopted as more appropriate than the later, more 
specialised, French derived term "carpenter". 
Variations in building techniques 
It is also becoming clear that the timber, round-
wood and earth buildings of early mediaeval London 
were built in a great variety of ways most of which 
could be seen in the in situ remains or reused timber 
from Bull Wharf (Sites UPT90, and BUF90, Fig. 2). 
There appears to have been far more variety in wall 
construction and roof support methods than have 
been found in Dublin or York for example. Small and 
large surface laid buildings are known, some with 
aisled structures, in others the walls were the load 
bearing features. Slightly and deeply sunken build-
ings are also known (Horsman, Milne & Milne 
1985). 
There is also some tentative evidence for the use 
of a form of"laft" (blockhouse) construction involv-
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ing the use of thick cleft oak planks (Fig. 2, 1). This 
form of construction and stave building using base-
plates (Brigham 1992; Goodburn 1995) may have 
been reserved for more costly structures, because of 
the prodigious amounts of timber and labour used in 
their building. Importantly, both these systems share 
with timber framing the ability to be supported above 
ground level, and may therefore leave comparativ-
ely little trace. Lines of cross-wise baseplate ( cill) 
levelling chocks of timber or stone rubble are some-
times all that remains in situ on the demolition of 
such buildings (Horsman, Milne & Milne 1985, Fig. 
2,b,l.). Currently we have no closely dated evidence 
of the use ofbaseplates for stave buildings in London 
before the end of 11th century although it is possible 
that they were used a little earlier. Some buildings 
were also given raised timber floors, set on "D" or 
roughly rectangular section beams laid on the ground 
as found at Bull Wharf and Cheapside (sites UPT 
90,BUF90 and CID90), in this case evidence of ex-
ternal walls and internal supporting timbers may sur-
vive without "floors" or hearths (Goodburn 1993 ). 
In some ways earth-fast systems of construction 
appear to have been more flexible than timber fram-
ing systems in that it was comparatively easy for 
different walls of the same structure to be built or 
rebuilt rather differently. Combinations of post and 
wattle, stave, and or "bulwark" (see below) walling 
have been found in the same building, functioning 
with the same clearly demarcated brick earth floors 
(as have also been found at Hedeby, Elsner undated). 
The variation in types of evidence 
We are able to deal with vestigial evidence from 
dry sites, the in situ survival of features on wet sites 
such as lower walls, buttresses, internal post bases 
and timber post pads on wet sites, and a large number 
of reused timbers to provide a synthetic view. Figure 
2 attempts a provisional, graphic summary of many 
of the types of wall construction in timber, round-
wood and earth buildings c.890-1200 AD for which 
we have evidence from London excavations since 
1988. The presentation of the phased and dated 
building plan evidence from all of the recently excav-
ated sites is either still underway or stalled by a lack 
of funding. It is hoped that that information will be 
published in due course, in detail (see Porter, this 
conf..procs). The close dating of sequences is being 
carried out with the help of systematic sampling for 
dendrochrono logy. 
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Longevity of property boundaries reducing the 
evidence for building techniques 
A key problem in understanding early medieval 
town buildings in London and many English towns is 
the phenomenon of very long-lived property bound-
aries often over 1000 years old. Larger, deeper later 
medieval and more recent foundations along early 
property boundaries very often completely destroy 
the external walls of the early medieval buildings 
leaving the partition walls and floor and occupation 
deposits only. The patterns of survival at Bull wharf 
is typical where many buildings "lost" the remains of 
their walls, and linking the internal features such as 
floors and partitions to external wall lines is 
demanding work (Ayre et al. 1996b). However, some 
sites in London were less disturbed by later activity 
and given further work coherent building plans as 
well as constructional details are emerging (Porter, 
this conf. procs.). Having attempted the setting of the 
general picture, a few worked examples of the varied 
evidence from London are presented below. 
Some fragments of the built environment of 
London c.890-1200 
What can be presented, very briefly here, are just 
a few concrete examples of timber elements from the 
upper works of buildings of the period. That is, from 
the three dimensional space actually built and lived in 
by early medieval towns folk. 
Fragments of a complex arcaded timber building 
of the mid 1Oth century from Bull Wharf 
A small group of oak timbers from an arcaded, 
aisled structure were found in 1991 reused in a low 
river wall just to the east of Queenhithe (Site VRY 
89). The river wall is dated to the early 11th century. 
These timbers were initially interpreted as rare 
remains of an aisled hall of some form, with a single 
level ofarcading (Goodburn 1993). Extensive excav-
ation at the Bull Wharf site in 1995 then produced 
more unusual reused timbers from what appears to 
have been the same building (Ayre et al. 1996,a). 
Figure 4 shows the articulated timbers of what ap-
pears to be some form of arcade post assembly from 
a substantial aisled building oflate lOth century date. 
The post was sculpted from the three dimensional 
shape of an oak stem and major lower branches, and 
had non-structural planking fastened to it with dis-
tinctive Anglo-Saxon style boat nails. The form of 
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b 
0 
b) The early masonry gatehouse at Lorsch, Germany, 
(redrawn from photograph in Nebolsine 1969). 
Fig. 3. - Examples of early medieval multiple arcading: 
a) The Anglo-Saxon, Barton on Humber masonry church 








c) A hypothetical reconstruction of the 1Oth century timber arcading implied by the group of 
reused timbers from sites B UF90 and VR Y89, viewed looking out of the nave. 
d) A view of the same reconstructed structure in cross section. 
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Fig. 4. - a) Detail of the 1Oth century arcade post assembly from site VRY89, S. face as found reused. 
b) North face showing the cross batten fastened with Anglo-Saxon style boat nails. 
quite unexpected and may have been inspired by 
contact with the Islamic world, or possibly meant to 
simulate the shape of gathered drapes (Stenning pers. 
comm.) or a boats hull in cross section. 
The newly found architectural assemblages from 
Bull Wharf (Sites UPT90, and BUF90) have caused 
us to re-think the interpretation of the earlier find and 
have resulted in the provisional reconstruction draw-
ings shown here (Fig. 3, c). These recently found tim-
bers included; two closely similar large arcade posts, 
a similar post, a third smaller, and a naturally grown 
"Y" shaped timber with many features in common 
with the other timbers. All these timbers had in com-
mon carved bosses, pierced by crude sockets with 
impressions of locking pins for tusk tenons. These 
joints have been taken as the anchor points of multi-
ple tie beams and an aisle tie. 
Additionally several, carefully rounded, flat bot-
tomed posts were found that might be of similar 
derivation. Indeed other timbers that might be from 
the same structure have been found on other sites 
excavated a little to the west (Sites VRY89 and TEX 
88). Further work in the archives for these sites may 
enable a more complete reconstruction of the parent 
building to be offered in the future, in the synthetic 
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publication that is planned. All the timbers referred to 
here have been measured for tree ring study and 
several have been dated but not having full sapwood 
the felling date range is quite broad, lying in the mid 
1Oth century (Tyers 1996). 
In sum, the assemblage has opened our eyes to the 
existance of an elaborate form of timber architecture 
in 1Oth century London which we had not expected. 
The best parallels, seem to lie in the Scandinavian 
traditions of stave "mast" churches such as Borgund 
(Bugge 1983). The best preserved of which survive in 
Norway and appear to be at least 200 years later in 
date. The earliest English timber aisled halls and 
barns of the late 12th and early 13th centuries also 
share some features such as the multiple tie beams in 
the Cressing Temple Barley Barn (Stenning 1993). 
However, these later buildings also exhibit much of 
the new technology described below. Some decor-
ative features of early masonry buildings in England 
and Germany also make rather clear reference to the 
overall appearance of the proposed reconstructed ar-
cading (Fig. 3, a,b.). Perhaps such timber buildings 
were once built over much of northern Europe emul-
ating ultimately, classical prototypes in masonry? 
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Fig. 5. - a) I Oth century building clapboard of radially 
cleft oak found reused on the UPT90 site, with the remains 
of willow or poplar treenails used to fasten it to wall posts. 
The triangular axe cut opening is a small peep-hole 
window; b) A new hypothetical reconstruction sketch to 
show how the board may have originally been used, in the 
gable end of a building. 
Clapboarded buildings 
A principal building material of early medieval 
London was thin, wide, cleft (split-out) board of oak 
usually called clapboard in English. From the begin-
ning of the 1Oth century if not earlier many of these 
boards are found reused some if not all clearly deriv-
ed from buildings. From the 970s we have evidence 
of the earliest vernacular English window in a build-
ing clapboard, which was reused in low river wall 
just east of Queenhithe (Fig. 5). The triangular form 
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Fig. 6. - A hypothetical reconstructed cross section of a mid 1Oth century sunken floored building from site CJD90. 
Several of the timbers shown were found in situ, and some collapsed. All the details of the woodwork are with in the 
archaeologically documented repertoire of London's treewrights. Some details of the junction of the wall and roof are 
taken from evidence at Coppergate, York. 
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axe and is also known in staves from Hedeby (Elsner 
undated), and in the standing late C 11th century 
Greensted stave church in Essex. The slope of the end 
of the board appeared original and may indicate that 
it came from a gable end. 
The quantity of reused clapboard found on some 
sites suggests that it may have been a common form 
of wall (and perhaps roof) covering for buildings 
with earth fast posts. Radially cleft oak shingles are 
also known, although forms of thatching were pre-
sumably the most common roofing materials. 
New light on a form of sunken floored building 
construction 
Most north European early medieval towns have 
provided varied examples of sunken buildings, in 
some cases these have been remarkably well preserv-
ed as at Coppergate, York (Hall1984). Until recently 
the evidence for sunken buildings in London came 
from dry excavations, and none of the timber struc-
ture was revealed. However, recent work just south 
of Cheapside, an important early E-W road in the 
City, has revealed better preserved evidence (Site 
CID90, Woodger & Goodburn forthcoming). 
In addition to the preservation of many ofthe low-
er timber elements in situ at least one important tim-
ber which seems to have been a top plate (wall plate) 
was also found. Space does not allow a detailed 
description of this material which is due to be pu-
blished elsewhere in any case (Woodger & Goodburn 
forthcoming). It is possible to use figure 6 as a graphic 
summary on current thoughts on the reconstruction 
of the best preserved building from the site. The fig-
ure combines evidence from London with that from 
York and is entirely in keeping with what we know 
of the repertoire of early medieval treewrighting. 
Bulwark buildings 
Finally, evidence of what must have once been a 
relatively common form of timber wall construction 
has now been documented from a number of different 
types of in situ structure. The system of construction 
relies on the slotting of cleft boards, set on edge, into 
grooves in earth-fast posts to form the building wall 
(Fig. 2, j) The system has been documented in early 
medieval contexts elsewhere in N. Europe particul-
arly in Denmark where it is sometimes known as 
"bulvaerk" (or "bulhus" or "bol") and has survived in 
a modified form until relatively recent times (Jorgen-
sen et al .. 1986; Benzon 1984 and Elsner undated). 
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So far the London bulwark structures span the early 
1Oth to late 12th centuries, with the earliest clear use 
in a building being provisionally dated to the mid 
11th century at the Guildhall site (Site GYE92). 
Unfortunately space does not allow the presen-
tation of woodwork from post and wattle, stave or 
laftwork structures of which there is also some new 
evidence (Goodburn 1995). 
The coming of the new carpentry at the end of the 
C12th 
As an end note it must be recorded that the earliest 
well dated post Roman archaeological evidence we 
have of the use of timber framing proper is in the 
1180s. This coincides with the earliest reference 
known to this author of the term "to frame" (Harvey 
1975, 148). Whilst it has been argued that the dev-
elopment of the new technology was largely one of 
the local mixing of existing post built and stave 
building traditions (Milne in Milne et al. 1992). The 
view held by this writer is that the key features of the 
new technology were probably transferred from the 
more latinised regions of southern France during the 
period the English aristocracy held land there. The 
new techniques then dominated the old approaches 
except for the very humblest of structures. 
With in, not much more than a generation 
modified forms of the old Roman technology, such as 
sawing, mortise and tenon joints and timber framing 
were in wide spread use (Milne et al. 1992, 131-13 7). 
Significantly, much of the key terminology of timber 
framing in English is of medieval French origin and 
there are no English equivalents, such as "Carpenter" 
common near London by around 1200 AD (Dyer 
1986, 37), or "mortice and tenon". 
The introduction of the new technology was of 
considerable importance beyond the strictly technical 
sphere. The extra stability of framed buildings over 
all other types except, probably, the most carefully 
executed laftwork, enabled the timber structure to be 
held off the ground on rot resistant masonry walls. 
After perhaps 1250 many urban buildings of timber 
were to last several generations, they could thus be 
inherited along with the land they stood on. It also 
became very much easier to build multistory build-
ings, and rent out unused space. Thus, the same area 
of city in 1250 could have housed many more people 
than it did in 1150. Woodland resources used for 
building now went much further, as they did not need 
replacing so often. 
Clearly the role of stone buildings or buildings 
with stone first floors and or undercrofts is relevant 
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here, but the evidence for the precise nature of the 
earliest of these is still sketchy. Large stone rubble 
foundations laid on rafts of split logs of beechwood 
(which can be tree ring dated Tyers 1996) first appear 
in the 1090's. In the waterfront zone these may have 
been merchants houses, or secure warehousing. Sur-
prisingly at Bull Wharf the stone walls were combin-
ed with walls of staves set in baseplates, and lining 
mass walls of rammed earth. 
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Typologische Fragen zur Stadtgenese im 13. Jahrhundert zwischen 
Hochrhein und Alpen: Burgdorf- Unterseen- Laufen 
Nachdem die archaologische Stadtkernforschung 
in den vergangenen Jahren vielerorts die alteren 
Theorien von schematischen Gri.indungsrastern wider-
legt hat, werden von Seiten der Archaologie eigene 
Oberlegungen zur Stadtgenese vorgestellt. Diese zeigt 
sich zumeist als vielgestaltiger dynamischer Prozess 
zwischen Regularitat- Einfluss der ordnenden Hand 
des "Stadtgri.inders"- und Individualitiit- Durchset-
zung der spezifischen Bediirfnisse der zugezogenen 
Stadtbiirger. Anhand von drei Fallbeispielen des 13. 
Jahrhunderts aus dem Kanton Bern sollen verschie-
dene Arten der Griindungsbebauung vorgestellt und 
nach moglichen Gemeinsamkeiten befragt werden 1• 
Burgdorf geh6rt mit Thun, Bern und Freiburg im 
Uechtland zu den bekannten schweizerischen Zahrin-
gerstadten, deren Griindung im spaten 12. Jahrhun-
dert erfolgte. Unterseen gilt als Eschenbachische 
Griindung des letzten Drittels des 13. Jahrhunderts. 
In die selbe Zeit gehort auch Laufen2 als Griindung des 
Bischofs von Basel. 
Die Erforschung der schweizerischen Griindungs-
stadte hat man allzulange der am Stadtplan arbeiten-
den Wissenschaft iiberlassen - in der Annahme, die 
Hauser wiirden ohnehin immer noch da stehen, wo 
sie der Stadtgri.inder hingesetzt hatte. Letztmals wird 
diese "Arbeitsteilung" zwischen Historikern und Ar-
Abb. 1. - Burgd01f BE. 
Grundriss der mittelalter-
lichen Stadt. 
A: Schloss und Alter Markt 
(12.Jh.); 
B: Oberstadt West (urn 
1200); 
C: Oberstadt Ost (13.Jh.): 
D: Unterstadt (nach 1270). 
Die Nummern beziehen sich 
auf die Grabungspliitze, die 
hier ausfuhrlicher erwiihnt 
werden: 5 Marktlaube, 10 
Kirchbahl, 17 Kronenplatz, 
2 3 Niederspital, 22 Korn-
haus und 25 Kornhausgasse 
9-11. 
Zu den SUidten allgemein: 
G1atz & Gutscher 1996 und 
Gutscher 1993. 
Bis 31.12.1993 zum Kan-
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Abb. 2. - Burgdorf BE. Hausgrundrisse des I 2. und 
IJ.Jahrhunderts am Kirchbuhl und am Kronenplatz. 
Masstab 1:800. Zeichnung ADB (R. Glatz, Ch. Rungger). 
chaologen suggeriert im 3. Band im Nachgang zur 
Zahringerausstellung von 19863 • 
Als erste grossere archaologische Unternehmung 
im Bereich der Gri.indungsstadte sind die Grabungen 
des Archaologischen Dienstes des Kantons Bern im 
Erlacherhof in Bern 1977-784 und diejenigen von 
1981-83 am Alten Markt in BurgdorfS zu nennen. Mit 
der Etablierung einer eigenen Abteilung ftir Archa-
ologie des Mittelalters6 hat sich seit 1984 die sys-
tematische Feldforschungstatigkeit schwergewichtig 
erhOht. V on denjahrlich durchschnittlich 70-90 archa-
ologischen Grabungen und Bauuntersuchungen fallen 
45% in den Bereich der Stadtarchaologie. 
1 Burgdorf 
Burgdorf (Abb. 1) gelangte nach dem Tod Ru-
dolfs von Rheinfelden (1080) in den Einflussbereich 
Zahringens und darf sicher ab 11277 als Zentrum der 
politischen Tatigkeit des Hauses Zahringen im schwei-
zerischen Mittelland gelten; es wird zur Hauptstadt 
des Rektorates Burgund. V on hier aus organisierte 
und entfaltete sich die herzogliche Politik, die 1191 
K. SCHMID (Hrsg.), Die Ziihringer. Schweizer Vortriige und 
neue Forschungen, Sigmaringen, 1990, wo keiner der praktizie-
renden Schweizer Mittelalterarchaologen zu Wort kam. 
4 Bellwald 1980. 




mit dem Niederschlagen des Oberlandischen Adels 
den Ausbau Thuns als F1ankensicherung bewerkstel-
ligte. Mit der Berner Nydeggburg gelang die Siche-
rung des Aareiiberganges gleichsam an der Front, 
und schliesslich konnte nach der Westexpansion bis 
Freiburg im Uechtland auch die Gri.indung der Stadt 
Bern im ri.ickwartigen Raum erfolgen- wohl erst im 
beginnenden 13. Jahrhundert. Nach 1218 jedoch ver-
mochte si eh Burgdorf gegeniiber dem aufstrebenden 
Bern nicht zu halten; dagegen half auch die Stadt-
erweiterung der 1270-er Jahre wenig. Burgdorf ge-
langte in den Kernschatten Berns8, a us dem es erst 
nach der franzosischen Revolution hervortreten sollte. 
1.1 Die Befunde der Oberstadt 
Alter als die Stadtgri.indung darf aufgrund histori-
scher Quellen die Besetzung des Schlossberges gel-
ten. Schon der Name des Nachbardorfes Oberburg 
(erstmals 1130), wohin Burgdorf bis 1401 pfarr-
genossig war, deutet auf eine untere Burg, eben 
Burgdorf, hin.9 Die Grabungen Jiirg Schweizers 10 in 
der Stadtkirche lieferten erstmals gesicherte Belege 
Unter der Leitung des Verfassers. 
1127 erhalt das Haus Zahringen das politische Mandat der 
Statthalterschaft Uber Burgund. 
8 Zu Bern: Gutscher 1993, 137, Glatz & Gutscher 1996,64-69. 
Schweizer 1985, 4. 
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der zahringerzeitlichen Bautatigkeit in der westli-
chen Oberstadt. Der Grundungsbau- eine Saalkirche 
mit eingezogenem, langem, von seitlichen Annexen 
tlankiertem Rechteckchor - diirfte kaum vor das 
Ende des 12. Jahrhunderts zu setzen sein. Seine Di-
mensionen sind zusammen mit dem Bautyp, der am 
ehesten Gruppe der Stadtkirchen mit Langchor 11 ten-
diert, eindruckliche Zeugen des Griinderwillens. Der 
Bau ist von Anfang darauf angelegt, Stadtpfarrkirche 
zu se in, auch wenn er kirchenrechtlich bis 1401 
Kapelle blieb. 
Grabungen 1985 in der Marktlaube, 1991 am 
Kirchbiihl und 1992 am Kronenplatz brachten end-
gultige Klarheit in die Stadtentwicklung der Ober-
stadt (Ab b. 1: 5, 1 0). Die am Kirchbiih/ 12 entdeckte 
Stadtmauer und der ihr ostlich vorgelagerte Graben 
beendeten die Querelen urn den Gri.indungskem. Kem-
stadt des spaten 12. Jahrhunderts ist die Oberstadt 
West, d.h. der Stadtteil urn die Kirche (Abb. 2) 13 • 
Ebenfalls neu ist die Tatsache, class die Stadtmauer 
im Gassenbereich - immerhin der Hauptzugang zur 
Kirche - kein der herzoglichen Grosse entsprechen-
des Stadttor, beispielsweise ein Kammertor, besass, 
sondem sich mit einem schlichten Durchlasstor be-
gniigte. Nicht einmal der Graben zog vor dem Tor 
durch; iiber einen stehengebliebenen Erdsteg wurde 
die Strasse ins Stadtinnere geftihrt14• In deutlichem 
Kontrast dazu stehen die altesten Bauten: massive 
Steinbauten mit halbgeschossig eingetieftem Erd-
geschoss. Die erste Bebauung- ein Steinbau von 5,2 
x 9 m Grundmass - 1ehnte sich direkt an die Stadt-
mauer an (Abb. 3). Ein Freiraum (Pomerium) zwi-
schen Haus und Stadtmauer bestand nicht 15 • Spuren 
eines westlich weiter hangaufwarts liegenden Baus 
sind durch die Abschi.irfungen fur die aktuelle Pfei-
1erhalle 1855 vollstandig getilgt worden. Werklei-
tungsemeuerungen gassenaufwarts brachten 1991 
10 Schweizer 1971, 24 - 26. 
11 SENNHAUSER H.R., St.Ursen- St.Stephan- St.Peter. Die 
Kirchen von So 1oth urn im Mitte1alter. Beitrage zur Kenntnis des 
friihen Kirchenbaus in der Schweiz, in: Solothurn. Beitri:ige zur 
Entwicklung der Stadt im Mittelalter, Zurich 1990, l 04. 
12 Ortliche Leitung: Heinz Kellenberger, Atelier d'archeo-
logie medievale SA, Moudon ( 1985) und Regula Glatz, ADB 
( 1991/92). 
13 Gutscher & Kellenberger 1990, 243. 
14 Gutscher & Glatz 1992, 233-234. Die in Gutscher & Kel-
lenberger 1990, Abb. 9, rekonstruierte Torsituation ist dement-
sprechend nochmals zu vereinfachen. 
15 Auch in der Burgdorfer Unterstadt liegen die ersten Stein-
bauten, die noch wahrend der noch offenstehenden Baugrube 
der Stadtmauer errichtet wurden, direkt an der letzteren (Gut-
scher 1992b, 235). Diesel be Beobachtung liegt auch aus anderen 
Grundungsstadten unseres Arbeitsgebietes vor: Bern, Buren 
a.d.Aare, La Neuveville, Biel, Wangen a.d.Aare und Wied1is-
sechs weitere Hausgrundrisse zum Vorschein, die zu 
giebelstandigen Steinbauten (mit holzemem Ober-
bau?) gehorten, welche bis 5 m in den heutigen Gas-
senraum vorkragten. Die eingetieften Erdgeschosse 
waren von der Nordseite her uber aussenliegende, 
fassadenparallele Treppen erschlossen. Die markan-
ten Doppelgrundrisse entstanden mit Ausnahme des 
ostlichsten Paares nicht gleichzeitig; der westliche 
Hausteil bildetjeweils eine jiingere Bauphase. 
Die Grabungen von 1992 auf dem Kronenplatz 
(Ab b. 1: 17) 16 haben drei weitere Grundrisse von 
Steinbauten17 im Grundmass von ea. 5 x 9 m erbracht 
(Abb. 2). Sie belegen, class die erste Stadterwei-
terung, die Oberstadt Ost, no eh im Verlaufe des 13. 
Jahrhunderts entstand und class sie iiber keinen 
eigentlichen Platz verfi.igte. Zwischen den Bauten 
bleibt lediglich Raum filr eine schmale Gasse, die 
ursprungliche Hohengasse, von knapp Hausbreite -
und dies immerhin vor der Gabelung zweier bedeu-
tender Verkehrsachsen, der "via regia" von Zurich 
nach Bern und der Abzweigung ins EmmentaP 8• Die 
Erdgeschosse der aus kleinteiligem Sandsteinquader-
werk mit Kieselftillung errichteten Bauten waren als 
Keller der Hanglage wegen siidseitig halb, nordseitig 
voll eingetieft und mit Balkendecken tlach gedeckt. 
Die konsequente Anordnung der Kellertreppen auf 
der Nordseite ist am siidwarts geneigten Hang eigen-
artig, hatte doch bei siidseitigem Zugang nur eine 
kleine Niveaudifferenz ilberwunden werden miissen. 
Wir erklaren die aufwendige Erschliessung mit 
klimatischen Grunden. 19 Bei den beiden westlichen 
Bauten, die von Anfang miteinander verbunden 
waren, diirfte es sich urn das urkundlich vor 1335 
belegte Kaufhaus handeln, das im genannten Jahr 
mitsamt Stadt- und Transitzoll von den mehr oder 
weniger bankrotten Kiburger Grafen an die Stadt 
iiberging20• 
bach. Einzig in Nidau kiinnte aufgrund der bislang verftlgbaren 
Belege tatsachlich ein Freiraum zwischen Stadtmauer und ersten 
Hausem bestanden haben. 
16 Ortliche Leitung: Regula Glatz, ADB; Bundesexperte: 
Peter Eggenberger. 
17 Wenige Schichtreste zwischen den Kellem der Steinbauten 
belegen eine altere Belegung des Platzes mit Holz(pfosten-
?)bauten, nach Ausweis der Kermaik (graue Ware) in der I. 
Halfte des 13. Jahrhunderts. Der fragmentierte Bestand erlaubt 
keinerlei Angaben uber Griisse und Charakter dieser Bebauung. 
18 Bis zur Strassenverlegung nach Kirchberg nach 1750 ging 
der West-Ost-Verkehr fast ausschliesslich durch die Oberstadt. 
V gl. die ahnliche Situation in Zurich, WO si eh der Hauptverkehr 
der West-Ost-Achse bis in die Neuzeit durch die rund 5 Meter 
breite Marktgasse zwangen musste. 
19 Eine sudseitige wird spater- in der dritten Bauphase- dann 
tatsachl ich auch eingerichtet. 
20 Schweizer 1985, 342. 
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1.2 Die Befunde der Unterstadt 
1988-92 wurden 750m2 im Bereich des barocken 
Komhauses und der siidlich der Komhausgasse am 
Muhlebach gelegenen Areale fHichig untersucht (Abb. 
1: 22, 23 und 25). 
Die Befunde der Kornhausgrabung2 1, deren Aus-
wertung mittlerweile als Monographie22 vorliegt, las-
sen sich wie folgt zusammenfassen (Abb. 4): Altes-
ter Eingriff am Platz ist die Errichtung der Stadt-
mauer, die aufgrund von dendrochronologischen 
Resultaten der Grabung im ehem. Niederspital in den 
1270er Jahren im Bau befindlich war (vgl. unten). 
Dabei hob man zunachst den Stadtgraben aus und 
erh6hte mit dem Aushubmaterial das zukiinftige inner-
stadtische Terrain und ftillte einen alten Bachlauf im 
Bereich der Komhausgasse 9-11 (vgl. unten). An-
schliessend wurde die Mauer im Stadtgraben errichtet, 
wobei man normierte und mit Schichthohenzeichen 
versehene Sandsteinquader verwendete. Die noch vor 
21 Ortliche Leitung: Markus Gerber/Daniel Gutscher, Bundes-
experte: Peter Eggenberger. 
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Abb. 3. - Burgdorf BE. 
Grabungen in der Markt-
laube, 1985. Ubersicht 
nach Nordwesten. 




Ehgrabenkanal in der 
Auffullung des ehemali-
gen Stadtgrabens. 
dem Ende des Mauerbaus einsetzende Uberbauung 
erfolgte auf Hausplatzen von 6 - 7,5 m Breite und 
zwischen zwei Baulinien: einer hinteren in 6 m 
Abstand zur Stadtmauer fur die festen Wohn(?)-
Hauser und einer vorderen in 15,5 m Ab stand als 
Gassenflucht ftir die h6lzemen Werkstatt(?)-Bauten. 
In der Ecke der Stadtbefestigung bestand eine gross-
ere Freiflache, vermutlich der aus Schriftquellen 
bekannte Stadthof des elsassischen Klosters Selz. Die 
Bebauung erfolgte nach und nach, wobei Steinhauser 
den hinteren Teil an der Stadtmauer besetzten, wah-
rend gassenseitig teilweise Holzbauten nachzuweisen 
sind. Die Flachen zwischen den V order- und Hinter-
hausem waren urspriinglich wohl frei. V on Bedeu-
tung ist, class der im Typ mit den benachbarten 
identische Steinbau D noch wahrend des Stadtmauer-
baus entstand, d.h. in die noch offene Baugrube der 
Stadtmauer gesetzt wurde. 
Die Grabungen im siidlich anschliessenden 
Gelande Kornhausgasse 9-1 J23 erbrachten Grundrisse 
22 Baeriswyl & Gutscher 1995. 
23 Ortliche Leitung: Ebbe Nielsen, ADS. 
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Ab b. 6. - Unterseen BE. Stadtgrundriss. M 1:3000. 
(Ab b. 1: 23 )24 • Alteste Siedlungsbelege am Ort sind 
am Sudufer des sicher in vorstadtische Zeit zurtick-
reichenden Mi.ihlebaches gefunden worden. Nicht zu 
Grundrissen zusammenftigbare Befunde und der fest-
gestampfte schwarzgefarbte Kies-Lehmboden zeugen 
von einem Werkplatz intensiver Nutzung im Gebiet 
des urkundlich i.iberlieferten Weilers Holzbrunnen. 
In die Siedlungsschicht eingeschnitten ist ein hOlzer-
ner Wasserkanal, dendrodatiert kurz nach 1150. Zu 
den Uberraschungen zahlt die Entdeckung eines bis-
lang nicht bekannten Grtindungsbaus des Niederspi-
tals in Form einer Rechtecksaalkirche von 11,6 m x 
rund 19 m Grundmass. Die Mauertechnik ist iden-
tisch mit derjenigen der Stadtrnauer. Si.idlich warder 
eigentliche Spitalbau angefi.igt. Ein Aussenfriedhof 
belegte den Raum ostlich von Kirche und Spitalbau. 
Rund 85 Bestattungen wurden anthropologisch in 
situ untersucht25 • Die Alters- und Geschlechtsvertei-
lung sowie die wenigen Funde von Pathologica (aus-
serhalb der degenerativen Erkrankungen) lassen 
vermuten, es handle sich urn einen Normalfriedhof. 
24 Ortliche Leitung: Markus Gerber. 
25 Frau S. Ulrich-Bochsler, Historische Anthropologie, Uni-
versitat Bern. 
26 Zur kirchenrechtlichen Situation - Burgdorf war bis 140 I 
nach Oberburg pfarrgenossig- vgl. Gutscher 1994. 
27 Zur These, im Kirchbuhl in seiner heutigen Fonn eine 
typisch zahringische Leistung zu sehen, vgl. P. Hofer, Studie 
Bern, Eidg. Techn. Hochschule Zurich 1974/75, 29 m it entspre-
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Einer der Sarge (Grab 194) konnte dendrochrono-
logisch in die Jahre kurz nach 1240 datiert werden. 
Da die Stadtmauer in die Friedhofschichten ein-
schneidet, also junger ist, darf das Dendrodatum des 
Sargbrettes von Grab 194 emst genommen werden. 
Dies deutet daraufhin, class der Friedhof- und damit 
auch die Kirche- urn die Mitte des 13. Jahrhunderts 
bereits in Betrieb gewesen sein durfte26 • Die Stadt-
mauer selber kann in diesem Bereich dank erhaltener 
hi:ilzerner Baugrubenversteifung dendrochronologisch 
in die 1270er Jahre datiert werden. 
1. 3 Die Burgdorfer Ergebnisse 
Im untersuchten Bereich der Oberstadt existierte 
offensichtlich der vielerorts besungene, leicht konisch 
zur Kirche sich Offnende, breite Gassenmarkt nicht, 
sondern lediglich eine schmale Gasse27 • Die Bebau-
ung stellte keine geschlossene Zeile, sondem eine 
lockere Folge giebelstandiger, halbunterkellerter Eau-
ten dar. Diese folgen nicht dem sturen Raster einer 
"zahringischen Parzellierung", sondern differieren in 
ihren Breitenmassen urn anderthalb Meter. Ihre 
Grundmasse entsprechen im Mittelmass dem gangi-
gen nordalpinen Haustyp des stadtischen 12. Jahrhun-
derts von 5-7 x 9-11 m28 • Es gab somit keinen "Stadt-
grtindungsraster" als "Massgabe des machtigen Stadt-
grtinders". Bemerkenswert ist die Tatsache, class erst 
nach einem Stadtbrand durch obrigkeitlichen Beschluss 
im Jahre 1594 die heutige- so lange als zahringisch 
gehandelte - geschlossene Bebauung auf gerader 
Flucht festgeschrieben wurde: "Soln alle dise Htiser 
glych wyt und breit syn eins wie dz ander"29 • 
In der Unterstadt zeigt si eh der Prozess der Stadt-
werdung als mahlicher Vorgang, durch Dendrodaten 
gesichert nahm er rund fi.inf Jahrzehnte in Anspruch30 • 
V on Bedeutung ist die Tatsache, class im kunftigen 
Stadtinnem Einzelbauten wie Kirche und Handwer-
kerhauser entlang des Mi.ihlebaches bereits auf den 
planmassigen Gassen- und Hauserraster Ri.icksicht 
nehmen. Dies setzt klare Projelctierung voraus. Die 
Lage der Gassen mit ihren Baulinien stellen den 
planerischen Raster dar. Die Grosse der Grundsti.icke 
variiert ebenso sehr wie die Bautechnik. Reine 
eh end en Vergleichsbeispielen. Schweizer 1985, 265. 
28 Das Breitenmass der steinemen Gebaudesockel ist wohl 
we it mehr von einer marktkonfonnen Balkenlange her bestimmt 
als vom Gestaltungswillen des Stadtgrilnders. 
29 Ratsmanualien der Stadt Burgdorf 26, 27a. Zit. nach 
Schweizer 1985,267. 
30 Ygl. dazu den Beitrag von A. Baeriswyl in diesem Band. 
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Schwellenbauten kommen neben Steinbauten vor, 
die Gebaudebreite variiert zwischen 5,8 und 11 m. 
Trotzdem scheint die Tendenz zu Grundstiicken von 
20 x 50 Fuss manifest; das Mass der in der Handfeste 
genannten "casalia" von 40 x 60 Fuss findet sich 
indessen nicht. 
2 Unterseen 
Unterseen - auf 550 milM die hochstgelegene 
Gri.indungsstadt im Gebiet der Schweiz - liegt zwi-
schen dem Brienzer- und dem Thunersee (Abb. 6). 
Graberfunde von der Oberen Gasse 42 belegten erst-
mals die fri.ihmittelalterliche Epoche31 . In die schrift-
lich belegte Geschichte tritt das Bodeli indes erst 
1133 ein, als das Augustiner-Chorherrenstift Inter-
taken- etwas flussaufwarts am gegeni.iberliegenden 
Aareufer gelegen - unter den Schutz des Deutschen 
Reiches genommen wurde. Die Gri.indungszeit des 
Stiftes konnte jedoch weiter zuri.ickliegen und im 
Zusammenhange mit dem hochburgundischen Land-
ausbau gesehen werden, was eine Entstehung bereits 
im 10. Jahrhundert nicht aussch!Osse32 • 
Die Gri.indung des Stadtchens Unterseen fallt in 
die Zeit der sich auflosenden Reichsmacht des 13. 
Jahrhunderts, als sich das Haus Habsburg urn das 
Gebiet zu bemi.ihen begann. Das Interesse gait dem 
wichtigen Flussi.ibergang, der ne ben den direkt nach 
Si.iden flihrenden Alpenpassen auch die westlichen 
Zugange in die spatere Innerschweiz mit dem inzwi-
schen begehbaren Gotthardweg beherrschte. Die 
1279 den Freiherren von Eschenbach gewahrte Er-
laubnis, im Umfeld des dari.iber selbstverstandlich 
nicht begeisterten Klosters Interlaken eine Stadt zu 
gri.inden, unterstreicht die i.ibergeordnete Absicht des 
Konigs Rudolfvon Habsburg deutlich33 . 
Die Stadtanlage Unterseens beschreibt ein nord-
si.idgerichtetes, zum Parallelogramm verzogenes 
Rechteck von 100 m x 150 m Seitenlange. Die Be-
bauung organisiert sich entlang der Aussenseiten; 
durch eine dichte Binnenbebauung anstelle des 
heutigen Stadthauses wurde eine obere und eine 
untere Gasse ausgeschieden. Durch neue Untersu-
chungen sind die von Paul Hofer und Barbara Bjorck 
aufgrund von Plananalysen der heutigen Keller-
situation postulierten alteren Stadtbebauungsformen 
31 Gutscher 1987, Ulrich-Bochsler & Gutscher 1994. 
32 G.P. MARCHAL, Die Dom- und Kollegiatsstifte der Schweiz, 
in: A. BRUCKNER (Hrsg.), Helvetia sa era If 2, Bern 1977, 35. 
n Vgl. dazu: Ernst SCHLAPPI, Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte 
Unterseens van den Anflingen bis zur Reformation, Unterseen, 
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Abb. 7. - Unterseen BE. Planausschnitt der westlichen 
Hiiuserzeile mit Grundrissen der ersten Bebauung. M 
1:400. 
endgi.iltig widerlegt worden34. Unsere Grabungen 
1985 in der Kirche35, 1990 nordwestlich des Stadt-
hauses36 und 1992 Unter den Hausem 18/Untere 
Gasse 19 bildeten erganzende Belege, sodass die hi er 
ausflihrlicher vorzustellenden Befunde der ehemali-
gen Westzeile diesbezi.iglich nur Bestatigung sein 
konnte: die heutige Disposition und Dimension ent-
spricht in den Grundzi.igen den Intentionen des Stadt-
gri.inders; die heutige Anlage ist die erste am Platz. 
1979. Eggenberger Unterseen. 
34 Barbara 8J6RCK & Paul HOFER, Ober die bauliche 
Entwicklung Unterseens, Interlaken, 1979. 
35 Eggenberger Unterseen. 
36 Gutscher 1991 c. 
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Abb. 8. - Unterseen BE. Ubersicht der Grabungen 19941 
95, Blick nach Nordwesten. 
2.1 Die Befunde der westlichen Hauserzeile 
Seit ein Grossbrand im Jahre 1903 die westliche 
Hauserzeile37 des mittelalterlichen Stadtchens zer-
storte, ist die Schliessung der dadurch entstandenen 
Baulticke ein von keiner Seite bestrittenes Deside-
ratum. Im Anschluss an den Abbruch des alten Schul-
hauses von 1862 sollte die Baulticke mit einem mach-
tigen Hotelneubau endlich geschlossen werden. Der 
Archaologische Dienst des Kantons Bern hat daher 
die Frist zwischen Abbruch Baubeginn dazu genutzt, 
1994/95 gesetzlich notwendige Rettungsgrabungen 
im rund 800 m2 grossen Areal durchzuftihren. 
Eine vorstadtische Begehung des Platzes kann 
nachgewiesen werden, Hisst jedoch vorlaufig keine 
Aussagen zu uber ihren Charakter oder gar deren 
Baustrukturen. Ein in diesem Bereich bereits mit 38 
Bestattungen angeschnittenes Graberfeld wurde 
gemass den Daten zwischen dem 8. und 12. Jahr-
hundert belegt38 • Im Zuge der Stadtgrundung ent-




lnnertkirchen, Mat tenalp 
spcltmiltetallerkch ? 
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Abb. 9. - lnnertkirchen-Mattenalp und Diemtigen BE. 
Hausgrundrisse in "Dominobauweise" und kominiertem 
Holz!Steinbau. M 1:500. 
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war noch nicht hinterfilllt - ein markantes erstes 
Steinhaus (Abb. 7: 1) direkt neben dem- 1855 abge-
brochenen - Stadttor. Es muss sich urn das Haus 
eines einflussreichen Burgers ( eventuell eines Minis-
terial en) gehandelt haben. Das Haus ist mit einer 
Lange von 11,15 m und einer Breite von 6,2 m fast 
doppelt so gross wie das Durchschnittshaus in einer 
mittelalterlichen Stadt. Zudem besass das Haus ein 
Untergeschoss mit zwei Treppenabgangen. Nordlich 
entstanden allmiihlich auf drei sehr unterschiedlichen 
Parzellen stadtmauerseitig weitere Bauten i.iber 
teilweise ohne Verband gemauertem unregelmassi-
gem Grundriss (Abb. 7: 2, 3, 4). Stein- und Holzbau 
scheinen ineinander verschrankt. Auf den Arealen 
zwischen diesen Kembauten und dem Stadtplatz 
di.irfen wir uns (vollig verschwundene) gewerbliche 
Holzbauten vorstellen. Diese Bauten "versteinerten" 
wohl im ausgehenden Mittelalter zu Vorderhausem 
mit teilweiser Unterkellerung. Zudem entstanden 
wohl wegen Erbteilung die Hauser 2a und 2b sowie 
3a und 3b (Abb. 8). 
2.2 Die Unterseener Ergebnisse 
Die Befunde besHitigen zunachst die schon mehr-
mals gemachte Feststellung, dass die von der alteren 
Forschung postulierte Hypothese der dreimaligen 
Anderung des Stadtgrundrisses definitiv aufzugeben 
ist: Das heutige Parallelogramm des Stadtgrundrisses 
entspricht dem Grtindungsplan. 
Auffallig ist aber die Beobachtung, dass der 
"Stadtgrtinder" nur den Stadtperimeter und wenige 
Hauptbauten wie unser Haus 1 und nicht etwa die 
Parzellierung festgelegt hat. Es gibt keine Brand-
mauem. Die Urbebauung wirkt mit Ausnahme des 
festen Hauses 1 wie ein in die Reihe Rucken einzel-
ner Kleinbauten vom Typ alpiner Stadel oder Gaden. 
Gerade das Fehlen von Verbanden und der "fliegende" 
Wechsel von Stein- zu Holzbau erinnem stark an die 
im alpinen Bereich verbreitete "Domino-Bauweise", 
die wir mit zwei Beispielen a us dem Bemer Oberland 
illustrieren (Abb. 9), einer Gaden-Gruppe aus Innert-
kirchen-Mattenalp (wohl spatmittelalterlich) und 
einem Bauemhaus aus Diemtigen (1779). Heranzu-
ziehen waren auch innerschweizerische Befunde39 • 
Der Unterseener Grtindungskataster lasst sich weder 
mit jenem von Burgdorf-Unterstadt noch mit jenem 
37 Ortliche Leitung: Regula Glatz, ADB. Bundesexperte: 
Peter Eggenberger. 
38 Ulrich-Bochsler & Gutscher 1994. 
39 z.B. Charetalp/Muotathal oder Wtistung Balmis ob lllgau. 
Vgl. Meyer 1990 mit weiterer Literatur. 
Typologische Fragen zur Stadtgenese im 13. Th. zwischen Hochrhein und Alpen: Burgdorf- Unterseen- Laufen 
Ab b. 10. - Laufen BL. Stadtgrundriss. 
Grauraster = ergrabene Fliichen. 
M 1:3000. 





von Laufen-Rathausplatz vergleichen. Es macht den 
Anschein, als hatte die erste Generation zugezogener 
Stadtbewohner ihre Haus- und Bautypen aus einer 
offenen dorflichen Siedlung "mitgenommen" und 
sich in der neu geri.indeten Stadt damit "in die Reih" 
gestellt. Da beim gegenwartigen Forschungsstand 
zeitgleiche Grundrisse nicht heranzuziehen sind, 
bleiben unsere Schli.isse Hypothesen. 
3 Laufen BL 
Die Stadt Laufen (Abb. 10) stellt eine bischOflich-
baslerische Gri.indung des letzten Drittels des 13. 
Jahrhunderts dar. Der geschickt das Interregnum nut-
zende Akt gait der wirtschaftlichen Sicherung oder 
Expansion ins Birstal, d.h. in die wald- und rohstoff-
reichen Taler des Juras (Glasproduktion, Eisenver-
hi.ittung). Eine aussergewohnliche Chance bot sich 
1987/88 im Stadtchen Laufen. Bei Grabarbeiten fi.ir 
40 Gutscher 1992c. 
41 Ortliche Leitung: Jakob Obrecht, Frenkendorf, Bundes-
experte: Prof. Dr. Hans Rudolf Sennhauser. Die monogra-
.. 
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Werkleitungen waren wiederholt dicht unter dem 
Belag des Rathausplatzes Brand- und Siedlungs-
schichten angeschnitten worden. Als 1987 eine Neu-
pflasterung mit entsprechender Auskofferung bevor-
stand, sahen sich der Archiiologische Dienst des 
Kantons Bern und die Stadt Laufen veranlasst, diese 
Siedlungsreste vor ihrer endgi.iltigen Zerstorung voll-
flachig zu dokumentieren. Die Rettungsgrabungen 
umfassten rund 400 m2• Zusammen mit Beobach-
tungen im heutigen Amtshaus40 , der ehemaligen 
"curtis laufon", liefern sie uns grundlegend neue 
Erkenntnisse. 
3.1 Die Befunde vom Rathausplatz 
Die Befunde, die in diesem Band vom wissen-
schaftlichen Bearbeiter der Grabungen, Jochem 
Pfrommer, vorgestellt werden41 , so lien hi er nur soweit 
zusammengefasst werden, als sie fi.ir das Verstandnis 
phische Vorlage der Ergebnisse ist in Vorbereitung. Vorbe-
richte: Gutscher 1988; 1989b; 1992c, Karg 1995a; 1995b; 1996, 







Phase 1 Phase 2 
5m 
Abb. 11. - Laufen BL. Rathausplatz. Gnmdrisse der 
iilteren Phasen und der jungeren Phasen. M 1:400. 
des Gesamtgrundrisses notig sind. Als alteste Struk-
tur konnte der aus sechs Einheiten bestehende Aus-
schnitt einer Hauserzeile freigelegt und die Entste-
hung des heutigen Strassenmarktes erforscht werden. 
Die vollstandig aus Holz geftigten Bauten entstanden 
innert kurzer Zeit im letzten Drittel des 13. Jahrhun-
derts (Abb. 11). Die Baukonstruktionen folgen deut-
lich keinem "Stadtgriindungsraster". Eine Gleichar-
tigkeit der Hauser fehlt sowohl bezi.iglich der Kon-
struktion42, der Typologie, der Parzellenbreiten43 als 
auch des Ausbaustandards44 • Indessen sind alle Bauten 
auf eine einheitliche, vor der Errichtung der Hauser 
als Grabchen im Boden markierte westliche Baulinie 
ausgerichtet worden. Diese ist i.ibrigens identisch mit 
der heutigen Bauflucht Hauptstrasse Ost. Nach einem 
Brand im 14. Jahrhundert wurden die Holzbauten 
rundwegs i.iber denselben Grundflachen emeuert 
(Abb. 11, rechts). Nach einem emeuten Stadtbrand 
im 15. J ahrhundert wurden sie nicht nochmals aufge-
baut; an ihrer Stelle entstand der heutige Rathaus-
platz. 
n Es existieren Pfosten- neben Schwellenbauten, die letzteren 
sind direkt im Lchm, auf Unterlegsteinen oder Trockenfunda-
menten verlegt. 
H Parzellenbreiten zwischen 5,8 m und 7,8 m. 
44 Bodenisolation, Feuerstellen, Kachelofen. 
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3.2. Die Laufener Ergebnisse 
V or den ersten Bauten entstand Planierung und 
Horizontierung sowie Markierung der gassenseitigen 
Baulinie durch Ziehen eines kleinen Grabchens. Auf-
fallig sind in Phase I die merkwi.irdig heterogenen 
Grundrisse. Alterti.imliche Haustypen, deren Raume 
mehr oder weniger urn den zentralen Feuerraum 
herum gruppiert sind (Hauser 4 und 6), konnten von 
freistehenden Einzelbauten herzuleiten sein und 
lassen sich i.iber spatmittelalterliche Grundrisse von 
Jurabauemhausem bis zum St. Galler Klosterplan 
zuri.ickverfolgen. Neben ihnen stehen "modeme" 
Grundrisse stadtischer Konzeption m it axial em Korri-
dor und seitlich angrenzenden Raumen (Haus 3). Es 
stellt sich auch hier dieselbe Frage wie in Unterseen: 
hat die Gri.indergeneration ihre typische Hausform 
aus der Region mitgebracht und durch Verdichtung 
gleichsam zeilenfahig gemacht? 
In volligem Kontrast zum ersten steht der Plan 
nach dem Wiederautbau in der Mitte des 14. Jahr-
hunderts. Die Grundrisse sind nun standardisiert, 
genormt: alle Hauser sind entlang eines laterale si.id-
seits liegenden Korridors unterschiedlicher Breite 
erschlossen, an den nordlich Einzelraume anschlies-
sen, in deren mittlerem sich die Feuerstelle befindet. 
Zudem weisen die meisten Hauser gassenseitig einen 
schmalen, wohl als Laube oder Laden zu deutenden 
Raum auf. Aus den unterschiedlichen Erfahrungen 
konnte sich in Laufen das holzeme Stadthaus mit 
gassenseitigen Laden/Lauben und lateral em Korridor 
herausgebildet haben. Die schliissige Antwort ist in-
dessen erst moglich, wenn wir wissen, wie im mittle-
ren 13. Jahrhundert ein landliches Jurahaus ausgese-
hen hat; zeitgleiche landliche Befunde fehlen hier 
genauso wie fUr das Umfeld von Unterseen. 
4 Schlussfolgerungen 
Die vorgestellten Fallbeispiele machen deutlich, 
wie sinnlos stadtgeschichtliche Forschung aufgrund 
noch so genauer heutiger Stadtgrundrisse- z.B. der 
Keller- oder zusammenhangenden Erdgeschossgrund-
risse- geworden ist. Mogen sie dem Architekten oder 
Stadtplaner Interessantes zur Siedlungsstruktur lie-
fern, der Archaologie bieten sie kaum viel mehr 
Information als der herkommliche Katasterplan. Zwar 
lassen sich aufgrund der Beurteilung von Mauerstar-
ken Fragen stellen, die der Katasterplan nicht zu-
Hisst; Antworten - schon gar fi.ir die fri.ihen Stadt-
horizonte - sind ihnen indes nicht abzugewinnen. 
Grundrissverschiebungen sind selbst in den Gri.in-
dungsstadten tiefgreifender als dies vielerorts ange-
nommen wurde. 
Typologische Fragen zur Stadtgenese im 13. Jh. zwischen Hochrhein und Alpen: Burgdorf- Unterseen- Laufen 
Wir konnten an unseren Beispielen nirgends einen 
Giiindungskataster mit "Urparzellen" einheitlichen 
Masses feststellen. Trotzdem aber bleibt die Nen-
nung der "casalia" oder "area" in den Handfesten des 
13. Jahrhunderts- 40 x 60 Fuss sind fiir Burgdorf 
oder 100 x 60 Fuss fUr Freiburg i.Ue. und Bern 
genannt- als Faktum bestehen, auch wenn ihr Mass 
im archaologisch untersuchten Weichbild unserer 
Stadte nicht zu finden ist. 45 Ihre Erwahnung im 
Zusammenhang mit dem Zinstermin von St. Martin 
wird vielmehr dahingehend zu deuten sein, class mit 
dem Grundmass die steuerliche Basisgrosse definiert 
werden sollte, urn kleine und grosse Grundstilcke 
nach einem einheitlichen Massstab der Gleichbe-
rechtigung steuerlich belasten zu konnen. Das plane-
rische Einwirken di.irfte im Festlegen des Perimeters 
der Befestigung, der Gassen sowie einer oder mehrerer 
Baulinien bestanden haben, die in der Burgdorfer 
Unterstadt, in Unterseen und in Laufen strikte, in der 
Burgdorfer Oberstadt hingegen relativ unprazise be-
folgt wurde. 
Unser kurzer Uberblick zeigte klar, class bezi.ig-
lich der Binnenbebauung gewisse normierende Ten-
denzen bereits heute aus den archaologischen Stadt-
grundrissen herauszulesen sind, deren Wurzeln aber 
noch weitgehend im Dunkeln liegen. Die Stadtarcha-
ologie ist herausgefordert, vermehrt auch in den 
Giiindungsstadten die archaologischen Quellen zu 
typologischen Fragen der Hausgrundformen zu er-
schliessen, weil sich gerade in den Gri.indungsstadten 
die ausgepragtesten Aufschli.isse zur Frage "Was ist 
Norm und was ist Sonderform ?" anbieten. 
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Traufenhaus und Kemenate 
Wohnbauten des 12. und 13. Jahrhunderts in Freiburg im Breisgau 
Maisons d'habitation du 12e et 13e siecles a 
Fribourg-en-Brisgau 
Au 13e siecle, la ville de Fribourg en Brisgau a trou-
ve son aspect urbain. Ses maisons ant pris une 
position para!lele a la rue qui desormais restera 
characteristique pour la vi!! e. I! va de meme de leur 
plan, chaque etage est reparti en trois pieces: 
result at d 'une evolution locale qui est pas see par la 
combinaison de batis en bois avec ceux en pierre -
!es maisons de bois du 12e siecle ayant successive-
men! ete substituees par des maisons de pierre. 
0 50 100 
Burg und zugehorige Siedlung Freiburg wurden 
von Herzog Bertold II. von Zahringen Ende des 11. 
Jahrhunderts gegriindet. Ausschlaggebend fUr die 
Ortswahl am Ausgang des Dreisamtals diirfte die 
verkehrsgiinstige Lage und die Nahe zu den Silber-
minen im Schwarzwald gewesen sein. 1120 wird der 
gewerblich gepragten Siedlung das Marktrecht ver-
liehen. 
Abb. 1. - Freiburger Altstadtplan vor 1944, eingetragen 
sind Daten dendrochronologisch datierter (d) Hiiuser und 
Holzbefunde (Untermann 1996, 98). 
m vor 11 50 <> 1 2 50·1 300 







Abb. 2. - Bauentwicklung Salzstr. 20 (Zeichnung Loes 
Swart, Freiburg). 
2a urn 1130: teilweise unterkellerte Holzhiiuser und ein 
Steinhaus (1127d) in der Nordwest-Ecke. 
2b urn 1170: Holzbauten in der nordlichen Gnmd-
stackshiilfte in Stein ersetzt, ebenso das Ruckgebiiude. 
2c urn 1302: Aufstockung der straj3enseitigen Bauten 
(12 33d und 1302d) und Zusarnrnenfassung zu einem 
Gebiiude. 
Im Zuge dieses "Stadtausbaus" werden Stra13en 
angelegt, Grundsti.icke parzelliert und man beginnt 
mit dem Bau der Stadtmauer (Abb. 1). Die Wasser-
versorgung wird durch den Bau eines Deichelsystems 
(Trinkwasser) und offener StraJ3enbache (Brauch-
wasser) gesichert. Diese ftir Freiburg charakteristi-
schen "Bachle" benotigen ein gleichma13iges Gefalle, 
und so schtittet man die StraJ3en der Stadt urn 1170/ 
80 bis zu 2,5 m auf. Die bisherigen Erdgeschosse der 
stra13enstandigen Hauser werden damit zu Kellem 
(Untermann 1992 und 1996). 
Die Hauser der Grtindungsphase Freiburgs waren 
meist aus Holz; nachweisbar sind Schwellbalken-
hauser und Pfostenbauten. Sie verteilen sich locker 
auf der jeweiligen Parzelle, doch ist die Struktur der 
spateren Grundsti.icksaufteilung schon Anfang des 
12. Jahrhunderts erkennbar: Urn den rtickwartigen 
Hof gruppieren sich Nebenbauten, wahrend die langs-
rechteckigen Hauptgebaude rnit der Schrnalseite an 
der Stral3e standen, wie das Nordost-Haus in der 
Salzstr. 20 (Abb. 2a). Es maJ3 mindestens 6,3 x 9,2 m 
und besal3 einen 4 m tiefen Keller, seitlich lag der 
schmale, nicht unterkellerte Durchgang zum Hof. 
Ri.ickseitig wurde ein kleineres Holzgebaude rnit 
Keller angeftigt, das noch in der 1. Ha1fte des 12. 
Jahrhunderts durch einen Baukorper mit halb einge-
tieftern Steinkeller ersetzt wurde. Das zumindest 
teilweise aus Stein bestehende Gebaude lag etwa 12 
m hinter der heutigen StraJ3enflucht. 
Einen ahnlichen Abstand wahren auch drei wei-
tere hofseitige Steinbauten (Abb. 3a und Meckel 
1910). Das mindestens zweigeschossige Haus Salzstr. 
31 (1149±1 Od ?) war knapp 10 m von der Stra13e ab-
geri.ickt. Sein ungeteiltes Erdgeschol3 mal3 im Lichten 
4,5 x 6 m (Beyer 1996), war also deutlich kleiner als 
das Nordost-Haus Salzstr. 20. Der Bereich bis zur 
Stra13e war jeweils durch spatere Kellerabtiefungen 
gestOrt, doch konnen auch hier analog zum Befund 
Salzstr. 20 hOlzeme Vorderhauser vermutet werden. 
Ein hOlzemes Vorderhaus mit Steinkeller (1157 
± 1 0) stand auch auf de m Grundsti.ick Mi.insterplatz 
42 (Albert & Wingenroth 1923, 191-201). Der seit-
lich am Haus vorbeilaufende Zugang zurn Hofwurde 
bei einer Verbreiterung und Abtiefung des vorderen 
Kellers (1228d) in das vergroJ3erte Holzhaus mit ein-
Traufenhaus und Kemenate Wohnbauten des 12. und 13. Jahrhunderts in Freiburg im Breisgau 
Ab b. 3. - Bauentwicklung Oberlinden 10 und I 2a (nach 
Untermann 1995, 216). 
Ja rilckseitiges Steinhaus Oberlinden 19 (I I 38d ?). 
Jb nach Aujhohung des Straj3enniveaus (urn I 175180) 
Neubau des Steinhauses Oberlinden 12a mit dreiriiumi-
gem Keller. 
Jc Neubau des Steinhauses Oberlinden 10 m it Tiefkeller 
(1218d) unter Einbeziehung des iilteren Steinhauses. 
Abtiefung des vorderen Kellers Oberlinden 12 (1 263d). 
bezogen. Ein hofseitig angrenzender, ebenfalls unter-
kellerter Bauki::irper war schon frt.ihzeitig in Stein 
angefligt warden. 
Deutlich von der Stra13e abgesetzte Steinbauten 
sind auch a us Base! (D' Aujourd' hui & Matt 1993) und 
Zurich (Schneider 1992, 241-243) bekannt, dort je-
weils als Kembauten gedeutet. Auch die Kombina-
tion dieser Bauten mit gri::i13eren Holzhausem an der 
Stra13e ist mittlerweile in Siiddeutschland mehrfach 
belegt, so in Regensburg (Kirchner 1988: bes. 527-
532), Ravensburg und Konstanz (Lohrum 1994, 255). 
Kleinere Steinbauten des (spaten) 12. Jahrhunderts, 
die hofseitig hi::ilzemen Vorderhausem angefligt wur-
den, sind v. a. aus Westfalen und Norddeutschland 
bekannt. Diese mehrgeschossigen, meist unterkeller-
ten Gebaude auf quadratischer oder querrechteckiger 
Grundflache werden als "Kemenaten" bzw. "Stein-
werke" bezeichnet und ersetzen hi::ilzeme Bauten 
ahnlicher Art. Sie weisen ahnliche Abmessungen auf 
wie die Freiburger Bauten. Die heizbaren "Keme-
naten" dienten Wohnzwecken, ihre meist gewi::ilbten 
Keller konnten als feuersicherer Lagerraum genutzt 
werden (Fehring 1987, bes. 46-55 und 1989). Auch 
ftir den unterkellerten, rt.ickseitigen Anbau Salzstr. 20 
kann im Hochparterre eine Wohnnutzung angenom-
men werden. 
Die an der Stra13e stehenden Holzbauten - mit 
oder ohne hofseitigen Anbau - wurden in Freiburg 
meist noch im 12. Jahrhundert in Stein ersetzt. Es 
entstanden mehrgeschossige Gebaude (Abb. 2a-b) 
mit ahnlicher Grundflache wie die Holzhauser: die 
Stra13enfront ma13 ea. 6 his 8,5 m, die Haustiefe lag 
bei 9 bis 11 m (Grt.inwalderstr. 18b [nach 1138d], 
Herrenstr. 34 [1137d] und 58 [1175/76d], Salzstr. 18 
[1139/40d] und 20, Nordwest-Haus [1127d]). Die 
Hauser ohne Keller besa13en zum Teil leicht abge-
tiefte Erdgeschosse; weder in diesem noch im oberen 
Gescho13 konnte eine Binnenteilung festgestellt wer-
den. Vergleichbar gro13e, ebenfalls mit der Schmal-
seite an der Stra13e gelegene Steinbauten finden sich 
auch in Villingen (Jenisch 1990, 15-17 und 1994, 
276-281 ), Obemai (Bronner 1989) und ZUrich 
(Schneider 1992, 241-243 ). 
Die im 13. Jahrhundert errichteten, zwei- bis drei-






















teiligen Grundrif3 auf. Er bewahrt die Struktur der 
alteren Bebauung, die durch grof3ere Bauten an der 
Straf3e, kleinere zum Hof und einen seitlichen 
Durchgang gepragt war. So trennen massive Mauern 
einen vorderen, etwa zwei Drittel der Gesamtflache 
einnehmenden Hausteil von einem zweigeteilten, 
hofseitigen Bereich ab (Abb. 2c). Auf der StraJ3en-
seite liegt ein groJ3er, zweigeschossiger Tiefkeller 
und im Hochparterre ein Eingangs- und Erschlie-
f3ungsraum sowie die Kuche (Oberlinden 6, 1257d). 
Das Obergeschof3 wurde von einem Saal einge-
nommen, der moglicherweise eine zweite Feuerstelle 
aufwies. Zum Hof hin schlief3t sich ein tonnen-
gewolbter, halb eingetiefter Vorkeller an, darilber ist 
jeweils ein grundrif3gleicher Wohnraum je Geschof3 
vorhanden. Der Gewolberaum war ilber eine breite 
Auf3entreppe vom Hof aus zu betreten und ver-
mittelte zu den beiden Geschossen des Tiefkellers. 
Der tiber dem Vorkeller gelegene Wohnraum wurde 
vermutlich als Stube genutzt, deren Ofen von der 
Kuche aus beheizt wurde. Im Bereich des ehema-
ligen, schmalen Durchgangs befand sich der Haus-
gang und das Treppenhaus. 
Die alteren straf3enseitigen Steinbauten wurden 
dem neuen Typ angeglichen, indem der zweige-
schossige Keller abgetieft und hofseitig ein Vorkeller 
angefilgt wurde (Herrenstr. 34: Kellerabtiefung 
1225d; Schmidt & Schmidt-Thome 1981; Schmidt 
1985, 117-119). Den von der Straf3e abgerilckten 
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Ab b. 4. -Isometrische Darstellung der Parzelle Gauchstr. 
21: Zweigeschossiger Tiefkeller zur StrajJe, tonnen-
gewolbter Vorkeller und nachtriiglich abgetiefter Neben-
raum (Treppe) sowie ummauerter Hof mit Sinkgrube 
(Untermann 1992, 235). 
Bauten wurde ein steinernes Hausteil mit Tiefkeller 
vorgesetzt, so in Oberlinden 10 (Abb. 3c ): Ein 
seitliches Treppenhaus wurde hier erst nachtraglich 
eingefilgt (1252±10d). Ahnlich verlief die Entwick-
lung in dem in der Nahe gelegenen Ha us Salzstr. 31, 
das 124 7 d in ein dreigeschossiges, traufstandiges 
Gebaude einbezogen wurde (Beyer 1996). 
Ein frtiher Neubau mit dreiteiligem Grundrif3 hat 
sich im Keller Oberlinden 12 erhalten (Abb. 3b-c). 
Dort wurde nach der Anhebung des StraJ3enniveaus 
urn 1175/80 ein Gebaude errichtet, das einen groJ3en 
straf3enseitigen Keller sowie zwei kleinere, rilck-
wartige Raume von unterschiedlicher GroJ3e aufweist 
(Untermann 1995, 216). Der straf3enseitige Keller 
wurde erst 1263d abgetieft, auch das Gewolbe tiber 
dem Vorkeller und der Zugang vom Hof fehlen 117 5/ 
80 noch. 
Die Neubauten des 13. Jahrhunderts wurden meist 
von vornherein entsprechend dem Bauschema ange-
legt, so Salzstr. 20 (Lobbecke 1995, 175). Das Haus 
Gauchstr. 21 (Abb. 4), im erst spat besiedelten Nord-
westen der Altstadt gelegen, entstand dagegen 
sukzessive: Der Tiefkeller und der wenig spater an-
gefiigte Vorkeller entstammen dem frtihen 13. Jahr-
hundert, das Treppenhaus wurde erst im folgenden 
Jahrhundert eingebaut (Untermann 1992a, 235 und 
1996, 115, Abb. 32). In anderen Hausern wurde die 
Treppe auch nachtraglich nicht bis zum 
Untergeschof3 hinabgefiihrt. 
Traufenhaus und Kemenate Wohnbauten des 12. und 13. Jahrhunderts in Freiburg im Breisgau 
Der dreiteilige Haustyp ist fUr das Freiburg des 
13. J ahrhunderts wei tgehend verbindlich; er pragt 
noch heute viele Altstadt-Liegenschaften (Abbildun-
gen bei: Albert & Wingenroth 1923, Abb. 42, 50, 
105,208,269,286, 297 und 395; Geiges 1932, 227f., 
Anm. 18; Die! 1981, Abb. 7-9; Schmidt 1983, 175, 
Abb. 8; Schmidt 1985, 112-122, Abb. 1, 3, 4, 7, 9 und 
13 ). Dagegen ist er au/3erhalb Freiburgs bisher ohne 
Vergleich. Dies erstaunt urn so mehr, als der neuen 
Haustyp strukturell den Freiburger Wohnbau des 
vorhergehenden Jahrhunderts fortsetzt, der viele 
Parallelen im Umland und dariiber hinaus besitzt. 
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Zur Parzellenstruktur der Stadt Basel vor 1300 
In Base! wurden wahrend der letzten 20 Jahre 
zahlreiche staatliche und private Altstadtliegenschaf-
ten saniert und untersucht. Die Ergebnisse dieser in 
enger Zusammenarbeit mit der Baudenkmalpflege 
durchgeftihrten Untersuchungen gestatten uns heute, 
ein in mancher Beziehung sehr genaues Bild von der 
Entwicklung der mittelalterlichen Stadt zu rekons-
truieren1 0 
Der Situationsplan (Abbo 1) vermittelt einen Uber-
blick i.iber die in Base! innerhalb der Stadtmauem 
untersuchten Gebieteo Bis in die spaten siebziger 
Jahre gait das Interesse vor allem dem antiken Base! 
- insbesondere dem Mi.insterhi.igel-, femer den kel-
tischen Siedlungen bei der alten Gasfabrik und auf 
dem Mi.insterhi.igel sowie den fri.ihmittelalterlichen 
Graberfeldem und den Kircheno Aufsehenerregende 
Befunde zur mittelalterlichen Besiedlung der Tal-
stadt kamen in den dreissiger und ftinfziger Jahren 
am Petersberg zutage2 0 Trotz dieser fi.ir die Mittel-
alterarchaologie i.iber die Grenzen der Stadt hinaus 
bedeutsamen Impulse setzte die systematische Sied-
lungsarchaologie im mittelalterlichen Stadtkem erst 
mit den Altstadtsanierungen in den spaten siebziger 
Jahren ein3o 
Der Kern des heutigen Base!, der Mi.insterhi.igel, 
wird seit spatkeltischer Zeit kontinuierlich besiedelt 
(Abbo 1: 1 )o In augusteischer Zeit wurde das mit einem 
Murus Gallicus befestigte keltische Oppidum zur 
romischen Militarstationo Wahrend in der mittleren 
Kaiserzeit (2o und 30 Iho) die 10 km ostlich von Base! 
unter Augustus gegri.indete Koloniestadt Augusta 
Raurica ihre Bli.itezeit erlebte, warder Mi.insterhi.igel 
Dieser Aufsatz ist die Uberarbeitete und aktualisierte 
Fassung von d~Aujourd'hui & Matt 19930 Allgemein siehe auch 
d 'Aujourd 'hui 1988 und 1990. - M it Interesse haben wir im 
Katalog zur Salierausstellung die offensichtlich nach Befunden 
aus Base! rekonstruierte ,Salische Idealstadt" kennengelernt. 
Wir sind Uberrascht und bedauem zugleich, dass die Verfasser 
nicht mit den zustiindigen Archiiologen in Basel-Stadt RUck-
sprache genommen haben, denn die Grabungsbefunde ergaben 
fUr das Kerngebiet der Stadt zwischen Petersberg und Andreas-
platz ein ganz anderes Bild der Bebauung. Anstelle der brei ten 
Hauptstrasse mit reprasentativen Steinhausern beispielsweise 
nur noch schwach besiedelt. Diese Situation anderte 
in spatromischer Zeit, als im Zusammenhang mit der 
Reorganisation der romischen Grenze Hings des 
Rheins und der Donau auf dem Mi.insterhi.igel ein 
Kastell errichtet wurdeo Aus dem Bereich der spa-
teren mittelalterlichen Talstadt unterhalb des Mi.in-
sterhi.igels liegen von verschiedenen Stellen ebenfalls 
romische und wenige keltische Funde vor. Die 
mittelalterlichen Verkehrswege griff en auf das rami-
sche Wegnetz zuri.ick. 
Aus fri.ihmittelalterlicher Zeit sind im Bereich des 
spatromischen Kastells nur wenige Siedlungsfunde 
bekannt gewordeno Dagegen belegen Grabfunde aus-
serhalb des Kastellbereiches rechtsrheinisch die 
Landnahme der Alamannen und linksrheinisch die 
frankische Machtab!Osung im 60 Iho Deutliche Hin-
weise auf einen Neubeginn sind sowohl im histori-
schen als auch im archiiologischen Quellenmaterial 
des 80 Iho greifbaro Ausserhalb des Bischofssitzes auf 
dem Mi.insterhi.igel, der seit dem 80 Iho fi.ir Base! 
gesichert ist, konnten aus karolingischer Zeit nur 
sparliche Reste fri.ihstadtischer Strukturen nachge-
wiesen werdeno Keramikfunde und Siedlungsspuren 
a us dem 1 0 0 Iho in der unteren Talstadt am B irsig 
(Abbo 1: 2a) di.irfen als Zeichen mittelalterlicher 
Handelsbeziehungen und als Hinweise auf eine 
Marktstelle gewertet werdeno 
Im 110 Iho setzt eine rase he Entwicklung zur 
befestigten hochmittelalterlichen Stadt eino Die Ent-
wicklung der Stadtbefestigung spiegelt das Wachs-
tum der Stadt augenfalligo Vom 11 0 bis ins 19 0 Iho sind 
verschiedene Ausbauphasen entstanden (Abbo 1: 5-8)40 
muss hier fUr die salische Zeit eine schmale, von Holzhausern 
gesaumte Gasse angenomrnen werden (siehe unten: Schneider-
gasse/Stadthausgasse). F. HARTMANN, P. LAVICKA, D. RIPPMANN 
& J. TAUBER, Die salische Stadt- ein Idealbild, entworfen nach 
archaologischen Befunden vornehmlich in Base!, in: Siedlungen 
und Landesausbau zur Salierzeit, Bd. 2: In den siidlichen Land-
schaften des Reiches, S igmaringen, 199!, 177-194, Ab b. I. 
2 Berger 1963. 
Neues Wolmen in der a/ten Stadt, Hrsg. Baudepartement 
Basel-Stadt, Base!, 199!. 
4 Allgemein d'Aujourd'hui 1990 und R. D'AUJOURD'HUI & 
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Abb. 1. - Base!: Uberblick uber die Topographie, die 
wichtigsten Quartiere und die Hauptverkehrsachsen 
(Punktlinien). - Massstab: I: I2500. 
I. Munsterhugel; 2. Talstadt: a untere, b obere; 3. Tal-
hiinge; 4. Niederterrassen: a. beim Petersgraben, 
b. beim Leonhardsgraben; 5. Vorstiidte: a/b. unterel 
obere St. Albanvorstadt; c. A'schenvorstadt; d. Spital-
scheurenvorstadt; e. Steinenvorstadt; f Kohlenhauser; 
g. Spalenvorstadt; h. Neue Vorstadt; i. St. Johanns-
Vorstadt (innere/iiussere); 6. Kleinbasel; 7. Erweiterung 
Wahrend sich seit dem Ende des ersten Jahr-
tausends auf dem Mi.insterhi.igel im Umfeld des 
Bischofs allmahlich eine Oberschicht aus Domgeist-
lichen und Ministerialen etablierte, liessen sich in der 
Talstadt am Birsig zunachst Handwerker und Kauf-
G. HELMIG, Kanton Basel-Stadt, in: Stadt- und Landmauem., 
Bd. 2: Stadtmauern in der Schweiz. Kataloge, Darstellungen, 
VerOffentlichungen des Instituts ftir Denkmalpflege an der ETH 
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(Kloster Klingental, I278); 8. Erweiterung (Eisenbahn, 
I. Bahnhof, I843144) 
Kirchen in den Vorstadten: 
A. Kloster St. Alban; B. Karmeliterhaus (nicht genau 
lokalisierbar); C. Kloster der Reuerinnen an den Steinen; 
D. Kloster Gnadental; E. Prediger-(Dominikaner-)klos-
ter; F. Antoniterhaus St. Johanns-Vorstadt; G. Johan-
niterkommende; H. Pfarrkirche St. Theodor; J. Kloster 
St. Clara; K. Kloster Klingental; L. Antoniterhaus 
Kleinbasel; M. St. Niklaus; N. Kartause (I 5.Jh.) 
leute nieder. Die Talsohle wurde schon im Laufe des 
11. Jahrhunderts verhaltnismassig dicht besiedelt. 
Waren Bauten vor der Jahrtausendwende noch selten, 
so werden sie danach zunehmend haufiger. 
Zurich Bd. 15.2., Zurich, 1996,41-60.- Zahlreiche Detailauf-
satze in den Jahresberichten der Archiiologischen Bodenfor-
schung. 
Zu den topographischen Voraussetzungen der 
friihstadtischen Besiedlung 
Der Standort einer Siedlung ist nicht vom Zufall 
bestimmt, sondem wurde gezielt ausgewahlt. In der 
Regel spielen bei der Standortwahl das Bedilrfnis 
nach Sicherheit und die Verkehrslage eine entschei-
dende Rolle. Die geographische Lage und das vorge-
gebene topographische Relief sind auch bestimmend 
filr die Gliederung und die Bebauungsstrukturen 
einer Stadt. 
Die Topographie am Rheinknie war filr die 
Entstehung des Stadtbildes entscheidend. Der Birsig-
Fluss hat sich im Bereich der Stadt in geologischen 
Zeitraumen rund 20 m tiefin die quartarzeitliche, von 
Si.iden nach Norden hin sich senkende Niederterrasse 
eingefressen, so class sich die Stadt deutlich in drei 
topographische Hauptteile gliedert: der Milnsterhil-
gel und sein Vorfeld im Bereich der spateren Vor-
stadte zwischen Rhein und Birsig, die Talstadt beid-
seits des Birsig, und das Gelande auf der westlich des 
Birsigs gelegenen Niederterrasse. Dies hatte ,schlauch-
artige" Siedlungsraume zwischen dem Stadtflilsslein 
und den Talkanten zur Folge. Mit der Topographie 
verbunden sind wiederum die verschiedenen, auf die 
romische Zeit zuri.ickgehenden Oberlandstrassen, die 
dank Befunden und Grabem definiert oder zumindest 
postuliert werden konnen (Abb. 1). 
Anders als etwa in jilngeren Gri.indungssHidten 
lasst sich kein mehr oder weniger regelmassiges 
Strassenraster erkennen; und auch Parallelstrassen-
systeme oder gar ,Strassenkreuze" lassen sich -
ausser allenfalls imjilngeren, im 13. Jh. gegri.indeten 
Stadtteil Kleinbasel- nicht beobachten5• 
Gewisserrnassen als ,Keimzelle" der stadtischen 
Besiedlung tritt der Mi.insterhilgel schon fri.ih deut-
lich in Erscheinung. Seit der spatkeltischen Zeit darf 
dort eine wohl kontinuierliche Besiedlung ange-
nommen werden, auch wenn man erst seit dem hohen 
Mittelalter von einer Stadt im engeren Sinne spre-
chen darf. Die den Mi.insterhi.igel umgebenden 
Gebiete wurden erst nach und nach filr die Besied-
Vgl. dazu beispielsweise E. lSENMANN, Die deutsche Stadt 
im Spiitmittelalter, 1250-1500, Stadtgestalt, Recht, Stadtregi-
ment, Kirche, Gesellsclzaft, Wirtschaft, Stuttgart, 1988, 41-48. 
6 Die historischen Vogelschauplane des 16.117. Jh. zeigen 
entlang der Stadtmauem umfangreiche Wein- u.a. Garten. Selbst 
den vielen existierenden Reiseberichten des 18./19. Jh. lasst si eh 
oftmals noch entnehmen, dass die Stadt aufgrund ihrer Grosse 
leicht das doppelte an Bevolkerung hatte aufnehmen konnen, 
z.B. bei Gottlob Heinrich HEINSE, Reisen durch das sudliche 
Deutsch/and und die Schweitz in den Jahren 1808 und 1809, 
Zweiter Band: Beschreibung van Base! und seinen Umgebun-
gen, Leipzig, 1810, 14-31. 
7 Veraltet, aber immer noch lesenswert: R. Kaufmann, Die 
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lung erschlossen, z.T. blieben auch bis ins 19. Jh. 
hinein grossere Flachen unbebaut (Garten) oder 
wurden landwirtschaftlich genutzt6. 
Siedlungsraume innerhalb der mittelalterlichen 
Stadtmauern 
Siedlungsbeginn, Hohe und Neigung des Gelan-
des, geologischer Untergrund und Grundwasserver-
haltnisse (Wasserver- und entsorgung) unterscheiden 
sich in den unterschiedlich ausgepragten Siedlungs-
kammem teilweise stark. Die im folgenden vorge-
stellten Siedlungsraume liegen insbesondere im 
Birsigtal und im Bereich der Randzone der dem 
Mi.insterhi.igel benachbarten Niederterrassen 7. 
1. Miinsterhiigel (Abb. 1: 1): Die nach der 
Bischofskirche benannte Niederterrasse zwischen 
Rhein und Birsig hat die Form eines schmalen, von 
Rhein und Birsig im Osten, Norden und Westen 
umflossenen und durch Steilhange natilrlich geschilt-
zten Spoms. Der Name ,Milnsterhi.igel" ist jungen 
Datums8 . Nach Si.idosten ist der Mi.insterhilgel un-
geschiltzt und auch der Talhang verflacht gegen Si.id-
osten zunehmend. Dieser fur den Beginn der mittel-
alterlichen stadtischen Besiedlung wichtige histori-
sche Kern ist bisher nur punktuell untersucht worden, 
so class sich generelle Entwicklungen noch nicht fest-
halten lassen9. 
2. Talstadt (Abb. 1: 2a/b): Das auf der Talsohle 
verfilgbare Baugelande beidseits des Birsigs war 
schmal und langgezogen. Je nach Entfemung des 
Flilssleins vom Talhang stand mehr oder weniger 
Platz zur Verfilgung, deshalb konnen eine oder 
mehrere talparallele Gassen die Talstadt erschlies-
sen; dementsprechend sind auch die Parzellen !anger 
oder ki.irzer, ohne class dies mit unterschiedlichen 
Bauzeiten zu erkH:iren ware. Die Talsohle entlang des 
Birsig war ursprilnglich teilweise sumpfig und 
hochwassergefahrdet. Schon fri.ih sind deshalb Ufer-
bauliche Entwicklung der Stadt Base!, 126.1 12 7. Neujahrsblatt 
der Gesellschaft zur Beforderung des Guten zmd Gemein-
natzigen, Base!, 1948/49. 
8 Dieser modeme topographische Begriff entstammt der 
archaologischen Literatur; die historisch korrekte Bezeichnung 
lautet ,auf Burg". 
9 Publizierte Untersuchungen: Rittergasse 5 (Area! 
Bischofshof) und 16: R. MOOSBRUGGER-LEU in BZ 73, 1973, 
250-289. Ders., Das Altstadthaus, BZ 72, 1972, 419-430. Ders., 
Laubentreppe, Treppenhaus und erster Stock, Unsere Kunst-
denkmiiler 32, Heft 4, 1981, 490-499.- Moosbruggers Bemer-
kungen zur Entwicklung des Altstadthauses fussen, was die 
Liegenschaft Basei-Rittergasse 16 betrifft, I eider nicht auf durch 
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verbauungen vorhanden. In der unteren Talstadt wird 
das trockene Gebiet beidseits der Birsigmundung seit 
de m 10. Jh. besiedelt, in der oberen Talstadt erst 
spater. Der Abschnitt Schneidergasse-Stadthausgasse-
Fischmarkt war schon in romischer Zeit begangen 
und wohl auch besiedelt, wie ri:imerzeitliche Streu-
funde belegen. 
3. Die Talhange (Abb. 1: 3 ): Die Abhange zeich-
nen sich durch unterschiedliche Steilheit aus. Der 
linksufrige Hang fallt am oberen Ende der hochmit-
telalterlichen Civitas, im Gebiet zwischen St. Peter 
und St. Leonhard, steil ab und geht relativ abrupt in 
die schmale Talsohle uber, wahrend sich der Hang 
nordi:istlich von St. Peter sanft als schrage Ebene zur 
Birsigmundung bin senkt. Auf der andem Birsigseite 
sind die Verhaltnisse genau umgekehrt: Von der 
Mundung bis etwa zum Barfiisserplatz ist der Abhang 
des Munsterhugels ziemlich steil; im Umfeld des 
Barfusserplatzes senkt sich das Gelande hingegen 
mit nur wenig Gefalle zum Birsig. Die manchmal 
recht steilen Anstiege sind durch verschiedene Gas-
sen erschlossen, die in Basel als ,Berge" oder als 
,Sprung" bezeichnet werden (z.B. Schliisselberg und 
Rheinsprung am Munsterhiigel). Bezeichnungen wie 
Spalenberg oder Petersberg konnen si eh auf ein Quar-
tier oder auf eine gleichnamige Gasse beziehen. 
4. Niederterrassen (Abb. 1: 4a/b): Die Nieder-
terrasse westlich des Taleinschnittes ist das geologi-
sche Aquivalent zum Munsterhugel. Hier war das 
verfugbare Baugelande durch den Verlauf der gegen 
Ende des 11. Jh. errichteten ersten Stadtmauer vorge-
geben. Auch hi er konnen Unterschiede in der Bebau-
ungsstruktur zwischen der schmalen Zone langs des 
Leonhardsgrabens (Ab b. 1: 4b) und der breiteren 
Nutzflache am Petersgraben (Ab b. 1: 4a) festgestellt 
werden. Die Erschliessung des Gelandes erfolgte bier 
von den parallel zu den Stadtgraben verlaufenden 
Gassen- vom Heuberg/Spalenberg bzw. vom Nadel-
berg/Petersberg her. 
5. Vorstadte (Abb. 1: 5): Sie entstanden im Ver-
lauf des 13. Jh. entlang der Verkehrsachsen vor den 
oben beschriebenen Siedlungsraumen, vor den Stadt-
mauem der eigentlichen Civitas. Entsprechend der 
Trasseewahl der Verkehrswege liegen sie in der 
Fortsetzung der Talstadt (Steinenvorstadt), in den 
vergleichbaren Niedergebieten entlang des Rheins 
Bauuntersuchungen abgesicherten Resultaten; sie konnen des-
halb nicht als Entwicklungsmodelle herangezogen werden. -
Hauser bzw. zugehorige Latrinen unter dem Augustinerkloster: 
P. KAMBER, Die Latrinen aufdem Area/ des Augustinerklosters. 
Basel-Augustinergasse 2, Grabung 1968, Materialhefte zur Ar-
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(untere St. Alban-Vorstadt im Umfeld des deutlich 
alteren gleichnamigen Klosters und St. Johanns-
Vorstadt) oder auf den Niederterrassen (Spalen-, 
Aschen- und Obere St. Alban-Vorstadt). Sie erstre-
cken sich entlang einer Verkehrsachse, ohne class sie 
in der Anlage zwingend einem Schema folgen. Da-
zwischen liegen unbedeutendere ,Ne ben-Vorstadte" 
(Spitalschurenvorstadt, die unbefestigte offene Rand-
gruppensiedlung am Kohlenberg, Neue Vorstadt). 
Die Achse dieser Vorstadte kann doppelt gefiihrt 
sein, wenn es das Gelande erfordert (Steinenvorstadt, 
zwei Gassen beidseits des Birsig), oder sich Y-fOrmig 
verzweigen (Spalenvorstadt). Manche dieser Vorstadte 
waren bereits vor dem Bau der Ausseren Stadtmauer 
(1362-98) befestigt 10• 
Der.Beginn der Besiedlung der Vorstadte ist noch 
zuwenig bekannt. Kristallisationspunkte waren oft 
Kloster (Abb. 1: A-L) 11 • Einzig aus der wichtigsten 
aller Vorstadte, der si eh zum Elsass, der Basler Kom-
kammer, bin orientierenden Spalenvorstadt, sind in 
nennenswertem Umfang fri.ihe Siedlungsreste bekannt. 
Die Befunde sind aber aufs ganze gesehen noch zu 
sparlich, als class daraus weitreichende Schlusse ge-
zogen werden durfen. Im Laufe des spaten Mittel-
alters wurde die anfanglich zweifellos erst liickenhaft 
vorhandene altere Bausubstanz verdichtet, erganzt 
und im Zuge der allgemeinen Bau- und Stilentwick-
lung uberformt, so class sich die Basler Vorstadte, 
soweit ihre historische Bausubstanz noch intakt ist, 
heute gleich wie die Innerstadt prasentieren. 
6. Kleinbasel (Ab b. 1: 6, 7): Auch der auf der 
andem Rheinseite gelegene und mit (Gross-)Base! 
durch eine Briicke verbundene Stadtteil war seit der 
Mitte des 13. Jh. befestigt. Die Art der Anlage dieser 
Neugriindung war durch keine topographischen Gege-
benheiten vorgegeben, sehen wir einmal davon ab, 
class sich die Lage von Kleinbasel nach der Brucke 
und somit nach dem Gelande der linksrheinischen 
Civitas zu richten hatte. Die Ebene der Stadt, eine 
Schwemmlandzone, senkt sich sanft zum Rheinufer 
hin. Dies war wichtig fUr die Ableitung der ver-
schiedenen, vom Wiesental hergeleiteten Gewerbe-
kanale und der daraus gespiesenen Gassenbachlein. 
Einzig diese als Neu- oder Griindungsstadt zu bezeich-
nende Vorstadt ist regelmassig, mit parallelen Gas-
senzugen, angelegt. Auch in diesem Falle ist die sys-
tematische Erforschung fruher Siedlungsstrukturen 
noch nicht i.iber die Anfange hinausgekommen. 
chaologieinBasellO, 1995. 
10 Vorstadtbefestigungen sind seit dem letzten FUnftel des 13. 
Jh. nachgewiesen, siehe Beitrag G. Helmig in den gleichen 
Tagungsakten und d' Aujourd'hui/Helmig 1996 (wie An m. 4). 
11 Quellenwerke zur Geschichte und Baugeschichte dieser 
Nach dern Bau der RheinbrGcke Ende des ersten 
Viertels des 13. Jahrhunderts entwickelte sich der 
rechtsrheinische BrGckenkopf zur Stadt Kleinbasel 
( das ,Mindere Base!"). Kemstelle ist St. Theodor, wo 
Graber und Siedlungsspuren seit dem Fri1hmitte1a1ter 
bezeugt sind. Kerarnikfunde zeigen, class der mittel-
alterlichen Grundungsstadt mit ihren drei markanten 
Strassenzi1gen eine altere dorfliche Besiedlung irn 
11. und 12. Jh. vorausgingt2. 
Haus- und Parzellenentwicklung 
Im folgenden untersuchen wir die Entwicklung 
der frGhen Haus- und Parzellengrundrisse, soweit sie 
in der Altstadt Gberliefert sind. Wir sti1tzen uns dabei 
insbesondere auf die Befunde in der Talstadt und auf 
den Niederterrassen. Den Mi1nsterhi1gel und Klein-
basel mi1ssen wir rnangels frGher Befunde weglassen, 
die Talhange und die Vorstadte konnen wir aus dem-
selben Grund nur kurz streifen. 
Der Erhaltungszustand der altesten Siedlungs-
befunde ist oft sehr unterschiedlich. Dies trifft in 
besonderem Masse fur die fruhen Holzbauten zu. 
Meistens lassen sich die Holzhauser nur gerade noch 
aufgrund von Resten einfacher Lehmestriche und/ 
oder der Substruktion von Schwellbalken nachwei-
sen, da das Holzwerk entweder beirn Abbruch 
beseitigt word en oder bis zur Unkenntlichkeit vermo-
dert ist. Bei der Interpretation der Lehrnestriche ist 
jedoch Vorsicht geboten, da die Lehrnboden oft 
schlecht erhalten sind und Lehrn - auch als Brand-
schutt wiederverwendet und durch Brand rotlich 
verfarbt - ausserhalb von Hausem als eine Art Hof-
planierung eingebracht worden sein konnte 13 • Kaurn 
je ist in Base! die gesarnte Ausdehnung eines Holz-
hauses Gberliefert, da jGngere Bodeneingriffe grosse 
StOrungen in der archaologischen Substanz zur Folge 
hatten. Eine Ausnahrne bildet der Petersberg 14 . 
Bei den frGhen Steinbauten verhalt es sich ahn-
lich. In manchen Fallen stecken nur gerade noch 
Tei1e der Fundamente irn Boden, und die zugehO-
Gotteshauser: Die Kunstdenkmii/er des Kantons Basei-Stadt, 
Bande 3-5, Base!, 1941, 1961, 1966. 
12 8281, 1981,224,240f.,267,281,314;JbAB 1993,100-110. 
13 So nachgewiesen an der Schneidergasse 2 und im Ross-
hofareal, wo mit Lehmresten bedeckte Gehniveaus neben Holz-
hausem festgestel1t wurden; BZ 85, 1985, 308-314; BZ 87, 1987, 
277-284. Auch lassen sich verschiedene der auf dem Andreas-
platz nachgewiesenen ,Lehmboden" nicht zwingend einem 
Holzbau zuweisen (unpubliziert, vgl. BZ 88, 1988, 217-223). 
14 Berger 1963. Zu den Erhaltungsbedingungen siehe unten. 
15 Es ist nur in allgemeiner Form von 40 Fuss bzw. halb so 
breiten Hofstatten mit entsprechenden Zinsleistungen die Rede. 
Rechtsquellen von Base/. Stadt und Land, Hrsg. J. SCHNELL, 1. 
Zur Parzellenstruktur der Stadt Base! vor 1300 
rigen Boden, Bau- und Planierungshorizonte sind 
ji1ngeren Kellereinbauten zum Opfer gefallen. In die-
sen Fallen lasst sich aus dern stratigraphischen 
Zusamrnenhang oft nur noch ein fragrnentarischer 
Gebaudegrundriss definieren. Nur wenn Mauem der 
a1testen Bauphasen in jGngerer Zeit Gbemornrnen 
wurden und heute irn aufgehenden Mauerwerk noch 
erhalten sind, konnen Aussagen Gber Ausdehnung 
und Vo1urnen des Gebaudes gernacht werden. Aber 
auch in diesen se1tenen Fallen sind die Aussage-
rnoglichkeiten stark eingeschrankt, da die fri1hen 
Bauphasen zumeist nur in den Brandrnauem konser-
viert sirid. Die zugehorigen, architektonisch auf-
schlussreicheren Fassadenrnauem sind irn Laufe der 
Zeit meist stark verandert oder ganz ersetzt worden. 
Zur Oberlieferung historischer Quellen: Diese 
setzen erst einige Zeit- manchrnal vie!! - spater nach 
dern Bau der Hauser ein. Zudern decken sie wie 
anderswo auch einen anderen Informationsbereich 
als die archaologischen Quellen ab, so dass es oft 
schwierig ist, eine Verbindung zwischen den beiden 
Quellengattungen herzustellen. Generell sind die Ur-
kunden aus der Zeit vor dern grossen Erdbeben von 
Base! - 18. Oktober 1356 - vorwiegend kirchlicher 
Art (Zinsrodel); die bGrgerlichen Quellen setzen 
i.allg. spater ein. Meist hande1t es sich urn Nennun-
gen von Gebauden bzw. urn Zinsleistungen von Per-
sonen ohne konkrete Hinweise auf Parzellengrosse 
oder Bebauungsart, so class baugeschichtlich unrnit-
telbar verwertbare Angaben zurnindest ftir die FrGh-
zeit fehlen. - Wichtig ware in diesern Zusarnrnen-
hang das Bischofs- und Dienstmannenrecht, wGrde es 
klare AuskGnfte Gber die Hofstattenrnasse geben 15 • 
Irnrnerhin lasst si eh diesern W eisturn entnehmen, 
dass die Parzellenbreite einer gewissen Norm unter-
stand, ist doch die Rede von jeweils ganzen und hal-
ben Hofstatten. 
Das heutige Erscheinungsbild der Altstadthauser 
geht weitgehend auf den spatrnittela1terlichen und 
fruhneuzeitlichen Ausbau zuri1ck, soweit nicht 
barockzeitliche Urn- und Neubauten an deren Stelle 
getreten sind 16• 
Theil, Base!, 1856, !I § 15. Nach Schnell ist diese Urkunde 
spater a is 1250 entstanden, nach Andreas HEUSLER ,urn 1260 ... 
eine Aufzeichnung der bischoflichen Rechte zu Base! ... und gibt 
insofem ein treues Bild der Zustande im I!. und 12. Jh.; fUr das 
13te hat es bloss einseitigen Werth, weil es die stadtische 
Entwicklung unbeachtet lasst ... ". Verfassungsgeschichte der 
Stadt Base/ im Mittelalter, Base!, 1860, 41. - Dazu auch Berger 
!963, 27 f. und Kaufmann 1948, 28 f. (wie Anm. 7). 
16 FUr die Untersuchung des aufgehenden Mauerwerks ist die 
Basler Denkmalpflege zustandig. Die archaologischen und 
baugeschichtlichen Untersuchungen werden gemeinsam und in 
enger Absprache zwischen Denkmalpflege und Bodenforschung 
vorgenommen und oft in gemeinsamen Aufsatzen in den Jahres-
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Abb. 2.- Base!- untere Talstadt, Petersberg (Abb. 1: 2a): Kontinuitiit der Gassen (nachgewiesene hochmittelalterliche 
Gassenzuge: Punktraster) und Gebiiudegrenzen von den hochmittelalterlichen Holzbauten I-VI (dunkel gerastert) uber 
die friihen Steinbauten (ausgezogene schwarze Linien) zu der nach deren Abbruch angelegten spiitmittelalterlich/ 
friihneuzeitlichen Uberbauung (feine, nicht ausgezogene Linien). Die moderne Uberbauung ist mit einfachen schwarzen 
Linien festgehalten. - Grundlage: Katasterplan des 19. Jh. (Falknerplan, aufgenommen 1868-70), Berger 1963, Plan 
11. - Massstab 1:1000. - Zeichnung: Ch. Bin g. 
Untere Talstadt (Ab b. 1: 2a) 
Der Birsig durchfliesst die Talstadt nicht mit 
kontinuierlichem Gefalle, sondem weist zwei Fall-
stufen auf: Beim Durchqueren der Ausseren Stadt-
mauer ergiesst er sich in einem ersten, eindrticklichen 
,Katarakt" in die Steinenvorstadt, in einer zweiten, 
niedrigeren Fallstufe beim Barftisserplatz ins eigent-
liche Stadtinnere 17• Ohne Zweifel haben diese beiden 
Gelandestufen den Standort der Stadtmauem beein-
flusst. Danach sinkt der Birsig- topographisch und 
archaologisch sptirbar - von der etwas hohergele-
genen oberen Talstadt zur unteren unmittelbar 
nordlich des Marktplatzes nochmals ab. Auf diesen 
unteren Bereich in der Talstadt beschranken sich im 
allgemeinen die Funde romischer Zeitstellung und 
aus dem 10. Jh. Beidseits des linksufrigen Strassen-
zuges entstehen lange, schmale Parzellenstreifen, die 
berichten der Archiiologischen Bodenforschung vorgestellt.- H. 
EPPENS, Baukultur im a/ten Base/, (3. Auflage), Base!, 1937. F. 
MAURER-KUHN, Kunstfuhrer Kanton Base/-Stadt, Bern, o.J. (1980). 
17 Die Hohe der ersten Fallstufe betrtigt an die 4 m. E. 
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nur von der Hauptstrasse her zuganglich waren. 
Wenige Querstrassen ftihren in einem leichten Bogen 
den Talhang hinauf auf die hOher gelegene Nieder-
terrasse oder tiberwinden die Steigung in der Fallinie 
mit Treppen. Einzig im etwas breiter ausladenden 
Mtindungsgebiet zwischen Fischmarkt und Rhein, 
am Petersberg (Abb. 2), entsteht ein engmaschigeres 
Gassennetz. 
bstlich des Birsigs ist der Talboden zwar etwas 
breiter,jedoch sumpfig und deshalb anfanglich kaum 
besiedelt. Erst im 13. Th. wird im Zusammenhang mit 
dem Bau der Rheinbrticke das Gebiet rechts des 
Birsigs, beim heutigen Marktplatz, aufgeschtittet und 
fur eine Bebauung trockengelegt18• 
Petersberg (Abb. 2) 
Ende der dreissiger Jahre wurde am Petersberg, 
unterhalb der Peterskirche, ein grosseres mittelalter-
GOLD ER, Der Birsig und seine Nebengewi.isser, Baudepartement 
Basel-Stadt, Tiefbauamt, Base!, 1995, insbes. S. 45, 55 f. 
18 d'Aujourd'hui 1990, 16 f. 
19 Berger 1963. 
liches Viertel abgebrochen. Dabei kamen interes-
sante Siedlungsspuren von Holz- und Steinbauten 
zutage, die der damaligen Zeit gemass ausgegraben 
und dokumentiert wurden. Die ersten Steinbauten 
setzten bereits in der Spatphase der Holzhauser ein. 
Eine weitere Gelegenheit ftir archaologische Unter-
suchungen ergab sich in den ftinfziger Jahren, als im 
Anschlussbereich, beim Storchen, weitere Teile der 
mittelalterlichen Uberbauung abgebrochen wurden 
(Abb. 3). Wegen des ftir Basler Verhaltnisse aus-
nahmsweise guten Erhaltungsbedingungen flir orga-
nisches Material, die auf Grundwasserstrome im 
Quellhorizont am Talhang zuruckzuftihren sind, wa-
ren Unterzuge und Wandreste von Holzhausern des 
11. und 12. Jahrhunderts konserviert 19 . 
Eine nachtragliche Sichtung der Befunde erbrach-
te folgende neue Erkenntnisse: Anders als in den 
ubrigen Stadtvierteln wurden die aufgefundenen Ge-
baude (Holz- wie Steinbauten) nicht etwa nach und 
nach von jungeren Bauten abge!Ost, sondern sind in 
einem einmaligen Bauvorgang im 13. Jh. planmassig 
niedergelegt warden, anschliessend wurde der Boden 
planiert20 . Die verhaltnissmassig machtige Planier-
schicht durfte auf den durch die zunehmende (Stein-)-
Bautatigkeit anfallenden Aushub in der Stadt zuriick-
zufiihren se in oder stammt a us dem im 13. Jh. 
ausgehobenen Stadtgraben; sie diente der Trocken-
legung des Baugrundes. Als Folge dieser gunstigen 
Fundlage blieben hier holzerne Baureste in einer 
Fulle wie sonst nirgends in der Stadt erhalten. Die 
freigelegten Holzreste waren teilweise schwer zu 
deuten, da sich allHillige Ausbauten nicht klar vom 
urspriinglichen Baubestand unterscheiden liessen. Es 
zeichnen si eh mehrteilige, wohl eingeschossige Stab-
bauten neben einzelnen Steinbauten ab. Das Neben-
einander von Holz- und Steinbauten zeigt zweifellos 
eine soziale Differenzierung der Bewohner an: Die 
mehrraumigen Steinbauten, darunter einer mit Eck-
bossierung, sind eher einer Oberschicht zuzuordnen, 
wahrend die einfachen Holzbauten von den hier 
ansassigen Handwerkern - es ist vor allem Leder-
verarbeitung nachgewiesen- bewohnt wurden. 
Bemerkenswert fur die Bebauungstrukturen ist 
die Kontinuitat der Baulinien vor und nach der 
erwahnten Planierung des Gelandes. Ein Vergleich 
der fruhen Befunde des 11. und 12. Jahrhunderts mit 
dem Katasterplan des 19. Jahrhunderts, der im gros-
sen und ganzen die spatmittelalterliche Bebauung 
wiedergibt, zeigt eine auffallende Dbereinstimmung 
20 Aus Berger 1963 geht dies nicht hervor, doch zeigen die 
Befundplane und die unpublizierten Fotos, class die Fundamente 
der jiingeren Steinbauten und der zugehorigen Kellerboden in 
keinem Fall in die Reste der alteren Holz- und Steinbauten des 
11./ 12. Jh. eingreifen. Sie liegen deutlich hoher. 
Zur Parzellenstruktur der Stadt Base! vor 1300 
(Abb. 2). Gewiss wurden bei der neuen Dberbauung 
die alten Baulinien nicht exakt ubernommen, doch ist 
die Absicht zur Dbernahme der alten Baufluchten 
offensichtlich. Die im 12. Jh. benutzten Gassen lie-
gen auch noch im Spatmittelalter und in der Neuzeit 
an der gleichen Stelle. 
Schneidergasse/Stadthausgasse (Abb. 3) 
Wenig talaufwarts, d.h. sudlich des Petersberg-
Quartiers, prasentiert sich die Befundlage deutlich 
anders. Hinweise aufeine bauliche Zasur, wie sie am 
Petersberg durch die Planierschicht angezeigt wird, 
konnten hier nicht festgestellt werden. Obwohl sich 
kein Holz erhalten hat, ist hier das Verhaltnis zu den 
friihen Steinbauten aufgrund der Lehmestriche und 
Balkengrabchen besser verstandlich als am Peters-
berg. 
Die Befunde zeigen, dass die Gasse schon im 11. 
Jh. durch Holzbauten begrenzt war, d.h. der vorge-
gebene Gassenverlaufbestimmte die Lage der ersten 
Holzbauten. Auch wenn die Begrenzung der Holz-
hauser - soweit bekannt - nicht ganz genau den 
heutigen Parzellengrenzen entspricht, ist derV erlauf 
der Grenzlinien - mit einer geringfiigigen Abwei-
chung, wie oben fur den Petersberg beschrieben -
praktisch identisch. Das schmale verfiigbare Bauge-
lande ftihrte bier zu einer strafferen Planung als am 
Petersberg, was si eh in einer regelmassigeren Anord-
nung der Gebaude niederschlug21 • 
An der Schneidergasse Jag hinter den Holzhau-
sern eine Hofzone (Abb. 3). Dort kamen eine Reihe 
von Feuerstellen und Reste von Lehmestrichen zum 
Vorschein. Man kann deutlich zwei Arten von Feuer-
stellen unterscheiden: grosse umrandete, wohl ge-
schlossene Herdstellen oder Ofen, die vermutlich von 
leichten Dachern geschutzt waren, daneben kleine 
einfache Feuerplatten, die gewerblichen Zwecken 
gedient ha ben dtirften. Neue Ausgrabungen in nachs-
ter Umgebung im Stadthaus erbrachten unlangst 
vergleichbare Resultate22 • 
Die ersten Steinbauten an der Schneidergasse 
stammen a us der Zeit urn 1100. Im Gegensatz zu den 
meist nicht sehr klar erkennbaren bzw. interpretier-
baren Mauerresten am Petersberg zeichnen sich hier 
deutlich Grundrisse in regelmassiger Anordnung ab. 
Holz- und Steinbauten sind versetzt angeordnet, d.h. 
die Steinbauten liegen hinter den gassenstandigen, 
weiterhin genutzten Holzbauten aufeiner deutlich 
von der Strasse abgesetzten hinteren Baulinie. 
21 Vorberichte zu Ausgrabungen an der Schneidergasse und 
im Stadthaus von Ch. MATT: BZ 84, 1984, 329-344; BZ 85, 
1985,308-314, sowie d'Aujourd'hui 1990,44. 
22 Vorbericht zu den Ausgrabungen im Stadthaus von Ch. 
MATT im JbAB 1994 (im Druck). 
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Die Steingebaude sind an der Schneidergasse addi-
tiv, ausgehend von einem ersten, schwer deutbaren 
Grundriss im Norden der Hauserzeile, d.h. zeitlich ge-
staffelt aneinander gebaut worden. V on diesen nicht 
unterkellerten Kembauten mit Parzellenbreiten von 
rund 9 m - nur der W ohnturm Schneidergasse 12 ist 
etwas schrnaler- sind heute noch ansehnliche Teile im 
Aufgehenden erhalten. Das nordliche, iiber 9 auf 11 m 
messende Geviert mitsamt Binnenmauer (Schneider-
gasse 4/6) liess sich nur im Fundament nachweisen; 
entsprechend schwierig ist die Deutung. Vom Kembau 
Schneidergasse 8/10 ist mehr bekannt: Der Grundriss 
zeigt hi er zwei ungleich grosse Raume, von denen der 
nordliche mit einem Mortelboden ausgestattet war. 
Die siidliche Brandmauer dieses Hause ist bis unter 
das Dach erhalten, also iiber drei Geschosse. In dieser 
Mauer ist die Dachschrage eines zum Hangfuss, d.h. 
gegen Westen abfallenden flachen Pultdaches erhal-
ten. Der siidlich angebaute Wohnturm (Schneider-
gasse 12) baut auf der gemeinsamen Brandmauer auf. 
Die der Dachschrage folgende Aufstockung zeigt auf 
ihrer Iangsten Seite, im nordwestlichen Mauerwinkel, 
einen Eckverband a us Bossenquadem. Ein Durchgang 





Abb. 3.- Base!- untere Tal-
stadt, Stadthausgasse/Schnei-
dergasse!Andreasplatz (Abb. 
1: 2a): Holzbauten des 11.1 
12. Jh. (Punktraste1~, Hojbe-
reiche rnit Feuer- und Herd-
stellen (Sternsignaturen), 
Wehrtiirrne (dick ausgezo-
gene schwarze Vierecke) und 
friJhe Steinbauten (hintere, 
von der Gasse abgesetzte 
Baulinie, urn 1100 bis urn 
1200). 
Das Geliinde steigt gegen 
Westen stark an (erkennbar 
an der Treppensignatur irn 
To ten- und lrnbergiisslein). 
Die Bau!inien der heute teil-
weise abgebrochenen spiit-
rnittelalterlichen und neuzeit-
lichen Hiiuser sind gestri-
chelt eingetragen. 
Zeichnung: Ch. Bing. 
Bereich des hinteren Andreasplatzes bereits am Hang 
gelegenen Hauser. Die in zuriickversetzter Lage gegen 
die Strasse gerichtete Ostfassade des Wohnturms 
enthielt ein Schlitzfenster und einen Hocheingang. 
Der Zugang zu den Steinbauten erfolgte von der 
Schneidergasse her, an den Holzhausem vorbei und 
durch die vorgelagerten HOfe. Wegen der geringen 
Parzellentiefe und der Lage am Hangfuss konnten die 
Hinterhauser nicht vom Hang her erschlossen wer-
den. In der spateren Ausbauphase im 14. Jh. wurden 
die ehemaligen Kembauten im hinteren Teil der 
Liegenschaften ausgekemt und zu HinterhOfen um-
gebaut, wahrend die vorgelagerten, teilweise wohl von 
Holzbauten belegten HOfe an der Gasse mit schrnalen 
Steinhausem iiberbaut wurden. Dabei wurden die 
Parzellen in jeweils zwei lange Grundstiicke unter-
teilt. Der Zugang zu den Hausem der Ausbauphase 
erfolgte in einem Fall durch einen zentralen Mittel-
gang in einen an der Stelle des ehemaligen Kembaus 
Iiegenden Hinterhofs und von dort iiber freistehende 
Treppenhauser. Haufiger lag der Erschliessungsgang 
seitlich einer Parzelle; auch die schmalen, den Tal-
hang in der Fallinie querenden Gasslein erschlossen 
die Tiefe der Parzellen. 
Eine ahnliche Entwicklung konnte an der Stadt-
hausgasse festgestellt werden (Abb. 3). Hier wurden 
urn 1100 in der Mitte der kurzen, durch Gasse und 
Birsig eingeengten Parzellen drei einzel stehende 
Kembauten errichtet. Die Gebaude wuchsen im 
Laufe der Zeit nach vom zur Gasse hin und ebenso 
nach hinten gegen den Birsig. Auch hier kommt es im 
14. Jh. zu einer Unterteilung der Parzellen in der 
Langsrichtung. Diese Gliederung bestimmt noch 
heute das Strassenbild. Die kurzen Parzellen waren 
bald vollstandig ilberbaut, Freiflachen, entsprechend 
den HOfen an der Schneidergasse, konnten hi er nicht 
ausgespart werden23 . 
Generelllasst sich seit dem 14. Jh. ein Ausbau der 
strassenseitigen Zone beobachten; es kommt gleich-
sam zur Versteinerung des ursprilnglich durch die 
alteren Holzbauten begrenzten Gassenraums. In die-
ser Phase werden die ehemals breiten Grundstilcke 
wohl auch infolge des Bevi:ilkerungszuwachses in 
schmale Parzellen unterteilt. Als Grund mag auch die 
Erbteilung eine Rolle gespielt haben. 
Bemerkenswert sind zwei an der Schneidergasse 
und Stadthausgasse gelegene Wehrtiirme aus der Zeit 
urn 1200 (Abb. 3)24 • Als einzige der frilhen Stein-
bauten weichen sie vom Schema vi:illig ab: Sie sind 
weder zuri.ickversetzt noch stehen sie unmittelbar an 
der Gasse, sondem sind urn die Breite ihrer erheb-
lichen Mauerstarke von der Gasse abgerilckt. Man 
mi:ichte daraus folgem, dass es sich bei diesen 
Tilrmen nicht urn private Geschlechtertilrme, son-
dem urn Stadttilrme der Obrigkeit gehandelt hat25 • 
Die machtigen Fundamente sind vollstandig, das 
aufgehende Mauerwerk jedoch nur mit ein bis zwei 
Steinlagen erhalten. Beide Wehrti.irme zeichnen sich 
durch ein massives, vollsHindig aus bossierten Sand-
steinquadem gebautes Fundament aus. Ihre Seiten-
langen betragen 6 bzw. knapp 7 m, die Mauerstarken 
messen 1,6 bzw. ilber 2 m. Zumindest vom sildlichen 
Turm lasst sich nachweisen, dass er bereits im Laufe 
des 13. Jahrhunderts bodeneben abgebrochen worden 
23 ZuletztJbAB 1991, 171-197. 
24 Wehrturm Spiegelhof: Berger 1963, 22 f., Taf. 9 f.; Wehr-
turm Schneidergasse 12114: BZ 84, 1984, 338-341; BZ 87, 1987, 
265-276. 
25 Falls diese Verrnutung zutrifft, handelt es si eh· urn stadt-
ische TUrrne analog dern sog. Salzturrn, der zurn Schutz von 
Verkehr und Handel an der Schifflande wohl urn 1200 erbaut 
worden ist, JbAB !990, 195 ff., Kat.Nr. 45. Berger 1963, 22 f.-
Der nordliche Turrn wird in historischen Quellen nicht 
Uberliefert, der stidliche kann- mit Vorbehalten! - mit einem 
,turris ze Schalon" in Verbindung gebracht werden, Fechter 
1856, 81. 
26 D. RIPPMANN u.a., Basel-Barfiisserkirche, Grabungen 
197 5-1977, Schweizer Beitrage zur Kulturgeschichte und 
Archaologie des Mittelalters, Bd. 13, Olten, 1987, 11. JbAB 
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ist; der ni:irdliche ist spatestens urn die Mitte des 14. 
Jh. verschwunden. Der Turm an der Schneidergasse 
liegt zeitlich zwischen dem dreigeschossigen Haus mit 
Pultdach (Schneidergasse 8/1 0) und dem benachbar-
ten Wohnturm mit Durchgang (Schneidergasse 12). 
Obere Talstadt 
In der oberen Talstadt setzt die Besiedlung spater 
ein. Die Siedlungszone ist hier breiter als im unteren 
Teil der Stadt, was sich wiederum pragend auf die 
Anlage der Strassenzilge und Bebauungsstrukturen 
ausgewirkt hat. So wurden hier parallel zum Birsig 
verlaufende Gassen mit Querverbindungen angelegt. 
Ahnlich, wie am Fuss des Petersbergs im 13. Jh. 
umfangreiche Planierungsschichten eingebracht wor-
den sind, ist auch hier, am sildwestlichen Ende des 
Milnsterhiigels im Bereich der Barfilsserkirche das 
Gelande durch umfangreiche Planierungen angeho-
ben worden. Dadurch sollten das Versumpfen des 
Gelandes und die Folgen von Birsighochwasser ver-
hindert werden26 • 
Die Verlagerung des Rathauses spiegelt die bau-
liche Entwicklung in der mittelalterlichen Talstadt 
trefflich wider. Das erste Rat- oder Richthaus stand 
im altesten Teil der unteren Talstadt, am heutigen 
Fischmarkt (Abb. 1: 2a). Seine Lage in der Nahe von 
Birsigmilndung/Schifflande unterstreicht die histori-
sche Bedeutung der unteren Talstadt27 . Noch im 13. 
Jh. wurde es an die ni:irdliche Stimseite des damals 
halb so grossen Marktplatzes verlegt. Schliesslich 
wurde im Spatmittelalter auf der Langsseite des Plat-
zes, am Fusse des Milnsterhilgels, der Vorgangerbau 
des heutigen, in Etappen entstandenen Rathauses 
errichtet. Entsprechend der Verlagerung des Rathau-
ses lagen auch die meisten Zunfthii.user, die vom 
Aufkommen des Bilrgertums zeugen, in den jilnge-
ren, im 13. Jh. ausgebauten Gebieten im Bereich 
Marktplatz-Freie Strasse-Barfilsserplatz28 . 
1988,46 (Abb. 4) und 98-105. R. WACKERNAGEL, Geschichle 
der Stadl Base!, I. Band, Base!, 1907, 52 f. 
27 Die Kunstdenkmiiler des Kantons Basel-Stadt, Bd. I, Base!, 
(2. Auflage), 1971, 339 f.- In diesem Sinne ist auch die bis Ende 
18. Jh. geglaubte (falsch interpretierte) Oberlieferung bezeich-
nend, class das angeblich alteste Rathaus an der Schifflande bei 
der Brandanskapelle gestanden haben soli. Christian WURS-
TISEN, Epitome his/oriae Basiliensis, Base!, 1577, 17. Kapitel 
(deutsche Obersetzung von J.Ch. BECK, 1757, 100 f., 344). P. 
OCHS, Geschichte der Stadl und Landschafl Base!, I. Band, 
Berlin und Leipzig, 1786, 336-338, 384. 
28 Ziinfte und Zunfthauser: M. AL!OTH, U. BARTH & D. 
HUBER, Basler Stadtgeschichte 2, Vom Briickenschlag 1225 bis 




Aus der oberen Talstadt zwischen dem heutigen 
Marktplatz (ehemals Kommarkt) und dem Barftisser-
platz sind kaum frtihe Holzbauten bekannt29 . Daftir 
kann bei den frtihen Steinbauten eine interessante 
Entwicklung festgehalten werden (Barftisserkirche, 
Gerbergasse, Weisse Gasse; Abb. 4). An der Hauser-
zeile westlich des Birsigs, in der Gerbergasse (Abb. 
la, M), scheint die Bebauung, ahnlich wie im unteren 
Teil der Talstadt (Stadthausgasse), von Kembauten 
ausgegangen zu sein, die nach vome und hinten in 
Richtung Gasse und Birsig zu langen schmalen Ge-
bauden ohne Hinterhof ausgewachsen sind30. 
Am i:istlichen Ufer stand- zwischen der heutigen 
Falknerstrasse und der Weissen Gasse (Abb. la, X) 
- eine breitere Zone zur Verftigung. Hier wurden die 
altesten Kembauten weiter von der Gasse entfemt 
errichtet, die jtingeren Anbauten erstrecken si eh nur 
in eine Richtung, namlich zur Gasse hin. Anders als 
in den bisher erwahnten Fallen wurden hi er die ersten 
Kembauten auch seitlich erweitert, d.h., die Zwi-
schenraume zwischen den ,primaren" Kembauten 
wurden durch ,sekundare" Hauser aufgeftillt31 . Im 
Gegensatz zur unteren Talstadt, wo im Laufe des 
Spatrnittelalters breite Parzellen in schmale unterteilt 
wurden, waren die hier gelegenen Grundstticke jtin-
gerer Zeitstellung von Anfang an langgezogen und 
schmal und sind es oft heute noch. 
Dieses Schema ist jedoch in der oberen Talstadt 
nicht die Regel. So zeichnet sich am Fusse des 
Leonhardsspoms, an der Gerbergasse 60/66, ein 
anderes Bild ab (Ab b. 1 a, Y). Dort wurde ein altester, 
in die Zeit urn 1300 zurtickreichender Steinbau 
bereits als gassenstandiges Gebaude errichtet. Eine 
markante Baulticke bezeichnet dieses Gebiet noch 
bis ins ausgehende Mittelalter als Ausbauzone32 • 
Auch etwas weiter stidlich, im Bereich des 
heutigen Barfosserplatzes (Abb. la, Z), konnten 
29 Barfilsserkirche: Rippmann (wie Anm. 26), 61. Gerber-
gasse 78: JbAB 1992, 147-151.- Der von D. Rippmann for-
mulierten Siedlungsgeschichte der mittelalterlichen Stadt stehen 
wir sowohl der Datierung der Keramik als auch der Inter-
pretation der Befunde kritisch gegeni.iber. Die Keramik wird 
losgelost von Fundeinheit und stratigraphischen Zusammen-
hangen nach formaltypologischen Gesichtspunkten m it der zum 
grossten Teil nach den gleichen Methoden datierten Keramik der 
Burgen aus der Umgebung Basels verglichen und ist unseres 
Erachtens filr die Zeitspanne vom 9.-12. Jahrhundert allgemein 
zu fri.ih angesetzt. Die Begri.indung ist fi.ir Aussenstehende kaum 
nachvollziehbar, da die Zuordnung der Funde zu den entspre-
chenden Strukturen und Profilschichten nicht nachvollziehbar 
ist. Dasselbe gilt filr die Interpretation der Befunde, die weniger 
auf stratigraphische Fakten abgesti.itzt ist, sondern vornehmlich 
von teilweise hypothetischen, historischen Aspekten ausgeht. 
Wir konnen deshalb den auf diesen unsicheren Grundlagen 
abgesttitzten Folgerungen filr die Stadtgeschichte nicht folgen. 
So bezweifeln wir, dass der Bischof im 11. Jahrhundert am 
oberen Stadtausgang ein ,Suburbium", d.h. ,eine Siedlung, die 
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unlangst einige a us dem 13. Jh. urkundlich tiber-
lieferte Hofstatten nachgewiesen werden33 . Bemer-
kenswert ist dort insbesondere die Beobachtung, dass 
unter diesen Bauten keine alteren Vorgangerbauten 
aus Holz zum Vorschein gekommen sind. Die 
Uberbauung setzt an dieser Stelle die wohl im 
Hinblick auf den Bau des Barftisserklosters erfolgte 
Aufschtittung der sumpfigen Birsigniederung voraus. 
Auch in diesem Falle handelt es sich urn gassen-
standige Steinhauser, die aufgrund der grossztigigen 
Platzverhaltnisse als eigentliche Hofstatten von einer 
Hofmauer umschlossen waren. 
Eine Beurteilung der im Area! der Barfosser-
kirche zutage gekommenen Siedlungsbefunde im 
Hinblick auf ihre baugeschichtliche Abfolge ist pro-
blematisch, da sowohl die Zeitstellung und Funktion 
der publizierten Hausgrundgrisse als auch die gene-
rellen Schlussfolgerungen ftir die Stadtgeschichte, 
die unlangst verOffentlicht wurden, in Frage gestellt 
bzw. anders interpretiert werden mtissen34 • 
Niederterrasse: Leonhardsgraben/Heuberg und 
Nadelberg (Abb. 5-7) 
Auch oberhalb des Talhanges, am Rande der 
Niederterrasse westlich des Birsigtales beginnt die 
Besiedlung stellenweise langs der romanischen Stadt-
mauer wohl bereits im spaten 11. Jahrhundert. Der 
ersten Stadtmauer des Bischofs Burkard aus dem 
ausgehenden 11. Jh. folgte im Laufe der 1. Halfte des 
13. Jh. die jtingere, sog. Innere Stadtmauer, welche 
wenige Meter vor die romanische Stadtrnauer gestellt 
worden ist. Ein eigentlicher Gebietszuwachs ergab 
sich dadurch nicht; der schmale Raum wurde nach 
Aufgabe der Burkhardschen Mauer sukzessive tiber-
baut und ,privatisiert"35 • Eine intensive bauliche 
se it dem 10. Jahrhundert hi er oben entstanden war" (D. RIPP-
MANN, BZ 88, 1988, Ab b. S. 11 ), ummauert ha ben soli. Wie wir 
im vorliegenden Oberblick darlegen, setzt die Besiedlung in der 
oberen Ta1stadt spater als in der unteren ein. Das Area( bei der 
Barfi.isserkirche wird unseres Erachtens erst urn 11 00 besiedelt 
und im 12. Jahrhundert zusammen mit dem im Vorfeld si.idlich 
des Mi.insterhi.igels gelegenen Gebiet ummauert. Ygl. BZ 87, 
1987, 234-265, insbesondere 243 ff., 255 ff., 258 ff. und JbAB 
1988,41-59, insbesondere 49. 
30 JbAB 1989, 190-195 (mit alterer Literatur). 
31 Wie Anm. 30. 
32 JbAB 1990, 143-152. 
33 JbAB 1992,85-105. 
34 Zu Interpretation der Befunde aus der Barfi.isserkirche siehe 
An m. 1 und 29. 
35 Zur Entwicklung der Stadtmauern siehe R. D'AUJOUR-
D'HUI, Base(, Leonhardsgraben 47: Eine Informationsstelle Uber 
die mittelalterliche Stadtbefestigung im Teufelhof, Unsere 
Kunstdenkmiiler 41, 1990, Nr. 2, 169-180. 
Abb. 4. - Easel - obere Tal-
stadt, Weisse Gasse/Gerber-
gasse!Barfusserplatz (Abb. 1: 
2b): Die Kernbauten und Areal-
mauern des 12.113. Jh. sind 
schwarz, die jiingeren, spiitmit-
telalterlichen Anbauten mit 
einer helleren Schraffur einge-
tragen, der einzige im Bild-
ausschnitt nachgewiesene Holz-
bau des 13. Jh. mit Punktraster. 
Die Baulinien der heute abge-
brochenen spiitmittelalterlichen 
Hiiuser sind gestrichelt einge-
tragen. Westlich der Gerber-
gasse steigt das Geliinde zum 
St. Leonhardssporn deutlich an. 
Zeichnung: Ch. Bing. 
Nutzung der an die bocbmittelalterlicben Stadtmau-
em angrenzenden Parzellen setztejedocb erst im 13. 
Jh. ein. Die Kircben St. Peter und St. Leonbard sowie 
die Verkehrsacbse im 'Spalenberg-Talc ben' bildeten 
wobl die Kristallisationspunkte36 • 
In dem zwiscben 17 bis 20 m breiten Abschnitt 
zwiscben Stadtbefestigung und Terrassenrand am 
Leonhardsgraben (Abb. la, W) kamen an zwei Stel-
len Bebauungsspuren aus der Zeit der ersten Stadt-
mauer aus dem spaten 11. Jh. zum Vorscbein. Lebm-
boden und eine Ofenstelle zeugen von Holz- oder 
Facbwerkbauten, die bier unmittelbar an die Stein-
mauer angebaut waren, ausserdem gibt es Hinweise 
auf me tall verarbei ten des Gewerbe37 • 
Nacb der Erricbtung der jtingeren Stadtmauer 
wenige Meter vor der romaniscben wurden an die 
grossflacbigeren Urparzellen im Laufe des 13./14. Jh. 
oftmals unterteilt und mit Steinhiiusem, die unmittel-
bar an die funktionslos gewordene altere Mauer 
anscbliessen, tiberbaut. Dies lasst sicb insbesondere 
36 Griindung von St. Leonhard: 11. Jh. Griindung von St. Peter: 
Noch vor der Jahrtausendwende ausserhalb des besiedelten 
Gebietes; Kunstdenkmiiler des Kantons Basel-Stadt Bd. 4, 1961, 
146 ff.; Bd. 5, 1966, 15 ff.- Die Besiedlung setzt nach dem 
jetzigen Kenntnisstand erst im 12./13. Jh. ein: Ch. MA TT, 
Archaologische Untersuchungen im Engelhof (Nadelberg 4/ 
Stiftsgasse I, 1987/6). Zum Beginn der Besiedlung am Nadel-
berg,JbAB 1993,47-81. 
37 Leonhardsgraben 43: BZ 83, 1983, 250-270 (insbes. 258 f., 
267 f.). - Leonhardsgraben 49: aktuelle Ausgrabung, noch 
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am Leonbardsgraben beobacbten. Ein von der Gasse 
abgesetzter Kembau wurde bisber nur einmal 
beobacbtet - moglicberweise ein Spezialfall - in 
einem andem Fall beansprucbt das erste Steinge-
baude die gesamte Parzelle zwiscben Burkhardscber 
Stadtmauer und Gasse, was angesicbts der geringen 
Parzellentiefe wobl eber die Norm war38 • In der Ba-
rockzeit wurden scbliesslicb einige dieser schmalen 
mittelalterlicben Parzellen wieder zu grosseren Grund-
stticken zusammengefasst und mit reprasentativen 
Stadtbausem tiberbaut (Abb. 6: Heuberg 16, 28). 
Etwas anders Iiegen die Verbaltnisse in den 
zwiscben Stadtbefestigungen und oberer Talkante 
gelegenen weitraumigeren Gebieten am Petersgra-
ben, zwiscben Spalenberg und Petersstift, wo ein 
Gelandestreifen von ea. 80 m zur Verftigung stand 
(Abb. 1,U. G und Abb. 5)39 . Auffallend sind bier 
weite, bis in die jtingere Neuzeit unbebaute Flacben. 
Offensicbtlicb wurde der stidlicbe Teil dieses Gebie-
tes ab 1100 zur Austibung feuergefahrlicber Gewerbe 
unpubliziert. 
38 Kembau: Ch. GUTSCHER & D. REICKE, 1987 entdeckte 
Wandmalereien aus dem Mittelalter am Heuberg 20, Basler 
Stadtbuch 1988, 129-138.- D. REICKE, Heuberg 20, Base{. Die 
baugeschichtliche Untersuclumg 1987188, Hrsg. Basler Denk-
malptlege, Base[ 1989. - Ganztlachiger Bau: Leonhardsgraben 
49 (wie An m. 3 7). 




genutzt, wie Reste von MetallabHillen vom Ross-
hofareal zeigen. Auch am Nadelberg konnten als 
alteste Siedlungsspuren Holzbauten aus dem fort-
geschrittenen 12. und 13. Jh. nachgewiesen werden, 
welche die langs der oberen Talkante angelegte 
Gasse saumten. In der Nahe der Verkehrsachse des 
Spalenbergtalchens setzte die Besiedlung schon im 
11. Jh. ein. Zwei vereinzelte Grubenhauser auf dem 
Rosshofareal dilrften noch auf das 1. Jahrtausend 
zurilckgehen. Weitere, wenn auch nur fragmentarisch 
erhaltene Reste von Holzhausem sind im Rosshof-
areal nachgewiesen worden. Ahnlich wie an der 
Schneidergasse konnten hi er neben den Holzhausem 
Feuerstellen beobachtet werden, so insbesondere ein 
grosser ilberdeckter Herd und kleine Nebenfeuer-
stellen, was auf eine wie auch immer geartete 
gewerbliche Nutzung der Anlagen schliessen lasst. 
Auch das a! teste Zunfthaus der Schmiede stand ganz 
in der Nahe, oben am Spalenberg. 
Steinbauten entstanden in diesem Gebiet nicht vor 
1200. Die altesten Steinhauser, von denen bisher erst 
wenige baugeschichtlich untersucht wurden, standen 
als Folge der grosszilgigen Platzverhaltnisse von der 
Gas se zurilckversetzt und hinter den gassenstandigen 
Holzbauten. Da die Besiedlung auf der Niederter-
rasse entlang des Petersgrabens durch die Topogra-
phie nicht eingegrenzt ist, bleibt die Uberbauung hi er 
generell lockerer als in der Talstadt und bei St. 
Leonhard. Das heutige Strassenbild wird am Nadel-
berg (Abb. 5) durch vornehme StadthOfe von Adligen 
und Bilrgern, die in dieser Form mehrheitlich in der 
Barockzeit errichtet wurden, bestimmt. In diesem 
Zusammenhang sind etwa der Rosshof, der Engelhof 
und das SchOne Haus am Nadelberg 6 zu erwahnen. 
Die Baugeschichte der mittelalterlichen und friihneu-
zeitlichen Vorgangerbauten ist hier allerdings erst 
punktuell bekannt4°. 
Talhange 
Die Uberbauung der Talhange stellt besondere 
bautechnische Anforderungen. Die Lage am Talhang 
wirkt si eh auch auf die Nutzung aus, erschliesst doch 
40 Matt (wie Anm. 36).- BZ 69, 1969, 370-379; BZ 88, 1988, 
249-261. Bedeutsam ist insbesondere das ,Schone Haus" mit 
seinen heraldischen Deckenma1ereien: Unsere Kunstdenkmiiler 
21, 1970,Heft4, 165-167.8277,1977,23-35. 
41 BZ 84, 1984,271-276. JbAB 1993, 127-133. 
42 BZ 88, 1988, 30 l-308. JbAB 1989, 54-58. JbAB 1990, 127-
142 (insbes. 134). 
43 Fechter 1856, 94, 98. Easier Urlwndenbiicher Namen-
register (Bd. I, 367 f.; Bd. 2, 407 f.) und entsprechende Quell en. 
Staatsarchiv Basei-Stadt, Historisches Grundbuch (Schneider-
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der ebenerdige Zugang jeweils andere Geschosse, je 
nach dem, ob er an der Hang- bzw. Talseite liegt. 
Diese Bemerkungen beziehen sich natlirlich nur auf 
Hauser an steilen Hangen. Die Talhange wurden 
denn auch nach Ausweis der wenigen untersuchten 
Gebaude erst spat ilberbaut, frilhestens im fortge-
schrittenen 13., zumeist wohl erst im 14. Jh. 41 , d.h. 
mit zunehmender Bevolkerungsdichte wurde auch 
dieser an sich ungilnstige Platz ausgeniltzt. Dabei 
mussten die Talhange kleinraumig terrassiert wer-
den, wobei in einzelnen Fallen auch Gebaudefassa-
den hinterftillt und zu Terrassenmauem umfunktio-
niert worden sind. Soweit sich solche Stiltzmauem 
datieren lassen, entstanden sie nicht vor dem 14. Jh.; 
mehrheitlich dilrften sie jedoch neuzeitlich sein42 . 
Aufschlussreich sind in diesem Zusammenhang 
sprechende Namen wie ,Haus zum Steinkeller, zum 
neuen Keller; zum Grossen Keller" oder Eigennamen 
wie ,Berchtold bzw. Ulrich zum Steinkeller, Johan-
nes dictus de novo cellario"43 . Die se Namen bege-
gnen nur ausnahmensweise vor der Mitte des 13. Jh.; 
sie sind letztlich ein Beleg fur die Seltenheit solcher 
Keller in der Frilhzeit des Steinbaus, denn sonst 
batten sie sich kaum zu Eigen- oder Hausnamen 
herausbilden konnen. Bezeichnend ist auch die Lage 
dieser so benannten Gebaude am Hangfuss, wo 
Keller leicht in den Hang hinein gebaut werden 
konnten; in unmittelbarer Birsignahe oder auf den 
Niederterrassen sind keine beim Bau des Hauses ent-
standenen Keller bekannt geworden. Auch die friiher 
einmal fUr Base! postulierte Unterscheidung ,adliger" 
und ,bilrgerlicher" Keller ist aus heutiger Sicht 
abzulehnen44 . 
Vorstadte 
Die frilhe Baugeschichte der Vorstadte ist bis an-
hin !eider noch kaum bekannt, denn bisher liegen erst 
wenige archaologische bzw. Bauuntersuchungen vor45• 
Auch die Baugeschichte Kleinbasels- die grosste al-
ler Vorstadte- ist erst ansatzweise bekannt, so dass 
auch hier noch keine generellen Aussagen moglich 
sind. Die verschiedenen Teicharme und das zuge-
gasse 24, Spalenberg 44). Grosser Keller: Untersuchung der 
Denkmalpf1ege im so g. Marthastift (Kellergasslein 7, nicht 
publiziert). 
44 P. LAYICKA & D. RIPPMANN, Hochmittelalterliche BUr-
gerhauser in Base!, Archiiologie der Schweiz 8, 1985 Nr. 2, I 09-
116, insbes. 110, 113. Die dort aufgefUhrten ,BUrgerkeller" 
wurden in der Zwischenzeit a1s Latrinengruben erkannt: Kamber 
(wie Anm. 9). 
45 Allgemein siche Kaufmann 1949, 7-25 (wic Anm. 7). Ein-
zelne Untersuchungen: JbAB 1988, 35-40. D. REICKE, Toten-
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Ab b. 5. - Base/ - Niederterrasse, Spalenberg!Nadelberg!Petersgraben (Abb. 1: 4a): Holzbauten des 12./13. Jh. 
(Schraffur), gewerblich genutzte Hofe mit Feuer- und Herdstellen (Sternsignaturen), Kernbauten des 13. Jh. (schwarz), 
Anbauten des 14. Jh. (hellere Schraffur). Unmittelbar ostlich des Nadelbergs setzt die Kante des Talhangs ein. 
Massstab 1:1000. - Zeichnung: Ch. Bin g. 
hOrige Mi.ihlengewerbe schaffen zudem im nordlichen 
Teil spezielle Umstande, die mit den Wohnbereichen 
im mittleren Teil nicht zu vergleichen sind46 . 
Eine Ausnahme bildet die wohl wichtigste aller 
Vorstadte, die Spalenvorstadt (Abb. 1: 5g), die durch 
eine sich Y-formig verzweigende Hauptachse er-
schlossen wird. Drei Ausgrabungen und Bauunter-
suchungen in entfemten Bereichen der Vorstadt be-
legen, dass die Besiedlung i.iberall schon in der 1. 
Halfte des 13. Jh. eingesetzt hat47 • Es ist also nicht 
mit einem zwiebelformigen Wachstum, ausgehend 
tanz 8 in Base!, ,Zum Baldeck" Ein Turmhaus im Umfeld des 
Predigerklosters, Mittelalter. Zeitschrift des Schweizerischen 
Burgenvereins I, 1996 Nr. 4, 92-10 I. 
46 Einzelne Untcrsuchungen: BZ 86, 1986, 232-240. JbAB 
1990, 114-126. A. Wvss & B. JAGGI, Bauforschung in Base! 
(betrifft Untere Rheingasse 8, I 0). In: J. CRAMER (Hrsg.), Bau-
forschung und Denkmalpflege, Stuttgart, 1987, 81-89. JbAB 
vom Torturm der Inneren Stadtmauer bzw. vom ben-
achbarten Vorgangerbau des Klosters Gnadental 
(Abb. 1 D) zu rechnen, sondem mit einer gleichmas-
sigen, wenn auch anfangs wohl sehr li.ickenhaften 
Besiedlung entlang der beiden Strassen. Die dahinter 
gelegenen Gebiete - recht umfangreiche Gartenbe-
zirke- wurden urn 1280 mit einer Vorstadtbefesti-
gung umgeben, die in der zweiten Halfte des 14. Jh. 
durch die neu konzipierten Ausseren Stadtmauer er-
setzt worden ist. In der Art der Besiedlung zeichnen 
sich grosse Unterschiede ab: Das zunachst der Stadt, 
1992, 152-155. 
47 Artikel Uber die frUhe Besiedlung der Spalenvorstadt von 
B. JAGGI und Ch. MA TT erscheinen in den Jahresberichten 
(JbAB) 1994 bzw. 1995 (in Arbeit). Bisherige Untersuchungen: 




gegeniiber dem obgenannten Kloster gelegene und 
wohl auch zu diesem gehorende Gebaude war ein 
von der Strasse abgesetzter Kernbau, der bereits im 
13. Jh. mehrfach und stark umgebaut word en ist. Die-
ser erhielt nachtraglich einen Kel!er, der aber bereits 
vor 1300 wieder verfiillt worden ist. Die Fundstelle 
am andem Ende der gleichen Strasse erbrachte aus 
der ersten Halfte des 13. Jh. Hinweise auf den Werk-
platz von Schmieden und einen diesen Werkhorizont 
ablOsenden, von der Gasse abgesetzten unterkellerten 
Kernbau. Der dritte Befund an dem von der Haupt-
achse abzweigenden ,Nebenarm des Y" schliesslich 
betrifft einen von Anbeginn an unterkellerten, wohl 
beheizbaren und mit Hohlziegeln gedeckten Kernbau 
unmittelbar an der Gasse, der etwa ein Jh. spater 
aufgegeben und von Okonomiebauten abgelOst wor-
den ist. Vorerst fallt es schwer, in diesen heterogenen 
Befunden ein stadtebauliches Konzept zu sehen. 
Fazit 
Die bisher aufgearbeiteten Siedlungsbefunde in 
der Talstadt und am Rande der Niederterrasse bieten 
Einblick in Struktur und Gliederung der Stadt. Als 
Fazit kann festgehalten werden, class in Base! sowohl 
Parzellierung wie Hausentwicklung unter anderem 
auch stark von den topographischen Voraussetzun-
gen abhangig sind. Obwohl den Grundstiicken in be-
vorzugter Wohnlage andere Bauplane zugrundlagen 
als den nach funktionellen Gesichtspunkten geglie-
derten Parzellen im Gewerbeviertel48, lassen sich 
gemeinsame Entwicklungstendenzen erkennen. Hi er 
wie dort sind die altesten Kembauten hinter alteren 
Holzhausern von der Gasse abgesetzt. Etwa ab 1300 
werden die gassennahen Bereiche in Stein iiberbaut. 
Dieser Ausbau ftihrt zu Parzellenteilungen und 
teilweise zu einer Umkehr der Nutzung von Hof- und 
Hausteil. Die zuvor nur auf einer Ebene ausgeiibten 
Tatigkeiten- Wohnen im Steinhaus, Werken im Hof, 
Verkaufen in der Bude an der Strasse - wurden nun 
in den Vorderhausem iibereinander, auf verschiede-
nen Stockwerken, ausgeilbt. Die Wohngeschosse 
kamen dabei iiber die Verkaufsladen und Werkstat-
ten zu liegen. Diese Entwicklung erinnert an das 
nordische Dielenhaus der Hansestadte, wo der Dach-
stock zu Lagerraumen iiber den Wohnetagen und 
48 lnsbesondere die durch die praktischen Bediirfnisse be-
dingte vermehrte Aufteilung der Parzellen (Erbteilung und 
Verkauf) zeigt in der Talstadt beim biirgerlichen Wohn- und 
Werkstatthaus cin im Laufe des 14./15. Jh. entstandenes klein-
teiligeres Parzellen- und Fassadengefiige. 
49 G. FEHRJNG, Einfiihrung in die Archiiologie des Mittel-
alters, Darmstadt, 1987, 202. 
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WerksHitten ausgebaut wurde49 . Lassen sich die jiin-
geren Bauphasen teilweise heute noch im Stadtbild 
ablesen, so konnen die Anfange nur noch archao-
logisch festgestellt werden. In den jiingeren Ausbau-
gebieten (Obere Talstadt, Niederterrassen, Vorstadte, 
Kleinbasel) lassen sich teilweise vergleichbare Ent-
wicklungen feststellen, teilweise erfolgte die Bau-
weise jedoch nach andem Mustem. 
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A 12th-century patrician domain in Bruges? 
In 1991, an important building complex in the 
Vlamingstraat 25 in Bruges was sold and a new buil-
ding-project developed, which included demolition 
of the old buildings. When the project was made pu-
blic, discussions started about the historical value of 
the buildings, as it soon became clear that at the core 
of the complex stood a large house which was thought 
to be of a 14th-century date. 
Eventually dr. Luc Devliegher, and the Admini-
stration for Monuments and Sites of the Flemish 
Community became involved, and a thorough examin-
ation of the building was started. 
The large house, measuring 11 by 22 meters, was 
soon revealed to date back to the late 13th century; it 
consisted of five building levels, and in a few places 
the original walls still reached a height of 16 meters. 
Unfortunately, the house had suffered a series of dras-
tic rebuilding interventions, and original features were 
scarce and fragmented. Therefore, restoration or even 
consolidation were not self-evident. Furthermore, the 
new building-project had already been officially ap-
proved, and listing the original building as a histor-
ical monument could not have saved it. Eventually, a 
compromise was reached, and the building would be 
demolished, with the exception of one wall-fragment 
which was relatively intact. The actual building-work 
was started in 1993, and the site was almost con-
tinually monitored by Luc Devliegher and myself. 
As the work proceeded, and a large underground 
parking level was excavated, the rich building history 
of the site came to light. Although the contractor 
showed considerable understanding of our needs, in 
most cases we could only stand by and try to record 
as much as possible of what briefly appeared and 
then quickly disappeared. When it became clear that 
the late 13th-century house was actually part of a 
much larger complex, the surrounding buildings were 
also looked at, and it is now possible to reconstruct at 
least part of the history of the site. 
Let us, however, first have a look at the actual 
buildings and recorded features before trying to orga-
nise them into a comprehensive theory. 
The largest object in the project was a big house 
(Fig. 1: F), known from at least the 16th century on-
wards as 'De Galeye ', and built with bricks measur-
ing 26 to 28 by 14 by 6 to 7 cm. The cellar, which had 
been vaulted in the late 15th century, could be reach-
ed from the main street through two doorways. Ori-
ginally, three pillars- of which only the foundations 
in tufastone were found- stood in the front part of the 
cella In the rear part, no pillars occurred but a few tra-
ces of the dividing wall were found. After the demol-
ition of the cellar vault, only one side wall could be 
examined; this revealed a series of niches with a 
pointed arch. Similar niches were found at the ground 
floor level, where again the distinction between front 
and rear part of the house can be distinguished. At 
this level, only a few narrow slits breach the rear part 
the side walls. 
As the building can most probably be identified as 
a big merchant's house, it may be assumed that the 
front part of both the cellar and the ground floor were 
used for storage and trading purposes, while the actu-
alliving quarters were located in the rear and on the 
floors above. The latter indeed show small windows; 
on the second floor these windows alternated with 
window-like niches. On the third floor, the roof was 
built between high screen-walls; rounded windows 
lighted the attic, and the wall was crowned with cre-
nellations. Some of the original trusses had been re-
used when the roof was rebuilt on the second floor at 
a later date; samples taken from these beams and 
from an original timber construction on the second 
floor, were dated by both dendrochronology and 
radiocarbon-dating; the results ranged from 1162 to 
1175. As the brick house must be dated in the last 
quarter of the 13th century, it is obvious that many 
timbers used in the house came from a much earlier 
building. 
After this brief description of the main house, we · 
can now turn to its surroundings. It soon became obvi-
ous that the house was surrounded by earlier build-
ings and constructions and that at the end of the 13th 
century, the house was but the latest addition to 
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Fig. 1. - General plan of medieval buildings on the plots Vlamingenstraat 19-21-23-2 5. 
several buildings which had already been constructed 
and organized around a big yard. 
The earliest of these is a house (Fig. 1: A), located 
next to the main one. Very little of it remained: only 
the foundation of a pillar in the basement, and the 
remains of two walls were identified. Further research 
revealed that up till 1925, this house could still be 
identified as a separate construction. Its original size 
292 
probably coincided with the later one, but even this 
remains uncertain. The house was built in bricks 
measuring 32 by 15 by 6 cm and can thus probably 
be dated in the beginning of the 13th century. 
Close to this house, a second one was identified. 
It was also still recognisable in 1925 (Fig. 1: B). Now, 
only a small part of the cellar remained. The house 
was joined to a brick enclosure wall which encircled 
a big yard (Fig. 1: C) and important sections of which 
were recorded. House and walls were built in bricks 
measuring 30 by 14 by 7 cm. 
A 5 m wide gate probably was the main entrance to 
the yard (Fig. 1: E). It was- probably in the 16th cen-
tury- replaced with a gatehouse with cellar. The back-
yard had its own dividing wall against which a brick 
cesspit had been built; the pit could not be examined 
extensively and yielded only 16th-century material. 
The cesspit must have belonged to a house which 
stood on the other side of the dividing wall, but of which 
only one wall-fragment was identified (Fig. 1: J). 
The brick enclosure wall had been preceded by a 
1.30 m wide ditch, remnants of which were encount-
ered in three different locations. Originally, a wooden 
palisade probably accompanied the ditch. In the latter 
a few fragments of 12th-century pottery were found. 
The brick enclosure wall cut into a thick black layer, 
which- apart from 13th-century pottery- also con-
tained a lot of organic material, such as leather, wood 
and animal bones. This black layer filled in the upper 
part of the earlier ditch. 
So far we have been concerned only with what 
was found on the building site itself. When looking 
at the neighbouring buildings, however, the picture 
becomes even more interesting. 
Separated by a narrow plot from the late 13th-
century house stands an even larger house, built with 
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A 12th-century patrician domain in Bruges'? 
closure wall just mentioned (Fig. 1: D). This house, 
which now cleverly hides its 13th-century origins, 
was examined only very briefly but it looks very 
promising. More thorough research will hopefully be 
possible in the near future. 
This house is also separated by a narrow plot from 
another, smaller house which probably dates from the 
14th century. This smaller house was partially demol-
ished in the 19th century and very recently it under-
went rather drastic rebuilding which provided no 
opportunity for investingation (Fig. 1: H). 
A second 14th-century house stood nearby, but 
this one disappeared almost completely in the 19th 
century. Its plan was, however, recorded before de-
molition, and the remaining part of the cellar could be 
examined recently; this allowed us to date the buil-
ding in the beginning of the 14th century (Fig. 1: G). 
Once the field research had been completed, the 
results were projected onto the Popp cadastral plan, 
which shows the situation as it was before the 
extensive changes which affected in this city-quarter 
in 1870, when a new theatre was built nearby and 
when two old streets were drastically changed. 
One of these streets- originally the 'Pluymstraet' 
and since the 17th century the 'Bezemstraet'- was 
broadened and in the course of this operation two 
14th-century houses were amputated. The other street 
-the 'Koornb!oemstraat '-disappeared almost com-
pletely. 
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Fig. 2. - Plan of the medieval buildings on the plots Fig. 3. - Situation XIIIc. 
Vlamingenstraat 19-21-23-25: situation XIld. 
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Fig. 4. - Plan of the medieval buildings on the plots 
Vlamingenstraat 19-21-23-25: situation Xllld. 
It now appears that the mid-13th-century enclos-
ure wall- and therefore also the 12th-century ditch-
on the one hand coincided with the old 'Koornbloem-
straat ', while on the other both features correspond 
to an old boundary line, which runs on until it meets 
the old alignment of the 'Bezemstraat '. 
From this point, it is but a small step to the hypo-
thesis on that what can the map shows here is in fact 
the extent of an old domain, surrounded by a palisade 
and ditch, and which can be dated in the 12th century 
(Fig. 2 ). Unfortunately, this is about all that can be 
said about this period. It is by no means clear where 
the first house stood. Possibly, it was located on the 
site of the late 13th-century house and the tufastone 
foundations that were found in its cellar could have 
belonged to this first building. Similarly, the late 
12th-century timbers found in this house could have 
been taken from the older, original one. All this, how-
ever, remains speculative and leads us nowhere. 
On the other hand, what is almost certain is that in 
the 12th century the site housed a large moated patri-
cian domain with a surface of at least 1200 m2 • The 
historical background for the creation of such large 
domains within the town is well-known. In 1127, the 
RYCKAERT M., Brugge, Historische stedenat/as van Belgie, 
Brussel, 1991,66-67. 
A very similar well, dating back to the 9th century, is 
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Fig. 5. - Situation XIV 
'------25 ----' 
Count ofFlanders and the citizens ofBruges reached 
an agreement. This agreement gave the city an in-
dependent status and led to the abolition of the 
'census de mansionibus ',the land-taxes levied by the 
Count. As a result, very wealthy citizens could buy 
large stretches of land and attach privileges to their 
properties. This led to the creation of a class of 'viri 
hereditarii' or patricians, who established within the 
town itself large patrician domains or 'hereditates'. 
Furthermore, it is worth noting that this particular 
domain is situated in the northern part of the town, 
where habitation is supposed to have become impor-
tant only around the middle of the 12th century, when 
- after the creation of the Zwin in 1134 - Bruges 
became a very major trading centre and when the 
population increased accordingly!. 
We must, however, mention here that during the 
excavation of the parking site, a wattle-lined well was 
briefly examined. Very little remained of this circular 
at the moment of its discovery but one of the stakes 
was radiocarbon-dated in 989. Only one sherd could 
be retrieved; it seems to belong in the 1Oth-early 11th 
century2• This means that habitation in this part of the 
city was already present in the 1Oth century, although 
ERVYNCK A., Een Karolingische vlechtwerkwaterput uit Zer-
kegem: culturele en ecologische archaeologica, Archeologie in 
Vlaanderen Ill, 1993, 243-254. 
this site is situated outside the areas where tradition-
ally the 1Oth- and 11th-century habitation is located3• 
However, such large patrician domains could not 
live on as undivided entities while legacies, mar-
riages, and probably also financial problems led to 
the original property being split up into smaller parts. 
Furthermore, social upheavals in the towns around 
1300 led to the downfall of the patrician class and the 
statute of the 'hereditas ' was abolished. 
This process can also be demonstrated in this 
particular case. 
The oldest building for which the site provided 
evidence (Fig. 3: A) may have stood next to the 12th-
century house. 
In a following building phase, which can be dated 
in the second half of the 13th century, the large 
domain can be seen to have been subdivided into two 
parts of roughly the same size. 
In one part, a large brick house was constructed 
(Fig. 3: D), while in the other- which may then still 
have housed the 12th-century building- we see the 
creation of a yard with enclosure walls, a gate (Fig. 
3: E), a backyard (C) with a cesspit (which belonged 
to brick house (J) which has now disappeared), and a 
third (or fourth?) house (B). These buildings and walls 
are all built with similar bricks, and equally striking 
is the fact that they all show the same orientation. 
In a later phase, near the end of the 13th century, 
a new large brick house is built (Fig. 4: F) and its irre-
gular plan can be obviously be explained by the fact that 
the building had to be fitted in between existing ones. 
In the 14th century, the other part of the domain 
is apparently subdivided into even more parts, as an 
additional house is built (Fig. 5: H) while on a neigh-
bouring domain a new house (G) is added to what must 
have been an earlier building. 
Later on, smaller houses and buildings filled in the 
space that had still been left open but this need not 
concern us here. 
Of the medieval buildings that once stood on this 
ancient domain, precious little remains survived (Fig. 
6). The-14th century houses were largely destroyed 
in the 19th century while the late 13th-century house 
and its yard disappeared completely, apart from one 
mutilated wall at basement level. The 16 m high wall-
section which was to be maintained and consolidated 
mysteriously collapsed during a thunderstorm while 
work was going on. 
Luckily, one house still stands but it was sold 
recently. Since then, heavy rebuilding has been going 
RYCKAERT M., o.c., 48. 
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Fig. 6. - Situation XXd. 
on in the rear part of the house, but the main structure 
seems to have escaped destruction, and we must await 
what will happen to it when a new function is eventu-
ally found for it. 
Over the past years, several restoration and buil-
ding sites in Bruges have been monitored and exam-
ined by the Administration for Monuments and Sites, 
and it has become obvious that the city still harbours 
a very large number of 13th- and early 14th-century 
brick houses. Once we have learned to read the pat-
terns in the urban fabric and the plot system, it be-
comes fairly easy to at least suspect the presence of 
these large houses, and sometimes even of the domains 
to which they belonged. After all, they were the nuclei 
around which the city grew. But without a thorough 
inventory, based on a sound knowledge of the buil-
dings themselves, a good insight into the mechanics 
of medieval (and later) urban development will never 
be possible. 
Dirk Van Eenooge 
Ministry of the Flemish Community 
Administration for Monuments and Sites 
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The Medieval Town Hall of the Old Town in Elblag 
Elblag, founded in 1237 and considered a charac-
teristic example of port-town solution, was integrally 
linked with the Hanseatic trading network. Its stormy 
and rich history which spans centuries and its impor-
tant role in the northeastern part of Europe make it 
worthwhile for us to illuminate historical facts con-
cerning the town in an objective way. 
Until1980, the whole of the Old Town area was 
nothing more than a large lawn with two churches, the 
Fig. 1. - The Old Town in 
archaeological and archi-
tectural surveys till 1996 
(plan dated 17 3 4 in 
the scale: 1:3500-1:4000; 
1. areas of archaeological 
surveys; 
2. areas of architectural 
surveys. 
Market Gate and nine restored merchants' houses. It 
was patiently waiting for a chance of having its glori-
ous past uncovered. In 1980, planned and systematic 
archaeological surveys, subordinate to future recon-
struction, were started. They have been carried on 
without interruption to the present day and from the 
very start, there was close interdisciplinary co-opera-
tion with historians, architects, art historians, zoo-








the Old Town area have been examined so far, which 
represents a mere 6 % - if as much as that - of its total 
surface (fig. 1 ). 
In 1981, an elaborate programme of archaeolog-
ical investigations was put into operation and funda-
mentally this approach remains valid to the present 
day. The results of excavations play a decisive part in 
the design of the future buildings and constitute the 
basis for the architects' work. As a result oflong ana-
lysis work, some questions have been answered: the 
problem of the inner market, the ways the merchants 
managed space and the sequence of these interven-
tions, the forms and types of the earliest wooden 
buildings, and - most important of all - the history 
and architectural development of the Old Town Hall. 
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40 60m 
Fig. 2. - The Old Town. The 
centre of Elblag in the 
second half of the 14th cen-
tury. 
A. monastery of Domini-
can Friars, 
B. St. Nicholas church, 
C. Holy Ghost hospital 
complex, 
D. Bakers 'Market, 
E. 'market with choir', 
F. Seed Market, 
G. Coal Market, 
H. Penczer orte and Sinte 
Jurgens Orth, 
I. Buschmarkt, 
K. Horse Market, 
L. Market Gate, 
M. Blacksmith Gate. 
Important buildings and 
installations: 
1. 'old town hall', 
















11. shoemakers' stalls, 
12. pillory. 
The town hall always constitutes a unique build-
ing in a town, being a symbol of the importance and 
independence of the town as well as a political centre 
and a centre of trade. This usually magnificent build-
ing, located in the centre of the market place or on one 
of its frontages, offered a specific stage for all kinds 
of events. Resolutions of the town council were an-
nounced here, some executions were carried out, 
honoured guests were welcomed and different other 
events were celebrated here as well. 
In many towns, the old town hall is still preserved, 
representing a magnificent testimonial to many past 
splendours. 
Unfortunately, this is not the case in Elblag. 
Fig. 3.- Elblag. Old Town. Main 
phases of the town hall complex 
development: 
A. stone tower, 
B. Cloth Hall, 
C. unidentified building added 
to the Cloth Hall, 
D. Scribe House, 
E. butchers' stalls, 
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The Medieval Town Hall of the Old Town in Elblag 
ALTER MARKT 
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In 1777, lightning set on fire the parish church of 
St. Nicholas and the fire spread to the Town Hall 
situated at opposite side of the street, burning it down 
completely. This happened during a period of'open-
ing of the town', an intervention which started in 
1773 and which consisted of destroying the medieval 
town defence system, levelling the ramparts and fil-
ling in the moats. 
Though the burnt Town Hall and its plan were 
reconstructed quickly and elaborately, the new Town 
Hall was built - from 1779 to 1782 - immediately 
outside the limits of the Old Town. The old site was 
designated to be used for the construction of mer-
chants' houses. 
The original Town Hall building, mentioned for 
the first time in 1319, was located on the eastern 
frontage of the Old Market street, the main thorough-
fare of the medieval town. It was situated opposite 
the church of St. Nicholas, together with which it 
constituted the dominant features of an urban admini-
strative, cultural and trading centre (fig. 2). 
Notwithstanding the fact that it existed for more 
than four centuries and was the setting of many 
events, very little is known about this Old Town Hall. 
Only a very small number of written sources and 
almost no iconographic ones survived, thus making it 
impossible to restore its layout. Nor could much be 
said its interior and plan. 
A drawing by J.H. Amelung, the only source 
available, was published in 1786 and was drawn just 
before the fire. It shows three buildings, marked as 
'long house', 'new town hall' and 'old town hall'. 
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This caption, a few enigmatic notices in other sources 
and the reconstruction project of the burnt town hall 
became the basis for the reconstruction of its history, 
layout and identification of each room and its func-
tion(s). The reconstruction elaborated in 1834 by F. 
Neumann was considered to be reliable and was 
referred to in the bibliography until 1939. 
Thus, the 'long house' was identified as a mer-
chant's building (Cloth Hall), mentioned in written 
sources in 1340. The ground floor housed cloth stalls, 
the first floor consisted of a big hall, where solemn 
parties were given, and in the cellars beer was kept 
for retail. The building of the 'new town hall', the 
gable of which faced the Old Market Street, included 
a council room, a purser room, and a treasury. The 
first floor was taken up by a summer room and cellars 
were leased to publicans. About the building describ-
ed as the 'old town hall', however, little can be said. 
On the eastern side which fronted the Butcher's street 
next to the Cloth Hall, there was the 'House of the 
Scribe', and behind it there were two buildings which 
until 1384 were used for butcher's stalls. The town 
hall complex also included an archive, a spice garden 
and other lodgings. 
This reconstruction of the town hall complex, 
which existed until 1993, became the basis for a 
research programme which aimed at uncovering the 
full layout of the town hall and at identifying and 
explaining its real spatial organisation. 
The archaeological fieldwork covered an area of 
2000 m2• At the same time, archaeological excava-
tions were also carried out in the area of the whole 
quarter, the western part of which was once occupied 
by the town hall. The results of two years' work 
surpassed all expectations. The reconstruction of the 
whole of the town hall complex and its layout places 
it among the most magnificent buildings of this kind 
in Northern Europe. 
So how did the oldest Elblag town hall look like 
and how did it grow and develop architecturally and 
functionally? 
The oldest structure of the town hall was a stone 
tower of 13 by 14.8 m. The deeply set stone founda-
tions had a width of2.60 m wide and were preserved 
to a height of0.80 to 1.60 m. The analysis of the stra-
tigraphical sequence clearly showed this tower to 
have been built even before the great conflagration of 
the town in 1288. So it was one of the few masonry-
built buildings in the town. The foundations of the 
tower were located underneath the building of the 
'new town hall'. 
At the beginning ofthe 14th century, a long build-
ing was added to southern side the tower. It ran 
parallel to the Old Market Street and was named the 
Cloth Hall. There is little doubt that the construction 
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of this building was finished by 1332 when it is regis-
tered that a town hall bell was hung in the tower. 
Together with the tower, the long building had a total 
length of36 m. Its interior could be accessed through 
two entrances, one on Butcher's Street and another 
on Old Market Street. The cellars in the Cloth Hall 
were divided into three parts: a smaller one on the 
northern side ('by dem kake'), a big one (double-
coursed) in the centre ('unter den wenhus') and a 
third along Butcher's street ('unter den wenthus 
treppe'). All of these were leased to the town wine-
merchant. 
The archaeological excavations also uncovered 
two perfectly preserved levels of brick-tiled floors 
with lots of smashed jug fragments lying on them. 
Some 90 % of the ceramics discovered had been 
imported from the Rhineland. The big hall on the 
ground floor of the Cloth Hall was used by clothiers. 
It is hard to say now to what purpose the upper floors 
were used. 
Along the axis from the point of contact between 
the stone tower and the Cloth Hall and along the Old 
Market Street, the carefully constructed foundation 
of the first pillory came to light. At a later date, the 
pillory was transferred to the crossing of the Old 
Market Street and the Butcher's Street and it is this 
pillory which is known from written sources. In 1384, 
the Town Hall was also equipped with pillars made 
ofGotland stone, remnants of which were also found 
during the excavations. 
Simultaneously, the town hall complex was en-
larged. At right angles to the Cloth Hall, a big rectan-
gular building measuring 10 by 25 m and with high 
niches in its long walls was added. It had a wooden 
roof and ceiling which rested on rafter plates. Later 
on, this building was divided by means of a partition 
wall running along its east-west axis and linked with 
a first barrel vault. This led to the creation of two 
independent cellar rooms. 
The discovery of this building is quite sensational 
as there is no trace of it in any written, cartographic 
or land register source. What was the purpose of such 
a big building? Does the absence of any trace of it on 
old plans suggest that it did not break through and 
th1,1s was not visible at ground level, existing only as 
cellars with a height of 4.5 m? Is there any similarity 
to the Town Hall in Torufi, where cellars were built 
under the yard in the 14th century? 
Inside the cellars, fragments of brick-tiled floors 
(with parts made of pre-shaped bricks) were uncov-
ered, as well as remains of the same type of objects 
as those found in the Cloth Hall. Here too, by far the 
larger majority of these objects were imported Rhe-
nish objects. 
Fig. 4. - Elblag. Trade con-
nections of Elblag reconstructed 
on the basis of objects found 
during the excavations ( by T. 
Nawrolskz): 
1. schist from Norway for 
the production of whet-
stones, 
2. glazed pots from Den-
mark, 
3, 5. glazed pots and stone 
mortars from England, 
4. glazed pots from Hol-
land, 
6, 8, 10. stoneware and glass 
pots from Germany, 
7, 9. glazed pots from Fran-
ce, 
11, 12. and from Spain, 
13. glass pots from Bohe-
mia, 
14. and fabrics from the 
Mediterranean Region. 
Before the questions can be answered in full, we 
will to analyse the complex thoroughly. It is also 
worth noting that together with this structure, the 
'House of the Scribe' and one- not two as stated by 
the written sources- butcher's stall were built. 
In the town hall yard, which archaeologists 
uncovered at the north-western side of this building, 
a big stone latrine with a diameter of 3.5 m was found 
amongst other features. The latrine yielded a rich col-
lection of objects (ceramics, glass and wooden 
objects), including 28 sealing-wax seals as well. From 
Blacksmith's street, an entrance (a kind of gateway) 
lead to this yard. It was fulfilled a communication 
function between the street and the town hall base of 
supplies. 
Thus, a big administrative-trade complex measur-
ing 36 by 40 m eventually came into being. But this 
was not the end of the town hall alterations. 
At the beginning of the 14th century, a two-course 
building was constructed on the site of the old tower. 
It was 26 m long and 9 m wide, with an arcade pro-
truding beyond the Cloth Hall axis and with its gable 
facing the Old Market street. This was the 'new town 
hall' which is shown in the picture by J.H. Amelung. 
In 1550-1556, it was refurbished with one of the first 
Renaissance fa9ades, designed by Gabriel of Aachen 
and built by the masters Cornelius and Claus. 
The Medieval Town Hall of the Old Town in Elblag 
So from the very beginning, all of the most impor-
tant components of the town hall complex were in 
place: the Town Hall itself, the Cloth Hall, the 
'House of the Scribe', butcher's stalls, the armoury, 
the pillory. On the opposite side of the Old Market 
street, at the north-eastern corner of the St. Nicholas' 
church, only the scales building was found. 
There still remained a very important problem, 
namely identifying the function of the site before the 
construction of the Town Hall and its adjoining 
buildings. This is linked with the theory of a number 
of historians who claim that there was demarcated 
trading site during the early phase of the existence of 
the town. Indeed, the urban plan of Elblag shows no 
classic - square or rectangular- market. 
And again archaeological research provided the 
answers to this question. Before the town hall com-
plex was built, the site harboured wooden buildings, 
remnants of which in the form of fragments of wooden 
buildings and of drainage structures were uncovered 
by fieldwork. Their distinctly early chronology -
second half of the 13th century - is confirmed by the 
results of dendrochronological tests. 
The Old Market street which divided the town 
along its north-south axis, served as a market place. 
Specific parts of this street were deliberately set aside 
and equipped with trade in specific products in mind. 
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On the other hand, the second market, connected with 
foreign trade, was located in the western part of the 
town, on the river bank. 
In short, there appear to be many questions related 
to the construction and development of the town hall 
complex of the Old Town. But there also remain ques-
tions as to the numerous finds from this site. These 
include a very rich collection of ceramics, including 
significant quantities of imported wares from the 
Rhineland and from and Saxony as well as metal, 
wooden and glass objects (fig. 4). In addition, there 
also is an impressive collection of architectonic com-
ponents (brick and stone ones), which were part of 
the town hall equipment and furnishings during the 
different phases of its development. 
The image of the creation of the town hall com-
plex as we know it now shows us the range of towns-
men represented and illustrates the dignity of the 
town as symbolised by the town hall. Comparing the 
Elblag Town Hall with the nearest known example, 
the Main Town Hall in Gdansk, it can be shown to 
have been the archetypal model which set a lead for 
the Gdansk townsmen. The Gdansk town hall was 
equally built along the street frontage but it was only 
after enlargements in the 1380s that it reached the 
size which the Elblag Town Hall had acquired in the 
early 30s of the same century. 
To conclude, let me add that the Elblag authorities 
have decided to reconstruct the Old Town Hall. To 
achieve that, it is necessary to reconstruct it in the 
Old Town. Town halls always were symbols of the 
town and created a spatially and architecturally pre-
dominant feature, which also served as a counter-
point to sacral architecture. It is planned to rebuild 
the whole town hall complex on the site where it 
emerged and developed from the 13th to the 18th 
century. If possible, the old stone foundations will be 
re-used and the building will have a main entrance on 
Old Market street. 
This will restore the previous harmony of the Old 
Town which it lost in the 18th century. 
Grazyna Nawrolska 
Pracownia Konserwacji Zabytkow 
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Aportaciones al estudio del abastecimiento de agua 
en epoca Medieval y Moderna. 
La red de encafiados de la ciudad de Oviedo (Asturias, Espaiia) 
Introduccion 
Como su titulo indica, el objetivo de este articulo 
es contribuir a! conocimiento de la red de suministro 
de agua potable de Oviedo en epoca Medieval y 
Modema. El principal elemento en el que se va a 
basar este estudio van a ser Ios restos de seis enca-
fiados que pudieron ser localizados durante una exca-
vacion de urgencia realizada en el verano de 1992 en 
la calle Cimadevilla1, el principal eje viario del casco 
historico ovetense. La otra fuente fundamental de la 
investigacion la constituyen los expedientes sobre 
actuaciones relacionadas con las fuentes y encafiados 
y las menciones a Ios libros de acuerdos del Ayun-
tamiento de Oviedo que ya han sido objeto de cata-
logaci6n2. 
Rasta la inauguracion de la primera tuberia por 
presion, ya bien avanzado el siglo XIX, el suministro 
historico de agua potable a la ciudad de Oviedo de-
pendio del caudal transportado por dos traidas: !as 
conocidas como "de Granda del Anillo" y "de Fito-
ria". La primera es cronologicamente lamas antigua. 
Tradicionalmente se ha venido considerando como 
una realizacion del rey Alfonso II (791-842), ya que 
se identifica esta obra con el "ague ductu" que este 
monarca se atribuye y dona mediante testamento a la 
iglesia de San Salvador de Oviedo en el 8123• En el 
S. XIV sabemos que la traida desde la Granda del 
Anillo estaba en servicio, ya que en 1358 se alude la 
misma en un documento del archivo del Monasterio 
de San Vicente\ yen 1392, el Cabildo acuerda repa-
Quiero expresar mi agradecimiento por su participaci6n en 
!as labores de excavaci6n a E. Burguet Fuentes, F.J. Chao Arana 
y R. Estrada Garcia. Los resultados de la excavaci6n se encuen-
tran recogidos en S. Rios GONZALEZ, Seguimiento Arqueologico 
de !as abras de renovacion de la red de saneamiento y pavimentos 
del Ovieda Antigua, en !as calles y plazas siguientes: Cimade-
villa, San Antania, Oscura, Man, Maxima y Framestana, Santa 
Ana, Can6niga, Peso, Huevas, Constituci6n y Trascorrales, 
Memoria mecanografiada depositada en el Servicio de Patrimonio 
de la Consejeria de Cultura del Principado de Asturias, 1992. 
2 C.M. VrGrL, Colecci6n Hist6rico Diplomatica del Ayunta-
miento de Oviedo, Oviedo, 1889. M•,p. VILLA GONZALEZ-RiO, 
rarla con tubos de plomo protegidos por cafios de 
piedra5• 
La historia de la segunda arranca en 15 3 7, fee ha 
en la cualla ciudad acuerda su construccion a la vista 
del precario caudal del que venia disponiendo. Estas 
dos fuentes de aprovisionamiento funcionaran simul-
taneamente y, como veremos, contaron en todo 
momento con redes de suministro independientes. 
Este articulo se divide en dos partes fundamen-
tales. La primera es de indole descriptiva y su pre-
tension es exponer las caracteristicas constructivas de 
cada uno de los seis conductos que fueron estudiados 
durante las excavaciones. La segunda, tiene por 
objeto el ir desgranando las distintas citas documen-
tales que pueden ponerse en relacion con los datos 
arqueologicos, tratando de esta forrna de aproximar-
nos a la cronologia, caracteristicas y problematica de 
cada uno de Ios conductos. 
Descripcion de Ios Encaiiados 
La excavacion arqueologica que perrnitio la exhu-
macion y estudio de Ios restos afect6 a una superficie 
de apenas 20 m. cuadrados. En esta reducida super-
fide aparecieron los restos de seis encafiados per-
tenecientes a las viejas redes de distribucion urbana 
de la ciudad. Su estado en general era bueno, aunque 
presentaban destrucciones motivadas por el hecho de 
que en algunos casos Ios trazados mas modemos inter-
ferian sobre Ios mas antiguos. 
Catciloga lnventario del Archivo Municipal de la ciudad de 
Oviedo, Oviedo, 1978. 
3 S. GARCiA LARRAGUETA, Testamentum regis Adefonsi, 
Calecci6n de documentos de la Catedral de Oviedo no 2, Oviedo, 
1962, 4-9. 
4 
" ... estando en Oviedo en <;:ima de Villa cabo la puerta nona 
cabo una losa que y jaz cabo el cano perubien la agua a la <;:ibdat 
de Oviedo ... ". Archivo Monasterio San Pelayo. Fondo San 
Vicente, leg. LXI, no 1823. (transcripci6n cedida amablemente por 
D. Jorge Argtiello Menendez). 
5 M. DiAZ CANEJA & J. CUESTA FERNANDEZ, La Venida de 
Alfonso II a San Salvador, B.I.D.E.A. XXXIII, 1958, Oviedo, 59. 
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Es necesario sefialar que el estudio de estas 
estructuras se vio condicionado por la voluntad de 
conservarlas integramente, dado que no iban a verse 
afectadas por la obra causante del seguimiento arque-
ol6gico. 
Encafiado n° I 
El tramo documentado constaba de una canaliza-
ci6n que, tras desembocar en una arqueta a la que se 
dirigia en sentido ascendente, se ramificaba en dos 
conductos secundarios. 
El conducto principal era el que presentaba una 
factura mas compleja. Constaba de dos muros de 
mamposteria, con un alzado situado entre Ios 30 y 40 
ems., que tlanqueaban un tubo formado por arcaduces 
ceramicos. El diametro externa de este conducto era 
de 110 mm. y su grosor de 30 mm. El espacio sobran-
te entre el tubo y los muretes estaba relleno por una 
mezcla de mortero de cal y arena y el conjunto se 
cubria con una alineaci6n de losas de tamafio variable 
y un grosor no inferior a los 10 ems. 
La arqueta a la cual iba a desembocar la conduc-
ci6n sefialada se levantaba sabre un firme de piedra y 
arena. Estaba elaborada con sillares de arenisca exce-
lentemente labrados. De planta cuadrangular, media 
39 x 41 ems. en el interior y 63 x 65 ems. al exterior. 
De su alzado se conservaban parcialmente dos hila-
das (55 ems.) que, probablemente, junta con la cubier-
ta desaparecida, debieron de configurar la totalidad 
del mismo. La primera hilada estaba compuesta por 
dos sillares en angulo, en los que se practicaron tres 
orificios de unos 60 mm. de diametro con el objeto de 
permitir la conexi6n de las conducciones. De la se-
gunda hilada se conservaban dos piezas de las cuatro 
que en origen debieron de configurarla. El interior de 
esta caja de piedra estaba colmatado, hasta aproxi-
madamente la altura de Ios orificios, por una acumu-
laci6n de cantos de rio y arenas finas. 
Desde la arqueta, el agua ascendia a traves de dos 
conductos que se dirigian hacia las dos calles inme-
diatas. Del primero, que se encaminaba a la calle de 
La Rua, poseemos escasa informaci6n, dado su defi-
ciente estado de conservaci6n. Consistia en un tubo de 
cocci6n reductora, elaborado seguramente en Ios tal-
leres mirandinos (Aviles). Su diametro es de 85 mm 
y su grosor 25 mm. Para su fijaci6n se utilizaron a 
modo de cufia fragmentos de piedra, ladrillo y teja, 
recubriendose el conjunto con un mortero formado por 
una mezcla de cal y arena amarillenta. Desconocemos 
con seguridad si esta conducci6n presentaba o no 
cubierta, aunque lo mas probable es que si la tuviera. 
El conducto que se dirigia hacia la calle San 
Antonio ( conocida antiguamente como Solazogi.ie) se 
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conservaba en bastante mejor estado. Los arcaduces, 
de cocci6n oxidante o reductora incompleta, tenian 
un diametro oscilante entre !os 120 y !os 140 mm. La 
tuberia estaba sumida en un relleno de arena amarilla 
muy fina y estaba protegida, en sus dos tlancos, por 
sendas hiladas de lajas de piedra y, en la parte supe-
rior, por tejas arabes sujetas con mortero. El conjunto 
se remataba verosimilmente con una alineaci6n de 
piedras de las que pudo documentarse el arranque 
adosado a la arqueta. 
Encafiado no 2 
El estado de conservaci6n de esta canalizaci6n era 
muy deficiente, ya que su estructura fue muy afec-
tada por la construcci6n del encafiado n° 1. La misma 
estaba formada por un tubo formado por arcaduces 
tratados en atrn6sfera oxidante, al menos en el pro-
ceso de postcocci6n, con un diametro de 85 mm. y un 
grosor de paredes de 15 mm. Antes de cubrirla con un 
mortero de cal y arena, la consistencia de la tuberia 
fue reforzada con un forro realizado con fragmentos 
de teja y tubo. 
Encafiado n° 3 
Los restos de esta traida de aguas eran Ios que 
presentaban un mejor estado de conservaci6n, ade-
mas de poseer una mayor longitud. Su estudio fue 
asimismo el mas completo, ya que gracias a la aper-
tura de una zanja paralela a la conducci6n pudo docu-
mentarse este conducto practicamente a lo largo de 
toda la calle Cimadevilla, si bien la informaci6n obte-
nida al margen de la excavaci6n arqueol6gica fue 
bastante parcial debido a que el encafiado solo fue 
descubierto por uno de sus laterales. 
Lo mas caracteristico de este encafiado eran Ios 
grandes bloques de arenisca y caliza en Ios que se 
insertaban Ios tubas ceramicos. Estos estaban labra-
dos en forma de paralelepipedo rectangular y sus 
dimensiones eran sumamente variables. En la calle 
de Cimadevilla se pudieron documentar longitudes 
que oscilaban entre un maxima de 95 ems. y un mini-
ma de 42 ems; por lo que respecta a Ios alzados, estos 
variaban entre Ios 4 7 y 26 ems. Los dos bloques que se 
pudieron estudiar en la area afectada por la excava-
ci6n arqueol6gica presentaban una longitud superior 
a Ios 60 ems. (no se pudieron descubrir en su integri-
dad) y una altura de 43 y 40 ems., respectivamente. 
Cada una de !as piezas tenia una anchura de 34 y 42 
ems. 
Para la instalaci6n sabre el terreno de esta alinea-
ci6n de bloques no se requiri6 ningun tipo de refuerzo 
a· 
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lateral y, al menos aparentemente, tampoco se preci-
so de una acondicionamiento significativo del terreno 
antes de asentarlas. Asimismo, es de destacar la ausen-
cia de engarces, por lo que los bloques simplemente 
iban alineados sin que existiese, a excepcion del tubo, 
ningun tipo de union entre ellos . 
La tuberia cenimica iba inserta en un canal, de 
seccion en "U", tallado en los bloques, y cuya anchura 
era aproximadamente de 18 ems. La profundidad del 
mismo no pudo establecerse con exactitud, si bien lo 
mas probable es que solo excediera en escasos centi-
metros el diametro de los tubos de barro que configu-
raban la conduccion. 
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Estos arcaduces presentaban una factura que evi-
denciaba su procedencia mirandina: abundante mate-
rial micaceo en la pasta y coccion reductora, con el 
clasico ahumado. Su diametro oscilaba entre Ios 110 
y 140 mm. Para asegurar su sujecion, el espacio dejado 
libre por Ios tubos en el canal estaba relleno con un 
mortero rosacea de extraordinaria dureza. 
La cubierta de esta canalizacion estaba formada 
por grandes losas y bloques cuya fijacion se asegu-
raba con un mortero arenoso muy resistente. 
La estructura de este encafiado se completaba con 
una arqueta, situada sobre la trayectoria de Ios tubos, 
que no pudo ser estudiada integramente. Se trataba de 
una caja rectangular levantada con un tosco aparejo 
de mamposteria y cuyas medidas eran de 110 x 90 
ems. al exterior y de 47 x 47 ems. al interior. Su altura 
era de 25 ems. y su cubierta corria a cargo de una unica 
losa de 60 x 55 x 12 ems. Su base, situada a una cota 
ligeramente superior a las de Ios tubos, consistia en 
una unica losa bien trabajada, en cuyo centro se habia 
practicado un orificio de 15 ems. de diametro, que 
aparecia obturado por un tapon de piedra. Dado que 
nos fue imposible levantar este cierre, no podemos 
describir el sistema hidraulico al que da acceso. 
Encaiiado n ° 4 
Esta traida discurriajunto al flaco izquierdo del en-
cafiado anterior. En este caso, el conducto ceramico, 
formado por arcaduces de procedencia mirandina con 
una seccion de unos 150 mm., estaba protegido en sus 
flancos con dos muretes de 25 ems. de altura y 35 ems. 
de grosor, levantados con sillarejo y trozos de tubo 
unidos con una argamasa de cal y arena anaranjada. 
El remate de todo el conjunto consistia en una hilera 
de losas de un grosor minimo situado en los 12 ems. 
Encaiiado n ° 5 
Este conducto diferia por completo de Ios demas 
descritos, ya que estaba realizado enteramente en pie-
dra. De su trazado, se pudieron exhumar durante la 
excavacion tres de Ios bloques tallados que lo com-
ponian, uno de ellos de forma parcial. Se trataba de 
tres paralelepfpedos rectangulares con unas prolon-
gaciones en ambos extremos de seccion circular que 
permitfan el engarce entre las distintas piezas. Esta-
ban labrados sobre piedra arenisca muy blanda y sus 
medidas ( comenzando por la pieza exhumada par-
cialmente) eran las siguientes: 50 x 34 x 22 ems, 61 x 
38 x 30 ems y 75 x 38 x 38 ems. 
La tecnica de union entre estos bloques era la del 
machihembrado. Este tipo de engarce se pudo estu-
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diar aprovechando la fractura producida en el segundo 
cano por un viejo tendido electrico. Tanto el macho 
como la hembra presentaban un rebaje que evitaba 
que el primero e introdujera por completo en la pieza 
siguiente, de esta forma Ios canos iban separados por 
las piezas de union, de seccion circular y morfologia 
troncoconica, de unos 6 ems. de longitud y 20 ems. 
de dhimetro. Las juntas de esta union iban selladas 
con una pasta blanquecina entre cuyos componentes 
se sefialaba una importante proporcion de arcilla. 
El conducto horadado aproximadamente a la altura 
del eje de estos bloques de piedra era de seccion 
circular, con un diametro aproximado de 10 ems. Por 
su inclinacion se pudo determinar como el agua 
seguia una trayectoria ascendente. 
Encaiiado n° 6 
Este conducto fue localizado en un contexto 
arqueologico que impidio su adecuado estudio. Su 
componente principal era una hilera de canos de pie-
dra labrados en pequefios bloques de caliza blanca. 
Estas piezas apoyaban en el sustrato litologico de la 
zona ( calizas y arcillas) y su sujecion estaba asegu-
rada mediante un mortero de cal y arena. Una arga-
masa de caracteristicas similares servia asimismo de 
aglutinante a Ios restos de arcaduces conservados den-
tro de estos bloques, cuyos diametros parecian simi-
lares a Ios del encanado n° 2. 
Los flancos de los cafios estaban ocupados con un 
tosco mampuesto, con numerosas oquedades, elabo-
rado fundamentalmente a base de fragmentos de pie-
dray de tubo unidos con mortero. La cubierta consis-
tia en una capa de argamasa, reforzada con una hilera 
de ladrillos sobre la que a su vez apoyaban las losas. 
Interpretaci6n 
Encaiiado n ° 5 
Esta traida, formada por piezas monoliticas uni-
das por la tecnica del machihembrado, destacaba por 
diferir radicalmente del resto de conducciones loca-
lizadas y por ser la unica sobre la que la estratigrafia 
suministro una informacion precisa, ya que en un 
nivel que verosimilmente podria ponerse en relacion 
con la construccion de esta canalizacion aparecio una 
moneda de Fernando I de Napoles (1458-1494). 
En Ios ultimos afios del siglo XV y el primer 
tercio de la centuria siguiente, momento al que pare-
ce pertenecer el encafiado resefiado, la principal obra 
que reclamara la atenci6n del concejo de Oviedo sera 
la renovacion de la vieja traida de aguas de la Granda 
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del Anillo y la reparaci6n de !as fuentes. A finales del 
S. XV se decidi6 construir una fuente en la plaza de 
Cimadevilla (en !as proximidades de donde se efec-
tuaron !as excavaciones arqueol6gicas que nos ocu-
pan), fuente que en 1498 fue objeto de sus primeras 
reparaciones. En ese mismo afio se acometi6 la con-
strucci6n de un encafiado de piedra en sustituci6n del 
de madera que inicialmente prestaba servicio a este 
nuevo punto de aprovisionamiento de agua6• 
En 1499, la ciudad plane6 mejorar el abasteci-
miento de la ciudad juntando Ios tres manantiales de 
Ios que se aprovisionaba esta y construyendo una 
nueva traida de agua con cafios de piedra. AI afio sigu-
iente, la obra del manantial estaba terminada, acor-
dandose contratar con el maestro Sol6rzano, que por 
entonces estaba trabajando en la construcci6n de la 
catedral de Oviedo, el remate de la obra7. El proceso 
de construcci6n de esta nueva traida fue largo y 
tortuoso y en el participaron, ademas del ya citado, 
otros maestros de la catedral. La carencia de aetas 
municipales a partir del afio 1506 impide conocer de 
que modo finalizaron !as obras, pero en 1529 todavia 
se hablaba de reparar !as fuentes, yen 1536 se pide 
Iicencia para echar por sisa 2000 ducados para arre-
glar problemas derivados del suministro de aguas. 
Encafiados n ° 4, 3 y 1 
Para poder Iocalizar referencias escritas que pue-
dan ponerse en relaci6n con estos conductos, tene-
mos que remitimos a la documentaci6n del S. XVIII. 
En este siglo comenz6 a tratarse la problematica de 
!as aguas de forma integral y planificada8, Io cual se 
tradujo en la elaboraci6n de unos expedientes Io sufi-
cientemente expresivos como para permitir conocer 
!as caracteristicas de !as actuaciones desarrolladas en 
Ios distintos tramos en que se dividen las trayectorias 
de las distintas traidas. 
Esto no significa que la cronologia de Ios 
encafiados 4, 3 y 1 sea inequivocamente dieciochesca, 
ya que probablemente la tecnica y Ios materiales 
empleados en periodos inmediatamente anteriores no 
debieron diferir en demasia de !as utilizadas en este 
siglo. Por afiadidura, !as reparaciones efectuadas para 
dar soluci6n a !as numerosas quiebras causadas en 
estas cafierias convertian a estas en la sintesis de 
M. CUARTAS RIVERO, Oviedo y el Principado de Asturias a 
fines de la Edad A'fedia, Oviedo, 1983, 291, 292 y 297 (nots.l5, 
16 y 17). 
7 Op cit., 292 y 298 (not. 20). DE CASO F., Coleccion docu-
mental sabre la catedral de Oviedo !, Gij6n, 1982, doe 115, 84-85. 
8 G. ABRIL SAN JUAN, Historia del Agua en Oviedo (ejemplar 
mecanografiado inedito), 50. 
varias actuaciones, Io cual tiene como colof6n el que 
sea muy dificil separar Io que corresponde a trazados 
primigenios de lo que es producto de arreglos poste-
riores, especialmente si solo disponemos de Ios traza-
dos un escaso tramo como es el caso que nos ocupa. 
La menci6n referida a la calle de Cimadevilla que 
de forma mas clara se puede poner en relaci6n con 
estas conducciones data de 17449 • Este expediente 
enumera Ios requisitos necesarios para dejar en buen 
uso toda la red de suministro alimentada por !as aguas 
de Fitoria. En el apartado referido a Cimadevilla con-
sta lo siguiente: 
"Que el tramo y trozo que da a Zima de Villa asta 
llegar a el area de segundo reparamiento se an de 
sacar todos Ios cafios de piedra que uviere en el 
tramo,( ... ), y estos se registraran y Ios que estu-
vieren vuenos se volveran a asentar y hacer Ios 
que faltaren, de la mesma piedra, y estos de vuena 
canteria y vi en varrenados y que !as juntas entren 
una en otra, tres dedos la que menos y que vayan 
vi en mazizos de vetun por dentro y por fuera y se 
les avriran sus avujeros como, a Ios codillos de 
forma que se alcance por dentro a envetunar !as 
juntas y despues taparlos con sus tacos de piedra 
y solo se encafiara de esta forma desde el area de 
la esquina de la plaza asta la salida del arco de 
Zima de Villa y por la parte que fueren estos cafios 
se echara a el empedrar la plaza una ylada de losas 
de dos pies de ancho y medio pie de grueso ( ... ), 
asta la arqueta junto a Zima de Villa, se encafiara 
de cafios, de varro, del calivre de medio rial y a de 
Ilevar sus codillos de diez a diez varas procurando 
vaya bien nivelado, y vien mazizo de cal y arena 
y si Ios paderones no pueden servir o no estu-
vieren con toda firmeza, se aran de nuevo y en la 
mesma forma que Ios demas trozos de cafieria y se 
an de cuvrir con sus losas, desde un paderon, a 
otro, en la forma que todo lo demas ya mencio-
nado y la arqueta que estajunto a Zima de villa se 
ha de qui tar y echar otra calada y se an de avrir sus 
dos tomaderos uno de dos porziones y otro de tres 
debajo, de una linea y que sean de buena reparti-
zion y arte y dicha arqueta se cuvrira con su broche 
aduquinado y con su galapago emplomado". 10 
Mas adelante, se hace menci6n a Ios cafios, exi-
giendo "que sean de A viles de buena calidaz, de 
varro, y vi en cozidos y el grueso correspondiente" .11 
Plan de Conducciones para reparar la caiieria principal de la 
ciudad y demas ramales y repartimiento de la caiieria de Fitoria 
tanto en lo que corresponde al caso de la ciudad coma fuera de 
ella. Archivo Ayuntamiento de Oviedo (=A.A.O). Sala I, 
Anaquel I. Leg. 173. Doe. 5. 
10 Op cif., Novena condici6n. 
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En estas transcripciones aparecen recogidos varios 
elementos que han podido estudiarse en la excava-
cion realizada en Cimadevilla. Los "paderones" carac-
terizan a Ios encaiiados n° 1 y 4; Ios tubos de rvliranda 
a Ios n° 1, 3 y 4 y Ios llamados "codillos a! n° 3. 
Estos ultimos elementos jalonaban el trazado de 
Ios encaiiados aproximadamente cada 10-12 varas 
(aunque en algunos casos se requiere su instalaci6n 
cada ocho varas y en otros cada 15). Las descrip-
ciones transmitidas por la documentacion coinciden 
en gran medida con la arqueta descrita a! hablar del 
encaiiado n° 3. En otro documento del archivo ove-
tense se dice que deberan ir "asentados con todo cui-
dado y tapados despues con tacos de piedra ajustados 
y envetunados y despues cuviertos con la tierra dejar-
les por zima sus seiiales a el tiempo de empedrar 
poniendoles una llabana zina de cada uno". 12 De su 
cubierta, se seiiala que deberan tener "una losa de dos 
pies en cuadro, y medio pie de grueso" .13 
Por lo que respecta a la funcion de Ios codillos, 
creemos que esta era la de facilitar la limpieza de Ios 
caiios mediante el "zarzeo", tecnica que al parecer 
consistia en introducir ramajes en los caiios con ob-
jeto de eliminar el sedimento acumulado en ellos. 14 
En principio, la mencion a una arqueta de reparto 
en Cimadevilla, recogida en el plan de reparaciones 
de 1744 y transcrita anteriormente, nos remite a la 
arqueta del encaiiado n° 1. Sin embargo, este mismo 
expediente descarta esta identificacion, a! aludir a 
caiios de piedra que no existen en este encaiiado. 
Estos caiios son caracteristicos de la traida n° 3, la 
que, en principio, aparentaba ser sin duda la de mayor 
solidez. En principio, la diferencia de !as piezas de 
este conducto con !as descritas en la documentacion 
estriba en que aquellas parecian no ir engarzadas. Esta 
observacion conviene sin embargo tomarla con !as 
debidas precauciones, ya que al no desmontar el con-
ducto el analisis de su estructura no pudo completarse 
adecuadamente. 
A favor de una cronologia modema para este en-
caiiado tenemos la evidencia de una menor antigtie-
dad que el n° 4, al cual anula, y la presencia de codil-
los, caracteristico componente de las conducciones 
de este periodo. 
Encaiiados no 2 y 3 
Estas dos conducciones son !as que fueron peor 
documentadas arqueologicamente. Tienen asimismo en 
comun el menor calibre de sus arcaduces con respec-
to a todas !as reseiiadas anteriormente, con excepcion 
del ramal de la C. del Rosa! del n° 1, y el hecho de 
que estos hallan sido tratados en una atrn6sfera predo-
minantemente oxidante, al menos en la postcoccion. 
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La menor seccion de estas caiierias parece ser el 
reflejo de algo que se puede deducir del manejo de la 
documentacion del archivo municipal: la existencia 
simult{mea de dos redes de distribucion de agua pota-
ble en la ciudad. Son muchas !as referencias que 
hacen distincion de entre el "agua de la Granda" y el 
"agua de Fitoria". La prim era alimentaba principal-
mente a la "La Capitana" -fuente situada junto a la 
Puerta Nueva, al matadero, al Convento de Santo 
Domingo y a! Caiio de Cimadevilla; estando tambien 
conectado a este servicio, en determinados momen-
tos historicos, entre otros, el caiio de la Plaza Mayor. 15 
Dada la presencia de dos redes independientes, 
cabria pensar si Ios arcaduces de Ios encaiiados n° 2 
y 6, y tambien Ios caiios de piedra del n° 5, estan en 
consonancia con el aforo del manantial de La 
Granda, al parecer 20 veces menor que el de Fitoria. 16 
Las datacion de los encaiiados 2 y 6 es dificil de 
determinar, dado su precario estado de conservacion. 
Del no 2 solo sabemos que estaba fuera de uso cuando 
se instalo en n° 1. A modo de hipotesis, podemos 
considerar que al menos es anterior a 1766, debido a 
que en este aiio D. Felipe Glez. Valdes planteo que 
"para preserbar de tan continuas quiebras el encaiiado 
de dicha fuente (Cimadevilla) tiene por preciso el 
fontanero que desde la area de repartimiento que se 
halla en La Capitana asta la fuente de Cima de Villa 
fabricar este encaiiado de plomo u otra materia solida 
que pueda conservar y conducir sin disminucion al-
guna ( ... ) que el encaiiado de varro no es suficiente 
para esto". 17 
No sabemos siesta medida llego a llevarse a cabo. 
Lo cierto es que en 1783 se aprobo la reforma del 
caiio de Cimadevilla18 , decision que en principio pare-
ceria inexplicable si no fuera asociada a una cierta 
garantia de suministro de caudal. Por otro lado, sabe-
mos que en 1803 el encaiiado de la Granda estaba en 
buen estado ya que "solo necesitaba limpiarse" .19 
La estructura del encaiiado n° 6 la conocemos 
bastante bien. Segun Abril San Juan, la primera men-
cion de tubos ceramicos data de 1598.20 Aunque es 
probable que estos se utilizaran anteriormente, la 
mayor parte del S. XVI debieron de utilizarse fun-
damentalmente caiios de piedra. 
La segunda aproximacion a la cronologia de esta 
traida la encontramos en una Real Provision de Fe-
lipe II por la que se autorizo a imponer sisa a deter-
minadas mercancias, con objeto de volver a traer a 
Oviedo !as aguas de la Granda. En este documento21 , 
fechado en 1612, se afirma que "en un edificio anti-
guo habia muchos arcaduces y areas", mas adelante, 
se hace tambien menci6n a unos "maestros de can-
teria" que tasaban la obra de la Granda en 9200 
ducados. Aunque no debe de tomarse como instru-
mento de inequivoca datacion, parece que la menci6n 
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en este documento tanto a arcaduces como a maestros 
canteros nos remite a encaiiados de tipologia similar 
al que nos ocupa. 
Conclusiones 
El viaje de La Granda subsisti6 hasta bien en-
trado el S. XIX. La puesta en funcionamiento de una 
nueva traida durante el S. XVI, no conllev6 una alte-
racion sustancial de las caracteristicas de la primera 
fuente de abastecimiento de agua potable conocida 
de la ciudad de Oviedo, ya que su red de distribucion 
sigui6 funcionando independientemente. 
Esta presencia de una doble red de distribuci6n de 
agua en la ciudad pudo quiz<is tener su justificacion 
en la debilidad de !as conducciones, ya que !as con-
tinuas quiebras que estas padecian, motivadas por su 
limitada resistencia a la presion y por otros factores, 
originaban frecuentes interrupciones en el suministro. 
El hecho de con tar con dos redes independientes per-
mitiria defenderse mejor de Ios problemas de abas-
tecimiento. 
No parece que en Epoca Modema mejoraran sus-
tancialmente Ios recursos tecnicos disponibles para 
transportar el agua respecto a Ios ya utilizados en 
Epoca Medieval. En el S. XVI aun se utilizaban Ios 
cafios de piedra y de madera, y Ios tubos de barro 
parece que solo se generalizaron a partir de finales de 
este siglo. En la ciudad han sido localizados area-
duces de presumible cronologia medieval, aunque su 
precisa datacion resulta problematica debido a la 
carencia de una adecuada contextualizacion arqueo-
16gica.22 
Sergio Rios Gonzalez 
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Introduction 
'London Bridge is broken down, 
Broken down, broken down, 
London Bridge is broken down, 
My fair lady. ' 
(first verse of a traditional English nursery rhyme, 
Opie and Opie 1955, 76). 
The opening lines of the nursery rhyme sum up 
the perpetual problem of medieval bridge builders: 
their efforts often could not withstand floods and ice 
floes. For instance, at Vizille in south-eastern France 
the bridge over the Romanche was swept away by 
floods in 1336, 1350, 1388, 1399, 1453 and 1457 
(Boyer 1976, 6). Rochester Bridge over the Medway 
estuary in Kent, England, was broken down by floods 
and ice floes on nineteen occasions between 1271 
and 13 81, when it was finally decided to build a new 
bridge, the old one now being beyond repair (Brooks 
1994, 38-40). A new stone bridge was erected at 
Rochester during 1383-91, but this was not the end of 
the problems: within twenty years (1409-10) the new 
bridge had serious cracks, two arches collapsed in 
1423-4 and the bridge was 'broken' or unusable for 
more than seven months during 1445 (Britnelll994, 
70-71). The frequency of the structural problems at 
Rochester Bridge suggests that the technology used 
was inadequate. The builders of medieval London 
bridge faced the triple problem of spanning a wide 
tidal estuarine river and contending with the hazards 
of floods and ice. The 12th-century London Bridge 
was 276.09 m long, making it the longest in medieval 
England. The second longest was the 13th-century 
bridge at Newcastle that spanned the Tyne estuary 
and was 216.7 m long (Bruce 1885, 10). 
London only developed as a port and city because 
of the Thames estuary, which offers an excellent 
navigable routeway stretching from the North Sea 
westwards far into central England. It was at London, 
where the channel narrowed, that the Romans decid-
ed to bridge the tidal estuary. The site was carefully 
chosen, as recent topographical studies show that the 
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approach roads were sited on natural promontories of 
high ground on each bank to make the task of 
bridging easier. Roman London was an important 
road junction: immediately south of the Thames 
Watling Street, running westward from the Kent 
ports, converged with Stane Street running north 
from Chichester (fig. 1). Once across the river north 
of this intersection, the road divided again, with 
separate routes leading off to Colchester, St Albans 
and Silchester. The only possible direct evidence of 
the Roman bridge discovered to date is a timber 
structure of the late 1st century AD, found very close 
to the northern approach road of the medieval bridge 
in 1981. This has been interpreted as the landward pier 
base of the Roman Bridge (Milne 1985, 46-54) but no 
approach road has been found and one in this position 
would have been partly blocked by several Roman 
buildings. The possible bridge pier is now best re-
interpreted as a late 1st-century AD freestanding quay-
side landing stage or part of a temporary bridge, erect-
ed as part of the harbour facilities. It is probable that 
the northern end of the Roman Bridge lies undis-
covered below Fish Street Hill. On the basis of the 
variable frequency of Roman coins recovered from 
the Thames during dredging in 1824-41, Rhodes ( 1991, 
190) has suggested that the bridge may have been 
swept away by AD 330. Whatever the case, it was the 
continuing importance of the Roman road system 
that centred on London bridge which ensured the 
construction of succeeding replacements culminating 
in the medieval stone bridge, probably on or very 
near the line of the Roman bridge. It was claimed by 
Honeyboume (1969, 33-34) that the Saxo-Norman 
timber bridge was sited some 40 m downstream of 
the medieval stone bridge. Subsequent research and 
archaeological excavation has shown that her claim 
cannot be substantiated (Dyson 1975). 1 
Excavations at New Fresh Wharf in 1975 on the spot where 
Honeybourne ( 1969) predicted the existence of the northern 
abutment of the Saxo-Norman timber bridge revealed a 
rectangular area of vertical piles, interpreted as part of a large 
jetty c. 7.5 m wide extending out into the river and dating to c. 
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The rediscovery of the medieval bridge 
After the construction of a new bridge across the 
Thames during 1824-31, the unwanted medieval 
bridge was demolished in 1831-34. Two landward 
fragments of the ancient bridge escaped destruction, 
however, by being built over and encased within the 
new bridgeheads of this date. Firstly, one of the north-
ernmost arches of the bridge was discovered on the 
site of Adelaide Place in the City ofLondon in 1921, 
and sadly destroyed without archaeological study in 
1922 (Home 1931, 304-306).2 Secondly, the remains 
of the southern abutment survived below warehouses 
at Fennings Wharf, Southwark, which was investig-
ated in 1984 by Museum of London archaeologists 
during redevelopment of the site (fig. 2). It is the 
discoveries made during 1984 which form the basis 
of the archaeological work outlined here. 
950-1 020 (Steed man et al1992, 23-28,102-103 ). The possibility 
that it represented the landward abutment of a timber bridge was 
not discussed in the above publication since it had already had 
been rejected on the grounds that the structure was too flimsy: it 
seems very unlikely that such tall, slender piles (average 
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Fig. 1. - South-eastern 
England, showing the 
location of London and 
its network of Roman 
roads. 
It is uncertain when the Roman bridge was first 
replaced during the Saxo-Norrnan (900-1100) period. 
Until the late 9th or early lOth century, when the 
walled Roman city was reoccupied and refortified in 
response to Viking raids and occupation (Dyson 1990), 
there would have been little need for a bridge. At this 
date, however, the bridge could have been construct-
ed as part of the city's defences against the Vikings, 
preventing raiders sailing upstream. It has been sug-
gested that the inclusion of Southwark in the Burghal 
Hidage of c. 915 dates the replacement of the bridge 
(Biddle & Hudson 1973, 23), as without the bridge 
there would have been no reason to fortify this area. 
However, the exact wording of the text describes the 
fort as the '(defence) work of the men of Surrey', 
which is quite different from the universal form of 
diameter 0.16 m) could have carried the weight of a bridge 
superstructure and traffic. 
2 See The Builder, 22 July 1921, p I 03; 13 January 1922, pp 
67-8; 14 July 1922, p 46; 20 October 1922, p 570; and Home 
1931, p 304-306. 
Fig. 2. - Plan of the 
medieval bridge, shmv-
ing the starlings and the 
location of the portions 
of the bridge discovered 
inl921 and 1984. 
City of London 
Southwark 
0 
'South-work' used in all later documents, and raises 
the possibility that the Burghal Hidage in this 
instance was referring to a planned rather than a 
finished fort (Dyson 1990, 11 0). By 1016 Southwark 
was a strongly defended southern bridgehead (Gar-
monsway 1953, 148). 
The situtation of London and Southwark as two 
defended sites on the opposite banks of a navigable 
river, linked by a bridge and intended to deny access 
to Viking raiders has a number of parallels. In 924 
King Edward the Elder constructed a bridge across 
the River Trent at Nottingham, England to connect 
two forts (Garmonsway 1953, 104), as part of his 
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defences against the Vikings. In 862 King Charles II 
built two forts on opposite banks of the Seine at Pont 
de L 'Arche, France, linked by a bridge (Hassell & 
Hill1970, 192-194; Boyer 1976, 21). 
The re-establishment of the harbour within the 
Roman city of London upstream of the bridgehead 
has been recently dated at Queenhithe to c. 890 (Ayre 
et a/1996, 20), which provides a terminus post quem 
for the replacement of the bridge. Several excav-
ations around the northern bridgehead show that the 
area was unoccupied or waste land from the late 4th 
or early 5th century until the late 9th or early 1Oth 
century, when the area was reoccupied (Milne 1988, 
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13-17). The earliest evidence of post-Roman occupa-
tion around the southern bridgehead is a rubbish pit 
of late Sax on date (c. 900-1 050) at Toppings Wharf. 
One 1Oth-century reference to London Bridge in 
a charter of 963-984 has been sho\vn by Hill (1976) 
to allude to a bridge in Northamptonshire on the road 
to London, not to London Bridge itself. Dating from 
c. 1000 is King Ethelred 11 's fourth law code which 
refers to tolls on vessels coming up to London Bridge 
(Robertson, 1925, iv Ethelred 2). This is the earliest 
documented mention of the Saxo-Norman bridge. In 
1014, according to the 01af sagas, the bridge was 
attacked successfully by Ethelred 's Viking allies led 
by Olaf(Laing 1964, 123-24). In 1016 the bridge was 
defended against the forces of King Cnut, who alleg-
edly bypassed it by digging a new channel for his 
ships around the southern bridgehead (Garmonsway 
1953, 148-149). In 1052 Earl Godwine 's forces sail-
ed under the bridge (Garmonsway 1953, 180), and in 
1097 the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle also recorded that 
floods carried away nearly all the bridge and that 
·labour engaged in constructing the Tower of London 
and the Great Hall at Westminster was sent to repair 
it (Garmonsway 1953, 234). 
The sequence of Saxo-Norman bridges 
The earliest archaeological evidence for the exist-
ence ofSaxo-Norman London Bridge consists of two 
timbers: one large ex-situ beam, probably a baseplate 
(see glossary); and a second beam found reused as 
part of the foundations for a 12th-century caisson. 
These timbers have been dated by dendrochronology 
to c. 987-1032 (fig. 3).3 They probably represent part 
of the southern abutment (see glossary) of a timber 
bridge which had been destroyed by floods or tidal 
scouring. Later a few of the remaining bridge timbers 
were buried within fluvial deposits that accumulated 
on the tidal foreshore. Erosion was undoubtedly a 
major problem: during the early/mid 11th century a 
large portion of the foreshore upstream of the south-
em bridgehead was washed away. It is probable that 
the entire late Roman foreshore on the south bank, 
and with it any remains of the Roman bridge, suf-
fered the same fate. 
The next attempt at abutment building began with 
the dumping of sand and chalk rubble to consolidate 
the foreshore, these deposits contained a length of 
boat keel planking made of timber felled after 986. 
On the consolidated foreshore was laid a massive 
horizontal baseplate, dated after 1056 (fig. 4). On the 
upper face at each end were two rectangular sockets 
(see glossary). The outer pair, which cut completely 
through the timber, were 5.58 m apart, while the 
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inner pair, 4.68 m apart, did not penetrate the full 
depth of the timber. The inner pair of sockets were 
joined by a shallow groove in the upper face of the 
timber. The baseplate is interpreted as part of the 
northern, riverward, side of a landward bridge abut-
ment. The outer pair of sockets could have held driven 
stakes to anchor the corners of the structure to the 
foreshore, while the inner pair could have retained 
vertical timbers at the corners of the abutment (fig. 
4). The groove between the inner pair of sockets pre-
sumably held vertical planks or staves, but was full of 
fluvial sand when found, suggesting that the staves 
had all been pulled out or washed away with the rest 
of the structure. Interestingly, the width of the road-
way can be estimated from the spacing of the inner 
pair of sockets at c. 4.6 m or 15 feet. The Olaf sagas 
describe the 11th-century London Bridge as 'so broad 
that two waggons could pass each other upon it' 
(Laing 1964, 123). At the Norman castle of Hen Domen 
at Montgomery in Wales the spacing of the two 
sockets in the soleplate (see glossary) of the late 
11th-century motte bridge suggests that the associat-
ed roadway was only 3.5 m wide (Barker & Higham 
1982, 56-59). 
The appearance of the rest of the abutment is 
uncertain, but it probably consisted of a three-sided 
rectangular timber structure, several metres high and 
probably infilled with chalk rubble and clay. It is 
likely to have been open on the southern or landward 
side, where there would have been a substantial 
gravel or rubble ramp to facilitate easy vehicular 
access up onto the level of the bridge roadway. The 
upstream side of the abutment would have been 
protected from erosion by ebb tides and floodwater 
by means of a series of frequently rebuilt and repair-
ed revetments (see glossary), many of them consis-
ting of clay banks reinforced by layers of small 
horizonally laid tree trunks or lines of stakes retain-
ing horizontal planking. This succession of revet-
ments dates from c. 1080-1100 and is interpreted as 
evidence of repeated attempts to stabilise the fore-
shore. It is quite possible that part of the documented 
repair work on the bridge in 1097 (Garmonsway 1953, 
234) involved the reverting of the southern abutment. 
A second horizontal baseplate, over 4.25 m long 
and of either late 11th- or early 12th-century date, 
appears to represent the sole remains of the next 
All dates cited for the various phases of timber bridge and 
revetments are derived from dendrochronology unless stated 
otherwise. Absolute dates are given when the presence of bark 
allows the year of felling to be determined, in many instances the 
date of felling is calculated from the presence of the heart/ 
sapwood boundary. In the case of heartwood samples a date 
after which the tree was felled is given. 
Fig. 3. -Plan of the ex 
situ timbers of the 
earliest Saxo-Norman 
bridge. 
Fig. 4.- Plan of the ear-
liest in situ remains of 
the first phase of the 
Saxo-Norman bridge 
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phase of the work at the southern end of the bridge 
(fig. 5). The rest of this structure appears to have been 
washed away or salvaged for reuse, and its fragmen-
tary nature leaves it unclear whether it was part of an 
abutment or a caisson (see glossary). The baseplate 
was anchored to the foreshore by means of vertical 
stakes inserted in a series of closely spaced through 
sockets. The rest of the abutment or caisson may have 
rested, laftwork-style (see glossary), on top of the 
baseplate since there were no sockets to retain verti-
cal timbers, or grooves to hold staves. If the interpret-
ation ofthis phase of late 11th- or early 12th-century 
abutment or caisson as a laftwork structure is correct, 
it would represent a significant change in design. 
The timber bridge would have demanded almost 
constant repair and replacement, though there is little 
direct documentary evidence for such work. The Ex-
chequer accounts for 1130-3 1 note a payment of £25 
for the construction of 'two arches of London Bridge' 
(Hunter 1833, 144). A fire in 1135 or 1136 swept 
London and destroyed the 'wooden bridge' (Luard 
1864-9, iii.435). In 1163 the timber bridge was rebuilt 
under the direction of Peter, chaplain of the city 
parish church of St Mary Colechurch (Home 1931, 
19; Kings ford 1971, 22). There is ample evidence of 
the use of outside labour for bridge repairs during the 
11th and 12th centuries; all the counties in which the 
canons of St Pauls held land, for instance, were liable 
for labour service to London bridge (Gibbs 1939, nos 
8, 13, 16, 27, 51, 52). 
The twelfth-century caissons 
For the next phase of landward bridgework a 
caisson was constructed during c. 1158-1170. It was 
preceded by consolidation dumps of clay and chalk 
rubble, and by the digging of a shallow depression to 
contain the southern side of the caisson. The sur-
viving in situ portion of the caisson consisted of the 
baseplates of the northern side (fig. 6). The rest of the 
caisson consisted of several timbers found ex situ. It 
is probable that the caisson was destroyed by floods. 
Owing to later activity its fill is unknown. 
Later in the 12th century (c. 1160-1178) a second 
caisson of similar size and design was built on top of 
the earlier one (fig. 7). This caisson would have been 
part of the timber bridge that was rebuilt or repaired 
in 1163 by Colechurch (Kings ford 1971, 22). Before 
building started, the site was consolidated by the 
dumping of rags tone rubble and clay on which were 
laid a number of planks. Three sides of the caisson 
were found. Externally it measured 5.1 m north-south 
by 6.8 m (estimated length) east-west, making it the 
most complete of the caissons or abutments found 
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(fig. 7). The northern, southern and western sides 
were founded on a series of horizontal baseplates 
anchored by stakes set within through sockets. The 
superstructure was represented by traces of laftwork 
beams. The caisson was infilled with clay and chalk 
rubble. It can be estimated to have been about 3.1 m 
high, enabling the bridge superstructure to stand clear 
of the highest spring tides. 
This caisson was clearly not a long-term success 
as its northern side was undercut by scouring, causing 
the structure to tilt quite seriously. It marked the final 
attempt to build and maintain a timber bridge over 
the River Thames: the next attempt was to be in stone. 
Reconstructing the timber bridge 
The appearance of the remainder of the Saxo-Nor-
man timber bridge is unknown archaeologically, for 
no trace of it was recognized during the demolition of 
the bridge during 1831-32, or found in 1984. Investi-
gation of an area up to about 5 m due north of the later 
12th-century caisson revealed no evidence of any 
associated bridge superstructure. The only description 
of the timber bridge is in the Olaf sagas, first written 
down during the early 13th century. The sagas descri-
bes how in 1014 Olaf and the Vikings attacked the 
Anglo-Danish forces defending London Bridge. The 
Vikings rowed their ships upstream to the bridge and 
fixed ropes to the bridge superstructure. Then they 
rowed downstream, allegedly demolishing much of 
the bridge, and compelling the defending forces to 
surrender (Laing 1964, 123-124). A new translation of 
this passage in the Heimskringla by Professor Hag-
land of Trondheim University reads: 'and under the 
bridge were staves (stafir- vertical timbers or poles) 
and these (they) stood down in the bed'. The wording 
of this passage in the Legendary Saga ofSt 0/afreads 
- 'And the bridges (plural) were (constructed) thus 
that they stood out in the River Thames and (there) 
were poles (stolpar) below (undir) down in the river 
which held up the bridges '. 4 These two passages ap-
pear to describe a trestle (see glossary), not a caisson, 
bridge. It must also be borne in mind that these sagas 
were biographies of King Olaf and were intended to 
glorify his deeds, so that the extent of the damage to 
the bridge was probably exaggerated. 
How does this tentative reconstruction of a trestle-
built Saxo-Norman London Bridge compare with 
A new translation of this passage in the various Olaf sagas 
has been produced for the forthcoming MoLAS publication on 
Medieval London Bridge by Professor Jan Ragnar Hagland, 
College of Arts and Science, Trondheim University. 
Fig. 5. - Plan of the 
remains of the second 
phase of the Saxo-Nor-
man bridge abutment 
and its associated re-
velments. 
Fig. 6. - Plan of the first 
phase of the 12th-cen-
ttay bridge caisson and 
its sequence of three 
associated revelments. 
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other known medieval timber bridges? In his survey 
of medieval timber bridges, Rigold pointed out ( 197 5, 
56-59) that simple trestle and soleplate structures 
(see glossary) were used to span many English castle 
moats. Most of these moat bridges however are small, 
short structures, though it is apparent that the same 
technique was used in larger timber bridges too. 
Fragments of an (undated) medieval timber bridge 
were found in the River Cashen in Co. Kerry, Ireland, 
during dredging in 1953-57. These fragments formed 
part of a soleplate and trestle structure (0 'Kelly 1961, 
137-45). The soleplates were spaced about 2.7 m apart. 
Each soleplate contained seven through sockets; three 
for short stakes to anchor it to the river bed, and four 
to accommodate upright timbers. It is estimated that 
the roadway was c. 2.0 m wide, with handrails at each 
side (0 'Kelly 1961, 140). In 1988 fragments of a sole-
plate and trestle bridge of late 12th-century date were 
found at the Monnow Bridge, Monmouth, Wales 
(Row lands 1994, 78-81 ). In 1989 a fragment of a col-
lapsed 11th-century timber bridge, spanning the River 
Fleet in London was discovered. It appeared to have 
consisted of a number of piles supporting a series of 
horizontal, parallel beams lying edge to edge and 
forming a roadway c. 2.5m wide. Pegged to the top 
of the beams were fragments of radially cleft plank-
ing, interpreted as the roadway (Goodbum 1993). 
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Fig. 7. - Plan of the 
second phase of the 
12th-centllly bridge 
caisson. 
The late 11th-century timber bridge found in 1993 
across a former course of the River Trent at Heming-
ton in Leicestershire, England, consisted of two small 
diamond-shaped and rubble filled wooden piers (see 
glossary). Over time these piers were displaced by 
floodwater and were superseded during the early 12th 
century by a double row of piles. A collapsed bridge 
trestle found nearby has not yet been datec ~Coop.::r 
et al 1994). The spacing of the sockets on the sole-
plate of this trestle indicates that the associated road-
way was some 2.7 m wide. The early 12th-century 
Hemington Bridge would have been very similar to 
the timber bridge over the River A veyron, France, in 
1120 which was described as consisting of 'planks on 
piles' (Boyer 1976, 83). A recent underwater survey 
of the River Shannon, Ireland, has located a 9th-cen-
tury bridge structure at Clonmacnoise, which consist-
ed of two lines of paired piles 4 m apart from each 
other, and without any trace of soleplates. The spac-
ing between the pairs of piles varied from about 5 m 
to 7 m (Boland et a/1996, 15-20). This structure too 
seems very similar to the early 12th-century Heming-
ton Bridge. The late 1Oth-century bridge at Ravning 
Enge over the River Vejle, Denmark, consists of 
groups of four piles arranged in lines, each of the 
outer piles being braced by an additional timber. The 
spacing between the individual lines of piles was 2.4 
m. It is estimated that the bridge roadway was c. 5 m 
wide (Crumlin-Pedersen et a/1992, 48). 
The decking or roadway ofSaxo-Norman London 
Bridge was probably composed of small squared or 
split logs, laid edge to edge on a series of stout hori-
zontal beams, aligned at right angles to the decking 
logs. The beams would have been supported by the 
piers or trestles. In northern Russia the roadway of 
many contemporary timber bridges consists of a 
single layer of short logs laid edge to edge and 
supported by tiers of three or more log beams (Opo-
lovnikova & Opolovnikova 1989, 78). Radially cleft 
planking is only likely to have been used as a bridge 
roadway if the supporting beams were very closely 
spaced, as was the case at the 11th-century River 
Fleet Bridge. The spacing of the piers or trestles can 
be estimated from engineering principles at a maxi-
mum of 9 m to 12 m. If the trestles were placed 
further apart the roadway would have been danger-
ously flexible (Brooks 1994, 24). However, the rigid-
ity of the roadway would have been greatly improved 
by the use of diagonal braces or struts between the 
trestles and beams supporting the road planking. The 
remains of a bridge of uncertain date was found buri-
ed by fluvial deposits at Wallasey Pool, Birkenhead 
on Merseyside, England, in c. 1850. This little known 
discovery at Birkenhead is very important, as it is the 
most complete ancient bridge known in England, and 
it may be ofRomano-British date (Watkin 1886, 81; 
Dymond 1961, 155). It consisted of two collapsed 
masonry piers some 9.0 m apart, above which were 
four lines of horizontal, parallel beams - which 
would have supported the timber roadway- traces of 
which survived. The beams were squared oak logs 46 
cm wide, 23 cm thick and 10.0 m long, all arranged 
in tiers of three. Interestingly, the total length of the 
river from bank to bank was only 22.3 m though the 
beams measured in total 30.5 m, allowing for a sub-
stantial overlap on each bank (Massie 1857, 55-56). 
The exact length of the timber London Bridge is 
uncertain, but as the southern masonry abutment was 
built over the remains of the earlier timber caissons 
it is probable that the timber bridge was of a similar 
length to its stone successor, which measured 276.09 
m long from abutment to abutment. 5 Precise infor-
mation on the length of many medieval timber 
bridges is limited. The longest known example is the 
lOth-century Ravning Enge Bridge which exceeded 
700 m (Crumlin-Pedersen 1992, 48). It is estimated 
The dimensions of the medieval bridge are taken from the 
plan and elevation of London Bridge by George Dance, 2 July 
1799, produced as an appendix for Second Report of the Select 
Commillee of the House of Commons upon the fmprovement of 
the Port of London, 1799 (Corporation of London Record 
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that the Clonmacnoise Bridge was at least 116 m long 
(Boland et a! 1996, 23 ). The Cash en River Bridge 
was at least 184 m long (0 Kelly 1961, 145). From 
documentary evidence it is calculated that the road-
way of the 12th-century timber bridge at Rochester 
was 133.3 m long (Brooks 1994, 21). A timber bridge 
across the Rhine at Mainz, Germany, which burnt 
down during the reign of Charlemagne (768-814) 
(Boyer 1976, 3) would have been c. 450 m long, 
judging from the width of the modem river. 
The twelfth-century bridgehead revetments 
During the period 1116-1128 repeated attempts 
were made to stabilise the eroding foreshore up-
stream of the bridgehead by building three pile and 
plank or pile revetments in succession (see glossary). 
Later a series of substantial revetments, all aligned 
north-south - at right angles to the flow of the ebb 
tide -were built on the upstream side of the bridge-
head (fig. 6). These were the revetments that success-
fully stopped the erosion and scouring of the upstream 
bridgehead and even allowed some of the tidal fore-
shore to be reclaimed. The first in the series of revet-
ments was of bulwark construction (see glossary). It 
is dated to 1128. The second in the series was found-
ed on a massive baseplate over 5.8 m long and dated 
to 1133. Set within its upper face were a number of 
sockets and a parallel groove to hold staves. This 
revetment was built some 4 m to the west or upstream 
of its predecessor, showing a certain confidence in 
attempting to reclaim a large area of foreshore. The 
confidence was perhaps misplaced as within ten or 
twenty years (c. 1136-1155), a third revetment was 
built almost in the same position as the first one. It is 
notable that the rest of the second revetment appears 
to have been salvaged for reuse rather than washed 
away. 
The third revetment dates to c. 1136-1155, mak-
ing it contemporary with the first 12th- century caisson 
(fig. 6), and it was probably still been in use when the 
second 12th-century caisson was built. It consisted of 
a complete baseplate 4.32 m long with evidence of 
earlier use. In the upper face was a parallel groove 
containing a number of broken vertical planks or 
staves. Adjoining each end was a vertical post, pre-
sumably forming part of the superstructure. This third 
revetment was sealed by the dumping of rubble and 
Office). See Home ( 1931, 340-41) for a summary of these figu-
res and those from earlier surveys. It should be noted that Dance 
records a length of 276.09 m for the east side and 278.88 m for 
the west side of the bridge to take account of a certain lack of 
symmetry. 
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clay both to consolidate and raise the ground level of 
the bridgehead area before the construction of the 
stone bridge began in the mid 1170s. 
Building the stone bridge 
Construction of the stone bridge was begun in c. 
1176 by Peter, chaplain of St Mary Colechurch, 
(Home 1931, 21-24; Kingford 1971, 23). Peter appears 
to have formed the first of a series of confratemities 
or guilds which raised money for bridge building as 
pious, charitable work. He died in 1205, four years 
before the bridge was finished, and as he was buried 
in the chapel on the bridge it is possible that this was 
already finished (Home 1931, 23-34 ). The discovery 
in 1730 of a stone bearing the date 1192 in the cellar 
of one of the houses above the northern arches of the 
bridge would certainly suggest that this portion of the 
structure was completed during Peter's lifetime.6 
As Peter of Colechurch had already repaired the 
timber bridge in 1163, he was obviously aware of the 
difficulties involved in constructing a new bridge. 
There are several possible reasons why he might have 
decided to build a stone bridge. Firstly, the timber 
bridge might now have been considered beyond repair. 
Secondly, Peter's guilds may by now have raised 
enough money to build a stone bridge. A stone bridge, 
though expensive to build, was considered to be much 
more durable than a timber bridge. 
This stone bridge was 276.09 m long, and sup-
ported by 19 piers surrounded by starlings (see glos-
sary). Between the piers were 19 stone arches and 
one other spanned by a drawbridge (fig. 2). The orig-
inal width of the roadway is unclear but it was prob-
ably 6.09 m, very likely reduced to 3.66 m by the 
presence of buildings on both sides of the bridge. 
Stow, writing c. 1600, described the bridge as 30 feet 
(9.14 m) wide, of which 20 feet (6.09 m) was appar-
ently occupied by houses on each side (Kingsford 
1971, 26). Dodd (1820, 8) stated that the original 
width of the bridge masonry was 7.31 m. The con-
struction of the stone bridge took about 33 years, a 
slow process which meant that on average one pier 
was built about every 21 months. The cost of skill, 
labour, materials and time in construction could be 
compared with that required to build a cathedral or 
large castle. As 17 English cathedrals were either built 
or rebuilt during the 12th-century there was clearly a 
great deal of regional expertise and skill available for 
major construction projects. In France, at about the 
same time that construction was starting on London 
Bridge, work was also begining on a massive stone 
bridge: the 22-arch Pont-Saint-Benezet, spanning the 
Rhone at Avignon (Boyer 1976, 3 8). A 119 bridges 
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are recorded as being built in France during the 12th 
century (Boyer 1976, 162). 
Construction during the winter months was al-
most certainly hindered by higher river levels, which 
would have halted work on starlings and foundations. 
Research on French medieval bridges shows that 
construction and repair was largely restricted to the 
period June to October (Boyer 1976, 145). The week-
ly accounts for London Bridge in 1381-82 show that 
piling work on the starlings was restricted to a period 
from mid April to December, with most of the activ-
ity taking place from May to July (Harding & Wright 
1995, 11-15, 21-29). 
The stone piers of the new bridge were founded on 
platforms of rubble, reinforced with short piles, on 
which sillbeams (see glossary) were laid. Ashlar fac-
ing walls were then constructed from which the vous-
soirs of the arches were sprung . The interior of the 
piers was then infilled with rubble. The piers had cut-
waters on both the upstream and downstream sides to 
help them withstand both floods and the incoming 
tides. The foundations of the piers were each protect-
ed by boat-shaped starlings (see glossary). The edges 
of the starlings consisted of three lines of closely 
spaced long piles, infilled with chalk rubble and 
braced across the top by a series of horizontal tim-
bers. It is probable that many starling piles were iron-
shod or tipped, as three examples of iron-shod piles 
date from the preparatory work on the Colechurch 
bridge. The starlings were completely covered by the 
high tides, so that repair work on them was restricted 
to low tide (Harding & Wright 1995, xxii). 
Starlings were a feature of a number of 12th-cen-
tury bridges spanning major rivers, including the 
French bridges at Blois, Orleans and Tours (Boyer 
197 6, 84, 151 ). This suggests a similar foundation 
design was followed in all these cases. The function 
of all these starlings was to protect the relatively 
shallow pier foundations from scouring and erosion, 
though if these pier foundations had been as deeply 
founded as the piers of the Pontevecchio, built across 
the River Arno at Florence, Italy, in 1345 (Hopkins 
1970, 40-41) no starlings would have been required. 
The late 14th-century bridge at Rochester was found-
ed on masonry piers set on a mass of closely packed 
iron-shod piles, which were surrounded by starlings, 
edged with further piles and infilled with rubble 
(Britnell1994, 49). 
One factor which certainly influenced foundation 
design was the depth of water within which the pier 
foundations were constructed. For instance, excav-
ation of four masonry piers of the late 12th-century 
British Journal, 25 July 1730. 
bridge spanning the River Thames at Kingston-upon-
Thames (some 35 km upstream from London Bridge) 
showed that the first pier, built just above normal 
river level, was founded merely on sillbeams, while 
the piers built in the river were founded on rings of 
short piles within which unmortared flint foundations 
were constructed (Potter 1991, 140-141). None of 
these piers was accompanied by starlings. 
How were the starlings and pier foundation con-
structed in standing water? It can be estimated that at 
the edges of the river channel during the 12th-century 
there would have been about 1.0 m depth of water at 
low tide, and probably as much as 2.0 m in the central 
portion of the channel. It has also been suggested that 
the starlings were built as cofferdams to create a dry 
working area in which to build each pier (Hopkins 
1970, 38), but this seems most unlikely. The techni-
que of building cofferdams was known to the Romans 
and was described by the 1st-century BC architect 
and engineer Vitruvius (Morgan 1914, 162-164), but 
was apparently not used in the 12th century. The 
13th-century seal of Innsbruck, Austria, appears to 
depict a wooden bridge with large piers or starlings 
and a plank or log roadway (Rigold 1975, 53). One of 
the earliest documented instances of cofferdam usage 
is at Albi Bridge in France in 1408 (Boyer 1966, 30-
31). It is perhaps more likely that the pier foundations 
of London Bridge were built during low water by 
setting up a piling rig, or engine within a boat, to drive 
in a number of short piles and produce an enclosure 
into which rubble could be dumped to raise the 
interior level above low water level (Knight 1831, 
119). On this platform the pier could be founded and 
sillbeams laid. Then a larger piling rig could have 
been set on the pier to drive in the longer piles of the 
surrounding starling. At the bridge over the Loire at 
Orleans during the 14th century a piling rig was 
regularly set up within a chaland or barge to maintain 
the starlings (Boyer 1976, 152-153). 
Peter of Colechurch evidently decided to build the 
stone bridge directly on top of the existing timber 
one, judging by the evidence of the superimposed 
southern abutments. There are several probable reasons 
for this decision. Firstly, the building of the new brid-
ge in any position significantly different from the 
previous one would have involved the major task of 
realigning the approach roads at each of the bridge-
heads. Secondly, it would surely have been consid-
ered essential to keep the timber bridge open to 
traffic as much as possible during the construction of 
its successor. This would have encouraged piecemeal 
rebuilding, which would have been done on a season-
al basis (discussed earlier). Thirdly, there are anum-
ber of documented examples of medieval stone 
bridges being supplemented with timberwork as 
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temporary repairs (Boyer 1976, 83, 113; Britnell1994, 
72). So Peter of Colechurch could have done the 
reverse and replaced the timber bridge on a piece-
meal basis with masonry. 
The construction of the southern abutment 
Peter of Colechurch 's first action at the southern 
abutment was to consolidate and raise the ground level 
of the area to the south oflater 12th-century caisson 
by dumping rubble and clay. Soon afterwards there 
occurred another phase of erosion, followed by fur-
ther dumping and fluvial build-up on the foreshore, 
activity dated to later than c. 1160 and earlier than 
1187 on stratigraphic evidence. 
The construction of the abutment began with the 
driving in of a number of short piles, and probably 
the further dumping of clay and chalk rubble, to pro-
duce a compact and level surface on which to lay the 
oak sill beams; activity all dating to 1187-88. The 
eastern and northern sides of the abutment consisted 
of a single course ofbeams, scarf-jointed together, on 
which ashlar facing blocks were laid. The western 
side ofthe abutment was of a slightly different design, 
with two courses of sillbeams separated by a single 
course of ashlar blocks. The resulting structure was 
an irregular trapezoid, open on its southern or land-
ward side where there would have been an access 
ramp. The abutment measured 19 m long from east to 
west and 11 m long from north to south, and would 
have stood some 4.5 m high (above its sillbeams) 
(fig. 8). The interior of the abutment was filled with 
chalk rubble and clay, pottery from which dates to 
1150-1200. There was no evidence of an approach 
ramp, probably because of the truncation caused by 
the construction of the overlying warehouse base-
ment in the early 19th century. The late 12th-century 
Kingston-upon-Thames abutment featured a 6 m-long 
solid earth approach ramp retained by masonry flank-
ing walls (Potter 1991, 140). 
The design of the stone bridge 
Dances's survey of London Bridge in 1799 (after 
the removal of the central pier in 1757 -62) revealed 
that the spans of the seventeen remaining medieval 
arches varied in width from 4.57 m to 10.49 m, the 
mean being 8.10 m (fig. 2). 7 The eighteen remaining 
piers varied in width from 4.60 m to 10.67 m, the 
largest pier being occupied by the chapel. The mean 
Dance, op cif, folio drawings. 
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width of the other, more typical, piers was 6.45 m. 
The most striking feature of the dimensions of the 
various arches and piers was their general lack of 
symmetry, which was doubtless increased over the 
years by piecemeal repair and replacement. Many 
surviving medieval stone bridges feature arches of 
varying spans. The 11th- or 12th-century bridge at Albi, 
France, for instance, has eight arches, the spans of 
which vary from 4.1 m to 16.0 m (Boyer 1966, 26). It 
has been suggested that Peter of Colechurch 's orig-
inal intention may have been to construct arches with 
spans of c. 8.5 m and piers c. 4.3 m wide (Hopkins 
1970, 38). Hawksmoor (1736, 38) was of the opinion 
that the arches were too narrow and the piers too 
wide, with the result that the bridge restricted the 
flow of the river. He suggested that the large central 
pier (the site of the chapel) should serve as a buttress, 
ensuring that the adjoining structures would with-
stand sudden and drastic changes in lateral pressure 
that might have been caused by any collapse of arches 
(Hawksmoor 1736, 12). 
The use of starlings to protect the foundations of 
major bridges during the 12th century appears to have 
been quite common (Boyer 1976,151). But though 
vital in preventing erosion of pier foundations, their 
bulk seriously restricted the flow of water through the 
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Fig. 8. - Plan of the 
Colechurch bridge abut-
ment, showing the posi-
tion of the approach 
road. 
bridge. At London the situation was made worse by 
installing water wheels on some of the northern and 
southernmost starlings of the bridge during the 16th 
and 17th centuries to power cornmills and extract 
water from the river. The last of these wheels was 
removed during the 1820s. Telford ( 1823) pointed out 
that the medieval bridge was acting as a partial dam. 
Giles (1843) calculated that the bridge piers (includ-
ing the one removed during 1757-62) restricted 45% 
of the total distance between the two abutrnents.8 The 
starlings ' restriction of the ebb flow to the narrow 
channels between them would have created a very 
rapid flow resulting in massive scouring and prob-
ably explaining their interminable repair. The medie-
val bridge over the Saone at Lyon, France, also had 
the effect of a partial dam, and after its demolition in 
the early 19th century the river level dropped so 
much that a dam was needed to enable upstream 
navigation to continue (Boyer 1976, 156). 
The figure of 283.7 m which Giles ( !843) records for the 
space between the abutments is incorrect, and has been amended 
to 276.09 m. But his figure for the total width of the !9 piers-
!23.99 m- is fairly accurate. Home ( !931, 4!) cites a figure of 
!22.77 m. 
The buildings on the bridge 
Many medieval bridges were studded with build-
ings which often included chapels and gatehouses, 
since many urban bridges also formed part of the 
civic defences. As bridge building was considered a 
pious act chapels were often built on or near medie-
val bridges for collecting alms. On the large central 
pier of London Bridge stood the chapel of St Thomas 
the Martyr (Home 1931, 39, 45-50). The seventh 
opening from the southern side was spanned by a 
drawbridge, lowered from a masonry gatehouse on 
the north side. The drawbridge is believed to have 
been an original feature of the bridge, though it is not 
documented until 1258 (Home 1931, 32). Tolls from 
opening the drawbridge to allow ships to pass through 
the bridge formed part of the income of the Bridge 
House, the agency which managed the bridge on 
behalf of the City of London. The receipt from this 
toll is last recorded in 1475-6, and the accounts for 
14 7 6-7 state that the drawbridge could not be raised 
because the stonework was in need of repair (Harding 
and Wright 1995, xxi). On the second pier from the 
southern end of the bridge was another gatehouse or 
barbican known as the Stone gate (Home 1931, 32). 
It was probably intended from the start to build 
houses on the bridge when once completed in the 
early 13th century, and a royal letter of 1201 notes 
that the rents from such houses would contribute 
towards its maintenance (Home 1931, 42). It was re-
corded in 1281 that people were dwelling on the 
bridge (Cal Pat R 1272-81, 422). A rental of Bridge 
House properties in c. 1358 shows that there were 69 
shops on each side of the roadway (Home 1931, 85-. 
86). From the end of the 15th century onwards the 
appearance of these buildings is recorded in many 
drawings, prints, maps and paintings (Home 1931, 
347-353). All the buildings were removed from the 
bridge during the modifications of 1757-62. 
The collapse of the stone bridge 
A major medieval bridge needed almost constant 
maintenance to keep it in good repair, without which 
there was a real danger of collapse. Edward I in letter 
of 8 January 1281 to the mayor and aldermen of the 
City of London noted that the bridge was in a ruinous 
condition (Cal Pat R 1272-81, 422). During the severe 
winter of 1281-82 the accumulation of ice caused five 
of the bridges's arches to collapse (Home 1931, 65). 
On 4 February 1282 the King instructed the mayor 
and wealthier citizens to contribute towards the cost 
ofbuilding a temporary wooden bridge, to be erected 
before Easter, on the understanding that parliament 
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would repay the money and fund the proper repair of 
the bridge (SBHR, f 86). From this date until the early 
15th-century the absence of any documented cata-
strophe implies that there was no significant collapse 
in the interval. However, the Bridge House accounts 
show that there was a continuous programme of main-
tenance. New piles were frequently added to the star-
lings to ensure that the pier foundations continued to 
be protected from scouring (Harding & Wright 1995, 
xxii). 
After an apparent absence of major structural pro-
blems for some 140 years, the situation suddenly and 
rapidly changed. In January 1425 it was reported that 
a number of arches within the central portion of the 
bridge were very badly cracked (BHWP 3, f 123v). 
Some repair work was carried out, but the evidence 
from the weekly payments record shows that the 
main focus of work was the rebuilding of the draw-
bridge tower, which had been a major object of 
attention since 1405. In the same month the weakness 
of the bridge led to the issue of an ordinance by the 
mayor and aldermen forbidding the driving of carts 
with iron-shod wheels over the bridge (Cal Lbk K, 
38). In November and December 1429 a number of 
aldermen were appointed to undertake a further sur-
vey of the bridge, and recognised some unspecified 
problem (JCCC 3, ff 67-68). This problem was pos-
sibly financial rather than structural, for there was 
much concern at this time about the administration, 
or maladministration, of the bridge's finances. Such 
problems would certainly not have facilitated the 
repair of the bridge at a critical time. 
On 27 July 1435 it was noted once more that the 
bridge had fallen into a ruinous condition (Cal Lbk K, 
191), and during the first week of January 1437 
damage to the bridge caused by a build-up of ice was 
recorded. Then, between 5 and 12 January 1437 the 
Stone gate and its two adjoining arches collapsed (BH 
WP 4, f 218). This collapse set in train a salvage 
operation to recover masonry and timber, and a team 
of carpenters worked day and night on the bridge 
(BHWP 4, ff 218-19), probably shoring up and con-
solidating the remains of the Stone gate and the pier 
that it stood on. By February large quantities of tim-
ber had been purchased for the construction of a 
temporary bridge, which was finished by the end of 
March (BHWP 4, ff 228-229). This operation was 
directed by Richard Beke, then clerk of works to the 
Dean and Chapter of Christ Church, Canterbury and 
a former chief mason of the bridge who would have 
been very familiar with its fabric (BHWP 4, ff 219, 
229). 
The expenditure figures in the Bridge House ac-
counts show that by 1433-34 a serious repair pro-
gramme was already underway, reaching a peak in 
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1436-37 but continuing at a high level until1437-38. 
There is a regrettable gap in the records between 
1445 and 60, but it is clear that the rebuilding of the 
Stonegate and the two collapsed arches was still in 
progress by 1460 (BHR 3, ff 12, 13). In 1465-66 the 
new arch in the Stonegate was complete and a span 
of the temporary wooden bridge was dismantled. 
Also seventy-one loads of gravel were purchased to 
surface the southern end of the bridge in 1465-66 
(BHR 3, ff 107, 111, 112), which suggests that the 
rebuilding of the collapsed arches around the Stone-
gate was largely complete. However, building work 
continued on other portions of the bridge during the 
next decade, when many arches were rebuilt. The 
scale of this work was so extensive that it amounted 
to a virtual reconstruction of the bridge. 
The 1437 collapse of the Stonegate and the two ad-
joining arches of the bridge clearly prompted a major 
rebuilding of the southern end of the bridge, includ-
ing the enlargement and partial rebuilding of the abut-
ment. Work on the abutment started with the driving 
of a large number of elm piles into the area of fore-
shore adjoining the north-western and south-eastern 
sides of the existing abutment. On these piles were laid 
oak sillbeams, one of which was made from timber 
felled after 1442. On the sill beams was constructed 
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Fig. 9. - Plan of the 
enlarged 15th-centtay 
bridge abutment. 
the ashlar facing of the enlarged abutment, and the 
space behind the ashlar was infilled with a mortared 
rubble that served as a wall-core (figs. 9, 10). On the 
upstream side of the abutment, in front of the existing 
river wall, there was further driving of elm piles into 
the foreshore. Pottery found within the foreshore dates 
to c. 1400-1500, which is consistent with the testimony 
of the accounts. In one area of piling sillbeams were 
laid to serve as the foundation for a substantial wall 
aligned north-south. This appears to represent the east-
ern end of the upstream river wall, and its eastern side 
marked the western extent of a small inlet or landing 
place on the upstream side of the abutment. Later a 
small polygonal block of masonry, interpreted as a 
breakwater, was added to the eastern end of the river 
wall. Dances's survey of 1799 shows that the entire 
area around the abutment was a mass of piles which 
extended northwards to join up with the starling of 
the southernmost pier.9 At some time before 1700 a 
substantial masonry river wall was built onto the east-
ern side of the abutment. The rebuilding of the north-
ern side of the abutment and the adjoining arch can-
not be precisely dated, but probably took place during 
Dance, op cit, fn 4. 
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Fig. 10.- A cross-section through the bridge abutment and the adjoining arch, showing the height of the structure and 
the sill beams and piles along the western side of the abutment after the 15th-century rebuilding. The cross-section of the 
pier and starling are taken from 1799 and 1820s survey data, as this portion of the bridge was not examined in 1984 
(sources: Dance, 1799; Knight 1831). 
the late 15th century as part of the recorded activity. 
The rebuilding of the north wall of the abutment 
involved the addition of new elm sill beams, which 
were laid on top of the original sills. Above the new 
sill was built the replacement ashlar facing. At the top 
of the truncated ashlar facing were found the 
springers for four sets of vault ribs of the southern-
most arch of the bridge (fig. 10). 
The end of the bridge 
Following the completion of a new bridge at 
Westminster in 1750, the now ancient London Bridge 
was widely criticized for impeding traffic both on the 
river below and on the roadway above, where there 
was frequent congestion. In 1685, in an attempt to 
improve matters, the roadway had been widened 
from 3.66 m to 6.09 m, and in 1728 the stonegate was 
also widened (Seymoor 1734, 48-49). In 1722 the 
Court of Common Council ordered that to prevent 
obstructions on the bridge three persons were to be 
appointed to direct approaching traffic to the left side 
of the roadway (Seymoor 1734, 49). This is believed 
to be the first documented observance of the keep to 
the left road rule, followed in Britain ever since. As 
the Bridge House estates could not afford to build a 
new bridge it was decided to modify the existing one 
instead. During 1757-62 all the buildings on the 
bridge were demolished in order to widen the road-
way to 14.02 m (of which 4.2 m was occupied by 
pavements), while a central pier was also removed 
and the gap spanned by a new single arch with the 
intention of improving navigation and the flow of the 
river (fig. 2) (Home 1931, 267 -275). 
These modifications ensured that the medieval 
bridge survived a little longer, but in the 1820s it was 
finally decided to reroute the bridge approach roads 
and construct a new five-arch bridge on the upstream 
side of the old one. After the completion of the new 
bridge in 1831, demolition of the old one started in 
November 1831 and was completed during 1834. 
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Glossary 
Abutment: The landward end of a bridge, open on one 
side to incorporate a ramp or causeway for the bridge 
approach road. 
Baseplate: The lowest horizontal member of a timber 
structure. 
Bulwark: A revetment or wooden wall composed of 
lengths of edge-laid horizontal planking, slotted into 
vertically grooved posts. 
Caisson: A rectangular, four-sided, box-like struc-
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ture serving the same function as a bridge abutment. 
A bridge caisson could be described as landward pier 
(without cutwaters) since it is not an integral part of 
any approach ramp or causeway. 
Laflwork: A style of timberwork in which horizon-
tally laid beams, logs or planks are !aft-jointed to-
gether one on top of another, log cabin style. This 
style oftimberwork is seen in many vernacular Scan-
dinavian buildings. 
Pier: This word has two related meanings. In stone 
bridges it is the upstanding masonry (and founda-
tions) from which the arches are sprung (Hopkins 
1970, fig. 4); a masonry pier may have cutwaters at 
one end or both. In timber bridges piers are the 
upstanding foundations (of varying shape and size, 
and infilled with rubble) that support the beams of the 
roadway. 
Pile: A sharpened log (which may be iron-shod) 
driven into position by a piling engine or 'gin' or 
'ram' (Harding & Wright 1995, xxii). These medie-
val engines would have consisted of a wooden tripod 
frame from whose apex a heavy weight- the 'ram' 
was suspended by rope. The weight was hauled up to 
the apex of the frame by a gang oflabourers, and then 
allowed to fall on to the top end of the pile, driving it 
into the ground. On the London Bridge starlings a 
team of20-25 men worked the 'great ram' (Harding 
& Wright 1995,xvi). 
Revelment: A timber or composite structure erected 
to prevent erosion of the foreshore by tides and river 
current. 
Sil!beam: A horizontal beam on which a masonry 
wall was founded. 
Socket: A rectangular timber slot cut into the upper 
face ofbaseplates, beams etc to accommodate upright 
timbers. Often a socket was cut completely through 
the timber. Sockets cannot be described as mortises 
as there is no evidence for the use of tenons in this 
type of joint. 
Soleplate: The lowest horizontal member of a wooden 
bridge trestle (Rigold 1975, 75-76). 
Starling: A low, boat-shaped foundation structure at 
water level around a bridge pier, composed of lines 
of piles into which rubble was dumped to produce a 
solid platform, the top of which was strenghtened by 
a network of horizontal timbers (Knight 1831, 118-
19). Its function was to prevent erosion of the pier 
foundations. 
Trestle: A timber framework for supporting the road-
way of a bridge. The basal portion of this framework 
was normally one or two soleplates, into the upper 
face of which were slotted two or more vertical tim-
bers. On top of these were fitted a number of hori-
zontal timbers, on which the beams of the roadway 
rested (Rigold 1975,51, 53-54). 
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Einleitung und Definition des Wiistungsbegriffes 
Verodete SHidte all er Zeiten besitzen einen beson-
deren Stellenwert fi.ir die Forschung, ziehen aber 
auch Ki.instler, Romantiker und die geschichtsbe-
wu13te Offentlichkeit an. Im Mittelalter sind sie selten 
und zudem auf den ersten Blick weit weniger attrak-
tiv als antike Ruinenstadte. Nur ausnahmsweise sind 
obertagig erhaltene oder fi.ir den Besucher konser-
vierte Relikte vorhanden, wie in Old Sarum bei Salis-
bury/Mittelengland oder sie reprasentieren sich als 
eine wildromantische Ruinenlandschaft, so auf eini-
gen bedeutenden Platzen der iberischen Halbinsel 
und im mittelitalienischen Castro der Famese (Beres-
ford 1967; Gardner Me Taggart 1985). 
Es mutet in einer Zeit der Hochkonjunktur der 
Mittelalterarchaologie auf dem Gebiet der Stadtfor-
schung befremdlich an, daB Stadtwi.istungen bisher-
aul3er in Bohmen - wenig beachtet wurden. Die Ur-
sache di.irfte darin zu suchen sein, da/3 archaologische 
Feldforschung fast nur noch vor und hinter dem 
Bagger erfolgt. Systematische Forschungen aul3erhalb 
der Denkmalpflege finden- angeblich a us konserva-
torischen und Kostengri.inden - kaum noch statt. 
Gewil3 mu/3 der Schutz der Bodendenkmaler einen 
hohen Stellenwert besitzen. Es fragt sich jedoch, ob 
dieser tatsachlich auch zuki.inftig zu gewahrleisten ist 
-die sich zuspitzende wirtschaftliche Lage und vie-
lerlei Umweltprozesse stimmen mich eher skeptisch. 
Der Stellenwert der Stadtwi.istungen fi.ir Landes-
geschichte, Stadtegeschichte, Geschichte des Haus-
baus und allgemein der Sachkultur ist erheblich und 
vielfach erst durch archliologische Gelandeerkundun-
gen und Ausgrabungen angemessen zu beurteilen. Da 
die spater verodeten Stadte des 13 .Jh. i.iberwiegend 
nur i.iber eine oder wenige Generationen hinweg 
besiedelt waren, bieten sie einzigartige unverfalschte 
Einblicke in die entstehende abendlandische Stadte-
landschaft und das Leben ihrer Bewohner. Die schrift-
liche Oberlieferung zu Stadtwilstungen ist in den 
meisten Fallen di.irftig, mehrfach fehlt sie ganzlich. 
Insofem ilberrascht es kaum, da/3 einige Platze ilber-
haupt erst von Archaologen entdeckt wurden. 
Hans-Georg Stephan 
Stadtwiistungen in Mitteleuropa 
Ein erster Uberblick 
Deshalb verdienen Stadtwi.istungen unser ganz 
besonderes Interesse. In ihnen sind grol3flachig frilhe 
urbane Strukturen konserviert und weitgehend unge-
stOrt greifbar, die in weiterbestehenden Orten in der 
Regel nur noch ausschnitthaft erhalten sind. Zudem 
sind sie dort, wenn i.iberhaupt, nur li.ickenhaft und mit 
sehr gro13em Aufwand (wie z.B. mit eindrucksvollen 
Ergebnissen in Lilbeck) erschliel3bar. Letzteres Argu-
ment sollte selbst denen zu denken geben, die For-
schung nur nach angeblichen denkmalpflegerischen 
Notwendigkeiten bzw. nach Geldaufwand und vor-
dergrilndiger Ni.itzlichkeit messen. 
Unter Stadtwi.istungen verstehe ich verodete mit-
telalterliche Siedlungen, deren Rechtscharakter im 
Regelfall gesichert sein mu/3, d.h. fi.ir die in den 
Schriftquellen der Be griff Stadt (civitas, oppidum) 
belegt ist und die eine Stadtbefestigung oder eines 
der Merkmale des Rechtsstadt besassen. Mit berilck-
sichtigt sind einige Orte, fi.ir die zumindest die wich-
tigsten topographischen Merkmale der voll entwickel-
ten mittelalterlichen Stadt fal3bar sind oder die fi.ir das 
12.-15 .Jh. andere Typen der vomehmlich nichtagra-
rischen Siedlungen belegen. Ausgeklammert werden 
hingegen die fri.ihgeschichtlichen Handelsplatze und 
zentralen Orte, die vor der hochmittelalterlichen Ent-
stehungszeit der abendHindischen Stadt im engeren 
Sinne verlassen wurden oder sich nicht mehr zu 
Stadten im Rechtssinne entwickelten. Fi.ir diese Ver-
fahrensweise spricht auch, da/3 die Verlegung der 
Vorgangersiedlung( en) andersartiger bzw. beliebiger 
Struktur geradezu als Regelfall der Stadtentstehung 
anzusehen ist, selbst bei Obemahme des Namens 
(Fischer 1948, 1952). 
Nicht beri.icksichtigt werden weiterhin bis auf 
wenige Ausnahmen die partiellen Stadtwi.istungen, 
bei denen der Stadtraum stark entsiedelt wurde oder 
der Platz zum Markt oder Dorf absank. Dieser Fall ist 
m.E. weitaus haufiger als gemeinhin angenommen 
wird. Eine weitraumige Obersicht dazu ist bedingt 
durch den mangelhaften Forschungsstand kaum mog-
Iich (Haase 1965; Kiryk 1980; Stoob 1970; Scheu-
erbrandt 1972). Die Archaologie hat solche Platze 
bisher kaum beachtet, sollte dies zuki.inftig aber starker 
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tun. Die Betrachtung konzententriert sich auf die 
tota1e Stadtwilstung, die den ehemaligen Rechtssta-
tus verlor, und deren Areal am Ausgang des Mitte1-
alters ganz oder nahezu unbebaut war. Der zeitliche 
Schwerpunkt der Betrachtung liegt im 13. und 14. Jh. 
Wahrend aus zah1reichen fremden, antiken und 
frilhgeschichtlichen Kulturen eine beachtliche Anzah1 
von verodeten praurbanen, stadtartigen und stadti-
schen Sied1ungen bekannt ist, bi1den Stadtwilstungen 
im europaischen Mitte1alter eine grol3e Se1tenheit. 
V on etwa 3000-3500 mittelalterlichen Stadten in Mit-
te1europa buJ3ten zwar mehrere Hundert ihren Rechts-
status als Stadt ein, weitgehend oder ganz verodet 
sind kaum mehr als 60. Auch davon ist die Mehrzah1 
heute weitgehend oder vollstandig ilberbaut, soda/3 
nur etwa 20 Platze noch grol3flachige Forschungs-
moglichkeiten ftir die Archaologie bieten. Die Sel-
tenheit von tota1en Stadtwilstungen erklart sich aus 
der re1ativen Stabilitat der abend1andischen Ent-
wick1ung seit den entscheidenden Phasen der Stadt-
entstehung. 
Dort wo noch in diesem Zeitraum starkere Um-
walzungen erfo1gten, so auf der iberischen Ha1binse1 
in den Kampfen zwischen Mauren und Christen, und 
auch im ehema1s wikingischen und slawischen 
Milieu, haufen sich verodete zentrale Siedlungen 
fruhgeschicht1ichen Typs. Die Bri.iche in den erstge-
nannten Bereichen waren derart gravierend, da/3 ein 
GroJ3teil oder alle zentralen Platze ihre ehemalige 
Funktion verloren und wi.ist fielen. Das gilt auch ftir 
viele mediterrane und fast alle zentra1europaischen 
"Romerstadte", die, wenn i.iberhaupt, erst im hohen 
Mitte1alter emeut urbane Qualitat erlangten. Hinge-
gen ftihrten auch schwere und mehrmalige Zersto-
rungen, wie etwa die im DreiJ3igjahrigen Krieg oder 
die Umweltkatastrophen und Seuchenzi.ige des spa-
ten Mitte1alters und der fri.ihen Neuzeit, in aller Regel 
nicht zur Aufgabe einer Stadt. 
Im Verg1eich zu den in vielen Regionen Europas 
besonders im Zeitraum von etwa 1200-1500 phasen-
weise hochst intensiven Wiistungserscheinungen im 
1andlichen Raum zeichneten sich die dama1s beste-
henden Stadte durch ein hohes Ma/3 an Ortsstabi1itat 
aus. Dabei ist allerdings zu beri.icksichtigen, da/3 
aufgrund der ilberwiegend mange1haften Quellenlage 
Bevolkerungsschwund und partielle Verodung insbe-
sondere in den zahlenma/3ig weit ilberwiegenden 
kleinen und mittleren Stadten fiir das Mittelalter 
nicht oder nur schwer fa/3bar sind. Es mangelt nicht 
an Indizien ftir z.T. dramatische Einbri.iche vor allem 
im spaten Mittelalter (z.B. Fli.ickiger 1984). In der 
Schweiz verlor etwa die Halfte der Stadte ihren Sta-
tus als Stadt, und damit ging vielfach eine Reduktion 
der bebauten FHiche einher. Insofem ist filr manche 
Orte und ganze Regionen die Vorstellung von der 
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bli.ihenden Stadt des spateren Mittelalters revisions-
bedilrftig. Man gewinnt eher den Eindruck, da/3 
gerade kleine Stadte von den Krisen in bestimmten 
Raumen ahnlich stark betroffen waren wie ihr land-
liches Umland: sie konnten sich zeitweise nur mit 
Mi.ihe bei stark reduzierten zentralen Funktionen und 
konjunkturschwacher Wirtschaft sowie durch eine 
Umstellung auf zunehmend agrarische Tatigkeiten 
und deren Vermarktung behaupten. 
Kurzfristige wirtschaftliche Schwankungen, wie 
sie vor allem gegen Ende des Mittelalters schriftlich 
iiberliefert sind, dilrften auch in fri.iheren Zeiten vor-
gekommen seien. Derartige Phanomene entziehen 
sich jedoch fUr die davorliegenden Zeitraume viel-
fach dem schriftlichen und weitgehend dem archao-
logischen Nachweis. Selbst partielle Wi.istungser-
scheinungen sind nicht einfach und nur bei intensiver 
Forschung faJ3bar. Auffallig ist, da/3 in einigen Regio-
nen Mitteleuropas, in denen sich Stadtwilstungen 
haufen, derartige Krisenerscheinungen auch fUr wei-
terbestehende kleinere Stadte zumindest ansatzweise 
fa/3bar sind und ganz bestimmte Ursachen begilnsti-
gend aufWilstungsprozesse einwirkten. 
Dazu gehoren nach meiner Kenntnis zu enge 
Nachbarschaftslage konkurrierender Stadte, haufig in 
Verbindung mit einem ohnehin (allzu) dichten Stad-
tenetz. Voraussetzung fUr die Entstehung derartiger 
per se spannungsgeladener und ungilnstiger Situatio-
nen war im Regelfall eine verscharfte Konkurrenz 
verschiedener Stadt- und Landesherren. Wenn letz-
tere scheiterten oder die Dynastenfamilie ausstarb, 
konnte im Extremfall eine Stadt veroden oder die 
Bevolkerung umgesiedelt werden. Die dynamische 
Entwicklung gerade im Zeitalter der Territorial- und 
Stadtebildung sollte aber davor wamen, von Fehl-
grilndungen zu sprechen, wie es aus der Retrospek-
tive nur allzu 1eichtfertig geschieht. Die Gri.indungs-
situation und die darauffolgende Entwicklung kann 
sich ganz erheblich von der Lage zur Zeit des 
Wi.istfallens unterscheiden. Die schriftliche Uberlie-
ferung dazu ist fast immer hochst lilckenhaft und 
insofem nur sehr schwer zu erschliessen. 
Entscheidend ftir die Existenz eines urbanen Ge-
meinwesens ist m.E., ob eine Siedlung die ihr zuge-
dachten Funktionen erfi.illt, oder ob diese so stark 
reduziert sind, da/3 sie infrage gestellt werden. Ist 
letzteres eingetreten, so ist die Gefahr des Wilstfa1-
lens gegeben. Im Vordergrund stehen bei Stadten die 
wirtschaftlichen Strukturen. Im Extremfall, z.B. bei 
allzu enger Nachbarschaftslage oder Ausbleiben des 
Bergsegens entfallen die wirtschaftlichen Grundla-
gen. Dazu gehoren weiterhin Sonderfalle der Vera-
dung oder Verlegung aufgrund der V er1agerung von 
Verkehrswegen, etwa die Verlandung von Wasser-
wegen und auch die Bergbauwilstungen der gro/3en 
Stadtwi.istungen in Mitteleuropa. Ein erster uberblick 












Abb. 1.- Die archiiologisch erforschten hochmittelalterlichen StadtwUstungen in Bohmen. 
1. Die premyslidischen Verwaltungsburgen; 2. weitere Bugwiille; 3. die Kaiserpfalz Cheb I Eger; 4. die 
hochmittelalterlichen Stiidte; 5. die Dorfer; 6. die Stifle; 7. eifoschte Stadtwustungen; 8. Wegerichtungen. 
Nach Richter, Velimsky 1993. 
europaischen Montankrise der Zeit urn 1350-1450. 
lm einzelnen mogen die Ursachen des Wi.istfallens 
vie!Hiltiger Natur sein. Zumal sie aus zeitgenossi-
schen Quell en fast nie direkt belegt sind, so lien diese 
generellen Beobachtungen und Dberlegungen im 
Folgenden als Hypothesen fiir die Erklarung einzelner 
Fallbeispiele beachtet und i.iberpri.ift werden. 
Die raumliche Verteilung 
Bei der Verteilung von Stadtwi.istungen in Mittel-
europa und angrenzenden Regionen fallt auf, dal3 
diese ungleichmal3ig ist und sich in einigen Gebieten 
konzentriert, wahrend andere fast frei bleiben. Letz-
tere gehOren, insbesondere im deutschen Norden und 
Bayem, zu Gebieten mit ohnehin geringer Stadte-
dichte und z.T. recht spaten Gri.indungen von in ihrer 
Struktur i.iberwiegend dorflichen Markten. V on daher 
gesehen war die Gefahr von extremer Konkurrenz 
und Wi.istfallen offenbar deutlich vermindert. Bei der 
Karteninterpretation ist weiter zu beri.icksichtigen, dal3 
verlal3liche regionale Zusammenstellungen aus histo-
rischer Sicht nur fur die Westschweiz und Si.idwest-
frankreich, ansatzweise und ausschnitthaft fi.ir das 
Weserbergland vorliegen (Beresford 1968; Fli.ickiger 
1984; Stoob 1970). Reiches Quellenmaterial nahezu 
fi.ir den gesamten deutschen Sprachraum, das noch 
nicht abschliessend fi.ir unsere Fragestellung gesich-
tet ist, bietet die rechtshistorische Ubersicht von 
Fischer (1952) mit dem programmatischen Titel "Die 
Siedlungsverlegung im Zeitalter der Stadtbildung". 
Ballungen von Stadtwi.istungen zeichnen sich 
allein im Weserbergland, im Erzgebirge und in der 
Westschweiz ab. Fi.ir Bohmen ist eine leichte Hau-
fung der Vorkommen, jedoch ohne kleinraumige 
Verdichtung erkennbar. Zu bedenken bleibt in die-
sem Fall der gute Forschungsstand. Im norddeut-
schen Flachland sind sie vor allem in Nordosten und 
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tungen, vor allem im rechtlichen Sinne, also Verlust 
des Stadtcharakters bei weiterbestehender Siedlung, 
wiederum im heutigen Polen sein, das hi er aber nicht 
berticksichtigt wurde, zumal archiiologische und selbst 
topographische Studien fast vollig fehlen (Kiryk 
1980). Weiterhin ist die zeitliche Verteilung und der 
allgemeinere historische Kontext in Kleinpolen deut-
lich anders gewichtet als in Zentraleuropa. Im deut-
schen Binnenland fallt eine Streuung vor allem im 
Mittelgebirgsraum mit seiner erhohten Stadtedichte 
und ehemals zahlreichen konkurrierenden Herrschaf-
ten auf. Das stadtearme Bayem und Osterreich sind 
auffallend schwach besetzt. Allerdings bleibt zu 
berlicksichtigen, daf3 eine vollstandige Erfassung der 
Stadtwlistungen noch aussteht. 
Wie unten im Einzelnen gezeigt wird, ist die 
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Abb. 2. - Hradistko u Dav/e: 
A. Benediktinerkloster Ostrov, 
der Grundrif3 der romanischen 
Bebauung; 
B. die Stadtwustung Hradistko 
- Sekanka. 
1. Stadtmauer; 
2. Wall und Graben; 
3. Spuren der in den Fe/sen 
eingetieften Objekte; 
4. archiio/ogisch e1jorschte 
Grubenhiiuser; 
5. Sandgrube, wo die Griiber 
des mittelalterlichen Friedhofs 
zerstort sind. 
Nach Richter, Velimsky 1993. 
meist eines Frtihstadiums der Entwicklung, vor all em 
im ostlichen Mitteleuropa, liberwiegend auf struktu-
relle Probleme bei der EinfUhrung des Stadtewesens 
zurtickzuftihren. In den i.ibrigen Gebieten, insbeson-
dere in der Westschweiz und im Weserbergland, spielt 
die territoriale Entwicklung eine entscheidende Rolle. 
Stadte die zu eng bei z.T. jlingeren und zunachst 
kleineren Konkurrenzstadten erfolgreicher Landes-
herren lagen veroden im Extremfall, nachdem der 
schwachere Part zurtickgedrangt ist. Hi er verschran-
ken sich wirtschaftliche und politische Ursachen. 
Bei Bergbausiedlungen ist die Bindung an Erz-
vorkommen und somit auf ganz bestimmte Regio-
nen, wie das Erzgebirge und den Si.idschwarzwald 
vorgegeben. Die urbanen Platze beschranken si eh auf 
einige besonders wichtige Abbaugebiete. Neben der 
Erschopfung rentabel abbaubarer oberflachennaher 
Ab b. 3. - Mittelalterliche Stadt-
wiistungen des 13. Jh. im Ver-
gleich zueinander: 
1. Kolova Stary zamek; 
2. Hradistko bei Davle; 
3. Radkov bei Moravska Tre-
bova; 
4. Tepenec bei Jivova; 
5. Heidenlocher bei Deides-
heim (eh er: Friihmittelalter); 
6. Schwedengraben bei Zoblitz; 
7. Kohlberg bei Giintersberge; 
8. Rockesberg bei Unteriflin-
gen; 
9. Landsberg. 
Nach Velimsky 1992. 
Erze spielen die Montan- und Wirtschaftskrisen zwi-
schen etwa 1350 und 1450 die entscheidende Rolle 
bei der Verodung. 
Tschechische Republik 
In Bohmen gelangen mehrfach archaologische 
Nachweise fUr vielleicht nicht in allen Fallen voll 
entwickelte urbane Vorgangersiedlungen von Markt-
oder Rechtsstadten, darunter so bedeutende wie Pil-
sen. Fi.ir das ostliche Mitteleuropa charakteristisch 
sind in der Zeit vor der Ausbildung der Rechtsstadt 
des 13. Jh. mehrfache Dislozierungen der fri.ihen, 
i.iberwiegend relativ kleinraumigen, funktional aber 
stark differenzierten und raumlich zerstreuten Dienst-
siedlungen und Markte. Die Umstrukturierung spielte 
Stadtwiistungen in Mitteleuropa. Ein erster tiberblick 
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sich im wesentlichen im fri.ihen bis mittleren 13. 
Jahrhundert ab. Typisch fi.ir das ostliche Mitteleu-
ropa, aber auch fUr Oberdeutschland und weitere 
Regionen ist weiterhin das dominante und dichte 
Vorkommen von Kleinstadten, wie sie auch bei den 
Wi.istungen vorherrschen. Sie sollen hier nicht naher 
behandelt werden, zumal der Publikationsstand besser 
ist als in allen anderen Regionen Europas, und eine 
zusammenfassende gro/3ere Abhandlung von Velim-
sky in Vorbereitung ist. Grundlegend sind die For-
schungen von Richter i.iber Hradistko bei Davle und 
andere Platze (Richter & Velimsky 1993 mit Lit.). 
Einige der Verlegungen nicht voll entwickelter 
fri.iher "kolonisations"zeitlicher Platze, wie die Sied-
lung an der Wenzeslauskirche in Most in Nordwest-
bOhmen, die Siedlungsagglomeration des 12. Jh. in 





Marktsiedlung an der Nikolaikirche in Konigsgratz 
in Ostbohmen gehOren in ahnliche Zusammenhange 
wie die Siedlungsverlegung im Kontext vomehmlich 
si.iddeutscher Stadtgri.indungen. V on etwa 450 mittel-
alterlichen Lokationsstadten in Bohmen wurden hin-
gegen nur ungeHihr 10 wilst, wobei es sich zumeist 
urn eine Siedlungsverlegung handelt. 
Die bekanntesten und archaologisch am besten 
erforschten Beispiele filr Stadtwi.istungen sind die 
Erstanlage der koniglichen Stadt Decin/Tetschen in 
Nordbohmen und die klOsterliche Markt- oder Klein-
stadtanlage Hradistko in Mittelbohmen auf einer 
Halbinsel in der Moldau an der Einmi.indung der 
Sazava (Abb.1-3; Richter 1982). Filr letztere liegt 
keine schriftliche Erwahnung vor, jedoch ist die 
Datierung urn 1230-1270/80 gesichert. Die befestigte 
Gesamtflache (mit unvollendeter Stadtmauer) betragt 
6 ha, wovon allerdings wohl nur der gilnstiger gele-
gene Bereich im Si.iden (ea. 4 ha) flachig erschlossen 
war. Der dicht bebaute Kern urn den groJ3en trapez-
formigen Markt mit vorderseitig flach unterkellerten 
Bauten umfaJ3te etwa 50-60 Parzellen von 10 m (3 
Ruten) Breite. Eine enge Bebauung mit bescheiden 
wirkenden Holz- und Fachwerkhausem urn den typi-
schen, im Vergleich zum deutschen Altsiedelraum 
auffallend groJ3en und regelmaJ3ig angelegten ost-
mitteleuropaischen Ring mit straJ3enseitigen Kellem 
und Grubenhausem ist auch filr andere bohmische 
Stadte bereits im 13. Jh. typisch. Die Grundstruktu-
ren der StraJ3en und Parzellen waren somit weitge-
hend frilhzeitig festgelegt, und zwar auch in den 
sonst kaum archaologisch erforschten, zahlenmaJ3ig 
vorherrschenden kleinen Stadten. Bemerkenswert sind 
die vielfaltigen auf Handwerk und Handel hinwei-
senden Funde und die Kolonisationskeramik. 
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Abb. 4. - Tisova, Stare Myto. 
Schema der Bebauung. 
1. Fliichen mit Bebauung nach 
den archiiologischen und geo-
physikalischen Untersuchungen; 
2. die Richtung eines Zweiges 
so g. Trstenicer Steiges; 
a. archiiologisch untersuchte 
Fliiche; 
b. die Fliiche, die nach der geo-
physikalischen Prospektion auch 
archiiologisch untersucht wurde; 
c. Fliichen mit der Konzentra-
tion der verschiedenen Erzeu-
gungsobjekte an beiden Riin-
dem der Siedlung. 
Nach Richter, Velimsky 1993. 
Eine ahnliche Disposition urn einen Platz von 60 
mal 150 m mit Nikolauskirche an der Si.idostecke so-
wie Grubenhausem bzw. Kellem in ea. 10 m Abstand 
langs der HauptstraJ3e zeichnet sich in Stare Myto/ 
Altmaut in OstbOhmen ab (Ab b. 1 ,4; Richter & Sigl 
1986). Die Gr6J3e der wohl nur umhegten Siedlung 
auf der Terrasse der Loucna betragt 6 ha. durch Pro-
spektionen und Grabungen sind 60-80 Parzellen zu 
erschliessen. Zur Ausstattung dieses Typus der nicht 
ganz unbedeutenden Kleinstadt gehOrten bereits zwei 
Vorstadte, in den en feuergefahrliches Handwerk nach-
weisbar ist. Der in mancher Hinsicht bescheidene, 
offenbar ftir die ostrnitteleuropaischen kleineren 
Stadte der Fri.ihzeit typische Charakter der Siedlung 
Stare Myto offenbart sich am besten in den altesten 
hOlzemen Bauphasen der Keller bzw. Grubenhauser, 
wie auch der in Stabbauweise errichteten mit nur 9,5 
m Lange fast provisorisch wirkenden ersten Kirche. 
Der Ort Ioste das premyslidische Zentrum Vaclav urn 
1230 ab und wurde urn 1260/70 urn 10 km nach 
Hohenmaut verlegt. 
Ahnliche Strukturen, die durch die Klosterchronik 
hervorragend erlautert werden, sind ftir Zdar an der 
Bohmisch-Mahrischen Hohe erkennbar (Richter & 
Velimsky 1993, 91-93). Das Zisterzienserklosterwur-
de 1252 zunachst in Holzbauweise neben einem alte-
ren Dorf angelegt. Danach wurde die Siedlung urn 
1,5 km an eine StraJ3e verlegt, wo der Lokator Ditvin 
1254-55 einen Markt gri.indete. Das Siedlungsareal 
war etwa 400 mal 800 m groJ3. Eine Probegrabung 
ergab Spuren dichter Bebauung, wobei sich wie-
derum eine Parzellenbreite von 10 m abzeichnet. Urn 
1270 wurde das forum urn 1 km in den Bereich der 
heutigen Altstadt verlegt, weiterhin fand damals das 
Kloster seinen endgi.iltigen Standort. 
Deutlich kleiner ist mit 3 ha und 30 erschlossenen 
Hausstellen bzw. Kellem Kynsperk/Konigsberg un-
weit von Eger in WestbOhmen (Abb. 3.1 ). Fi.ir diesen 
Ort liegt das in der Geschichtsforschung bekannte 
alteste bohmische Stadtgri.indungsprivileg von 1232 
ftir Kloster Doksany vor. Die Gri.indung war offenbar 
wenig erfolgreich und wurde bereits urn 1250 nach 
einer ZerstOrung aufgegeben (Velimsky 1992). Die 
Neugri.indung war strategisch gi.instig gelegen, konnte 
sich aber augenscheinlich nicht gegen die weiterbe-
stehende altere gleichnamige Siedlung in 1,6 km Ent-
femung durchsetzen und wurde mutmal3lich vor 1276 
mit dieser vereinigt. Die Gebaude reihen sich weit-
gehend an einer zum Markt hin verbreiterten Haupt-
achse in ea. 20 m (6 Ruten) Abstand auf. 
Gemeinsam sind diesen den weiterbestehenden, 
Stadten im 13. Jh. die k1einraumigen Keller und Gru-
benhauser mit Eingangsrampe, die enge Parzellie-
rung und das Vorhandensein einer Holzerdebe-
festigung, wahrend eine Mauer zumeist fehlt. Sie 
bestanden nur etwa 15-30 Jahre. 
In andere Zusammenhange gehOrt die sehr k1ein-
raumige Verlegung von Decin/Tetschen an der Elbe 
nahe der sachsischen Grenze (Ve1imsky 1991). Die 
etwa 7 ha grol3e konigliche Gri.indung erfolgte urn 
1260/70 und bestand bis etwa 1370. Charakteristisch 
fur diesen Typus der voll entwickelten bohmischen 
Stadt von mittlerer Bedeutung ist die dichte Bebau-
ung. Ein neuartiges Element stellt weiterhin die ge-
,pflasterte Hauptstra13e dar und die 2 m starke Stadt-
mauer. Schlie13lich ist, noch nicht naher erkundet, 
Podhradin (Unterburg) unter der Hasenburg bei Tep-
litz in Nordbohmen zu nennen (Ruso & Smetana 
1994). Dort entstand auf einer Flache von 2 ha im 
ersten Drittel des 15 .Jhs. eine kleine Burgstadt mit 
Stadtmauer, regelma13igem Grundri13, Kirche und 
Steinhausem, die mitsamt der Burg urn 1500 auf-
gegeben wurde. 
Letztlich sind die genannten und einige weitere 
Dislozierungen bezeichnenderweise weitgehend auf 
die Fri.ihzeit der intensiven Einbeziehung Bohmens 
und Mahrens in den mittelalterlichen deutschen bzw. 
abendlandischen Kulturraum im 13. Jh. beschrankt. 
Sie erklaren sich m.E. aus seinerzeit sowohl von den 
z.T. deutschstammigen Einwanderem und Lokatoren 
als auch von den tschechischen Adligen nicht von 
vomherein abschatzbaren gesellschaftlichen und 
wirtschaftlichen Umwalzungen im Zuge der Trans-
formation der spatslawischen zur abendlandisch-
mitteleuropaischen Kultur. Fi.ir diese Deutung spricht 
auch, da13 S tadtwi.istungen in den angrenzenden 
Regionen des deutschen Kulturraumes noch seltener 
sind. Allerdings spielte auch die Konkurrenz zwi-
schen dem bohmischen Konig und den lokalen 
Machten eine Rolle. 
StadtwUstungen in Mitteleuropa. Ein erster i.iberblick 
Bergstadte 
Fast die einzige Ausnahme von diesem Szenarium 
bilden einige bedeutende Bergbausiedlungen vor 
allem des Erzgebirges. Im Montanwesen sind aufge-
gebene Abbau- und Verhi.ittungsanlagen aus alien 
Zeiten gelaufig. ZugehOrige standortgebundene 
Wohnplatze wurden aus wirtschaftlichen Gri.inden 
bei ausbleibender Rentabilitat in der Regel verlassen. 
Auch bedeutende Bergbauorte waren vielfach nicht 
Rechtsstadte, primar blieben konkrete wirtschaft-
liche Standortvorteile. Nur in den wichtigsten Gebie-
ten vor allem des Abbaus von Bunt- und Edel-
metallen bildeten sich Bergstadte aus, wobei der 
Obergang von der offenen Siedlungsweise zur ge-
schlossenen und auch die rechtliche Stellung Ober-
gangserscheinungen erkennen lassen. Bei naherer 
Betrachtung erweisen manche wi.isten "Bergstadte" 
(so der nur in der Sage i.iberlieferte Altenberg bei 
Mi.isen im Siegerland) sich als Sonderfalle der roh-
stofforientierten Gewerbesiedlungen. 
Der Stadtcharakter ist zumeist in den Schriftquel-
len nicht bezeugt. Allenfalls wei13 die Sage von der 
reichen, versunkenen Bergstadt. Vielfach fehlen typi-
sche Strukturelemente wie Befestigung und Kirche, 
wobei letzteres jedoch auch auf mangelhaften For-
schungsstand zuri.ickgehen kann. Wie Schwabenicky 
(1991) i.iberzeugend fi.ir das Erzgebirge darstell te, 
waren gerade die spater verodeten Platze einseitig auf 
Bergbau ausgerichtet und zu wenig auf Nahmarkt 
oder and ere Gewerbe. Sie wurden im 13. Jh. wahrend 
der dritten europaischen Bergbauphase ange1egt, und 
fielen im Zuge der urn 1350 einsetzenden gro13en 
Montankrise wi.ist, weil der Bergbau unrentabel 
wurde. 
Die Erforschung wi.ister Bergbauzentren im Erz-
gebirge hat mit bescheidenen Mitteln und beeindru-
ckenden Erfolgen vor allem Schwabenicky Wolf-
gang betrieben, ist derzeit aber zu einem allzu fri.ihen 
Abschlu13 gelangt und auch der Druck seiner ein-
schlagigen Dissertation steht !eider noch aus. Die 
Montanzentren sind in der Regel nur wenige Hektar 
gro13, aber befestigt und stehen z.T. im Kontext einer 
Burg. Allerdings ist nur selten der voll ausgebildete 
Stadtcharakter zeitgenossisch bezeugt. Oberhaupt 
bleibt die archivalische Oberlieferung i.iberraschend 
bla13, vielfach fehlt sie vollig, allenfalls berichten 
Sagen von Bergbau und Schatzen. Auch eine Stadt-
kirche ist zumeist nicht nachweisbar. Bedenklich 
stimmt weiterhin die nahezu flachendeckende Ver-
teilung von Pingen auch in der weitaus gro13ten An-
lage, dem Treppenhauer, selbst wenn man einraumt, 
da13 fri.ihe Schachte auch im Stadtgebiet z.B. von 
Freiberg und in Beuthen/Bythom vorkommen. Bei 
Abwagung aller Indizien, die ich an dieser Stelle 
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nicht ausbreiten kann, halte ich zumindest die 
erheblich kleineren und nicht mit einer Gesamtbe-
festigung versehenen Platze Altenberg bei Milsen im 
Siegerland, Birkenberg/Ullrichsberg im Sildschwarz-
wald, die Anlagen urn den Eisenberg mit Goldhausen 
bei Korbach und andere mehr, flir hochspezifische 
und sehr bedeutende Bergbausiedlungen, deren Cha-
rakter als Rechtsstadt nicht gesichert und unwahr-
scheinlich ist. Auch ware zu klaren, ob Orte wie 
Bleiberg oder Ullersberg als Montanwirtschaftsplatze 
oder als Stadte gegrundet wurden, oder ob sie erst 
spater und ggfs. nur zur Zeit ihrer hochsten B!Ute 
i.iber Markt- oder Stadtrecht verft.igten. 
Ein gutes, noch weitgehend unerforschtes Bei-
spiel liegt nahe Gut Gersdorf Kreis Hainichen am 
Erzgebirgsrand. Dort weisen umfangreiche Bergau-
reste und ein grof3er Schlackenplatz gemeinsam mit 
Flurnamen wie "Kramerbusch" und "Der alte Markt-
fleck" sowie die Sage von der Stadt Gerschberg auf 
einen wichtigen Bergbauort hin, von dem die zeitge-
nossischen Schriftquellen schweigen (Schwabenicky 
1991,5-7). 
Plausibel ist der Charakter als Stadt oder Markt 
bei Ullersberg/Wolkenburg (Lkr. Glauchau) im Erz-
gebirgsvorland am Rand der Zwickauer Mulde aller-
dings auch nur wegen der Erwahnung von typisch 
stadtischen Gewerben und Einki.inften (1352; Schwa-
benicky 1991, 13-16; 1992, 102 ff.). Der wohl urn 
1300 gegrundete Platz liegt in einem 1 ha grof3en 
Wald mit Bergbaurelikten. Die Siedlung war jedoch 
mindestens 2 ha grof3 und beim derzeitigen For-
schungsstand ist das Vorhandensein einer Befesti-
gung, die in dieser Zeit aufgrund des Stadtrechtes 
geradezu zu erwarten ist, nicht auszuschliessen. 
Fur den mit Turmhi.igel ausgestatteten Ullersberg 
in Westsachsen sind Schmelzhi.itten ft.ir silberhaltiges 
Kupfererz 1352 belegt. Der Platz reicht in die Zeit 
urn 1300 zuri.ick und war urn 1390 wi.ist. Grof3ere 
Grabungen fehlen dort wie an den meisten anderen 
Platzen auch, sodaf3 nur geringe Anhaltspunkte zur 
Infrastruktur vorliegen. 
Gesichert ist der Status als Stadt durch die ein-
malige Erwahnung als "stat" 1318 ft.ir Fi.irstenberg 
(Lkr. Zwickau) nahe dem Erzgebirgskamm und die 
Erwahnung von Kirchlehen, Fleisch-, Brot- und 
Schuhbanken sowie Schrotamt und 50 Mann (1317; 
Abb. 5). 
Pingen innerhalb von Umwehrungen sind offen-
bar ein Spezifikum der auf die Edelmetallgewinnung 
ausgerichteten PHitze, die eines besonderen Schutzes 
bedurften. Bei der Grabungsflache im Treppenhauer 
ist die Ausrichtung der Keller auffallig und Hif3t auf 
eine Straf3e schlief3en, die mit einem Knick nach 
Stidwesten eine Forsetzung in der auffallend geraden 
Doppelreihe von ea. 22 Grubenhausern findet (Y. 
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Hoffmann, mdl.; Abb. 5). Bei den ilbrigen Relikten 
bleibt derzeit weitgehend unklar, ob Erzadem oder 
Straf3enzilge der Reihung zugrundeliegen (Abb. 5). 
Die "Bergstadt" Bleiberg bestand von der zweiten 
Halfte des 13. bis zum Ende des 14. Jh. 
Uber die Infrastruktur der Bergstadte im Sud-
schwarzwald, die im ubrigen als Dorfer bestehen 
blieben, ist noch weniger bekannt. Die Siedlung 
Munster nahe dem Benediktinerkloster St. Trudpert 
wird in einem Milnzvertrag 1258 erwahnt, als Stadt 
1303 erstmals genannt und 1342 zerstort (Galioto & 
Kaltwasser 1996). Die letzte Nennung als Stadt er-
folgte 1539. Aufgedeckt wurde bisher eine Flache 
mit randlich gelegener Stadtburg innerhalb des etwa 
650 mal 200 m (13 ha) grof3en umwallten Areals. 
Prinzbach ist ab 1262 als Stadt belegt (Steuer 1993 ). 
In der Reihe bedeutender wiister Bergbausied-
lungen mi.issen das Bergdorf bei Goslar mit eigener 
Kirche und Umwehrung und Horhusen, das heutige 
Niedermarsberg, genannt werden, mithin zwei der 
traditionsreichsten und bedeutendsten Montanzen-
tren des mittelalterlichen Deutschen Reiches (Ste-
phan 1985; Stoob 1970). Beide sind archaologisch 
weitgehend unerforscht. Im Bergdorf bei Goslar ist 
es offenbar nicht zur Ausbildung voller stadtischer 
Autonomie gekommen; der Name mit dem Suffix -
dorf di.irfte auch hinsichtlich der oben angestellten 
Uberlegungen zum zweifelhaften Stadtcharakter von 
Bergbausiedlungen weitaus geringerer Grof3e von 
Belang sein. Umso aufschluf3reicher ware der Ver-
gleich mit den jungeren Bergbausiedlungen in den 
anderen Reichsgebieten. 
Horhusen war seit etwa 1225 mutmaf3lich nur 
partiell wi.ist und ist heute weitgehend wieder dicht 
i.iberbaut. Jedoch boten sich auch dort noch Mog-
lichkeiten und reizvolle Vergleiche mit der unge-
wohnlich reichen schriftlichen Uberlieferung des 
fri.ihen 12. Jh. Der Stadtcharakter war urn 1150 weit-
gehend ausgebildet, der Umzug der Burger auf den 
Eresberg geschah 1225. Der Erzabbau erfolgte gewif3, 
die Verhi.ittung mindestens partiell auf3erhalb der urn 
mehrere Kirchen verdichteten Besiedlung des im 
Jahre 900 privilegierten Marktes. Hier und vermut-
lich auch mit dem Goslarer Bergdorf liegen mithin 
mutmaf3lich recht andersartige Typen der Montan-
siedlung als in den Ausbaugebieten des 13. Jh. vor. 
V or allem Horhusen erinnert starker an landlaufige 
praurbane und urbane Zentren. 
Mehrere wiiste Bergbauorte sind nicht oder nur 
teilweise befestigt, was mir typisch ft.ir ihre nicht ein-
deutige rechtliche Qualitat erscheint. Alle bedeuten-
den Platze besitzen in diesem Falle aber eine Burg 
oder ein festes Haus zum Schutze. Besonders ein-
druckvoll sind wegen ihrer vorzi.iglichen Erhaltung 
die Relikte der bedeutenden, aber nicht urbanen 
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Stadtwiistungen in Mitteleuropa. Ein erster i.iberblick 
Abb. 5.- a. Hartmannsdorfer Forst, Kr. Zwickau. 
Fiirstenberg (Holzenforst). Turmlziige/ und um-
walltes Area/ (naclz Tlzuj3/Coblenz 1965). 
b. Plan der Bergbaustadt Bleiberg auf dem 
Treppenlzauer im Erzgebirge mit Hausgrund-
rissen (naclz Sclzwabenicky 1991). 
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chende Grabungen fehlen allerdings noch. Immerhin 
Hil3t si eh bereits jetzt sagen, da/3 Bergbau, Verhuttung 
und mutma/3lich auch Weiterverarbeitung von Metal-
ten, wenn sie denn im 13./14. Jh. betrieben wurden, 
ganz oder uberwiegend au/3erhalb des Stadtareals 
erfolgt sein mi.issen. 
Aus der historischen Dberlieferung ist zu rekon-
struieren, da/3 die Stadt 1248 oder kurz zuvor vom 
Bischof von Paderbom und dem Abt von Corvey 
gegri.indet wurde. Burg, Friedhof, Kirche, Pfarrer, 
Mi.ihle, Richter, Ratsverfassung sind ab 1298 mehr-
fach erwahnt. Enge Verbindungen mit Marsberger 
Burgem und die Prasenz bedeutender Ministerialen 
wie der von Brobecke konnen Indizien fur Aktivi-
taten in Bergbau, Metallurgie und Metallhandel sein. 
Zumal in der Umgebung eine gro/3e Anzahl von 
uberwiegend bereits im fruhen Mittelalter entstan-
denen, im spaten Mittelalter aber wi.isten landlichen 
Siedlungen zu verzeichnen ist, mul3 mit einer agra-
rischen Komponente gerechnet werden; Rodungen 
sind 1298 ausdri.icklich erwahnt. 
Ob die uber altere Siedlungsreste des 13. Jh. 
ziehende quer durch die Stadt laufende Wall- und 
Grabenbefestigung die Anteile von Corvey und Fader-
born trennen sollte, oder, was wesentlich wahr-
scheinlicher ist, eine Reduktion des Stadtareals auf 
etwas mehr als die Halfte bereits 1298 als man 
StadtwUstungen in Mitteleuropa. Ein erster iiberblick 
Festungsarbeiten ausfi.ihrte oder im 14. Jh. darstellt, 
ist durch Grabungen zu klaren (Abb. 6). Anders als 
fi.ir die meisten mitteleuropaischen Stadtwi.istungen 
la/3t sich uber gro/3ere Stecken eine Stadtmauer nach-
weisen. Schon 1321 hielt man eine "desolatio" der 
Stadt fur moglich, dazu kam es jedoch erst urn 1390 
in einer Fehde. Blankenrode verlor seinen Stadt-
charakter somit nicht in der Hauptperiode der Terri-
torialkampfe gegen Mitte des 13. Jh., wie die meisten 
Stadtwi.istungen der Region, sondem etwa gleich-
zeitig mit den sachsischen Montanwilstungen. 
Eine Konkurrenzsituation zu Koln und Waldeck 
kam in der Territorialpolitik mutmal31ich als Gri.in-
dungsursache hinzu und manifestiert sich wohl auch 
in der noch heute imposanten Stadtburg. Da der 
Bischofvon Paderbom als Landesherr in der Region 
letztlich erfolgreich war und se1bst urn 1300 noch 
flachenma/3ig kleinere Stadte neu gri.indete, mussen 
besondere Ursachen fur das Wi.istfallen vorliegen. 
Eben deshalb vermag auch die besondere Intensitat 
der Wi.istungserscheinungen an der Egge und im 
Sintfeld nicht als Ursache fi.ir die Aufgabe von Blan-
kenrode zu uberzeugen. Vielleicht stellen Spannun-
gen mit Corvey eine Ursache dar. Solche vermochte 
der Bischof aber auch andemorts uberwiegend zu 
seinen Gunsten wenden, und denjeweils betroffenen 
Platz in seine Landeshoheit zu i.iberftihren. Deshalb 
Abb.7.- Freyenstein, Kr. Wittstock. Generalisierter Plan der ergrabenen Bdefunde (nach Plate 1989). 
I. Steinbau,· 2. Holzbau,· 3. Pfostenbau; 4. Feldsteinfundament; 5. Grube,· 6. Herdstelle. 
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erscheint eine einseitige montane Komponente trotz 
bislang fehlender positiver Nachweise doch als plau-
sibelste Ursache fUr die Verodung. 
Ursache fUr den in Norddeutschland ftir Stadt-
wi.istungen selten nachgewiesenen Mauerbau durfte 
neben einer zeitweise vermutlich eben doch vorhan-
denen Prosperitat der Burger die uber etwa 150 Jahre 
andauemde Besiedlung und die spatrnittelalterliche 
Zeitstellung sein. Der 18 Hektar gro/3e Ort liegt heute 
einsam im Hochwald und bietet ein bisher unaus-




Die am besten erforschte ostdeutsche Stadtwus-
tung im klassischen Sinne ist Freyenstein im bran-
denburgisch-mecklenburgischen Grenzgebiet der 
Priegnitz (Abb. 7; Plate 1989). Nach dem Wenden-
kreuzzug 1147 entstand eine ,Terra" des Havelber-
ger Bischofs mit Zentrurn in Wittstock. Den Kera-
mikfunden zufolge mu/3 Freyenstein in der zuvor nur 
dunn besiedelten Niederungsregion urn 1200 gegri.in-
det worden sein. Erstrnals erwahnt ist es 1263, als es 
wahrscheinlich schon in den Besitz des Markgrafen 
von Brandenburg ilbergegangen war. In der Neugri.in-
dungsurkunde des Markgrafen von 1287 wird a1s 
Grund fur die V erlegung die mehrfache ZerstOrung 
genannt. Territorialkarnpfe und der Wunsch nach einer 
besseren Schutzlage waren somit Ursache fUr die 
Dislozierung von eines k1einen AnhOhe in die feuchte 
Dosseniederung und die Reduzierung der rnit ea. 640 
mal 450 m (24 ha) sehr gro/3en Stadtflache urn mehr 
als die Halfte. 
Abgesehen von Boschungen und geringen Wall-
resten sind keine obertagigen Spuren der Stadt erhal-
ten. Grabungen im Zentrum haben eine enge Parzel-
lierung (ea. 10-12 m Stra/3enbreite) und zwei Baupha-
sen ergeben (Abb. 7). Die altere beeinhaltet kleine, 
auf der mittleren Grundsti.ickspartie gelegene Holz-
keller von zumeist etwa 8, einrnal 20 m2 Grundfla-
che, die zum nicht erhaltenen Vorderhaus in Holzbau-
weise hin erschlossen waren. In der jungeren Eau-
phase errichtete man die bis zu 1,6 m eingetieften 
Keller uberwiegend in gro/3eren Dimensionen mit 
Feldsteinmauem rnit bis zu 20 m2• Sie durften vom 
an der Stra/3e gelegen haben. Der Zugang als Treppe 
oder Rampe liegt entgegengesetzt zu den Holzkellem 
nach hinten an einer Langseite. Der Oberbau wird 
trotz der wenig solide wirkenden Mauem von 60-80 
cm Starke mehrstockig und z.T. in Fachwerk zu rekon-
struieren sein. Als Bautyp wird die Kemenate ange-
nommen, was fur die gro/3eren Bauten durchaus plau-
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sibel erscheint, nicht aber fUr die kleinen Holzkeller 
(auch aufgrund von deren Lage auf der Parzelle). 
Im stadtearmen Mecklenburg-Vorpommem ist 
keine archaologisch erkundete Stadtwi.istung be-
kannt, nahere Forschungen dazu fehlen. Historisch 
sind einige Platze bekannt, von denen manchen je-
doch partielle Stadtwi.istungen und die meisten heute 
uberbaut sein werden. Als Beispiele seien genannt: 
Schargard bei Stralsund (urn 1265-1269; Pommer-
sches UB II, Nr. 903; Stralsunder Jahrbuch 4, 1964, 
45 ff.). Rugendal westlich von Garz im Kirchspiel 
Swantow aufRugen, das 1313 als civitas erwahnt ist, 
die 1326 nach Garz verlegt wurde (Pommersches UB 
Nr.4235, Nr.2853). Aus der Neustadt Gi.istrow wur-
den die Burger 1248 durch den Rat in die Altstadt 
urngesiedelt (Stoob 1985, Nr.38). Fur Vorpommem 
werden von Kuhn (Zeitschrift fitr Ostforschung 23, 
1974, lff.) 9 weitere Stadtwi.istungen genannt. In 
Brandenburg filhrt der Historische Atlas knapp drei 
Dutzend Stadtwi.istungen auf (Escher & Rib be 1977, 
Karte stadtische Siedlungen des Mittelalters). 
Aus Sachsen-Anhalt sind vomehmlich kleinrau-
mige Anlagen im Kontext von Burgen vorhanden, 
deren archaologische und auch historisch-stadtege-
schichtliche Untersuchung noch aussteht. Insofem 
bleibt mehrfach unklar, ob es sich tatsachlich urn 
fruhe Ansatze dynastischer Burgstadte handelt, oder 
eher urn gro/3e Vorburgen mit gewissen wirtschaft-
lichen Funktionen. Dies gilt z.B. fur den Amstein am 
Nordostharz, die Residenz des gleichnamigen Gra-
fengeschlechtes. Innerhalb der Schalksburg mit um-
fangreichen mehrperiodigen W allanlagen liegt eine 
auffallend gro/3raumige "Vorburg" (Grim m 195 8). 
Es ist zu erwagen, ob hier eine Stadtgri.indung der 
bereits im 13. Jh. ausgestorbenen Grafen erfolgte, die 
wegen des Verlustes der Residenzfunktion fri.ih auf-
gegeben wurde (s.u., zu Nienover). In der Mansfel-
dischen Chronica hei/3t es: , ... vor dern Schlo/3 Am-
stein am Berge hinab gegen Morgen und Mittemacht 
ein Stettlein gelegen, denn die Einwohner des Ortes 
Cives genannt werden ... welche dern Stettlein 
Schnake-rode" gilt(Ruhlernann 1913,57 ff.). 
Eindeutig sind hingegen die Verhaltnisse im Falle 
der Rudelsburg bei Bad Kosen an der Saale. 1238 
belehnte der Naumburger Bischof die Markgrafen von 
Mei/3en mit "castnan et oppidum" (Schmitt 1996, 3 f.). 
An die auf einem Felsspom gelegene bedeutende 
Rudelsburg schlie/3t si eh ein ma/3ig reliefiertes, leicht 
befestigtes, etwa 4 ha gro/3es Plateau an, innerhalb des-
sen man Bebauungsspuren noch heute zu erkennen 
glaubt. 1271 besassen dort 10 Burgmannen ihre HOfe, 
1293 und 1319 sind plebanus und rector ecclesiae ge-
nannt. Angeblich wurde die Rudelsburg 1348 von den 
Naumburger Burgem zerstOrt, spatere Nachrichten 
i.iber die Stadt fehlen. Die Burg wurde 1641 verlassen. 
Stadtwiistungen in Mitteleuropa. Ein erster iiberblick 
Abb. 8. - Helmarshausen mit der Krukenburg und den damals noch sichtbaren Ruinen der Stadtwiistung Alt-Koln auf 
dem Berge nach Matthiius Merian (I 653154). 
Als kleine noch unerforschte, moglicherweise auch 
mit Bergbau in Zusammenhang stehende Anlage ist 
noch der 1250 als antiqua urbs belegte Kohlberg bei 
Gi.intersberge zu nennen, der mit Wall und Graben 
eine FHiche von 3 ha umschlieJ3t (Abb. 3.7; Grimm 
1958, 269). Neuerdings wird im Norden von Sachsen-
Anhalt Niendorf (1167 castrum; umwallte Flache 
von 180 mal360 m; Grimm 1958, Nr. 830) bei Alt-
Haldensleben, ein wichtiger militarischer Sti.itzpunkt 
Heinrichs des Lowen, als Platz der Erstgrtindung 
auch der Stadt und somit als Stadtwi.istung vorge-
schlagen. Bodendenkmalpflegerische Untersuchungen 
erbrachten eine Kirche und zeitlich eng begrenzte 
Siedlungsreste der Zeit urn 1200 (Hille 1997). 
Als to tale oder partielle Stadtwi.istungen sind even-
tuell auch einige der von Paul Grimm (1958, 166-
172) zuri.ickhaltend als "Befestigte Dorfer" klassi-
fizierten Orte zu erwagen. Bei Platzen wie der "A! ten 
Stadt" bei Bitterfeld kommen wegen der langge-
streckten Umwallung und im Falle von Strobe! bei 
Calbe an der Saale wegen unzureichender topo-
graphischer Indizien und mangels archaologischer 
Untersuchungen erhebliche Zweifel am moglichen 
Stadtcharakter auf, die Einordnung als Dorf erscheint 
plausibel (Grimm 1958, Nr. 95, Nr. 1042). Zumin-
dest Bomenzien, 1196/97 oppidum, im Spatmittel-
alter "stat" genannt, ist als partielle Stadtwi.istung 
gesichert (Grimm 1958, 169, Nr. 1072). 
Der Schwedengraben (Niederlauterstein, Kr. Ma-
rienberg) am alten bOhmischen Steig nahe dem 
Kamm des mittleren Erzgebirges unterhalb der Burg 
Nidberg im Tal der Schwarzen Pockau besitzt eine 
ea. 200 mal 300 m groJ3e umwallte, strategisch aber 
ungi.instige und offenbar verkehrsbezogene Lage 
(Geupel 1992). Der ursprtingliche Name konnte nach 
einer Urkunde von 1361 Luterstein, nach dem nahe-
gelegenen herrschaftlichen Zentrum gewesen sein. 
Die Gri.indung erfolgte im Zuge der Kolonisation des 
Erzgebirges urn 1200, die Aufgabe urn 1300, mut-
maJ31ich in Zusammenhang mit einer Umstruktu-
rierung des alteren Waldhufendorfes Zoblitz zur Stadt 
(vor 1323). Eine Ursache mag die dort gegebene 
bessere Schutzlage gewesen sein. Zwar liegen Hin-
weise auf Verhi.ittung und Metallverarbeitung vor, 
eine Bergstadt ist jedoch auszuschliessen. Aufge-
deckt wurden bisher vomehmlich zwei der wenigen 
aufwendigeren Hauser in Gestalt von eingetieften 




Fur Ostsachsen ist rnoglicherweise noch Stolpen 
zu nennen, wo bislang archiiologische Untersuchun-
gen fehlen. Es handelt si eh urn eine vermutlich Anfang 
des 14. Jh. vorn Meif3ener Bischof vor der Burg ge-
grundete Stadt rnit dern alten Siedlungsnarnen Joch-
grirnrn, die neben der 1357 genannten weiter beste-
henden dorflichen Siedlung Altstadt bestand (Kret-
schrnar 1934, 10 f.; Schlesinger 1965, 340 f.) und 
nach der Zerstorung durch die Hussiten 1429 an die 
heutige Stelle verlegt wurde. Wahrscheinlich handelt 
es sich urn eine partielle Stadtwiistung, allerdings 
verdient auch die sudwestlich gelegene Hussiten-
Schanze in diesern Kontext Beachtung. 
Stadtwiistungen aus Thuringen sind mir nicht 
bekannt. 
Weserbergland 
Fast 15 ha umfa13t die Fliiche der Stadtwiistung 
Alt-Koln, die als Neustadt von Helmarshausen kurz 
vor 1223 in strategisch und verkehrsmiil3ig gilnstiger 
Lage durch den Erzbischof von Koln gegriindet 
wurde (Abb. 8; Stoob 1970, 116 f.). Letzterer baute 
den Platz als Stiltzpunkt ftir seine ehrgeizigen terri-
torialen Vorhaben im Oberwesergebiet aus. Zuzug 
von Horigen aus liindlichen Siedlungen und eine 
Pfarrkirche sowie Eigentumsrechte des Abtes der 
Reichsabtei Helmarshausen sind urn 1250 bezeugt. 
Mutmaf3lich wurden einige der zahlreichen nahege-
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Abb. 9. - a. Stadtwus-
tung Landsberg und 
Wustung Bifangen bei 
Woljhagen, Kreis Kas-
sel (nach Herrmann 
1986). 
legenen Dorfer damals wiist. Die Stadtmauer ist 
belegt, die Ruinen waren noch urn 1600 imposant 
und beweisen, dal3 hier eine stattliche Anlage vor-
handen war, von der heute fast keine obertagigen 
Reste mehr zeugen. Zahlreiche Oberfliichenfunde 
lassen eine umfangreiche Besiedlung vor allem im 
13. Jh. erahnen (Stephan, unpubliziert); Grabungen 
fehlen jedoch. 
Spiitestens irn 14. Jh., als Koln sich aus der 
Region weitgehend zuriickzog und die Abtei zuneh-
mend in wirtschaftliche Krisen geriet, wird der 
Stadtcharakter verloren gegangen sein. Dabei durften 
sich auch die zahlreichen Neugriindungen von Stad-
ten der sich nunmehr als Landesherren durchsetzen-
den Landgrafen von Hessen und der BischOfe von 
Mainz und Paderbom nachteilig ausgewirkt haben, 
sodal3 nur die fliichenrnaf3ig kleinere Altstadt von 
Helmarshausen bestehen blieb. 
Aufschlul3reich erscheint in diesem Kontext, daB 
Erzbischof Siegfried von Mainz urn 1230/40 ftir den 
Kauf des Platzes und den Bau der Stadt sowie zweier 
Burgen im nahegelegenen Gieselwerder an der Weser 
die beachtliche Summe von 2400 Mark aufwandte 
(Gilnther 1989). Zwar ist der Umfang des Stadtareals 
von Gieselwerder im Kern des heutigen Dorfes nicht 
exakt bestimrnt, jedoch war die Flache wahrschein-
lich nicht gro13er als etwa 10 ha. Dam it liegt eine m.E. 
flir Zentraleuropa seltene Quelle flir den Urnfang von 
Investionen bei einer alteren Stadtgriindung seitens 
der Herrschaft vor. Im spaten 13. Jh. investierten die 
Abb. 9. - b. Plan der 
Stadtwiistung. Landsberg 
an der Erpe (nach Giin-
ther et al. 1966/67). 
englischen Konige jeweils ea. 10-12.000 Pfund flir 
den Bau der Festungen und Kleinstadte Caernarvon 
und Beaumaris in Nordwales (Beresford 1968). 
Landsberg bei Wolfuagen nordwestlich von 
Kassel ist bedingt durch seine Lage im Hochwald, die 
fast vollstandig erhaltene bis zu 7 m hoch erhaltene 
Wall- und Grabenbefestigung mit ehemals wohl 3 
Toren und 47 Stellen, an denen sich Keller andeuten, 
das als Ensemble eindrucksvollste erhaltene Beispiel 
einer Stadtwi.istung in Mitte1europa (Abb. 9; Gi.inther 
Stadtwtistungen in Mitteleuropa. Ein erster i.iberblick 
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et al. 1966/67). Ein erstes Aufmaf3 erfolgte 1817, bei 
Grabungen legte man 1836-1838 24 Fundamente frei. 
Die 7,7 ha grof3e Stadt besaf3 gewif3 einen regelma-
f3igen Straf3enplan, wobei ohne grof3flachige Unter-
suchungen offen bleiben muf3, wie intensiv die Er-
schliessung war. Zwischen dem Nord- und dem Slid-
tor deutet sich 1angs einer Hauptstraf3e eine recht 
dichte Bebauung mit etwa 11 Steinkellern an. Es fallt 
trotzdem derzeit schwer, den Stadtgrundrif3 zu 
rekonstruieren. Die Verteilung der Bauspuren und 
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Tore Hil3t m.E. im Analogieschlu13 zu benachbarten 
Stadten der Zeit urn 1200 am ehesten auf ein Drei-
stra13enschema mit einigen Querstral3en schliessen. 
Die steinemen, quer zur Stral3e orientierten und 
durch Treppen bzw. Rampen zum ruckwartigen 
Grundsilick hin erschlossenen Keller lagen zwischen 
Ehringer und Viesebecker Tor wahrscheinlich unmit-
telbar an der Stral3e, deren Breite zwischen Keller 5 
und 6 mit etwa 10 m festzulegen ist. In de m eng 
besetzten Area! zwischen Keller 3 und 11 lal3t sich 
die Stra13enbreite von Hausgrundsrucken mit ea. 12 m 
erschliessen, wahrend sonst die Abstande wesentlich 
grol3er sind. Da Keller seinerzeit vielleicht noch auf 
wirtschaftliche Sonderfunktionen z.B. ftir Handel und 
Textilgewerbe beschrankt waren und deshalb in 
zahlreichen Grundsrucken derartige Einbauten mut-
mal3lich fehlten, ist daraus nicht unbedingt auf gro-
13ere Parzellenbreiten zu schliessen. Die Parzellen-
tiefe kann im gleichen Bereich auf der Wallseite mit 
maximal etwa 30 m festgelegt werden (mit Wall-
gasse vielleicht nur etwa 20-25 m). 
Die weitgehend unregelmal3ige Verteilung der 
Baureste mag auf gewissen Zufalligkeiten beruhen. 
Es ist jedoch sehr wahrscheinlich, dal3 nicht alle 
Hauser uber einen Keller verftigten und inbesondere 
die Steinkeller zu Grundsrucken wohlhabender Bur-
ger gehorten, si eh somit ansatzweise eine Sozialtopo-
graphie abzeichnet. Ein deutliches Indiz daftir ist der 
Fund des Siegelstempels der Bfugergemeinde in dem 
grol3en Steinkeller Nr.9. Dernnach ist dort das Kauf-
und Rathaus, oder aufgrund der etwas dezentralen 
Lage noch eher das Wohnhaus des Burgermeisters 
oder Richters bzw. Schultheil3en zu vermuten. 
Insgesamt ist mit mindestens etwa 50 bebauten 
Grundsrucken, m.E. mit deutlich mehr, z.B. etwa 70-
100 Hausem zu rechnen. Nr. 29 konnte die Apsis des 
begonnenen Kirchenbaus se in, jedoch kame auch der 
Bereich urn Gebaudespur 30 infrage. Die meisten 
Keller (Eintiefung ea. 1-1,8 m) besitzen etwa 6-7 m 
Lange und 4-5 m Breite, daneben kommen quadrati-
sche Grundrisse von etwa 5 m Lange und drei Keller 
von etwa 8-9 m Lange und 4-6 m Breite vor. Die 
Mauerstarke schwankt zumeist zwischen etwa 40 und 
75 cm, erreicht vereinzelt aber 1 m. Die Aufgange 
liegen an der Ecke einer Langseite, in den meisten 
Fallen ftihren sie m. E. zum ruckwartigen Grundsruck 
bzw. ins Haupthaus, das in Fachwerkkonstruktion 
errichtet war. Die kleineren Keller mit Mauerstarken 
urn 40-50 cm gehoren wahrscheinlich zu Fachwerk-
bauten. Bei den grol3eren ist eine Interpretation als 
Steinwerk, in einigen Fallen vielleicht in einer Misch-
konstruktion von Stein und Holz vorzuziehen. Gewi13 
Massivbauten zugehorig sind die Keller 5, 9, 11, 23, 25. 
Nach dem Siegelstempel ist Landsberg mit sei-
nem typischen Grundungsnamen eine Neuanlage der 
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Grafen von Schwalenberg-Waldeck mit Beteiligung 
der Grafen von Everstein und vielleicht des Erzbi-
schofs von Mainz (Kreuz). Die einzige Erwahnung, 
jedoch ohne Hinweis auf den Stadtcharakter des Plat-
zes, datiert 1230/32 (wohl 1231) "quando Landes-
berg vastatum est". Als Motiv fUr die Stadtanlage ist 
der Ausbau und die Grenzsicherung der in der Aus-
bildung begriffenen Territorien zu sehen, darauf 
deutet bereits der Name hin. 
Ob die landgraflich thuringisch-hessische Grun-
dung von Wolfhagen oder die von Landsberg voran-
ging, ist anhand der Schriftquellen unklar. Mit gro13er 
Wahrscheinlichkeit wurde Wolfhagen (Abb. 9) als 
seinerzeit erste und wichtigste hessische Stadtgrlin-
dung in der Grenzregion zu Westfalen 1231 
gegrlindet, urn die waldeckischen Expansionsbestre-
bungen zuruckzudrangen, was mit einem grol3ange-
legten Kraftakt des Landgrafen Konrad gelang. Ein 
bezeichnendes Licht auf die schwierigen, zersplitter-
ten Besitzverhaltnisse in der Region wirft das Kon-
dominat von wahrscheinlich drei Stadtherren unter 
Fuhrung von Waldeck in Landsberg. Gewil3 war die 
Nachbarschaftslage von Wolfhagen und Landsberg 
zu eng. Das ganz ungewohnliche Phanomen, dal3 ein 
Wiederaufbau nach der ZerstOrung unterblieb, ist am 
ehesten damit zu erklaren, dal3 der machtige Land-
graf den Wiederaufbau verbieten konnte, weil Lands-
berg unmittelbar jenseits der engrisch-westf:ilischen 
Grenze, bereits auf hessischer Erde Jag. Der rasche 
Aufstieg von Wolfhagen, der ab Mitte des 13.Jhs. 
fal3bar ist, diirfte erst dadurch ermoglicht worden 
se m. 
Andererseits !iegt es durchaus nahe, dal3 Bifan-
gen, eine auffallend kurzfristig zwischen 1235 und 
1265 belegte "communio civium" mit eigenem Pries-
ter und magister novalis sowie ortlicher Ministeria-
lenfamilie die direkte Nachfolge von Landsberg 
antrat (Abb. 9). Aufschlul3reich ist, dal3 jeder dortige 
Burger (civis) urn 1235 ein Lehen von 1 Hufe erhielt, 
sowie Back- und Braurecht. Damit ist ein starker 
agrarischer Charakter der unbefestigten und mit min-
destens 20 Hausstellen besetzten Siedlung Bifangen 
dokumentiert. Der Platz war fUr eine Stadt ungunstig 
in einem engen Tal gelegen und wurde urn 1290 in 
einer Phase des Friedens mit Hessen mit der Grun-
dung der noch heute bestehenden waldeckischen 
Stadt Landau aufgegeben (Bockshammer 1958). 
Bemerkenswert ist in diesem Kontext, dal3 nach 
neuen archaologischen Erkundungen nahezu alle 
alteren landlichen Siedlungen des fruchtbaren und 
intensiv besiedelten Umlandes von Wolfhagen und 
Landsberg zu Beg inn des 13. Jh. total oder weit-
gehend wust wurden (Stephan unpubliziert). Eine 
planma13ige Umsiedlung durch eine starke Landes-
herrschaft, die sich Uber Rechte der ortlichen Grund-
Abb. 10. - a. Stadt-
wustung Nienover im 
Soiling (Sudnieder-
sachsen). 
Ausschnitt aus der 
Deutschen Grund-
karte 1:5 000 (Ver-
kleinert) mit dem 
Schloj3 und der mo-
dernen Topographie. 
Mit starker schwarzer 
Linie eingetragen im 
westlichen Vorgeliin-
de die ungefiihre Aus-
dehung der mittelal-
terlichen Stadt. 
herren hinwegsetzte ist in diesem Falle evident. Da-
ftir kommt vor all em der Landgraf von Hessen-Thi.i-
ringen in Betracht, wahrend derart radikale Eingriffe 
in die Hindliche Siedlungslandschaft dieser Zeit im 
angrenzenden Westfalen und Niedersachsen nicht 
nachweisbar sind. Eine rechtliche Grundlage ftir den 
Zwangstausch kirchlicher Besitzungen und Rechte 
stellte das Statut in favorem principum von 1231/32 
dar. 
Abb. 10.- Plan der Burg 
und der Wallanlagen am 
Schartenberg (Aufnah-
me W. Lang, nach Herr-
mann 1986). 
Stadtwtistungen in Mitteleuropa. Ein erster ilberblick 
In ahnliche Zusammenhange, d.h. zum Versuch 
des Aufbaus einer Landesherrschaft durch spater von 
grof3eren Machthabem verdrangte Territorialherren 
in der Bli.itezeit des Mittelalters in vergleichsweise 
fri.ihen Stadien der Entwicklung des mitteleuro-
paischen Stadtenetzes gehoren fast alle Stadtwi.is-
tungen im Grenzgebiet von Hessen, Niedersachsen 










Regionen mit zahlreichen Stadtegri.indungen im 13. 
Jh. liegen, in denen die Machtverhaltnisse sich erst 
zwischen etwa 1250 und 1350 erheblich zugunsten 
einiger weniger mittlerer und grol3er Territorien ver-
schoben, deren Stadte fast durchweg weiterbestanden, 
auch wenn sie urspri.inglich als spatere Konkurrenz-
gri.indungen keineswegs von vomherein im Vorteil 
gewesen sein werden. Bedauerlicherweise schweigt 
die schriftliche Oberlieferung weitestgehend zu die-
sen komplexen Vorgangen, die nur anhand weniger 
Indizien aus allgemeineren Zusammenhii.ngen oder 
beilaufigen Erwahnungen zu rekonstruieren bzw. zu 
vermuten sind. 
Eine unerwartete Neuentdeckung stellt die Stadt-
wustung Nienover im Soiling dar (S tephan 1996, 
1997). V or einer alteren Dynastenburg entstand in der 
zweiten Halfte des 12. Jh. zunachst vielleicht eine 
Vorburgsiedlung, die urn 1200 zur Stadt ausgebaut 
wurde. Ackerbau und Viehzucht durften in der aus-
gepragten Hohenlage nur eine Nebenrolle gespielt 
haben. Mehrere altere und einige etwa zur gleichen 
Zeit gegrtindete Hi.ndliche Siedlungen lagen in der 
Nahe an agrarisch besseren Standorten. Jedoch war 
die Verkehrslage keineswegs ungtinstig und ist nach 
einer ersten Quellensichtung die Lage im Zentrum 
der in eben diesen Jahrzehnten machtig aufstre-
benden Adels- und Landesherrschaft der reichsun-
mittelbaren Grafen von Dassel-Nienover evident. 
Im 16. Jh. waren noch Walle und Graben der eine 
Flache von 12 ha umschliessenden Befestigung des 
Bergplateaus vorhanden. Oberflachenfunde weisen 
auf eine relativ intensive Besiedlung und umfang-
reiche Metallverarbeitung (Eisen, daneben Buntme-
ta1le) hin. Letztere ist in Zusammenhang mit loka1en 
und regionalen Eisenerzvorkommen im Solling und 
Reinhardswald zu sehen. Fundamente zweier Stein-
werke der Zeit urn 1200 sind freigelegt. Weitere 
Untersuchungen sind vorgesehen, so zur Lokalisie-
rung der 1231 erwahnten Pfarrkirche. Nach den bis-
herigen Funden deutet sich an, dal3 der Schwerpunkt 
der Besiedlung in den Jahrzehnten urn 1200 lag, 
bereits das spatere 13. Jh. ist schwacher vertreten, das 
14. Jh. kaum. 
Dies erscheint insofem schltissig, a1s Nienover 
Residenz und Hauptort der Grafen von Dassel war, 
die zwischen etwa 1150 und 1250 zu den machtigsten 
Familien in Stidniedersachsen und angrenzenden 
Teilen Nordhessens gehOrten. Sie versuchten urn 1200 
den Aufbau einer Landesherrschaft, wurden aber von 
den grol3eren Machten, insbesondere den Herzogen 
von Braunschweig, den ErzbischOfen von Mainz und 
den Landgrafen von Hessen in der Mitte des 13. Jh. 
zur Aufgabe der Mehrzahl ihrer wichtigen Macht-
positionen gezwungen. Die tibriggebliebenen Herr-
schaftspositionen urn Nienover und Dassel verkaufte 
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der letzte Graf 1303 und 1310. Der Platz ist nur 
einmal 1318/20 als civitas erwahnt, war damals aber 
nach unseren Funden wohl schon weitgehend wtist. 
Eventuell gehen eindrucksvolle Befestigungsan-
lagen (Wall und Graben ohne Mauerkem) unterhalb 
der Burg Schartenberg bei Zierenberg ebenfalls auf 
eine in der ersten Halfte des 13. Jh. versuchte Markt-
oder Stadtgrtindung der zeitweise tiber die Grafschaft 
Schartenberg/Meiser verfligenden Grafen von Dassel 
zuri.ick (Abb. 10; Giinther 1989; Sippel 1993). Wei-
tere Sied1ungsspuren finden sich auf dem Plateau 
unmitte1bar vor der mutmal31ich urn 1100 errichteten 
bedeutenden Doppe1burg. Die Gesamtflache in dem 
unmitte1bar zur Burg hin extrem steil ansteigenden 
Gelande des Burgfleckens (?) diirfte kaum bebaut 
oder auch nur zur Bebauung geeignet gewesen sein. 
Giinstig erscheint ein etwa 3-4 ha grol3es p1ateauartig 
erhohtes Area! am Hangful3, das Oberflachenfunde 
und etliche z.T. recht grof3flachige Gelandeanoma-
lien aufweist. 
Wegen der komp1izierten Besitzverhii.ltnisse vor 
Ort ist in diesem Falle an eine Beteiligung der Edel-
herren/Ritter von Schartenberg/Falkenberg/Gudens-
berg bzw. der BischOfe von Mainz oder Paderbom an 
der Neuan1age zu denken. Darin mag eine der Ursa-
chen fur die ba1dige Verdrangung der Dasse1er und 
das Scheitern der Grtindung zu suchen sein. Nach 
1250 setzte sich in der Region 1angsam der Landgraf 
von Hessen durch, der urn 1290 nahebei die Stadt 
(munitio!) Zierenberg grtindete. Spatestens damals 
dtirfte der befestigte "Burgflecken" verodet sein, von 
dem heute nur einige woh1 auf grol3ere Keller 
hinweisende Vertiefungen im Ge1ande und Keramik-
funde im Hochwald zeugen. Der P1atz liegt an einer 
Fernstraf3e von Kasse1 nach Westfalen am Rande 
eines Altsiede1gebietes. Da nach den vor1iegenden 
Keramikfunden mehrere der zah1reichen Wtistungen 
des Um1andes bereits in der ersten Halfte des 13. Jh. 
total bzw. partiell verodeten, 1iegt ein Zusammen-
hang mit der Neuanlage am Schartenberg nahe, die 
allerdings in den Schriftquellen nicht iiberliefert ist. 
Archaologisch und historisch noch unerforscht ist 
Keseberg bei der g1eichnamigen Burg des Edelherren 
unweit Frankenberg in Nordhessen. 
Ebenfalls .die Grtindung einer bedeutenden, im 
Spatmittelalterjedoch ausgestorbenen Grafenfamilie 
stellt der Stoppelberg bei Steinheim in Ostwestfalen 
dar (Abb. 11 ). Die Anlage liegt auf einem die Bor-
denlandschaft beherrschenden langlichen Bergri.icken 
und umfaf3t eine mit Wall und Graben umgrenzte 
Flache von etwa 400 m Lange und bis zu 150 m 
Breite, der Innenraum ist 3,5 ha grol3. Die Schutzlage 
ist evident. Eine agrarische Komponente ist, bedingt 
durch die Lage im fruchtbaren Altsiedelland wahr-
scheinlich, mutmal31ich mit partieller Umsiedlung aus 
nahegelegen Wustungen. An der hochsten Stelle im 
Osten lag die als Amtssitz genutzte Turmhugelburg. 
Innen zeichnen sich in zwei ziemlich regelmal3i-
gen Reihen z.T. als Keller zu interpretierende Vertie-
fungen ab. Daraus wurde eine Einstra13enanlage mit 
etwa 25-30 Hausern beiderseits einer 40,6 m ( 10 Ru-
ten) breiten Freiflache rekonstruiert (Bergmann 
1993, 61-70). Dabei soli die Stra13enbreite der Grund-
stilcke 20,3 m betragen haben bei variierender Tiefe. 
Gewi13 ist von einer geregelten Anlage auszugehen. 
Allerdings erscheint mir der vorgeschlagene Grund-
ri13 wenig wahrscheinlich, zumal im Weserbergland 
ansonsten fast nur Zwei- und Mehrstral3enanlagen 
nachweisbar sind. M.E. handelt es sich urn eine 
Zweistral3enanlage (ev. zuzi.iglich der Wallgassen) mit 
einigen kurzen Querstral3en. Auch ist eher von einer 
geringeren Breite der Nutzparzellen (ea. 10-15 m) 
auszugehen, und es wurde sich anbieten, unerwi.in-
schte Differenzen in der Flliche durch eine Variabi-
litlit in der Stra13enbreite auszugleichen, da das ri.ick-
wlirtige Gelande natilrlich begrenzt war. Somit ist 
m.E. m it einer hOheren Zahl von Hliusern ( 40-60 ?) 
zu rechnen, womit Stoppelberg eine zwar noch 
Zwergstadt ware, aber doch grol3er als die meisten 
Dorfer der Zei t. 
Die Gri.indung erfolgte vor 1288, als die Grafen von 
Schwalenberg ihr Hauskloster Marienmi.inster fUr 
Abb, 11. - Stadtwustung Stoppelberg: 
mutmaj3liches Planungsschema der 
Anlage (nach Bergmann 1993). 
Stadtwlistungen in Mitteleuropa. Ein erster liberblick 
Enteignungen bei der ,innovatio" ihrer Stadt ent-
schadigten, die Verodung erst im spliteren 14. (oder 
fri.ihen 15 .Jh. ?). Ein Bedeutungsverlust des wenig 
bedeutenden Amtssitzes und Freigerichtes di.irfte 
bereits zu Anfang des 14.Jh. erfolgt sein, als die Auf-
lOsung der Grafschaft Schwalenberg begann, spates-
tens aber 1361 mit dem Obergang an Paderborn, das 
offensichtlich kein besonderes Interesse an einem 
Weiterbestehen der in Sichtweite der bedeutenderen 
Paderborner Landstadt Steinheim gelegenen Kon-
kurrenzgri.indung besal3. Grabungen am Platze fehlen, 
die Funde und die Dichte der obertagig erkennbaren 
Bodenanomalien sind jedoch Indizien fi.ir eine recht 
intensive Besiedlung i.iber einen langeren Zeitraum 
ab der Mitte des 13. Jh. (und nicht vorher !). Der 
Stoppelberg ist mit Landsberg und eventuell Schar-
tenberg sowie Rudelsberg in Deutschland hinsicht-
lich der Bebauungsspuren m.W. das am besten erhal-
tene Beispiel einer wi.isten Stadt. 
Kleinere, vornehrnlich nicht agrarisch orientierte, 
an eine bedeutende Burg angelehnte "Vorburgsied-
lungen" und Burgflecken, auch einzelne archivalisch 
(bisher) nicht fal3bare kleine Burgstlidte mogen durch 
zuki.inftige Gellinderkundungen gelegentlich noch zu 
entdecken sein. Besonders zu achten ist in diesem 
Kontext auf Plateaus vor Residenzburgen, die fri.ih 
(besonders im 13. Jh.) ihren Rang verloren, oder bei 
Mlttolllnlo dos Borgplatoauo mlt Mo!lpunkton 
_.,._. lm Abstand von ea. 20,3 m (= Achso dor Plan· 
anlage) 
I m Abatand von ea. 20,3 m parallel zur Achso A 
vorlaufondo Hllfsllnlon A' und A" 
Erschloaaono MoBIInlo I m Vorlauf olnor Parzol· 
longronzo 
Wahrocholnllcho Parzollongronzo 
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denen sich spater Stadt oder Markt im Tal befanden. 
Der bereits genannte Schartenberg bei Zierenberg ist 
ein derartiges nur archaologisch greitbares Beispiel. 
Als wesentlich bescheidenere Vorburgsiedlung gibt 
si eh durch Bodenfunde des 13 .Jh. eine mutmaf3liche 
Hauserreihe auf dem schmalen Gelanderi.icken vor der 
Iburg zu erkennen, die seit etwa 1200 eine der wich-
tigsten Burgen des Bischofs von Paderbom war 
(Haase 1964; eigene unpublizierte Beobachtungen). 
Es di.irfte sich dabei urn die nati.irlich oder allenfalls 
durch Planken geschi.itzte, unbefestigte, bescheidene 
und mutmaf3lich noch nicht voll privilegierte Vor-
gangersiedlung der Stadt Driburg handeln. 
In den Kontext der nicht rein agrarischen Sied-
lungen, die strukturell fliessende Obergange von Stadt 
und Land manifestieren, gehOrt die vollstandig aus-
gegrabene "Handwerkersiedlung" des Zeitraumes 
zwischen etwa 1250 und 1400 Barkhofbei Schieder 
(Halle 1993; Hohenschwert 1983). Es handelt sich 
hierbei mutmal3lich urn eine kurz vor 1230 erfolgte 
planmal3ige Gri.indung mit partieller Verlegung des 
weit alteren Dorfes Schieder durch die Schwalen-
berger Grafen in die his dahin unbesiedelte, hoch-
wassergefahrdete Emmeraue. Auf einer Flache von 
etwa 400 mal 250 m konnten auf einer Insel in gezielt 
gewahlter Schutz- und Verkehrslage etwa 20 GehOfte 
mit z.T. starker nichtagrarischer Komponente (Eisen-
gewerbe, Wirtshaus? etc.) ausgegraben werden. Zuge-
hOrig sind zwei geschotterte bzw. gepflasterte Wege, 
Brilcken und weitere technische Anlagen. 
Nach dem Obergang von Teilen der Grafschaft 
Schwa1enberg an Lippe in der ersten Halfte des 14. 
Jh. und mutmal3lich nicht zuletzt aufgrund von 
Standortproblemen durch die spatmittelalterliche 
Klimaverschlechterung wurde der Platz aufgegeben, 
letzter Anlal3 war vielleicht die Eversteiner Fehde 
( 1404-1407). All em Anschein nach handelt es si eh 
lediglich urn eine Verlegung in den heutigen Orts-
kem, der 1480 als ,Niggendorp" (Neues Dorf) be-
zeichnet wird. 
Kurz erwahnt sei an dieser Stelle eine im Jahre 
1300 vom Paderbomer Bischofund dem Grafen von 
Schwalenberg geplante Stadtanlage bei der Wi.istung 
Abbenhusen (Kreis Hoxter), die mutmal3lich nicht 
i.iber das Stadium einer Burg realisiert wurde. Femer 
ist fi.ir das 13. Jh. unweit von Bielefeld Cl eve, eine 
Gri.indung der ansonsten bei dem Autbau ihres·.Terri-
toriums recht erfolgreichen Grafen von Ravensberg 
zu nennen (Haase 1960). 
Niedersachsen, Westfalen (iibrige Gebiete) 
In den Kreis dynastischer Gri.indungen di.irfte auch 
Emne im siedlungsgi.instigen Altsiedelland bei Hil-
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desheim gehoren. Dort besassen die Grafen von Emne/ 
Werder, spater die Wohldenberg-Woltingerode und 
die Hildesheimer BischOfe umfangreiche Besitzungen 
und Rechte. Mutmal3lich bauten die bis etwa 1250 
machtigen Dynasten den Platz von etwa 500 mal400 
m Grol3e (16 ha) an der Stelle oder vielleicht eher 
nahe einer wichtigen alteren Siedlung im 13. Jh. zum 
befestigten Markt oder zur Stadt aus, wozu aber ein-
deutige schriftliche Nachrichten wiederum fehlen 
(Dahm 1972). Die Klage des Grafen i.iber die Zer-
stOrung seiner "munitio" Emne durch den Bischof 
1226/27 darf, zumal eine Burg unbekannt ist, als 
Indiz flir eine mindestens stadtartige befestigte Sied-
lung angesehen werden (Petke 1972). Der Platz wird 
in der spatrnittelalterlichen Hildesheimer Bischofs-
chronik als Stadt bezeichnet, woflir auch die topogra-
phisch-archaologischen Merkma1e spree hen. Nach dem 
Se he item des Versuches des Aufbaues einer Landes-
herrschaft in diesem Zentrum der Wohldenberger 
Besitzungen, nach einer ZerstOrung durch Herzog Al-
brecht von Braunschweig 1279, und dem daraufhin 
erfolgten Verkauf an die BischOfe von Hildesheim 
wurde die Siedlung planmal3ig verlegt. Der Wieder-
aufbau erfolgte wohl bald danach in der strategisch 
gi.instigen Schutzlage auf einer Leineinsel mit bischOf-
licher Burg; der neue Name Gronau (gri.ine Aue) ist 
1298 belegt. Die Flache wurde etwas reduziert. 
Moglicherweise wurde nicht nur der alte Sied-
lungsplatz Emne aufgegeben, sondem auch einige 
der nahegelegenen Wi.istungen. Systematische Gra-
bungen fehlen, jedoch ist die Stelle von Kirche und 
Friedhofbekannt und fanden si eh mehrfach intensive 
Siedlungsspuren auffallenderweise vomehmlich etwa 
des 13. Jh. in de m anhand von alteren Karten grob 
eingrenzbaren ovalen, heute zur Halfte i.iberbaute 
Area!. 
Im niedersachsischen Flachland gibt es eine Reihe 
von partiellen Stadtwi.istungen an recht bedeutenden 
Platzen, die jedoch durchweg archaologisch nicht 
naher erforscht sind. An erster Stelle ist Bardowick 
zu nennen, das urn 800 Vorort des Bardengaus und 
wichtiger Grenzhande1splatz zum slawischen Bereich 
bin war. Es bi.i13te seine Bedeutung als Handelsort erst 
nach der Gri.indung von Li.ibeck (ab 1158) und der 
Entstehung der Stadt Li.ineburg urn 1200 ein. Li.ine-
burg hatte zuvor jahrhundertelang als herrschaftli-
ches Zentrum mit Burg und Michaeliskloster sowie 
Salinen in Dualitat mit Bardowick bestanden. 9 Kir-
chen und Kapellen sowie punktuelle Siedlungsfunde 
vermitteln eine sehr vage und zeitlich nicht hin-
reichend differenzierbare Vorstellung von einer mehr-
kemigen frilh- und hochmittelalterlichen Grol3sied-
lung auf etwa 1500-2000 m Lange und bis zu 800 m 
Breite westlich der Ilmenau. Eine Wallbefestigung, 
die etwa 100 Hektar umschliel3t, di.irfte am ehesten in 
der Mitte des 12. Jh. entstanden sein. Das Area! des 
Fleckens ist heute locker bebaut. 
1209 beabsichtigte Herzog Wilhelm von Li.ine-
burg als Nachfolgeanlage die Gri.indung van "civita-
tem novam Lowenstat" bei Bleckede, begabte den 
Platz mit freiem Stadtrecht wie einstmals "Barde-
wig" (!) und legte die Grenzen des Weichbildes fest 
(Dorries 1929, 144 f.). Ob dieser Plan realisiert wurde, 
ist ungekHirt. Ahnlich unklar sind die Verha\tnisse in 
Steterburg, wo das Stift in der zweiten Halfte des 13. 
Jh. das halbe oppidum von Siegfried von Schader-
wald erwirbt (UB Hildesheim III, Nr.1444). 
Eine Siedlungsverlegung mit Namensi.ibertragung 
liegt im Falle von Uelzen vor, das urn 970 als Bene-
diktinerkloster gegri.indet, in der Mitte des 12. Jh. 
auch als Handelsplatz erscheint und urn 1200 als 
Stadt des Bischofs von Verden fal3bar ist (Dorries 
1929, 247; Stephan 1985). Der Raum war eng be-
grenzt, mutma13lich ergaben sich zudem Streitigkei-
ten mit dem Konvent. Zwischen 1250 und 1266 
erfolgte unter Forderung des Grafen von Schwerin 
als Klostervogt eine Neugri.indung durch den Bi.ir-
germeister Bemhard Nigebur. Der neue Platz lag 
strategisch gi.instig auf einer Brandrodung in der 
Ilmenauniederung. Der Oldenstadt genannte altere 
Siedlungsplatz blieb fortan ein bescheidenes Dorf. 
Ein ahnlicher Fall der Siedlungsver1egung mit 
Namensi.ibertragung liegt in Celle vor, das 1292 von 
Herzog Otto dem Strengen von Braunschweig-Li.ine-
burg an verkehrsmaf3ig und strategisch gunstiger 
Stelle auf einer Talsandinsel zwischen All er und Fuhse 
neu gegrilndet wurde (Dorries 1929, 157 f; Stephan 
1985, 38). Der altere 3 km fluf3aufwarts an einer 
Allerfurt gelegene Platz einer wichtigen brunoni-
schen Burg entstand vor der Jahrtausendwende und 
erhielt angeblich von Heinrich dem Lowen Stapel 
und Zoll. Herzog Otto von Braunschweig verlieh urn 
1249 Stadtrecht, consules erscheinen 1288. Die durch 
topographische Anhaltspunkte wie Gildewort und 
Mel3dor (Handelsmesse ?), Pfarrkirche S. Petri und 
Kapelle St. Gertrud annahemd eingrenzbare befes-
tigte Stadtflache im Bereich des heutigen Dorfes 
Altencelle war klein. Gegen den Widerstand der Bur-
ger erfolgte wie an anderen Platzen auch die Verle-
gung auf einen strategisch und fUr den Schiffsverkehr 
gi.instig gelegenen Werder in der Aller mit neuer 
Bur g. 
Zu den seltenen spaten mil3gli.ickten Stadtgrun-
dungen einer bedeutenden Fi.irstenfamilie unter Mit-
wirkung der Herren von Saldem gehort das Weich-
bild ,Lauenstadt" bei der Burg Calenberg si.idlich 
von Hannover, wo die Welfen sich nach dem Kauf 
eines Teiles der Grafschaft Hallermund ab 1282 
durchsetzten. Primar blieb dart offenbar stets die 
Burg, wahrend die im 14. Jh. gegrilndete Siedlung nie 
Stadtwlistungen in Mitteleuropa. Ein erster liberblick 
recht zu Bedeutung gelangte. Archaologische Unter-
suchungen zu dieser offenbar unbedeutenden Anlage 
fehlen. 
Wahrscheinlich no eh in der ersten Halfte des 13. 
Jh. erfolgte eine Stadtgri.indung bei Stift Mollenbeck, 
fUr die eine Pfarrkirche und der Status als Stadt 
schriftlich bezeugt sind, bisher aber archaologische 
Forschungen fehlen. Der Ort wurde spatestens urn 
1300 von der nahegelegenen schaumburgischen Stadt 
Rinteln uberfli.igelt und durfte im 14. Jh. allenfalls 
noch als bescheidene landliche Siedlung weiterbe-
standen haben. 
Im sudlichen Niedersachsen waren die Grafen von 
Everstein in staufischer Zeit nach den Welfen die be-
deutendsten Dynasten, wurden als deren argste 
Widersacher se it der Mitte des 13. Jh. jedoch brutal 
zuruckgedrangt. Sie grilndeten urn 1200 die Stadte 
Hameln und Holzminden, daneben aber auch einige 
Platze, die zwar nicht vollig verodeten, aber sich 
nicht als Stadte behaupten konnten (Stoob 1970, 133-
136). An erster Stelle ist Ohsen zu nennen, das 1259 
als oppidum und Burg, 1283 bereits als Platz eines 
ehemaligen oppidums (wahrscheinlich nicht an der 
alten Ortsstelle, weil der ,locus" gesondert aufge-
ftihrt wird) genannt ist. Der alte und ehemals wich-
tige Ort besteht noch heute als Dorf; archaologische 
Erkundungen fehlen. 
Immerhin noch unbefestigter Flecken (Marktort) 
blieb das ebenfalls im 13. Jh. als oppidum belegte 
Aerzen, wahrend Hamelschenburg!Hermersen unter 
Lehnshoheit des Mindener Bischofs wohl erst urn 
1300 als Ausgleich fUr Gebietsverluste in anderen 
Regionen gegrilndet wurde und seinen Stadtcharakter 
im spaten Mittelalter verlor. Alle Platze liegen im 
dicht besiedelten Altsiedelland und recht verkehrs-
gunstig, konnten aber ihre stadtische Qualitat auf-
grund des Scheitems der ehrgeizigen Plane der Ora-
fen von Everstein beim Aufbau der Landesherrschaft 
nicht behaupten. Soweit Anhaltspunkte vorliegen, 
erfolgte der Bau der Stadt an alten Siedlungsplatzen 
oder in deren Nahe. In der Regel wurde der 
uberkommene Siedlungsname beibehalten. Leider 
fehlen zu allen Orten archaologische und weiterftih-
rende topographische Untersuchungen. 
Zumindest letztere liegen flir Rosenthal bei Peine 
vor, wo der Bischof von Hildesheim 1223 von der 
Grafin von Wolpe Burg und Dorf erwarb, urn diese 
zur Stadt auszubauen. Nachdem 1254/58 das nahe-
gelegene Peine nach der Asseburger Fehde in bi-
schoflichen Besitz i.iberging, verlor der Platz seine 
Bedeutung als Stiltzpunkt am Nordostrand des Stifts-
territoriums. Der regelmal3ige Grundril3 des Dorfes 
Rosenthal la13t mutrnaf31ich den Grundril3 der Gri.in-
dung und vielleicht sogar manche Details der Parzel-
lierung noch gut erkennen. Jedoch sind zur Uberpri.i-
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fung einige gezielte archaologische Untersuchungen 
dringend angeraten. 
Stadtgeschichtlich aufschlu/3reich waren gewi/3 
Ausgrabungen in der 1196 vom Michaeliskloster ge-
griindeten Dammstadt vor der Altstadt von Hildes-
heim (Stoob 1970, 195 ff.). Dort wurden genau defi-
nierte Parzellen an flandrische Siedler ausgegeben. 
Die Lange der Grundstticke sollte 12 Ruten betragen, 
die Breite 6 Ruten (ea. 20 mal40 m), was ggfs. in der 
Breite fehlte, sollte in der Liinge zugegeben werden. 
Das den Hauptzugang zur Altstadt uber die Innerste 
kontollierende Gemeinwesen war als Gegengewicht 
Prinzbach 
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zur Altstadt geplant, verftlgte friihzeitig ( 1232) uber 
einen Rat, Pfarre S.Nicolai und Markt und florierte 
offenbar wirtschaftlich. Eine Stadterweiterung er-
folgte bereits 1232. Nach einer ZerstOrung durch die 
Burger der Altstadt angeblich zu Weihnachten (!) 
1332 wurde die Stadt aufgegeben. Sie ist heute ohne 
archaologische Untersuchungen uberbaut. 
Noch nicht lokalisiert ist die "Lowenstadt", die nur 
wenige Jahre bis 1159 bestehende Gegengriindung 
Heinrichs des Lowen zum holsteinischen Liibeck. 
Unklar ist, ob es in der ersten Halfte des 13. Jh. zu 
der zwischen dem Bischofvon Munster und dem Abt 
von Corvey 1238 vereinbarten Griindung einer Stadt 
neben der wichtigen Burg Landegge an verkehrsgun-
stiger Stelle im Emsland kam (Stephan 1996, 396 f.). 
Fur Westfalen ist noch Nienbriigge bei Hamm zu 
nennen, eine vor einer Burg gelegene Grundung der 
Grafen von Isenberg aus der Zeit urn 1200 (Haase 
1964, 61). Sie wurde bei den Kampfen nach der 
Ermordung des Erzbischofs Engelbert von Koln 1225 
zerstOrt, die Bewohner angeblich in das neuge-
griindete Hamm umgesiedelt. Archaologische Unter-
suchungen in der heute wohl weitgehend iiberbauten 
Flache fehlen. 
West- und Siiddeutschland 
Oberwiegend sehr bescheiden wirken vom au/3e-
ren Umfang her die im siidlichen Deutschland gele-
genen Stadtwiistungen. Hingegen spielte dort der 
Steinbau friihzeitig eine gro/3e Rolle, und war die 
Abb. 12. - 3 Stadtwustung Prinzbach im Siidschwarzwald 
(nach Steuer 1993). 
Rekonstruktionsversuch der Limmatlandschaft des 13. Jh. mit dem Stiidtchen und der Burg Glanzenberg, jedoch ohne 
die etwa 620 m sudostlich der Burg in einem Seitenarm der Limmat ge!egene Wasserburg Schonenwerd (nach W. Drack). 
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Bebauung allem Anschein nach in der Regel klein-
raumiger, aber dichter, z.T. fri.ihzeitig mit weitge-
hend geschlossenen Baufluchten an der Stra/3enseite. 
Typisch fi.ir die Kleinstadte Si.iddeutschlands ist 
Walehusen ( 1229 civitas), als Stadt eine Gri.indung 
der Wittelsbacher als Pfalzgrafen bei Rhein und 
Vogte von Lorsch, vielleicht im Einvernehmen mit 
den staufischen am Orte ansassigen Edelherren (Abb. 
12; Wamser 1990). Etwa gleichzeitig gri.indeten zu 
An fang des 13 .Th. die Mainzer ErzbischOfe nur 2 km 
entfernt Miltenberg am Main. Walehusen ist zwar 
nicht alter Mitte1punkt der Region, aber mit Weg-
kreuzung und Zoll immerhin traditionsreicher als die 
Mainzer Neugri.indung. Die 2, 7 ha gro/3e Anlage 
setzte man anstelle einer kleinen Burg auf die Reste 
eines romischen und frankischen Kastells, wobei 
man die Ruinen beseitigte und eine au/3erordentlich 
regelma/3ige, rechteckige mit frisch gebrochenen 
Steinen ummauerte Flache schuf. 
Ausgegraben sind neben der Umwehrung mit 
zwei Toren nur k1eine Ausschnitte des Innenraumes 
mit einer zweischiffigen fri.ihgotischen Kirche und 
wenigen Profanbaurelikten mit Steinfundamenten 
(Handwerkerhauser, Wirtschaftsbauten, Brunnen). 
Si.idostlich gegeni.iber der Kirche mit Friedhof (und 
mutma/3lich dem Markt im Westen in der Achse 
zwischen den Toren) lag ein auffallend reprasentativ 
und massiv ausgefl.ihrter Baukomplex, der wohl den 
Stadtherren oder seinen Vertreter gehOrte. Baufluch-
ten zeichnen sich abgesehen von der Orientierung an 
der Umwehrung nur ostlich der Kirche ab. Ver-
mutlich ist mit einem streng geregelten Grundri/3, 
orientiert an den Toren und der zentral gelegen 
Kirche, zu rechnen. Bemerkenswert erscheint, da/3 
sich im Si.iden und Si.idosten eine Vorstadt anschlo/3, 
von der Teile erfa/3t sind. Die Anlage bestand als 
Stadt kaum mehr als 1-2 Generationen; nach der 
ZerstOrung in der Lorscher Fehde 1247 di.irfte Mil-
tenberg die zentralen Funktionen als Stadt unbe-
stritten wahrgenommen haben. 
Der Glauberg am Ostrand der Wetterau nahe 
Bi.idingen ist vor allem als vielleicht bedeutendstes 
ur- und fruhgeschichtliches Bodendenkmal Hessens 
bekannt (Herrmann 1985). Er tragt jedoch auf dem 
langgestreckten Basaltri.icken im Vorfeld der nur 
124 7 bis 125 8 erwahnten staufischen Reichsburg 
Mauern und Hausruinen, die in Zusammenhang mit 
einer versuchten Burgflecken- oder Stadtgri.indung 
dieser Zeit stehen mussen, zumal eine der Urkunden 
zwei unterschiedliche Siege! und die Wendung ,cas-
tellani et cives in Glouburg" enthalt (Decker 1991). 
Den hOchsten Platz nimmt die Burg ein. Gegen diese 
sowie gegen das insgesamt 900 m lange Plateau gren-
zen zwei Quermauern ein Area! von etwa 250 mal 
80-140 m (3 ha) ab. 
Stadtwlistungen in Mitteleuropa. Ein erster i.iberblick 
Nahe der nordlichen Langsmauer etwa in der 
Mitte der Anlage legte man 9-11 Steinfundamente 
von Kellern i.iberwiegend mit Eingang an der Si.id-
westecke (zumeist an der Schmalseite) frei. Sie besit-
zen gangige Ma/3e und zeigen eine klare Bauflucht. 
Mutma/3lich lagen sie ri.ickwartig zur Stra/3e und es 
handelt sich urn steinwerkartige Bauten mit Fach-
werkvorderhausem. Die leichtere Bauweise der an-
deren Hauser konnte das Fehlen aufgedeckter Bau-
reste in den i.ibrigen Teilen des wesentlich gro/3eren 
Areals erklaren. In der Mitte mag ein gro/3erer freier 
Platz bestanden haben. Die nur kurzfristige Bedeu-
tung der Reichsburg, der Zusammenbruch der Stau-
fer und der Aufstieg des Isenburgischen Stadtchens 
Budingen di.irften Ursache fi.ir das Schweigen der 
schriftlichen Oberlieferung und die mutma/3lich fri.ihe 
Aufgabe der versuchten Stadtgri.indung in gut ge-
schi.itzter, aber allzu unwegsamer, verkehrsungi.in-
stiger Lage gewesen sein. 
Fur das Mittelrheingebiet ist vielleicht Deides-
heim an der si.idlichen Weinstra/3e zu nennen (Abb. 
12; Kaiser 1951). Die ovale Wallanlage Heidenlo-
cher auf dem Kirchberg oberhalb des Stadtchens 
mi/3t nur 120 mal 140 m, beeindruckt aber durch die 
bis zu 2 m hoch erhaltene Ringmauer und vor allem 
durch die Dichte und hervorragende Erhaltung der 
freigelegten steinernen Bebauung. Die Anlage wird 
von zwei Toren mit bis zu 4,3 m breiten Toren 
erschlossen, im Westen ist ein Vorwall vorhanden. 
Es fanden sich Fundamente und aufgehende Mauer-
teile von fast 80 Hausern, teils ebenerdig, teils bis 2 
m eingetiefte Keller. Der gro/3te Bau mal3 12 ma16,9-
7 ,2 m (80 m2), haufiger sind solche von ea. 5 mal 6 
m. Die Bauten besitzen z.T. Eingangsrampen und 
Ofen. Leider fehlen Funde wie auch archivalische 
Nachrichten. Mauertechnik und Tore sprechen fi.ir 
eine Anlage vor der Jahrtausendwende, wozu auch 
eine Schriftquelle herangezogen werden konnte, die 
einen weiten Einzugsbereich der zum Burgwerk in 
Deidesheim verpflichteten Dorfer in der spaten Ka-
rolingerzeit bezeugt. Somit ist an ein (mutrnal3lich 
kaum genutztes und deshalb fast fundleeres) Re-
fugium zu denken. Andererseits konnte es sich urn 
eine kurzfristige Konkurrenzgri.indung zu Deides-
heim handeln, das erst im 14. Jh. Stadtrecht erhielt. 
Da die schriftliche Oberlieferung schweigt, konnen 
nur neue Grabungen zu einer endgi.iltigen Klarung 
beitragen. 
Ebenfalls recht kleinflachig ist die Anlage auf 
dem Rockesberg bei Unter-Iflingen, Kreis Freuden-
stadt im Vorschwarzwald, in der 1925 Grabungen 
stattfanden (Abb. 3, Nr.8; Goessler 1950). Die stra-
tegisch gi.instig gelegene Hohe weist eine bis zu 240 
mal 13 5 m gro/3e durch eine offenbar unvollendete 
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Zugang vom Plateau her befindet sich ein Tor-
zwinger oder eine kleine Burg, innen ein Turm. 
Etwa zwei Drittel des Innenraumes ist angeblich 
von (im Plan iiberwiegend nicht eingezeichneten) 20-
30 Hausem bedeckt, die mit der Schmalseite gegen 
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Abb. 13. - Rdumliche Verteilung und 
Topographie der Stiidte in der Basse-Gruyere 
(nach Fliickiger 1993), 
den Hang gesetzt sind. Die MaJ3e der steinfunda-
mentierten, nicht durchweg unterkellerten Hauser 
bewegen sich zwischen 21 mal 3 und 25 mal 7 m. Die 
Bauten reihen sich angeblich am Mittelweg, zumeist 
auf der Ostseite, gehauft im Suden, die Eingange 
liegen zum Weg hin. In der angenommenen Mittel-
achse Jag vielleicht auch die Kirche. Die Funde ge-
hOren ins 13./14. Jh., sind jedoch ebenso wie die 
Befunde nicht angemessen aufgearbeitet. Schriftli-
che Belege fehlen, im 14. Jh. nennt sich eine Familie 
nach dem Rockesberg. MutmaBlich gehort der P1atz 
als ein seltenes Beispiel von StadtwUstungen im si.id-
westdeutschen Ballungsgebiet der Klein- und Zwerg-
stadte in die Reihe der fehlgeschlagenen dynasti-
schen Versuche des Territorialausbaus im 13. Jh. 
Die StadtwUstung Glanzenberg, 8 km nordwest-
lich von Zurich, verdankt ihre Entstehung dert ehr-
geizigen territorialen Bestrebungen der Edelherren 
von Regensberg, die erfolgreich als Stadtegri.inder in 
Regensberg (1244), Gri.iningen (vor 1250) und part-
nerschaftlich in Kaiserstuh1 (1250/54) beteiligt waren 
(Abb. 12; Drack in F1i.ie1er 1993, 201 ff.). Die Neu-
an1age in der Limmatniederung sollte mit einer par-
tiellen Verkehrsum1eitung des wichtigen Nord-Si.id-
Femweges zum Oberrhein, gekoppe1t mit einem Bri.i-
ckenbau einhergehen. Die Stadt Zurich und die Gra-
fen von Habsburg sahen dadurch ihre wirtschaftli-
chen Interessen gefahrdet und schritten nach praven-
tiven Verhand1ungen 1257 (zwecks Verhinderung des 
Bri.ickenbaus) zehn Jahre spater zur Tat und zerstOr-
ten die woh1 erst kurz zuvor gegri.indete, 1267 aber 
vorhandene Stadt. 
Mit einer trapezoiden Grundflache von 180 mal 
45-110 m ist G1anzenberg groBer a1s die meisten 
K1einstadte der Region. Man begann offenbar m it dem 
Befestigungswerk, einer 1,2 m starken Mauer, z.T. 
beg1eitet von einer 1 m starken Vormauer und einem 
1 m tiefen bis 14 m breiten Wassergraben sowie drei 
Ti.irmen bzw. Toren. Ange1ehnt an die Mauer waren 
in enger Nachbarschafts1age schatzungsweise ehema1s 
40 re1ativ kleinraumige Hauser, die aber wohl nicht 
alle W ohnzwecken dienten und von den en nur 
wenige freigelegt wurden (Abb. 12). Im Innenraum 
fand man bisher lediglich eine groBe bekieste Flache. 
Wie in einer Festung gruppierten sich die Bauten im 
Schutz der Mauer, gewiB deshalb, weil man kriege-
rische Auseinandersetzungen befilrchtete. Der zen-
trale Platz wird a1s Markt vorgesehen gewesen sein, 
jedoch fehlen im Binnenraum bislang alle Belege filr 
eine typisch urbane Struktur. Demnach wird man 
Glanzenberg als begonnene, aber in wesentlichen 
Elementen noch unfertige Stadtanlage ansehen mi.is-
sen. Nach der durch Brandschutt belegten ZerstOrung 
durch Rudolf von Habsburg im September 1267 
gaben die Regensberger ihre diesbezi.iglichen Plane 
offenbar auf. Eine bescheidene Restbesiedlung be-
stand noch in etwa bis zum Aussterben der Familie 
gegen Mitte des 14. Jh. 
Historisch-geographisch hinsichtlich der Geschi-
chte der Stadte vorziiglich untersucht ist ein Gebiet in 
Stadtwiistungen in Mitteleuropa. Ein erster i.iberblick 
der Suisse Romande (ehem. Bistum Lausanne), die 
Basse-Gruyere im Saanetal si.idlich Freiburg (Fli.icki-
ger 1984, 1993 ). Die se Region an der Grenze von 
West- und Mitteleuropa soli hier kurz behandelt wer-
den, da die Ursachen der Stadtentstehung und der 
Regression dort infolge der im Westen oft reicheren 
schriftlichen Uberlieferung einschlieBlich der Ein-
wohnerzahlen gut rekonstruierbar sind. Die Stadte-
dichte erreichte dort im 13./14. Jh. ein AusmaB, das 
die Bezeichnung als i.iberflillte Stadtelandschaft recht-
fertigt (Abb. 13). Auf200 km2 entstanden 10 Stadte 
auf einer Strecke von 18 km. Die Stadte waren in der 
Regel nur 3-7 km voneinander entfemt, im Extrem-
fall lagen konkurrierende Ort in engster Nachbar-
schaft (1-2 km). V on 10 Stadten der Kleinregion sind 
8 verschwunden ( 4 sind an gleicher Stelle zum Dorf 
geworden, 4 wurden wilst: Arconciel, Pont-en-Ogoz, 
Corbieres I, Monsalvens ). 
AufschluBreich erscheint in diesem Kontext, daB 
in der gesammten Schweiz 95 von 197 mittelalter-
lichen Stadten ihren Stadtcharakter verloren, davon 
sind 20 ganz verschwunden, 29 wurden verlegt und 
46 sanken zum Dorf ab -(Flilckiger 1984, 266). Unter 
den altesten Stadten des 11. und 12. Jh. sind lediglich 
4 wilst, von den 152 Gri.indungen des 13. Jh. jedoch 
84 und von den 10 des 14. Jh. sogar 7. Nur selten 
waren diese Vorgange abrupt, in der Regel erfolgte 
die Umstrukturierung der Sozialstruktur i.iber mehre-
re Generationen hinweg und die bauliche Verande-
rung von geschlossener urbaner zu offener land1icher 
Bauweise folgte mit einiger Verzogerung nach. So 
wandelten sich die Kleinstadte in der Zeit urn 1350-
1400 sich von kleinraumigen Markten mit einer von 
Handwerk und Handel gepragten Bevolkerung zu 
lokalen, i.iberwiegend von Bauem bewohnten Zen-
tren. Die auffallende Haufung von Stadtrechtsver-
leihungen und Bestatigungen in der Mitte des 14. Jh. 
di.irfte den Versuch der Stadtherren widerspiegeln, 
neue Bevolkerung anzulocken, ihre Stadte wieder zu 
filllen und ihre finanzielle Lage zu verbessem. 
Anders a1s in den zentralen und ostlichen Teilen 
Mitteleuropas entstanden die partiellen und totalen 
Stadtwilstungen iiberwiegend erst im spateren 14. bis 
16. Jh., auch wenn Krisenerscheinungen urn 1300 
bereits erkennbar sind. Wichtig ist die Tatsache, daB 
unter den Wiistungen alle im 12./13. Jh. gangigen 
Stadttypen vertreten sind. Entscheidend fUr das Wei-
terbestehen war die wirtschaftliche und politische 
Entwick1ung von Stadt und Herrschaft). 
Aufflillig besonders gegeniiber dem Norden 
Deutschlands ist die kleine, z.T. winzige Flache der 
Stadte, selbst bei frilhen und wichtigen Anlagen. 
Arconciel entstand kurz vor 1160 etwa gleichzeitig 
mit Freiburg und stand, allerdings bei ungi.instiger 
Verkehrslage, in Konkurrenz mit dieser bedeutend-
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Abb. 14.- Rottweil im 12. Jh. Innerhalb des Walls bestand 
eine recht lockere und unregelmiijJige Bebauung ohne 
eindeutig erkennbare GehOftstrukturen. Die in grojJer 
Zahl angetroffenen gebrannten Lehmbrocken mit Balken-
und Rutenabdrucken lassen auf Hozstiinderbauten mit 
F!echtwerkwiinden schliejJen, die zum Teil schon mit 
KachelOfen beheizt wurden. Zahlreiche neuangelegte 
Brunnen und Zisternen weisen auf eine Anstieg der 
Bevolkerungszahl hin. Die uber den Ruin en vor Arae Fla-
viae errichtete sogenannte Altstadt auf dem rechten 
Neckarufer wird erstmals 1225 erwiihnt. Sie entwickelte 
sich urn die Pelagiuskirche, deren heutiger Eau auf das 
spate 11. Jh. zuruck geht. Die friihesten archiiologisch 
datierbaren Siedlunsspuren stammen jedoch erst vom 
Ende des 13. Jh. Kuz darauf setzt auch eine dichtere 
urkundliche Oberlieferung ein. 
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Rottweil im 13. und 14. Jh. Zu Beginn des Spiitmittelalters 
stellt sich die Rottweiler Siedlungstopographie aujJer-
ordentlich differenziert dar. So blieb das Gebiet der 
ehemaligen Mittelstadt keinesfalls brach und ode, sondern 
zahlreiche Burger der Stadt verfiigten hi er uber Grundbe-
sitz, Giirten, Wiesen und auch Hiiuser. Besonders im 
Hinblick auf die Versorgung m it leichtverderblichen Pro-
dukten durfte dieses Area! fur die Stadt von Bedeutung 
gewesen sein. Nordlich des Zisterzienserinnen-Klosters 
Rottenmunster bestand eine kleine Siedlung am Holders-
bach, uber deren Geschichte !eider so gut wie nichts 
bekannt ist. 
Abb. 15. - Miltenberg, Alt-
stadt-Kastell. Mogliche Ab-
folge der verschiedenen 
Wehranlagen am Platz des 
romischen Kohortenkastells 
nach dem derzeitigen For-
schungsstand: 
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sten Stadt der Basse-Gruyere (F!Uckiger 1984, bes. 
23, 32-48, 167). Es lag nati.irlich gut geschiltzt in einer 
Saaneschleife auf einem Plateau von 30-40 mal 190 
m Grof3e (0,7 ha). Ein Stadttor ist urn 1160 erwahnt, 
der Pfarrer ab 1174, die Stadt ftihrte 1229 ein Siege! 
und besaf3 24 Rate und einen Schultheif3en, 5 Minis-
terialen sind 1251 als ortsansassig belegt. Die zu-
nachst nicht unbedeutende S tadt geriet En de des 13. 
Jh. in eine Krise. Eine Handfeste von 1271 sollte die 
Einwohner starken. Aus ihr erfahren wir, dal3 die 
Grof3e der Grundstlicke 100 mal 60 Ful3 (ea. 3 3 mal 
20 m) betragen sollte. 1377 befahl der Stadtherr, die 
Hauser instand zu setzen, aber wohl ohne nach-
haltigen Erfolg, denn 1386 sind keine Bewohner 
erwahnt. Urn 1400 war die Kirche in schlechtem 
Zustand, und 1416 warder Ort definitiv total wilst. 
Pont-en-Ogoz wurde in Art eines Suburbiums 
direkt vor einer alteren Burg etwa 1218-1231 gegriln-
det (Fltickiger 1984, bes. 49-71 ). Eine Mauer um-
schlol3 Burg und sehr kleine Stadt. Die Liinge der 
plattovalen Anlage betrug nur 110 m (0,9 ha). Die 
Stadt war der reprasentativen Burg nachgeordnet, sie 
hatte mehrere wirtschaftlich und politisch recht unbe-
deutende Herren und geringe Freiheitsrechte. V or dem 
Aufstau des Greyerzersees legte man neben der an 
der Nahtstelle zwischen Burg und Stadt gelegenen 
kleinen Kirche etwa ein Dutzend weitgehend urn, in 
zwei Fallen auch auf dem gro13en zentralen Platz 
gelegene Reste von Steinbauten frei. Es liegt somit 
ein konzentrischer Stadtplan vor, der vomehmlich 
strategisch bestimmt ist, aber auch wirtschaftlich 
zweckmal3ig war. Wichtig ist, daB wir ftir den unbe-
deutenden Ort Einwohnerzahlen ab 1338, also noch 
vor der gro13en Pest, fassen konnen. Sie sind ange-
sichts der sehr geringen Flache beachtlich und offen-
bar fur Kleinstadte im Sudwesten nicht unublich. 
Demnach waren 1338 etwa 60 Zinspflichtige ansas-
sig, 1352:40,1358:55,1379:30,1403:20,1445:25, 
1483: 30, 1540: 25. 
Die dritte und kleinste im archOlogische Befund 
noch erhaltene totale Stadtwi.istung in der West-
schweiz ist gleichzeitig die jilngste. Montsalvens 
wurde 1274 von den Grafen von Greyerz neben zwei 
kleinen Burgen als Bollwerk gegen die Habsburger 
errichtet und erhielt das Recht von Moudon/Savoyen 
(Fluckiger 1984, bes. 181-193). Es lagvoreinerTurm-
burg in gi.instiger strategischer, aber ungi.instiger Ver-
kehrslage. Die nur 0,5 ha grof3e Flache wird ahnlich 
wie bei Pont-en-Ogoz konzentrisch mit randlicher 
Bebauung strukturiert gewesen sein, nahere Untersu-
chungen dazu fehlen. Der wohl 1407 zerstOrte Platz 
besal3 wahrscheinlich keinen Markt und hatte kaum 
mehr als 50-100 Einwohner. Ware kein Stadtcharak-
ter belegt, wilrde man, vor allem aus norddeutscher 
Sicht, eher an eine geraumige Vorburg denken. 
Stadtwi.istungen in Mitteleuropa. Ein erster i.iberblick 
Abschliessend sei noch erwahnt, daB sich unter 
den partiellen Stadtwi.istungen der Basse-Gruyere 
neben den fi.ir den Si.iden Deutschlands und Frank-
reich typischen kleinraumigen Ein-, Zwei- oder sel-
tener Dreistral3enanlagen auch ein mit 360 m be-
sanders !anger eingassiger Grundri13 befindet (Vaul-
ruz). Nach einer Schriftquelle von 1355 wohnten dort 
in 85 Hausem 78 Zinspflichtige, nur 9 Hauser stan-
den kurz nach der Pest leer. Die beiden Hauserzeilen 
mi.issen damals fast li.ickenlos bebaut gewesen sein. 
Die Zahlen der Zinspflichtigen in Westschweizer 
Stadten sind fast durchweg erst nach der ersten Pest-
welle fal3bar. Sie lagen offenbar hiiufig bei 50-90, 
sanken aber z.T. rasch auf20-40 ab. Leider fehlen ftir 
die gesamte Schweiz angemessene Publikationen der 
Altfunde. Vor allem erscheinen gezielte modeme 
Untersuchungen in geeigneten Platzen dringend er-
wi.inscht. 
Logne in Siidostbelgien 
Kurz erwahnt sei an dieser Stelle aufgrund der 
hervorragenden Uberlieferung Logne, wo Abt Wibald 
von Stablo 1138 ein oppidum anlegen liel3 (D. Kon-
rad Ill. 40; Stephan 1998 mit Lit.). Er liel3 die ver-
fallene Burg auf dem Berg wieder herrichten und 
durch einen Turm erganzen. Die dort befindliche 
Siedlung wurde aufgelost und ins Tal verlegt. Er 
kaufte Grund und Boden, verlegte das Dorf, welches 
bis dahin von der Burg entfemt und weit ausgedehnt 
am Bach lag. Es wurde ein Marktplatz von 300 Ful3 
Lange und mehr als 60 Ful3 Breite abgesteckt, und 
man teilte das Gelande zur Besiedlung aus. Die 
Leute, die in die neue Ansiedlung zogen, erhielten 
die von ihnen errichteten Hauser mit den Garten und 
sonstigem Kulturland zu freiem und zinslosen Eigen-
tum, uber das sie nach Belieben verftigen konnten. 
Der Ort wurde aul3erdem befestigt. Der Gesamtbesitz 
des Klosters Stablo war militarisch auf die Burg 
Logne ausgerichtet. Die Lage im Tal war beengt. Das 
Kloster geriet ab dem 13 .Jh. in schwere wirtschaft-
liche Krisen. Die Siedlung entwickelte sich wahr-
scheinlich nicht erwartungsgemiil3 und fiel im spaten 
Mittelalter wilst. Leider fehlen archaologische For-
schungen an diesem heute wieder locker bebauten 
Platz. 
Rottweil 
Als letztes si.iddeutsches Beispiel sei noch Rott-
weil genannt (Abb. 14; Gildhoff & Hecht in Flileler 
1992, 109 ff.). Fur den 771 zuerst erwahnten im 
Bereich des ,Mittelstadt" lokalisierten Ort ist eine 
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Abb. 16.- Ubersichtsskizze zw· Topographie van Corvey 
und Hoxter in der Stauferzeit (nach Stephan). 
Intensivierung der Siedlungstatigkeit im 8. Jh. archa-
ologisch nachweisbar. AmEnde des 9. Jh. bestand 
dort ein wichtiger Konigshof, die Siedlungstatigkeit 
blieb bis ins 11. Jh. jedoch annahemd konstant. Ab 
der 2. Halfte des 11. Jh. war Rottweil ne ben Ulm 
Vorort der Herzoge von Schwaben. Im 12. Jh. erfolg-
te die eigentliche Genese der Stadt. Noch im 19. Jh. 
umschlo/3 ein 2 km !anger bis zu 2 m hoher Ringwall 
mit Mauerkem eine ovale Flache von 35 ha. Der 
Umfang war fiir stiddeutsche Verhaltnisse ungewohn-
lich gro/3. Er wurde bei neu gegrtindeten Stadten 
dieser Zeit selten gewagt, und reicht an die kleineren 
Bischofsstadte heran, entsprach aber mutma/31ich dem 
Anspruch der Herzoge und der Bi.irger. 
Die altere Siedlung vergro/3erte sich nach den 
Funden im 12. Jh. urn ein Vielfaches. Fast Uberall im 
Innenraum fanden sich Spuren von Hausem, zahl-
reiche Brunnen und Zistemen. Allerdings zeichnet 
sich insgesamt angeblich eine recht lockere und un-
regelma/3ige Bebauung ohne erkennbare GehOft-
strukturen oder Orientierung von Bauten an Stra/3en 
ab. ZugehOrig sind eine Nikolauskapelle und die ab 
1160/70 belegte Mlinzpragung. Mutma/3lich geht die 
Stadtanlage auf Herzog Friedrich IV., einen Sohn 
Friedrich Barbarossas zuri.ick. Da kaum Oberschnei-
dungen von Bauten festzustellen sind und die Zer-
stOrung, nach der der Platz geraumt wurde, bald nach 
1198 (d) erfolgte, wird die Gri.indung als Stadt urn 
1160/70 erfolgt sein. 
Urn 1220/30 datieren die altesten erhaltenen 
Bauten der nur etwa halb so gro/3en Neuanlage, der 
heutigen Altstadt von Rottweil. Man suchte diesen 
Platz, moglicherweise auf Anweisung des Konigs, 
offenbar wegen seiner guten Schutzlage auf und 
nahm daflir die mi.ihsame und kostspielige Sied-
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lungsverlegung in Kauf. Die Neugrlindung war erfolg-
reich und wies urn 1300 bereits drei Vorstadte auf. 
Corvey 
Abschliessend mochte ich noch kurz auf Corvey 
eingehen, die in vieler Hinsicht ungewohnlichste und 
komplexeste Stadtwtistung in Mitteleuropa (Stephan 
1998). Hier sind im Gegensatz zu alien anderen 
Beispielen samtliche Stadien der Urbanisation und 
der Regression vom friihen bis zum spaten Mittel-
alter zu verfolgen. Zwar mangelt es noch an einem 
umfangreichen, dem Gegenstand angemessenen For-
schungsprojekt, jedoch sind die Grundziige der Ent-
wicklung geklart. 
Der ungewohnliche Name weist auf die program-
matische Namensi.ibertragung von Corbie/Somme 
hin, von dem aus Corvey 822 als erstes Mannerkloster 
in Sachsen gegrtindet wurde. Die Reichsabtei entwi-
ckelte sich im 9. Jh. zum monastischen Zentrum 
Norddeutschlands und verfi.igte bald Uber bedeuten-
den Besitz. Der Platz Jag verkehrsgi.instig im Altsie-
delland und erhielt 833 Mi.inz- und Zollprivileg, mit 
der Begrlindung, die Gegend entbehre eines Handels-
platzes. Im Vorfeld des Klosters entstand in der 
Karolinger- und Ottonenzeit ein weitlaufiges kom-
plexes Siedlungsgeftige, von dem nur ein Teil, wenn 
auch gewi/3 der wichtigste, im heutigen Schlo/3 Cor-
vey und in der Altstadt von Hoxter lag, wahrend 
gro/3e Teile seit dem 12./13. Jh. verodeten. 
Die profanen Siedlungsbereiche im Vorfeld unmit-
telbar westlich und nordlich des 8 ha gro/3en befes-
tigten Klosterbezirks erfuhren urn 11 00 eine starke 
Aufwartsentwicklung und weiteten sich auf eine 
FHiche von etwa 15-20 ha aus. Das gesammte Sied-
lungsareal wird damals in Corvey etwa 30 ha, in 
Hoxter mindestens ebensoviel betragen haben. Hox-
ter und Corvey besassen urn 1100 eigene Stadtgrafen. 
V or allem in der zweiten Halfte des 12. Jh. erfuhr die 
Entwicklung Corveys im profanen Sektor einen star-
ken Aufschwung. Es entstanden gepflasterte Stra/3en, 
zahlreiche steinfundamentierte Hauser und eine re-
prasentative Marktkirche. Eine Flache von 55 ha 
wurde von Wall und Graben umschlossen, wobei der 
neue Schwerpunkt der Bebauung im Weserbogen lag 
(Abb. 16). Corvey entwickelte sich zur Stadt im 
Rechtssinne, Rat und Weserbri.icke sind 1255 be-
zeugt. Grol3ere Teile des neu abgesteckten Stadtge-
bietes im Norden und Westen verodeten jedoch 
bereits im spaten 12. und in der ersten Halfte des 13. 
Jh. Nach der Zerstorung 1265 zog, wie die archa-
ologischen Funde und Befunde eindrucksvoll mani-
festieren, die Mehrzahl der Bewohner ab, obgleich 
der Stadtcharakter noch 1348 (auf dem Papier) belegt 
ist und erst 1356 von der ehemaligen Stadt, urn 1400 
vom Dorf Corvey die Rede ist. Kirchen und weitere 
Baureste verschwanden erst im 16./17. Jh. 
Die im mitteleuropaischen Rahmen frilhe Ausbil-
dung praurbaner Strukturen im fruhen und die be-
merkenswerte Entwicklung im hohen Mittelalter ste-
hen in engem Zusammenhang mit der grof3en Bedeu-
tung und wirtschaftlichen Stabilitat der Reichsabtei 
Corvey. Der rasche Niedergang im 13. Jh. spiegelt 
die Reichsgeschichte (Ri.ickzug der Staufer aus Nord-
deutschland, Interregnum), die Landesgeschichte 
(zahlreiche schwere Territorialkampfe, Durchset-
zung einiger mittlerer und grof3erer Machte, politi-
sche Ohnmacht Corveys), die Kirchengeschichte 
(Niedergang des benediktinischen Monchtums alten 
Stils) und die allgemeinere Wirtschafts- und Sozial-
geschichte (Krise der Grundherrschaften, Ausbrei-
tung des Stadtewesens, Aufstieg der Burgerschaft, 
Konkurrenzsituation der Stadte, hier besonders von 
Hoxter und Corvey) wider. 
Schlufi 
Abschliessend versuche ich, die Stadtwi.istungen 
zu typisieren und in grof3ere Zusammenhange einzu-
ordnen. Wahrend im slawischen und wikingischen 
Milieu zahlreiche zentrale Orte des fri.ihen Mittel-
alters verodeten, und die i.ibrigen bei der Genese der 
Stadt im Rechtssinne oder Marktstadt tiefgreifenden 
Wandlungsprozessen unterworfen waren, haufig mit 
W echsel des oder der Siedlungsschwerpunkte (Brach-
mann 1995; Hermann 1993), waren die Siedlungs-
strukturen im deutschen Reich relativ stabil. Als 
Beispiele fUr stadtahnliche Siedlungen des 9./10. Jh., 
die weitgehend verodeten sind (Dorestad), Bardo-
wick, Horhusen/Niedermarsberg und Corvey zu nen-
nen, wobei nur letzteres sicher die Schwelle zur 
vollausgebildeten Stadt mit Ratsverfassung uber-
schritt. Hingegen wurden landliche Siedlungsland-
schaften bei und infolge der Stadtgrilndungen des 
12.-15. Jh. tiefgreifend verandert. Fur Stadte suchte 
man aufgrund der andersartigen Funktionen (Wege, 
Schutzlage) haufig, in manchen Regionen sogar im 
Regelfalle neue Platze auf- selbst wenn man einen 
alten Ortsnamen beibehielt. Zahlreiche Stadte geben 
sich bereits in ihrem typischen hoch- his spatrnittel-
alterlichen Grilndungsnamen als spate Anlagen zu 
erkennen. 
Chronologisch gehOrt die Mehrzahl der Stadt-
wi.istungen ins 13. Jh., also in die Hauptentstehungs-
periode und fri.ihe Bli.itezeit der mitteleuropaischen 
Stadte. Die meisten Stadte wurden urn 1200-1250 ge-
grundet, fri.ihere und spatere Anlagen bleiben relativ 
selten. Manche Orte bestanden nur wenige Jahre oder 
Stadtwlistungen in Mitteleuropa. Ein erster iiberblick 
Jahrzehnte. Mehr a is zwei his drei Generationen waren 
es selten. Die archaologische Datierung der weitge-
henden Verodung des Stadtareals liegt mehrfach 
erheblich fri.iher als der Verlust des Stadtcharakters, 
wie er sich in den Schriftquellen abzeichnet, so in 
Corvey und Nienover. Bei denim Zuge der Kampfe 
urn die Ausbildung von Landesherrschaften gegriln-
deten Stadten spielen im einzelnen sehr unterschied-
liche politische und wirtschaftliche Konstellationen 
eine Roll e. Es fallt jedoch auf, daf3 die entscheidende 
Phase der Verodung in Mitteleuropa bei diesen Plat-
zen i.iberwiegend recht fri.ih liegt, urn die Mitte des 
13. Jh. Dabei spielt gewif3 der Ri.ickzug der Staufer 
aus Norddeutschland und nachfolgend das Interreg-
num ( 1254-12 7 6) eine Rolle, in der eine starke Zen-
tralmacht fehlte, die insbesondere fUr die Kirchen-
ftirsten und die kleineren Machte eine Sti.itze war. 
Die Ursachen fUr die Verodung sind fast immer 
nur indirekt zu erschliessen und in der Regel kom-
plex. Bei Bardowick war es die Verlagerung der 
Slawengrenze und der Aufstieg Lubecks, aber auch 
die vermutlich von den Welfen gefcirderte Entwick-
lung Li.ineburgs als zweiter Hauptort ihres Herzog-
tums. In Horhusen wurden die offenbar selbstbe-
wuBten und kapitalkraftigen Burger des Montan-
wirtschaftsplatzes selbst initiativ. Sie suchten 1225 
gegen den Willen der Stadtherrschaft, aber unter-
sti.itzt durch den territorialpolitisch aktiven und 
machtigen Erzbischofvon Koln, den strategisch gi.in-
stig gelegenen Berg zur Gri.indung einer Stadt neuen 
Typs und zur Gewinnung grof3erer Selbstandigkeit 
auf. In Corvey wirkte sich der enge Zusammenhang 
mit dem Kloster bis zur wirtschaftlichen Krisenzeit 
ab etwa 1220/40 mutrnaf3lich weitgehend positiv aus. 
Der rasche Abstieg der Reichsabtei und die zahlrei-
chen dynastischen Stadtegrilndungen der Region 
spitzten sich urn 1250 zur scharfen Konkurrenz-
situation fUr die Mittelstadte Hoxter und Corvey zu, 
wobei Hoxter als der starkere Teil den Sieg davon 
trug. 
Die ftir die Westschweiz an einem einzigartigen, 
extremen Beispiel herausgearbeitete Situation der 
"iiberftillten Stadtelandschaft" trifft fur die Mehrzahl 
der Fallbeispiele von Stadtwi.istungen auch im i.ibri-
gen Mitteleuropa zu, wenngleich die Konkurrenz in 
der Regel vomehmlich nur einen oder zwei Nach-
barorte betraf und die Stadtedichte zumeist weniger 
erdrilckend war. Insbesondere gilt dies fi.ir die unge-
wohnliche Haufung von vom Typus und der Grof3e 
her erstaunlich variantenreichen Stadtwi.istungen im 
Weserbergland. Die wirtschaftlichen Voraussetzun-
gen waren offenbar entscheidend fUr die Frage des 
Oberlebens einer Stadtgemeinde. Zwar konnten Steu-
erleichterungen (so 125 5 fi.ir den neuerlichen Bri.i-
ckenbau uber die Weser in Corvey) und Subven-
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tionen fUr Offentliche Bauvorhaben gewahrt werden, 
beim Verlust der fUr ein Uberleben unabdingbaren 
EinkUnfte bzw. beim Ausbleiben des erhofften Pro-
fits reagierte die vomehmlich in Handwerk und Ran-
del ihren Lebensunterhalt erwerbende mittelalterliche 
Stadtbevolkerung offenbar im Regelfall rasch und 
sehr flexibel: Man zog an einen anderen Ort, in dem 
man gUnstigere Lebensbedingungen fand. In den meis-
ten, vor allem den kleineren Stadten, gait das Uber-
wiegend in Fachwerkbauweise errichtete Haus im 13. 
Jh. noch als Fahrhabe, so selbst noch im LUbecker 
Stadtrecht des spaten 13. Jh. Der Abzug erfolgte 
notgedrungen mutma/31ich innerhalb von Monaten 
oder Jahren, sobald der Lebenserwerb des Einzelnen 
gefahrdet war. Ausgenommen von dieser Mobilitat 
waren allenfalls Horige und adlige Dienstleute. 
Noch offensichtlicher als bei den Ubrigen WUs-
tungen ist die wirtschaftliche und raumlichen Flexi-
bilitat bei den verodeten Bergbauplatzen. Dart war 
mit der Erschopfung der Ressourcen oder mangeln-
der Rentabilitat zumeist wohl binnen weniger Jahre 
mit einer Abwanderung der Bergleute zu rechnen, 
zumindest wenn sich kein wagemutiger Investor 
fand, der viele Jahre mit ungewissen, toten Investi-
tionen bzw. Verlusten in Kaufnahm. 
Eng mit der Wirtschaft verkm'ipft war die Herr-
schaft. Es fallt sowohl in der Schweiz als auch im 
deutschen Binnenland auf, daB Stadtwi.istungen zum 
groJ3en Teil Gri.indungen zunachst aufstrebender, 
schlie/3lich aber zuri.ickgedrangter oder ausgestorbe-
ner, vomehmlich kleinerer Territorialherren sind. In 
diesen Fallen konnten sich z.T. altere und groJ3ere 
Stadte nicht gegen jUngere Anlagen bedeutenderer 
Landesherrschaften durchsetzen. Eine enge residenz-
artige Bindung der Stadt an die Herrschaft ist beson-
ders bei Pont-en-Ogoz, Corvey und Nienover augen-
fallig und war dart eine der Hauptursachen fi.ir den 
Untergang. Die meisten Stadtwi.istungen oder jeden-
falls die entscheidenden Einbri.iche bei Orten dieses 
Typs entstanden zwischen etwa 1230 und 1280, auch 
wenn einige Platze den rechtlichen Status als Stadt 
oder eine Restbesiedlung noch bis ins 14. Jh. behaup-
teten. 
Ungi.instige strategische oder Verkehrslage war 
die wichtigste Ursache fur die planma/3ige Umsied-
lung und Neuanlage vor allem kleinerer Stadte, die 
aus herrschaftlicher Sicht z.T. vomehmlich als Lan-
desfesten und Lokalmarkte angesehen wurden. Bei-
spiele hierfi.ir sind Freyenstein, Empne/Gronau, 
Celle/ Altencelle, Uelzen/Oldenstadt, Tetschen/Decin, 
oder Rottweil. Hierbei handelt es sich urn Sied-
lungsverlegungen unter Wahrung oder Besserung der 
Funktionen, die fUr die Bewohner weniger ein-
schneidende Folgen zeitigte als der totale Funktions-
verlust. 
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Relativ selten ist der vollige Verlust zentraler Funk-
tionen ohne zumindest partielle Dislozierung von 
Teilbereichen. Hier sind vor allem die Bergbauorte 
zu nennen, aber auch einige wenige nicht ganz so 
einseitig ausgerichtete SHidte wie Glanzenberg, Blan-
kenrode, Nienover, Schartenberg, Mollenbeck oder 
Davle. Im Ubrigen i.iberwiegen eher die Platze, bei 
denen zumindest einige Funktionen von Nachbaror-
ten Ubemommen wurden, wie Corvey, die Neustadt 
Helmarshausen oder Arconciel. Weitaus haufiger ist 
der Verlust des Stadtcharakters bei nur partieller Ver-
odung des Areals, wobei in vielen Fallen unklar ist, 
welchen Umfang die Stadtgri.indung ehemals besa/3 
und ob diese an der Stelle einer alteren Siedlung 
vorgenommen wurde, oder mit der Aufgabe eines 
alteren Platzes einherging. 
Vom Typus her Uberwiegen bei den Stadtwi.is-
tungen kleinere Orte mit engem Einzugsbereich. 
Lage und GrundriJ3 unterscheiden sich soweit be-
kannt nicht von gangigen Auspragungen weiterbe-
stehender Stadte. Es sind praktisch alle Lage- und 
Funktionstypen und auch die GroJ3enkategorien von 
der Zwergstadt bis zur gro/3eren Mittelstadt repra-
sentiert. Insofem bieten die zumeist in einem relativ 
fri.ihen Entwicklungsstadium verodeten Platze her-
vorragende Moglichkeiten zur systematischen Erfor-
schung in den entscheidenden Phasen der Genese der 
europaischen SHidte. Sie gehoren von daher zu den 
hochrangigen Bodendenkmalem, deren Erforschung 
und Schutz endlich gezielt anzugehen ist. Der Publi-
kationsstand ist iiberwiegend di.irftig und steht nur 
selten im Verhaltnis zur Bedeutung der einzelnen 
Platze. 
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The deserted medieval town "MUnster" in the Black Forest 
Archaeological investigation 1995-1997 
In the late medieval period, south-west Germany 
was one of the regions of Europe, richest in terms of 
the number of towns it contained. Only a very few of 
these towns have not survived into modern times. In 
south Baden there are three such deserted settle-
ments: Furstenberg, a former residential town situa-
ted on a remote mountain, destroyed by fire in 1845; 
as well as Prinzbach and Munster, two mining towns 
which, with the decline of the silver-mining industry, 
were abandoned and passed into obscurity. 
The stretch of Black Forest between Freiburg and 
Base! (Fig. 1) belongs to an important silver-mining 
area. From documentary sources many mining sites 
can be dated, tangibly, to before 1028. Among these 
are the mines of "Steinbrunnen" and "Kropbach" in 
the so-named "Mi.instertal", an adjoining valley of 
the Upper Rhine rift-valley, through which the river 
Neumagen flows cutting across several silver veins. 
From Roman settlement findings, the mining of sil-
ver in a neighbouring valley is traceable to the second 
century AD (Sulzburg). The numerous monastic 
foundations standing on the edge of the Black Forest 
are also to be found connected to mining interests; 
the oldest, St. Trudpert in the Munstertal, possibly al-
ready established by the seventh century AD; in the 
ninth century the cella St. Ulrich; 993 the nunnery at 
Sulzburg; 1083 the nunnery at Bollschweil (in 1115 
relocated to Solden); 1093 the monastery of St. Peter, 
north ofFreiburg, burial place of the dukes ofZiihrin-
gen; and finally, in 1161, the Cistercian monastery at 
Tennenbach. 
Before the start of archaeological investigation, 
forced by development activities, the site of the old 
town, Munster, was only approximately known. It 
could be linked with the field-name "Munster", 
situated below the monastery of St. Trudpert (Fig. 2). 
Documentary sources were equally lacking in infor-
mation with regard to its location. In 1258 the lord of 
Munster, Gottfried of Staufen, agreed with the town 
ofFreiburg upon a monopoly for the trading of silver 
and the minting of coins- here the name "Munster" 
is mentioned for the first time. The town takes its 
name from the early medieval monasterium sancti 
Trudperti. Gottfried ofStaufen was, at the same time, 
charged with the advocatia of the monastery of St. 
Trudpert. Following the death of the last of the dukes 
of Ziihringen (Bertold V, tl218), he was able to ex-
tend his authority and succeeded in aquiring substan-
tial financial means. The castle of Staufen (not to be 
confused with the "Hohenstaufen" in Swabia, ancest-
ral seat of the royal dynasty of"Staufer") rises above 
the entrance to the Munster valley in the Rhine plain. 
The founding of the town of Munster belongs in 
this context. The new archaeological findings show 
conclusively that the town was founded in the second 
quarter of the thirteenth century on previously undev-
eloped land; on the valley floor of the river Neu-
magen, below the monastery of St. Trudpert (alt. 
400-420 m). In addition to the castle ofStaufen, Gott-
fried of Staufen constructed the castle of Scharfen-
stein, some kilometers up the valley from the mona-
stery, which secured the way over the Black Forest. 
This was connected not with a long-distance route 
but, rather, with the safeguarding of a passage bet-
ween the silver mines of neighbouring valleys. The 
importance of the mining industry for the town of 
MUnster is recognisable in the numerous documen-
tary falsifications of its rival, the monastery of St. 
Trudpert, in the fourteenth century. 
The remains of the medieval town are as equally 
hard to distinguish from a modern cadastral map as 
from aerial photographs. Only the former town moat 
at the lower end shows up on the ground. Up until the 
new building projects of the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries, the valley floor of the river Neumagen was 
dotted with large, isolated Black-Forest-type farm-
houses, the land being used for pasture. However, on 
the area below the monastery stood a row of unvil-
lage-like stone houses, depicted in an eighteenth cen-
tury watercolour, whose importance has long escaped 
recognition. Behind this row ofhouses lies one of the 
two areas excavated. Investigation into the houses 
themselves is still lacking. 
The beginnings of medieval building develop-
ment are not to be found in this upper, 4000 m2 large 



















Fig. 1 - Geographic situation: the Breisgau and the border of the Black Forest. Towns, monasteries and early silver-
mining sites (as listed in the deed of 1028). © Landesdenkmalamt Baden-Wiirttemberg. 
ther down the valley, which borders directly onto the 
in filled remains of the town moat. 
The river which, up until the founding of the town, 
meandered through open pastureland, as is still the 
case in other Black Forest valleys, was relocated to a 
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new course running down the south-east edge of the 
valley. The town area was secured at its lower end by 
a cross-wise running moat. Remarkable is a hitherto 
unknown castle (Fig. 3-4), a moated tower, near the 
lower town gate. Within the excavated area it con-
The deserted medieval town "Munster" in the Black Forest. Archaeological investigation 1995-1997 
Fig. 2 - Site of the medieval 
town "Munster" and the 
monastery of St. Trudpert; 
cadastral map of c. 1890. 
1 castle, 2 position of lower 
town gate, 3 oppidum supe-




sisted of a free-standing tower-house of dimensions 
12.0 m by 12.8 m, with walls of 1.20 m thickness. 
The partially buried ground storey was divided by a 
wall. In the north-east the wide ground-storey door 
was discovered which, between two projecting walls, 
opened up into a fore-building. The door trimmings 
and corners of this fore-building were distinguished 
by yellow sandstone while the rest of the masonry 
consisted of raw, unworked stones from local quar-
ries. The quantity of rubble in the vicinity of the 
tower allowes the reconstruction of three storeys in 
stone, with a total height of around 1 Om; in an upper 
storey stood a tiled-stove from which numerous frag-
ments lay scattered in the rubble. Over the ground-
floor door it is possible to reconstruct a balcony, or 
terrace. On its north-west and south-west sides, the 
tower was protected by a 16 m wide, 1.5 m deep . 
moat. Whether this moat also existed on the north-
east side, between the castle and the town, is un-
certain and probably unlikely, to judge from the 
archaeological results so far obtained- even if castles 
of the town lord were normally protected against the 
towns themselves (Freiburg, Bern, Marbach). It is pos-
sible that additional structures of the castle existed 
between the excavated tower and the lower town gate 
of Munster- this area has not yet been investigated. 
In a second building-phase, the inner ditch was 
severed by a cross-cutting heaped-up rampart. The 
outer side of this rampart consisted of a wall of 1.8 m 
thickness, with at least one projecting tower. An im-
pressive town wall was now visible from the outside, 
continuing north-westwards in the older ramparts. At 
the same time, a wall was constructed within the 
inner ditch of the castle, and the area between tower 
and ditch piled up with earth. Contemporary with this, 
the tower recieved on its three free corners sub-
stantial retaining walls. These taper significantly to-
wards the tower walls, perhaps with regard to exist-
ing window openings. 
Adjoining the buttress of the west corner of the 
tower is a stone-lined cess pit with a diameter of 1.4 
m and a depth of 0. 8 m. The latrine chute must have 
led along the outside of the buttress, presumably 
emptying, before the alterations to the ditch arrange-
ments, directly into the moat. The cess pit was clean-
sed by a passing drain which diverted the water 
collected in the now cut-off moat to the river. Within 








Fig. 3 - Plan of the tower house. I 
cess pit, 2 pit dug to set fire, 3 
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shards of an enameled glass (Fig. 6), and of a colour-
less prunted beaker decorated with bands of blue 
glass. Some fragments of these glass-beakers had 
already been washed into the drain. Fragments of 
colourless ribbed beakers and of glazed Aquamani-
les, found within the rubble, show the high standards 
to which the castle was furnished. The numerous cera-
mic vessels were predominantly unglazed, bearing 
roll-stamp decoration. Like the glass finds they are 
datable to the second half of the thirteenth, and the 
first half of the fourteenth centuries. Noteworthy is 
the large number of lids recovered. 
In the fourteenth century the tower fell victim to 
violent destruction. The east corner of the structure 
was undermined and, through fire-setting, destroyed. 
The severity of the overall destruction due to fire is 
not discernible- within the inner room there was no 
sign of fire damage. In total, however, the tower was 
brought to collapse; within the ground-floor storey 
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lay a large ammount of rubble, mixed up with house-
hold effects and stove-tiles (of the "Becherkachel" 
type); the stones themselves were pressed deep into 
the ground thus destroying the floor of the ground 
level. Following this, no new building work took 
place on the site of the castle. The rubble pile of the 
tower appears to have remained lying open until the 
eighteenth century. Only then was the already silted-
up ditch backfilled with the rubble and the area 
levelled, so that neither the moat nor the ruins of the 
tower were recognisable before the start of the excav-
ation. The time-range of the finds (first half of the 
fourteenth century) allows the possibility of linking 
the destruction of the castle with an historical event: 
in the year 1346 Johann of Staufen sold the town of 
Munster and his castle of Scharfenstein to the Aus-
trian duke, Albrecht ofHabsburg. Munster is, there-
fore, the first town in Breisgau to have been aquired 
by the Habsburgs- more than twenty years before the 







Fig. 4 - Phase plan of tower house and moat system: 1 inner ditch, 2 rampart, 3 town wall with tower, 4 cess pit and 
drain. © Landesdenkrnalamt Baden-Wiirttemberg. 
citizens ofFreiburg placed themselves under Habsburg 
control (1368). However, this sale so angered the citizens 
ofFreiburg, who had their money invested in the silver-
mining industry of Munster, that in the September of 
1346, according to the contemporary chronicle of Ma-
thias ofNeuenburg (t c. 1364), they destroyed the castle 
of Scharfenstein and the town of Munster - the two 
castles of the lord falling victim to this attack rather than 
their own interests in the town. In the remaning area of 
the town no damage dating to this period has yet come 
to light. 
For the south-west German towns of the twelfth 
century a costly infrastructure appears to be typical. 
Streets were paved and millstreams planned, allowing the 
natural streams, subject to flooding, to be diverted 
outside of the walls, along with piped water supply for 
drinking water, street canals (diverted from the 
river) for other purposes. In present day towns 
(Freiburg, Staufen) these installations are only 
visible in their modem form: bank reinforcements, 
street surfaces and water pipes require frequent 
renewal -not later than the second World War 
they were so comprehensively altered that all 
surviving medieval remains were lost. In Freiburg 
the building, in 1170/80, of the now typical open 
street-canals required that the streets be so much 
raised that not only the medieval ground-storeys 
(reduced to cellars), but also earlier street 
surfacings (trodden-down pebble) survived. 
In the town of Munster, in the vicinity of the 
castle, two important findings of such in-
frastructural provisions have been recovered: the 
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Fig. 5- Section of the 13th-
century street. 1 street level, 
2 pipe ditch, 3 stone-lined 
drain, 4 natural ground, 5 














diversion of the river Neumagen before the construc-
tion of the castle has already been mentioned, 
probably being moved to its present location along 
the south-east valley edge where it can be seen to 
cause much damage. On the town-side edge of the 
south-west excavation area a coarsely paved street, 
3.2 m wide and more than 21 m long, was discovered 
running across the valley. This was presumably a 
minor street, branching from the main road leading 
up the valley (Fig. 5). In the area between this street 
and the castle tower (c. 45 m) neither a ditch nor buil-
ding remains were detected; for the time being the 
question remains open as to whether this is still an 
area of the castle precincts or, as we suspect, already 
on the edge of the "residential" part of the town. 
Under the street surface a clay-filled ditch of around 
0.4m width and similar depth was found running pa-
rallel. Also parallel, but somewhat deeper, was a 
stone-lined drain. Both features ended at a running 
well which stood at the edge of the street. The foun-
dations of its body were preserved as was a round, 
hollowed-out basin for catching the water, which also 
served as a silt trap for the drain. The clay-filled 
trench had formerly contained the freshwater pipe. 
As remains of metal or ceramic pipes were absent 
and the overlying layers undisturbed, the pipes must 
have consisted of decayable material- wooden "Dei-
cheln" (bored-through tree trunks) were common 
until the ninetieenth century in south-west Germany. 
The stratigraphical context shows clearly that water 
CJ white 
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pipe and drain were planned and constructed before 
the laying of the street surface: the corresponding 
finds date to the late thirteenth century. 
The founding of the town of Mi.inster was, as can 
only be indirectly inferred for Freiburg, attended by 
fundamental infrastructural planning. An outstanding 
knowlegde of water technology was available in this 
mining area; the use of high quality spring water, 
obtained outside of the town area and rediverted, 
illustrates the overall high living standard of medie-
val mining towns. 
Overall, remains of medieval town-buildings are 
still lacking. In 1952 a late medieval stone-cellar had 
been destroyed by redevelopment. In the lower, 
south-west excavation area only traces of wooden 
buildings were preserved; the thin layers separating 
the humous, still in use into the present day, and the 
natural, undifferentiated gravel produced, neverthe-
less, large quantities of pottery and glass dating from 
the thirteenth to the sixteenth century, clearly show-
ing that town life did not, as was previously accepted, 
end with the "destruction of 1346". Due to the ex-
treme acidity of the soil the mortar and any organic 
remains have completely disappeared. 
The upper border of the medieval town appears to 
survive in modem boundaries where archaeological 
findings are still lacking. Immediately north of this 
point the valley narrows and the present road crosses 
to the other side. 100 m downwards, in the upper ex-
cavation area, large numbers of pottery and glass 
blue Fig. 6- Enamelled glass, c. 1 300; three holy bishops; inscription: ME+ APORTA 
TECUM Si VIS COMEDERE (Take me with you when you want to banquet). 
© Landesdenkmalamt Baden-Wtirttemberg. 
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finds, of a high quality, dating to the fifteenth and six-
teenth centuries came to light. As in other towns of 
the Breisgau region this collection did not include a 
significant proportion of imported wares. In particu-
lar, the diversely decorated, green-glazed stove tiles 
speak of a high standard of town-living luxury. To 
what extent the upper part of the town ( 1352: in oppi-
do superio) suffered under the violent events of 1346 
is not ascertainable from the excavated north-east 
region of this area, the area having been destroyed by 
disasterous flooding in the early fifteenth century. 
The upper town wall, running cross-wise across 
the valley at its narrowest point, must have acted like 
a dam - as the sector close to the river gave way all 
the houses in that quarter were destroyed. The water 
swept the natural earth away down to the bed-rock 
and hollowed the foundations of the houses out from 
below. The rubble of the houses, mixed up with the 
valley gravel, reached a thickness of 2.5 - 3.0 m. It 
contained numerous shards of ceramic vessels and 
stove tiles of the fourteenth and early fifteenth 
centuries: the grey, unglazed ware common to the 
region predominated, as well as early glazed stove 
tiles and three-legged pots. The lack of older types 
indicates that here, above all, the actual household 
effects in use at the time of the flooding were those 
destroyed and subsequently deposited. The layers 
containing previously deposited, older shards were 
washed away by the high-water. The building rubble 
shows that the upper town of around 1400 consisted 
of stone houses whose walls were comprised, chiefly, 
of abraded cobbles, with window and door trim-
mings of sandstone. This building technique is com-
parable with that of the contemporary town wall, 
while quarry-stones were used for the older castle of 
the lord (lower excavation area). A fragment of 
gothic-style window tracery presumably came from 
a church building: from the documentary sources, in 
1316 a priest (Leutpriester) is named, although direct 
proof of a parish church within the town is lacking. 
Certainly those south-west German towns founded 
near to earlier monasteries often had their own parish 
church (Sackingen, Gengenbach, Sulzburg). 
Following the flood, the excavated area remained 
only in limited use: the few wall outlines do not join 
up to form the ground-plans of buildings and proba-
bly stem from land-plot boundaries. For the rebuild-
ing of the town wall that, presumably, had earlier 
accompanied the course of the river there is also no 
proof: indeed the riverbank zone of the Neumagen, as 
the archaeological results show, was several times 
destroyed up to a width of 6-10 m by the floods. A 
high-water of around 1550 once again caused 
substantial damage in the town; the excavated walls 
show definite traces of destruction. The gravel 
deposited at this time, as well as the foundation 
trenches of the restored plot boundaries, contained 
large ammounts of pottery, glass and stove tiles. 
The finds make recognisable a significant reduc-
tion in the economic strength of the town after the 
second half of the sixteenth century; the pottery re-
cord ends with the seventeenth century. These 
observations find a parallel in the documentary sour-
ces: in the sixteenth century the silver-mining 
industry underwent a marked decline as the veins of 
silver close to the surface became exhausted. The 
necessary continuation of capital input and labour 
was hindered by the changing economic situation and 
outbreaks of epidemics. In 1632, during the Thirty-
Years War the monastery of St. Trudpert and the 
nearby town were destroyed by Swedish troops. The 
tradition of town-life in Munster ends at this time. 
Translated by Victoria Barker 
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Letizia Ermini Pani 
Leopoli- Cencelle. Una citta di fondazione papale 
La citta di Leopoli-Cencelle, oggi indicata con il 
toponimo Centocelle1, nel comune di Tarquinia, in 
provincia di Viterbo, e situata su un' altura alla quota 
di 160 metri sullivello del mare, lungo la strada che 
collega la statale Aurelia con il centro di Allumiere. 
Rimangono ancora in elevato cospicui tratti delta 
sua cinta muraria, alto stato attuale apprezzabile in 
complessivi 740 metri circa con 7 torri e 3 porte, 
mentre delle strutture dell 'abitato restano affioranti 
pochissimi ruderi, ancor meno di quanti ne vide e ne 
rilevo Philippe Lauer nel secolo scorso2• 
Il progetto di ricerca denominato Leopoli-Cen-
celle e diretto da chi scrive, ha preso l'avvio alla fine 
degli anni '80 con la preparazione storica e conosci-
tiva del territorio compreso tra le citta di Civita-
vecchia e Tarquinia e i monti della Tolfa, e con un 
primo rilievo della cinta muraria della citta e delle 
emergenze ancora visibili nell'ambito urbano3• Quindi 
ha trovato la sua attuazione sul terreno a partire dal 
1994 fruendo anche di una convenzione tra l'Uni-
versita "La Sapienza" di Roma e 1 'Ecole Frans:aise de 
!GM l42,l,SE "La Famesiana". 
Ph. LAUER, La cite carolingienne de Cencelte (Leopoli), 
Melanges d 'archeologie et d 'histoire XX, 1900, 147-153, tav. I! 
( fuori testa). 
3 Uno studio preliminare e un rilievo delta cinta muraria sono 
stati eseguiti da S. Nardi per la sua tesi di laurea in Archeologia 
e Topografia medievale all'Universita "La Sapienza" di Roma, 
nell'a.a. l 989-90 (relatore L. Ermini Pani), da cui sono stati 
tratti i contributi S. NARDI, Cencelle: tipologia delle strutture 
murarie di una citta del Lazio settentrionale, in: Papers of the 
Fourth Conference of Italian Archaeology (London 1990) 4, 
London, l 992, 219-229; EAD., La cinta muraria di Cencelle, 
Storia dell a citta 53, t 99 t, t 5-22. 
4 !I progetto fa capo per la direzione all 'Universita "La 
Sapienza" di Roma con le cattedre di Archeologia Medievale e 
di Topografia Medievale, tenute da chi scrive e con Elisabetta 
De Minicis, e la cattedra di Storia dell 'Urbanistica con it titolare 
Enrico Guidoni. Per I'Ecole Franyaise I'Universite de Paris X-
Nanterre con Fran9ois Bougard; per I'Universita 'G.D'An-
nunzio' di Chieti le cattedre di Archeologia Medievale e di 
Archeologia Cristiana tenute da Anna Maria Giuntella; per 
I'Universita delta Tuscia (Viterbo) la cattedra di Archeologia 
Medievale con Gabriella Maetzke e per l'Universita di Cagliari 
Rome e con la partecipazione delle Universita ita-
liane di Chieti, dell a Tuscia e di Cagliari4 • 
Il Liber Pontificalis della Chiesa romana, nella 
biografia di Leone N (84 7-85 5) attribuisce all a diret-
ta iniziativa papale la fondazione di una nuova civitas 
a 12 miglia dalla citta portuale romana di Centum-
cellae (1 'attuale Civitavecchia)5• La civitas fu fondata 
a solo, realizzata dal pontefice per dare ospitalita e 
sicurezza agli abitanti di Centumcellae che a seguito 
delle incursioni dei Saraceni lasciate le proprie sedi, 
riferisce il biografo, vagavano more bestiarum per 
opaca si/varum montesque. La fondazione avvenne 
ad locum optimum, ove fossero garantiti i requisiti 
essenziali alia difesa, la sommita della collina - il 
luogo infatti si precisa eravalde munitum -, l'abbon-
danza d'acqua e la disponibilita di materiale da 
costruzione, lapides et arenae6 • 
Costruita la cinta muraria fomita inizialmente, 
stante l'informazione del Liber Pontificalis forse di 
due sole parte - prae loci angustia non ibidem nisi 
le cattedre di Archeologia Medievale e di Archeologia Cristiana 
con Rossana Martorelli. I primi risultati delle indagini archeo-
logiche sono stati presentati in una mostra altestita nei locali del 
Museo dell'Arte Classica alia Facolta di Lettere e Filosofia 
dell'Universita "La Sapienza" di Roma dal 7 dicembre t 995 at 
31 gennaio t 996. La mostra si e spostata nei mesi di giugno-
settembre al Museo Archeologico di Tarquinia e quindi net suc-
cessivo mese di ottobre negli ambienti deii'Ecole Franyaise de 
Rome a piazza Navona. Della mostra e stato pubblicato it cata-
logo: Leopoli-Cencelle. Una citta di fondazione papale JJ, 
Tardoantico e Medioevo, Studi e strumenti di archeologia l, 
Roma, 1996. 
5 Le Liber Pontificalis, ed. L. DUCHESNE, I-ll, Paris, l 955, 1!, 
t 3 t- t 32 (di seguito cit. L.P.) 
6 La ricerca ha evidenziato la presenza sui posto di un 
precedente insediamento etrusco le cui strutture e i cui materiali 
sono stati riutilizzati nella fabbrica leoniana. Una prima analisi 
petrografica dei resti delta cinta muraria appartenenti at 
momento del la fondazione ha rivelato l'uso di tufo rosso litoide 
proveniente da cave nelle localita La Farnesiana, Ponton del 
Parco e Bufalareccia ove si osservano tracce di coltivazione 
anche recente (Leopoli-Cencelle cit., 95- l 00). 
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duae portae costruendae erant7 - e forse mancante 
delle torri certamente presenti in eta comunale, papa 
Leone IV doto la civitas di due chiese, la prima dedi-
cata a S.Pietro cui spetto ragionevolmente la dignita 
di cattedrale in eredita da Centumcellae romana8, la 
seconda intitolata a S.Leone Magno in onore del 
pontefice suo predecessore di cui portava il nome. Il 
documento non ci fomisce altre indicazioni, ma pos-
siamo supporre realizzati I' impianto dell a rete viaria, 
l'edificazione all'interno delle strutture pubbliche e 
delle case di abitazione e I 'istituzione dei servizi 
necessari. La nuova citta venne quindi consacrata: era 
il 15 agosto dell' 854, ottavo anno del pontificato di 
Leone IV9• 
AI tennine del secolo scorso fu recuperata dal 
Marchese Guglielmi, proprietario della tenuta di 
Cencelle una grande lastra ansata con epigrafe di 
apparato 10 • I! testo scritto parafrasa in due pas si il 
pensiero espresso dal biografio ne! Liber Pontifica-
lis con il porre 1 'accento sulla ristrettezza dello 
spazio - "angustia loci " "(L.P.) I "in parvo loco 
"(epigrafe)- e l'augurio di non essere conquistata 
"ne umquam ab hostibus capiatur vel invagatur" 
(L.P.) I "Non hanc ut quisquam valeat urbem 
viol are" ( epigrafe ) 11 • 
Il manufatto e incomiciato da una treccia viminea 
che denuncia con chiarezza la sua provenienza da 
botteghe di mannorari della meta del secolo IX, ai 
quali si devono anche un discreto numero di resti 
mannorei appartenenti a mobilio liturgico recuperati 
ne! corso delle indagini archeologiche 12 • 
L.P., ll, 132. Le porte si aprivano nei settori occidentale e 
orientale del circuito; forse in un secondo momento fu aperta la 
terza porta nel settore meridionale. 
8 Alia primitiva cattedrale di S.Pietro nella citta romana 
inviava ancora doni il pontefice Pasquale I (817-824) (calice e 
patena d'argento cfr. L.P., II, 59). 
9 Secondo la consueta liturgia seguita dal medesimo pontefice 
per la consacrazione della civitas Leoniana (L.P., II, 123-125) 
"Gavisus ex his omnibus urbem Leopolim saepedictus pontifex 
litaniis et orationibus pedibus propriis circuivit, tribusque 
orationibus in modum Trinitatis perpetualiter consecravit, ac 
missarnm, ut solitus era/, officium rite persolvens, et aquam 
benedictam per muros iactare praecipiens" (L.P., !I, 132). 
10 11 marchese insieme a mons. D'Ardia si rivolse ad Orazio 
Marucchi che ne dette notizia prima nel 1898 e quindi ne curo 
l'edizione nel 1990 (0. MARUCCHI, in: Conferenze di Archeo-
logia Cristiana, Nuovo Bullettino di Archeologia Cristiana IV, 
1898, 45; ID., La iscrizione monumentale di Leopoli, Nuovo 
Bullettino cit. VI, 1900, 195- 204). 
11 11 testo e il seguente: "Quamvis in parvo cons istat condita 
loco I urbs haec nulla hominum se u be !la nocere va lebunt I 
desinat hie bellato r air ox iam desinat hostisl non ha ne ut quis-
quam valea turbem viola re". Dopo I 'edizione del Marucchi si 
veda in particolare per la lettura e per le osservazioni sui riferi-
menti al L.P. che qui si riportano G. INSOLERA, lscrizioni e stem-
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I! nome di Leopoli sembra non trovare altra testi-
monianza a! di fuori del Liber Pontificalis; il nuovo 
insediamento assume invece la denominazione che 
era della citta romana e ricorre nei documenti come 
castrum Centumcellensis, civitas Centumcellensis, 
castrum Centumcellarum e quindi a partire dal '600 
e documentato come Cencelle o Cincelle 13 ; alla vec-
chia citta portuale sara attribuito il nome di Civitas 
vetula, Civitas veccla, testimoniato a partire dalla 
seconda meta del secolo Xl' 4• 
La sede diocesana rimase nella nuova civitas 
almeno sino al I 050 quando il vescovo Azone e pre-
sente a! concilio di Roma indetto in quell'anno da 
Leone IX 15 ; ne! 1093 risul ta con certezza soppressa e 
inglobata insieme a quella di Blera nella diocesi di 
Tuscania, come si legge ne! testo epigrafico della 
locale chiesa di S.Pietro 16 • 
Nell 'intera area urbana, cinta dalle mura, sono 
stati aperti complessivamente cinque settori di inda-
gine, ubicati rispettivamente nell' area sud-orientale 
della citta (I,II,III), in quella nord-occidentale (IV) e 
in quella centrale (V). 
In prossimita della porta orientale (settore Ill) 
1 'isolato tomato in luce mostra allo stato attuale la 
presenza di due case, la prima composta da piu am-
bienti, con granaio e magazzino "destinato forse alia 
raccolta e alia conservazione degli scarti provenienti 
dalla prima lavorazione del materiale ferroso desti-
nato poi alle officine"; la seconda casa, a quanto pare 
piu piccola, era dotata di due piani 17 • L'isolato si 
mi pontifici ne/la storia di Civitavecchia, Tarquinia 1984, 11-21. 
12 Leopoli-Cencelle cit., 103-104. 
13 Tale nome si legge, ad esempio, in una pittura di Luca Hol-
stenio nella Galleria delle Carte geografiche del Palazzo Aposto-
lico Vaticano ( cfr. R. ALMAGIA, Le pitture murali del/a Galleria 
delle Carte geografiche, Citta del Vaticano, 1952 e da ultimo 
P.A. FRUTAZ, Le carte del Lazio I, Roma, 1972, 47-51). 
14 E' senza dubbio merito di Odoardo Toti aver attribuito alia 
nuova citta di Leone IV una serie di documenti che il Calisse 
aveva legato, con evidenti contradizioni, alia Centumcellae 
romana. Cfr. C. CALISSE, Storia di Civitavecchia, Firenze, 1936; 
0. TOT!, La citta medievale di Centocelle, Civitavecchia, 1988; 
ID., Centocelle. La citta leoniana di Centumcellae (Leopoli-
Cencelle), Civitavecchia, 1993. La prima menzione di Civitas 
veccla sembra essere que !la contenuta nella donazione ne I 1072 
al monastero di Farfa da parte di Sassone dei conti di Civita 
Castellana di beni in case e terre ivi ubicate (11 Regesto di Farfa 
compilato da Gregorio di Catino, a cura di I. GIORGI & U. BAL-
ZANI, V, Roma, 1892, doe. 1096, 91-92). 
15 !.D. MANS!, Sacrorum conciliorum nova et amplissima 
collectio, 2° ed.,Graz, 1960, XIX, 771. 
16 Cfr. S. CAMPANARI, Tuscania e i suoi monumenti ll, Monte-
fiascone, 1856, 25; J. RASP! SERRA, Tuscania. Cultura ed espres-
sione artistica di 1111 centra medioevale, Venezia, 1971, 76. 
17 Leopoli-Cencelle cit., 64-68 (contributo di F. BOUGARD, E. 
Leopoli- Cencelle. Una citta di fondazione papale 
Leopoli-Cencelle. Planimetria un indicazione dei settori oggetto di indagini archeologiche. 
0 
affaccia col suo fronte est su una via basolata 
(almeno ne! primo tratto) che entrando dalla porta 
orientate, parallelamente al circuito murario, si dirige 
verso nord; dopo circa 50 metri dalla via si distacca 
una seconda strada con andamerito est-ovest, pavi-
mentata in blocchi squadrati di trachite, che sbocca 
su uno slargo. La strada e fiancheggiata da edifici. 
Parte su di essa e parte sullo slargo si aprono sullato 
C!RELLI, N. LECUYER). 
18 Leopoli-Cencelle cit., 54-58 (contributo di R. MARTORELLI, 
A. SERENI, S. NARDI, S. DEL LUNGO, F. ZAGARI). 
100m 
settentrionale quattro ambienti contigui (settore 1), 
almeno i primi tre seminterrati e realizzati con ogni 
probabilita in un unico periodo, di cui per uno almeno 
si puo prevedere l'esistenza di un piano superiore. 
Per i primi due locali I 'ingente quantita di manufatti 
in metallo, con concentrazione di questi e di scorie in 
prossimita di alcune vasche, hanno indotto a rico-
noscervi la presenza di una forgia 18 • 
Sullato nord dell'ampio 'piazzale' pavimentato 
in malta e frammenti fittili intercalati dai resti di 
alcuni basoli del lastricato precedente, si apre clap-
prima I' imboccatura in blocchi di tufo di una cisterna 
con pareti e volta foderate di intonaco e quindi il 
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fronte meridionale di un isolato composto da alcuni 
ambienti (settore II) risultanti allo stato attuale da piu 
interventi edilizi raggruppabili in almeno cinque fasi. 
Alia piu antica appartengono taluni lacerti di mura-
ture in blocchi di tufo e un residuo di colonna 
composta anch'essa da spicchi di tufo 19. Quest'ulti-
mo materia le e risultato all' analisi pro venire dalla 
medesima cava da cui furono tratti i blocchi che 
costituiscono il paramento dei tratti murari superstiti 
del circuito leoniano20 . 
Raggiungendo la sommita della collina le indagini 
hanno interessanto 1 'area circostante una torre ancora 
parzialmente in elevato e una casa - torre di cui 
rimanevano visibili unicamente i resti di un angolo 
con lo spiccato dell'arco della porta: lo scavo ha con-
sentito di recuperare 1 'intero perimetro dell a casa-
torre e di individuare talune strutture ad essa colle-
gate21. 
Nell 'area prospiciente la porta urbana occidentale 
(IV settore) e stato rimesso in luce un ampio am-
biente con murature in tufo che gli scavatori hanno 
proposto di riconoscere come presidio, stante la sua 
collocazione a probabile controllo dell' accesso e la 
mancanza di tracce di vita abitativa di tipo fami-
gliare22. 
Il progetto di ricerca Leopoli-Cencelle intende 
perseguire talune linee tematiche che possono cosi 
riassumersi. 
E' indubbio che la citta si rivela come eccezionale 
'modello' per conoscere sia i criteri ispiratori di una 
fondazione di committenza aulica, vigenti in eta 
carolingia, sia per ricostruire l'impianto di un inse-
diamento comunale che non ha subito superfetazioni. 
Per 1 'impianto viario e offerta 1 'occasione di stabilire 
quanta nella fase di fondazione sia ancora legato a 
schemi di tradizione romana e quanta invece rifletta 
nuove impostazioni nei percorsi come pure gli even-
tuali mutamenti di eta comunale. 
Largamente proficuo si presenta lo studio della 
diversificata tipologia edilizia: riguardo gli edifici di 
culto di cui in almeno due casi, stante l'esplicita 
menzione del Liber Pontificalis, ne conosciamo 
l 'esistenza in eta carolingia, ci si augura di pater 
acquisire la loro icnografia tenendo presente la ris-
pettiva funzione e nel caso della cattedrale di rico-
noscere l' esistenza o meno di un' insula episcopal is 
( chiesa, battistero, episcopio, area funeraria etc. e 
19 Leopoli-Cencelle cit., 59-63 ( contributo di E. DE MIN!C!S, 
M.L. MANC!NELLI, M.!. MARCHETT!, V. ROMOL!) 
20 Leopoli- Cencelle cit., in partic. p. 98. 
21 Leopoli- Cencelle cit., 72-76 (contributo di A.M. 
G!UNTELLA, M.C. SOMMA, F.R. STASOLLA). 
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canonica per 1 'eta comunale ). Per i secoli del pieno 
medioevo si conosce attraverso i documenti la pre-
senza di almeno cinque chiese. Circa l 'ubicazione e 
la consistenza degli edifici sede dei rappresentanti 
del comune e dei castellani ricorrenti nella docu-
mentazione scritta riteniamo che le risposte possano 
venire dal quartiere centrale della citta in cui sono 
iniziate le indagini con il settore quinto. Per 1' edilizia 
privata le strutture ancora in elevato insieme agli 
edifici emersi con lo scavo consentono gia di indivi-
duare tipologie diversificate sia per la loro succes-
sione nel tempo, sia per le funzioni in particolare 
degli ambienti a pianterreno, gli unici oggi superstiti. 
In particolare nel settore III e possibile riconoscere 
una grande casa con piu ambienti nello stesso piano, 
nel settore I si puo parlare di una tipologia di case a 
schiera, con accessi allineati su un medesimo fronte-
strada e nel settore V e stata evidenziata la presenza 
di una casa-torre. 
Nei complessi edilizi scavati la documentazione 
offerta dalle strutture murarie consente di accertare 
una pluristratificazione nel medesimo sito con un 
momento di particolare attivita nel secolo XIII con 
maestranze di alto livello qualitativo che utilizzano 
conci di tufo ben squadrati e a spigolo vivo per 
costruire complessi abitativi elitari, come la casa 
torre piu volte menzionata e una simile struttura nel 
secondo settore, utilizzando invece trachite prove-
niente dall' apertura di cave nei fianchi dell a stessa 
collina ove sorge la citta per le altre cellule abi-
tative23. 
Temi particolarmente significativi saranno quelli 
relativi alle strutture di servizio: per 1 'organizzazione 
del rifornimento idrico e stato gia in parte individuato 
nella nostra ricerca preliminare allo scavo il percorso 
e le strutture di un tratto di acquedotto che consentiva 
la captazione delle acque da una sorgente pasta su un 
colle prospiciente il sito della citta; per lo stoccaggio 
delle derrate alimentari nella casa del terzo settore un 
piccolo ambiente aveva funzione di granaio 24 ; circa 
lo scarico dei rifiuti alcuni 'butti' sono stati indivi-
duati all' esterno del circuito murario e saranno og-
getto di indagine nelle prossime campagne di scavo. 
Per quanta attiene la vita sociale ed economica 
sono gia stati evidenziati taluni aspetti relativi alle 
attivita artigianali; la documentazione di materiali 
destinati alia vita quotidiana si presenta ricchissima: 
tra i prodotti metallici si distinguono elementi per 
22 Leopoli-Cencelle cit., 69-71 (contributo di C. RAIMONDO, 
G. STAFFA). 
23 Leopoli-Cencelle cit., 95-l 00 (contributo di S. LORUSSO, 
M. TROlL!, D. AGOST!NELLO, F. BlOND!, G. OCCH!Nl). 
24 Leopoli-Cencelle cit., 64-65. 
I' edilizia, di serrature, di arredo, strumenti da lavoro 
specie agricolo, armi e parti di armature, finimenti, 
utensili e oggetti legati alia persona!5; circa le pro-
duzioni ceramiche le attestazioni riguardano nella 
maggior parte le produzioni in uso nelle ultime fasi 
di vita degli edifici, pur non mancando quelle relative 
al momento di fondazione della citta e le altre che 
testimoniano una frequentazione del sito, sembre-
rebbe a carattere occasionale, almeno sino al secolo 
XVII26 • La presenza maggiormente attestata e quella 
di produzioni relative all' area altolaziale. 
Particolare attenzione sara dedicata alia cono-
scenza dell' organizzazione dei cantieri edili, alle 
tecniche costruttive con utilizzo ne lie murature quasi 
esclusivamente di materiale litico, estratto da cave in 
loco, ovvero nel territorio circostante27 • L'uso del 
25 Leopoli-Cencelle cit., 77-81 (contributo di R. MARTORELLI, 
M.l. MARCHETTI, F. ZAGARI). 
26 Primissimi dati in Leopoli-Cencelle cit., 82-85 (contributi 
di E. DE MINICIS, M.l. MARCHETTI, E. CIRELLI, N. LECUYER). 
27 Leopoli-Cencel/e cit., 95-100, cfr. nota 23. 
28 Leopoli-Cencelle cit., 86-89 (contributo di F.R. STASOLLA). 
29 E. GUIDON!, Analisi storico-urbanistica, in: Leopoli-
Cencelle cit., I 0. 
Leopoli- Cencelle. Una citta di fondazione papa le 
materiale fittile e documentato sino ad ora soprattutto 
nelle coperture come testimoniano i resti di due tetti 
recuperati in stato di crollo: di questi, quantunque 
siano state recuperate tracce di travature in legno non 
e possibile allo stato attuale ricostruime intermente le 
caratteristiche costruttive anche se la presenza di 
coppi molto arcuati, presumibilmente di colmo, induce 
a ipotizzare un andamento a spiovente28 • 
In conclusione il progetto Leopoli-Cencelle con la 
prospettiva di uno scavo integrate in una citta medie-
vale di dimensioni ridotte e priva di successivi inter-
venti costruttivi di eta modema, offre "inedite possi-
bilita di verificare alia luce dei progressivi risultati 
dell 'indagine archeologica, ogni tipo di connessione 
tra dati storici, situazione urbanistica e stratificazione 
materiale"29 • 
Prof. Letizia Ermini Pani 
Universita degli Studi di Roma "La Sapienza" 
Scuola di Specializzazione in Archeologia 
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Introduction 
My talk is mainly an archaeological talk. In it I 
would like to discuss the fall and rise of urbanism 
between the 5th and the 9th century AD and offer an 
interpretation, if not a full explanation, for what is 
currently being brought to light by archaeological 
investigation. In a short talk like this it would not be 
sensible to attempt a full review of the busy five years 
since the conference "Medieval Europe 1992". From 
northern Russia to northern Africa, new discoveries 
have been made about towns and new ideas offered: 
the research area is thriving. The results of urban 
archaeology are notoriously slow to appear and 
famously prolix when they do; but luckily those 
involved have been aware of the importance of 
communicating work in progress, by holding and 
publishing specialist conferences which are absolut-
ely vital for the subject; three examples of edited col-
lections of papers that appeared last year and which I 
have found particularly useful are: Henri Galinie's on 
burial, Gian-Pietro Brogiolo 's on early medieval 
towns, and the volume produced by Neil Christie and 
Simon Loseby on Towns in Transition. 
Inspiring as these collections, and others, may· be, 
it might be fairly observed that they suffer from a 
common inhibition: they generally stop short of of-
fering us a research agenda for the next phase of 
work. This is consistent with scholarly tradition and 
is not going to change overnight. No-one wants the 
invidious exposure of telling their colleagues what to 
do. But a research agenda is not meant to be an edict 
from on high, but more of a list of ideas for testing 
within a framework. Like any science, urban archae-
ology needs both framework and agenda, because 
what we do has resource implications and ethical 
implications for the rest of society. 
"There is no consensus among archaeologists 
about the theoretical orientation and priorities of 
urban archaeology" says Steven Pendery in the 1996 
Oxford Companion, but at the same time he notes 
that "Sites usually become available due to the exi-
gencies of urban planning, not because of archaeo-
logical significance". "For this reason," he says, "it is 
especially important that urban archaeologists estab-
lish research priorities for sites to be excavated". This 
is a common position on both sides of the Atlantic, 
although it is still not without its dissenters: for some, 
each and every site that is threatened within the urban 
space must be fully excavated; priorities are irrel-
evant and to apply them unethical. So, before offer-
ing an updated research framework and agenda for 
the European town, I hope you will let me spend a 
few minutes saying why I think we need them. 
Making room for Research in Urban Archaeology 
Our point of departure should probably be what 
urban archaeology can offer society, and the answer 
to that question must be "new knowledge and under-
standing". Occasionally it can offer other things as 
well, like a monument for tourists to visit, but the 
main value of an archaeological site is what it can be 
contrived to mean, through science, imagination and 
communication. As you see, I hold to the pre-post-
modernist or I prefer to think the post-post-modern-
ist view that there is a knowable past; not completely 
knowable, but knowable in parts, and it is better to 
have the parts than to give up because nothing is ever 
going to make sense except your own preconcep-
tions. If you agree, then you will also agree that the 
purpose of archaeological evaluation is to predict the 
value of a site in terms of the potential knowledge 
which can be gained by excavating it. This value is of 
course mainly applicable to the here and now: the 
knowledge gained now, by excavation now. And it 
can, in my view, be expressed in terms of two param-
eters which are equally of their time: the deposit 
model, the composition of the deposit we are now 
capable of defining - and the research agenda, what 
we want to know now. 
These concepts are well-enough known to plan-
ners, who have to juggle the other values that com-
pete with them for the use of a particular piece of 
land. The archaeological value must be strongly and 
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convincingly stated, so that the value shall not be lost. 
For 50 years, the archaeological value has fought its 
corner in Europe in this way, sometimes winning, but 
often giving up without a fight. "Winning", has gen-
erally taken the form of realising the value through 
excavation, a "preservation by record", and the result 
has been the creation of an enormous data base, 
which is proving difficult to publish. This is for the 
good reason that such excavations were not under-
taken for research, so they asked no questions and 
therefore got no answers. They therefore had little to 
communicate, but themselves resembled giant recon-
naissance operations, or giant evaluation exercises, 
showing what questions could be asked next time, if 
there is a next time. 
The solution to this problem was to find a way of 
allowing building to take place in towns without 
damaging the deposits: "building on an archive"; and 
on occasions and conditions chosen by archaeolo-
gists, turning the opportunity created by access to the 
terrain into a structured research project. This was the 
so-called York system, published in 1991 by a group 
of archaeologists in consortium with Ove Arup, the 
consulting engineers. The system provides for three 
stages: first the preparation of a deposit model of the 
whole town, such as is being brilliantly developed by 
the Centre National d' Archeologie Urbaine at Tours; 
second, detailed evaluation of any site where archae-
ological deposits might be exposed during the devel-
opment; and third, a strategy decision on what to do 
about it. Here the options are either to excavate if it 
is interesting, that is: it can answer questions already 
on the research agenda; or to protect it if we don't yet 
know what it can tell us. When the site is protected, 
it can nevertheless be built on, using foundations 
which inflict minimal damage on the "buried archive". 
The decision is thus to protect the site because its 
value is unknown, or to excavate the site because its 
value is current, relevant and it is appropriate to real-
ise it now. 
What this system offers is the chance for urban 
archaeologists to take the tiller and steer the ship and 
go where we want to, rather than wait for another ran-
domly gathered cargo to be landed in our overloaded 
warehouses. It is a failsafe system, nothing is lost by 
it; every urban opportunity is tested by evaluation; 
deposits that are not excavated are conserved. The 
system therefore merits the support of the profession, 
especially since it has been slo,w to win the support 
of governments. In England, the government went 
half-way, accepting the idea of preservation under 
new buildings as a feasible option, but leaving excav-
ation to be chosen by developers and planners rather 
than archaeologists. Digs now rarely occur, but when 
they do, it is the exigencies of planning once again, 
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that have allowed a deposit to be excavated, not the 
demands of researchers. 
If urban archaeology is to begin solving problems, 
to become pro-active rather than reactive, we shall 
need to convince governments all over Europe that 
the purpose of planning controls is to allow archaeo-
logical research to happen on sites of our choosing 
and to provide for the remainder, not currently 
chosen, to be conserved for the future. We shall also 
need to convince the research councils that our not-
oriously expensive form of research is worth paying 
for, since it would be impractical to expect a devel-
oper to meet all the costs of an option selected by 
someone else's agenda. 
For these reasons, a research framework and a 
research agenda are necessary, not just to profit from 
opportunities which occur in towns, but for the sur-
vival of the whole urban archaeology project. I don't 
think that the politics of our own day will allow us 
access or funding for another decade of reactive res-
cue work. And if it did, through inertia, I for one 
should not think it ethical. Our duty to society is to 
say what we want to know and how we propose to 
know it and why we want to know it now. Only then 
can the destruction of the resource through research 
excavation be justified. 
It might be helpful here to distinguish between 
various terms I am using in the definition of research 
activity. A research framework, can be defined as the 
state ofknowledge, that is the intellectual theatre in 
which operate. Here lie the various attempts to say 
what a town is and which they are or were in the past. 
A research agenda is a list of what we would like to 
know next. A research priority is what we should like 
to know first. A research strategy shows how we in-
tend to know it, research objectives which priorities 
we have selected and research programme what is 
actually proposed to do in a particular place in res-
ponse to an opportunity or not. Nowhere in this sys-
tem is there an assumption that there is a single item 
on the agenda, an absolute priority, or a unique strat-
egy. Like every successful modem venture, the pro-
gramme is or should be developed by teamwork and 
honed by argument and debate, amongst initiators 
and between initiators, researchers, designers, funders 
and planners. 
Observations on the Research Framework 
These observations are confined to archaeology 
and the first millennium, and were first outlined in 
my Dalrymple Lectures which eventually got pub-
lished in 1993 under the title "Arguments in Stone". 
I there developed a notion that the changes which 
occurred at the end of Roman imperial rule were the 
result of a general change of policy among all classes 
of people all over Europe. The policy changes were 
not directly connected to Christianity or ethnicity; 
and although these were part of the idea-set reflected 
in the archaeological record, the main message of the 
archaeological findings concerned the manifestation 
of the broader ideology about how Europeans should 
live; that since no agreement could be reached, and 
has never been reached, on that point, the archaeol-
ogy we encounter is constructed in terms of an argu-
ment, between several viewpoints. And although I 
would never deny that the primary asset of an archae-
ological site is the socio-economic information it 
contains, I was hoping that some of us might become 
interested in a higher more general interpretation of 
the early medieval town as a kind of fossilised politi-
cal discussion. Among the key elements of this an-
cient discussion was the role of the town itself; 
whether it was seen to serve or not to serve a contem-
porary agenda. So that within the archaeological sites 
of town and country could be found attempts to pro-
mote and to reject the idea ofurbanism. I have called 
this here "town and anti-town", but I would not want 
to insist too much on seeing just two opposed persua-
sions. The whole fascination of the period lies in the 
multiplicity of ideas which have turned into archaeo-
logical sites of great variety. Obviously we would 
hope as archaeologists to classify them; and we fum-
ble towards a taxonomy by giving them names, usu-
ally names which have been lazily purloined from 
quite unsuitable documentary exemplars: "urban es-
tate" "episcopal group" "palace" "seigneurial strong-
hold" "monastery" and so on. I shall cheerfully use 
all these terms until something more objective comes 
along; but at the same time I would like to suggest 
that this is not a good period in which to employ the 
old fashioned type-sites, or type assemblages which 
are needed to argue historical process from archae-
ological data. Early medieval settlements, like early 
medieval cemeteries are best viewed as data sets 
which have a strongly creative and even theatrical 
element in their make up; they are widely different 
statements made (however) from a common langu-
age. It is the basic grammar of the language, the lan-
guage of material culture with which we are mainly 
concerned here. And in this period, 5-9th century we 
can expect less conformity than in the Roman and the 
medieval periods: it is a period of liberated political 
experiment sandwiched between two periods of 
repression. 
This hypothesis already seems much less weird 
than it did. A number have commented on the need 
not to judge economic and social organisations as 
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inferior or superior in rank (Balzaretti 1995, 119), 
and one can presumably extend this admirable even-
handedness to the political agenda that brought such 
organisations about. Several studies have enhanced 
the probability of non-urban strategies of the 5-9th 
centuries being deliberate in their application rather 
than filling the vacuum created by the failure of more 
civilised systems; even if the majority of the col-
leagues I have read seem to remain unconvinced that 
any one had sufficient control over the post-Roman 
situation to apply anything much beyond a wishful 
Romanitas or a greedy barbarity. The idea that ideol-
ogy might have been or can be determinant has been 
still more vociferously opposed, and I will come back 
to that later. 
The framework in which the investigation of 
urbanism can take place in the first millennium is 
envisaged as much broader than the town itself. Anti-
town attitudes in particular cannot be detected solely 
on the basis of archaeology inside the present town. 
The project is seen as having three main research 
areas: the use of space, the investigation of sequence 
and the repertoire of symbols. 
The use of space was itself divided into three spa-
tial arenas: investigations within the town, between 
town and country and between town and town. The 
model put forward in Arguments in Stone was the 
result of a preliminary exploration of these topics. 
Inside towns the first trend identified was Perinetti's 
bipolarity between the episcopal group and the extra-
mural monastery as exemplified by Aosta, and the 
replacement of the imperial by the privatised and 
ecclesiastical townscape resulting in a change of street 
plan as Krautheimer demonstrated from the evidence 
of Rome. 
Examining the relations between town and coun-
try should allow us to bring to light the shift of power 
from centralised imperial to fragmentary aristocratic 
control. Some evidence came from Italy in the form 
of a 6th-7th century incastellamento attributed by 
Christie to the definition of new rural preserves by 
ex-military landlords. 
In examining the changing relations within the 
urban network, the example used was the distribution 
of amphorae, from which it was possible to chart the 
changes from a command economy in the 2nd to the 
multivariate relationships of the 6th, Wickham' s 50 
games of political chess being played at the same 
time. 
The great asset of the town as an archaeological 
site is its capacity to illuminate sequence- the long 
series of events which have happened in the same 
place now fossilised as a stratigraphic sequence. Here 
the evidence from Italy was diagnostic, particularly 
that ofChristina La Rocca at Verona and Gian-Pietro 
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Brogiolo at Brescia, who between them showed that 
de-urbanisation and the continued use of towns were 
not actually exclusive. If the town no longer provided 
amenity for its citizens, it made an excellent base for 
the enterprising and the wealthy, whether secular or 
monastic. These new 6-8th century urban barons 
rebuilt town houses (as at via Dante in Verona), built 
halls as at via Alberto Mario in Brescia, fortified 
former amphitheatres as in Nimes, or old theatres as 
at Crypta Balbi in Rome. They might also ignore the 
town altogether as they did habitually further north, 
investing instead in new palace sites or forts. 
The third research area is the study of the use of 
symbols and symbolic language bound up in ideo-
grammes and motifs on ornamental metalwork, coins, 
sculpture, mosaics and so forth used in urban spaces 
and particularly in cemeteries. 
The concentrated form in which these ideas were 
presented made it difficult to do more than refer to 
supporting evidence, although it is of course in the 
detail of that supporting evidence that conviction can 
be achieved. In very general terms, the framework pro-
posed that at the times that the urban project weakened 
politically, it was deliberately replaced or confronted 
by alternative sites: inside the town, gardens and or-
chards were created which probably belonged with 
urban villas or ecclesiastical estates; but at other parts 
of the same town the urban project could be promoted 
from nodal points of traditional power. This new geo-
graphy of power or claimed power altered the street 
plan so that when urbanism returned in the 9th century, 
it performed on a different stage. During the period 
when anti-urban ideas were at their zenith in the 7th 
century a range of new settlement structures was 
developed to reify the new ideas. Many of these ideas 
seeped into the agenda of the urban revival; but others 
were opposed by a new Romanism, of which the 
Anglo-Saxon burh and the reformed Benedictine mon-
astery were the prime examples. 
In the last five years new evidence has supported 
this model in some particulars and challenged it in 
others. I would like now to look at some of this new 
evidence or new ways of presenting old evidence 
inside and outside the town, and so offer some 
retuning of the model. At the same time my hope is 
that we will show ourselves to be not just diggers in 
towns, but researchers of a concept, the role of the 
town, urbanism, a project that will take us inside the 
town and out of it and across the sea. 
Urban power nodes 
Let's begin with the so-called episcopal group, 
the new urban power nodes which were established 
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in Roman towns by the 4th century and endured 
thereafter; about the only aspect of urban continuity 
in the first millennium which commands general ac-
ceptance. Geneva, now splendidly displayed, stand-
ing sections and all, perhaps remains the best exam-
ple. Episcopal groups are situated inside the walls, 
may have one or more cathedral churches and at-
tached baptisteries. Bonnet's chronicle of the Geneva 
group shows how the interior of the space was in-
creasingly adapted for mass baptism and the giving 
of sermons. The air is one of persistent proselytis-
ation. There are well-documented examples of endur-
ing episcopal groups all around the Mediterranean 
and into central Europe. They naturally prompt 
scholars to expect that the town as a whole continued, 
or was at least occupied. 
In the discussion at Ravello, Sven Schiitte remark-
ed "What was in between all these mosaics and 
churches would be a marvellous point to establish .. .It 
must be possible for archaeologists to say ifthere was 
an urban settlement or there was none" (Schutte in 
Discussion, Ausenda 1996, 283). Nothing has of 
course taxed archaeological ingenuity as severely as 
this problem over the past few decades. There was a 
time when the prevailing view was that life continued 
in most Roman towns, especially the ones that we still 
have, but we were incapable of seeing it. The prevail-
ing view now as expressed by Halsall in his study of 
Metz, is that where there are structures we will find 
them; and where there were none, the space was unoc-
cupied (Halsall 1996, 246-7). Brogiolo in particular 
has shown us how to see the timber phases in the 6-9th 
century Italian towns, and they are unmistakable. 
Barker's post-Roman Wroxeter now appears as the 
odd one out and Ward-Perkins (1996, 1 0) deals harsh-
ly with it. There is a greater confidence that absence of 
evidence for structures means absence of structures, so 
it is less audacious than it once was to attempt a read-
ing ofhow towns were used in the low point of urban 
enthusiasm in the 7-8th centuries. 
So what was there? It has long been suspected that 
the palace should form a node of continuity as surely 
as the episcopal group (Bruhl 1988), but this is com-
ing under challenge. In Trier, the Basilica of Con-
stantine became a royal palace, and the Count estab-
lished his headquarters in the baths (Fehring 1996, 
155); but the question needs to be asked, when? 
Palace-making in a central place can easily skip sev-
eral generations or several centuries as demonstrated 
by Augenti 's masterly study of the Palatine (1996). 
This traditional beacon of power experienced in 
microcosm the same partial adoption- competitive 
adaption we should maybe call it, as the city as a 
whole. The Palatine was quarried for materials and 
used for sporadic burial from as early as the 5th cen-
tury, and the same period saw the collapse of the cen-
tral drainage system. However, at the same time, 
Christian churches were edging their way up the 
slopes. In the 2/2 6th c a vestibule of the palace was 
transformed into the chapel that became Santa Maria 
Antiqua, and investment in frescos and an ambo con-
tinued there until the mid 8th century, while much of 
the rest of the complex was ruinous. Other temporary 
and partial adoptions and adaptations were made; the 
Papal court set up there between 705-752 and Otto Ill 
made it his headquarters in the late 1Oth century. Full 
exploitation only recommenced in the 11th century 
when the Frangipane family, one among a number of 
new powerful families, adopted it as their base. 
A similar tale is told by the palace at Milan, which 
between the 5-6th century could be abandoned and 
despoiled according to the archaeology, but the same 
time provide the scene for Agilwulfs acclamation by 
the army in the late 6th according to the documents. 
Even in Constantinople at the same period, one part 
of the imperial palace appears to have been aban-
doned and used as a rubbish tip while the palace as a 
whole remained in use (Augenti 1996, 118). 
By the 7th century, there are other candidates for 
nodes of power inside the walls. In Rome itself, the 
exedra of the old Roman Theatre of Crypta Balbi by 
the Field of Mars was adapted as a fortress (Sagui 
1985; but see Brogiolo 1996, 82 who says 9th cen-
tury). In Lombardia, Brogiolo has inferred high status 
buildings in the form of halls with decorative fea-
tures: an apsidal hall brought to light next to the basi-
lica of S Giovanni at Monza, and at Brescia a palace 
building over 50m long which subsequently served as 
the Court of the Lombard Duke (Brogiolo 1996, 79). 
The sites of imperial palaces can therefore be seen, 
not as the prime choice, but as candidates among 
many for a partial and intermittent continuity. 
Brogiolo's model for the structures and occupants 
of post-Roman towns in Lombardia deserves careful 
study, because it the best developed and it is devel-
oped from personal observation of the buildings on 
the ground. In the 5-6th centuries, the town experi-
ences a long period of"slow and contradictory trans-
formation". In some places (Trento) the 4th century 
Domus continued in use; in others (Brescia) there are 
hall buildings of stone; in others (Verona) the town 
houses are repaired with mud and timber and a little 
mortar. He offers us three social groups to go with 
these structures: the military in the domus, the aris-
tocrats in the hall and the lesser classes squatting. 
In the Lombard period, from the late 6th century, 
three new types of building appear: timber-framed 
buildings on beams set into the earth, sunken floored 
buildings and buildings refashioned from old materi-
als and standing ruins, equipped with pad stones and 
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dwarf walls. 10 or more buildings of these types have 
been excavated at S. Giulia in Brescia, with others 
seen at Bergamo, Aosta and as far afield as Abruzzo. 
He guesses, with some reason, that such construc-
tions were widespread in the Lombard era (Brogiolo 
1996, 80-82). 
Brogiolo has thus peopled even the 7th century 
towns, but the settlement is fragmented, and it has to 
be said, specialised. Apart from these now classic 
sites such as Via Alberto Mario and Santa Guilia in 
Brescia and via Dante in Verona, the predominant 
finding all over Europe is the famous dark earth. We 
can now stop hoping for hidden buildings in much of 
this material and take it for what it is: agricultural 
soil. The presence of cultivated land is quite compat-
ible with the presence of halls and building com-
plexes like Santa Giulia, if we propose, as many 
have, the existence of "urban estates": the fortified 
houses, gardens, orchards and meadows of the privi-
leged inside the walls. At a given moment, the privi-
leged occupant maybe a potentate, as imaginable at 
via Alberto Mario or a monastery, as indeed Santa 
Giulia became. 
Similar trends are reported from post-Roman 
Spain. Evidence from Tarragona, Valencia, Sego-
briga, Coninbriga, Cartegena sees a change in the use 
of public space during the 5th century; buildings col-
lapse, occupation is disorganised and spasmodic, and 
parts of the cities are given over to agriculture or 
become cemeteries (Guttierrez Lloret 1996, 57). Lloret 
sees space as being increasingly privatised and exhorts 
us to learn to recognise the apparatus of private power, 
rather than assume that all power is expressed impe-
rially. The power of empire holds out in the episco-
pal group, for example at Valencia, where major 
investment in the cathedral complex is in contrast to 
the impoverished and deserted town which lay around 
it (ibid, 62) 
If the Bishops were sometimes left alone holding 
the candle for empire in an urban wasteland, even the 
visitations of the empire itself could not bring convic-
tion for long. Aqueducts were restored and streets 
refurbished in run-down 6th century Bologna and 
Rimini, with public baths going up in Ravenna, but 
these initiatives were exhausted by the Gothic age. 
What Gelichi terms the destructuration of the city 
began again from the 7th century. "Then it was 
wooden buildings and orchards and vineyards where 
there had once been town houses. Even the palace of 
Theodoric at Ravenna would suffer the same fate". 
(Gelichi 1996, 73). 
Ward-Perkins (1996) shows that even the cities of 
the east followed a similar trajectory: an investment 
in forts, and small walled circuits, often located within 
the former acropolis, which no doubt had a military 
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significance, but also could betoken the breakup of 
imperial power into a federation ofbarons. 
There was an aspect of sequestered empire and 
cherished Romanitas that lingered on in some meas-
ure in virtually every town, with greater or lesser 
effect. Roskams ( 1996, 46) characterises the conver-
sion of a town house in Sbeitla, surrounded by a wall 
2 metres thick, by remarking "Nothing could be a 
greater testimony to the occupants ofSbeitla attempt-
ing to live like Roman citizens in changed conditions, 
yet completely failing to do so". This will be true of 
many of the discoveries we have yet to make, but it 
does not amount to continuity. It is a manifestation of 
the idea of empire. No-one made the post-Roman 
inhabitants of Sbeitla erect their pathetic colonnaded 
portico, or those of Santa Giulia build a "roman" bath 
in the 9th century. It is not even particularly pleasur-
able, compared with say, a bathe in a nice cool foun-
tain. But people care about power, and politics is about 
appearances. The investments made must lead us 
firstly to ask "what's the big idea" and then "why 
that, why there, why then? 
Why Street plans changed 
Before leaving the inside of the old Roman towns, 
we might revisit the question of street plans, since 
they have long been used as indices for continuity. If 
the Roman street plan survives, runs the old adage, 
this is good prima facie evidence that the town itself 
had continued to function through the dark ages. Old 
work by Krautheimer, and rethinking by Ward-
Perkins ( 1988, 20; 1996b, 9) have turned this old 
adage on its head. Because of its new nodes of power, 
the early medieval use of towns changed the street 
plan, from a grid to a new system of routes connect-
ing palaces and monasteries to gates or connecting 
churches to churches as memorably shown by Kraut-
heimer in a 16th century print. By contrast, a surviv-
ing street grid such as that of Rhodes, can be one in 
which nothing subsequently happened. Even in towns 
which certainly endured, like Aosta or Saint Bertrand 
de Comminges, the early middle ages is found in the 
messy part, while the adjacent street grid is like that 
because nothing much happened there; it was not 
even given a decent burial. 
The most interesting recent work on using street 
plans has been in the context of the transition from 
Roman to Islam in the east. In 1934 Jean Sauvaget 
published his famous diagram of showing the history 
of urban encroachment at Aleppo; how the colon-
naded street of the imperial city became a maze of 
residences and suqs connected by narrow twisty 
alleyways. The question is not so much whether this 
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happened but when and at whose instigation. For 
Sauvaget ( 1934) it was the hand of the Arab that 
transformed the city in the lOth century. For Bulliet 
(1975) it was the 6th, when the camel replaced the 
wheel. But for Kennedy, the process was already 
under way in the 5th, as part of the fragmentation, or 
destructuration of the urban space which we have 
noted in the west. Ward-Perkins ( 1996a, 150-1; 1996b, 
11) does not like this model: The Umayads built their 
new town of An jar on an imperial gridded street plan, 
so why would they not do the same in the old 
imperial cities? This question answers itself; they 
didn't because encroachment had already occurred 
and they took them over as they were. I think one can 
go further still down Kennedy's alleys, guided by the 
stimulating writing of Patricia Crone. The 8th cen-
tury Arab town is a tribal town, divided into quarters 
settled by different families and trades and regulated 
by authorities in the qala or fortress and the mosque. 
As such it might appear to be a new invention; but it 
is not impossible, although we have not quite demon-
strated it yet, that the late Roman Christian towns 
were already tribalised; not only the encroachment 
over the formal planned streets but the division of the 
urban space into estates analogous to quarters, had 
already occurred. The arrival oflslam would not then 
be an incomprehensible alien force, but a fully fled-
ged political alternative to the Christian empire, 
which fitted neatly into the urban space already pre-
pared by several generations of potentate privatisa-
tion. 
On the other hand, the investigation of later se-
quences in eastern Roman towns is at an early stage. 
As in the west, it might be wiser to resist our natural 
expectation of continuity until we see in which con-
texts it can be found and demonstrated. The model is 
unlikely to be simple or of universal application. 
Outside the walls 
Underlying my thoughts here is a conviction that 
people in the post-Roman period chose not invest in 
towns, because they wished to invest in something 
else. There may have been a net decrease in some 
resources as the empire ceased to expand, although I 
think it still has to be demonstrated that the command 
economy was not replaced seamlessly with a barter 
economy. But in general I am arguing for one form 
of investment to be supplanted by another. The new 
politics invested not only in churches (Ward-Perkins 
1984) but in fortified dwellings, monasteries and 
above all in demonstrative burial. Most of these things, 
now beginning to be found in sensible numbers, lie 
beyond the town walls. 
The multiple monumentality of burial in the 
European Dark Ages is one of its most startling char-
acteristics. It provides a contrast with what went be-
fore as striking as that between the Bronze Age and 
the Neolithic and may have been due to a similar 
process. The explanation of the distribution and char-
acter of Dark Age burial has been strongly ethnic, 
and this remains the leitmotiv of the migration period 
in spite of valiant attempts ( eg Richards 1995) to 
show that burial practice was adopted in emulation of 
an existing practice elsewhere. This might allow us to 
discount migration, but not ethnicity, at least not in 
the people emulated. 
However another aspect of what might be termed 
"demonstrative" burial is worth considering, and that 
is its relationship to urban investment ( cf Carver 1993, 
68). It was taken up by Ian Morris (1987) some years 
ago in the context of the Greek City state, and more 
recently by Guy Halsall in his important study of 
Metz. Halsall notes that the late 4th century is the 
time that Metz experiences multiple symptoms of 
urban decline; and "it is precisely at this point that 
lavishly furnished burial especially with weapons re-
appears". This type of burial lies outside the town, 
which the elite has now abandoned for their villas. He 
does not see these new burials as evidence for inva-
sion by Germanic people, but as evidence of social 
stress and competition" (Halsall 1996, 242). Halsall 
goes on to show that rich burial continues into the 7th 
century and furnished burial lingers on thereafter. 
Since we are already in northern Europe, where 
the urban alternative was most developed, it might be 
as well to glance at Bohme's latest recension of rich 
Frankish graves. Broadly, they are of three contem-
porary types: graves in or beside churches; graves in 
cemeteries or graves under large mounds. There are 
two important points to note here: first all three types 
of burial practice are in use together, and second, 
privileged burial migrates in a very interesting way 
from the lower Rhine, lower Seine. and lower Loire 
in the early 6th century to the upper Rhine, upper 
Danube and their tributaries in the late 7th. It seems 
to me that it would be intriguing to compare this 
trend with the results from studies such as Halsall' s: 
does the political emphasis signalled by the arrival 
and departure of privileged burial coincide with the 
abandon or readoption of urbanised Christianity? I 
can only ask the question at present, but it is perhaps 
useful to draw attention to the rewards that await us 
by studying urbanism and burial practice together, 
rather than segmenting them as Medieval conferen-
ces often feel obliged to do .. 
Galinie's recent excellent resume of early medi-
eval burial practice has thrown further light on the 
dialogue between the living and the dead, in which 
Town and anti-Town in the first millennium AD 
the town often featured (Galinie & Zadaro-Rio 
1996). In the cemeteries situated outside the Roman 
town an extra-mural power node often arose from the 
late 4th century onwards. It could be, as at Aosta or 
Salona, a monastery, or as at Grenoble a cult focus 
and funerary basilica, or as at Tours, all of these things. 
There are examples from all over the old empire of 
these extra-mural cult centres which seem to have 
stood in uneasy partnership to the episcopal group 
inside the walls (Watagin et a! 1996, 20; Arch Chret 
1990). This is Perinnetti 's "bipolarity": two centres 
which are apparently allied, because both profess 
Christianity. But it is possible that they were opposed 
and even confronted: two poles of the more important 
argument, the one for and against empire, the true 
ideological controversy which affected everyone of 
whatever faith. 
Galinie maintains that such bipolarity would be a 
feature of the Mediterranean towns, but would not 
affect places such as Britain, subject to the second 
wave of Christianising in the 7th century. In these 
places, ie at Winchester or Canterbury, burial began 
inside and beside the cathedral in the 7th century. But 
in the bipolar town this remained extremely rare, pre-
sumably because the episcopal group held to the ethics 
of empire which required burial to stay outside the 
walls. Carolingian texts continue to prohibit burial in-
side churches which implies that it happened; but set-
tlement nevertheless did contain whole cemeteries 
within in it by the 8th century. Galinie' s explanation is 
that the cult focus outside the walls became the centre 
for population. The dead had not entered the town; the 
living had gone to join them outside it, drawn by the 
strong magic of political status. Reynaud allows ex-
ceptions to occur where cellae memoriae or crypts are 
built to house the dead, either inside and outside the 
old town. The taboo was thus gradually broken and 
burial in and around churches became the norm from 
the arrival of the intra mural parish system in the 9th 
or 1Oth century (Galinie 1996; Reynaud 1996). 
Rural alternatives to urban power: palaces, forts, 
nucleated villages 
The dead transmitted the messages, but the living 
were in charge. If some of those in charge were oper-
ating from urban hulks, many in Francia as in Lom-
bardia, and England, must have set up in the country-
side. So having encroached on burial practice, I now 
have to cross briefly into another academic territory, 
that of rural settlement. Gunter Ferhing has recently 
produced two excellent recensions which show us 
with great clarity where the elite were spending their 
time, making their homes and making their influence 
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count in Northern Europe ( 1993, 1996). Even if in 
Germany, as further south, the Bishop retained a 
"central place function" at least in cities such as Koln 
and Trier, "the Merovingian and Carolingian lords 
developed their power outside towns to an increasing 
degree". One kind of site employed were hillforts, of 
which Runderberg in Baden-Wurtemberg is described 
as being among the best excavated and studied. It was 
founded and receiving Roman imports from around 
300AD, was producing gold and garnet jewellery; 
suffered a violent destruction in about 500 AD, which 
is linked to the documented arrival of the Franks in 
506; it was reoccupied in the mid 7th century and 
refortified in stone in the mid-8th, eventually being 
abandoned in the early 11th century. 
Together with the hillfort, we encounter the rural 
palace which had appeared by the 8th century and 
was developed by Charlemagne at Aachen, Ingel-
heim, Paderborn and Frankfurt; the monastery, which 
should also Fehring believes have had a central place 
function; and the trading centre, for example Dore-
stadt, a major player by the early 8th century. 
For Ferhing such places, and there are now quite 
a number of them in the east, are not such much anti-
towns as transplanted towns or aspiring towns; he 
notes that the irregular groupings of components in 
the new forts are "reminiscent of post-Roman condi-
tions in late Antique [urban] sites"; and the conscious 
references to Roman antiquity in Charlemagne's pal-
aces. Implying that northerners are buying into the 
urban project, but in a rather idiosyncratic way. The 
settlement apparatus comprising hillfort, palace and 
monastery is quite different in political structure to 
Roman town, and does not imply an attempt at Roman 
style urbanism any more than the Sutton Hoo helmet 
suggests that the Anglo-Saxon had a Roman style 
army, or wanted one. 
The way forward for understanding non-Roman 
strategies assuredly lies in non-Roman Scandinavia, 
where the language of ring-forts, beachmarkets and 
magnate farms needs to be transferred for use in the 
substructures of settlement portfolios further south. 
With the revelations coming from Gudme, Lundeborg 
and Lejhre, we already know that we do not have to 
wait until the 8th century or even the 5th to see the cult 
focus, the beachmarket, the potentate headquarters, 
nodes of power which we are now well aware exist 
from the 5th century even if we have not settled the 
terminology. Places like Dorestadt, Hamwih, Ipswich, 
Hedeby do not really represent the rebirth of the town 
in northern Europe; they could be rather the late, 
domesticated and inflated developments of a system 
which might have set its face against the town as much 
as against Christianity and the idea of empire from the 
5th century onwards. 
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The more conventional trajectory is surely that 
demonstrated by Nosov in northern Russia, one inno-
cent of Roman emulation. The replacement of a tribal 
by a tributary elite is signalled by the creation of 
Ladoga in the 8th century and Gorodishche in the 9th 
attended by over 1000 burial mounds of up to 8 metres 
high. Only in the 1Oth century is Novgorod "the new 
town" founded, with its citadel and planning. At the 
same time mound-burial comes to an end (Nosov 
1992). 
It is possible that territories that had known Rome 
were slower to accept the apparatus of devolved 
power, although whether that is because they remained 
Roman or remained tribal longer is hard to say. Cur-
rently we can offer a few reasonably well documented 
examples. East Anglia, where dispersed smallhold-
ings give way in the 7th century to more centralised 
settlements: palace sites, manor sites (Wicken Bon-
hunt), monastic sites and a Bishop's palace (North 
Elmham); all rural and all equipped with the means 
of collecting and storing surplus (Carver 1989). 25 
km from Rouen lies Toumedos, where an amazing 70 
hectares has been excavated in advance of sand quar-
rying. The findings include an early medieval nucle-
ated settlement at Portejoie which formed in the 7th 
century and had originally three cemeteries super-
seded by one with a church by the late 7th century. 
Towards the end of the 1Oth, the settlement migrated 
leaving only the church which remained in use for a 
further 400 years (Carre 1996). 
In north Italy, one of the most significant sites dis-
covered and excavated in recent years is that at 
Monte Barro, where a hilltop in the pre-Alps near 
Lecco was fortified in the 5-6th centuries AD and 
equipped with three towers enclosing a central grand 
building. This villa-like creation had a central range 
with two stories, and the central room of the upper 
story was equipped as a throne room; collapsed in the 
rubble lay a hanging crown of bronze: the crown, so 
to speak, not of a king, but of a working warrior sit-
ting in judgment in local affairs. Brogiolo draws 
attention to other fortified seigneurial establishments 
along the alpine foothills at this date, of which Caste! 
Seprio is the best known; places from which small 
territorial lordships were administered. Bognetti' s 
model of a Byzantine administrative region, taken 
over by the Lombards, must now be laid to rest 
(Brogiolo & Castelletti 1991, 56). This was the era, 
in Italy as in Sweden or Scotland, of the minor poten-
tate. 
If Monte Barro still deals with the upper echelons 
of society, the variety and ingenuity of the less afflu-
ent has been vividly illustrated by the excavations at 
Poggibonsi in Tuscany. Marco Valenti 's 1996 study 
of his site encompasses both town and country and 
amounts to a major new model for life in the 6-1 Oth 
centuries. The Poggibonsi people built in timber in 
the 6th century with pottery tegulae. In the 7th cen-
tury they reverted to huts, including circular huts, 
with sunken floors, but by the 8th their sunken floored 
buildings had become rectangular, and were accom-
panied by a longhouse of groundfast timber posts. 
Similar trends are hinted at inside the town, for exam-
ple Cosa where a "mansio" with granary was con-
structed in the 6th century. Valenti sees this as an 
example of the urban villa (cited above) operating in 
a now ruralised city. 
Valenti's model proposes for the 4-5th century a 
network of high ranking residences and factory farms 
linked with large estates, replaced in the 6th century 
by an anarchic or at least non-hierarchic network of 
competing groups operating out of urban villas, rural 
villas, fortified sites and even caves. From the early 
7th century, a major regrouping occurs with nuclea-
tion of the rural population into new villages, equip-
ped with a big house for a lord and a church. "It is 
certainly possible that the decision to regroup the 
rural population into villages with churches was the 
result of a new policy by the ruling class" (Valenti 
1996, 98). 
On the face of it at least, East Anglia, Normandy 
and Tuscany can show something in common with 
their indication that the 7th century was a pivotal pe-
riod which saw the creation of controlled territories 
without towns. For this reason I would be surprised 
if those further north were trying to emulate towns 
when they built hillforts and beachmarkets. I think 
these devices are great European inventions in them-
selves and deserve there own terminology to signify 
they meant more than a pale copy of antiquity, even 
if we have yet find out what. 
For me the rebirth of the urban policy in the Roman 
sense in western Europe is far more visible in the 
1Oth century, and is exemplified in the Anglo-Saxon 
burh. This curious addition to the repertoire is rectan-
gular or square, and distributed over the southern and 
central parts of England. Sometimes as at Cricklade, 
it is empty; other examples have a gridded street plan. 
Its origins have been sought in France and Celtic 
Britain; but they can now be seen for what they really 
are: an attempt to reinvent Rome, the Roman fort, the 
Roman conquest, Roman pottery and probably much 
else besides which we have yet to recognise since it 
depends on late Anglo-Saxon perceptions ofRome. It 
is becoming increasingly clear through the discover-
ies for example at Stafford, that the way that Rome 
was revived did not necessarily depend on mediation 
through France. Having seen the whole Roman pots 
dug up and reused by late Anglian occupants of York, 
I for one do not doubt that Alfred, Edward, 
Town and anti-Town in the first millennium AD 
Athelflaeda were of an archaeological bent. They 
recognised and emulated the somewhat random ele-
ments of Rome that survived around them or arrived 
as gifts and souvenirs. In this lies the intriguing chal-
lenge of deconstructing their art, architecture and 
planned settlements. 
Recent interpretation controversies 
Reviewing the meaning of all this is never easy to 
do in a few words; it is so easy to fall off the tight rope 
between incomprehensible complexity and facile tru-
isms. At one level I don't seem to have said much 
more than that when people were not living in towns 
they were probably living some where else. At an-
other, that people were political poets driven to make 
futile investments in an unreal world. Actually that is 
not too far from my view of the human race. 
I said I should return to the larger question of how 
we could interpret the changes that occur in the 5-9th 
century. I am not very keen to do this at any length, 
not because so many people have already disagreed 
with me, but because I am not sure it is a disagree-
ment which is going to be particularly productive. 
Basically, in Arguments in Stone I suggested that 
much of the change we observe is due to a change in 
ideology, as opposed to changes in ecology, or the 
economy; and this has been challenged in print by at 
least three people. 
Brogiolo ( 1996a, 85) says "Rather than free adop-
tion of an ideology we could be dealing with an iron 
control of production by the elite. The socio-economic 
explanation would in this case prevail over the ideo-
logical one". The assumption here is that the elite are 
not themselves the purveyors of ideology: I meant that 
they were. It is the change in ideology amongst those 
with power which causes them to articulate that 
power in a different way, the way of the independent 
potentate, and it is this that changes the economy and 
the social structure. 
Halsall (1996, 252) feels that urbanism was not 
continued at Metz because it was not an option. 
"There was inadequate control of resources to spon-
sor organised industry, to rebuild or restore Metz's 
buildings or build new ones, and insufficient security 
of the rural bases of political power to enable people 
to remove themselves from the life of the local rural 
community and live in towns". As we have seen they 
did live in towns, but did not practice urbanism, and 
it is in the hands of those with power to rebuild if they 
want to. I prefer Brogiolo's vision of "iron control" 
to Halsall 's vision of"inadequate control". After all, 
the rivers had not run dry nor the crops refused to 
grew. In the absence of a natural catastrophe, people 
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have no-one to blame but themselves. The distribution 
of resources, the means of production, the relations of 
production and social organisation, all this come from 
people, not from some disembodied economic factor. 
And people present each other with their political pro-
grammes in the form which I have called an ideology: 
the way we should be, the way we should live, and it is 
that that archaeology keeps finding. 
Steve Roskams ( 1996, 279) finds changes in ideo-
logy to be a weak explanation for change because "it 
has nothing to offer to explain the transitions between 
one policy and another". That I accept. I do not know 
where changes in ideology come from; but then nor 
do Marxists. The material world is of course itself a 
human construct- that is the whole point, so it can-
not change independently of people, and people can-
not act independently of their own heads. This does 
not mean that all changes must be tracked back to an 
individual; ideology does not come from individuals; 
it is a word which I mean to signify the "convictions 
of a group". When that group has acquired sufficient 
power, it can reify its beliefs in a form which archae-
ologists can find and attempt to interpret. Among the 
apparatus of ideology can be included concepts like 
poverty which in this period were sometimes hailed 
as the greatest of riches. The last thing that early 
medieval people could be accused of is having their 
actions rooted in reality. 
A Research Agenda 
People who give keynote lectures are permitted 
by tradition to "call for action" at the end, and I have 
in fact spent this talk struggling to firm up the research 
framework for one small part of the urban story, 
rather than drawing up an agenda as I promised. But 
my hope is that much of the new work done which is 
so good, particularly in Italy, will speak for itself. I 
have had to be very selective in order to say anything 
at all, and I hope those I haven't mentioned, and who 
have better evidence to endorse or contradict what I 
have said, won't spare my embarrassment by letting 
me know. I also ask the same of those who feel they 
have already addressed to their own satisfaction at 
least any of the points on this agenda. Here it is: 
1. We clearly need to begin some studies in which 
town, country and cemetery all have a voice. The ad-
vantage of having a heading like urbanism in a con-
ference like this is that it gets people of different 
countries together as will be obvious from the contri-
butions that are to follow. But it may be that those 
benefits can be combined with others by having more 
targeted topics: social change on the lower Rhine, or 
in Lombardia. 
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2. In the first millennium, the paradoxical if not 
entirely unexpected result of this review of urban 
archaeology is that to understand our results we need 
a more vigorous exploration of the countryside, its 
settlements and its economy, particularly in ex Roman 
provinces. Given the notorious difficulty of finding 
these settlements, this is no soft option; but sites are 
known and could be addressed on the scale that has 
been routinely offered to the most insignificant back-
water of a place that now calls itself a town. 
3. In the north, investigations of the type com-
menced at Gudme, Lundborg and Sorte Mulde are 
fundamental and bound to repay investment. In the 
south, the beachmarket has yet to make its appear-
ance. They may be hiding, as Balzaretti suggests, 
within the monastic network- I certainly feel this is 
true of Scotland. 
4. Inside the town, it would a be consummation 
devoutly to be wished to excavate an urban palace or 
a suburban monastery; preferably on the same scale 
and expertise as that given to the episcopal group at 
Geneva. 
5. In the east, the sequence inside the towns which 
experienced the Christian to Islamic transition deserve 
the most meticulous study by modern procedures, 
beginning with evaluation. European history is wait-
ing for the result, and it is not inconceivable that the 
extension of this project to places such as Akko, 
Gaza, or Jerusalem could contribute to a process of 
contemporary healing. 
6. Lastly, I would like to ask future organisers to 
extend the purview of our medieval conference into 
the neighbouring world. I don't mean we need con-
sider the analogous cultures in Japan and the Ameri-
cas- although that too is of great interest. I mean into 
Asia, since there is a case for regarding this area too 
as moving with the same rhythm as Europe. If we 
cannot yet speak of a 7th century world system it is 
nevertheless remarkable how many points of coin-
cidence there are. I cite only one example the great 
project under way at Merv in Turkenistan (Herrman 
1994), where three adjacent cities lie beside the oasis 
which gave Pumpelly his well known theory for the 
origins of the town as a human construct. Gyaur 
Kala, with its citadel of Erk Kala, is 400 ha of ruins 
began in some form in SOOBC and endured until the 
11th century. Sultan Kala extending for 3000 ha was 
founded in the 8th century was abandoned in 1221, 
peaking in the 11th century. Abdulla Khan Kala was 
founded in 1409 and covered 44 ha. In this metro-
polis in the 9th century silk was manufactured or 
passed through which found its way to Lincoln and 
York. 
Conclusion 
The framework I would recommend for the reali-
sation of this agenda is one that looks beyond the 
socio-economic conditions to the political aspirations 
that cause them. The archaeology is I believe capable 
of revealing these aspirations, and it seems to show 
us the elements of a political argument which raged 
throughout the first millennium. One aspect of the 
argument which concerns us here is the urban contro-
versy: for or against towns on the Roman model. We 
should accept that the conflicting aspirations were 
deliberately promoted by people who believed pas-
sionately in them. It is not for us to decide whether a 
Dark Age is good for you; we should allow the pos-
sibility that people may have wanted one. 
The vision we have had so far for the 5-9th cen-
turies suggests that every town we investigate paten-
Town and anti-Town in the first millennium AD 
tially had a different reaction to the political argu-
ment. If we can map these reactions, we may be able 
to map areas where the political programmes leant 
strongly to the pro-empire, pro-amenity, pro-town or 
the pro-potentate, pro-enterprise, anti-tax, anti-town 
position. This seems to me a more plausible explana-
tion of change than the weather or the ethnic origins 
of the European peoples which still regrettably domi-
nates early medieval European archaeology. What 
has really caused change is the fact that we Europe-
ans cannot agree with each other on what is the right 
way to live, and keep experimenting on each other, 
with what seems- (one could mention Imperialism, 
Monarchy, Marxism and Thatcherism)- a pathetic-
ally small range of options. That in the end is the dis-
appointing thing, not that we disagree. On the con-
trary, what should unite us Europeans is the fact that 
we all love so much to argue. 
23 Sep 1997 
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